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A word from the Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the British University in Egypt.

Establishing a new university is an investment of a wider more complicated sort than I, as a businessman, 

am used to making. It is an investment in the future, in youth, in the idea that education is the only path towards 

betterment and prosperity.

The British University prides itself on being a research institution. It guarantees excellence in education not 

just through instruction but also through research and academic collaboration. The Faculty of Engineering is at 

the vanguard of this practice. Its academic staff are avid researchers who besides participating in international 

conferences with cutting edge research, initiate their own research groups and events.

This conference is a shining example of such an initiative and the positive response to it from the international 

academic community is proof that it tackles issues that are relevant and topical. The fact that it presents itself 

as a message to future generations is in keeping with the spirit of proactive optimism that pervades this young 

institution of learning. We hope that the conference is the seed for future collaborative projects between our 

guests, and we on our part will take it as an opportunity to launch a scientific research centre on sustainability 

and future studies. This centre will provide a more permanent base for future collaboration, possibly making 

this conference an annual event.

The British University welcomes you to this event and hopes that it will mark the beginning of a long and 

fruitful series of collaborations.

Mr. Mohammed Farid Khamis

Chairman of the Board of Trustees

 The British University in Egypt



Foreword

President of
The British University in Egypt.

This conference is a message to the generations of the future about the future. It concerns itself with the very 
continuity of the human race and takes on the responsibility of providing solutions for its sustainability and 
wellbeing. It is a visionary conference rooted in reality. It understands that grand projects start with a dream, 
then are realized through hard work and collaboration, through focus and will power, through the rational 
scientific thinking of dedicated professionals.

We envision the First International Conference on Sustainability and the Future as a perfect environment for this 
fusion of vision and praxis, of many disciplines and variable approaches. The aim is clear; sustainable solutions 
for the Intermediate Cities of the future. The inter-disciplinary approach is evident from the very inception of 
the idea as a joint effort between the Departments of Civil and Architectural Engineering.  The fact that the 
British University in Egypt chose to organize such an event with such a pioneering theme is no coincidence. 
The theme is perfectly suited for a young ambitious university with the drive to succeed and the vision to excel. 
The venue in El Sherouk City, itself a relatively new intermediate city, is also in keeping with the young spirit 
of the event. 

The British University in Egypt is extremely proud to host this conference and honored to present the work 
of such a distinguished group of academics and researchers and provide them with the opportunity to meet 
and discuss their work. We know that this conference is only the beginning.  There will be many more events 
to come, whether as follow-up conferences to be organized by us in the next years, or as offshoots research 
collaborations between the participants who have in this conference the perfect chance to discuss their work 
and plan for joint projects.

Prof. Dr. Ahmed Hamza,
President of

The British University in Egypt.



A Word from the Director of the Center for Remote Sensing at Boston University, U.S.A. 

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the First International Conference on Sustainability and the Future.  
This is a welcome initiative by the British University in Egypt (BUE); there is no venue that would be more 
appropriate. Discussing the future of a nation is best done within the walls of an academic institution. This 
assure the involvement of the young generations in discussing their future.

I served as a member of a committee of the U.S. National Academy of Engineering to establish the most pressing 
“Grand Challenges for Engineering” for the next Century. This resulted in specifying 14 specific areas where 
engineers of tomorrow need to concentrate their research.  Naturally these included the basic needs, such as the 
provision of clean water and renewable energy, in addition to advances in health informatics and cyberspace.  
These challenges have become basic research issues in large U.S. universities.

Similarly, we need a group of thinkers and practitioners to establish the challenges facing Egypt in the next 
Century and to develop a roadmap for how we can reach such goals. The present initiative by the BUE should be 
considered as one step in the long march. Students must be involved in every step along the way; the road map 
is for the sake of their own future.  Papers, projects, lectures, plays or art competitions should be considered as 
part of this process.  No effort in this regard could be considered small or irrelevant.  All thoughts regarding the 
future and how we prepare for it are worthwhile.

Therefore, I do not look at this initiative by the BUE as an international conference. I even foresee that it could 
develop into a sustained effort over the next decade.  The critical aspect is the involvement of students of today 
with the expectation that they would continue the process upon graduation.

From the beginning of history great leaders of Egypt depended on the youth.  This was the case in food 
production, building monuments, developing the arts, or securing Egypt’s borders.  Throughout the history 
of Egypt, all the youth required was motivation and role models.  One such model was Imhotep, the father of 
engineering and designer and builder of the Step Pyramid of Saqqara.  He cared for all workers, assured feeding 
them well, treating them medically and entertaining them during rest periods. Nearly 2,000 years after his death, 
people crafted statues of his likeness in commemoration of his leadership and vision.  We need more people like 
Imhptep for Egypt’s future.

Clearly, I do not expect this to be a regular gathering.  I hope it is a seed to be planted in the fertile soil of human 
imagination.  This is particularly important because Egypt’s youth of today deserve a far better future than the 
present.  This objective would not be reached without a concerted, consistent and highly focused endeavor to 
initiate the required conditions for progress and greatness.  I firmly believe in the viability of this, because I 
believe in the unequal energy of the youth of Egypt.

Dr. Farouk El-Baz
Director of the Center for Remote 
Sensing at Boston University, U.S.A., 
Adjunct Professor, Faculty of Science, 
Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt.



A Word from the Dean of the Faculty of Engineering, British University in Egypt.

Establishing a new university is an exercise in hope and optimism. It is an expression of the belief that we 
can redirect the course of a country and shape a better future for it through education. This is the message of 
the British University in Egypt (BUE) and it is most apparently manifest in its Faculty of Engineering with 
its six departments. The departments of Architectural, Civil, Mechanical. Electrical, Petroleum and Chemical 
Engineering are all institutions of practical instruction that teach precise quantitative sciences and equip students 
for hands on careers rooted in reality. But they still are built on a visionary foundation of hope and optimism.

It is to reinforce this vision that the Sustainability and Future Studies Unit (SFSU) was established.  As the fruit 
of the cooperation between the departments of Architectural and Civil Engineering, SFSU has emerged as an 
important part of the BUE’s efforts to address future sustainability in terms of environmental, economic, and 
social challenges through the engagement of students, academic staff and researchers. The SFSC is envisioned 
to propose a suit of creative comprehensive solutions that tackle the future from a sustainable point of view.

The mission of SFSU is to facilitate discussion and research on eco-design and environmental, economic, 
ethical and social considerations for the future. This is achieved through training and education, research, 
seminars, workshops, conferences, consultancy and publications. The Centre also acts as a data bank focusing 
on innovative thinking and sustainable strategies. It also supports future studies in different fields such as urban 
development and future architecture.

This conference has come to light through the cooperation of the three above-mentioned entities, the departments 
of Architectural and Civil Engineering and their joint research centre, SFSU. The theme of the conference is 
reflective of the research focus of these entities and we are optimistic that the state of creative thinking and 
academic exchange that the conference will generate will be the perfect catalyst for the continued growth and 
diversification of activities of SFSU. 

With growth and diversification comes potential and with it new responsibilities.  We plan that the unit, which 
is currently part of energy studies in cooperation with LU will soon become an autonomous centre capable 
of more independent research, fundraising and international co-operation. We hope to invite you soon to the 
launch of this centre, which could well become a vehicle for developing the research ideas presented in the 
conference and an incubator for the realisation of these ideas in a more concrete fashion.

The future of Egypt is shinning due to what God bestowed upon her. Egypt sustainable energy from the sun 
alone is almost 5000 times the energy from the high dam and the energy from the wind that blows over Egypt 
is 6 times that of the high dam. It is a promising future.

Prof. Dr. Mostafa Gouda 
Dean,

The British University in Egypt



A Word from the Centre for Advanced Materials, The British University in Egypt.

The First International Conference on Sustainability and the Future (FISC2010) has a novel objective; providing 
solutions for the sustainability and wellbeing of people. It raises flags about problems in current communities and 
provides a forum for offering sustainable solutions. The Centre for Advanced Materials at the British University 
in Egypt serves the same objectives through research and development in materials and is a proud sponsor of 
this event. Indeed, material solutions are an integral part of any sustainability effort and represent an important 
part in FISC2010 agenda. For example, FISC2010 topics in Renewable Energy, Infra-structure challenges, 
and Smart Materials and/or Systems and Sustainability are expected to benefit from advanced materials and 
systems such as advanced composites, multifunctional materials, and nano-structured materials. The Center for 
Advanced Materials (CAM) is actively engaged in R&D in these advanced areas. By sponsoring FISC2010 and 
interacting with the conference participants CAM researchers are advancing their work to applications which 
directly touch the people’s lives. For this we are grateful for the opportunity to participate in FISC2010 and wish 
the conference and its organizers a successful and enjoyable event.

Prof. Yehia Bahei-El-Din, Director
Centre for Advanced Materials
The British University in Egypt



A Word from the Department of Architectural Engineering, the British University in 
Egypt.

Organising a conference is not a journey to be embarked on lightly. The commitment to months of hard work 
has to spring from the belief that this conference will make a difference to our profession, that it will somehow 
be a step towards making the world a better place to live. And of course for us in the Department of Architectural 
Engineering, our concern is the world we design and build. We were convinced that a theme that resonated 
with the diverse interests of the members of our department would surely be of interest to the international 
community of researchers. Sustainable design is not just a topical theme, there is an urgency to it, a need to race 
against time to develop its ideas for application before the resources of our planet are depleted. So the choice of 
theme, while discussed thoroughly amongst us, seemed to push itself to the fore, undeniable in its immediacy.

We were also concerned that the conference, while of universal appeal, had to be grounded in real issues of local 
relevance to Egypt. This was why the decision was made to choose the subject of sustainable intermediate cities 
as an inaugural theme. We in Egypt have to rise to the challenge of expanding beyond the narrow strip of the 
Nile Valley into our sprawling deserts. Our Nile can no longer sustain our booming population and new urban 
settlements have to be established beyond its banks. These settlements cannot continue repeat the mistakes of 
the past. They have to be manageable intermediate cities that absorb the surplus of existing urban conglomerates, 
especially our beloved, yet unmanageable Cairo. They have to make use of anything and everything of relevance 
in our current corpus of knowledge. Designing them is a holistic exercise in inter-disciplinary work between a 
range of fields; architecture, city planning, urban design, construction engineering, material studies, sociology, 
geography, soil, anthropology; the list is endless. And the springboard for design within the arid climes of the 
desert has to be sustainability. 

As we proceeded to disseminate our call for the conference and plan for it in more detail, we started to look 
forward to it more and more. The diversity of subjects addressed by the participating papers is reflected in the 
sub-themes along which the panels of the conference and the chapters of this publication are organised. The wide 
spectrum of interests ranges from the general philosophical question of the meaning of the Future and of our 
ethical responsibility to it to the technicalities of the design of smart materials and systems of renewable energy. 
The built environment as infrastructure, green architecture and also as socially and environmentally conscious 
urban planning is addressed, as are the techniques of planning and managing its construction. Finally, the 
integration of these sciences and disciplines is addressed separately in recognition of the fact that co-ordination 
and synergy are key for the successful conversion of ideas into practices.

We also look forward to the benefits our students would reap from exposure to such an event. We in the architectural 
department try hard to teach holistically stressing both technical excellence and moral responsibility as a basis 
for architectural design. We are also extremely excited about learning from the fresh ideas and contributions of 
students and young architects, not just to the conference, but also to the competition which addresses the theme 
of intermediate cities in a design oriented manner and refers primarily to the conceptualisation of cities planned 
within the developmental corridor suggested by the esteemed scientist and conference keynote speaker Farouk 
El-Baz in the Western Desert of Egypt. 

We welcome our keynote speakers, colleagues and students to this conference, thank them for helping us make 
our dream a concrete reality, and hope to invite you soon to a second conference that builds on the findings and 
research ideas presented here.

Prof. Dr. Khaled Mohammed Dewidar 
Head of the Department of Architectural Engineering

Faculty of Engineering
The British University in Egypt



A Word from the Department of Civil Engineering, the British University in Egypt.

Sustainable development has emerged as one of the most strategic concerns of our times. The continuous 
depletion of natural recourses and the resulting pollution impacts both contribute adversely on the quality of 
life of current and future generations.   Such problems are correlated to densely and over populated areas which 
contribute actively to such adverse impacts.

This first gathering of researchers and Engineers is aiming at the creation of a common ground for international 
exchange of ideas and promoting collaborative research and/or projects towards the concept of a future 
sustainable city.

For this bipolar problem, where sustainability is at one end and the dense over populated communities are 
the second, exploring new ideas for fusing both in a single perception of a future sustainable city, is what this 
gathering is all about.

It is this generation’s responsibility towards future generations to engage in such productive fusing of ideas to 
ensure the sustainable continuity and development of our mother earth and its resources.

Maguid H.M. Hassan
Professor & Head of Civil Engineering

British University in Egypt (BUE)
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Development Corridor in Egypt: philosophical approach.
 
Prof. Dr. Farouk El Baz
Director, Center for Remote Sensing, Boston University, Boston, U.S.A.  
Member. Higher Council for Science and Technology, Cairo, Egypt  

Societies flourish when their living spaces allow continued development and progress. This has been the case 
throughout history in all regions of the world.  In the case of Egypt today, increase of population and urban 
growth over the fertile land of the Nile Valley and its Delta threaten to curtail development. This condition 
necessitates new thrusts that would open new vistas for younger generations.
The proposed Development Corridor west of the Nile Valley and its Delta provides the needed space.  It allows 
expansion to unlimited extent for urban growth, and the attendant development in the industrial, agricultural, 
trading and tourism sectors. The proposed initiative can be regulated by the government, while the infrastructure 
may be developed by the private sector.
The basic components of the proposed project includes the following five components: (1) a superhighway to 
be built using the highest international standards along the total length of 1,200 kilometers. This main axis is 
to extend from near el-Alamein, west of Alexandria to the southern border of Egypt; (2) a minimum of  twelve 
east-west branches, with the total length of approximately 800 kilometers, to connect the superhighway to high-
density population centers along the way; (3) a railroad parallel to the superhighway for fast transport of people 
and products ; (4) a water pipeline from the Tushka Canal to supply freshwater along the Corridor, and (5) an 
electricity line to supply needs of development.
The selected region for this major endeavor is a flat limestone plateau just west of the Nile Valley.  The plateau 
dips slightly toward the north until the land reaches the Mediterranean Sea.  This natural setting allows water to 
flow from the Tushka area to the coastline under its own pressure with no energy consumption.
This open desert setting of the Development Corridor is particularly suited to allow innovations in the generation 
of energy through the utilization of abundant solar and wind sources. Renewable energy sources would not only 
satisfy the local needs along the Corridor, but also have the potential of supply to the rest of the country.
Within the spaces between the Nile River and the edge of the plateau there exists vast expanses of land with 
good soil with potential for groundwater resources.  Some of these areas represent former branches of the Nile, 
such as the region west of the Aswan-Kom Ombo region.  Therefore, the proposed project offers a potential to 
curb the dangerous expansion on the Nile soil. A recent study by the Ministry of Agriculture established that 
if the present rate of urban encroachment on agricultural land is not halted, the fertile land of Egypt would 
disappear in 170 years!
The initiation of corridors for development is internationally tested and proven. Such corridors have been 
established in India, China and the former Soviet Republics. It is now time for Egypt to seriously consider the 
proposed initiative.  This is particularly true since a government-initiated feasibility study  has shown that all its 
components are doable and it assures a better future for the nation.
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Urban Socio-Ecology and the Sustainability of Desert Cities

Professor Charles L. Redman
Founding Director of the School of Sustainability
Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona, USA

For the first time in human history more than half of the world’s population lives in cities and the proportion is 
continuing to increase.  It is estimated that at least 90% of future global population growth will occur in cities 
so that in the next thirty to forty years it will be necessary to double today’s total urban infrastructure that took 
5,000 years to build.  Urban centers are the nexus of commerce and we expect that 80% of the economic growth 
in developing countries will occur in cities, yet over 70% of all waste in the world is produced in cities and 
more than a third of all urban households live in poverty.    Cities have become the dominant players in social, 
economic, political, and environmental processes; yet are subject to dramatic and often unpredictable crises.  
Unemployment, environmental degradation, lack of services, inadequate housing, deteriorating infrastructure, 
poor access to key resources, and growing violence are all threats to the future.  Fast and unbalanced growth 
aggravates social exclusion, the division between rich and poor, the formal and informal, the legal and illegal.  

Globally, we are now engaged in by far the largest city-building experiment in the history of the planet, driven 
in part, by a rural to urban transition that is occurring on a scale never to be repeated.  Although the challenges 
facing us appear overwhelming, we must also view these as opportunities.  That is why I, colleagues around the 
world, and the organizers of this conference have focused their energy on finding sustainable solutions to these 
challenges.  For us a sustainable world is one in which the economy is vibrant, the social order is just, and the 
natural systems of the environment are protected for the future.  Finding solutions to sustainability challenges 
like global climate change, the endemic nature of poverty, and the diminishing natural resources is incredibly 
difficult.  Sustainability challenges like these are not easily isolatable problems, but are intertwined with all 
sectors of society and its environment, they are of the highest importance and extremely urgent, yet they are not 
amenable to simple solutions or to optimal tradeoffs.  Moreover, the world is rapidly changing; becoming more 
complex and harder to predict and hence sustainability challenges are not easily understood using traditional 
frameworks or methods of investigation.  

The methodology of a sustainability approach is still being developed and I expect it will take multiple different 
forms, but I do believe that it will involve a series of principles:

Respect for our environment and the services it provides.•	
Recognition that economic success is important, but not all important.•	
Respect for others; those we do not know as well as those we know.•	
Willingness to make difficult decisions and take responsibility for our actions and inaction.•	
A world where poverty is alleviated and the limits of natural resources are respected will be better for •	
everyone.

Underlying a sustainability approach is the key recognition that human and natural systems are more closely 
linked than formerly assumed.  This requires us to focus on reciprocal interactions and feedback relationships.  
The essential insight is that we cannot separate the two systems, yet that is what we actually do in most analyses.  
Associated with this coupling is an acceptance of the perspective that attitudes, perceptions, and human values 
are a part of all sustainability analyses and are essential elements in the decisions we make about managing the 
world around us.

I live in Phoenix, Arizona a city that is roughly as hot and dry as Cairo and when I discuss sustainable cities 
someone in the audience almost always claims “cities should not be in deserts” and how can we support its 
existence of a city like Phoenix.  My immediate answer, as I probably do not need to tell anyone in the audience 
here, is that the earliest cities and advanced civilizations in the world developed in arid locations including 
Phoenix and Cairo.  We could spend the rest of the session discussing the key attributes of these early cities, but 
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I will only touch on a few before moving on to the present.  The history of early cities is a history of rapid and 
intertwined technological and social developments.  Arid environments present clear, unambiguous challenges 
to human occupation, yet as they have proven over the course of history they have great potential as well.  
Adequate water for agriculture and habitation, adapting to heat at least on a seasonal basis, lack of locally 
available raw materials, are all challenges that had to be overcome by the earliest urbanists.   And overcome they 
were, in numerous parts of the world through the development of advanced forms of social organizations and 
management strategies that enabled innovations both to address the immediate challenges, and innovations in a 
suite of domains such as art, writing, religion, and science that do not appear to be “necessary” for the success 
of early cities, but nevertheless were integral parts of this transformation.

Moving to the present and our hopes for a sustainable future I will briefly introduce four challenges to modern 
desert cities and some insight from how we are addressing them in Phoenix.  Before beginning I want to 
re-emphasize the interconnections of each of these issues and a methodology for ensuring that we consider 
both the upstream causes and downstream implications of action in each of these domains.  I find it useful 
when considering how to address any particular “problem” of urban sustainability to be sure to examine the 
implications of alternate actions from four basic perspectives: 

natural and built environment•	
metabolic flows•	
social dynamics •	
governance networks.  •	

It is becoming increasingly clear that the management of fresh water resources is one of the central challenges of 
establishing a sustainable future for virtually every city in the world, and especially in desert cities. Inadequate 
local precipitation, rapid rates of evaporation, difficulty of purification, aging distributional infrastructure, and 
legal rights to the various sources of surface and groundwater are problems that vex city managers from Dubai 
to Perth and all of these challenges are taking on an additional dimension as we face global climate change.    For 
the past six years I have co-directed a large National Science Foundation project in the Decision-Making Under 
Uncertainty program aimed at developing decision support tools for improving water management decisions 
in central Arizona and elsewhere. At the core of this project is a complex systems dynamics model (WaterSim) 
we have developed that interconnects alternate precipitation scenarios, with patterns of urban growth and 
agricultural retirement all in the context of the current legal and economic policies.  We continue to elaborate this 
model with consumer decisions on water conservation possibilities, with a concern for water quality as well as 
quantity, with alternative water pricing and trading strategies, and with possible new regulations and incentives.  
All this is done so that we can bring together water managers and policy makers to discuss key problems and 
use the model to understand the likely implications of alternative climate scenarios and management decisions.  
What has become clear from our model and from working with diverse stakeholders is that water decisions are 
tightly coupled with decisions in a variety of domains such as energy, landscaping, housing developments, and 
agriculture.

For cities like Cairo and Phoenix we have always known that heat is a serious issue for the functioning and 
comfort of its citizens and visitors.  Although there are many natural factors that affect local climate we have 
come to recognize that we also are affecting the temperature and other climatic conditions by the way we 
build cities.  The term urban heat island (UHI) has been introduced to reflect the way that the replacement of 
vegetative and desert surfaces with buildings, roads, and other facilities has increased the temperature of desert 
cities, particularly during the night.  Over the past fifty years in Phoenix the average morning lows during 
the summer months has increased fifteen degrees Fahrenheit (far more than the worst global climate change 
predictions).  This also means that evenings do not cool off as quickly and that there are just more “warm” 
hours during the year and fewer “cool” hours.  This has major impacts on human comfort and on natural cycles.  
What we have found is that the UHI is not just a problem of desert cities, but the increasing number of “heat 
waves” that seems to accompany global climate change have caused large number of fatalities in what are 
otherwise considered temperate cities such as Paris and Chicago in the past decade.  Urban landscaping (with 
attendant water use), residential housing density (with implications for transportation), building materials (with 
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implications for embedded energy), and design of urban developments (with implications for continued energy 
use) all have direct impact on the urban heat island.

In discussions of making cities more livable from climatic, recreational, and aesthetic perspectives the inclusion 
of urban parks, other open spaces, and the attendant biodiversity are receiving increased attention.  Open spaces 
and parks, as well as remnant agriculture have been a part of cities since earliest time.  Often the park were 
parts of royal or private lands without open access, but increasingly public spaces are being pointed to as major 
amenities when mayors are declaring the qualities of their city.  Many of these have their origin in being part of a 
royal preserve such as in Tokyo, Mexico City, and London. Others were part of a garden city movement such as 
Central Park in New York City. While many recent parks, such Al-Azhar here in Cairo, are attempts to renovate 
sections of the city and provide facilities for local residents and visitors.  At the same time that parks may 
mitigate the UHI and offer recreational and aesthetic opportunities they also occupy valuable urban landscape, 
are expensive to maintain, and cause some additional urban sprawl.  These tradeoffs must be examined from a 
variety of perspective and some of our empirical research on local land values indicate that the costs of regional 
parks and other open space often is often compensated by the rise in local property values.

Although the three issues above each can be addressed separately it is clear that their drivers are interconnected 
and management decisions impact all three.  The fourth factor, pattern of urban growth, is clearly related to 
all three factors as well as other issues that underlie the transformation to sustainable cities.  Patterns emerge 
from the change in population due to rural to urban migration, immigration from abroad, and internal natural 
increase.  The pattern for most cities, especially in the developing world is for these forces to lead to an overall 
increase in urban population. This does not have to be the case and there are examples of population decrease, 
particularly in the urban core. The objective of this presentation and I believe of the conference in general is 
to formulate patterns or principles that could guide the management of urban growth in order to lead toward 
sustainable cities in the future.  Issues of density, urban fringe, ex-urban zones, and megapolitan regions are all 
ways to evaluate these growth patterns. I have pointed to water use, urban heat island, and urban parks and open 
space as key variable to monitor.  Related to these are additional subsystems such as transportation, energy use, 
economic activity, innovation potential, and a variety of civic services and opportunities. However, all too often 
in planning a city we focus on the economic issues and the appearance and functioning of the built environment 
and less on the social and personal factors in the quality of life and the maintenance of the underlying ecosystem 
services that support our activities.  These, too, are key to a true and comprehensive perspective on sustainable 
cities as are the various cultural preferences and traditional values that go into creating an enduring sense of 
place among the population.
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Dr. Mohammed Ibrahim Mansour
Director, Center for Future Studies, IDSC

Distinguished Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen: 

I am both honored and delighted to be with you today to participate in the opening of the BUE’s First International 
Conference on Sustainability and the Future.  

In scanning the Programme for this international conference, one is immediately impressed by the wealth of 
international expertise you all represent, and the spectrum of important issues covered by the papers you will 
be presenting.  

As the director of the Center of Future Studies (CFS) in the Cabinet’s Information and Decision Support 
Center (IDSC), this Conference substantially reinforces, enhances, and develops, most of the important areas 
of common interest and collaborative action that the CFS and BUE currently share in the field of Sustainable 
Development and specifically in the area of the Future of Sustainable Cities. 

I would like start by briefly stressing the importance of sustainable Egyptian cities in the future, given that 
Egyptian cities are increasingly getting overwhelmed by social, economic, ecological, and cultural problems 
which require new strategies and innovative policies to develop the existing cities and consider creating new 
cities in the unexploited desert. 
Our dream is to experience sustainable cities in Egypt in the future, cities that value healthy ecosystems with 
minimum waste and pollution, that efficiently manage and use available resources, and that actively seek to 
retain and enhance a locally based and self-sufficient sustainable economy. This dream should be embraced 
and actively promoted by all of the key sectors of society, including businesses, disadvantaged groups, 
environmentalists, civic associations, government agencies, and NGOs. 
In order to make Sustainability “visible”, attractive projects should be realized via pilot or model projects 
within local authorities and corporations, through awards and prizes, to support projects with strong impacts. 
For communicating the activities and results, smart public relations can be practiced, through attractive 
presentation of success stories and possibilities for concrete action and participation in relevant media, using 
internet, newsletters, printed products, initiating awards etc. To redirect societal change today into a more 
sustainable direction is a highly ambitious and extremely task, that takes special efforts and time. Experiences 
from developed countries show, that there is not a lack of concepts and tools, but very often other there is not 
enough innovation and movement in the direction of Sustainable Development. Maybe that is what we are 
lacking in Egypt today. 

To conclude, I would like to highlight the importance of this topic to CFS’s current line of work. The CFS is 
currently undertaking a comprehensive project titled “A Future Vision for Egypt 2030”, which incorporates 
the future of sustainable cities as one of the main issues of special significance to Egypt’s future in its pillar 
“Towards a New Geo-Economic Structure for Egypt”. This pillar of the vision is oriented to establish urban 
centers of excellence that specialize in specific areas and to make use of the location’s characteristics and their 
available development resource. Eventhough each location will specialize in a specific domain, when looking 
at the process of developing the desert globally, it is important that all development points be synchronized 
and homogenous like a series of sustainable cities that aim at achieving a balance between development on the 
one hand and the environment and society on the other in a way that doesn’t misuse or waste natural resources, 
which will in turn impact development and the society on the long run. 

It is important here to stress the importance of utilizing futures studies tools and methodologies in formulating the 
future vision for sustainable Egyptian cities, and for enhancing and deepening participation and civic engagement 
to promote the concept of Sustainable Development. These methods include Round Table discussions, Future 
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Workshops and Future Conferences, Open Space, Planning Cells, Public Hearings, and Citizen Decision. Using 
such up-to-date approaches in Egyptian cities would not only help in solving their problems, but could also help 
in reducing the threats of climate change, lack of water, terrorism, and many other potential social, ecological 
and economic disasters for mankind and for future generations.

At the end, I would like to congratulate the BUE on the organization of this remarkable International Conference, 
and I wish you all the very best for a most successful meeting.

Thank You. 
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Geomatics Multi-sensor Technologies – State of the Art and Future Trends

Professor Naser El-Sheimy, PEng, CRC
Canada Research Chair
Scientific Director, Tecterra
President, ISPRS Commission I
Department of Geomatics Engineering, The University of Calgary

The past two decades have witnessed an explosive demand for geospatial data.  This demand has numerous 
sources and takes many forms. However, the net effect is an increasing need for data that is more accurate, has 
higher density, is produced more rapidly, and is acquired less expensively.  Classical approaches of acquiring 
geospatial data such as aerial photogrammetry and terrestrial surveying are no longer adequate because they 
are either too slow, too labor-intensive or do not provide the complete attribute information required for the 
application in question.  

Geomatics is an emerging, innovative, key information technology for the twenty-first century that deals with 
the acquisition, modeling, analysis and management of spatially referenced data and its real-time applications. 
Geomatics includes applications such as positioning by satellites, monitoring and control through remote 
sensing, land information management through Geospatial Information Systems (GIS), as well as real-time 
applications such as forest fire fighting, monitoring oil spills and wildlife tracking.  Geomatics has a significant 
impact on our society and quality of life and is becoming an integral component of complex engineering and 
management systems that are aimed at creating a sustainable environment.

A promising alternative to these classical techniques of data acquisition is the use of Mobile Multi-sensor 
Geomatics (M2G) systems that integrate various positioning, navigation and remote sensing technologies.  The 
benefits of these systems are numerous: autonomous operation without reference to ground control; portable 
deployment around the globe (whether on vehicles, helicopters, or airplanes); reduction in both the time and 
cost of data collection; data archival, permitting additional data collection without additional field surveys; and 
finally the immediate transfer of sensor improvements to the overall system.  

Examples of such systems can be found in airborne remote sensing for mapping and urban expansion monitoring, 
airborne gravimetry for seismic applications, airborne laser scanning for digital terrain modelling, and mobile 
mapping vans for street level visualization and web mapping applications, trains and 3D robotics systems. All 
of these systems have a common feature in that the sensors necessary to solve a specific problem are mounted 
on a common platform. By accurately synchronizing the data streams, the solution of the mapping problem is 
possible by using data from one integrated measurement process only. The post-mission integration of results 
from a number of disjoint measurements processes and the unavoidable errors inherent in such a process are 
avoided. 

The presentation will cover both, the concept of multi-sensor integration and implementation aspects. Based 
on experience with a number of different systems, features common to most systems will be identified and a 
unified model for georeferencing of multi-sensor data will be formulated. Emphasis will be on systems that 
integrate navigation and imaging sensors. All major features will be illustrated by examples. Results of van, 
airborne, and portable system surveys used to illustrate the salient features of the MMS. Finally, some emerging 
applications and future trends will be discussed.
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A CORRIDOR TO SECURE EGYPT’S FUTURE
                                               

Prof. Dr. Farouk El Baz
Director, Center for Remote Sensing, Boston University, Boston, U.S.A.  
Member. Higher Council for Science and Technology, Cairo, Egypt  

                                                          

                                                             

Introduction  

This article improves the case for a proposed superhighway west of the Nile from the Mediterranean Sea 
coastline to Lake Nasser.  The proposal would provide numerous  opportunities for the development of new 
communities, agriculture, industry, trade and  tourism around a 2,000 km strip of the Western Desert.  The 
Government of Egypt was unable  or unwilling to pursue the project, when I first proposed it 20 years ago, for 
whatever reasons.   Because the country is presently facing insurmountable problems, the proposal is resubmitted  
for consideration by the private sector – local, Arab and international investors.  Adequate transportation routes 
and mechanisms are essential to ever increasing development. From the time of establishing the Egyptian 
State over 5,000 years ago, the Nile  served as a mechanism to transport people, news, products, armies and 
tax collector – all aspects of a unified, sustainable state.  Similarly, the Greek, Roman and Arab civilizations  
assured the ease and security of travel within the boundaries of their vast territories. More recently, European 
development was greatly assisted by the ease of transportation at the rise of Western Civilizations.  It is also 
clear that superb transportation systems allowed the United States to better utilize its vast natural resources to 
reach its present position of prominence.  
It is not possible to foresee establishment of a modern network of transportation systems within the confines of 
the Nile Valley and its Delta, because that would reduce agricultural  land.  The fertile soil within the inhabited 
strip of Egypt was deposited by the Nile River over  millions of year, and it is irreplaceable.  In the meantime, 
the growth of population negates the   potential of continuing to live on and utilize only 5% of the land area of 
Egypt.  Thus, it is   imperative to open new vistas for expansion outside of the inhabited strip.  This proposal  
provides an innovative solution to the numerous problems that face Egypt today.    
In addition to facilitating transport throughout Egypt, the proposed superhighway would limit urban encroachment 
over agricultural land and opens myriad opportunities for new communities close to over populated towns. It 
also affords unlimited potential for new schools and training centers, industrial zones, trade centers, tourism? 
i.e., virgin territory for development initiatives in every field.  This in itself gives hope to the new generations of 
Egyptians for a better future.  It represents the best possible use of one of Egypt’s natural resources – the strip 
of the Western Desert that parallels the Nile and is close to its high density population centers.  
This particular strip of land was chosen because of its unique natural characteristics. It is basically flat with 
a gentle northward slope from west of Aswan to the coast of the  Mediterranean Sea? the lack of topographic 
prominences makes it easy to pave.  This strip is  also devoid of east west crossing valleys that are prone to 
flashfloods as in the case of the  Eastern Desert.  It passes close to vast tracts of fertile soils that are amenable 
to reclamation?  
most of such regions have potential for groundwater resources. The strip is also comparatively free of sandy 
areas? it is not crossed by lines of shifting dunes as in the case of regions farther to the west. Furthermore, the 
region is endowed with plentiful sunlight and persistent northerly  wind.  These conditions allow the use of 
renewable solar and wind energy in the future.  

Based on the above, the proposed project includes the establishment of the following:  

A. A superhighway to be built using the highest international standards, 1,200 km in length, from west of 
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Alexandria to the southern border of Egypt,   
B.   Twelve east west branches, with the total length of approximately 800 km, to connect the highway to high-
density population centers along the way,  
C.   A railroad for fast transport parallel to the superhighway,   
D.   A water pipeline from the Tushka Canal to supply freshwater, and  
E.   An electricity line to supply energy during the early phases of development.  

  
North South Highway  A. 

The main highway runs parallel to the Nile River from Egypt’s Mediterranean Sea  coastline to its border 
with Sudan.  Its distance from the Western scarp of the Nile Valley varies  from 10 to 80 kilometers, based on the 
nature of the crossed land.  It begins at a point between  Alexandria and El Alamein, perhaps near El Hamman, to 
be selected for the establishment of a  new international port.  Egypt requires a technologically advanced port to 
serve future needs of  import and export as well as increased trade with Europe and the expansion of maritime  
transport worldwide.  In the meantime, the northern branch of the superhighway extends to  Alexandria and its 
present port and airport and eastward through the Nile Delta coastal  highway to Rosetta and Damietta.  
The superhighway ends near the border with Sudan to allow a future extension to better  link the two neighboring 
countries.  Better ground links between Egypt and Sudan would have a positive impact on the economies of both 
countries.  Near the terminal point, branches extend to Lake Nasser, Abu Simbel, and the Tushka depression – 
all regions that have promise in development of fisheries, tourism and agriculture, respectively.

The aforementioned characteristics of the superhighway require the establishment of a  private sector organization 
to manage the road and its maintenance.  The organization would be responsible for manning the toll stations, 
providing emergency services, and maintaining the  utility of the superhighway.  Naturally, such an organization 
requires a specific mandate and  clear laws and regulations by the Egyptian Parliament to assure the safety and 
utility of the  highway while placing limits on excessive government regulations or company profits.  

     B.  East West Connectors  
    

Branches of the main highway oriented in a roughly east west direction would connect  it to the main centers 
of population.  They assure easy transport between the main cities of  Egypt and between the main production 
areas and the outside world.  Such branches may  include the following:  

Alexandria Branch:  This branch connects the main north south highway to the road leading to Alexandria, its 
port and airport.  The eastern terminus of this branch would connect with roads leading to the northern cities 
and towns of the Nile Delta coastal zone including Rosetta and Damietta.  

Delta Branch:  This connects the superhighway with the heart of the Nile Delta, for example, at the city of 
Tanta.  The branch would best be an elevated new road within the Delta to limit encroachment on the fertile 
land.  It also might require a new bridge over the Rosetta  Branch of the Nile River.  From its terminal point at 
Tanta, it branches to upgraded roads  leading to cities and towns of the Nile Delta.  This would assure better 
links between the Delta  and the rest of Egypt and the outside world.
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Cairo Branch:  This branch connects the superhighway with the Cairo Alexandria road. It is envisioned to link it 
with upgraded roads leading to Maadi and eastward to Suez.  This  would allow the use of cargo land transport 
between Alexandria and Suez (the Mediterranean  
Sea and the Red Sea) as an alternative to the Suez Canal when the need arises.  

Faiyum Branch:  This connector would allow the development of the desert north of the  Faiyum depression by 
establishing sites for tourism, new communities and agricultural areas.  It also would allow an extension to the 
west of the depression for establishment of industries  such as cement production.  

Bahariya Branch:  This branch improves the existing road to the Bahariya Oasis as a  northern link to the New 
Valley Province to the south.  It would also allow further development of the natural resources of the Bahariya 
depression including the iron ore deposits.  

Minya Branch:  The city of Minya has been one of the major population centers from  ancient times.  However, 
little development has reached its shores because of the centralization  of projects in and near Cairo.  Minya has 
a university and can generate numerous avenues for  local and regional development if it is better connected to 
the national market.  

Assiut Branch:  This case is identical to that of Minya in all aspects.  In addition, Assiut  has an airport that 
could be upgraded for civilian transport.  It is also the end point of the road  from Kharga, the capital of the New 
Valley Governorate, at the Nile Valley.  This road is paved  over the ancient Darb El Arbain, the track of camel 
caravans connecting the Nile Valley and the  oases of Darfur in northwestern Sudan, which can be upgraded 
and revitalized.  
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Qena Branch:  This connector would open for agricultural development a vast area south  of the Nile from the 
Qena Bend in the east to Nag Hammadi to the west.  This plain represents fan deposits of streams that were 
more active during wetter climates in the past? therefore,  groundwater resources would potentially underlie it.  
A westward road could also connect it with the existing road to the Kharga Oases to link the superhighway with 
the southern part of  the New Valley Province.  

Luxor Branch:  This branch would allow unlimited growth of tourism and recreation on the plateau that overlooks 
the largest concentration of ancient Egyptian archaeological sites.  It allows the erection of hotels and resorts on 
top of a magnificent plateau overlooking the Nile Valley.    

Kom Ombu Aswan Branch:  Like the Qena Branch, the Kom Ombu segment opens up a  vast tract of fertile 
land west of the Nile for reclamation.  The region once hosted the channel of  the Nile? segments of its ancient 
courses were revealed by radar images from space.  Because of  geological reason, the Nile shifted its course 
eastward to its present location.  Therefore, the abandoned land to the west would include fertile soil of the 
ancient Nile sediments. This makes  it an excellent location for the expansion of agriculture west of the Nile.  
The Aswan segment  

connects the superhighway to the city of Aswan.  It would allow the transport of products to  and from the 
northern governates and the outside world.  It would also allow the expansion of  winter recreation resorts and 
tourism near the many archaeological sites and the High Dam.  

Tushka Branch:  The superhighway goes through the northeastern edge of the Tushka  depression, where a canal 
from Lake Nasser has created several lakes. This region is slated for agricultural expansion.  It is presently 
devoid of an adequate transportation infrastructure. The  superhighway would provide all necessary mechanisms 
to transport people, material and  products to and from the Tushka region.  

Lake Nasser Branch:  This connector is to be selected at a site that is amenable to the  development of a major 
fishing port along the shores of Lake Nasser to the north (downstream)  of Abu Simbel.  Plentiful fish from 
the lake could be transported via the railroad to distribution  centers throughout Egypt.  The branch might also 
increase the potential use of Lake Nasser for  eco tourism.  

C.  Modern Railway  

Egypt’s railroads are very old and their tracks are laid on relatively soft soils that do not  allow fast movement 
by heavy loads.  Thus, the need exists for an advanced railroad system to  serve present and future requirements 
of development. A rail track parallel to the superhighway would serve that purpose.  If deemed necessary, 
connecting tracks could be  established along some of the east west road branches in the future.  
The aluminum manufacturing plant at Nag Hammadi west of Qena represents a good example of the need for a 
new railroad for industrial uses. At present, the raw material arrives  from abroad at Alexandria.  It is transported 
by heavy trucks from Alexandria to the factory in Nag Hammadi on the ailing and very crowded road network 
of the Nile Delta and Nile Valley.   After processing, the aluminum is transported northward along the same road 
network.  A  railroad from the Mediterranean port to the Nag Hammadi connector would ease the operation,  in 
addition to saving lives and property along the existing road network.  
The superhighway ends at the southern border of Egypt along the Selima Edfu camel  caravan route.  At this 
point, a short segment of road would connect it to the shores of Lake  Nasser across from the town of Wadi 
Halfa, near the northern border of Sudan.  There is a  railroad that connects Wadi Halfa to the rest of eastern 
Sudan.  Thus, it would facilitate  transport between Egypt and the main cities and town of Sudan.  
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     D.  Water Pipeline  

No development could be assured without the presence of freshwater.  Even though  several areas along the path 
of the superhighway promise the existence of groundwater, a  pipeline of fresh water from the Tushka Canal is 
required to run the length of the  superhighway.  It is envisioned that a pipe of about one meter in diameter would 
provide the  necessary resources for human consumption during the early phases of the project.   Agricultural 
and industrial development along the east west connectors would be supplied  either by groundwater resources 
or subsidiary canals from the Nile.  
The length of the required pipeline is about 1,100 km.  This is less than half that of the  Great Man Made River 
system in Libya.  In the latter case, the main pipeline is four meters in  diameter, is buried under seven meters 
of soil, and carries water from numerous wells in the  south to the coastal zone with a total length of more 
than 2,000 km. Feeder pipelines with a  diameter of 1.6 meters carry the water to the main pipeline. Within 
each of the well fields  numerous pipelines carry the water from hundreds of wells to the feeder pipelines. In  
comparison, the proposed pipeline is neither technically difficult nor economically taxing to  accomplish.  

After pumping the water from the Tushka canal up to the plateau for approximately 300  meters, it would flow 
northward along the topographic gradient without any need for energy.   

It is even possible to imagine that the water flow down gradient might be usable to produce  mechanical energy 
that can be converted to electricity.  
  
     E.   Electricity Line  

Initial phases of the proposed project require energy for lighting, refrigeration, etc. Therefore, a line to supply 
electricity is one of the requirements of the project. The required power can be supplied by any one of the 
generation plants along the Nile Valley as deemed  appropriate.  
Urban communities, industrial plants and agricultural farms to be initiated along the  east west branches should 
be encouraged to utilize solar and/or wind energy resources as  much as possible.  This encouragement can be 
in the form of tax breaks or grants from the  Egyptian Government or international environmental agencies.  

Project Benefits  

It is important to evaluate the pros and cons of any proposed project.  In the case of the  
present proposal, it is difficult to think of any drawbacks from the environmental or  
socioeconomic points of view.  The only question that comes to mind is how long it takes to  
secure a return on the investment of such an elaborate infrastructure.  This question can only be  
answered by feasibility studies.  

In the meantime, it is possible to list the benefits of the proposed project as follows:  

Ending urban encroachment on agricultural land in the Nile Valley  •	
Opening new land for desert reclamation and the production of food  •	
Establishing new areas for urban and industrial growth near large cities  •	
Creating hundreds of thousands of new jobs for Egyptian labor  •	
Arresting environmental deterioration throughout the Nile Valley  •	
Relieving the existing road network from heavy and dangerous transport  •	
Initiating new ventures in tourism and eco tourism in the Western Desert  •	
Connecting the Tushka region and its projects with the rest of the country  •	
Creating a physical environment for economic projects by the private sector  •	
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Involving the population at large in the development of the country  •	
Giving people, particularly the young, some hope for a better future  •	
Focusing people’s energy on productive and everlasting things to do   •	

  

Method of Execution  

Although the project was proposed twenty years ago for execution by the Egyptian  Government, its scope 
and the variety of its benefits suggest that it can best be accomplished by  the private sector.  At the time of 
the original proposal, experts placed its cost at six billion  dollars.  Perhaps now the necessary infrastructure 
would cost four times as much.  However,  the cost would not be too high for decisive solutions to many of 
Egypt’s present problems, and  tangible options for a better future. Furthermore, it would not represent a burden 
to the  Egyptian Government, because it would be totally financed by the private sector – local,  regional and 
international investors.  Naturally, this would require a vigorous and well though  out marketing campaign.  

During the past twenty years, I have repeatedly written and widely lectured on the  proposal at universities 
and research centers throughout Egypt.  Audiences receive it with great  enthusiasm and consider it ideal 
for a “national project,” that is something the whole nation can  get involved in its planning, execution and 
utilization.  

Therefore, it is envisioned to involve experts from universities and research centers in  the study and evaluation 
of various aspects of the proposed project.  It would also be necessary  to plan the training of workers in 
numerous fields for employment in the various aspects of the  project.  In addition, governorates may initiate 
lists of the kinds of development projects that  could be established in their territories once the project begins.  

It would also be advisable to involve the young in the process? the project is proposed to  
assure a better life for future generations.  University students could compete for prizes in recommending projects 
on either side of the connectors along the superhighway.  High school  students could be given opportunities 
to compete for other prizes for naming the east west  branches and the new towns and villages to be established 
along these branches. If a large  number of people become involved in the project, it would have a better chance 
for being  considered a “national project,” one that the society as a whole owns and protects.  

Concluding Remarks  

My granddaughter Yasmeen is 10 years old and attends school in Washington D.C.,  where her parents live.  She 
returned from school one recent day to tell her mother that the  teacher mentioned Egypt in the first lesson in 
history.  She added that the teacher said that  history repeats itself and asked if it were true.  When her mother 
answered positively, she  excitedly asked: “Does this mean that Egypt can be great again?”    

We need to answer the question of this youngster who lives far away, but keeps Egypt in her heart and mind.   
The answer requires deep thinking and hard work by a generation or  two.  Egypt has lived through many great 
episodes while its people were focused on their work,  supportive of each other, and aimed at the common good.  
Once in a while, Egyptians fall into a  quietude, hermitically sealing their minds, and receding from the world 
around them. But, stagnation events are usually short, and Egyptians spring back into action leading the way to  
civilized life.  Is it fair then to ask: “When will Egyptians return to holding the banner of  civilization?”  

 From the earliest time of recorded history, civilization blossomed among groups of  people who were collectively 
able to achieve the following:  
         1.   Production of excess of food, for the growth of their bodies and minds  
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         2.   Division of labor among the society, in a fair and well organized manner  

         3.   Easy living in urban areas, where some of them could create and innovate  

Therefore, Egypt needs to satisfy these three conditions before paving the road for the  re spread of civilization 
along the banks of the Nile River.  It is my belief that the proposed  superhighway would go a long way toward 
achieving these goals.  This needs strong faith in  the resilience of the descendents of the energetic builders of 
the Pyramids. It would require a  mere generation or two for this development initiative to bear fruit.  This is not 
a long time in  the 8,000 year history of Egypt, which deserves a distinguished position among great nations  
now and in the future.  
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Why the First International Conference                                                                                                                                      
of Sustainability and the Future is entitled:

Future Intermediate Sustainable Cities:
A Message to Future Generations

Prof. Ahmed Yehia Rashed
Conference Chairman
Architectural Engineering Department
Faculty of Engineering  
The British University in Egypt

Introduction
Prospective studies on the future of Egypt are not just theories. It is the responsibility of the current generation 
to think and work hard towards enabling future generations to achieve their own objectives. Over the years 
a variety of national projects have been started with optimistic expectations and ended with limited results 
or frustrations. It is noteworthy that Egypt has plenty of potentials based on its civilisation and its human 
resources. However, these potentials should be utilised in an innovative and efficient way to reduce or eliminate 
waste of time, cost and effort. Our approach to achieve a better future for Egypt should be accomplished through 
the appropriate utilisation of resources to implement a modern and well-organized plan based on cooperation 
between all sectors in the country. Our main target should be achieving a developed country based on sustainable 
strategies.

Recently, the vision of the eminent scientist Farouk El-Baz, and the proposal of the “Developmental Corridor” 
emerged as a developmental ideology which looked at the Western Desert as a site, and at science and youth as 
a way to achieve the goal.

Prior to that, the Toshka Project was initiated as a national project for which all governmental capacities were 
activated. The questions raised are: In the course of the invasion of the desert through the establishment of new 
settlements, what are the investment opportunities and how will they be channelled? Will heading towards the 
desert result in a better future for Egypt? Or will those visions and steps drain current and future potentials? 
What about the scientific and practical studies used in the process of decision making? Were they realistic? Do 
these decisions and steps cope with the rates of change, especially in light of globalization, and its economic, 
social and political changes? 

The question arises: Could Egypt grow in the old valley alone leaving 95% of the area unutilised? And what 
would happen after a quarter-century if we did not head towards the desert? The answer is that while Egypt can 
now afford the luxury of asking these questions, as time passes, there will be no room for questions. The desert 
will become a necessity for the future of tomorrow, and it will not just be perceived as new land to be added to 
the globe or a renaissance project that accommodates various fields of productive and service activities or a tool 
to restore balance to the urban and economic map of Egypt. It will be seen as a new frontier for construction, 
management and investment according to new rules with new parameters. This should be achieved through 
modern technology and the support of rapidly growing visions and ideas coupled with the drawing of inspiration 
from inherent cultural features. Accordingly heading towards the desert and the future of Egypt should not be 
left to the forces of spontaneous or historical coincidences. Furthermore, the idea of the old valley with its 
problems does not suit the future of the new society. Additionally, if the Egyptian architect does not play his/her 
role in formulating the future of Egypt, others will be in charge of this task, but with a major difference, which is 
charting the future of Egypt according to their interests. And because we live today on the legacy of parents and 
grandparents, it is our responsibility to examine what our children and grandchildren will inherit from us. The 
architect’s involvement as a premier player is a must at this stage, and he/she cannot abdicate his role and his 
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leadership in creating Egypt of the Future within the challenges of sustainability. Finally, all the issues raised are 
common not only to the Middle East but all over the world and the international conference will be a platform 
of opportunity to share and learn.  

Hypotheses:

The need for futuristic visions and programmes combining the present and future of Egypt that would •	
provide practical scenarios rather than setting unreachable plans.

Prediction in the midst of regional and global variables as well as scientific revolutions is very difficult. •	
Studies of the future depend on the idea of the survival of the fastest which means that those faster to reach 
scientific and technological prowess will get a bigger chance to change the face of the earth.

The issue of population and resources is a strategic issue to be considered in the long term, and therefore •	
getting out of the 5% of the Nile Valley and spreading to other areas, whether the Developmental Corridor 
or Toshka, is a major development of resources.

The desert and Egypt of the future need construction that is new both in its vision and in its philosophy of •	
development.

The responsibility of the architect/engineer stems from his message of urbanising the land. The future and •	
sustainability of the development of Egypt of tomorrow is a self building process within which implanting 
moral and ideological values and awareness of the sustainable environment is achieved in parallel with 
technical advances.

Ethical, religious, artistic and architectural values of the heritage of ancient environments and what they •	
contain of ideas, solutions and lifestyles compatible with the environment - not the desire to return to 
the past - is a springboard for arriving at a futuristic sustainable way of thinking about architecture and 
development.

Studies that discuss issues of reconstructing the future of Egypt and the future of today>s children, men and •	
women of tomorrow will not bring any new ideas through traditional modes of thought and therefore the 
emergence of new non-stereotypical ideas is essential. This BUE Event (the international conference and 
international competitions) will provoke dialogue between generations and identities (scientists, officials, 
researchers, practitioners, university students and school students).   

The Problem: Invading the desert or settling in it?

The irony of the fact that the ratio of the population of the Egyptian desert to the total population of Egypt is 
the same as that of the area of the Nile Valley to the total area of Egypt triggered the idea of invading the desert. 
Gamal Hamdan, in his book The Personality of Egypt: a study of the genius of the place says the following 
about the invasion of the desert:

 “ It is not easy, however, to invade the desert, because it is not a geographical or cultural picnic, but it is a 
struggle against nature and a real battle against the elements. The process may involve the risk of failures and 
setbacks as much as possibilities of success. It is regrettable that the first three attempts to reclaim and urbanise 
desert lands in the last two or three decades (meaning the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s), whether on the edge of the 
valley itself or in the oases - in  Al-Natroun Valley, El-Tahrir Directorate, and the New Valley -  stumbled by 
varying degrees, involved many losses and did not achieve the desired remarkable success.»

The development of the desert is referred to above as the invasion of the desert. This term was also used in many 
of the scientific and cultural circles, and in this regard this paper points out that we have to change the concepts 
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of developing the desert as well as the requirements necessary for this development. It is therefore necessary 
for us to change the operative word (invasion) if the goal is to change the requirements of its significance. The 
word invasion implies that the settlement is illegal and that it is a result of force or coercion.

The term invasion implies depletion of resources and potential wealth of the desert, whether agricultural or 
mineral and eventually leaving the place once the stock and resources are used up. It is noticed that in the history 
of the spreading of Islamic civilisation, the word Expansion was used instead of Invasion because the goal 
was not only to revitalise the land, but also that this revitalisation should be sustainable. Therefore, the actual 
meaning and significance of moving towards the desert is to develop and sustain it through making settlements 
and social communities. Dealing with the desert environment will then be from the perspective of coexistence, 
and not based on an ideology of invasion that neglects all aspects of sustainability. 

The Desert and Strategic Environmental Assessment

“Strategic Environmental Assessment” (SEA) can be defined as the process of a preliminary environmental 
assessment of the general objectives of the development related to major projects in the stage of setting the 
Policies, Plans and Programmes(PPPs) of these projects so as to ensure environmental feasibility. This paper 
argues that to achieve a kind of developmental integration on the national, regional and local levels for settling 
in the desert from the environmental perspective a “Strategic Environmental Assessment” should be carried 
out as a first step towards shifting the concept of desert invasion to become desert development, and then 
laying the foundations and the basic principles of desert development. This is considered as an initial phase 
of decision making, to be completed by the Environmental Impact Assessment of the projects (EIA) which 
comes in later stages to ensure the integration of projects at various levels and the sustainability of the aimed 
development. Here, we must point out the four environmental elements related to settling in the desert: firstly, 
the population and issues of space, water, energy, food and other requirements. Secondly: technical issues such 
as food production techniques, disposal of waste, industry, energy and other methods of coexistence with the 
environment. Thirdly: consumption; which is the ability of all parties to share in the environmental benefit of 
the resources available which include water resources, agricultural lands, mineral riches and even the air itself. 
Fourthly and lastly: sustainability and networking which is the ability to build systems of land use and to exploit 
the riches that would attain environmental balance without draining them. Therefore, the objective of assessing 
the environmental strategy is to make an attempt to ensure the sustainability of the aimed development and 
perform comprehensive studies of all aspects of desert development.

There is no doubt that the availability of information and comprehensive studies and the use of satellite images 
and geographic information systems (GIS) is the central axis and the cornerstone of the success of the objectives 
of the «Strategic Environmental Assessment», in order to support the decision makers to take the right decisions. 
This may require rearranging and making comprehensive regulations for all institutions and bodies concerned 
with these studies, as well as renewing all laws and legislation governing these fields to reconcile them with 
new objectives.

The Future between the Developmental Corridor and the Document of the Twenty First Century

The Document of the Twenty First Century states the following with regard to the project of developing Southern 
Egypt.

“Any new project comes hand in hand with an emotional charge that  tends to exaggerate optimism and an 
opposition that is steeped in pessimism, and between these two parties comes a confident mentality, which 
begins questioning whether Egypt is able to operate and grow in the old valley alone, leaving 95% of the area 
unused? What can happen without a large comprehensive project outside the valley, after a quarter century, for 
example? “ 1
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On the other hand, Farouk Al-Baz states the following in his article in September 2005 “The Developmental 
Corridor in the Western Desert as a means to secure the future of coming generations in Egypt”;

“This article stresses a proposal I made years ago to establish a road with world specifications in the Western 
Desert of Egypt that extends from the Mediterranean coast in the north to Lake Nasser in the south, at a distance 
ranging between 10 and 80 kilometres west of the Nile. This path opens up new prospects for urban, agricultural, 
industrial and commercial extension within a distance of up to 2000 kilometres. And because Egypt is in great 
need of a way out of the difficult social situation at the present time in particular, I am presenting  this proposal 
again to be considered seriously, and perhaps to be implemented by investors’ funds from the private national 
sector first, then the Arab sector and third by the world sector”2. 

Whether it is the proposal of the Document of the Twenty First Century, Toshka, or the Developmental Corridor, 
it is noticed that the fundamental objective is: “The creation of a new valley extending along the old valley 
to accommodate the aspirations of future generations”3, in a serious attempt to correct the huge imbalance in 
the pattern of investment and population. Here we have to ask: How, when and who are the settlers of Egypt 
of the future? We find that today’s children and the grandchildren of tomorrow are the target. The blending of 
science with imagination is what the politicians and thinkers will resort to in order to manufacture the future 
and change our current reality. On the one hand, science has its fixed bases, but imagination must extend to 
what we call the (non-searched) or (non-handled). To further complicate matters, it must be noted that the field 
of futuristic research in Egypt has accomplished little and that its output was erratic and infrequent and that the 
implementation of the few recommendations it arrived at stopped before being completed. Hence, there is no 
accumulative or referential knowledge base. 

In planning for the future of Egypt, this paper poses the question? What would have happened if Noah had not 
made his ship before the great flood?4 Would there be any sort of life on earth? The issues here are: how will 
our children live? What is waiting for us in the near future? Future studies require a knowledge base to help 
choose a better future for Egypt. This knowledge base is composed of two parts; firstly: education, self building, 
understanding of the technicalities and the speed of change, which could create alternative perceptions for the 
reconstruction of Egypt’s desert in various fields, the so-called scenarios, and secondly: an assessment of the 
benefits and costs of each scenario and its sustainability.

From this perspective came the care to hold the BUE event with its two main components (the international 
conference and international competitions). It generates a dialogue of different phases, the first phase being 
the different scenarios which will focus on process rather than rushing the quality of the product. Undue haste 
was recognised as a main cause of failure of previous attempts. This resulted in their projection as an up-down 
governmental initiative rather than being a popular project, which is always a mistake. Therefore, Farouk Al 
Baz in his proposal addresses all the community when he says:

“It would be nice if the broadest possible spectrum of people take part from the first moment. For example, 
each governorate could start preparing a list of development projects and its priorities based on its real needs 
and its necessary technicians and other capabilities. At the same time, it is imperative that we do not resort to 
foreign labour on the project, whatever the reasons, because the Egyptian (male or female) can be trained to 
do any work with the highest level of world performance. Also, university students can be encouraged through 
competitions to select development projects that can be done in their governorate. Even school students can 
participate through competitions to select the names of roads, towns and villages, which will be established in 
the periphery of their governorate. The participation of young people is extremely important because the goal 
of the project is to secure their future by creating job infinite opportunities for them”5.

So, Farouk Al Baz’s vision is different from that of the past in that he proposes to plant the seed of the project 
then turn it over to the people. He does not propose attaching it to a government or select set of individuals or 
limiting it to a specific timeframe. Instead, it would be a way of life through the partnership of all parties. The 
proposal must be examined by everyone, its issue and target should be disseminated to everyone and youth and 
media should play a key role in the study stage. 

In light of the emphasis on aims and process rather than focusing on accelerating the product, the community 
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can choose between one track or another from alternative paths for the future reconstruction of the desert, and 
gather around it, or put another alternative in the light of its contribution in the development of the scenarios of 
Egypt of the Future. Through interaction with this information, two results of great importance are achieved; 
Firstly, the shaping of public opinion concerning the future of Egypt, raising the level of public awareness of 
the issue and challenges that lie ahead and promoting dialogue concerning them; Secondly, developing a new 
system in the management of the affairs of society and the state in which the decision-making process depends 
on solid foundations of a comprehensive and complex knowledge of reality and an interactive multi-disciplinary 
perception to the future. As state orientation goes to the re-planning of the Egyptian village and defining the 
borders of residential sprawl, the orientation of development axes into the desert become a future reality that 
cannot be ignored but must be confronted. Only then can the next generation and future generations understand 
their responsibilities and deal with them accordingly.

Development and Egypt Desert Society 

From where will the desert population come? What is the form of the pattern of architecture and construction of 
housing, schools, hospitals, streets, roads and squares? It is assumed that the population will be from all parts 
of Egypt; from Alexandria to Aswan and that it will be a youthful demographic looking to prove itself and melt 
into one crucible to become the new population of the Developmental Corridor, or of Toshka. It is presumed 
that today’s generation will be followed by generations of children and grandchildren who will continue to live 
in the Developmental Corridor.

As a start, the transfer of patterns and styles that were applied for a long time in the valley to the desert would 
be undoubtedly a historical mistake. We should not be hasty in formulating solutions for the architecture of 
the future (the product) as the issue is not easy or simple. What should we do? The right solution is to develop 
the scientific techniques and capabilities to help solving the problem of determining the type of architecture 
and planning appropriate to the nature of the desert6. Architectural competitions, architectural education and 
the implementation of other experiences are all mechanisms that allow the creation of multiple and different 
scenarios that vary in how they fit with the private sector participation, the goals of the state, the target time and 
place and the quality of the settlers. It is necessary to stress once again on the need to study similar experiences 
in the world and the diversity of the studies and development of ideas in accordance with modern technologies. 
It is also important to study local materials of the Egyptian desert and the possibilities of their use in construction 
systems appropriate to the desert in terms of temperature and ventilation and then study urban planning 
compatible with the desert environment. Moreover, there is a need to create an integrated society that has factors 
of culture, entertainment, media, education, investment, crafts, transportation and services required. 

This may require time and the creation of a culture and a generation capable of understanding that this issue is 
serious. If today, we can afford the luxury to question and to choose, tomorrow it will be a matter of compulsion. 
Our philosophy of desert development should spring from the principle of scarcity that governs life in the 
desert. It requires changing behavioural patterns and acquiring new habits suited to the new environment. It 
also involves the formulation of modern ideas and tools that take into account social pluralism in the formation 
of the desert society.

The Desert: Raising and Self-Building

“Build your son and don’t build for him”

“Raise your children for a time different from yours (Omar Bin Al Khattab)” 

“Plato was asked: When do we start raising the child? He replied: A hundred years before he is born... We must 
educate his parents before him and his four grandparents.” 
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Children constitute about 40% of the total population of Egypt. They are the stakeholders of the future of the 
country.  We must understand that tomorrow’s citizens of Egypt are citizens of the desert. Do we generate 
belonging to a certain family, tribe, city, province, homeland, nation, creed, religion, culture or age? The 
study of the mentality of the Egyptian child and the psychotropic leading to his understanding of identity and 
belonging is a vital step in formulating a future vision for the reconstruction of the desert7. If a child considers 
all that is foreign to the community as being modern, he/she will grow distorted and “realize”, “believe” 
and finally “imitate” others. Children are influenced by variable figures such as father, adults and fictional 
characters (Disney characters, for instance) whose behaviour children follow as a model. Hence, the importance 
of examining8 methods of rearing a child and control of his surroundings, of inventing characters and imaginary 
environments that help the child integrate with contemporary reality; this could be the role of education. It is 
also vital to study the nature of the Egyptian child’s mentality and his conception of the meaning of the word 
“national identity”. 

Consider the many studies on various themes such as how to manufacture the future of the child in the desert? 
Can the architect have a vision and an ideology and a means to translate research, studies and conceptual 
thinking into applicable reality? Yet an examination of the methods for the manufacture of the future followed 
by other states and their ability to invade our society intellectually and culturally shows it is possible to implant 
the simple yet deep idea that living in the Desert is neither exile nor punishment. A simple suggestion of 
a computer application is proposed. A virtual imaginary integrated environment is set up with goals related 
to those we envision for the Egyptian community in the future. The child as “Tomorrow’s Man or Woman” 
virtually lives through all the details of the “reconstruction of the desert”. This portrait of a hopeful optimistic 
life will be drawn by intellectuals and architects. The child will thus acquire the fantasy and imagination that 
qualify him to face the reality of creating the future of Egypt and the reconstruction of its desert. The game is a 
field and an opportunity to realize the dreams of the present generation for the future generations of Egypt from 
Aswan to Alexandria and from Al Arish to Salloum.

Architectural Education and the Architect’s Responsibility

Architectural education in most current Egyptian educational institutions is limited and inappropriate and should 
be developed towards the house, school and hospital of future Egypt. The suffering or architectural alienation 
we are going through today is the heritage of previous generations who strove and struggled, hitting, but also 
missing.

It is a responsibility and battle to examine what children and grandchildren will inherit without ignoring the 
ideas and innovations of other world civilisations and cultures. In dealing with this problem, we should have free 
choice between a number of alternative scenarios. Because the urbanisation of the desert requires new systems 
and theories that provide specific integrative solutions that take globalisation into account, it is necessary to 
review some of the ideas concerned with the construction of Egypt of the Future both as product and process. 

A number of Egyptian Architects(1) have conducted studies in which they developed theories looking for a link 
between the architect and modern vocabulary regarding techniques, relationships, innovations, inventions and 
accumulated ideas that depend on the understanding of the past and predict the future. New theories are always 
followed by controversy and reactions that vary between pros and cons. These theories have an important 
impact on students, as we can see from the implementation of such ideas in the British University in Egypt (soon 
through the proposed Centre for Sustainability and Futuristic Studies) and in Mansoura University(2). Their 

 1- Lecture by Prof. Dr. Medhat Dorra Professor and Head of Architecture at Cairo University in the opening of the Fifth Conference of 
Architecture Cairo University in February 21, 2006, entitled: “Architecture for Pilot Thinking, Speed and New Sim Thinking in the Archi-
tectural Studio”.
  2- Prof Ahmed Rashed supervised the graduation project at Mansoura University (from 2005-2009), which targeted the proposal of devel-
opmental corridor suggested by Farouk El-Baz and was examined through the 12 developmental axes and about 90 architectural projects 
to be one of the scenarios provided by the young generation in which the goal of architectural education interacts with the responsibility of 
this generation towards the future generations.
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reaction is to try to contribute to the work and thought process, thus influencing its orientation. There are also 
attempts in the field of architectural education in the Arab world to discuss the urbanisation of the desert and 
the impact of both heritage and modernity in forming the future. The proposed theories adopt the controversial 
idea that the future is an incomplete process that depends on fate and other measured things and therefore the 
scenario could change according to the interaction between variables, most notably the interplay of heritage 
and modernity. 

Graduation projects and 12 developmental axes (scenario 2005-2006)

The Cairo Axis, in the Developmental Corridor

The Toshka axis, one of the Developmental axes of the desert and its proposed projects
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The desert and the proposed projects
Heritage is a set of qualities vertically inherited from one generation to another over the generations and 
civilisations. In the study of heritage and architecture there are givens that cannot be escaped or accurately 
traced, to judge if they belong to Greek or Renaissance civilisation, for example. There are elements that can be 
selected from traditions because they indicate specific architecture and distinct civilisation and can be replaced 
by another meaning or different expression. As for modernity, it depends on the characteristics that were 
circulated by members of one generation and produced in a creative way. The development of the fetus (meme-
tic) may be affected by multiple inputs, including cultural, political, technical, or other factors, of different rates 
from one region to another and for different goals and according to the genetics credit and its impact. This is 
why the vision of the future process is incomplete.

In the proposed theories and views, there is an invitation to re-visit heritage, and to re-read inputs and modernity 
and to use new tools that would allow us through wearing new spectacles to have our own reaction to the 
relationship between heritage and modernity to form the future in a time when speed and the growing change 
in the requirements and techniques drive us to think about the potential in dealing with both the self, the time 
and the place to create a new map for the future and to accept that the future of Egypt desert has more than one 
scenario. The actual reality might be something different from what has been conceived.
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The BUE Event: How to write the history of the future 

We must replace the culture of manoeuvre with the culture of confrontation. The latter starts with the assumption 
that the corridor development project or the project of settling in the desert is the common destiny of the nation 
and that it requires confrontational thinking about the future. It is the culture of work, not slogans. We have 
to start step by step with clear direction and perseverance. Furthermore, university education is a burden not a 
boon if it does not qualify its graduates to meet the challenges of their future and the future of their homeland. 

The BUE event (the international conference and competitions) aims to integrate a wide range of aspects from 
philosophies and concepts to techniques and implementation, thus addressing the utilisation of scarce resources 
used in the built environment and their impact on quality of life for future generations. As the greatest percentage 
of global human settlement are intermediate cities, top priority should be given to them in studies, visions and 
development strategies. This is of particular relevance to Egypt, a country where the population occupies only 
5-6% of the overall land. Intermediate cities present themselves as an optimum solution to this problem. This 
solution comes with both challenges and opportunities which are also of relevance to other countries in similar 
contexts. This conference covers a broad range of issues related to the challenges of settlements in desert 
intermediate cities of Egypt and countries of analogous situations. By addressing commonalities and allowing 
for diversities and uniqueness of individual localities, visionary approaches and strategies will allow us to write 
the history of a better future that is both viable and sustainable. The conference and the competitions themes 
were encouraged but not limited to the following topics:

- Future as Philosophy and Meaning
- New Approaches to Urbanisation
- Earth/Desert/Green and Sustainable Buildings
- Construction Management Methods and Practices
- Renewable Energy
- Infra-structure challenges
- Smart Materials and/or Systems and Sustainability
- Integration Issues (economy, society and environment)
- Geo-Physics

A group of governmental bodies and/or private agencies have participated in the event at various capacities. We 
have a number of respected keynote speakers participating in the event, as well as more than 70 International 
academics and Egyptians in the scientific committee. About 55 peer reviewed papers from all themed topics are 
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published in the conference book.  This book is an invitation to take these ideas, critique them, build on them, 
and ultimately implement them. It is only then that a message of hope will be carried through to the generations 
of the future.

On the other hand a two-stage international competition is announced in order to allow an interactive medium 
for demonstrating the applicability of evolving ideas and/or strategies. The competition comprises a first stage 
of planning an intermediate city located at a pre-defined location. The second stage is a sustainable design 
competition where groups are called upon to propose models for selected building units that should satisfy a 
predefined set of criteria which are consistent with the underlying philosophy behind the preplanned city in 
“stage one“. 

To initiate and reinforce the event with the conference and competitions, the Sustainability and Future Studies 
Unit (SFSU) at the BUE was established.  As the result of cooperation between the departments of Architectural 
and Civil Engineering, SFSU has emerged as an important part of the BUE’s efforts to address future sustainability 
in terms of environmental, economic, and social challenges through the engagement of students, academic staff 
and researchers. With growth and diversification comes potential and with it new responsibilities.  We plan that 
the unit, which is currently part of Architecture Engineering Department, will soon become an autonomous 
R&D centre capable of carrying out more independent research, fundraising and international co-operation. We 
hope soon to launch this centre, which could become a vehicle for developing the research ideas presented in 
the conference and an incubator for the realisation of these ideas in a more concrete fashion.

Conclusion and Recommendations

The paper discusses the reconstruction of the desert and the role of architectural education in forming the cadres 
and the coming generations of the future. Here a question arises, which futures are we making and how? Could 
we have a vision and a means to translate research papers, studies and conceptual thinking into applied reality? 
What is the extent of the benefit which would be reflected on the community of the Desert as a result of these 
conferences, studies and research papers that derive their value from their ability to contribute to the analysis 
of our problems and to arrive at findings and recommendations ready be translated into mechanisms and future 
plans so as to contribute to the vision and the industry of the future. 

The research here is primarily concerned with the desert, investment opportunities, reconstruction work and 
the role of architectural education as influencing or being influenced by other factors. A number of issues were 
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reviewed: to invade or to settle in the desert; the environmental dimension of the desert; the importance of 
strategic environmental assessment studies, the various proposals such as the corridor of reconstruction and 
document of the twenty-first century; and what could be the form of the desert society and its built environment. 
Of relevance to this form is the issue of child-rearing and self-building, or the concept of “Build your son and 
don’t build for him”. Hence comes the debate about the issue of architectural education and the responsibility 
of the architect and finally pioneering ideas of architecture and desert urbanisation.

Views and theories that can keep pace with development, modernity and speed were also discussed. They could 
play a role in understanding and awareness and could be discussed in graduation projects, thus turning students 
from receivers into pro-active participants. With time, leadership skills can be acquired through application and 
experimentation and not through vague slogans. The findings and recommendations of the research paper can 
be summarised as follows:

The historic role of construction between heritage and globalization has been and still is influential in the •	
construction and settling in the desert.

The environmental dimension and strategic environmental assessment is a necessity to ensure developmental •	
sustainability.

Penetrating the future can be achieved through self-understanding, education and focusing on the aimed •	
steps and not rushing the product thus minimising trial and error.

Architectural education is a means of self building. Settling in the desert is not optional and we must seize •	
opportunity because it allows for realistic investment opportunities stemming from the needs of society.

What the architect needs today is more than a mere understanding of construction skills, it is to understand •	
the development of the age and renewable techniques and try to create a space for understanding the 
mechanism of knowledge and techniques and factors of change. It is a must to gain a profound understanding 
of the heritage which he adds to or modifies through his works. Architectural education and training are the 
possible basis for a better future.

There is a need to spread awareness and to consolidation the scale of the participation of the architectural •	
community in particular, and the international community in general, in the reconstruction of the desert.
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ABSTRACT: 

In line with our previously proposed strategies for sustainable development 
submitted to UNDP, and our AUC holistic approach for desert development, 
it is proposed to promote cooperation between government, private 
sector, NGOs and young graduates in order to ensure a better life for our 
future generations through: 1) Adopting a systems approach integrating 
biological, technological and community aspects of desert development, 2) 
Advocating that a desert should be treated as a desert (no outside manure 
or silt added to the land), and that desert development should be based on 
a balance of appropriate indigenous methods with modern technology, 3) 
Any trials for improving productivity should be environmentally compatible 
with desert conditions and economically replicable under prevailing 
social and technical constraint,4)Reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
through replacing use of fossil fuels by wind turbines, solar water heaters, 
photovoltaics, and passive solar architecture as well as planting different 
kinds of trees, and 5)Applying sprinkler and drip irrigation techniques to 
ensure rationalization of use of good quality irrigation water and enhance 
efficiency.

The author is promoting a scenario, which proposes the creation of viable 
multipurpose communities involving agriculturally reclaimed land as well 
as industrial, agro- industrial and urban activities serving new communities 
and future generations. This approach will help to solve problems caused 
by water scarcity, energy limitations and population increase, in addition 
to problems caused by rising sea water caused by global warming. This 
scenario also takes into consideration problems facing graduates and small 
farmers allocated reclaimed land in the desert.

Keywords:

Sustainable, Desert, Population, Community, Global warming 
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1. INTRODUCTION:

Egypt is faced with a number of factors which will negatively affect its sustainable development. 

These are: 

 a) Increasing population.

         b) Water scarcity.

         c)  Global Warming.

In order to deal with these factors, the author recommends creating multipurpose communities in the desert 
whose activities include agriculture, industrial, agro industrial, architecture, housing and domestic needs.

2. POPULATION INCREASE AND SHARE OF AGRICULTUREAL LAND     

 

As shown in Table (1), population in Egypt has increased from 9.7 million in 1897 to 80 million in 2009. 
Although, the area of cultivated land was gradually increased from 4.9 million feddans in 1897 to about 8.5 
million in 2009, the individual share decreased from 0.5 feddan to 0.1 feddan per person (Goueli, 2002).

Table (1)

Individuals share

(feddans)
 Area of agricultural

land(m. feddans)
Population

(millions)
Year

0.54.99.71897
0.206.0033.21966
0.186.1238.21970
0.137.2055.01990
0.117.8071.02004

0.1078.43278.62008
0.108.580.02009

3. WATER SCARCITY 

According to Tables (2) and (3), Egypt’s water resources based on current agreements range from a total 
of 66.6 billion cubic meters in 2002/2003 to 73.06 billion cubic meters in 2008/2009 –This includes Egypt’s 
present share from the Nile ,ground water from the valley and delta, treated agricultural waste water ,treated 
municipal sewage, rain& floods and sea water desalination (Table 2) .These amounts are distributed between 
agricultural use (from 57.8 to 60.5 billion m³/year), to domestic, industrial and other uses  as shown in Table 
(3) .

In addition, it should be stipulated that the individual annual share of current and expected available water 
has decreased from 2604 m³/year in 1947 to 860 m³/year in 2003 and expected to come down to 582m³/year 
with increasing population (Table 4). We have been facing scarcity of water (share of less than 1000m³/year) 
since 1996(Abu Zeid, 2008). 

However, it should be emphasized that in addition to increasing population which by necessity would 
increase the need for additional water availability, two major factors should also be taken into consideration:
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Table (2)

Water Resources in Egypt

  (billion meters cube / year)

2008/20092007/20082006/20072005/20062004/20052003/2004
 2002

/2003
Source

55.555.555.555.555.555.555.5
 Nile from Share
water

6.66.66.25.95.555Ground Water

7.86.75.95.35.14.84.4
 Treated
waste agricultural

1.81.551.31.10.90.80.7
 municipal Treated
waste

1.31.31.31.11.11.11Floods & Rain

0.060.060.060.06000
 Water Sea
desalination

73.0671.7170.2668.9668.167.266.6Total

Table (3)

Water Consumption

(billion meters cube / year)

2008/20092007/20082006/20072005/20062004/20052003/20042002/2003Sector

60.56059.35958.558.157.8Agriculture

2.12.12.12.12.12.12.1Evaporation losses

98.27.56.56.055.75.4
Drinking& Domestic 

Uses

1.251.21.151.151.151.11.1Industry

0.20.20.20.20.30.20.2River Navigation

73.0571.770.2568.9568.167.266.6Total

Table (4)

Average Individual’s share of water (past, present & future)

Change in Individual’s share(%)
 compared to 1947

 Average Individual’s share of water
(m³/year)

Year

--     2604 (water plentiful)1947

27.3 -     18931960

-34.2     1713 (sufficiency water)1970

56.3-     11381986

64.1-     (water scarcity)     9361996

-67     8602003

77.6-     582   (poverty water)                 2025 (expected)
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The expected effect of global warming on the intensity of rain fall on the Nile valley, which would a) 
affect the share of Egypt from the Nile water.
The present disagreement with the Nile water countries which claim that Egypt is currently taking b) 
more than its fair share (55.5 billion cubic meters). This state of affairs should warn us not to 
anticipate an increase in our present share from the Nile water, while making sure that we will be 
careful in utilizing every drop we get in the most efficient and useful application.

In addition to the above, one of the expected results of global warming is the sinking of part of the delta 
caused by the rising level of the Mediterranean. This state of affairs, if it happens, will result in the loss of 
homes for a large number of delta residents, as well as domestic, agricultural and industrial activities.  

In order to deal with the above expected problems of decreasing water availability (caused by global 
warming and/or disagreements with Nile valley countries), and the need for additional habitable land 
(caused by increasing population and sinking parts of the delta land used for domestic, agricultural and 
industrial activities), the author proposes that the sustainable development of desert lands is the solution. 
This requires co-ordinated efforts in many disciplines related to the natural resources, technological aspects, 
and community aspects appropriate for the specific desert area .This integrated approach (Bishay, 1993) is 
the basis for different types of desert development Systems (Fig.1)

Fig.1 Desert Development Systems: The Integrated Approach

4. ENERGY LIMITATIONS

 

Energy is a critical resource needed for development. Apart from small quantities of coal in Sinai, fossil 
fuels in the form of oil and gas are known to exist around the Gulf of Suez and the northern parts of the western 
deserts .Table (5) shows the changes in production and consumption of oil& gas (in MTOE) over the period 
from 1991/1992 to 2019/2020 – Although the balance shows an increase, it should be emphasized that Egypt in 
most cases- has to pay 50% of the production to the foreign partner.
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Table (5)

Yearly Energy Production & Consumption in Egypt

                                                                   (Unit=MTOE)

Year 1991/92 1999/2000 2004/05 2019/20

Production 55.10 60.70 69.70 104.00

Consumption 31.90 38.70 43.70 70.00

Balance 23.00 22.00 26.00 34.00

*MTOE: Million Tons Oil Equivalent

 

With the present increase in oil prices and its unsustainable production, as well as the international move 
against CO2 evolution caused by burning fossil oils, it is imperative that Egypt must devote more efforts to 
promoting the use of renewable energy (solar, wind, biogas).  

One of the valuable applications of renewable energy will be in the area of water desalination which will be 
badly needed as the water scarcity becomes an actual phenomenon. 

 4.1 Passive Solar Architecture:

 It is imperative to realize that it would be fatal to plan residential housing in the newly developed desert 
areas based on the same designs as has been implemented in the delta cities. The general concept should be the 
choice of appropriate bioclimatic designs which suit the climatic, environmental, cultural, social and economic 
conditions for desert communities. 

Passive solar techniques should be adopted in order to satisfy basic housing requirements. 

It should be complemented, whenever needed, with either solar active, wind energy or biogas techniques. 

The experience of the AUC Desert Development Center at its Sadat City and South Tahrir sites may be taken 
as a good example for appropriate desert housing.      

5. THE AUC/ DDC INTEGRATED APPROACH

 

In 1979, the author had the honor of founding the AUC Desert Development Center (DDC). In addition to 
adopting a systems approach integrating biological, technological and community aspects of desert development, 
we followed the following concepts: a) advocating that a desert should be treated as a desert (no outside manure 
or silt added to the soil), b)desert development should be based on a balance of appropriate indigenous methods 
with modern technologies, c) any trials for improving productivity should be environmentally compatible with 
desert conditions and economically replicable under prevailing social and technical constraints, d) the use of 
solar water heaters, photovoltaics, and passive solar architecture as well as wind energy and biogas should be

promoted ,and e) applying sprinkler and drip irrigation techniques should be used instead of flood irrigation, 
whenever possible, in order to ensure rationalization of use of good quality irrigation water and enhance 
efficiency.  Now, more than thirty years later, I am still a believer of this AUC/ DDC approach!!
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6. THE UNDP STRATEGIES for SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT for EGYPT

 

In 1990, a task force sponsored by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and coordinated 
by the author, was assigned to propose strategies for sustainable development for Egypt (Bishay, 1992).

Sustainable development, or environmentally sound development, indicates that environment and 
development are closely linked and are mutually supportive. In other words: there will be no sustained 
development or meaningful growth without a clear commitment at the same time to preserve the environment 
and promote the rational use of resources.

Sustainable development argues that “real” improvement cannot occur unless the strategies being formulated 
and implemented are ecologically sustainable over the long term, are consistent with social values and 
institutions, and encourage public participation in the development process. The primary objective is to provide 
lasting and secure livelihoods that minimize resource depletion, environmental degradation, cultural disruption, 
and socio-economic instability through a dynamic and adaptive process of trade- offs (Hennawi, 1990).

Figure (2) was developed by the author (Bishay, 2007) based on the findings of the UNDP Task Force:

Fig 2: Parameters for Sustainable Development

According to this figure, in order to achieve sustainable development (and self reliance), a balance should 
be reached between economic and human development, resource management, and environmental protection. 
This is a dynamic system which would require appropriate management (especially under micro/ macro 
crisis conditions), necessary finances, and research and development with emphasis on optimization between 
ecological and economic dimensions of development. Public participation (social and political), necessary 
infrastructure and support services are of utmost importance in implementing the different strategies proposed 
for achieving sustainable development. These strategies were grouped into four sets: (a) public policy and 
legislation; (b) information management, monitoring and public awareness; (c) technical support (research and 
development) - training; and (d) institutional and international cooperation.

According to the UNDP Task Force, the proposed strategies for sustainable development should be prioritized 
as follows:

To place human development programs at the center of development, including: education and training; youth 1) 
and employment; health and nutrition; women’s role and status; public awareness and public participation. 

To control population growth rates and reach early stabilization; achieve better redistribution (10% of the 2) 
population to live in the desert) and deal with human resources as an asset for development.
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To rationalize long-term use and development of freshwater, marine, land and energy resources while 3) 
minimizing associated pollution and / or degradation.

The International Desert Development Commission (IDDC), chaired by the author from 1987 – 1996, 
organized its fourth International Conference held in Mexico City 25-30 July, 1993 was based on the 
theme:”Sustainable Desert Development for our Common Future”.

7. THE PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION SCENARIO FOR SUSTAINABLE DESERT 
DEVELOPMENT

 

To achieve sustainable desert development i.e. desert development for our future generations, we have to 
work with the boundaries of water scarcity, energy limitation, and population increase (Bishay, 1996) .We also 
have to consider three additional main factors: 

The possible effect of global warming on the loss of parts of the delta.1) 

Problems facing graduates (allocated 5-6 feddans each) and small farmers .These problems include 2) 
marketing, inputs, appropriate technology, credit facilities, etc.

 Lack of coordination between different players in a certain region, including industry, agriculture 3) 
&domestic activities with emphasis on water management i.e. lack of integrated water management 
within a certain basin.

 

In order to solve the above mentioned problems, it is proposed to create viable multipurpose communities 
based on a particular water basin. These communities would cover reclaimed desert land, industrial and agro- 
industrial as well as urban activities to cover the needs of those migrating from the sinking parts of the delta 
as well as young men and women who are looking for work or better working conditions. In other words, we 
would have rural, industrial and urban communities intermingled together in such a way that they would benefit 
from each other economically, socially and environmentally.

To achieve the above, it is proposed to create holding companies, which would represent the delta migrants 
as well as unemployed graduates, small farm owners, business owners and other investors and players in the 
area. Each holding company and its specialized divisions must work towards supporting and developing the 
proposed multipurpose communities.

8. SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROPOSED HOLDING COMPANY

Mission of Holding Company:1.1 

   The mission of the Holding Company is to help in solving the problems of the delta migrants, unemployed or 
allocated 5-6 feddan graduates and small investors, to develop and support proposed multipurpose communities, 
and to work towards achieving sustainable development for the zone through:

Environmental Protection against all types of pollution (air, water, soil, noise, visual etc…).a) 
Community development (providing necessary services and amenities, education, health, b) 
employment, etc…) with emphasis on public participation, financial, and technological activities.  
Proper planning and management of financial resources and providing credit services to delta c) 
migrants, small investors and graduates, purchasing inputs, marketing and/or processing of 
agricultural products.
Initiating and supporting different technological activities (agriculture, industry, agro- industry, d) 
renewable energy, tourism, mining and urban activities). 
Research and Development to ensure optimum management of resources, pollution control, e) 
integrated management of natural, human & historical resources.
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 Proposed Activities of  Holding Company1.2 

Ensure implementation of integrated water management.a) 
Facilitate and minimize cost of procurement of inputs.b) 
Optimize quality and quantity of products.c) 
Offer financial facilities and technical know how.d) 
Help in processing and marketing of different products.e) 
Provide management support.f) 
Promote general services for the community.g) 
Assist in solving unemployment problems, and alleviating poverty.h) 

Relationship to Government Authorities 1.3 

This is a private sector activity. However, its role necessitates direct communications with the local 
governorate as well as the central government authorities. One or more representatives of the local and 
central authorities can participate in the different stages of activities; planning and follow up.

Relationship Between Holding Company and Specialized Companies1.4 

The type and number of specialized companies belonging to the holding company will vary from one 
zone to another depending on location, availability of water, soil, raw materials and current as well as 
proposed activities e.g. agricultural, educational, agro- industry, mining, industrial, tourism and housing. 
Also, specialized companies may be established gradually, giving priorities to those pertaining to the 
most needed activity.
Each specialized company will be represented in the Board of Directors of the Holding Company. Also, 
delta migrants, small investors, and graduates will be represented in relevant specialized companies as 
well as in the holding company.

Structure of  Holding Company1.5 

Chairman

Board of Directors

Director* General

      Head**                   Head**                  Head**              Head**                        Head**

Business               Planning                  Services             Evaluation&                 R&D

      Div.                       Div.                          Div.                   Follow-up Div.             Div.

*The office of the Director General is responsible for (a) coordinating among the five divisions, (b) 
coordinating between the Holding Company and the different specialized companies, and (c) reporting to the 
Board of Directors.

**Heads of Divisions can deal directly with specialized companies in matters concerning the division’s field 
of activity. 

*** Divisions are divided into departments. As an example, the Business Division has a “Financial 
Department” and a “Personnel Department”; the Planning Division has a         “Technical Department” and an 
“Economic Department”; the Services Division has seven or more departments: 1) Infrastructure  2) Water  3) 
Energy  4) Land   5) Housing 6) Education  7) Health, etc.
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Capital Investment1.6 

    Holding Company (distribution among share holders):
25 %( graduates and small investors in the zone).- 
35 % (GOE +Delta migrants).- 
25 %( specialized companies in the zone).- 
15 % (Others e.g. banks, insurance companies).- 

  Specialized Companies (distribution among share holders):
20 % (Staff& Labor)- 
29 % ( Open Shares)- 
51% (Holding Co)- 

 1.7 Steps and time Schedule for Implementation 

Scenario to be presented to GOE and approval and/ or modification to be secured.a) 
Selected desert zones to be identified, based on water resources sharing as well as the Ministry of b) 
Planning sectoral zones proposed earlier by the UNDP sponsored project. Concerned Ministries 
to be involved are: Ministries of Planning, Water Resources, Agriculture, Industry, Environment, 
Petroleum, Housing, Local Administration and Scientific Research.
Conduct feasibility study for the above mentioned identified zone.c) 
Take necessary steps towards formulation of the Board of Directors of the Holding Company. d) 
Specialized companies to work in the identified zone and other share holders are then invited to e) 
participate.

Financing1.8 

The studies preceding formation of the Holding Company could be sponsored by one of the a) 
international agencies interested in environment and development or by the Ministry of International 
Cooperation.
The paid capital of the Holding Company would be provided by the different partners, based on the b) 
number of shares they would own. However, some mechanism must be formulated to enable delta 
migrants, graduates and small investors to pay for their shares. A loan from the Social Fund may be 
one possible alternative. 

9. CONCLUSIONS:

Egypt may have to face problems caused by: 1) decreasing water availability (caused by global warming 
and /or disagreements with Nile Valley countries), and 2) the need for additional habitable land (due to 
increasing population and sinking parts of the delta land currently used for domestic, agricultural and industrial 
activities). 

In order to solve the above mentioned problems, it is proposed to create viable multipurpose communities 
based on a particular water basin. These communities would be associated with reclaimed desert land, 
industrial and agro- industrial as well as urban activities covering the needs of those migrating from the sinking 
parts of the delta as well as young men and women who are looking for work or better working conditions. 
Holding Companies will be created to help in solving the problems of the different sectors of the multipurpose 
communities.

To achieve the above, it is proposed to create holding companies, which would represent the delta migrants 
as well as unemployed graduates, small farm owners, business owners and other investors and players in the 
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area. Each holding company and its specialized divisions must work towards supporting and developing the 
proposed multipurpose communities.
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ABSTRACT: 
This paper reports on the progress of a unique grassroots initiative to 
construct and develop an eco-desert community.  The new community is 
located 8 km from Ras-Sudr, governorate of South Sinai, Egypt.  A group 
of 28 poor, young, and unemployed graduates from different villages in the 
governorate of Sharkiya, in the heart of the Nile-Delta, were motivated late 
1992 to move to the desert and work together to construct and develop this new 
community.  The group was trained to work together, effectively participate 
in the development process, and efficiently use the available resources. This 
paper describes the approaches that work and the achievements after 18 
years of operation.  It also presents a vision of integrated national , migrant 
and refugee communities for settlement in new productive eco-communities 
outside the crowded narrow Nile-Valley and Delta.  This vision might 
inspire other integrative approaches to development for other countries 
with migration and development challenges.

Keywords:
Sustainable Development, Eco-Desert Communities, Renewable Energy
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1. INTRODUCTION:
   
In Egypt there exists approximately 45,000 small communities known as satellite villages and Beduion 

communities, each with a population of less than 1,000 inhabitants and most without basic public services or 
basic infrastructure. These small communities continue to multiply on the outskirts of Egypt’s biggest cities 
because of the massive influx of people to cities each year and the inability of these cities to accommodate the 
citizens’ most basic needs.  

There is a general agreement that economic development is inseparable from the social, political, ecological, 
and cultural environment in which it takes place. Community development can not be pursued as a sectarian 
initiative. In fact, the special importance of the New Basaisa initiative as a program of action lies in its 
integrated approach, its attempts to combine poverty eradication, social integration, awareness, training, and, 
environmental management into coordinated and participatory plans for community development, national and 
international strategies.

New Basaisa is a small desert community constructed 8 km from the town of Ras-Sudr, South Sinai 
Governorate, Egypt (Arafa, 1995). It is a grassroots initiative which started 

 
   

Fig.1 The site of the New Basaisa community in December 1992.
The benificiaries themselves are participating in the planning process.

in 1992, aiming at the construction and development of a new small productive human settlement in the 
Sinai desert based on basic scientific, social, ecological, and economical principles.  The new community is an 
extension to an ambitious integrated development program, which started in 1974, in a small village in Sharkiya 
called Basaisa (Arafa, 1985).

      

  Fig.2 Map showing the locations of the New Basaisa at Ras Sudr, South Sinai and 
Old Basaisa at Zagazig, Sarkiya Governorate.
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 New Basaisa has a total area of 750 Feddans, all using drip irrigation and cultivated with oil producing 
plants, Olives, Jojoba, and Palm Trees (Fig.3). All houses are built to be friendly to the environment and all 
activities are engineered to the cooperatives.

 
   

Fig.3 The land was cultivated by three 
crops, all producing oil.

The New Basaisa community represents a living model solution for moving out to the desert, redistribution 
of the population, and development of eco-desert communities in the desert of Egypt and elsewhere.

2. THE PROBLEM: 

The satellite villages and desert Beduin communities continue to multiply on the outskirts of Egypt’s biggest 
cities because of the massive influx of people to cities each year and the inability of these cities to accommodate 
the citizens’ most basic needs.  In Cairo, in particular, the lack of adequate housing has driven hundreds of 
thousands to take desperate measures, such as moving into tombs in the notorious “City of the Dead”.  

These communities have long been deprived of the means to improve their lives through educaton, and 
the measures that have been taken to find a solution to village underdevelopment have not take the villagers’ 
special needs into account.  Examples of these failed attempts are particularly visible when taken gender into 
consideration: young girls have only a two percent likelihood of finishing secondary school.  This can often 
be attributed to traditional values, which do not change at the same pace as educational reforms.  Girls often 
have to finish their chores at home before attending school-a fact that has been overlooked, and therefore 
resulted in girls simply not attending school.  Strategies to address education and training in rural areas must 
not overlook traditional values and beliefs in order to be successful. There is also an urgent need for effective 
public education programs. 

Although attempts to solve this dilemma have been hindered by a general mistrust on all levels, Egyptians 
will soon find themselves in a situation where they have no choice.  In addition to the squatter areas that 
continue to grow , it is estimated that, in the near future, over one million people per year will move out from 
the Nile-Delta or else the problems of poverty and unemployment will reach astronomical levels.  A strategic 
plan for the development of those new desert communities is critical to their success.  

3. THE OBJECTIVE:

The objective of this project is to promote this unique grassroots initiative to construct and develop new 
eco-desert communities in the desert of Egypt based on the philosophy of the AUC-Basaisa village integrated 
field project and the approaches that worked and with an initial support from the Basaisa Village Community 
Development Association (Basaisa-CDA).

The present paper is based on 18 years experience of eco-desert communities and lessons learned from 
the new Community “ New Basaisa” established in Ras-Sudr, South Sinai, Egypt. Our vision is that new eco-
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desert establishing communities can indeed open up to various sub-populations among nationals, migrants and 
refugees in an integrative approach and indeed along with support and an institutional companionship process 
to these communities, families and individuals ready to take up the challenge of passing from assistance to 
development and from poverty and impoverishment to productivity, self reliance and excedent sustainable 
communities. 

This has also a strategic aspect for Egypt and the Nile Basin countries development and, more than ever, 
needed communities stabilizing development approaches sending the right signals to these countries on Egypt 
historical commitment and even current cooperation

    

Fig.4 The newly built integrated 
technology  center for training, employment, 

and desert community development.
The space for the building  was planned 

from the beginning , in 1992.  The NGO 
completed the building in early 2007.  A grant 
from EU was used to equip and complete the 

building in August 2007.

with all the Nile Basin countries for a common good that can make the best of all what can come around 
development projects around and for the Nile and its inhabiting and even migrating communities.

4. THE NEW BASAISA COMMUNITY IN RAS-SUDR:
 
The majority of rural people in developing countries live in environments without electricity, without an 

adequate supply of clean drinking water, without sufficient public services like health-care and with little chance 
for productive training and education or work.  As a result, for many, the only way out is to move to the slums 
of already overcrowded towns and cities.  A process that adds to the deterioration of the environment and to the 
increase of poverty, unemployment, and social disintegration (Egyptian NCPD, 1995).
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Fig.5 The building for the newly 
established NGO, Kenouz Sinai Association 

for econommical development and 
protection of the environment.

Solar Photovoltaic unit is on the roof of 
the building providing electricity to power the 
computer and few light bulbs.  Biogas, indium 

type unit, is used for production of organic 
fertilizer.

This project aims at making a life model encouraging poor , young and unemployed university graduates to 
migrate from crowded communities to form new small communities to desert areas.  The members of the group 
work hard willingly with hope to shape their own future and cooperatively build a solid base for sustainable 
community development.   The project idea was first presented during a group discussion in one of the training 
sessions at the Basaisa Integrated Rural Technology Center for Training and Production (IRTECTAP) in 
February 1992 (Arafa, 1995).  The project is an integrated field action research on the development of a new 
small desert community in Sinai.  

 
It has five interlinked components:

Land Planning and Management,
Cooperative Agriculture Production, Services and Marketing,
Integrated Rural Energy Systems based on Renewable Energies,
Small Income-Generating Projects and Activities, and
Construction Management of the New Land Community.

  
  

Fig.6 The technical center is promoting 
new technologies, like solar energy, 
in different parts of the South Sinai 

governorate within a broader program of 
public education. 
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The community continues to follow the communal spirit in planning, financing, implementation, production, 
services, and marketing.  This establishment was based and still a source of innovation in Bioarchitecture, 
renewable energy technologies, environmental protection, and appropriate desert agriculture (Arafa, 1997).

4.1 Constuction of houses:

The objectives of this component are:
Preliminary studies on the soil and acceptable architecture.
Training of the group who will live in the new community.
Training other youth graduates to become contractors for new desert communities.
Building the new eco-community (36 units): 30 individual houses , one mosque, one-market place, 
buildings for recreation, sports, services, ...etc.
Training of 360 youths in various fields of construction industry.
Providing 500 temporary job opprotunities.
Disseminating the concept of the project and its role in sustention and assertion of the cultural heritage 
through encouragement of youth camps.
Marketing the manpower and cadres who have been trained and worked on the project (Arafa, 1995). 

 
   

Fig.7 Installing solar power unit on the 
roof of the communal room.

The benificiaries are also the trainees and 
the technical assistants.

4.2 The design approach:

The conceptual design tries to achieve a new perspective for the desert communities in a frame that suits 
surroundings and revives the cultural heritage, through which the idea of inhabitation would be realized in the 
new land.  By spatial organization, urban and architectual design one feels privacy and intimacy with the place 
that brings about feelings of “home”.  

This is achieved economically through providing an economic base that depends on agriculture, handicraft 
workshops, and small enterprises.  The cultural connection between the inhabitants and their heritage is realized 
through the architecture crafts and technology used in 
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Fig.8 The communal room, which is the 
first built in the community.

The communal room was used in the 
beginning to accomidate the working members 

and later became a training hall. 

building the core houses.  From the idea of a nucleus family leading to an extended family which in turn 
leads to the whole society, the design represents this hierarchy in the core house with the courtyard, open to 
the sky, which besides its role as a thermal regulator, has another important social role as a semi outdoor living 
space where the family gathers.  Each group of core houses is open to a “Hara” (alley) which plays the role of 
a courtyard in gathering the families as one large family.  These “Harat” (alleys) lead to a “Saha” (plaza) which 
represents the heart of the village and contains all the social activities such as praying in the Mosque, ceremonies 
and ...etc.  Another important concept is to collect most of the heavy duty and general public services in one 
building which replaces the old “Mandara” (communal rooms) in Delta villages.  This space will house washing 
machines, laundry, common rooms for TV, village library, cafeteria, as well as other group functions.  The 
ultimate goal is to construct and develop an eco-desert community at this site in Sinai (Arafa, 1995).

 
   

Fig.9 One of the general meetings of 
the land owners and members of the new 

community.
All members of the new community, young 

and old, men and women, participate in the 
discussion during the general meeting which is 

held once every three monthes.

5. SUSTAINABILITY:

To guarantee the process of sustainability, work-camps are set up every summer to train youth on agriculture, 
construction, and renewable energy fields in addition to recreational activities.  Then, this group join work as 
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practitioner trainees on terms of daily wages of L.E. 10 according to their skills.  Trainees will also be working 
in small enterprises in the area.  Taught ideas will be implemented and developed through participation (Arafa, 
1995). 

 
   

Fig.10 Groups from national NGOs 
visiting the new community for awareness 

and inspiration.

6. Conclusion:

This project demonstrates the advantages of cooperative utilitization of renewable energy technologies in 
desert regions which do have high levels of uninterrupted sunlight and low energy requirements.  The project 
also demonstrates that the human capital is kept to the grassroots development process, and to how a project can 
mobilize and expand the resources of individuals, families, and communities (Arafa, 1995).  Basaisa, Old and 
New, has gained wide recognition as a living model for successful sustainable community development projects 
in Egypt.  The model is based on integrated actions with participatory approaches and efficient use of available 
resources.  The model is also based on the active involvement of the local inhabitants into the planning and 
inplementation of community development processes. 

 
   

Fig.9 A visit from South to North Sinai.
Such vists promote understanding of the 

needs, potential, and aspirations of the local 
groups.

6.1 General Findings and Outcomes:

The project demonstrates that the human capital is key to grassroots development processes. The project 
also demonstrates how to mobilize and administer the resources of individuals, families, and communities. This 
project is an important step for advancement. However, environmentally responsible, future-oriented energy 
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and desert development policies will demand additional steps along these lines. 

6.2 Recommendations:

The goal is to create twin villages, eg. Basaisa and New Basaisa, in rural desert areas to accommodate the 
ever increasing population.  These communities are created to function autonomously to further enhance the 
quality of life for future generations.  Productive development centers for the migrants and refugees in Egypt 
can be constructed and developed based on the New Basaisa Model.   

 Ten steps are recommended for the construction of such communities and centers:
Step 1: Open dialogues with beneficiaries.
Step 2: Education and training.
Step 3: Participratory planning.
Step 4: Cooperation in production, services, and marketing.
Step 5: Good governance.
Step 6: Local financing system.
Step 7: Continuing education and training.
Step 8: Sustainability.
Step 9: Renewable energies and innovative ideas.
Step 10: Sustainable development.

Partnership with local companies and local NGOs will help stimulate sustainable development activities in 
the newly established eco-desert communities.
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ABSTRACT: 

Sustainable urban development is essential to enhance the quality of life 
of the citizens and to decrease the impact of cities upon resources outside 
the urban context. Redeveloping and planning green spaces and urban 
structure become the fundamentals of the sustainable urban planning of 
a city. An effective urban planning using recent technology is required to 
contribute to the physical and social development of the cities through 
promoting the land value and the local economy. This paper aims to develop 
a framework to maintain ecological balance and organization of the urban 
green areas, using new techniques that assist in effective planning of green 
areas. Land suitability analysis and ecological threshold methods based 
on GIS techniques are applied on one of the Egyptian new cities (i.e., El-
Sadat city). Results revealed that the green ways could be developed to 
play a more significant role in bringing nature into the city. This paper 
suggests a method of green network planning that would help in enhancing 
the connectivity and reduce fragmentation though integrated greenway 
system. Finally, an ecological base for building an eco-city of El-Sadat in 
the future is proposed.

Keywords: Land Suitability Analysis (LSA), GIS, El-Sadat city, Egypt, 
Eco – City, Urban green areas. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Recent surveys have shown that good quality of Egyptian life has declined in several cities, as city planning 
doesn’t necessarily contribute to the citizen needs (World Bank, 2008; Khalifa, 2010). One of the possible 
reasons is the decline of urban areas and the limited percentage of green areas (Imam, 2006). Urban planners 
should adopt to elect proper locations for the urban green spaces and to evaluate these selections in order to 
optimize the benefits of urban green spaces within the built area (Ahern, 1995, Turner, 1995, Imam, 2006). It 
has been widely believed that urban green spaces are important components of urban ecosystems, and provide 
several environmental and social services that contribute to the quality of life in cities (Bischoff, 1995, McHarg, 
1995).

One of the fundamental aims of planning of Egyptian urban environments pays significant attention to a 
balanced environment for now to allow Egyptian citizens to enjoy their lives and for the new generations to 
live in a healthy city (Khalifa, 2010, World Bank, 2008). The selection for urban green areas is primarily based 
on expert’s knowledge and strongly influenced by the existing City Master Plans (Imam, 2006). There was no 
formal method for this type of site selection process, so the research would introduce a new technique for this 
type of site selection. This paper investigates the establishment of urban green areas to maintain ecological 
balance in new cities in Egypt through integrating Land Suitability Analysis (LSA) and the ecological factor 
threshold methods based on GIS (Geographic Information Systems).

2. BACKGROUND:

The expansion of cultivation and settlements even in unsuitable land has increasingly grown in most part of the 
third world (Bizuwerk et al, 2006). This expansion clearly demonstrates the fact that the growths of agriculture 
and other human activities have exerted pressure on the extents of grazing lands and forests (Santosh et al., 
2008). Therefore, it becomes important to identify suitable land for various uses in optimum utilization while 
causing minimum impact to the environment. GIS has been widely used for analyzing the service area of urban 
green areas by simple “buffering”, which involves drawing lines around parks at a given distance (e.g., Phua 
and Minora, 2004, Store and Kangas, 2001). Ahn et al. (1991) measured accessibility to open spaces, including 
green belts, rivers, and lakes from residential areas in Seoul. Bizuwerk et al (2006) attempted to distinguish 
suitable areas for flora and fauna, crop production and forest by embodying different spatial information using 
GIS techniques. The results of Bizuwerk et al. (2006) study show that GIS furnishes a great advantage of 
spatial and quantitative multi-layer analysis of data. Depending on the available spatial data, the accuracy and 
reliability of the result using GIS application could be enhanced. As reported in the study of Bizuwerk et al. 
(2006), marginal lands, which could not provide a sufficient product, are still completely under cultivation. The 
poor management and unsuccessful utilization of the land for only crop production directly affect the coverage 
of forest and grazing lands. This in turn could affect the flora and fauna population of the city.

According to Collins et al (2001), a range of methods of spatial analysis are usually used in land-use plans 
and site selection studies. Their study reported recent examination of advanced technologies. Land suitability 
analysis is one of the strongest and most effective spatial analysis applications in planning (Miller et al., 1998, 
Malczewshi, 2004). Recent research in land suitability analysis in the Third World city planning, including 
Bangladesh was conducted by Pervee, et al (2005). They indicated that land suitability analysis –in the case of 
crop production- is a prerequisite to achieve optimum utilization of the available land resources for sustainable 
agricultural production. Their study intended to determine physical land suitability for rice crop using a Multi-
Criteria Evaluation (MCE) based on GIS approach and to compare present land use versus potential land use. In 
order to integrate Multi-Criteria Evaluation with GIS it is essential to provide more flexible and more accurate 
decisions to the decision makers in order to evaluate the effective factors. The results provided information at a 
local level that could be used by farmers to select cropping patterns and suitability.

Lwasa (2004) used GIS integrated with Spatial Multi-criteria Evaluation (SMCE) techniques to construct a 
model and analyze land with a potential for residential development in Kampala, Uganda. Additionally, Uy 
and Nakagoshi, (2008) studied urban green ways in Hanoi, Vietnam. They reported that urban green spaces, 
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as a particularly significant part of urban ecosystems, provide various environmental and social services that 
actively add to the quality of life in cities. Their study concluded that Hanoi green structure plan at regional, city 
and neighborhood scales should necessarily incorporate three “green wedges”, one “green belt”, various parks 
and supplementary green ways to establish a green network that is ecologically more effective than the sum of 
the individual green spaces. This green structure and the integrated data approaches used will form a strong base 
for building a garden city or an eco-city in the future.

Integrating land suitability analysis in urban greenery was further investigated by Zucca, et al (2008). They 
investigated a site selection process for setting up a local park. It was reinforced by a value-focused approach and 
spatial multi-criteria evaluation methods. A first set of spatial criteria was used to design a number of potential 
sites. Later, a new set of spatial and non-spatial criteria was employed. The criteria included the social functions 
and the financial costs, together with the degree of suitability for the park to evaluate the prospective sites and 
to recommend the most acceptable one. The entire process was assisted by a software tool that supports SMCE. 
The application of this tool, integrated with a constant feedback by the public administration, has provided an 
effective methodology to solve the complicated decision making in land-use and urban planning.

2.1. Landscape Ecology Concepts for Green Structure Planning:

Landscape ecology has provided a basis for planning landscapes in general and green networks in particular 
(McHarg, 1995; Aspinall and Pearson, 2000; Mortberg et al., 2007). Forman and Godron (1986) proposed the 
model of patch, corridor and matrix as the three basic components of any landscape, and state that landscape 
ecology deals with the effects of the spatial configuration of mosaics on a wide variety of ecological phenomena. 
Landscape-ecology concepts and applied metrics are useful in addressing the spatial dimension of sustainable 
planning, and they provide a theoretical basis for landscape and urban planning. The principles used in planning 
land use and landscape architecture are lot size, number and location; edge parameters (i.e. the boundary with 
edge structure, and shape); corridors and connectivity and network mosaics.

Jim and Chen (2003) applied comprehensive green space planning to compact Nanjing city, China. They 
reported that island biogeography theory (MacArthur and Wilson, 1967) and landscape ecology (Forman and 
Godron, 1986, McHard, 1995) provide fundamental strategies for green space system design. They comprise 
a network of green ways, green wedges and green extensions, which linked isolated green patches within and 
outside the city at three scales: metropolis, city and neighborhood scales.  

Li et al. (2005) showed that according to the principles of landscape ecology, green wedges and green corridors 
may comprise a suitable green network system in planning urban greening in Beijing, China. Additionally, 
Amati (2005) proposed that urban parks need to be regarded as core areas in the city, that an outer green belt is 
to surround the city; and that green corridors along rivers and streets will connect the cores and the outer areas. 
Thus, an organization of urban green spaces based on landscape-ecology principles, in respect to using linear 
(e.g., green ways) and non-linear elements (e.g., parks), encompasses the connectivity and networking of green 
spaces in urban areas better than considering them separately.

Accordingly, ecological values of a green network are significantly more important than those of the sum of 
the green spaces individually, and the result of green structure planning based on landscape-ecology principles 
(i.e., connectivity, corridors, patch arrangement, network mosaics) is a connected green network, including 
green wedges, green belts, green ways, green cores and green extensions. These are more likely to resist 
uncontrolled urban development than individual green spaces and enhance biodiversity. Moreover, applying 
landscape-ecology principles to green structure planning also conforms to four planning strategies, which are 
protective, defensive, offensive or opportunistic strategies, and to two patterns: nature in city and city in nature 
patterns (Miller et al., 1998).
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3. METHOD:

3.1 Study Area: 

El-Sadat City is considered as one of the first groups of the new cities in Egypt. It is located at latitude 30o 
22’ N, and longitude 30o 27’ E, and it is 60 kilometers north-west Cairo. The city is well linked to a regional 
network of roads connecting Cairo and Alexandria and the provinces of Delta. The total area of the city is 
500 km2; the residential area is 73 km2 (Fig. 2), the future extension for the city is 201 km2. El-Sadat City is 
featured by a wide green belt surrounding the city with an area 0.14 km2 that depends on the latest methods of 
irrigation

Fig 1: Shows land use of Sadat City.

3.2 Techniques:

The objective of this study is to answer the question of how to apply land suitability analysis modeling, 
the ecological factor threshold method, and landscape-ecology principles in planning comprehensive green 
structure.  

3.2.1 Land Suitability Analysis:
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Fig 2: Flowchart of LSA according to Uy and Nakagoshi (2008).
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Among the environmental functions of urban green spaces, hydro geological map is selected because of its 
importance and availability of data concerning the lithology of the soil, amount and type of water in the soil. 
Existing land use systems is a significant input because it states the human impact, and influences the feasibility 
of developing urban green spaces. Building material maps and metallic and non-metallic maps were selected 
because of their significance concerning the presence of building and metallic materials within the soil. Survey 
and climate maps are selected because of their implications and availability of data.  

A necessary step in land suitability analysis is to determine the suitability scores for each factor, and in this 
study they are regulated from 1 to 3 a higher score indicates an area more suitable for developing green spaces. 
In the land use map, for example, real green spaces receive the score 3 (highest suitability), open green spaces 
score 2, and others are attributed score 1 (lowest suitability), (Uy and Nakagoshi, 2008).

Weighting is one of the fundamental steps in suitability analysis, as it particularly impacts the output, and is 
complex by interacting of factors with each other. In this paper, AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) and pair wise 
comparisons are used to identify weighting scores applied in this study (See Saaty, 1980 and Banai-Kashani, 
1989 for more information about AHP). The AHP analysis was carried out using MakeItRational Web-2009 
analysis tool (MakeItRational, 2010). The Microsoft EXCEL software was then used to manipulate the matrix 
in order to prepare the input data for the spatial function of the Arc GIS 9 (Arc Info, release version 9.3) 
platform. Arc GIS was used to overlay the factors to make an overlay map which acts as a suitable green map 
(Nancy von Meyer, 2004).

3.2.2 The Ecological Factor Threshold Method:

The ecological factor threshold method is implemented based on the principles of ecological balance. Thus, 
the purpose of this method is to quantify how much green area is needed for a city in terms of maintaining 
ecological balance. The method is adapted from Zhang et al. (2007) who applied it for planning urban green 
space systems based on analyzing the key ecological elements. The method includes the population carrying 
capacity, carbon–oxygen balance and the supply demand equilibrium of the water resources.

As reported by Zhang et al. (2007), the population carrying capacity is the largest number of people, which food 
and energy produced by ecosystems can support based on stated production conditions, land productiveness, 
standard of living, and so forth. For example, in Hanoi, Vietnam, this has been identified in the 2020 Master 
Plan. The carbon– oxygen balance is the most important factor. It relates to the total of carbon emission by 
human as well as natural activities, and to absorbing carbon dioxide and releasing oxygen in photosynthesis of 
green plants. In green space planning, the carbon–oxygen balance is carried on the basis of constant adjustment 
of green plants of green spaces and various kinds of oxygen consuming activities. Water resources are an 
essential factor for all creatures to exist and develop. Thus, the supply–demand equilibrium of water resources, 
which presents to an equilibrium of demands (domestic and industrial agricultural consumptions) and supplies 
(rainfall, groundwater, etc.) is important for sustainable development of human in general and vegetation or 
green spaces in particular. Fig. (3) illustrates the method used in the GIS used in this study.

Fig 3: Method of the study.
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3.3 Constructing a green map based on LSA:

The data input matrix is constructed using binary code (i.e., zero/1) values defining the possibility of assigning 
a certain activity (e.g., agriculture, industry, tourism, residence) according to the context environmental and 
design specifications (El Zeni, 2000). Binary codes consist of two values 1 and zero, 1 represents the possibility 
of the activity presence with the existence of design constrain, while zero represents the impossibility of the 
activity presence with the existence of design constrain. The matrix allows adding more columns representing 
various activity types and also additional rows represent design constraints for each activity. A matrix was 
constructed by acquiring the weighting score for each factor relating to three types of green spaces. Table (1) 
shows weighting scores for each factor to develop the input matrix for the composite map.

Table.1 The weighting score for each factor to develop the overlay map

Valuable 
landscape

Existing 
landuse

Soil 
properties

Water 
systems

Air 
Pollution

Factor

0.11800.04350.34260.3860.1095
Weighting 

score

The database is then related to the data input matrix so that all feature classes (points and lines) have to be 
converted to polygons by using the «arc toolbox» through buffer and clip orders. All feature classes have 
to be overlaid into one feature by using the “arc” toolbox through the overlay order, by having this overlaid 
feature now the Geo-databases can be linked with the matrix by a query generated for each type of green areas, 
according to the potentials and constrains of Sadat City (Fig. 4)
 
“Real Green Spaces” are specified where applicable with high suitability where the soil type is “silty and sandy 
clay”, ground water extraction is 10 - 30 million m3/year, TDS less than 1,000 ppm (fresh water). Chemical 
groundwater classification is mainly NACL or mainly NAHCO3, temperature between 17 and 23 degrees C, 
humidity not more than 60%, wind spead4 m/second, and serviced by a road buffer. Figure (4) illustrates the 
overlay map.

Fig 4: The overlay map for Sadat City.

4. RESULTS

4.1. The ecological factor threshold:

Regarding population capacity, it was found that according to the 2017 El-Sadat population will reach 500,000 
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inhabitants. According to the Human Development Report 2006, the per capita carbon dioxide emission of 
Egypt is 0.9 tons yearly  (equally: 0.6 tons of O2 consumption). Therefore, the total oxygen consumption by 
the urban population will reach around 300,000 tons, with an assumption that there would be no change of this 
index until year 2020. The carbon–oxygen balance was analyzed based on the carbon dioxide consumption 
of trees. Tung (2002) estimated that in urban areas, there were around 500,000 trees over an area of 354.52 
hectares or an equivalent of 1321 trees per hectare.
The green area surrounding the built up area surrounding El-Sadat city is approximately 4048 hectares. Based 
on an estimate of Zhang et al. (2007), for ‘good’ green spaces (forests, parks, etc.), the annual per hectare O2 
production of trees is around 70 tons. Therefore, the total oxygen production up to 2017 equals to 283400 tons. 
Considering the carbon–oxygen balance, a serious imbalance is readily apparent. To retain a balance, El-Sadat 
city requires support from outside ecosystems with a green area equivalent to 237 ha. The next step would be to 
consider how to organize urban green spaces to optimize their benefits by using landscape-ecology principles.

4.2. Application of landscape-ecology principles on El-Sadat City:

•	A	review	of	green	structure	in	El-Sadat	city:
At present, El-Sadat city resembles green areas surrounding the built up areas, these green areas divide into 
three main farms with different areas and a green belt within 2- 4 km surrounding the city.
•	Green	structure	at	the	regional	scale
“Green wedges” are suggested to enhance the urban green areas at the regional scale. A “green wedge” is 
primarily composed of parks, gardens, farmlands and –where applicable - rivers and wetlands. Green wedges 
and green corridors would create an integrated ecological network through connecting the urban center, forest 
parks, mountains and the surrounding regional spaces’ (Li et al. 2005, p. 332). Jim and Chen (2003) have shown 
that limiting or prohibiting the development activities inside and near “green wedges” are essential. Based on 
El-Sadat Master Plan, landform data, landscape ecology principles, and an assessment of the planned green 
spaces, three “green wedges” are proposed closely to connect the outer green spaces and the inner green spaces. 
This could be generally considered as an appropriate strategy of green structure planning, and successfully 
brings nature into the city.

Fig 5: The proposed green wedges for Sadat City.

•	Green	structure	at	the	city	scale
In order to maintain ecological balance at the city scale, green belts are proposed. Greenbelts can be considered 
as narrow strips of parkland more or less encircling part of a built-up metropolitan area or large urban area 
(Osborn, 1969). El-Sadat city planning intended to develop a greenbelt with a width from 1 to 4 km. However, 
it is difficult to use one green belt to resist urbanization because it is easily affected on by the urban sprawl 
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process and readily breached by urban growth according to Li et al. (2005) who have reported the limitations 
of greenbelt planning in Beijing, China. Taylor et al. (1995) have presented the influence of greenbelts near 
urban area, in cases who have been ineffective in controlling urban growth outside of the greenbelt. From this 
perspective, the green structure of El-Sadat should be augmented by an inner greenbelt at the present urban 
areas. At present, there are 32 important greens paces (each with area over 1 ha) in El-Sadat area. The proposed 
greenbelt is to be based on graph theory and gravity modeling with 26 additional green nodes. This greenbelt 
at the city scale has several advantages: representing a zone for conservation; constructing a transitional zone 
with the function of resisting the urban sprawl; constraining the urban development, maintaining bio-diversity 
and enhancing recreation activities. Moreover, most industrial zones in El-Sadat are mainly concentrated in 
outside belt area. These zones are embedded in Sadat as a belt and create air pollution. Therefore, this proposed 
greenbelt is also necessary for improving the quality of urban environment as required in the Egyptian standard 
for planning industrial zones.
Maintaining an inner green belt with additional 26 green nodes will effectively provide good opportunities to 
develop parks and other public green spaces. Planning parks and other public green spaces at the city scales 
reflect a rather protective strategy for planning green structure. Such parks and public green spaces can be 
closely linked by corridors such as road green ways.

Fig 6: Proposed greenbelt for Sadat city.

•	Green	structure	at	the	neighborhood	scale
At the neighborhood scale, most parts of El-Sadat city neighborhood centres are combinations of educational, 
commercial, administrative and organization-owned areas where each of them is allocated a plot of land with 
space for developing green space. These green spaces are unevenly distributed and are, to some extent, isolated. 
Attached green spaces are composed of organization-owned green spaces and central green spaces, which play 
an important role in providing opportunities for residents to get in contact with nature. Additionally, they are 
likely to enhance local aesthetic qualities, and to act as ecological ground. The development of this type of green 
spaces might be a potential strategy of sheltering trees in green structure planning.
Road green ways are an important component of greenway networks in urban areas. One of the typical 
characteristics of roads in Sadat is that they are wide, so it will give a good opportunity to successfully develop 
green ways.
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Fig 7: Proposed greenways for El-Sadat

5. DISCUSSION:
This paper intended to provide a methodology for developing urban green areas in new cities in Egypt using LSA. 
Results suggest enhancing the structure of urban green areas on three scales: regional, city and neighborhoods 
scales. Applying LSA based on GIS could be a practical and efficient tool in clearly identifying suitable sites for 
developing green spaces. To restrict the subjective input in analyzing green space suitability, the AHP and pair-
wise comparison processes were used to generate the data input matrix. Quantifying green areas is necessary for 
urban planning and there are several ways to quantify such areas depending on the specific requirements of the 
city concerned. It was found that the ecological factor threshold method is particularly suitable for quantifying 
green areas in the context of Egyptian new cities. Green-structure planning in El-Sadat at the regional, city, and 
neighborhood scales up to the year 2017 was based on landscape ecology principles, and this green structure 
was developed as an integrated green network. This network might endorse the preservation of ecological 
functions and processes as well as the structure of the landscape. Nevertheless, this is still a rather conceptual 
approach and no analysis of quantitative results was done for each green space. However, it might create a 
sound foundation for organizing green infrastructure and establishing an eco-city.

Fig 8: Proposed Comprehensive green structure

Interpretation of results clearly reveals the significance of connectivity and continuity of green lots, including 
green cores created by corridors, road green ways and river green ways. This strongly corresponds to Hobbs and 
Saunders (1990) showing that preserving parks is only a temporary solution, and direct connections between 
them are more important. Furthermore, a careful examination of the year 2017 Plan for El-Sadat city reveals 
no substantial evidence of considering a complete system of green network rather than simply considering its 
individual components. This paper suggests that applying the landscape ecology principles and the proposed 
comprehensive green space framework would primarily aim at fulfilling the fundamental landscape ecology 
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requirements reported by Jim and Chen (2003).
Another finding of this paper is that it shows the significance of combination of various green spaces 
establishing a green network in planning green structure. Taylor et al. (1995) have shown that the reason for 
failure of greenbelts in Canada was that the ecological principles of maintaining connectivity by providing 
spatially continuous corridors as suggested by Forman and Gordon (1986) were not employed in the greenbelt 
approach in Ottawa. The present study confirms Taylor et al (1995) suggesting that the approach of existing 
urban planning of El-Sadat city lacked many of the features inherent in contemporary green ways. The perfect 
combination of a diversity of green spaces into an integrated green framework resisting the pressure of urban 
development is desirable.

El-Sadat as an Eco-City
In the proposed green structure of El-Sadat city at the regional scale, three green wedges play a fundamental 
role in bringing nature into the city and maintaining bio-diversity (see Fig. 8). Additionally, at the city scale, an 
inner greenbelt is proposed to offer more prospective for supporting an eco-network. When the inner greenbelt 
is successfully combined with the proposed outer greenbelt, the control the urban sprawl process might be 
more effective. Finally, a network of green ways and linear green spaces along the roads are proposed at the 
neighborhood scale. This network might very well maintain a better quality of life of residents when they are 
provided an enhanced contact with nature. 

6. CONCLUSIONS:

The primary aim of this paper was to investigate the land suitability analysis of urban green areas applied on 
El-Sadat city in Egypt. Analysis of the landscape ecology threshold method using GIS techniques revealed that 
green ways would act as corridors successfully bringing nature to move deeply into the city. This reflects a 
protective, yet, opportunistic strategy of green structure planning of Egyptian new cities. 
The outcomes of this research strongly suggest that the development of the green wedges is based on open space 
and the surrounding natural landscape. However, the sustainable development and augmentation of other green 
spaces such as the road green ways, the green cores and the green links of green cores in the inner greenbelt 
might largely depend on the land budget and the requirement of urban development. Finally, the proposed 
green network might help green areas to improve the connectivity and reduce fragmentation and isolation 
through the linked and integrated greenway system. This would significantly improve different qualities of 
fragmentation of green areas such as density, isolation, size, shape, aggregation, and boundary characteristics. 
Additionally, the green network can act as a catalyst to protect existing green spaces and generate new ones. 
Future research is required to investigate the related issues, including energy efficiency in city planning and 
establishing sustainable landscape planning guidelines to minimize carbon emissions in urban settlements.
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ABSTRACT: 

Cities, like human begins, have the common nature of continuous change. 
Being called growth, deviation or expansions reflects the same sense 
ensuring that a city is never in a stagnant state. 
This was the main reason behind having the government of Egypt 
-represented in the Ministry of Housing, Utilities and Urban Development 
and specifically the New Urban communities Authority- prepare updated 
periodical strategic plans for the new Egyptian cities to feedback cities 
problems, potentials and constrain defining new visions and objectives 
within the comprehensive plan for the country.
When the studies for the updated strategic plan for 6th of October city 
started in 2007, obvious deviations of its executive plans from the original 
city’s goals and objectives were noticed. These unplanned extensions 
resulted in random urban growth and land uses changes that lead to the lack 
of a comprehensive city vision and the creation of an urban environment 
that lacks identity and cohesiveness with a poor quality of life due to the 
difficulty in creating a clear hierarchy of infrastructure and services and 
the resulting growing social segregation. 
This study will explore the application of Land readjustment scheme to the 
southern extension areas of 6th of October city to help manage and face 
the existing challenges for the application of the proposed strategic plan 
targeting the year 2027 and the inspired sustainable and cohesive vision for 
the city that would support transferring the current market driven policy in 
the city to an efficient functioning one. The new proposed city center and 
sustainable planning districts with the integrated landscape fingers in the 
new extensions will be further illustrated and the concluded benefits to the 
city by the application will be illustrated at the end of the study.

Keywords: New Cities, Land Readjustment, Land Ownership, Urban 
Management, Sustainable Planning.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Ministry of Housing, Utilities, and 
Urban Development

MHUUD

General organization for physical 
planning

GOPP

New Urban communities AuthorityNUCA

6th of October and Sheikh Zayed 
cities

October city

Land ReadjustmentLR

United Nations Centre for Human 
Settlements (Habitat)

UNCHS

National Housing ProgramNHP

Greater Cairo RegionGCR

Central Business CampusCBC

Gross Floor areaGFA

1. INTRODUCTION: 

.1.1 6th Of October New City Background 

 When new towns were first introduced in Egypt in the late 1970’s, their aim was explicitly to attract 
population, create an industrial base outside the Valley, and attract public and private investments. The legislative 
and institutional framework for the new towns created the New Urban Communities Authority (NUCA) within 
the Ministry of Housing (MHUDD). When towns were to develop standard municipal local administration 
under the relevant governorate the Town Agency under NUCA is created (The World Bank,2008). 

6th Of October was one of the four ‘first generation’ new towns in Egypt, located West of Cairo at a desert 
location about 40 km from the centre of the metropolis. October’s original urban mass area was 4788 Hectares 
and target population 500,000. The city had an integrated master plan that included residential neighbourhoods 
with commercial, mixed uses spine, open spaces, an industrial zone, sports and tourism areas (Wahdan, Ahmed 
Abdel Mohsen,1980). 

Over the years, despite its little success, October was still the most successful among the New towns. The 
thing that encouraged NUCA to further use its rights described in (The World Bank,2008) as rights that neither 
Governorates nor ministries could enjoy; to declare special development zones on State-owned desert lands, 
develop and sell those lands and to retain these revenues to finance further development. 

Between the growing demand and the changing policies, a speculative, supply driven, wholesale land 
market in 6th of October was created. Without a vision, objectives or even a new city plan, thousands of new 
hectares of extension areas on subdivided land were released to both individuals and developers. As a result, 
extension areas of the city turned to patchy plot shapes that could not function efficiently and would require the 
government to spend multiples of what should be spent to utilise those lands. Now that the city’s area is twelve 
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times its original plan(1)  and has almost achieved it original target population(2) ; it became critical to pause, 
analyse and readjust for the future.

1.2 The New Inspired Vision

At the beginning of 2007, MHUDD Commissioned international management and planning consultants to 
prepare a strategic plan revitalizing the city. The plans aimed at setting up a clear vision and aspiration for 6th of 
October city, defining constrains, setting objectives and planning strategies. The outcome of the study was very 
promising; providing a physical and economic transformation for the city to become ‘ A symbol of Egyptian 
aspirations for a better life’ creating new connections and interfaces to become a national hub and landmark, 
while providing all necessary functions and services to become a self sustaining city operating independently 
within the Greater Cairo Region. (Ashour, Mohamed Ayman,2010) 

1.3 The Challenge

Behind this promising aspiration laid the important question; how and where can this plan be implemented? 
The most common problems of resources; Land and finance were facing the project:

•	Shortage	in	the	available	areas	in	the	city	urban	mass	(9%	only	left)	,	in	addition	to	having	the	available	
land scattered within the patchy plot shapes which makes it very hard and expensive to integrate and use. 

•	The	government	had	already	 invested	 in	 the	 infrastructure	of	 extension	areas.	Allocating	new	budgets	
(even if available) to projects that opposes their previous policy would be a clear recognition of their decision 
mistakes.

•	The	government	had	commitments	to	the	National	Housing	Project	having	most	of	the	program	allocated	
in October city.

The following figure illustrates the land availability in the city. Lighter colours are the more difficult to change 
as they are already used or fully services plots with infrastructure. Even if those plots still have low occupancy 
rates but ownership is already distributed to different tenure systems and would be very difficult to redevelop. 
Allocated unoccupied land to either government or private sector could be more feasible as investments are not 
yet large in those areas, however ownerships are complicated and most of the public lands are needed for the 
national housing project. Finally Non-allocated lands are the ones available to be assigned for strategic projects 
by the municipality, but as previously emphasised are not enough and badly located. 

Figure 1: Land availability in October city (2009)
Source: (Author based on information from city authority)

(1) Original urban mass area of 9,166 Fd and the current area is about 126,000 fd (52920 hectares)
(2)  According to Central organization for general Computation and statistics, the population in 2006 was 220.441 thousand. The city 
authority claims it is between 505525- thousand inhabitants in 2006 and 700,000 in 2010 which is still almost the target set to the original 
area in 1980.  
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1.4 Research objectives

As a result of the illustrated challenges facing the implementation of the prepared strategic plan, a development 
tool was needed to provide adequate land for the development of the strategic plan projects, integrating the 
government’s commitments and uses as minimum external financing as possible.

Having defined the requirements for the system needed, LR is chosen as the tool to redevelop the southern 
extension areas of October city. The system is to be applied by government initiation in order to implement 
the key outcome projects of the General strategic plan for the city. The LR scheme would aim also at creating 
revenues to the municipality to finance other outcome projects in the city as phased in the plans inspired for the 
city(1).  

This paper will provide an illustrative background on Land readjustment development tool and its application 
on October city focusing on the sustainable approach maintained through the application. The research then 
concludes the benefits of applying LR to achieve the sustainable integrated vision for the city and ends with 
recommendations and future research needed.

2. LAND READJUSTMENT BACKGROUND

2.1 The Need for LR Technique 

LR as a concept reflected the necessity need for an alternative land development technique to deal with 
outdated, inefficient and patchy shaped allocated or developed land plots. With the many reasons creating these 
problems, governments, landowners and developers have tried different approaches to reform those areas with 
a main common goal of resources efficient use. With their various tools; expropriation, betterment charges, 
land assembly and other techniques were widely tested but often did not work either for being financially non 
affordable, causing social inequity or facing enforcement disability.

2.2 LR Definition

One of the key elements behind the LR approach success is its flexibility as an application. Since the early 
twentieth century LR has been used and adapted to local situations and objectives. This is why a wide variety of 
definitions for LR exists according to the contexts and constrains overcome. However, some definitions focused 
on the main concept of the LR; 

“Land Readjustment is a system which enables fragmented and irregularly shaped plots to be consolidated 
for the creation of service and usable parcels. Land is then redistributed to the original landowners, with public 
infrastructure costs borne collectively by the increase in development value, on a pro-rata basis” (Adams, 
David, Disberry, Alan, Hutchison, Norman and Munjoma, Thomas,2001). 

“Under land readjustment programs, undeveloped areas, usually an urban fringe can be designated for 
improvement, including the rearrangement of plots, the grading of land, the construction of roads and the 
provision of infrastructure. Instead of paying a betterment levy, landholders must surrender part of their land to 
the local authority as payment for the improvements. The local authority can then resell this portion of land to 
recoup the improvement costs.”(UNCHS (Habitat),1990)

 (1)  Different urban land reassembling tools were explored and compared in the research submitted for the masters degree by the author, 
and LR tool was thus chosen.

Salma yousry, “Urban transformations in new cities in Egypt (case study 6th of October city)” Cairo, 2010.
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2.3 LR Process

Since LR is quite a changeable and adaptable system, This part of the study will focus on the elements of the 
process that enable LR systems to provide social and economic benefits as shown in the chart below.

At the beginning of the project, it is very important to define the institutional frame work and actors involved 
and the roles of public and private parties. (Larsson, Gerhard,1993) explains that once the process has started, 
one or more main actors must actively prosecute it and commit the resources which this requires. These main 
actors are generally the initiators (possibly together with additional interests), a circle of disposed co-actors, 
passive participants, counter-actors and Authorities are grouped according to the case. 

One important factor also for a successful LR application is to maintain it as participatory and transparent as 
possible throughout the process and especially in the valuation and deduction stages.

  

Chart 1: LR conceptual process

2.4 Benefits of a well adopted LR system

According to (Hong, Yu-Hung and Needham, Barrie,2007),(Home, Rob,2007), (Yomralioglu, Tahsin,1993) 
The major benefits of LR systems for both municipalities and land owners could be summarized as follows:

2.4.1 Financially 

•	Reinforce	the	self	funding	mandate	and	facilitate	fully-serviced	urban	development	without	direct	public	
funding

•	Provide	with	revenues	that	could	cross	finance	other	related	projects

•	Minimize	the	transaction	costs	by	providing	an	ideal	governance	structure	in	the	redevelopment	process	
and thus reducing development risk costs

•	Efficiently	and	innovatively	usage	of	land	and	creating	new	economic	interest	and	combining	the	assembly	
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and re-parceling of land for better planning

•	After	the	project,	land	values	increase	very	rapidly	and	land	become	more	valuable	for	landowners	and	Tax	
revenue increases within project area. 

•	It	distributes	the	financial	benefits	of	development	(also	known	as	betterment,	or	the	added	value	that	can	
be created by planning permission) between land owners and the development agency

.2.4.2 Socially

•	At	the	end	of	the	project,	basic	public	services	are	supplied	to	new	lots,	therefore	the	new	social	services	
are brought into to the project area

•	Help	minimize	the	political	and	social	costs	of	urban	renewal	and	disputes	about	land	planning	injustices	
are reduced

•	Promotes	participation	for	the	overall	public	and	private	benefits

•	Equitable	assigning	of	property	rights	with	proper	registration	(Land	rights	are	transferred	after	the	re-
plotting).

•	A	zoning	plan	is	realized	in	a	short	time,	and	urban	land	development	projects	are	achieved	rapidly.

2. LR APPLICATION IN OCTOBER CITY

This part of the study will propose LR system as a tool to rearrange the southern extension area and provide 
the needed land, finance for infrastructure and other strategic projects and a better function city and conclude 
the benefits October will gain from this LR application.

The following chart proposes the LR process to be applied in October city followed by an illustration for the 
elements of the main process. 

  

Chart 2: LR application in 6th of October city
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2.1 PROJECT INITIATION 

The project is initiated after having the prefeasibility studies that would project preliminary figures for cost, 
financing options in addition to defining boundaries and main activities. Before announcing the project, NUCA 
should identify and register the beneficiaries and the land areas required for the NHP provided by the government 
or through private investors in the city. 

Table 1: Actors proposed in the LR application in 6th of October city

•	 Central	 Government	 represented	 in	 NUCA	 as	 one	 of	 the	 main	
Landowners (NHP land representatives and unallocated land that 
belongs to NUCA)
•	Initiating	Landowners	(with	maximum	shares	and	interest)
•	City	Agency	will	Manage	the	project	and	have	the	first	right	to	buy	
shares in the project before it is announced to the public. This aims at 
having a stronger local power and control over future city projects.

Main Actors

•	Other	Land	owners	
•	 Representatives	 from	Governmental	 authorities	with	 land	 in	 the	
project area or will be engaged in rehabilitation projects(1)  (Ministry 
of Electricity, Ministry of Petroleum, Military, etc)
•	 Strategic	 plan	 consultants	 (to	 make	 sure	 the	 plan	 reflects	 the	
strategic needs of the city and coordinate provided finance to other 
priority projects in the city)

Co-actors

2.2 Define Valuation Method

When the project actors are mobilized, valuation method is then decided. A special appraisal committee will be 
assigned to define basic values which are then negotiated in within main actors’ board. The value of lands would 
be based on its legal market value (2)  before the project announcement depending on the location, surrounding 
values, area and physical land properties.

2.3 Project Announcement & Stock Offering

In this stage, the project is announced and shares are offered in market; first to the City Agency, NUCA, 
landowners and finally to the public. The share prices and allowed percentage for various stakeholders are set in 
participation with main initiators (Main Actors). This is done through a market plan for the project.

2.4 Planning and Implementing 
Since the project is of a big area and holds the main elements of achieving the inspired sustainability for the 
city, a flexible plan is designed in close coordination with the strategic plan for the city. The plan should be one 
that is easily phased and managed throughout the process. Implementation priority would be given according to 

(1)  Projects suggested in the strategic plan to rehabilitate the area and prepare it for investment like moving the sewage unit, cemeteries, 
train, gas line, high cable lines from the middle of the urban mass.
(2)  Some areas have high expectations for changing land use (like the agriculture company), however those areas are valued for the market 
value of their legal land use.
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preset criteria but basically to original landowners and NHP beneficiaries. 

2.4.1 The Proposed New Sustainable Plan For The Project
As explained earlier, the new plan proposed for the area should be flexible and phase-able; therefore the proposed 
project includes three main elements; 
•	The	CBC
•	The	residential	districts
•	The	Green	integrated	landscape	fingers
These three elements work together to achieve the overall sustainability concepts for the project as explained 
below.

Figure 2: project concept plan sketch

a) The New CBC

The currently elaborated Master Plan includes a new regional city centre proposed as Central Business 
Campus (CBC), whose iconic design follows the principle of creating a green cultural forum surrounded by 
the main business spine. In spite its introverted structure this “pearl in a shell”-design principle recognizes the 
already existing and planned urban structure by integrating the proposed central green corridor leading from 
the Northern Spine to the southern extension areas. The green core of the CBC is described by a concentric 
system of boulevards, which aim to reduce traffic congestion. The concentric form of the cultural forum is in 
addition to the road system created by the integration of high rise developments within the middle spine. This 
frame of high rise developments allows various lines of sight into the forum, which even in far distance gains 
importance. Thus, an iconic dimension of the city centre attracts investment and subsequently leads to a quality 
enhancement of the built environment within 6th of October City.

The design of each individual block is mainly restricted on certain key building conditions such as land use, 
GFA and building height. Most of the areas are defined as mixed use areas providing the possibility to develop 
commercial or residential projects. The individual size of each block provides flexibility regarding investors. 
In addition to the location of possible high rise projects the Detailed Master Plan suggests locations for the 
main shopping area, entertainment centre and public administration. Furthermore, a detailed proposal has been 
elaborated for the inner green area and cultural forum regarding the various uses of areas and buildings. In 
addition, services, such as schools and mosques, are integrated within the city centre in order to guarantee 
walk-able distances for future inhabitants. Moreover, the mixed use developments along main roads provide 
sufficient areas for retail and further commercial services. Last but not least, the linear spine with mixed use and 
high density developments provides the possibility of integrating an efficient public transport system.
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Figure 3: CBC Detailed Master Plan (original scale 1: 2.000)

The central open space connects the various elements of the Central Business Campus linking the centre with 
the surrounding urban areas by being the main core of the green corridor concept. Its particular form provides 
the possibility to establish an interesting and attractive visual relationship between various view points and 
landmark features. One of the main goals of this master plan is to establish the balance between a sophisticated 
open space, reasonable maintenance costs and a sustainable irrigation concept. While on the one side the ratio 
between areas of vegetation, hardscaped surfaces and extensive areas is kept in balance, the private sector 
has to participate at the maintenance costs of the future park. Thus, certain public institutions and private 
companies have to cooperate in public private partnerships (i.e. for example the maintenance of the tree frame 
or of the cultural forum. The enforcement of a public private partnership system is an important aspect of the 
recommended maintenance concept and it can be gradually extended. Leading local, national and international 
companies are expected to establish headquarters around the central park. Due to the benefit of the landmark 
location they can be asked to contribute in maintaining the quality of the green open space. This can be achieved 
in form of privately owned business gardens or the implementation of a levy system forcing the private sector 
to pay the maintenance of a certain amount of green area. The size will depend on the developed floor area. 
In the case of certain cultural or commercial elements within the park, such as the exhibition pavilions, it is 
recommended that the public sector or the operating company of the conference center remains in charge 
of the main maintenance responsibility in order sustain the balance between commercial and cultural use. 
Another component of raising the maintenance costs is the introduction of fees for private enterprises, which are 
interested to operate their businesses in the park area such as sports clubs, parking spaces or garden restaurants. 
Parallel to these commercially used areas the public sector should take responsibility for other parts of the open 
space such as the suggested botanical garden, Hospital Park or administrative gardens. Based on this definition 
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of distinct zones and responsibilities it is possible to reduce the main central park to a controllable size (Dilger, 
Matthias, 2010).

In addition to the establishment of public private partnerships the maintenance costs have to be generally reduced 
by introducing a grey water concept regarding the irrigation of green areas and the preference of planting arid 
vegetation.

Figure 4: Recommendations for maintenance in the CBC
b) The New Residential Districts

While the Southern Spine and the CBC will be mainly occupied by commercial land uses most of the southern 
part of the expansion area will be developed by residential projects. In this regard the urban density is expected 
to decrease towards the green belt along the fringes of 6th of October City. Each residential district consists 
of around nine neighborhoods, which are expected to have a population between 5,000 to 10,000 inhabitants. 
The new residential districts are designed as self-contained cities within the city integrating all needed services. 
While social services, such as schools, will be integrated within residential districts, there will be the possibility 
to develop commercial buildings along main access roads. The main commercial centers will focus on junctions 
of the main roads, where it is furthermore planned to integrate leisure areas, such as pocket parks. In addition to 
small mosques within each neighborhood there will be the possibility to build cultural and religious institutions 
along main roads and at their junctions. While hospitals are located along the green corridors most other public 
services are proposed to be developed along main roads due to the provided accessibility. Schools are distributed 
in each neighborhood according to current standards of catchment areas and radii. Technical infrastructure is 
mainly located within the large green corridors between single residential districts.

Figure 5: Land use distribution of new residential districts
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c) The Green Fingers (Integrated Landscape Corridors)

Main structural element of the southern residential areas will be the system of landscape corridors and main 
arterial roads. One central landscape corridor will lead from the outer ring road through the residential areas 
towards the CBC, where it interlinks with the urban landscape corridor leading to the Northern Spine. All in 
all five landscape corridors define the planning area and connect the new development areas with the currently 
existing urban areas in the north. The central corridor will lead through the CBC, where a large park will form 
the new public centre of 6th of October City. While most areas of these corridors will be extensive landscape 
areas, which means desert-like vegetation and reduced investments into maintenance, certain areas will be 
developed as intensive landscape areas with continuous cultivation. These intensive landscape areas include 
leisure facilities, such as sports clubs, or agricultural uses. Thus, public as well as private sports clubs of larger 
scale are located at certain junctions of the extensive green corridors serving adjacent city districts. Continuous 
pedestrian friendly green boulevards along the main axes and roads complete the main open space network.

Figure 6: concept sketch for the system of green corridors and boulevards

    
Figure 7: Examples illustrating landscape categories

2.5 Reallocating
Reallocation plan will be set from early stages of the project parallel to the implementation plan and according 
to the valuation of new areas. These plans will define when new investment lands will be available for the share 
holders to decide either to keep them or sell their shares. This system should be flexible so that investors and 
landowners would have options to invest in other parts of the city and links into other development plans and 
closely coordinated with the marketing plan for the project.
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3. CONCLUSION & BENEFITS GAINED FROM LR APPLICATION 

Since the main goal of the LR application in October city is to achieve the strategic plan objectives, the main 
benefit gained to the city is providing adequate land for the implementation of the main projects and objectives of 
the strategic plan in addition to increasing the value of existing land and thus providing financing opportunities 
for the plan and maintenance to the city.
Without the LR scheme the projects should have fit within the badly distributed available land which would 
have caused significant less impact and revenues to the city.
The current plan applied with LR scheme now provides a unique landmark quality and a new city image with 
a viable public transit system creating a new identity that could present the new quality of life in the city and 
maintain the envisioned sustainability concepts studied carefully while designing the main elements of the new 
city plan.

4. RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to maintain the sustainable vision illustrated for the southern extension areas for October city, it is 
very important to integrate this project with other strategic projects locally and regionally through phasing, 
prioritizing and financing. The LR scheme should be part of a bigger strategic program to support finance or 
manage them as a value capture tool to the city with a broader look on the strategies for GCR and Egypt as a 
whole. This requires coordination and strong role of the local City Agency and governance on one hand and 
NUCA for regional coordination on the other.

LR application in October city could act as a unique pilot project that introduces LR schemes in Egypt with an 
extreme case that would emphasize the significant impact of LR systems on Land and housing markets. 

5. FUTURE RESEARCH WORK PROPOSED
Since the main objective of this study was to verify the economic, social and physical planning advantages 
of the application, future studies should involve a more focused consideration to the legislative management 
framework and legal Egyptian laws that would support the application. Also studies should define the specific 
cost benefit analysis and financial cycle for the project.
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ABSTRACT: 

Gated compounds are sprouting out along the outskirts of the major cities 
of Egypt. Along the major desert highways between the cities of Cairo, 
Alexandria, Ismailia, Suez, a green trail of concrete structures within leafy 
landscaped lawns snakes its way through the desert. Ironically, the desert 
reclamation message of the 1980s, embodied as it was in the catchy tune of 
the song entitled “we want it (the desert) to turn green“, is now becoming 
reality as the desert turns, not into agricultural land to feed the poor, but 
into the lawns and lakes of the rich.

The marketing tools that are used to sell these expensive new properties 
to the rich are not just images of the architecture. Even more eye-catching 
are images of the unnaturally  green landscape that surrounds it.  One 
page newspaper spreads sell a dream life of Mediterranean style houses 
in lush greenery with abundant trees, golf courses and man-made lakes. 
The first sign of a new compound in the desert is the planting of a green 
lawn along its gateway from the desert road, its conspicuous ‘greenness’ an 
invitation to buy. The irony is that these new compounds are located within 
a purely desert and arid landscape and that the water they use is starting to 
deplete the water needed in agriculture. Contrast this to what is happening 
in other arid climates such as in the desert states of the US where people 
are encouraged to adopt environmentally friendly landscapes and being 
‘green’ is not to have green lawns but to have landscapes more suited to 
the arid landscape that consume less water. This encouragement is either 
through branding of environmentally friendly landscape as ‘good’ and vice 
versa or through financial incentives whereby people are paid to remove 
their lawns and replace them with a green that is suitable to arid contexts. 

This paper thus compares between these two different approaches to 
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landscape and poses questions for alternative ways for marketing the 
landscape that surrounds the newly constructed satellite cities in the 
desert. Rather than the current image of abundant lush greenery that is 
both impractical and inappropriate to maintain, this paper proposes that 
alternatively the landscapes of these new suburban paradises in the desert 
could be replaced by more environmentally sensitive and appropriate 
imagery and vision.

Keywords: Green, landscape, suburban, desert development, satellite 
cities, development marketing
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Trends in landscaping the Egyptian desert are gaining prominence in the new suburbs being constructed on 
the edges of cities all over Egypt. Part and parcel of advertising campaigns for the sale of units in these suburbs 
include the prominence of ‘green’ as in the color of lush landscape, lawns and even in the name and logos of 
these branded suburbs, ideas of ‘green’ and ‘nature’ that are dramatically different from the existing desert 
landscape are propagated as part of a new and ideal life-style. These ideas are not new, and as the construction 
of suburbs became a privatized industry in the 1990’s, American architects and landscape designers were 
brought in, bringing with them the foreign ideals of the suburbs and suburban landscape that were incongruous 
with the Egyptian setting. However, for the past two decades, simultaneous with Egypt’s suburban movement, 
many areas and municipalities in the United States have started to re-evaluate, assess and even subvert the un-
naturalness of these manufactured suburban landscapes which come with so many environmental problems. 
This paper outlines these multiple issues associated with suburban landscape design, with a focus on new 
Egyptian developments. The authors posit that rather than continue to copy from America the results (suburban 
landscape design, new American regulations and recommendations for sustainable design),  a number of issues 
regarding our relationship with nature in general and landscape in specific may be addressed, evaluated and 
processed so that a suitable trajectory of landscape design in Egypt may be created.  

 2. Green: The ideal new life in Egyptian suburbs and Advertisement campaigns:

 

For the purposes of this research, the authors surveyed current major newspapers in Egypt for advertisements 
of new suburban developments. The size of the advertisements ranged from full page to half or quarter page. As 
well, the number of different suburban developments being advertised currently (over two dozen) demonstrated 
a range of design approaches yet had several elements in common, most prominently the dominance of green 
landscaping and ‘green’ motifs. 

The phenomena of real-estate developers using green areas to attract people is no secret and is often touted 
as part of the marketing plan to include golf courses, parks and avenues.  Part of the reason for the vast 
implementation of green areas in these developments are the building restrictions to build on only part of the 
land (often 50%) to ensure low density development in contrast to the high densities of the cities these suburbs 
border. 

In the 1970’s suburban development began in Egypt as part of a governmental plan to spread out the highly 
dense settlements of Egypt’s cities with some planning and construction. However, by the 1990’s suburban 
expansion grew exponentially in the hands of private businessmen and developers who often enlisted the 
expertise of American landscape designers to design the large areas that could not be built upon. The result 
was that foreign ideas about landscape were introduced at this time to Egypt including lawns and golf courses. 
These new approaches to landscaping have revived industries in pipe irrigation, petro chemicals, maintenance 
equipment like mowers and hard landscaping elements. For developers the use of green is a win/win situation: 
the massive amounts of green landscaping, which is the relatively inexpensive portion of the costs in comparison 
to maintenance, is used for advertising and selling and when sold, the maintenance of the landscape becomes the 
responsibility of the owner who bought into this new lifestyle. 

The focus of recent real-estate advertisements in the major newspapers in Egypt revolves around themes of lush 
landscape that transform the desert.  In fact, the green aspect is often the key selling point, highlighted with the 
same importance or more than the architectural spaces for sale.   The expressions of the color green which have 
come to symbolize luxury are articulated in a number of direct and indirect ways in the advertisements to sell 
units before or during construction. The visual approaches used in these advertisements include photographic 
montages and urban scale drawings. Part of this ‘green’ strategy is also reflected in the name given to each 
compound/construction project and the logo created. 
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2.1  Photographic montages of landscapes in advertisement campaigns:

In many of the advertisement campaigns, which often fill part or all of a newspaper page, there are photograph-
like images of ideal expanses of green lawns accompanied by an ideal nuclear family. Occasionally there are 
actual photographs of the project, but that is rare because ideally all the units are sold before completion, therefore 
projected images of the complete project (using digital software) are ‘created’ that look like photographs. There 
are a number of approaches used in the compositions of these photographic montages that commonly include 
generic landscape montage in with computer renderings of the homes. In many of these photo-montage images 
the landscape is either very generic (lawns, generic ‘ball’ trees) or over-abundant in 3 or 4 or even 5 different 
species of trees all in one garden.  The vantage points for these images are almost always from wide vistas 
outdoors and almost never as views from within the unit. In a number of these as well, there is often the ‘ideal’ 
nuclear family (husband, wife, two children) frolicking and having fun in the grassy lawns. However, there 
is an even more blatant statement about the environment being made by a number of developments in their 
advertisement campaigns: using ‘before’ and ‘after’ images, with the empty desert presented as ‘before’ and 
lush green paradise with homes presented as ‘after’. The messages being sent, and reinforced in their various 
photographic montages is that happiness, prestige and an ideal lifestyle can all be gained in purchase of a home 
that is nestled in a landscape where green grass is verdant, lush with bright smiling occupants and clear skies 
above.

Commonly, the photographic montages used in advertisements selling new developments include computer 
renderings of the units with nonspecific landscapes montage  in. These landscapes are often simply expanses of 
green lawn and some generic deciduous trees. The density of trees varies from montage to montage, however 
the abundance of dark rich green dominates the photo-montage in all cases. Often of very high quality, where 
the ‘cutting’ and ‘pasting’ is not discernable, either digital renderings of trees or photographs of actual trees 
are used.  However, some of the photographic montages (see Fig. 1) are quite ambitious in terms of imagined 
landscape with several species of trees are incorporated into one garden: palm trees, deciduous trees, evergreen 
trees, flowers, bushes.

Fig.1 Advertisement for the Midway Suburban development on North Coast
The photographic montage of the dense garden is resplendent with numerous species of vegetation.

(Al Ahram newspaper, May 21, 2010: 26)

These crowded montages may give an initial impression of green abundance, but upon closer examination do 
present a rather muddled if  not un-realistic composition of landscape. Examples such as the images used in the 
advertisement campaigns of La Terra, Diplomats, Riveria Heights and Midway Sidi Rahman demonstrate that 
there can be ‘too much of a good thing’.
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Many of the photographic montages created are taken from the view point of very wide and open vistas of 
the landscape, from a vantage point from boulevards, lakes, or an ambiguous open space. Vary rarely, if ever, 
are photographic montages created to simulate the view from an architectural interior. These nonspecific, open 
vistas simulate an environment that is completely green as far as the eye can see. The advertisement montage 
for Al Rabwa has a vantage point from the middle of a lake, looking on to American style pitched roof houses in 
vast empty green lawns. Layan, Digla Gardens and Mividia all present images of open wide vistas with a horizon 
completely filled will green. Other photographic montages have simply the digital rendering of the homes, with 
basic manicured turf to give the effect of ‘green’ such as the Degla Gardens (see Fig. 2) development which has 
minimal landscaping yet reinforces its name simply way of manicured lawns.

Fig.2 Advertisement for Degla Gardens Suburban development in Cairo
The ‘green’ and paradisiacal lifestyle of the new development is expressed by way of manicured lawns.

(Al Ahram newspaper, January 22,2010: 23)

The ideal nuclear, westernized-Egyptian, looking family is often included in these montages. Their inclusion 
ranges from walking hand in hand in the lush green landscapes between the project buildings to very generic 
and close up photographs, like in the advertisements for the Layan development (see Fig.3), of the ideal family 
cavorting and being happy in a lush green lawn.

Fig.3 Advertisement for the ideal life of Layan Suburban development in Cairo
The ideal life of a nuclear family in the simulated ‘green’ environments of desert-cum-paradise suburbs

(Al Ahram newspaper, December 27, 2009: 17)
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Digla Palms, Marbella gardens, Beach 3, Princess, Marseilland all include images of these ideal families (which 
the targeted audience could relate to) of a happy pollution-free life surrounded by clean air and lush green 
landscapes. A lifestyle not accessible in the dense cities of country , where many respiratory conditions are 
prevalent among the young because of pollution, and a lifestyle that many aspire to as a better environment to 
raise their family. 
However, the most blatant statement about the environment being created and presented in these photographic 
montages (see Fig.4) include the ‘before’ and ‘after’ images of the building site. 

Fig.4 Advertisement for Solaimaneyah Suburban development in Cairo
Through the photographic-montage the developers flaunt their ‘improvements’ to the landscape by 

transforming the desert into manicured golf courses.
(Al Ahram newspaper, May 26, 2010:19)

‘Before’ which is presented as a bleak, empty and lifeless expanse of desert which is contrasted with the 
paradisiacal ‘after’ the developer will create, which is either a pristine and perfectly manicured golf-course-like-
lawn or a lush green garden. The full page advertisements made by the Solaimaneyah developers presents this 
desert vs. golf-course as a bold statement of the ‘improvements’ being made to the landscape. It is a statement 
of fact, regardless that what is presented is a generic montage that may not even exist.  
2.2  Urban scale drawings in advertisement campaigns:
Artistic renderings of the entire compound/project are sometimes used in addition to photographic montages 
in advertisement campaigns of new developments. These ‘urban scale’ drawings, meaning overall plan of the 
entire compound or development,  give the larger picture of the entire project. In these urban drawings, the 
buildings are often engulfed in green masses of trees, shrubs and expanses of grass that at best are generic and 
at worst grossly exaggerated. To contrast nicely with the abundant dark green masses are tiny white blocks (or 
beige) that are all but obscured by the flourishing green (see Fig.5) that seems to engulf them, such as the images 
presented in the Layan, Mividia, Princess, Green Waves and Riviera Heights advertisements.

Fig.5 Layout rendering for Layan suburban development in Cairo
The landscape of this new ideal suburb surround and engulf the homes.

(Al Ahram newspaper, May 2, 2010: 19)
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The overall urban plan of the compound or development is often viewed as an ‘island’ with the environment 
beyond simply not depicted, and consciously or not this is often the reality of these gated developments, where 
the extent beyond the development remain entirely yellow desert – and emphasized drastic shift from ‘outside’ 
to ‘inside’. In one case,  such as the advertisement for Kanana, (see Fig.6) the urban green plan of the project 
does not have distinct edges like an ‘island’ but idealistically fades out beyond its borders to eventually, and in 
a perfect degradation of color from green to yellow, ‘reach’ the desert.  Even more unrealistic imaginary is the 
context for the development project of Calimera, a compound within the larger desert suburb of Sherouk. In 
the urban plan presented in the advertisement, is full of little white house-blocks engulfed by large green trees, 
lawns and pools and the context beyond the borders of the compound are also lush expanses of grass lawn!

Fig.6 Urban scale image for Kanana Suburban development in Cairo
The ample green landscape of the compound generously fades out into the surrounding yellow desert.

(Al Ahram newspaper, May 9, 2010)

In one , unique advertisement, that of Mividia, (see Fig.7) the urban plan of the project is super-imposed 
on a green leaf of a tree. The newspaper page size of the advertisement simply has a close of image a a few 
leaves on a tree, the urban plan of Mividia on one of them. The white blocks of homes are nearly indiscernible 
and miniscule in comparison to the dominating proportion of green surrounding  them.  The image literally 
associates the development project with nature and invites potential buyers to ‘enter’ an ideal and very green 
habitation.

Fig.7 Layout for Mividia Suburban development in Cairo superimposed on a leaf
The vast landscaping engulf the tiny house blocks, reinforcing the image of the compound as a part of nature.

(Al Ahram Weekly newspaper, March 18- 24, 2010: 18)
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The use of urban scale plans for advertisements is not popular possible because of they are not as visually 
accessible or understood as much as the close up perspectives or photographic montages as discussed 
previously. However, they do serve to communicate the ‘big picture’ of the project, one that is always presented 
as completely and uniformly surrounded by lawns, trees and a general sense of greenness. Presenting the gated 
compound as an island shut off from the rest of the world, and the desert context specifically, is also another one 
of the messages presented through these images to emphasize the exclusivity of the development. 
2.3  Names, Logos and catch phrases in advertisement campaigns:
Of the compounds and projects surveyed in current advertisements a large proportion of the names and logos 
referred to ‘green’ themes, reinforcing the connection of luxury living and greenery in the new desert compound. 
As well, most of the project names are either non-Arabic (e.g. English, or European) or a mix of a Latin word(s) 
and Arabic name/word. Playing on the ‘foreigner complex’ existing in the Egyptian culture, again, the themes 
of green, luxury and the foreign are connected and reinforced as elitist.
Many of the names of compounds included one of the following words : green, hills, paradise, park, heights, 
gardens, valley and so forth. These English language terms refer to landscape features and ideals that could 
have easily been translated into Arabic, however by maintaining the English language term as the name or part 
of the name of the compound an aura of the elite is maintained. Some of the compound branded names include: 
‘Paradise’, ‘Riviera Heights’, ‘Grand Heights’, ‘Digla Gardens’, “La terra’, ‘Highland park’, ‘Italian park’, 
‘Green waves’, ‘Rose Valley’, ‘La Terra’, ‘Evergreen’, ‘Creek Park’. The names are not only in reference to 
nature in some way or another but are aspirational (e.g. heights, highland) and reinforce a connection between 
‘green’ landscape and luxury.
As well, many of the projects surveyed in current advertisements had a branded logo, which would appear in 
newspaper advertisements, billboards and all documentation related to the project. In the majority of brand logos 
created, the theme of ‘green’ is again referred to and reinforced through direct references , like the inclusion of 
trees and leaves, or with indirect references, like a green wave or green colored text. Examples of this include 
the logos for desert compound developments found in the Table 1.

Table.1 A Comparison between different Suburban development Logos with ‘Green’ prominence

 

Creek ParkCasaCasaAl Rabwa

Grand HeightsEver greenDegla PalmsDegla Gardens

Il TerraceHighland ParkGolf ResidenceGreen Waves

ParadisePalm HillsKenanahItalian Park
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ParadisePalm HillsMividaMidway

SolaimaneyahRose ValleyRiviera HeightsPrincess

Many of the new suburban developments have branded logos that reinforce the ‘green’ theme with green 
waves, text or a form of vegetation in the logo, and/or  in the name.

Within the text of the advertisements there is often, if not always, highlighted reference to the landscaping 
of the compound/ project alluding to the fact that open and greens are part of the luxurious lifestyle. This is 
particularly understandable as the clientele for most of these new suburban homes were former residents of 
the extremely dense urban centers of Egypt, such as Cairo, where high rise apartment blocks are not only 
constructed with excessive proximity to each other but many former low rise buildings, homes and garden 
spaces were demolished and the site used to construct high-rise apartment blocks. Green in cities like Cairo is , 
in fact, a luxury and having a view of nature within this context is not only improbable but alien to the younger 
generations. Access to green and open spaces is one of the prime selling points and reasons for families and 
people to relocate at a distance from the urban core – it is a lifestyle change that is exploited to the maximum 
in these advertisement campaigns. 
Thus, it comes as no surprise that the following catch phrases would be found in these new development 
advertisements: ‘large green areas’, ‘not a house, it’s a lifestyle’, ‘life as it should be’, ‘distinctive relationship 
with nature, farmland and sprawling green’, ‘with your flat comes 40000 m2 of gardens and lakes’,  ‘inspired 
lifestyle’, ‘intelligently designed to provide well ordered environment that is clean, private and safe’, ‘become 
one of the residents of nature’, ‘ ‘when nature talks and architecture is in harmony, than it is green wave’; 
‘designed to be a slice of nature’; ‘love of nature’ and the catch phrases go on, in Arabic and in English, 
underscoring the association of new elite living to green. In one particular advertisement in the Ahram Weekly 
(an English language version of the most popular Egyptian newspaper) the following text was included in an 
advertisement for a new development in a desert suburb of Cairo sometimes called ‘5th Tagammo’, sometimes 
called ‘New Cairo’:

“Mivida (Spanish for ‘My life’), is designed by award wining [sic.] JZMK 
of California to be a slice of nature. A place where your eyes open to 
breathtaking  greeneries meticulously designed by The Collaborative West 
to be in perfect union with the elegant architecture of villas. Where green 
walking trails invite you to discover pine forests and lavender gardens 
that open to playgrounds, community centers and a 33 acre central park. 
Mivida is a fully integrated community hosting international  schools, state 
of the art hospitals, boulevard-style retail in New Cairo City, just minutes 
away from American University of Cairo.“

The Egyptian landscape, in its thousands of years of existence and cultivation, has never been home to ‘pine 
forests and lavender gardens’. Distinctly foreign ideas, words, imagery and environment were transplanted 
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to create the ‘green’ of these compounds. Grass, trees and all types of planting that seem immediate (grass is 
farmed, brought in carpet-like rolls and spread over the desert sand) and fit the fantasy image of ideal living 
aspiring to the landscapes of California or other equally foreign and lush places. Many of the architects involved 
in these projects are brought in from the US, they are coming because of domestic real estate slump persisting 
in the US. (Nguyen, D., 2008)

“Curiously, some of the developments overseas look and sound a lot like 
California suburbs marketed to affluent customers who have spent time 
living in the U.S. or attracted to an American suburban lifestyle…Grassy 
front lawns and driveways lead to pastel-colored homes that mimic French, 
Italian or Spanish architectural styles… Its hard to tell your’ not in South-
ern California’. (ibid)

These architects bringing with them their sensibilities that have no relation to the Egyptian context and are 
compounding the problem of the complete disassociation of what is designed and where it actually is. The fact 
that this approach to dealing with the desert landscaping is now becoming the essential selling point in adver-
tisement campaigns is indicative of much larger problems: this imagined landscape is completely impractical 
because of the need for massive quantities of water and in the long run, unless there is meticulous maintenance 
and spending of water, these landscapes cannot adapt to the desert and will wither and disappear.
Some developers are aware of the un-natural situation that they are creating, and to justify or augment their po-
sition of using endless expanses of green, another rhetoric is emerging in journalism where these developments 
are touted as ‘environmentally and climatically sensitive’. One of the planning groups in Egypt, SODIC (Sixth 
of October Development and Investment Corporation), which has purchased and is developing 3.85 kilometers 
squared of land East of Cairo and approximately one kilometer on the West and building various developments 
to cater to the demand in real-estate are touted as contextually sensitive:

‘SODIC planners considered climate and culture in their designs. The 
towns> street orientations maximize shade and  northwesterly cool breez-
es, while minimizing exposure to the annual springtime sandstorms. Egyp-
tians are a sociable people who like urban settings and the interactions 
they allow, so both towns blend the commercial with the residential. Water 
reclamation systems, including the possibility to turn sewage sludge to bio-
gas,  and provisions for solar energy reflect the concern for sustainability. 
Developers frequently <flip> properties, but SODIC will act as long-term 
stewards and equity stakeholders in these projects, with a vested interest in 
the quality of their execution.’ (Goila, 2009)

At best this is vague and tentative, at worst it completely side-steps the reality of planting massive areas of 
unsustainable green – that is not in any way related to the desert context. Developers and their media are thus 
bombarding the public with messages; one distinct - that of the elitism and better lifestyle associated with an 
endless green landscape; the other is more subtle where the sensibility of this approach is justified with vague 
generalizations that pay lip service to the ‘environment’.
Why this unrealistic aspiration, this unrealistic ideal for green? Egypt for thousands of years has been home to 
other types of ‘green’ suited to the arid climate and landscape. According to the director (2006) of the Center 
for Desert Research in Egypt, Dr.Abdel Galil, the amount of (potable) water one typical golf course requires is 
approximatly 6,500 cubic meters of water a day which is enough for the needs of 15,000 citizens. (Salim, 2006) 
This is an incredible amount of water in any case, especially in a country where not only is the weather arid, but 
the amount of potable water is limited.
On the page of a local newspaper, the top half was a news article about the lack of potable water in Egypt and 
the new governmental proposals for the use of sewage water to irrigate rice crops, and important food staple in 
the country. The article debated the issues and problems of using sewage and grey water for agriculture. Right 
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below this article, the other half of the page, was a large and bright advertisement for a paradisiacal new devel-
opment resplendent with pools, gardens and lawns. (page 5, Akhbar al-Youm, June 5, 2010)
Advertising campaigns for these new compounds and settlements, use every possible approach to reinforce the 
‘green’ quality of life within the promised lifestyle. In the images used, be it photographic montages or urban 
scale drawings, the vast amounts of dark green dominate the illustrations.

“An image of lush green lawns and grand public open spaces, that both 
soothe and entertain the psyche, constitute the main elements of any adver-
tising campaign. This picturesque
setting is intensely exploited by developers as a marketing tool.… “Render-
ing green“ is no more than an act of pleasing the eye with a picturesque 
setting which has no real bearing on the quality of the built environment. A 
golf course within a residential compound with lush green lawns does little 
to control and accommodate the dry desert climate of the region, minimize 
the negative effects of development, preserve the natural and financial re-
sources and conserve the ecology of the site. (Imam, 2006: 197)

The ‘green’ message is further projected, beyond what is seen in the images of the advertisements, but also 
through the branding of the compounds. The names of the compounds are not only mostly using Latin based 
nomenclature (or a mix of Latin and Arabic) but mostly refer to ‘green’ ideas with words and names that refer 
to a green nature, often alien to the natural formations in Egypt. Emphasizing this are the logo designs of these 
developments that include green-colored text and abstracted (or realistic) references to leaves and trees. The 
consumer to is to understand fully (consciously or unconsciously) that GREEN equals an elite and luxurious 
new lifestyle unlike what alternatively exists in the desert- dominant country.

2.4 ‘Different’ Green?
The use of green turf, lush (often non-native) greenery and artificial water bodies to market suburban desert 
compounds is therefore a phenomenon that has been noted since the 1990s and has, since then, been going 
strong. The one published case of al-Rawda, while employing some environmentally conscious techniques, 
most notably the adaptation of the design to natural terrain, still uses the idea of urban greenways as its guiding 
design principle (Imam, 2006: 198). Even the possible exception of SODIC seems to ironically confirm the 
phenomenon.  The lip service it pays to sustainable design can be read in the same light as its trend breaking 
architectural designs (modern not revivalist); a reflection of a marketing slogan (think different) and a brand-
ing tool that tries to distinguish their product from the “sea” of developments out there that are practically inter 
changeable in image and brand (Golia, 2009).
Yet the appearance of SODIC on the scene may also be cause for optimism as it may indicate a turning point 
in the market whereby the real estate development industry may be willing to explore other marketing strat-
egies and branding tools. The question is whether sustainable, environmentally conscious design is one of 
them, our concern here being a landscaping component of the design that embraces aridity as a governing 
design principle. Is it possible to market the desert as “dreamscape” – as a marketable and commodified land-
scape designed to satisfy fantasies of urban history”? (Larsen & Harlan, 2006: 86 quoting Jencks, 1993: 73). 

3. Origins, developments and shifts in Suburban landscapes in the US:
 
It may be pertinent to this discussion to introduce the case of the United States, arguably the most significant 
pioneering model of suburban development, and also a country with arid and semi arid regions in states such as 
California, Texas and Arizona, for example. The case of the United States is also particularly relevant because, 
as it has been shown above, the Egyptian real estate industry continues to import not just ideas, but also the 
services of American professionals (of architectural and landscaping) to create these suburban dreams (Nguyen, 
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2008). The problem is that these professional firms are bringing with them a landscape  ideal that is under scru-
tiny, review and attack in the US. It is ironic that just as North America, the birthplace of the suburb, is turning 
its back on the traditional suburban model, other parts of the world, including Egypt are eagerly adopting it.
3. 1 The situation in the United States of America
In post-war America there was a massive movement of people from rural areas to urban and what became sub-
urban places and by 1970 over 40% of Americans lived in this ‘new’ type of settlement (Wilson, 1991: 90) , 
the suburb. The suburb was a completely manufactured settlement, predicated on single family homes on large 
lots with perfectly groomed lawns and decorative trees, that was both accessible to the nearby city by large 
roadways yet isolated for complete independent and ideal living. Uniformity was not only limited to the large 
highways, roadways, urban planning and even the architecture but was also applied to the landscaping used. To 
create these ideal and massive settlements, the topography of the land was completely leveled, and the farm or 
marsh or forest that was destroyed (but the suburb may be named after) was impossible to regain both practi-
cally and ideologically. Realistically the landscape could not be recreated because all of the topsoil and sub-soils 
had been so disturbed it would be impossible. Ideologically the suburb represented modernity, development and 
progress thus the landscape needed to be under ‘control’ and in essence, neutral. In the case of arid terrains, the 
arid ‘void’ was finally filled, both spatially and cognitively with what Fox has termed the “grid and the garden” 
(Fox, 2005).
The species of vegetation used for landscaping the suburbs were the hybrid products created in horticulture de-
partments in universities in the US during the 1960’s, species that were created to be decorative and fast grow-
ing and survive the ‘modern’ conditions of living including the salt sprays used on roads and the toxins in the 
air and soil. Native species that were pioneer plants (those that initiate an ecosystem) such as dandelion, sumach 
and brambles were seen as ‘weeds’ and eradicated with extensive chemical treatments – herbicides. (Wilson 
1991: 92)The standardized design of landscapes for theses suburbs included a dominance of lawn composed of 
a hybrid of grass types to create a perfect ‘turf’ like green carpet that required massive amounts of pesticides, 
fertilizers and water. In addition to this were meager additions of decorative trees and sometimes flowers; all 
specifically bred (from imported and ‘exotic’ locations) for image without relation to the local species naturally 
suited to the site.
The most popularized suburban landscape in North America is by and far the Californian landscape.  The cul-
tivated composition of pools, palm trees and hybridized Asian  trees such as the Juniper  and dwarf plants were 
cloned and essentially mass produced to create a specific type of ideal ‘nature’. The standardization of the sub-
urban landscape came about through the commercial availability of particular hybridized species (that dwindled 
from 60 in the 1960’s to 10 in the 1990’s) in catalogues, industrialized nurseries, large scale machinery and an 
entire industry of chemicals (herbicides and pesticides).  (Wilson, 1991: 104-106) ‘Nature’ essentially became 
another industry alongside construction and other products of mass consumption in perfect accordance to the 
‘modernity’ and ‘progress’ of the times.
At the turn of the 21st century, a conservative estimate put the percentage of urban cover dedicated to lawn in 
the United States at 23%, with 675,000 hectares per year converted to urban development. (Robbins & Sharp, 
2003: 426)
Chemical companies in the States are at the heart of the marketing campaign because through marketing the 
lawns, they sell their chemicals. In fact while the use of pesticides for agricultural purposes has declined, the 
sale of lawn chemicals for private use is still going strong. This of course, has been a major concern of envi-
ronmentalist and their analysis of marketing techniques shows a striking similarity to the marketing campaigns 
in Egypt, especially in “represent(ing) the lawn as a site of community, family and environment”. (Robbins & 
Sharp, 2003: 427)
3.2 Subversions and alternatives to the American Suburban landscape:
Problems of uniformity, lack of character, extreme high maintenance requirements, massive water requirements 
have begun to be addressed during the past two decades in North America, with both local movements and gov-
ernmental intervention. Realizing that these manufactured landscapes were impossible to maintain the under-
standing of that ‘landscape’ is in the suburb has been re-evaluated  with alternatives. The ‘Modern’ movement, 
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‘Naturalist’ movement as well as municipal government laws and incentive programs have all contributed to a 
complete re-vision of  suburban landscapes. The Modern movement, in search for ‘authentic’ landscapes have 
looked to non-European landscape approaches . Contemporary examples of ‘modernity’ in some examples have 
become abstracted and ‘no maintenance’ multi-colored gravel gardens. 
Naturalist movement, as the name implies, looks to use species of plantings that existed in the landscape and by 
accommodating the site when designing and building architecture, such as an existing slope or stream or ravine.
(Wilson, 1991:103) The subversion to the typical suburb ideal continued with growth of small scale nurseries 
that used open-pollination of locally available species, drought tolerant types and pest management (rather than 
chemical annihilation) as well as organic gardening using composting. These naturalist approaches were both 
community based often called hobby farms or communes as well as community gardens providing food and 
individual domestic gardens.(Wilson, 1991: 107-109) 
More precise than the Naturalist movement has been the development of ecological science. New interest in 
using local species of planting,  organic approaches to growing and pest control. In several American cities, 
particularly those in arid regions, have required in one form or another water conservation. In Santa Barbara, 
California, residents are not allowed to water their gardens or lawns with municipal water. In Marin County , 
also in California, residents are given cash incentives to remove their grass lawns and replace them with drought 
– tolerant plants.  In many parts of the United states residents are encouraged to re-use grey water (non sewage 
waste water) for watering their gardens and to use water conserving plants, like cactus (in Arizona) and using 
locally found species and banning the use of exotic and imported plants. (Wilson 1991: 110) 

4. Applicability to the case of Egyptian Suburban landscape developments:
Measures to maneuver landscaping policies, aesthetic and ideals down the path of sustainability are at play in 
the US, their effectiveness is still unsatisfactory. Studies addressing these measures and reviewing their efficacy 
have shown that there is a cultural attachment to the ideal front lawn of green turf that is proving difficult to con-
quer. Suburban dwellers could go to the extreme lengths of spray-painting their lawns green at times of drought 
or economic depression rather than relinquish them completely (Wilson 1991: 111). Studies have shown that 
even suburbanites who move into neighborhoods that are designed according to environmentally friendly prin-
ciples will not necessarily adapt their habits and way of life to maintain a sustainable lifestyle (Hostetler & 
Noiseux, 2010). The shift in policy, design and technique towards sustainability is slow, its acceptance within 
the community is even slower, and the trickle-down effect into behavior and practice is proceeding at a pace that 
is frustrating environmentalists (Antrop 2006, Robbins & Sharp 2003, Stewart et. al 2004)
Yet it is not the slow pace of reversal from the green of “green turf” to the green of sustainability in the West that 
is at the crux of this discussion. In fact, the slow reversal, while regrettable is hardly surprising. The question is 
whether in blindly adopting the Western experience, this time for eco-green rather than turf-green suburbs we 
will be repeating our mistakes, albeit with better intentions. In short, while the authors of this paper feel that it is 
important to refer to the Western experience so far in trying to divert the suburbs into the path of environmental 
sustainability, the experience should not be copied and pasted into Egypt. In doing so, we would be introducing 
another foreign imported policy and strategy that is not grounded into real cultural and environmental under-
standing. The slew of studies currently being carried out in the West concerning policy and strategy, design 
aesthetics, cultural understanding and behavioral viability with regards to landscaping the suburbs need to be 
mirrored in Egypt so that they may inform and direct practice. We should be importing methods, not results. 

4.1 Complexity, Relevance and Diversity of Research Issues
4.1.1Environmental Cognition
At the core of the problem here is our understanding of our own environment. How do we, as Egyptians, see the 
natural terrain that we live in? We are taught that Egypt is the gift of the Nile, that we live cramped in a narrow 
valley that constitutes about 10% of the total area of Egypt. That beyond this valley lies the desert – a dry dead 
terrain that needs to be reclaimed, converted to green. Land reclamation policies of the 1980s (which at the time 
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advocated agricultural reclamation with desert cities for the middle and working classes, not suburbs on the 
outskirts of the city) were sold to the people of Egypt through a jingle that said;
We want it to be green
The land in the desert ..
What do we want?
 The desert
To be what?
Green.
We therefore have a dual understanding of our “natural environment”. It is very green and lush (the valley) and 
very yellow and arid (the desert). Therefore when we are told that being eco-friendly and bio-diverse means we 
should take the natural characteristics of our environment as guide, and try and work with them, not dominate 
and transform them, we may be justified in being confused. Should we embrace the yellow or the green? At first 
the message was that the yellow should be converted into green. And on a certain level, this is what is happening 
today. But now we are told that yellow is also good, it is also alive and its eco-system is a valuable asset that 
should be maintained. In being sustainable and eco-friendly, we have to “accept our aridity”, understand that 
yellow is good and that the right green is eco-green, not turf green. What will it take to induce this reversal? 
First this shift in cognition has to be put in motion, and only then can landscape “as a signifying system through 
which a social order is communicated, reproduced, experienced, and explored” (Thompson-Fawcett & Bond, 
2003: 153; Williams, 1981: 13) start to reflect it. The specific nature of our natural climatic and topographic 
conditions requires specific studies that address these issues that may borrow methodologies from the West but 
will not necessarily reflect the same subject or content (valley/desert as opposed to forest, grassland, prairie, 
marshland, etc.). 

4.1.2  Living Room Extension or Piece of Nature?
To complicate matters further we then ask the question of whether coming to terms with the specific character 
of our natural environment will unfailingly lead to a shift in our understanding of the garden of our dreams. We 
may accept the aridity of our natural terrain, but that does not necessarily mean that we subscribe to the notion 
that our gardens are a piece of this natural terrain, and should therefore be arid in nature too. The discussion in 
the literature about whether suburbanites perceive their gardens as a piece of nature or as an extension of their 
living room comes to mind (Clayton, 2007: 217; Jencks 1994; Grampps 1990). In other words, if landscape 
is the “result of action and interaction between natural and/or human factors”(Antrop, 2006: 188), is the lawn 
more natural or human? Both arguments have been addressed in a number of quantitative field studies that took 
place in North America, Australia and Europe. The results are hardly decisive but they are certainly insightful. It 
goes without saying that no answer to this question of how Egyptians perceive their front lawn (at least among 
the minority who has one) can be answered before similar studies are carried out here.
We can however hazard some thoughts as to differences in cognition between Egypt and the Western World in 
general, and the United States in particular. An integral part of front lawn pride in the US is related to the activity 
of gardening that homeowners practice as a hobby (Clayton, 2007). This is not common practice in Egypt. Front 
lawn/backyard differences are a common theme that was triggered by Goffman’s seminal use of the front and 
rear of the house as a metaphor for differences between presentations of self in public (front stage) and private 
(back stage) (Goffman 1959; Nassauer 1995; Larsen & Harlan 2006). While Egyptian society is certainly no 
stranger to the concept of the “bella figura” or to conspicuous consumption (Veblen 1899), in the case of the 
private garden, privacy trumps showmanship and the garden tends to be unseen either through situating it in the 
rear or fencing it up. Furthermore, because of the “hiddenness” of the garden and the assignment of gardening to 
hired help, the state of the lawn is a personal not a communal issue. Competition is not an overtly visible affair 
as it happens within gardens that are mostly hidden not displayed, nor is it a social practice in which homeown-
ers  work simultaneously on their respective lawns covertly observing their neighbors efforts and results. And 
one last point is the difference in the demographic of garden owners in Egypt who tend to be upper and upper 
middle class and that in the Western World, where it is a more democratic phenomenon. These issues all feed 
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into the question of “community identity”, how it sees itself, its home and the setting of its home. The com-
munity’s perception of its identity feeds into marketing strategy, and is in turn affected by it. It is a reciprocal 
relationship where marketers pick up on a trend, develop the image further and sell it as a dream (Stewart et. 
al., 2004; Larsen & Harlan, 2006). 
4.1.3  Downstream or Upstream?
The measures described taken by the United States to conserve the environment are related to three issues; 
policy, design, and behavior. Policy may proscribe certain bad practices (the use of municipal water for watering 
turf or filling pools for example), prescribe good practices (incentives for using grey water, replacing turf with 
native bio-diverse vegetation for example or mandatory environmental impact assessment reports (Imam, 2006: 
195; Searns, 1995; Hosteller & Noiseux, 2010: 234)), and change existing laws to encourage good practice 
(smaller lot sizes and less restriction on built-up area in the case of sustainable designs for example (Kaplan & 
Austin ). Designs could respond to these policies, reflect world trends, or even personal convictions to produce 
a physical setting (both as landscape and as architecture) that is environmentally responsible and sustainable. 
The question is whether the kind of suburb produced will attract buyers, and if it does, whether these buyers will 
adjust their behavioural sensibilities to practice what their policymakers and designers have preached (Hosteller 
& Noiseux, 2010: 214). This is one kind of model of change; the downstream trickle effect from policy to tech-
nique to behavior. Examples of these strategies include the outlawing of pesticides in Hudson, Montreal then 
across Canada (Robbins & Shaw, 2003: 448); incentive-based open space ordinance to preserve natural areas in 
residential developments in Hamburg (Kaplan & Austin 2004); the Xeriscape Landscape Water Conservation 
Plan developed by the Denver Water Department (Denver Water Department, 2000). 
The second model is grassroots or upstream and it starts with education and awareness, whereby society comes 
to the conviction that sustainability is a way of life, and families start to adopt small personal practices and 
sacrifices that make a difference (Larsen & Harlan 2006;  Kosek 2003). Strategies could involve certification of 
bio-diverse personal gardens, clubs and groups that share tips on water conservation, reduction of carbon foot-
print and so forth, encouraging the planting of edible plants, not just for humans but also for wildlife. In fact, one 
of the strategies that can be most appealing to children is the idea of turning one’s garden into a piece of nature 
that attracts wild birds and animals. The Audubon at Home initiative is a good example of this kind of practice 
(Audubon, 2010) This model is of course time consuming and in this case, time is a luxury the earth cannot af-
ford. However, we would not be making a leap in assumption here in claiming that any positive development in 
environmental sustainability can only be achieved through a combination of the two models.
For the purpose of this study, it suffices to reiterate that environmental cognition continues to be at the core 
of the two models, whether in terms of sustaining correct practice within a setting that is eco-friendly through 
policy and design, or personal strategies that trigger change from the grassroots level upwards.

4.2      The Vicious Cycle of Environmental Generational Amnesia:
The leitmotif of the three issues discussed above is the question of how suburban Egypt views its natural and 
manufactured landscape. Whether it sees it as valley or desert, whether its garden is a planted extension of its 
living room or a tamed extension of nature and of course,  how this understanding fits into the upstream and 
downstream models of change. At the risk of shifting the tone of the discussion from normative and positivistic 
to circular, even spiral, we will refer to a final point, the question of the kind of citizen these turf-green suburbs 
produce and how the children of these suburbs will perceive their natural environment when they grow up. We 
are, in fact, referring to the idea of Environmental Generational Amnesia (Miller, 2005: 431; Kahn & Friedman 
1995; Kahn 2002). The idea is that children who grow up divorced from natural terrains (purely natural terrains, 
not horticulturally enhanced gardens) grow up divorced from nature and are therefore environmentally indif-
ferent. This has led to a movement in the West whereby pockets of natural bio-diverse terrain are left unspoiled 
(or created in locations that are sometimes as unexpected as roofs of high-rises such as the case of City Hall in 
Chicago (Miller, 2005)) in order to maintain children’s connection to nature. In the case of the suburbs of Egypt 
we should look forward to a third addition to the valley/desert schizophrenia. Children will grow up with an 
understanding of nature as manicured turf, non-native plants and trees, water to spare that goes into artificial 
lakes and swimming pools,  then leave their sheltered environment and see the olive green of Egypt’s valleys, 
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and further out, the yellow of its deserts. Schizophrenia is replaced with multiple personality disorder! Dissocia-
tion with nature increases as does the understanding of its meaning. Its meaning is reduced from life-force to 
aesthetics and entertainment. The slogan of a US yard chemical company in which the dandelions are reduced 
from food to weed comes to mind; “Don’t Eat ‘em. Defeat em” (Robbins & Sharp, 2003: fig. 2). It becomes 
even harder to sell the concept of preserving nature (Which nature? He will ask) to this new citizen of suburbia. 
This is the model proposed by the proponents of the concept of Environmental generation amnesia. Is it a valid 
model in Egypt? Again, only time and studies will tell.

5. Conclusion
 
Using the rhetoric and visual signification of advertisements for suburban residential compounds in Egypt as 
indicators, this study has argued that we are in the midst of dangerous trends whereby environmentally irrespon-
sible landscaping has become such an integral part of the conception of a suburb that it has become the foremost 
tool for marketing it. Unrealistic, manufactured images (photographic montages and urban scale renderings) fill 
the pages of national newspapers in a bid to propagate that these new developments are full of green landscapes 
composed of manicured turf and imported species of trees. These new developments are branded with logos and 
names that complete the ‘green’ image with Latin names that include references to elements of nature and logos 
with leaves and trees in them. Following this, the case of the United States is reviewed, both as the pioneer of the 
suburb, and as the foremost exporter of conceptual branding and technical knowhow of suburbia. It reviews cur-
rent trend and policy reversals in the United States that are  attempting to coerce, prod and maneuver the suburb 
towards sustainability and environmental responsibility. It argues that the lessons learnt from the experience of 
the United States are of value, but that they cannot be replicated blindly in Egypt, because that would simply 
be the ying to the yang of our previous policy of importing designs and landscaping techniques unthinkingly 
from the United States. It then discusses current trends in academic studies that review these attempts at trend 
reversal, identifying key issues and recommending that they be addressed by academicians here in Egypt and 
that methodologies rather than results should be adopted. 
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ABSTRACT: 

The benefits of trees in urban parks for urban residents have been given 
wide attention. They are considered a major factor in defining spatial 
qualities of sustainable outdoor spaces. This paper investigates the 
influence of spatial configuration existed by proposed planting designs of 
trees on visual fields of an urban park using space syntax theory. The space 
syntax theory assumes that an urban area can be represented as a matrix 
of connected spaces, and that quantitative properties of this matrix in the 
form of syntactic measures can be measured using computer simulations. 
An experimental study using three different planting design proposals of 
an urban park was conducted, and data were analyzed using space syntax 
techniques. Results revealed a significant effect of planting arrangement on 
syntactic measures between three proposals. This study suggests that space 
syntax techniques, especially a level of pedestrian movement, may have 
significant value in schematic planting design stage that contributes to the 
establishment of sustainable outdoor spaces..

Keywords: Sustainable Urban Parks, Plantation design, Space 
Syntax.
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Recent literature has investigated the influence of landscape vegetation on the frequency and range of 
movement (Shriver, 1997), and on the choices of routes in specific places such as public gardens (Loiteron and 
Bishop, 2005). However, these studies focus more on pedestrian behaviour in small and closed spaces (Zacharias, 
1997) and in unknown areas (Zacharias, 2006). It remains the necessity to generalize these observations in much 
larger, familiar environments in order to detect the processes of space perception that affects movement. To make 
a useful input to urban planning, research on movements in an intra-urban environment must integrate more 
qualitative data (Handy, 1996; Røe, 2000), such as landscapes, in order to understand how individuals decide 
their routine trips in an environment and how they are affected by pedestrian trips. The careful understanding of 
pedestrian movement and their social interaction in a landscape is considered fundamental factor in establishing 
sustainable outdoor environment (Antorp, 2006).

Robinson (2004) indicated that when spaces for people are designed, the size of plants relative to the 
dimensions of the human figure is critical. Basically, to distinguish areas on a plan by canopy height is 
considered an important design stage, because it is plant height that establishes much of the spatial framework 
and controls vision, movement and physical experience (Robinson, 2004 p.28). Preben Jakobsen, a Danish 
landscape architect, identified the most useful size categories for the designer as ground level, up to knee height, 
knee to waist height and below or above the eye level (Jakobsen, 1977). For design purposes, it is helpful to 
divide trees into small: mature height 5–10 metres; medium: 10–20 metres; and tall: 20 metres. This research 
focuses on small mature and medium trees from a visual and physical barrier. Medium trees can create spaces 
that contain smaller structure and therefore, have a greater effect on the spatial structure of urban landscape 
(Austin, 1982)

Trees are capable of defining space and increasing the degree of enclosure (Booth, 1985; Bell, 2004). The 
spatial arrangement of trees is expected to affect the visual field of a space. Salingaros (1999) reported that the 
use of urban space is linked to the information field generated by surrounding surfaces, and on how easily the 
information can be received by pedestrians. Successful urban spaces also offer tactile information from local 
structures meant for standing and sitting. The total information field in turn determines the optimal positioning 
of pedestrian paths and nodes.

Tree placement is a key element in urban landscape architectural design. Trees are one of the tools for space 
definition in outdoor open space. They provide shape and configuration to the spatial environments. Many 
aspects need to be considered when proposing sites for tree planting in urban areas (Wua et al., 2008). Important 
site conditions related to tree selection include climate factors, soil characteristics, environmental conditions, 
planting space, site location, existing vegetation, aesthetics, land ownership and regulations, social influences, 
and maintenance requirements (Bassuk & Trowbridge 2004) 

Gilman (1997) recommended various minimum widths of planting sites for trees with different full-grown 
sizes: 3–4 ft (0.90 – 1.20 m) for small trees, 4–6 ft (1.20 – 1.80 m) for medium trees, and greater than 6 ft (1.80 
m) for large trees, with 1 ft (30  cm). Arnold (1980) encouraged the collective use of trees in groves, rows, 
and symmetrical units in urban design, and explains aesthetic principles used in grouping trees in a variety 
of settings. For design purposes, visual representation and simulation techniques are traditionally used help 
designers to visualize their concepts and to explore how the proposed planting layout might work, in reality. 
This paper investigates the use of visual simulation techniques to detect visual properties of spatial configuration 
initiated by planting design in a landscape environment. 

2 BACKGROUND: 

2.1 Simulation of visual fields in environmental design

In environmental design work there has been a motivation of incorporating visibility techniques with 
advances in agent-based simulation and virtual reality (VR) technology. For example, Penn et. al (1997) have 
employed “agents” that navigate through VR environments to retrieve isovists which are, according to Benedikt 
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(1979), represent measures of visible space throughout configurations and the associated visual fields through 
space that they produce. On the other hand, Batty and Jiang (1999) have developed a parallel “agent system” to 
construct isovists. Extending work on isovists, Conroy (2001) has investigated the formal visual properties of 
paths that people take within controlled experiments in VR environments. 

Turner (2003) argued that while these innovative techniques add a three-dimensional quality, they do not 
break down into recent uses of visibility analysis, which can be divided essentially into two categories: either 
classification or assessment of the perceptual qualities of the environment. This paper extends this argument that 
visibility analysis of proposed planting designs might be able to detect the specific effects of spatial properties 
of space caused by various planting arrangements in landscape designs.

2.2 Space syntax theory

Space syntax is best described as a research program that studies the correlation between human societies 
and space from the perspective of a general theory of the structure of populated space in all its different forms: 
buildings, settlements, cities, and landscapes (Hillier, 1996; Hillier & Hanson, 1998; Bafna, 2003). Space Syntax 
is also defined as a graph-based theory used by architects and urban designers to examine how the spatial layout 
of buildings and cities influences the economic, social, and environmental outcomes of human movement and 
social interaction (Dawson, 2002). Space syntax was developed at University College, London by Bill Hillier, 
June Hanson, John Peponis, John Hudson, and Richard Burdet (see Hillier et al, 1983). Space syntax techniques 
offer precise quantitative descriptions of the way in which a setting’s built spaces are organized (Hillier et al., 
1983). According to Hillier and Hanson (1984), the social meaning of the environment arises from spatial 
composition. 

Space syntax is built on two recognized ideas, which attempt to reflect both the objectivity of space and our 
intuitive engagement with it (Hillier & Vaughan, 2007). The first idea is that we should think of space not as 
the background to human activity, as we think of it as the background to objects, but as an essential aspect of 
everything human beings do in the sense of moving through space. Movement is essentially a linear, interface 
requires a “convex” space in which all points can see all others and from any point in space, we see a variably 
shaped, often sharp, visual field we call an “isovist” (Benedikt, 1979). The second idea is that human space 
is not just about the characteristics of individual spaces, but about the interrelations between the many spaces 
that make up the spatial layout of a building or a city. This is called “configuration of space”.  The purpose of 
this study is to investigate the effect of spatial configuration of trees that would contribute in development of 
design proposals of urban parks using space syntax theory, which could be used to generate a strategic design 
framework based on detailed analysis of spatial configuration.

2.3 Space Syntax Methods

Social structure is essentially spatial and inversely that the configuration of populated space has an essentially 
social logic. This principle is very important in landscape design, which seeks to create an outdoor environment 
for people to accommodate their social interaction. 

Integration

The fundamental concepts of Space Syntax include “integration” and “connectivity”. The “integration” of 
space is a function of the mean number of lines and changes of direction that are required to go from that space 
to all other spaces in the spatial system. Integration is accordingly about “syntactic” not “metric” accessibility 
and the expression ’depth’ rather than ’distance’ is employed to illustrate how far a space lies from any other. 
All lines in a spatial layout have certain depth values from every other line. The integration value of a line is a 
mathematical way of expressing the depth of a line from all other lines in the system. These values will differ 
significantly from one line to the next, but it is one of the most significant properties of architectural, urban, and 
landscape spatial configurations (Hillier & Hanson, 1984, 1998; Hillier, 1996). According to Ortega-Andeane 
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et al. (2005), a space is “integrated” when the other spaces have a relative shallowness in relation to it. It is said 
that a space is “segregated” when the other spaces have a relative depth in relation to it.

Connectivity

Connectivity is another fundamental concept in space syntax theory. It refers to the degree for a node and 
can be defined as the number of other nodes directly connected to it. Connectivity, path length and clustering 
coefficient are three key measures for topological analysis of a given space. They constitute essential measures 
for exploring small world and scale free properties. Some research point out that integration is closely related 
to human spatial behavior. It was reported that a consistent relationship exists between the spatial integration 
measures of an urban space and observed human movement flows in it (Hillier B,, 1993). Kim and Penn 
(2005) reported a consistent relationship, in urban areas, between spatial cognition and syntactic integration. 
Specifically, a pedestrian movement rate in an outdoor space can be predicted with other syntactic results from 
space syntax analysis. Several researches have been conducted to show the comparisons between measured 
pedestrian movement rates and spatial integration (Hillier, 1996; Dawson, 2003; Raford, 2003; Read, 2001). 
The results endorse such relationships. This evidence suggests that space syntax methods of representation and 
measurement of spatial configuration of outdoor spaces could be of use in studies of planting design since it is 
expected to influence pedestrian movement patterns in urban parks.

3. MODELLING OUTDOOR SPACES

In the past, many methods of spatial analysis have been developed for a better understanding and modelling 
of real-world experience. The space syntax theory assumes that any urban area can be represented as a matrix of 
connected spaces, and that quantitative properties of this matrix can be measured using computer simulations. 
Space syntax models the spatial configurations of outdoor urban spaces by using a “connectivity graph” 
representation. Such a configuration of space identifies patterns that can be used to study urban layouts and 
human behaviours (Jaing et.al, 2002). 

Visibility and visual perception are of a great significance on how people behave, appreciate and 
experience the environment and could be determinant factors in designing landscape spaces. Space syntax 
studies of pedestrian behaviour in building and open urban environments have shown that there is a consistent 
correspondence between the configuration of space and the patterns of usage found within it. Researchers in 
the space syntax community claimed, through several empirical studies (Hillier et al., 1993; Penn et al. 1998; 
Dysyllias & Duxbury, 2001), that human movement both pedestrian and vehicle can be predicted by local 
integration measure. 

3.1 Visibility Graph

In order better to describe the spatial characteristics of environments, Turner et al (2001) have developed 
visibility graph analysis (VGA), a technique that permits the integrative analysis of several positions inside an 
environment by calculating the inter visibility of positions regularly distributed over the whole environment. 
This technique suggests additional second-order measurand, such as “clustering coefficient” and “integration” 
(global topology-oriented characteristics values). A further advantage of VGA is that its analysis process can 
be completely automated (Benedikt, 1979). There is empirical evidence that isovists capture environmental 
properties of space relevant for spatial behavior and experience (Turner & Penn, 1999). Desyllas and Duxbury 
(2001) reported that in an open and less-defined outdoor space, a significant correlation between VGA 
visibility and pedestrian movement than between other space syntax analysis techniques including axial map 
representation of space.

3.2 Pedestrian movement and agent-based model

“Agent-based” model is among the most important space syntax techniques used in simulating the pedestrian 
movement in an environment. Turner and Penn (2002) compared the number of visitors moving through an 
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indoor architectural space with the number of “agents” progressing through an agent-based model of the same 
environment. They reported that the agents use natural movement rules through selecting a position at random 
from the current field of view, and therefore, moving towards it for a number of steps before redefining the 
destination. Turner (2003) applied similar model to an urban environment. He recommended that in the outdoor 
environment it is required to apply careful selection of arrival zones and duration in the system that correlate 
closely with pedestrian movement patterns. The significance of Turner’s (2003) analytic method is that agent-
based model suggests to focus on the human accessible topology as invoked through the process of inhabitation, 
and accordingly, simplifying the tools an architect or environmental designer requires to assess the social 
adequacy of a specific project. The current paper attempts to extend this assumption to the context of landscape 
design through assessing the impact of proposed planting layout on space inhabitation and its feedback on 
design proposals. 

Aim of Study

This study investigates the effect of planting design of urban parks based on the assumptions of the space 
syntax model, especially a level of pedestrian movement, which may have extensive value in schematic planting 
design stage. In this context, the space syntax technique of VGA will be adopted. It offers the possibility to 
estimate the theoretical accessibility or “natural movement” by measuring integration. The measures of VGA 
are expected to assist in studying the effect of spatial configuration of the proposed trees planting in landscape 
space on visual fields and expected pedestrian movement. This technique is supposed to help in predicting 
visibility and accessibility of planting design schemes of an urban park. 

4. METHODS 

4.1 Study area

El-Qanater Gardens is a large rural environment 20 km north east of Greater Cairo and is considered a 
popular destination for middle class families for one-day picnics and outdoor recreation. Fig. (1) shows the 
satellite image of the study area and its immediate surrounding of El-Qanater Gardens. The area highlighted by 
hatched pattern is the specific area of study. The objective of development is to study the pedestrian movement 
within the landscape through proposing three different planting schemes. A detailed analysis of space use 
pattern and quantitative analysis of each planting design proposal for El-Qanater area is conducted using the 
VGA technique.

4.2 Measures and Techniques:

The technique of spatial analysis applied in this study is based on the analysis of the visibility polygons 
drawn from each of a grid of tiles covering all accessible areas (Turner et al, 2001). In order to investigate 
a large landscape area – Qanater Garden in Cairo - one global measure “visual integration”, and one local 
measure “visual clustering coefficient” are used. Visual integration is similar to global integration that explains 
the relationship of each space to the space network as a whole. It describes the relative visibility of a point 
location to all the other points within the space. This measure is important because it has been correlated to 
“pedestrian movement gate counts” in previous studies (Batty, et al., 1998; Turner et al., 2001; Desyllas & 
Duxbury, 2001). 

In order to investigate the landscape, the study conducted VGA using Depthmap 9.0, a computer programme 
to perform the visibility analysis (Turner, 2001; Turner, 2004; Mahmoud & Brown, 2009). To investigate the 
effect of planting pattern, a comparative method was developed includes visibility properties of the three 
planting design proposals in a single statistical model. In order to test the hypothesis, multiple regression and 
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correlation  analysis is conducted using SPSS software. 

Three planting design proposals were developed. All three proposals used same number of trees, the tree 
spacing followed Gilman’s (1997) recommendations. The first proposal applied rectangular array (Arnold, 
1980). The second proposal used curved, free form configuration. The third proposal applied rectangular array 
yet adding a central space along the main walkway to test the impact of Bell’s proposition that suggests that 
“node” can increase balance and visual inertia of landscape space. (Bell, 2004).

Fig. (1) Aerial photograph of the study area, hatched area shows the experimental area

Fig. (2-a) Planting Design Proposal No. 1
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Fig. (2-b) Planting Design Proposal No. 2

Fig. (2-c) Planting Design Proposal No. 3

4.3 Visibility Graph Analysis of the Study Area
To identify the space syntax measures, a visibility graph of the pedestrian movement spaces of the study area is 
conducted using Depthmap 9.0 software. The visibility graph is constructed for all locations (nodes) specified 
on an evenly spaced grid of 1.50m, covering publicly visible and accessible areas. A planar isovist – visibility 
or accessibility field – is generated from each grid point to produce a network of all direct connections between 
nodes and from that, a visibility graph, analyzed to acquire patterns of configuration and visual properties 
(Turner, et al. 2001). The landscape has one level of publicly accessible space. The grey-scale shows from dark 
grey for the most integrated (and shallowest from all other nodes on average) through to white colour for the 
least integrated (deepest on average). The visual integration shows the pedestrian spaces within the proposed 
park design; and circulation spaces connecting the park spaces are picked up as the main focus of integration 
in the area.

Intelligibility analysis using the correlation between connectivity and integration provides a clue of how the 
whole spatial configuration is clear to its users (Syntax, 2004). Since literature indicated that visual integration 
was found significantly correlated to movement (Parvin, et al. 2007; Desyllas & Duxbury, 2001). 

Gate count analysis
In this context, the calculations are applied on proposed environment. Theoretical gate count must be used to 
estimate the proposed movement pattern. Depthmap “agent” Tools was used to calculate the expected “gate 
count” which predicts pedestrian movement within the three proposals based on spatial configuration of trees. 
This tool was developed by Turner (2003) and found useful in predicting theoretical movement (Hillier & Iida, 
2005; Bada & Guney, 2009).
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Connectivity

Clustering coefficient

Visual Integration 
(HH)

Gate Counts

Fig. (3) Graphical representations of VGA of three planting design proposals

To detect the between-proposals difference in space syntax measures, numerical data were exported from 
Depthamp in a tabulated format and inserted in SPSS software. Data of each of the design proposals were 
grouped into a single SPSS file. Statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA) was calculated to reveal the effect of 
spatial configuration on space syntax measures. 
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5. RESULTS

5.1 Intelligibility Analysis:

Based on the results from visibility graph analysis VGA and data at the case study area, the relationships 
between planting design and characteristics of spatial space and pedestrian movement are analyzed. A graphical 
comparison of the proposed planting design based on the results of space syntax analysis is shown in Fig. (3). 
VGA indicates that the highest value of global integration occurs in the second proposal which shows curved 
pathways (Table 1), while both first and third proposals showed nearly equal values of global integration. In 
the first proposal, measure of visual integration varied from 13.23 at the entrance and reached its peak of 19.57 
at the space in front of the kiosk. In the second proposal, there was an emergent warmer colour in the visual 
integration map resulted in the left portion of the park with the highest value of visual integration (22.55) 
compared with the low measure at the entrance space (14.77). 

The measure of clustering coefficient was mostly consistent with the pathway in the first proposal. In the second 
proposal, the measure of clustering coefficient decreased along the pathway starting from 0.545 at the entrance 
space to 0.494 at the space in front of the kiosk. In contrast, the third proposal showed a consistent increase in 
clustering coefficient from 0.465 at the entrance to 0.527 at the kiosk. 

The measure of mean depth in the VGA is strongly correlated with visual integration in the first proposal 
(R2 = 0.9710), the second proposal (R2 = 0.9511) and the third proposal (R2 = 0.9637). The measurement 
of mean depth is also strongly correlated with connectivity in the three proposals (R2 = 0.9998, 0.9989 & 
0.9997). However, there was varying strength of correlation between mean depth and clustering coefficient. The 
correlation was stronger in the third proposal (R2 = 0.2592), then the first proposal (R2 = 0.2283). On the other 
hand, the correlation was weak in the second proposal (R2 = 0.0019).  

Results of intelligibility analysis (i.e., correlation between connectivity and visual integration) revealed that 
Correlation coefficient R2 between the visual connectivity and visual integration of point is significant R2= 
0.9737 on the first proposal and equivalent to0.9719 in the third proposal. However, it was found least (R2 = 
0.9559,) in the second proposal. The third proposal which integrates grid planting with central curved space 
provided stronger correlation between visual stability (clustering coefficient) and connectivity (R2 = 0.2535) 
compared with the first proposal which includes a rectangular (R2 = 0.1146) while the second proposal showed 
inadequate correlation (R2 = 0.0009). 

5.2 Social Structure of Space

Literature indicated that visual integration was found significantly correlated to movement.( Parvin et al., 2007; 
Desyllas & Duxbury, 2001) When the ‘agent’ facility in Depthmap software was used to show the traces of 500 
sighted agents with 170 degrees of vision thatselect a point within their field of vision randomly, move towards 
it three pixels (2.4 m) and repeat the process (Turner, 2003; Bada & Guney, 2009). In proposal One density 
of traces follows the central pathway structure to a remarkable degree, while in proposal Two it shifted to the 
western side of the park away from the main pathway, hence allowing further exploration of the park landscape, 
this is reflecting the local scaling of spaces rather than overall configuration.  In the third proposal, density of 
traces was highest in the central space along the pathway, in summary emphasizing the focal point at the central 
space and reflecting the local scaling of the overall configuration. 

5.3 The impact of Spatial configuration on visual fields

The effect of spatial configuration on visual fields (represented by space syntax measures) was analyzed by 
Analysis of Variance (NOVA) test using SPSS software (Table 1). Results revealed that spatial configuration 
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significantly affected all visual fields (p < 0.001)

This finding suggests that different alignment of trees in the proposed designs, resulted in different spatial 
configurations, and they are expected to influence the visual fields that are experienced by users when they 
encounter the spaces, in reality.

Table (1) Analysis of Variance, influence of spatial configuration on syntactic measures and comparisons of 
mean scores.
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the design proposal
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6. DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to determine how planting design can influence visual fields of three planting design 
proposals of an urban park using space syntax technique. The proposals were developed in three different 
manners. The first proposal followed symmetric, rectangular array of the trees and straight pathways; the second 
proposal followed the curved pathway and random pattern grid; while the third proposal applied a combination 
of a symmetric rectangular array and a circular space at the center of a straight pathway. All proposals used 
identical number and same species of trees. Although preliminary, the results show that visual fields created by 
the spatial configuration of trees were correlated to.  
The first proposal did not show significant changes in Visual Integration analysis through Depthmap. It appears 
that this proposal with the straight lines and symmetric layout did not generate a variety of visual fields. In the 
second proposal, Visual Integration analysis shows an emergent warm colour which appears a spot resembling 
a main node to the western side of the pathway through the designed park. Spatial network seems to have a 
structure as well as a stronger integration with the global space at this portion of landscape space. This result 
could lead the designer to insert an attractive visual component, e.g.  colorful flower composition or a piece of 
sculpture not higher than the eye level to take advantage of this strong value visual integration. 
In the third proposal, Visual Integration analysis shows an emergent warm colour which looks a bit like a main 
node along the pathway through the designed park. Spatial network seems to have a structure as well as stronger 
integration at this space. This finding could guide the designer to add a visual element, e.g. water fountain not 
higher than the eye level to make use and emphasize this visual integration. 
Results of intelligibility analysis. The R2 between the visual connectivity and visual integration of point is 
significant R2= 0.9737 on the first proposal and equal to0.6719 in the third proposal and was found least (R2 
= 0.9559) in the second proposal. The third proposal which integrates grid planting with central curved space 
provided stronger correlation between visual stability (clustering coefficient) and connectivity (R2 = 0.2535) 
compared with the first proposal which includes the rectangular array of plantation (R2 = 0.1146) while the 
second proposal showed inadequate correlation (R2 = 0.0009). This result revealed an area within the second 
proposal that showed a high degree of connectivity within the space. This outcome may guide the designer 
to make use of this advantage and add some design elements within this area to enhance the aesthetics of the 
design. Results are also suggesting that the third proposal managed to create a space system with potential for 
possible co-presence and interaction at the central space, while the two other proposals did not show sufficient 
clustering potential.
Results of ‘agent’ facility showed that density of traces follows the central pathway structure to a remarkable 
degree, while in proposal Two it shifted to the western side of the park away from the main pathway, hence 
allowing further exploration of the park landscape, this is reflecting the local scaling of spaces rather than 
overall configuration.  In the third proposal, density of traces was highest in the central space along the pathway, 
in conclusion emphasizing the focal point at the central space and reflecting the local scaling of the overall 
configuration. 
It appears that the curved and central node alternatives will satisfy several visual aspects, including connectivity, 
increased integration with global context. They also are expected to encourage social activities in larger portions 
of the park. On the other hand, the grid alternative will develop a rather static space where the central walkway 
is isolated and do not permit further exploration of the rest of the park. 
According to the results, even though trees are one of the most important factors influencing preference of 
landscape, their spatial configurations are influencing the visual fields. This contribution will necessarily affect 
the pedestrian movement, hence the social structure of the landscape leading to a more sustainable design 
of outdoor environments. Landscape architects should not limit park planting designs to symmetric layouts 
since curved and free from arrangements may allow enhanced visual and social experiences of the space. 
Such considerations correspond to the findings of Bell (2004) that curved freeform shapes contributes to more 
dynamic and less boring landscape experience.
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CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, tree planting design had a significant effect on visual fields in urban parks. Though the 
experimental study sought to understand different issues, the results led to the general conclusion that curved 
free-form arrangement of trees, and to a less extent central spatial node of trees generated relatively more 
integrated and connected spaces within the park design. The space syntax techniques used in this study could be 
used to suggest further development to enhance design proposals. Careful study of visual fields embedded in the 
design proposal could help predicting pedestrian movement and therefore, social structure of proposed designs. 
This could be of great value for landscape designers in understanding how their designs will work to establish a 
more sustainable design of outdoor environments. In this context, space syntax approach can be used in further 
research to investigate other spatial parameters including tree heights, colours, texture and form. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Public parks are placed high on the research agenda, with many studies 
addressing their social, economic, climatic, ecological, and transportation 
influences in different countries around the world. Public parks have been 
recognised as contributors to the physical quality of urban environments. 
More recently, a broader view of public parks has emerged. This view goes 
well beyond the traditional value of parks as places for mere recreation and 
visual delight, to depict them as valuable contribut.ors to broader strategic 
objectives, such as property values, place attractiveness, job opportunities, 
social belonging, public health, tourist development, and improving the 
overall quality of life for individuals and societies. 

In order to help policymakers, practitioners, researchers and the public 
make use of public parks, the present research aims to examine the role 
of public parks in enhancing the quality of human life in Egyptian urban 
environments. It measures ‘quality of life’ in terms of ‘human needs’ and 
‘subjective well-being’. Relevant literature is reviewed and a theoretical 
framework is set accordingly. Hence, the study explores the impact of public 
parks upon subsistence, reproduction, security, affection, understanding, 
participation, leisure, spirituality, creativity, identity and freedom; set by 
the adopted model for ‘human needs’. A following section investigates the 
impact of public parks upon happiness, utility and welfare; identified by the 
undertaken framework of ‘subjective well-being’.

Finally, the study concludes to a sound understanding of the impact of 
public parks upon improving the ‘quality of life’, as a synthesis of the 
findings from ‘human needs’ and ‘subjective well-being’. This should open 
ways for policymakers, practitioners, researchers and the public to realise 
the potentials of public parks towards improving the quality of life and 
recognising the aspired-for individual and social development in Egypt.

Keywords: Public parks, Quality of life, Human needs, Subjective 
well-being.
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

The study of man-environment relationship has frequently proven to be quite complex and sophisticated. 
This is due to its deeply intertwined relationship with the human conscious and subconscious mind. Due to its 
significant importance, this relation has been the focal point for many specialised researchers such as Sherer 
(2003), Dyck (2003) and many others.

Researchers have found that people generally lack a clear awareness in relation to the significance of public 
parks. This is embodied in their elimination of and encroachments upon public parks, in favour of construction 
enterprises. This accordingly causes a serious microclimatic disruption and an environmental unbalance. It 
also increases pollution and promotes the spread of serious diseases and illnesses, hence creating an unhealthy 
environment (Akbari, 1992; Dyck, 2003).

The present study investigates the relationship between public parks and quality of life (QOL), concerning 
urban environments in Egypt. The theoretical framework is based on Costanza et al. (2007), which measures 
QOL in terms of human needs and subjective well-being. Therefore, this study first examines the relationship 
between the public parks and human need and then investigates their influences upon subjective well-being in 
order to understand the relationship between parks and quality of life.

1. QUALITY OF LIFE (QOL)

Costanza, et al. (2007) defined QOL as ‘the extent to which objective human needs are fulfilled in relation to 
personal or group perceptions of subjective well-being’. Quality of Life, therefore, utilizes quantifiable social 
indicators of human needs for subsistence, reproduction, security, affection etc., together with self reported 
levels of happiness, pleasure  and fulfilment, termed “subjective well-being” (SWB). Figure 1 graphically 
represents the adopted model for studying Quality of Life in this research.    

 

Human 
Needs 

 
Subsistence 
Reproduction 

Security 
Affection 

Understanding 
Participation 

Leisure 
Spirituality 
Creativity 
Identity 

Freedom 

Subjective Well-
Being 

 
Happiness, 

Utility 
Welfare 

for individuals 
and/or groups 

Quality of 
Life 

 

Fig [1] The Adopted model for studying Quality of Life (QOL)
Source: Costanza et al. (2007)

1.1 HUMAN NEEDS:

When discussing human needs, motivation and learning, it is common to refer to Abraham Maslow, being 
one of the most prominent theorists in the field. He was best known for the development of the ‘hierarchy of 
needs’ theory, as a classic example of the humanist philosophy (Pfeifer, 1998).

Maslow’s hierarchy of human needs identified five levels of needs, which include the ‘physiological’, ‘safety’, 
‘belonging’, ‘esteem’ and ‘self-actualization’ needs. These five levels must be satisfied in order to produce a 
healthy, fully-functioning human being. Lately, he added two new levels to this hierarchy, namely ‘cognitive’ 
and ‘aesthetic’ needs, which were placed before ‘self-actualisation’. In this context, Elizabeth Puttick quotes 
“if one or more of Maslow’s needs is not satisfied the individual will tend to be arrested at that developmental 
stage, unable to progress to further stages until that need is met“ (Pfeifer, 1998: pp. 268). Kök added “human 
needs are a powerful source of explanation of human behaviour and social interaction ... social systems must 
be responsive to individual needs, or be subject to instability and forced change“ (Kök, 2007).
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Maslow’s model remains valid until our present time. Many researchers continued on his track introducing 
more categories to represent newly emerging needs. Examples of those include Burton, Rosenburg, Max-Neef 
and Costanza et al. They all agreed that an appropriate model must address basic needs, safety and security, 
love and belonging, self- esteem, self-actualization etc.  They mainly differed in identifying the elements under 
every category. Table (1) below shows how the aspects addressed under every category varied per model. The 
table is based on (Kök, 2007) with minor amendments to serve the present research purposes. Maslow added the 
main categories of human needs while the other researchers and philosophers modified his model in order to fit 
the new human needs, as well as they divided some of these model aspects into  several parts in order to make 
it more specific. For example, Max-Neef divided the Aesthetic needs of Maslow into Affection and Leisure and 
Costanza created a new category called reproduction from the subsistence category of Max-Neef’s. Also Max-
Neef changed the name of Cognitive needs of Maslow into Understanding, etc.

Table (1): Human Needs, as presented by various theorists

Based on (Kök, 2007)

Costanza et al.Max NeefRosenbergBurtonMaslow

SubsistenceSubsistence
Physical 

Nurturance
Distributive 

justice
Food, water, 

shelter

ReproductionProtectionInterdependenceSafety, Security
Safety and 

security

SecurityAffectionLove IntegrityBelongingness
Belonging or 

love

AffectionUnderstandingAutonomySelf-esteemSelf-esteem

UnderstandingCreationPlay
Personal 
fulfilment

Cognitive needs

ParticipationIdentity
Celebration and 

mourning
IdentityAesthetic needs

LeisureLeisure, Idleness
Spiritual 

Communion
Cultural security

Self-
actualization

SpiritualityFreedomFreedom

Creativity/
emotional 
expression

ParticipationParticipation

Identity

Freedom

Based on the above table, we find that these researchers or philosophers modified Maslow’s model of human 
needs in order to accommodate their time period. This was the main reason for choosing Costanza’s model, 
which is the most recent. 

The framework of human needs of Costanza, et al. (2007) was based on Max-Neef’s (1992) Matrix of 
Human Needs, which was based on Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of human needs. Costanza et al. (2007) 
framework of human needs was divided into eleven aspects as shown and described in table (2).
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Table (2): Costanza et al., (2007) list of human needs and their description

Source: Costanza. et al. (2007)

Description (direct satisfiers)Human needs

Food, shelter, vital ecological services
(clean air and water, etc.) healthcare, restSubsistence

 Nurturing of children, pregnant women
 Transmission of the culture
 Homemaking

Reproduction

 Enforced predictable rules of conduct
 Safety from violence at home and in public
 Security of subsistence into the future
 Maintain safe distance from crossing critical
 ecological thresholds
 Stewardship of nature to ensure subsistence into the 
future
 Care for the sick and elderly

Security

 “Being able to have attachments to things and 
persons outside ourselves; to love those who love and 
care for us, to grieve at their absence.” (Nussbaum as 
referenced in Costanza)
 Solidarity, respect, tolerance, generosity, passion, 
receptiveness

Affection

 Access to information
 Intuition and rationalityUnderstanding

 To act meaningfully in the world
 Contribute to and have some control over political, 
community, and social life
 Being heard
 Meaningful employment
 Citizenship

Participation

Recreation, relaxation, tranquillity, access to nature, 
travel

Leisure

 Engaging in transcendent experiences
 Access to nature
 Participation in a community of faith

Spirituality

Play, imagination, inventiveness, artistic expression
Creativity/
emotional 
expression
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Status, recognition, sense of belonging, differentiation, 
sense of place

Identity

 “Being able to live one’s own life and nobody 
else’s. This means having certain guarantees of non-
interference with certain choices that are especially 
personal and definitive of selfhood, such as choices 
regarding marriage, childbearing, sexual expression, 
speech and employment” ((Nussbaum as referenced 
in Costanza)
 Mobility

Freedom

1.2 SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING (SWB)

In the 1960’s and 1970’s, it became obvious that the measures of social and economic well-being indicators 
were not sufficient to capture the real well-being of individuals, that’s why researchers and scientist spend a lot 
of time trying to investigate the differences in meanings and measurements of subjective well-being (Vemuri 
& Costanza 2006).

Lucas et al. (2003) made the dominant theory of human well-being in psychology and it has been the set 
point theory of human well-being that has been developed through time and researchers. The theory of Lucas et 
al. (2003) discussed that each person has a “happiness set point“, this happiness set point is different from one 
person to another depending on the person’s genes, personality and experiences of deviations caused by living 
events, situation or circumstances. Lucas et al. (2003) indicate that the SWB should be a function of the genetic 
form of the population, and not be affected by different factors such as environmental amenities, education, 
income, health, etc. 

Vemuri & Costanza (2006); Costanza et al. (2007) and many other researchers agreed that subjective well-
being (SWB) analyses and evaluates studies on the lives of individuals using both cognitive judgments of life 
satisfaction and evaluations of their moods and emotions. SWB can be measured by interviewing individuals or 
groups and asking them to evaluate their general well-being, happiness, utility, welfare and life satisfaction.

In this study, we based our explanation of human well-being on the above scientists and researchers. We 
investigate the effect of parks on human happiness, utility and welfare as a way of measuring human well-
being.

2.   ELEMENTS OF PARKS

The significance of parks has been placed high on the research agenda, with many existing studies focusing 
on the analysis of the social, transportation, climatic, ecological, and economic benefits of parks. Parks have been 
known as main contributors to the physical and environmental qualities of urban districts and neighborhoods. A 
new view of public and urban parks has lately been developed. This new view doesn’t focus on parks as places 
of visual assets and recreation to the communities. It focuses on parks as valuable contributors to the urban 
policy objectives, such as property value, social life, job opportunities, public health, microclimatic control, 
visitors and tourist attraction, protection and increase of biological diversity, economic benefits of tees, etc.

In this research, we are not only considering parks as enhancers of environmental quality of urban 
neighborhoods and districts, but also as an important resource in satisfying the human needs and well-being of 
the urban neighborhoods.
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The framework of the elements of parks used in this study was adapted from Saelens et al. (2006) framework 
which has divided the elements of parks into five as follows:

1. Trail/path:  

Trails, Path, pavements or footpath networks are important elements in landscape, and they allow people to enjoy 
the landscape, whether it was a natural landscape such as mountains, forests, coastal or inland waterways or artificial 
landscape such as parks and farms. Landscapes can be destroyed by poorly constructed paths, while well designed 
pathways and trails can add a great value to the landscape and allow people to experience it (Ferris, 2009; Johnson, 2010).

2. Designated and specific use areas:

These areas include: Open space, Meadow, Wooded area, Picnic area, Camping site, Shelter/pavilion/
gazebo, Entertainment venue/stage, Area surrounding park, Wildlife or pet area, Parking lot. The Greeks were 
the first who made public spaces or specific use areas such as the temenos, the agora, etc. Moreover, in the 
last decades of the eighteenth century the parks were public lands, and it mixed between private and public 
realms, working and playing, producer and consumer, etc. Public parks and open spaces helped people to 
transform from passive spectators to active participants. Specific use areas such as parks have a major role in 
accomplishing three main objectives:  provide health and pleasure, it is a work of art, and a powerful influence to 
the city. Urban green spaces and specific use areas, especially the parks increase the quality of life by presenting 
several recreational experiences. Benefits and performances of green spaces are measured by the user’s level of 
satisfaction (Muderrisoglu, et al. 2010; Sirneoforidis, 1993).

3. Water areas:

Water plays an important role in landscape. Water features include lakes, ponds, fountains, fishing area, 
stream/creek, wetland, reflective pools and waterfall. The landscape is the city or district image, and this image 
is affected by natural land formation and its covering. The Buildings and vegetation can be considered as 
two main materials of covering. Moreover, Water is equal importance, and it can be considered as the third 
material and it provide visual enjoyment, improve the micro-climate, can be considered as focal points, create 
recreational opportunities, irrigation reservoirs and native habitat (Sienkowska, 1990; Hong, et al. 2008).

4. Other amenities and facilities:

Site amenities and facilities have a positive effect on the performance of the site, and it include benches, 
trash receptacles, tables, vending machines, flag poles, telephone booths, bus shelters, kiosks, mail boxes, 
sculptures, walls, fences, monuments, memorials, gazebos, drinking fountains, bike racks, and picnic shelters. 
Arts and sculptures play a prominent role in landscape and architecture public spaces and its usual job is the 
representation of different expressions of a cultural relationship between man and site as well as man nature.

5. Playground equipment and fields and courts:

Playgrounds, fields and courts includes playset, imaginary play structure,  ground surface, things to swing/
hang from, things to climb on/up/through, things to stand or walk on, swings, things to slide down, etc. They 
are intended to get people out from behind glass and walls brick. They provide a place where children’s are able 
to play in shaded, bigger and safe places. Playgrounds, fields and courts help neighbours in knowing each other 
and coming together and creating relationships and building a sense of community (Prow, 1999).

In this study, the park’s design is not the primary scope, we are using the elements of parks to measure the 
relations between parks and QOL. However, for more information about the elements of parks you research 
in Ferris, (2009); Hong, et al. (2008); Johnson, (2010); Muderrisoglu, et al. (2010); Portman, (2007); Prow, 
(1999); Saelens, et al. (2006); Sienkowska, (1990); Sirneoforidis, (1993) and others.
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3.   EFFECT OF PARKS ON QUALITY OF LIFE (QOL)

Many studies argued that urban parks have strategic importance for the quality of life of any increasingly 
urbanized society. Increasing empirical evidence indicates that the presence of natural assets (i.e., urban parks, 
forests and green belts) and components (i.e., vegetation, topography, water) in urban contexts contributes to the 
quality of life in many ways. In addition to important environmental services such as air and water purification, 
wind and noise filtering, or microclimate stabilization, natural areas provide social and psychological services, 
which are of vital significance for the liveability of cities and the well-being of urban inhabitants. A park 
experience may reduce stress (Ulrich, 1981), enhance contemplativeness, revitalize the city dweller, and provide 
a sense of nonviolence and tranquillity (Kaplan, 1983).

3.1 EFFECT OF PARKS ON HUMAN NEEDS

Since we are studying the effect of parks on quality of life, subsequently its effect on human needs, using 
Costanza et al. (2007) framework, we find that the theory proposed by Costanza et al. (2007) makes an extremely 
important contribution by distinguishing needs and satisfiers. Moreover, we find that parks have been direct 
and/or indirect relation with some of these aspects. We also find a repetition and overlapping of information. 
This study uses Costanza et al. (2007) framework of human needs but with minor changes in order to serve our 
topic. Since we are using Costanza’s model we start by identifying aspects of all human needs.

Aspects of needs:  

Adapted from the Costanza’s (2007) framework which has divided the needs into eleven aspects as 
follows:  

Subsistence: Food, Shelter, air, water and healthcare. Reproduction: pregnant women. Security: Safety and 
Security. Affection: pleasure, beauty. Understanding: Access to information. Participation: Participate in the 
community. Leisure: Recreation, relaxation, Spirituality: Access to nature. Creativity/emotional expression: 
Play, artistic expression. Identity: sense of belonging and sense of place. Freedom: choice, value.

3.1.1 Parks and Subsistence:

Subsistence is the primary or basic needs for any human being to survive, which consist of food, water, 
shelter, access to clean air, access to clean water and Healthcare.  

Trees and plants planted in parks provide people with food, fodder, fuel, wood for shelters, timber for 
construction, clean air, improve public health, and they help in improving the water quality (Bisgrove & Hadley 
2002; Kaplan & Kaplan 1989; Priego & Canales 2008; Sherer 2003; Sorte 1995; Tyrväinen et al. 2005).

• Food

Until today trees are used as a food supply and a lot of parks are planting trees not only for aesthetic views, 
to decrease air and water pollutants and providing shaded areas in the parks, but also in order to provide a stable 
income by selling their fruits (Tyrväinen et al. 2005).

• Shelter

Park trees may be used to provide people with shelter from strong winds in the cold climate regions, and they 
are used to provide shading in hot climate regions such as Mediterranean (Bisgrove & Hadley 2002; Givoni, 
1991; Givoni, et al. 2003; Georgi 2006; Sherer 2003). Green areas and trees could improve air conditions 
locally and provide human shelter from ultraviolet radiation, which may cause a lot of infections (Tyrväinen 
et al. 2005; Priego & Canales 2008; Bisgrove & Hadley 2002). Moreover, the parks’ trees provide wood, and 
it could be considered as a wood supplier for constructing houses and building, which are considered human 
shelters (Tyrväinen et al. 2005).
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• Air

Air pollutants are often diffuse and one of the main roles of urban parks and urban forest is to remove the air 
pollutants from urban areas (Tyrväinen et al. 2005). Improving air quality using plants as filtering devices has 
been a major goal for environmental policies since the 20th century. Therefore, parks and green areas have been 
placed high on the research agenda while air quality remains a major concern.  

Priego & Canales (2008) said that Smith, 1978; 1990 states that the stomas of the leaves of the trees reduce 
the gaseous agents by attracting them. After that they react with the internal structures. Plants reduce the small 
particles that are hovering in the atmosphere. These particles can be absorbed by plants and trees (Givoni, 1991; 
Priego & Canales 2008) although most of these particles retained to the surface of the plant and then to the 
system through the leaves falling off or when they are washed by rain. In this way, parks trees and plants proved 
that it is a temporarily effective way for removing many atmospheric particles (Priego & Canales 2008).  

• Water

Water plays an important role in human settlements, and it is one of the basics human needs for survival. 
Streams, rivers, ponds and lakes are primary sources for drinking to the population. Parks plants and trees have 
indirect relation with water. They enhance water quality through water filtration. In parks, forest lands and green 
areas, an average of 50% of the water is filtrated, although in residential lands the water filtration average is only 
35%. In residential lands water filtration rates drop to 15%.

Protection of green areas, parks and forests is important for water quality. The hydrological function of 
urban green areas, parks, forests, woodland and trees is increasingly stressed as protection of water drinking 
resources. Open spaces covered by trees perform infiltration of rainwater and recharge the groundwater in an 
otherwise sealed urban area (Tyrväinen et al. 2005).

• Healthcare

Direct contact with natural views such as urban parks, forests and open green spaces have strong effect 
on individual health and on societies. It helps people to relax and decrease the work stress and give them 
peace. Moreover, they allow people to rest physically and mentally (Chapman, 2002; Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; 
Price, 2003; Priego & Canales, 2008; Sorte, 1995). Landscape elements in hospitals contribute to faster patient 
recovery. Many doctors recommend that patients should go more often to parks, forests or green areas because 
they have a positive effect on human health, and they motivate people to participate in activities such as walking 
and cycling. This participation increases physical exercise, which decrease the rate of middle-aged and elderly 
heart disease. Moreover, tree shades prevent the exposure to sun rays, which affect the human health and 
cause a serious problems associated with ultraviolet radiation (Priego & Canales, 2008; Tyrväinen et al. 2005; 
Ulrich 1981). Human health is affected by air quality. As mentioned before, parks improve the quality of living 
environment by improving its air quality. Air quality is improved because of the leaves of trees, which take up 
many pollutants such as ozone, ammonia, nitric acid vapour, nitrogen dioxide, ammonia, particles (aerosols and 
dust) and sulphur dioxide these pollutants increase the community disease and some of this disease can cause 
serious health problems (Givoni, 1991; Priego & Canales, 2008; Tyrväinen et al. 2005). 

Research proved that natural views affect work efficiency, satisfaction and well-being and make workers 
more productive with fewer illnesses reports, and higher job satisfaction (Muderrisoglu, et al. 2010; Kaplan & 
Kaplan, 1989; Sorte, 1995; Wolf, 2004).

3.1.2 Parks and Reproduction

Parks do not have direct effect on reproduction but it provides a pregnant woman with a place to walk 
and undertake physical exercise, which is needed in the pregnancy period. Parks also provide them a clean 
environment, less pollutant air and aesthetics views, which helps them to relax and walk much longer.
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3.1.3 Parks and Security

Each person needs to feel safe and secure in order to act freely without being scared and terrified from the 
unknown mysteries and in order to continue living normally. As we are going to see parks assist in reducing 
crimes and violence.

• Safety and security

To feel safe and secures is one of the most important human needs. In the last few years the level of crime 
and violence has increased. As migratory flows from rural area to urban areas, the residents of the rural came to 
big cities seeking for work, new job opportunities, better income and improving life standards. This has twisted 
districts and cities into breeding grounds for struggle and poverty pursuant to crimes and violence (Priego & 
Canales 2008).

Many researchers proved that trees and shrubs provide people with a sense of enclosure and safety. Moreover, 
parks and open spaces have a great effect on reducing crimes and violence by providing the youth a safe place to 
fill up their time and to interact with each other in a healthy way instead of being involved in criminal activities. 
Florida’s police department documented 28% drop in youth arrest of juvenile after the recreation of parks and 
beginning the program of STARS in 1990. In Kansas City the arrest for juvenile has been decreased 25% in one 
mile radius where night parks and basketball playgrounds are offered (Priego & Canales 2008; Sherer, 2003).

3.1.4  Parks and Affection

Research shows strong emotional ties between people and natural elements settings such as plants, trees, 
shrubs, flowers, which are planted in parks and forests. Those studies show that residents living in neighborhoods 
with parks and green spaces are enjoying strong social ties, aesthetic views, having more pleasure and more 
attachment to their neighborhood than those who live in closed areas with no green spaces. Research also 
proved that the levels of vegetation help in predict the form of neighbour’s healthcare and social ties (Chapman. 
2002; Dwyer, et al. 1991; Dyck, 2003; Kaplan and Kaplan 1989; Kruger 2008 and Sherer, 2003). This part will 
be covered more in the part of sense of belonging under the topic of parks and identity.

3.1.5  Parks and Understanding

In order for people to live efficiently, they need to learn and understand their needs and the surrounding 
environment. They need to learn and act in order to improve their living standards. Parks help in improving the 
human learning skills.

• Access to information

Parks can be considered as a process of informal learning. The characteristics of this informal learning can 
be described as enjoyable, motivational, experiential, engaging, and personal. Informal learning in parks occurs 
through interpretive activities such as talking, playing, brochures, self-guided trails, etc. Informal learning in 
parks is considered as any learning experience that takes place outside the school environments. Parks help 
in creating social interaction between visitors. When social interaction occurs in groups it helps in deeply 
developing understanding, values and beliefs (Rademaker, 2008).

3.1.6  Parks and Participation

People need to communicate and share their thoughts and believes with others and that’s why they lived in 
groups and after while it turns to communities and then to countries and so on, they need to give and receive 
love, information, habits, cultures, even believes.  

• Participate in the community

There are many ways in which parks, forests and green spaces help in community participation. They offer 
activities, such as places where people can walk, talk, meet friends, or engage in team sports. These activities 
help in creating social relations between neighbours. They also help the residents to spend more time in their 
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neighborhood and create a sense of belonging and make them more attached to their neighbourhoods. Parks and 
gardens increase resident’s sense of community ownership and stewardship and help the residents to focus on 
neighborhood activities (Sherer 2003; Tyrväinen et al. 2005; Kruger, 2008; Chapman, 2002; Priego & Canales 
2008).

3.1.7  Parks and Leisure

Parks help people to rest, relax, enjoy the beauty satisfy the human need to nature by creating an artificial 
view for paradise, and it gives them an accessibility to nature.

• Recreation

Public parks create a viewpoint for the surrounding area and give a space for desirable recreational activities 
such as a safe place where people can walk, meet friends, engage in team sports, horse riding and fishing, biking, 
skateboarding, hiking, survival games and paintball. (Dyck, 2003; Kruger, 2008; Sherer, 2003; Chapman, 2002; 
Priego & Canales 2008; Tyrväinen et al. 2005).

Physical activities of people are obtained in parks for health, social, economic benefits. Surveying of parks’ 
physical activity is a recommended strategy in research in order to study the potential impacts of the outdoor 
recreational environment on physical activity levels (Kruger, 2008).

• Relaxation

Humans are programmed to imagine and recognize natural environments, which provide relaxation and 
restoration to realize nature benefits. Many researchers were concerned whether natural sound, which occurs in 
parks or human-made sounds are giving more relaxation for humans. For example, the sound of a rose-breasted 
singing in forests or wildlife provides people with greater satisfaction than sighting a bison through a window 
(Chapman, 2002).

3.1.8 Parks and Spirituality

Humans are deeply rooted toward the nature and physical environment as well as preferences and behaviours, 
which affect their spirits. Moreover, the deepest and strongest attachments and sense of belonging between 
people and natural environments, such as parks, gives birth to spiritual experiences in which people feel a sense 
of connection and belonging to a larger reality that gives meaning to their lives (Chapman, 2002).

• Access to nature

Research proved that people preferred natural environments than the highly urbanized or indoor settings 
because built environments had been constraining and considered harmful environments (Chapman, 2002; 
Kaplan and Kaplan 1989; Sherer, 2003; Dyck, 2003; Kruger 2008).  

Kaplan & Kaplan (1989) state that “Nature is a valued and appreciated part of life.... Nature seems ... 
important to people.... Human functioning is impacted by its evolutionary origins, which speak loudly for our 
strong connection to nature in our primitive role before technological advances“.

Research proved that access to nature affect positively the person’s mood, life and work satisfaction, while 
people with few access to nature show a poor awareness or cognitive function, poor impulse control and poor 
managing life issues (Kruger 2008; Chapman, 2002).

3.1.9 Parks and Creativity/ Emotional Expression

People need a place to express their energy and emotions, they need to play and enjoy their time. Parks 
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provide them a safe place to express their energy and emotions, and it creates a sense of creativity in them.

• Play

For kids, playing helps them to learn and to develop the coordination languages between each other, as it 
helps them to have a cognitive thinking, muscle strength and reasoning abilities.

Research proved that playing teaches children how to cooperate and interact with each other, and it helps 
them in creating the foundation layer for school and working success. Moreover, it proved that children learn 
more while playing than sitting in class and learn from their teachers (Prow, 1999; Tyrväinen et al. 2005).

• Artistic expression

Trees give an aesthetic quality to urban streets. Parks and plantation provide spiritual and emotional 
experiences for the population and strengthening the resident’s roots to particular places (Priego & Canales 
2008).

The aesthetic issue is one of the most important issues that any owner would search for in their property, the 
aesthetic value control the selling market, parks and landscape create an aesthetic view which makes people aim 
to live beside it and enjoy the view, it also helps in relaxation and  effects the psychological state of humans.

3.1.10 Parks and Identity

The human personal identity depends on his relationship with nature. Human relation with nature depends 
on the influence of the natural world on human spiritual development, emotional, cognitive, and aesthetic 
balance (Chapman, 2002; Sherer, 2003; Dyck, 2003; Kruger 2008).

• Sense of belonging and sense of place

Parks and open spaces take credit for bringing the neighborhood together. Residents living in neighbourhoods 
with parks, and green spaces are enjoying strong social ties and more attached to their neighborhood than those 
who live in closed areas with no parks and green spaces. Social ties are considered to be strongly affected by 
population density. Lack of resident activities and lack of privacy, which is provided by parks conclude poor 
social relations between neighbors and a poor sense of place in the community. Districts and neighborhood with 
parks and green spaces helps the residents to come to know each other and work together in developing their 
neighborhoods and give it an identity as it develops the sense of belonging between the residents and creates 
a sense of unity between the people and make them share a common belief (Sherer 2003; Priego & Canales 
2008).

3.1.11 Parks and Freedom  

Marriam-webster defines ‘freedom’ as “the quality or state of being free, the absence of necessity, coercion, 
or constraint in choice or action“. Freedom is also defined as feeling free (liberation) from the power of 
another or from restraint or slavery. Moreover, Verme, (2009) defined freedom as “a choice as the size of an 
opportunity set with mutually exclusive alternatives. The larger is the set of alternatives (choices) the more is a 
freedom of choice“. From that perception, the freedom parks have been made. In America the Freedom Park is 
considerable as home to significant American history. It is recognized nationally as the site of the earliest free 
black settlement dating 1803-1860 in America.

Many researchers defined the Freedom Park differently. Some of them said that Freedom Park is “an 
enormously complex project when one naturally proceeds as per the tenets of the Ranganathan Manifesto,“ 
while others said that it means “freedom from the idiosyncrasies of the designer“. Whatever its definition was, 
all what we need to know that these types of parks made people happier and made them start to spend more time 
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in parks. In Parks people love the feeling of freedom that close contact with the natural elements gives to them 
in addition to the excitement and natural views.

3.2 EFFECT OF PARKS ON SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING (SWB)

Costanza, et al. (2007) described SWB as “assessed by individuals’ or groups’ responses to questions about 
happiness, life satisfaction, utility, or welfare. And the relation between the fulfilled of human needs and overall 
subjective well-being is affected by the (time-varying) weights individuals, groups, and cultures give to fulfil 
each of the human needs relative to the others“.

Many studies in this area proved that people in wealthy and rich countries report higher levels of subjective 
well-being than those in poor countries like Egypt--our study area. However, wealthy countries are strongly 
linked with human rights, fulfilment of basic needs, equality, and individualism (Vemuri & Costanza 2006).

The most important benefits of parks that it makes people happy and helps them to enjoy their time and that 
are the sign of its successful as well as its service to welfare and utility.

3.2.1 Effect of Parks on Happiness

Most people spend their lives working in order to gain money, but they do not recognize that they are 
scarifying their health as well as their family life. Although spending more time in family life and good health 
would increase individual happiness.

Chapman (2002) stated that “moments of the highest happiness and fulfilment that are often achieved by a 
nature experience and other experiences such as creative movement and intellectual insight.“

Parks, sports and leisure have been one of the successful methods in increasing the individual’s level of 
happiness. Parks provide a significant opportunity for people to interact with each other in a healthy way. 
They also give them a chance to get to know different people from different districts with different habits and 
cultures. Parks create a viewpoint for the surrounding area and give a space for desirable recreational activities. 
In many countries, parks are expected to provide activities such as running and walking tracks, hiking, biking, 
horse riding and fishing. These activities increase the human level of happiness and encourage them to spend 
more time in parks (Dyck .B, 2003).

Amusement parks are huge business project that provides a large amount of happiness for individuals (Tibben-
Lembke, 2007). According to the International Association of Amusement Parks & Attractions (IAAPA), Walt 
Disney theme parks attract more than 335 million visitors to U.S. in 2006, in which 1.5 billion rides were taken. 
Twenty-eight percent of the U.S. population visited this amusement park in 2006, and 50% of U.S population 
planned to visit the park in the next year (Tibben-Lembke, 2007).

3.2.2 Parks Utility

The relationship between humans and natural world is deeply integrated with the human conscious and 
subconscious mind and that makes it not easy to analyze. Nonetheless, this relation has been the concern of 
many researchers in the last few years due to its importance and many researches expressed their ideas in this 
field by different ways (Sherer, 2003; Dyck, 2003).

In recent years, there have been attempts to examine the human relationship with the natural world. Humans 
depend on nature for basic material needs such as food, water, shelter, etc. Moreover, they depend on nature for 
emotional, psychological and spiritual needs.

• Economic

Parks and urban trees provide an economic stability to the district or neighborhood by increasing property 
values. People think that neighborhoods with parks and trees are the most attractive places to live in and that 
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increases the value of homes in the planted area (Anderson & Cordell, 1988; Dwyer et al. 1992; Priego & 
Canales 2008).

Public parks have a great influence on the real estate value since the real estate market demonstrates that 
most people are ready to pay a large amount of many on a property located close to a public park or open space 
than for a property that doesn’t have a view of vegetation. Increases in real estate values due to plantation have 
a direct effect on the community economy (Priego & Canales 2008; Sherer 2003).  

Moreover, trees have a great influence on woods, fuel wood and fiber production, which is produced from 
plantation and boost the community economy (Dyck 2003).

• Social

Parks have been one of the successful methods in creating a social life between the residents of the surrounding 
areas as well as providing a significant opportunity for them to interact with each other in a healthy way. It also 
gives the residents a chance to know different people from different districts with different habits and cultures. 
Moreover, parks create an aesthetic view for the surrounding area and give a space for desirable recreational 
activities. Parks and open spaces are expected to provide recreational opportunities such as horse riding and 
fishing, hiking and biking (Anderson & Cordell, 1988; Dyck, 2003; Priego & Canales 2008; Sherer 2003).

• Environmental

Environmental variables such as solar radiation, air temperature, wind speed and humidity are important 
for human thermal comfort (Akbari et al. 1992). Landscape and plantation can reduce these environmental 
variables by reducing wind speed, cooling the air by evaporation, and preventing solar radiation from heating 
the surfaces and surrounding buildings. Therefore, trees function as natural air conditioners, at least with regards 
to the microclimate of the surrounded area (Akbari et al. 1992).

In a hot region, especially on a hot summer day, a person may be discouraged to stay outdoors and be 
exposed to the sun. This is depending on the air temperature, the surface temperature of the surrounding areas, 
the humidity level and the wind speed. The availability of shaded outdoor areas may result in greater utilization 
of the public parks by the public. While in a cold region, people are discouraged to stay outdoors and become 
exposed to low air temperature, high wind speed and the obstruction of the sun in shaded areas, while the 
occurrence of sunny areas protected from the winds may encourage people to interact in public activities in 
outdoor spaces. This concludes that architects and landscape architects should understand the microclimate in 
order to design appropriate landscape environments (Dyck 2003; Givoni, et al. 2003).

3.2.3 Parks and Welfare

Researchers argued about whether parks have a positive or negative effect on welfare. Some researchers 
state that public parks, open spaces and forests have a social, economic and climatic effect on welfare. However, 
they argue whether environmental regulations are essential to ensure public health and welfare of people.

Protected areas, public parks and forests take away the local people rights and private property and can be 
an unfair drag on their present and future welfare. Although urban parks produced economic values for districts 
and individuals, but these benefits distributions is so skewed against poor people, the role of parks in low 
urban areas developments are very minor. The government either repay affected residents with a low amount 
of money for the lost property and rights or decrease their poverty size (Wilkie, et al. 2006). One of the welfare 
problems is to establish parks without attention to the economic, educational, social, cultural, and spiritual 
welfare of people who live near the parks districts.

Empirical evidence exists in scientific research found that the demonstrations of parks and protected areas 
are a drag on the welfare of local people for several reasons. It decreases the income of poor annual household 
since that the income resources of household from the forests ranged from $0 to $3458. It decreases the social 
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impacts or retroactive measuring welfare on local households (Wilkie, et al. 2006).

Finally, the welfare of households that usually have claims on park, forests and protected areas resources 
have never been compared alongside with the welfare of “control” households. As a result one cannot assess 
whether changes in the welfare of park households at the end of the day result from the establishment of the 
protected areas or from other exogenous factors such as a change in currency or commodity values that are 
likely to affect the welfare of all households within a nation (Wilkie, et al. 2006).

4.    PRACTICAL APPLICATION

The aim of this paper is to examine the role of public parks in enhancing the quality of human life in 
Egyptian urban environments. It measures ‘quality of life’ using AHP method (Analytical Hierarchy Process) 
in terms of ‘human needs’ and ‘subjective well-being’. This process was used in order to measures the rate of 
effectiveness of parks on human needs and SWB.

4.1 METHOD:

AHP method (Analytical Hierarchy Process), one of the most popular decision methods, is a powerful 
Multi-criteria Decision Making method. AHP makes rational decisions and helps in building criteria lists and 
organizing its structure. In this research, we use the MAKE IT RATIONAL software (http://makeitrational.com), 
which applies AHP methodology and pair-wise comparison using input data of relative weights of different 
criteria. It analyzes and displays the results in a graphical form as shown in figures (2), (3) and (4).

The criteria that we used in this program were the five elements of parks as described in Section 2. These 
criteria were used in order to measure the strongest and weakest indicators of human needs and SWB in relation 
with the elements of parks. It helped us to analyze stability of alternatives ranking for human needs and SWB 
indicators (sensitivity analysis). Opinions of landscape architects and architects were taken in order to reach a 
decision in the pair-wise comparisons.

AHP analyses based on pair-wise comparisons have been conducted by 13 professional architects and 
landscape architects. They were asked to give weights to each of human needs and subjective well-being criteria. 
The results of AHP and pair-wise comparisons are illustrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

Fig [2] Relation between Elements of Parks and Quality of Life (QOL)
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Fig [3] Relation between Elements of Parks and Human Needs

Fig [4] Relation between Elements of Parks and Subjective Well-Being (SWB)

4.2 RESULTS & DISCUSSION:

Analysis of results revealed that most landscape elements of the park contribute significantly to human needs 
(fig.3) and subjective well-being (SWB) (fig.4).

4.2.1 Relationship of Parks and Human Needs

From human needs point of view, we found the following: 
•	Trails	and	paths	significantly	affect	reproduction	as	they	provide	an	opportunity	for	a	woman	to	walk	in	a	
peaceful environment. They also contribute to participation as these trails provide space that accommodates 
social activities include meeting other groups, communicating with neighbours and creating opportunities for 
social relations.  
•	 Designated	 and	 specific	 use	 areas	 have	 a	 considerable	 impact	 on	 understanding,	 creativity,	 identity,	 and	
security. Specific use areas enhance understanding as they provide chances to access information and supports 
informal learning. These areas also contribute to creativity as they help people to meet, interact and cooperate.  
They reinforce the need for identity as they strengthen the relation between park visitors and nature. They help 
in bringing the neighborhood together. The impact on security is also considerable as they provide environments 
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where people feel free and safe and act freely. Therefore, it reduces violence and crimes.
•	Water	areas	are	major	elements	of	a	park,	especially	in	hot	dry	climate.	They	provide	aesthetic	qualities	that	
enhance the needs of spirituality, participation, leisure and subsistence. Water is very well related to spirituality 
throughout history as it is a symbol for purity in most religions. Existence of water will support the spiritual 
need of visitors. Water is quite related to leisure as it provides a natural element for visitors to interact with it in 
various setups, including: fountains, cascades, waterfalls and lakes. Water also enhances participation because 
it provides context for groups to meet and communicate, therefore, creating social relations.
•	Amenities	and	facilities	contribute	to	subsistence,	identity,	participation	and	security.	The	need	for	subsistence	
is related to amenities as they provide shelter, air and water for visitors to maintain their activities in the park. 
Shelter and water are quite important in hot sunny days and months. 
•	 Playgrounds	 are	 a	 significant	 component	 of	 a	 park.	 They	 contribute	 to	 freedom,	 creativity,	 leisure	 and	
understanding. Relation to freedom is interpreted in terms of contact with nature enhanced feeling of being free 
and provision of choices for visitors. Creativity is very well related to playgrounds as they allow visitors to play, 
learn, cooperate and help children to develop their artistic skills.

4.2.2 Relationship of Parks and SWB

Elements of parks were found related to SWB as shown in figure (4). 
•	Trails	and	paths	were	significantly	 related	 to	welfare.	These	elements	usually	help	users	 to	have	dynamic	
experience and expose them to nature and outdoor climate. Welfare was found depending on social and climatic 
factors. Social life between residents is increasingly enhanced by providing opportunities so that residents get 
to know different people from different districts. The aesthetic view of a park depends on the trails and paths 
from which people will have various view points and visual experience.
•	Designated	and	specific	use	areas	were	found	affecting	all	SWB	parameters	equally.	They	have	direct	relations	
with happiness, utility and welfare. These elements should be considered an important component in future 
parks.
•	Water	areas	were	related	to	happiness,	since	they	help	in	increasing	the	level	of	human	happiness	by	creating	
chances to relax, enjoy amenities and interact with water features. 
•	Other	amenities	and	facilities	are	connected	to	welfare	and	utility.	From	the	utility	point	of	view,	facilities	help	
in increasing the property values by allowing people to create social life between residents.
•	Playgrounds	were	found	related	to	happiness.	They	increase	the	level	of	human	pleasure	using	sport	activities,	
especially with younger generations.    

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
The most important finding from this study is the significant impact of parks on quality of life and life 

satisfaction. In addition, this study explored the positive effects of parks and natural environment on meeting 
the human needs and well-being. The environmental, social and economic benefits of urban trees and parks for 
society have proved useful for architects, landscapers and urban planners. Urban parks are no longer considered 
a mere aesthetic component of the city, but have come to be a part of the urban ecosystem.
Analysis of results revealed that most park elements might contribute to human needs and SWB. Careful 
utilization of such elements with careful study of social, economic and environment context will help in 
establishing sustainable QOL in urban areas. Parks, recreation, and public health professionals need to improve 
their researches and to do more than just showing an increase in park visits over time, they need to prove that 
park visits have some measurable benefit to human health, social life and economic income. Parks need to have 
some measurable benefit for human quality of life.
In this paper, we used the AHP method in order to measures 'quality of life' in terms of 'human needs' and 
'subjective well-being'. In future research, we plan to conduct a wider survey in order to study the impact of 
parks on QOL on a real population sample living nearby an urban park in Egypt.
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ABSTRACT: 

Urban outdoor spaces are considered essential elements of cities, where 
the greatest amount of human contact and interaction takes place. That 
is the reason why there is increasing public interest in the quality of open 
urban spaces as they can contribute to the quality of life within cities, or 
contrarily increase isolation and social exclusion. There are a lot of factors 
influencing the success of the outdoor spaces; one of the principal factors 
is the microclimatic comfort. In the hot areas, the outdoor thermal comfort 
conditions during the daytime are often far above acceptable comfort 
standards due to intense solar radiation and high solar elevations.

The variation of the urban spaces’ configuration can generate significant 
modifications of the microclimatic parameters. Design decisions such as 
street and sidewalk widths, shading structures, materials, landscaping, 
building heights, and inducing air flow have a significant impact on the 
pedestrian thermal comfort and subsequently on the use of the urban 
environment. Although it has been established that the vegetation 
elements should be considered as one of the main tools that can be used 
in improving the thermal comfort in outdoor spaces, the integration of the 
climate dimension in the planting design process in urban spaces is lacking 
because of insufficient interdisciplinary work between urban climatology, 
urban design and landscape architecture.

 The primary aim of this research is to study the influence of some of 
the design decision for the plantation elements in outdoor spaces on the 
thermal comfort of its users. This will provide landscape designers and 
decision makers with the appropriate tools for effectively assessing the 
development of urban environment while considering the microclimate of 
outdoor spaces. A special emphasis is put on summertime conditions in 
Egypt. Findings of this research will contribute to sustainable urban design 
of outdoor spaces.

Keywords: Outdoor spaces, Thermal comfort, Plantation design, 
Thermal comfort simulation
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Recent decades have seen a gradual transition from a time when the quality of city space was not a primary 
concern, to a new situation in which quality is a crucial parameter. In the past, people had to use the outdoor 
spaces of the city regardless of their condition. Today the lack of properly designed pedestrian spaces in urban 
design is forcing people to rely on their air conditioned vehicles to move around even for short distances 
(Thompson C. &Travlou P., 2007). Thermal comfort is considered one of the main factors affecting the quality 
of spaces. Understanding the richness of environmental conditions in outdoor urban spaces and the comfort 
implications for the users, opens up new possibilities for the development and improvement of urban spaces (T. 
Panagopoulos, 2008). 

“By careful site planning and design it is possible to create very local climates where people can be screened 
from the worst extremes of an area’s climate. The possibility of manipulating local climate can be used to 
encourage people to use the outdoor areas associated with buildings.” (Beer, 1990).

Good plant arrangements, street orientation and design approach had been shown to promote latent-heat 
evaporation and solar shading in significant way. Such schemes can be improved through understanding and 
implementation of effective urban thermal environment design theories and guidelines. This paper will describe 
the impact of comprehensive relationships between plant design parameter for thermal comfort and outdoor 
thermal environment (Shahidan, 2008).

2. EFFECT OF PLANTATION ON COMFORT OUTDOORS:

The vegetation is a modifying factor of the local climate, and it is considered an important design element 
in improving urban microclimate and outdoor thermal comfort in urban spaces (Picot, 2004, Spangenberg, 
2004). Although it has been proven that the plantation is considered one of the main tools that can be used in 
improving the thermal comfort in outdoor spaces, it is being used basically in the urban spaces for aesthetic 
purposes, utility and recreation in the most cases. The impact they have on the microclimate, the human comfort 
and energy aspects are not really taken into account in their design that may be because of poor interdisciplinary 
work between urban climatology, urban design and landscape architecture. 

The use of the green as a strategy to mitigate the urban heat island (UHI) and improve the microclimate 
has been widely emphasized (e.g. Akbari et al. 1995, Taha et al. 1997, Ng 2009). A quantitative evaluation of 
the climatic role of the urban vegetation is required since this is also planned for other tasks, e.g. acoustics, 
reduction of pollution, aesthetics, social issues, etc. (e.g. Givoni 1997).

 

For hot climates, the best use of the vegetation should profit from its shading property to mitigate the intense 
solar radiation in the summer as the overheating is mainly due to the storage of heat by the sunlit surfaces. The 
evapotranspiration is often weak owing to the lacking water in the soil, unless irrigation is supplied. A sparser 
vegetation well mixed within the urban structure to produce as much shadow as possible has to be preferred in 
hot and dry climates (McPherson et al. 1994b). For cold climates using the vegetation as a screen against high 
winds is more appropriate and dense vegetation located at the urban edges is advisable.

Individual trees spaced with large intervals, as is usually the case in an urban street, do not have a significant 
cooling effect. Therefore, it has been recommended that it is more effective for urban sites to use several smaller 
groups of trees. In a dense urban environment, trees can be located in various locations such as in rows along 
the sidewalks, in parking areas and at street intersections. However, in order to achieve these benefits of urban 
vegetation, we have to pay particular attention to the requirements of appropriately planting and maintaining 
healthy mature trees in an urban setting to produce the desired shading and cooling effects (Akram et al., 
2008).
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Fig. 4  Plantation temperatureFig. 3 Plantation and wind controlFig. 2 Plantation and sun control

3. THERMAL COMFORT:

Thermal comfort can be defined through three different approaches psychological, thermo physiological 
and heat balance of the human body. ASHRAE defines thermal comfort from the psychological approach as the 
condition of mind, which expresses the satisfaction with the thermal environment. The thermo physiological 
approach is based on the firing of the thermal receptors in the skin, so the thermal comfort is defined as the 
minimum rate of nervous signals from these receptors. According to heat balance approach, thermal comfort 
is when heat flows to and from the human body is balanced, and skin temperature and sweat rate are within a 
comfort range (Hoppe, 2002). Keeping in view the definitions above, we need to take into account a variety of 
parameters, which include environmental and personal factors when deciding what will make the people to feel 
comfortable. The combination of these factors constructs what is known as the human thermal environment.

The parameters that interfere with thermal comfort in urban space are similar to those of inside spaces, 
but they are more extended and variable (Letícia Zambrano et al., 2006). The thermal comfort in an urban 
space depends on environmental factors such as air temperature, mean radiant temperature, air velocity, relative 
humidity, solar incidence and radiation exchanges, and local characteristics of winds. Personal factors such 
as person’s clothing CLO, activity level MET also influence the thermal comfort of the users. Beyond these 
factors, the urban design, the morphology of the buildings, the characteristics of the surfaces, the topography, 
the vegetation, the presence of water and the behavior of the individuals are furthermore factors that influence 
the thermal conditions of these spaces (Dessi, 2001). 

From earlier research (as reported and reviewed in e.g. Fanger 1970, Gagge 1986) we know that thermal 
comfort is strongly related to the thermal balance of the body. The human energy balance shows the various 
factors affecting human outdoor comfort. Out of these heat gain/loss factors, the most significant one is the total 
radiation, which can amount to up to half the total heat gain on the subject. On the other end of the spectrum is 
the ambient temperature, which accounts for only 7% of the heat gain (Rowe, 1991). Therefore, lessening the 
exposure to and reducing the temperature of the surrounding surfaces (i.e., MRT) is the most effective means to 
achieve outdoor thermal comfort for pedestrians in urban spaces (Bryan, 2001).

Fig.5 outdoor human energy balance.
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There are a large number of thermal indices, most of them share many common features and can be classified 
in two groups: empirical or rational. These indices are well documented (e.g. Givoni 1997, Houghton 1985, 
ASHRAE 2001, ASHRAE 2004).  The empirical indices ignore the decisive role of human physiology, activity, 
clothing, and other personal data (height, weight, age, sex). Rational indices are more recent, promoted by the 
lately development of computing techniques, and rely on the human energy balance. 
Several indices are integrating thermal environmental factors and heat balance of the human body are applied 
for accessing thermal comfort in outdoor environments, e.g., predicted mean vote (PMV) (ASHRAE, 2004) 
primary for comfort studies in the built environment, standard effective temperature (SET) (Givoni, 1991), 
physiological equivalent temperature (PET) adopted for the evaluation of the thermal component of different 
climates and thermal comfort in urban environments (Hoppe, 1999). PMV is an index that expresses the quality 
of the thermal environment as a mean value of the votes of a large group of people on the ASHRAE seven-
point thermal sensation scale (+3 hot, +2 warm, +1 slightly warm, 0 neutral, -1 slightly cool, -2 cool, -3 cold). 
PPD (Predicted Percentage Dissatisfied) is an index expressing the thermal comfort level as a percentage of 
thermally dissatisfied people and is directly determined from PMV. ASHRAE standard 552004- provides a 
graphical method to use the PMV-PPD model. It is based on the acceptable range of operative temperature 
shown in a psychrometric chart for people dressed into two different levels of clothing: 0.5 clo (0.08 m2.K/W) 
(typical for summer) and 1.0 clo (0.155 m2.K/W) (typical for winter). The graphical zone corresponds to a PPD 
of 10%. However, it is only applicable to situations where metabolic rates are between 1.0 and 1.3 met (58.15 
to 75.6 W/m2). PMV is the thermal comfort index that will be used in this study.

4. THERMAL OUTDOOR MODELLING: 

Thermal One reason for the very limited number of field studies on outdoor thermal comfort in relation to 
outdoor spaces is certainly the huge number of urban variables and processes involved. This complexity makes 
it difficult to perform comprehensive field measurements and is probably the reason why most investigations 
concentrate on air temperature and humidity, which are much easier to measure. Indeed, it is costly to record 
continuously and for a large sample of spaces all wave radiation flux densities from the three dimensional 
surroundings of a human body, in addition to the commonly measured meteorological factors (i.e. air temperature 
TA, wind speed V, and vapour pressure VP).
In this respect, numerical modeling has a distinct advantage over comprehensive field measurements and is, 
therefore, a powerful alternative for urban climate issues (e.g. Arnfield 1990, Capeluto and Shaviv 2001, Kristl 
and Krainer 2001, Bourbia and Awbi 2004, Asawa et al. 2004). In a recent review of the state of research 
development in urban climatology during the last two decades, Arnfield (2003) draws attention to the growing 
popularity of numerical simulation, describing it as a methodology perfectly suited to dealing with the 
complexities and non-linearities of urban climate systems. Hence, the present research will be mainly carried 
out by using a numerical methodology, so that a series of vegetation planning in the outdoor space could be 
analyzed and compared.
Urban microclimate models vary substantially in many aspects: their physical basis, temporal and spatial 
resolution, input and output quantities, etc. This will be performed by means of the three dimensional model 
Envi-Met, which simulates the microclimatic changes within urban environments in a high spatial and temporal 
resolution. The software uses both the calculation of fluid dynamics' characteristics, such as air flow and 
turbulence, as well as the thermodynamic processes taking place at the ground surface, at walls, at roofs and at 
plants. ENVI-met takes into account all types of solar radiation (direct, reflected and diffused) and calculates the 
mean radiant temperature. The calculation of radiative fluxes includes the plant shading, absorption and shielding 
of radiation as well as the re-radiation from other plant layers (Akram Rosheidat et al., 2008).  Moreover, 
plants in ENVI-met are more than physical obstacles against wind and radiation. They are biological bodies, 
which interact with the surrounding environment by exchanging heat and water vapour. ENVI-met simulates 
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the microclimatic dynamics within a daily cycle in complex urban structures, i.e. buildings with various shapes 
and heights as well as vegetation. Its high spatial and temporal resolution enables a fine understanding of the 
microclimate at the street level. It has also been used in many studies which give it a high credibility, and 
therefore, we feel confident in using it in the research (Bruse, 2000; Jesionek & Bruse, 2003; Lahme & Bruse, 
2003; Samaali et al., 2007; Huttner et al., 2008; Huttner et al., 2009). 

4. ENVI MET SIMULATION PROCESS:

The model requires relatively few input parameters and calculates all required meteorological factors, namely 
air and surface temperatures, wind speed and direction, air humidity, short-wave and long-wave radiation flux 
as well as the mean radiant temperature needed for comfort analyses. The first task will be to set the space to 
be tested. This includes the location, the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the architectural environment, 
the surface materials and the vegetation size, kind, distribution and percentage to non-green areas. The second 
step would be to gather information about the site location and its climatic data like temperature, wind speed, 
humidity, PMV parameters and databases for soil types and vegetation. The simulation using ENVI-met is then 
processed. The output files are visualized using the program LEONARDO to test how the different parameters 
of the vegetation used will change the PMV.  Conclusions could be drawn based on how the PMV value is made 
to approach the thermal comfort value of 0. Finally, suggestions are made in order to set design criteria for the 
use of vegetation in the microclimate control. 

4. METHOD:

4.1 Simulation conditions:

The simulations are carried out for a street in Cairo at 30o 7’ N latitude and 31o 23’ E longitude.   The domain 
simulated is organized as a 100*60*50 m3 space; composed of two rows of buildings with concrete roof 
separated by an asphalt street of a constant width of 10 m. The buildings' height is 15 m. The spacing between 
buildings is 4m and covered with grass. The main simulation conditions and building properties used for the 
case studies reported in this work are listed in Table.1. 

Table.1 Main inputs used in the simulation
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4.2 Study Area:

The simulations reported here were run one time for East-West orientation and another time for North-South 
orientation according to the following plan:
- Street with no trees;
- Street with trees that are distributed equally on both sides of the street with 2 m spacing;
- Street with trees that are distributed equally on both sides of the street with 4 m spacing;
- Street with trees that are distributed equally on both sides of the street with 6 m spacing.

The trees planted are dense trees of height 10 m with distinct crown are planted on loamy soil on the pavement. 
A typical hot summer day (7th of June), was chosen for the simulation. Fig. (8) Shows the wind wheel for the 
simulated environment during June. 

Fig.7 The 10 m wide simulated East-West street 
with spacing 6m between trees on the pavements.

Fig.6 The 10 m wide simulated East-West street 
with no trees.

Fig.8 Wind directions in the simulated environment during June

5.  RESULTS

5.1 Thermal comfort analysis for East-West Street:

Figure (9) illustrates the PMV values for the East-West Street are from 6 am to 6 pm. From the figure, we can 
observe that the maximum PMV is always found in the middle of the street and is independent of the separation 
between trees. Its value is 0.850.9- of the cases of no trees at the middle of the day. The minimum PMV is 
always found on the pavement and depend strongly on the spacing between trees. In all simulations, a minimum 
PMV value was found in front of the side gardens. 
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Fig. 9 The PMV values for the east-west street from 6 am to 6 pm. The simulation is done for the case 
of no trees and for the cases of trees separated by 2m, 4m and 6m

5.2. Thermal comfort analysis for North-South Street:

Figure (10) illustrates the PMV values for the North-South Street are from 6 am to 6 pm. The simulation was 
next repeated for a North-South Street. The following points were observed:

The maximum PMV occurs always at 13.00. 

The ‘Without Trees’ case still has a higher PMV in all cases. However, the difference with the ‘With Trees’ 
case is not large. 

All the three simulations ‘with trees’ cases (separation of 2, 4 and 6 m) give the same PMV.  

All calculated PMV values are lower than the corresponding values for the east-west simulation.

Fig. 10 The PMV values for the north-south street from 6 am to 6 pm. The simulation parameters are 
identical for those of the East-West Street
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6. DISCUSSION

The experimental study suggests that trees have significant effect on thermal comfort in EW and NS Street 
orientations. This shows that even sparsely vegetation elements tend to improve thermal comfort.

In the EW orientation, the analysis of the values of PMV – expressing predicted mean vote of space 
occupants- show that PMV was significantly higher in the “without tree” case in 9 hr and between14 to 16 hrs. 
These results are clearly attributed to the presence of vegetation, to the wind direction and to the motion and 
the position of the sun.

 The decrease in the PMV ‘Without Trees’ case by the middle of the day is due to the effect of the shadows 
of the buildings according to the sun path.

 The amelioration of the PMV with decreasing the distance between the trees is almost linear and is about 
0.1 for each 1 m decrease in distance. However, decreasing this distance may not be useful as a high vegetation 
density will block the air motion as found by other groups.

 In the first few hours of the morning, the PMV is greater from East side than in  the rest of the street, while in 
the last few hours of the day, the PMV is higher from the West side. This is clearly due to the sun path during the 
day. These values were also discarded as they represent only a small fraction of the street and the pavement.  

The minimum value of PMV was found in the spots facing the side gardens between building blocks. This 
is attributed to the high wind speed there and to the grass planted on loamy soil.  From the investigation of the 
PMV value on the pavement we can conclude the following:

 In all cases, the maximum PMV is found at 15.00 hr. At this hour, the PMV without trees is 3.9 and drops to 
1.8, 1.6 and 1.4 for the cases of trees separated by 6, 4 and 2 m respectively. At 12.00 hr, the PMV without trees 
is 1.5 and drops to 1.4, 1.2 and 1.0 for the cases of trees separated by 6, 4 and 2 m respectively. 

In the NW street environment, the maximum PMV existed at 13.00 hrs. The PMV value of the “without 
trees” case was significantly higher than all other cases (i.e, trees with various spacings). Analysis of PMV 
values reveals that the values of the NS street environment were consistently lower than the corresponding 
values of the EW street environment. The combined effect of vegetation, wind direction and solar exposure 
appears to affect the PMV in this environment. This finding is consistent with Ng (2009) that thermal comfort 
in the outdoor environment can be enhanced by maximizing wind speed and minimizing solar radiation. The 
desirable environment for pedestrians is a balance between air temperature, solar radiation and wind speed. 
A higher wind speed might be needed if a pedestrian is partly shaded, likewise, a lower wind speed might be 
desired if the air temperature is lower. 

Qualitative urban design guidelines:

Results of this study can help in suggesting urban design guidelines to provide designers with a strategic 
sense of how to start off their design. By observing the guidelines, there would be a higher probability that the 
output design would be better for thermal comfort for outdoor spaces.

•	Air	path

It is important for better thermal comfort to let more wind penetrate through the urban blocks. Air can be 
in the form of streets, open spaces, spaces between buildings and low rise building corridors through which air 
reaches inner parts of the urbanized area. Projecting obstructions over air paths should be avoided minimizing 
wind blockage. 

•	Orientation	of	streets:

An array of streets should be aligned in parallel, or up to 30o to the prevailing wind direction, in order to 
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maximize the penetration of prevailing wind through the urban block.

•	Vegetation:

Streets and open spaces should be shaded by trees. Our result showed that tree spacing did not cause 
significant effect on thermal comfort. Hence, the dense vegetation is not a primary requirement. 

7. CONCLUSIONS

This study reports an experimental investigation of the effect of street orientation and tree spacing on 
thermal comfort in outdoor spaces in a simulated urban block. Analysis of results revealed that street orientation 
is a fundamental factor in providing shading and allowing wind to penetrate the urban block. North-South 
orientation maintained better scores for PMV compared with the East-West orientation. Existence of trees 
significantly improved the PMV for thermal comfort in the outdoor space. However, the density of trees in terms 
of tree spacing did not show a significant contribution to PMV. This study is limited to a simulation of a simple 
urban block of buildings of equal heights. It is also limited to use of single type of tree plants. Further study is 
required to investigate the effect of more complex urban tissues, building heights, various types of tree plants 
on thermal comfort of outdoor environments.
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ABSTRACT: 

Wars have caused damage at all levels of economic, social and cultural life. 
But perhaps the damage of the architectural buildings which represent the 
memory and the identity of nations are the most important. 
The researcher looks at this situation in Gaza Strip, especially after the 
recent war in January 2009 and the effect of this war on humanity and 
urban destinations. This war caused damage for many valuable buildings 
in Gaza.
One of these historical and valuable symbols is the Palestinian legislative 
council which considers the first council represents the Palestinian 
people. 
This building was bombarded by Israel in 2008.
So, at this research, the researcher will try to display all the possible 
approaches of reconstructing this building to find a more sustainable and 
safer scenario.
This research divided into three parts: The first part (theoretical part) 
contains definitions for valuable buildings, the influence of wars on 
historical buildings .The second part common and futuristic strategies 
of dealing with the historical buildings. Third part (case study), then 
recommendations and futuristic studies.

Keywords: Valuable Buildings - Strategies of Reconstruction
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INTRODUCTION1. : 

Sustainable1.1  Development
 International policies have increasingly placed major emphasis on the need for integration between 

economic, social and environmental aspects of development to deliver the concept of “sustainable development”. 
Sustainable development is an over-arching theme that lies at the heart of national and local government policy. 
And as known the historic built environment is a finite and non-renewable resource. So the preservation and 
continued use of built heritage may be enjoyed today and passed on to future generations. Avoiding neglect 
and loss of key built heritage and promoting the efficient use and Re-use of land and buildings, are two ways. 
(Falkirk Council, 2006).

Gaza1.2  Heritage Deterioration
     The Gaza Strip lies on the Eastern coast of the Mediterranean Sea. The Strip borders Egypt on the southwest 
and Israel on the south, east and north. It is about 41 kilometers (25 mi) long, and between 6 and 12 kilometers 
(4–7.5 mi) wide, with a total area of 360 square kilometers (139 sq mi). The territory takes its name from Gaza, 
its main city. The population is about 1.5 million people .

 One war is enough for destroying the effort of building cities for centuries. In the creativity of art and the 
development of civilizations, war creates havoc on both the material and moral. The most obvious risk is the 
destruction of heritage as a result of armed conflict.

In 1954, UNESCO adopted a Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed 
Conflict, known as the Hague Convention. To date, some 102 Member States have accepted its obligations. 
These are, first and foremost, reactive measures: the States undertake to renounce the destruction, pillaging or 
dangerous use of cultural property, whether movable or immovable which “is of great importance for the cultural 
heritage of peoples” and to prevent such dangers. Both architectural and archaeological sites are involved as 
well as collections and museums. The Convention also comprises proactive and preventive measures such 
as taking inventories, identifying major assets, and establishing of storage facilities for special protection. 
(UNESCO, 2005)

Research2.  Questions
Building beside the history considers a big challenge for the architect. As it is a very hard equation for 

him, so the researcher will try to answer the following questions: 
 

How•	  to deal with a destroyed historical building? 
Is•	  the restructuring of the Palestinian Legislative Council building will achieve safety?
What•	  is the role of sustainable development in such buildings?

Figure 1: Gaza_City_Panorama
(URL: http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Gaza_Strip )
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So in order to answer all these questions, the researcher made a survey to find all the possible approaches 
of reconstructing inside or beside the historical building and concluded that there are common approaches as 
shown in figure 2 and futuristic approaches as shown in figure 4.

The research will discuss the futuristic approaches through the applied part.

Strategies3.  of Dealing with Heritage Areas:

Figure 2: Shows the classification of the heritage strategies. 
(Source: researcher)

Common3.2.1  strategies of Dealing with Heritage Areas:

The common strategies are depending on keeping a cultural/historic property in its existing state by applying 
measures necessary to sustain the existing form, integrity and materials. It should generally be focused upon the 
ongoing maintenance and repair of historic materials and features.

Examples for common strategies (Preservation, Restoration, Protection, Maintenance Adaptive Re-use, 
Rehabilitation, Conservation, .etc)

Futuristic3.2.2  Strategies of Dealing with Heritage Areas:

Figure 3. Shows Futuristic Strategies of Dealing with Heritage Areas
Source: (Sheweka.S, 2009)

Cases4.  Study “The Legislative Council Building in Gaza”

Historical4.1  Background

Palestinian Legislative Council
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This building considers a historical symbol for the Palestinian people characterized by its geographical 
location in Gaza Strip. On March 15, 1958, the building was founded in the era of the Egyptian administration 
of Gaza Strip. It was the first Palestinian legislative council opened in Gaza strip by Anwar al Sadat on behalf 
of the Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser.

Figure 4.shows an ancient photo for the building in 1958    
 (Source: AL.Dohdar.H, 2010)

After the 1967 war, Israel has controlled the building and destroyed parts from it. Then, in May 15, 1995 
the building had been restored in the era of President Yasser Arafat, and re-runs as the legislative council 
of the Palestinian people. Then in 2002, the government constructed a new building beside the old one to 
accommodate a larger numbers of offices.

Figure 5 shows both the new and the old building
(Source: AL.Dohdar.H, 2010)

In 2008, Israel bombarded the buildings and destroyed it completely.

Figure 6, 7. Shows the buildings after the destruction.
(Source: AL.Dohdar.H, 2010)
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Figure 8. Shows the buildings after the destruction.
(Source: AL.Dohdar. H, 2010)

In light of the reconstruction of Gaza, the researcher will try to apply the previous futuristic approaches of 
dealing with historical areas as follows:

4.2 The Purposed Approaches of Reconstructing the Palestinian Legislative council.

4.2.1-The First Approach……. (Copy & Paste) From the Original 
4.2.1.1 Introduction 
This approach dependents on returning the building back to its original form by constructing the destroyed 
building as it was before.

The main principle of this architecture approach is to defiance the reality and to prove the ability to challenge 
the difficulties and the shape of time. It’s kind of saving the identity and the history of the place after the 
destruction. 

4.2.1.2 Building Analysis.
The building consists of 5 floors constructed of reinforced concrete and clad in stone and glass as shown in 

figure (9). 
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Figure 9: Shows the purposed form for the first approach 
(Source: H. AL.Dohdar & Dr, S. Sheweka 2009 )

In the exterior, the openings have several forms, depending on wind direction and the proportion of lighting 
required within the halls.

 

 

 

 

Figure10. Sketches for the building 
(Source: AL.Dohdar.H & Sheweka.S, 2010)

Diversity in the use of openings and spaces to achieve the best lighting and ventilation, according to the 
function of each space, gives a type of music and rhythm in the elevation

4.2.2The Second Approach……. (Linking Approach)…Post Modern 
4.2.2.1 Introduction 

Linking approach means to link between the history and the future without hurting the old and without 
ignoring the time factor that we live in a digital age in which everything changes in alarming speed.
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The architect should respect the Physical Environment, and respond to the local Character. That means, 
he should respect the architectural character of the nearest historical building and integrate his work with the 
existing Townscape Character in order to respect the Contextual Character. The architect can use different 
methods of structure and materials to create his new form.

4.2.2.2 Form Analysis.

 

Figure 11: Shows the purposed form for the second approach 
(Source: AL.Dohdar.H & Sheweka.S, 2010))

  
The new building designed to modernity, consists of 4 floors high and 3 underground floors, to accommodate 

the largest possible number of deputies and visitors. Also there are two basic approaches of the Legislative 
Council the main entrance, which is mediating the new building and the other entrance is secondary located in 
the corner. 

The Dome covers the conference hall so as to give a fingerprint combination of the ancient and the modern 
building.

4.2.2.3 Summary for the above approach
The linking approach for redesigning the Legislative Council, is attempting to combine the old building 

with its identity and heritage with modernity building in order to show the evolution of the architecture without 
affecting the identity and the memory of the place.

4.2.3. The Third Approach……. (Leaving the Destroyed Building as It is). 
4.2.3.1 Introduction 

As shown in figure (9), the 
building construction considers 
a new trend towards the use of 
glass surfaces at this area.

The new building The old building
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It means that there is no re-construction for the destroyed building it will remain as a witness to the 
devastation.

The building will remain a part of the city memory and will act as a tourist destination. Also a redesign of 
the open spaces in front of the building had been made at this approach.

Note: This model depends on transferring the Legislative Council to another site.

4.2.3.2 Form Analysis.

 
Figure 13: The dome and a part of the old building remain as a war memorial

 (Source: AL.Dohdar.H & Sheweka.S, 2010)

This design arranged all the landscape elements to establish the 
surrounded garden in harmony and agree to meet the design objectives 
while providing consistency and coherence among it and the destroyed 
building. 
Figure 14: Shows that the damaged site became a tourist destination 
(Source: AL.Dohdar.H & Sheweka.S, 2010) 

The most important features used in this form is thinking out of the blocks and affording the green spaces 
to serve the city center of Gaza. An Example of such a model in the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park, Japan, 

4.2.4 The Fourth Approach……. (Using the Same Energy of the same Place) .
4.2.4.1 Introduction: 
Using the same energy of a place means using the same soul of the past (original building) there is no 

conflict, the new building is not dominant or in a competition with the historical building.
It is preferred to use the same form and treatments which used in the historical building as much as possible. 

Also architects should respond to the local architectural character. It means that they should respect the 
architectural character of the nearest historical building and integrate the new form with the existing Townscape 
Character in order to respect the Contextual Character.
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4.2.4.2 Form Analysis.

Figure 15 shows the purposed form for the fourth approach
(Source: AL.Dohdar.H & Sheweka.S, 2010)

The architect redesigned the Legislative Council with the same spirit of the old building whether in its style, 
openings, textures, materials or skyline.

This approach gives more respect for the historical building, which is necessary for that building 
particularly.

 

Figure 16 Shows 3d exterior view for the both buildings .
 (Source: AL.Dohdar.H & Sheweka.S, 2010)

Notes:
The•	  Pentagon in the United States and the Shura Council building in Egypt are examples for different 
projects used the same approach.
Materials•	  used in this model, especially sandstone, stone and concrete are available in Gaza Strip with 
affordable prices.

4.2.5-The Fifth Approach……. (Using the Underground Development and Repairing the Old One)
4.2.5.1 Introduction  

   It is a stretch horizontally to the building under the ground, “Underground Building”, and the exploitation of 
the earth in the process of expansion of the old building, and takes advantage of the surface parcels green.

 The advantage of such ideal is a several aspects “economy and security “In terms of lack of land area in 
Gaza Strip. Using of the ground in the future has its positive benefits and gives opportunities to the underground 
expansion.
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Figure 17: shows the purposed form for the fifth approach
(Source: AL.Dohdar.H & Sheweka.S, 2010)

The building is a cylindrical shape, consisting of 7 levels and contains all level on the vacuum council 
offices and public services, the building between human life and the natural environment through the provision 
of natural lighting and ventilation.

The design of this model is an extension of the old building and 
compatible with its context. 
Note:
It’s a kind of sustainable design safe and secure as Gaza under the 
military operations all the time.

Figure 18: Shows 3d exterior view for the both buildings
(Source: AL.Dohdar.H & Sheweka.S, 2010)

4.2.6.The Sixth Approach……. (Jumping Approach ……..Architecture of Disorder….Architecture of  
Fuzzy Form)

Jumping approach means that the new building is in a contrast and conflict with the history. It means that 
the architect is deviant. Architect isn’t caring for the history just thinking about the future and how to identify 
the present to be a good history.

The jumping project could be built at any place without any care for the architectural context, style or 
character.
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Figure 19: shows the use of deviant approach and style in the construction of the new building, and 
out of the ordinary in design (Source: AL.Dohdar.H & Sheweka.S, 2010)

 The project consists of 6 blocks different in heights to provide ventilation and shadows; inside the building 
it also makes the form more dynamic

The use of the modern materials such as glass and aluminum reflects 
the architect`s futuristic approach. The new building is completely 
different than the old one however in its surface articulation, concept or 
construction.

Figure 20: Shows 3d exterior view for the both buildings
(Source: AL.Dohdar.H & Sheweka.S, 2010)

Conclusions5.  and Recommendations.

The1.  research discussed a critical point in the architectural heritage development and called to change 
the look to the historical eras.

Building2.  beside the history considers a big challenge for the architect. As it is a very hard equation for 
him, so, this research tried to find answers for several questions like; How to build in a historical site, 
how to give a new image for the historical site? And how to give a meaning and identity to the new 
building? 
The3.  research concluded that there are already six approaches to build by the history which are; Using 
the Same Energy Approach, Linking Approach and Jumping Approach, (Copy & Paste) from the 
original, Using the underground development and leaving the destroyed building as it is. 
There4.  should be a partnership with the authorities and the relevant heritage bodies to explore ways to 
conserve and renew our built heritage with new strategies and new way of thinking in order to:

Adapting historic buildings to exceed the  economic purposes•	
Revitalizing communities and neighborhoods•	
New cultural facilities and visitor attractions.•	

It should make the best use of the others experiments and experiences in the field of building by the 5. 
history. Especially the British and the French experiments at that field.
It is the time to re-link between the past, present and future.6. 
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The historic environment should be accessible to everybody.7. 
Architects should be encouraged from the authorities to change the images of the historical eras and 8. 
to think freely by the history.

Finally, it should Think positively about the present and the future and remember Ruskin argument 
about the building as it is like the human body Live for a while and dead and you can’t revive the dead 
body but think positively in the future.
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ABSTRACT: 

Since a few years academic research and development programs underline 
the important role of small urban centers of Sub-Saharan Africa in promoting 
the growth of the surrounding rural areas. Anyway, defining the particular 
nature of these towns, with which the majority of African population gets 
daily in contact, is still an unsolved issue. The analysis of the relevant 
transformations that small towns are experiencing and the definition of 
strategies to address these transformations, are also neglected.

The aim of the paper is to define a conceptual framework to support local 
administrators of small towns of Africa in planning the sustainable growth 
of their towns. The paper considers as a case study Sena, a small urban 
center located in a rural District of central Mozambique along the Zambezi 
River. The town, as many others vilas rurales of the country, is experiencing 
relevant transformations, such as rapid urbanization, modernization of 
urban services and infrastructures, administrative decentralization and 
growth of commercial activities. These transformations are deeply changing 
the traditional rural lifestyles of the population and are producing an 
hybrid settlement pattern, where urban and rural characters melt together. 
To understand the particular nature of this urban context and to obtain 
suggestions for the planning activity, a field research was conducted by 
the author, mainly through a household survey based on a semi-structured 
qualitative interview. The results of the survey, deepened through the 
literature review, allowed the identification of the main features of the 
“rural-town”, as Sena was defined, and the understanding of the effects 
produced on the physical structure of the town by the radical transformations 
involving the District. Finally, some principles are proposed for managing 
the sustainable growth of African rural-towns.

Keywords: rural-town, Africa, spatial planning, urbanisation, 
sustainability
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

According to United Nations’ projections, one billon households are expected to move in the next 20 years to 
small and intermediate urban centres of Third World countries and a high percentage of this urbanization wave 
will be absorbed by small towns of Sub-Saharan Africa. Therefore, managing the urban growth of these human 
settlements is a pressing issue and, at the same time, a problematic task under present conditions. In fact, the 
demographic growth of African small towns is expected to occur mostly in the absence of economic development 
and as the product of the restructuring and decline of rural activities and the consequent redundancy of agricultural 
labor. Moreover, providing shelter and urban services and facilities to the new urbanized population will be a 
major problem especially for local governments, which have become responsible for local development and 
spatial planning after the adoption of administrative decentralization by almost any Sub-Saharan African country 
(UN Habitat, 2003). Furthermore, even if small towns demonstrate to have fewer problems than larger cities 
in terms of social exclusion, informal economies and unhealthy living conditions, local governments also have 
fewer resources. Many research carried out in Africa - including this one - testify that small towns generally lack 
financial resources, urban facilities, development opportunities, technical capacity of local administrators and 
official information and data gathering systems. Therefore, a rapid urbanization process could bring even more 
negative consequences on small towns than those experienced in major urban centers and widely documented 
by scholars, such as overurbanization and urban dualism (Gugler 1982; Bairoch, 1988, Gilbert and Gugler 
1982; Lipton 1977), environmental deterioration (Douglas, 1983, 1986; Hardoy et al. 2001), favelization of the 
majority of the inhabitants (UN Habitat, 2003), social and political exclusion of the poor population from the 
decision-making process (J. Borja, 2000).

Small towns are generally defined as centers with a population of less than 20.000 inhabitants that perform 
urban functions (Hardoy and Satterthwaite, 1986). Most of the population of Sub-Saharan Africa currently lives 
in small towns or refers to them for economic, social and political transactions. African small towns are essentially 
towns of farmers, in which “modern” administrative functions, provision of infrastructures and services and 
the development of strictly “urban” economic activities, are found in a society whose features are typically 
“rural”. This occurs also in Mozambique, where processes like globalization of the economy, modernization 
of transport and communication infrastructures, rapid urbanization and administrative decentralization are 
deeply transforming both the physical structure of the vilas rurales (literally rural-towns) and their socio-
economic and cultural characters. This is, indeed a crucial moment for Mozambican rural-towns: the above 
mentioned “modernization” process could destroy the natural, economic and cultural base of the small towns 
without adequately replacing it and thus leading to (or increasing) environmental degradation, socio-economic 
polarization, loss of local cultural heritage, social and political exclusion. Or, on the contrary, rural-towns could 
offer the opportunity to experiment more “sustainable” patterns of urban growth, with respect to those that have 
characterized the expansion of major cities. The search for adequate policy responses and actions related to the 
management of the urban growth is one of the main declared objectives of national governments of Third World 
countries, as well as of international organizations. Up to now, urban development projects have centred mainly 
on megacities, while small towns almost completely lack of planning on how to accommodate people moving 
from surrounding rural areas and to provide them with services. Local administrations and international actors 
operating in the small towns of Africa generally propose small scale interventions (urban projects) or sectoral 
programs (i.e. infrastructural improvement, site-and-services, upgrading programs), rather than a consistent 
and organic activity of urban planning. Ordinary management or, at best, upgrading of already existing urban 
contexts are generally the maximum objectives of local administrations, to whom planning the urban growth 
represents an unattainable goal under present conditions. Moreover, the training of technicians is neglected, 
while it should be preliminary to any other intervention. Anyway, empirical research demonstrates that where 
local administrations are supported with adequate financial resources and technical competences, they are able 
to face the problems deriving from rapid urbanization. Furthermore, the inadequacy of actual urban planning 
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and management experiences related to small towns of Africa is not the only problem. Academic research 
also pays poor attention to this argument. Today the role (effective or potential) of small towns of Africa in 
promoting a more equitable rural development and in reversing the polarization trend of major urban centers 
is widely recognized (Rondinelli, 1983; Hardoy and Satterthwaite, 1986; Baker, 1990). Anyway, small towns 
have always been considered from the regional development perspective and, more specifically, only through 
a functionalist approach (Aeroe, 1992). The interest on small towns of Africa is based on their potential as 
possible foci for economic interaction and, consequently, only few efforts have been made so far to define 
the complex “nature” of this typology of human settlement and the characteristics – also physical – of its 
urbanization process. 

Considering the above mentioned gap in literature and the inadequacy of current urban planning and 
management strategies, the present research aims to individuate principles for planning the sustainable growth 
of Mozambican small towns. This should support local administrators and technicians in managing the growth 
of their small towns, by avoiding the undesirable consequences that have characterized the expansion of major 
cities.

The paper is structured in four Sections. Section 2 describes the most relevant processes occurring at global 
level that have a direct influence on the urbanization process of African small towns. Section 3 introduces a case 
study: Sena, a small urban centre located in the rural District of Caia, in central Mozambique along the Zambezi 
River. This town can be considered a representative context where to analyze the main features of Mozambican 
vilas rurales and the effects of the ongoing ru-urbanization process. Finally, Section 4 proposes some planning 
principles, which should be considered by local administrators and technicians in order to plan the sustainable 
growth of those contexts - the rural-towns-, which most of Mozambican population lives in or refers to.

2. SMALL TOWNS OF AFRICA IN A GLOBALIZING CONTEXT: EMERGING PARADIGMS 
AND KEY TOPICS.

Relevant processes are occurring at a global scale, which are deeply changing the organization of national 
urban systems and the rural-urban relations. These processes are giving a new centrality to small urban centers 
and, at the same time, impose the adoption of new paradigms to analyze the role, the nature and the urbanization 
process of these small towns.

Urbanization of poverty.•	  The world is experiencing an extremely rapid urbanization process, that will 
almost completely be absorbed by the cities of the developing world. In absolute terms, more than 
one billion people will move from rural areas to the cities of Third World countries by 2030 and 
Sub-Saharan Africa is the region of the world with the highest urbanization rate. Furthermore, more 
than 40% of the urban growth will be in small and intermediate towns (UN-Habitat, 2003). This 
demographic trend has been verified also in Mozambique through the analysis of national census data, 
which show that the variation of the population is much higher in small urban centres than in major 
cities (Diamantini and Nicchia, 2009). Anyway, in the African context, urbanization is generally the 
consequence of the restructuring and decline of rural activities and of the consequent redundancy 
of agricultural labour, rather than an effect of economic development. This process, also known 
as “urbanization without industrialization” or “urbanization of poverty”, is the product of the new 
economic paradigms: globalisation and neoliberalism. 
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Administrative decentralization.•	  Providing shelter and urban services and facilities to the new urbanized 
population will be a major problem especially for local governments, which have become responsible 
for local development and spatial planning after the adoption of administrative decentralization by 
almost any Sub-Saharan African country. An increased priority is accorded, partly by design and partly 
as a consequence of funding cuts, to the decentralization of roles and responsibilities to the local level 
(Tacoli, 1998). As it mostly happens, the relocation of administrative functions at the local level occurs 
at the same time of the “state withdraw” and without the necessary transfer of economic resources and 
technical competences, thus often inducing the paralysis of local administrations.

Cities as “nodes of reticular urban systems“.•	  Starting from the 1980s, the development of a strictly 
integrated world economy and the improvement of transport and communication technologies have 
produced also in the Third World big changes in the organizational dynamics of cities and territories. 
Therefore, previous theories and paradigms, such as the “central places” theory (Christaller, 1933), 
result to be inadequate. It is widely accepted that urban centers are interconnected in a more complex 
and elastic way, according to a new model of territorial organization: the “reticular urban system” 
(De Matteis, 1997). Consequently, the traditional definition of “secondary cities”, deriving from the 
hierarchical model of Christaller, has been replaced by the definition of “small and intermediate urban 
centers”. This definition stresses the role of “intermediation” that these urban centers play between 
major cities (national, world and global cities: centers of power, where decisions are taken) and their 
rural areas of influence (local and/or territorial spaces). According to this paradigm, small towns of 
sub-Saharan Africa are strategic nodes of the “reticular urban system”, because they connect (or could 
potentially connect) the majority of the (still rural) population with national and international urban 
networks and trade flows, facilitating also the diffusion of innovation and ideas.

The rural-urban continuum.•	  Analyzing the relations between small urban centers and their rural 
hinterland, many authors use the concept of “rural-urban continuum”, which was introduced by Wirth 
(1939) in opposition to clear-cut distinctions between “urban” and “rural” contexts. The starting 
statement is that the city is the product of growth rather than a sudden creation and that most of the 
urbanizing population, which is coming from the countryside, is not supposed to abandon rapidly its 
ways of life. On the contrary, reminiscences of rural form of existence persist also in the city. On the 
other side, urbanization must be understood also as the accentuation of urban ways of life even among 
the population living in areas which cannot be considered as “urban”. Even if in any typology of human 
settlement of the Third World it is possible to verify the coexistence of “urban” and “rural” elements, 
it could be said that small towns of Africa are those contexts in which this hybridization is particularly 
evident. Different terms, such as agro-town (Silitshena, 1990) or rural-town (Saxena, 1994), have been 
adopted in literature as an attempt to underline the hybrid nature of small urban centers situated within 
rural contexts. Anyway, these terms are generally used without a clear conceptualization, relying rather 
on their evocative power. So far only few efforts have been made in defining the specific characteristics 
of African rural-towns and the nature of their urbanization processes.

3. CASE STUDY ANALYSIS.

Sena is a small town located in the Caia District, in central Mozambique, along the Zambezi River. The 
population of the town is approximately 13,000, while the whole District counts 115,000 inhabitants, most 
of which dispersed over rural areas. The rate of population living below the poverty line in the District is 
one of the highest in the country. Sena is seat of one of the three Postos Administrativos of the District and 
its administrative status is that of vila rural. Caia, the seat of the District administration, is 60 km away; 
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while Beira, the capital city of Sofala Province, is more than 500 km away. The town has intense commercial 
relations with Blantyre, which is only 250 km away in Malawi. Sena was selected as case study because it is 
well representative of the general processes that are involving small towns of Africa. This town is experiencing 
a very rapid urbanization process, which has almost doubled its population in the last ten years. Moreover, this 
urbanization trend depends more on persisting crisis in the surrounding rural areas than on the development of the 
urban economy. In fact, this “urbanization of poverty” is mostly due to the Zambezi floods and to the following 
“Resettlement Programs”, that are transferring the rural population from the flood plain to the small towns of the 
District (Governo da Província de Sofala, 2007). Furthermore, the phenomenon of rapid demographic growth 
of small urban centres occurs along with the emerging role of local authorities, started only 10 years ago with 
the public sector reform and administrative “deconcentration” (Law 8/2003, Law of Local Organs of the State). 
Districts have been recognized as effective administrative units, with administrative and budgetary autonomy. 
In this framework, the small towns of the District are placed in an entirely new situation, in which important 
decisions for the economy and for the living conditions of the population are assumed in loco. In addition, the 
administrative decentralization process has led to the improvement of urban infrastructures and services, so that 
small towns are now in the position to perform those urban functions that used to be performed only by major 
towns before. Another global trend observed in Sena is the  modernization of infrastructures, which is also a 
consequence of the implementation along the Zambezi River of the “Spatial Development Initiative (SDI)”, an 
integrated planning tool promoted by South Africa in agreement with neighbouring countries. Some examples 
are the rehabilitation of the “Sena railway-line” and of the Dona Ana bridge, the construction of the “Guebuza“ 
bridge across the Zambezi River, the improvement of road connections and electricity distribution networks. 
In the last years, several pensions, restaurants and places for entertainment are being built, as a response to the 
unexpected movement of people. 

All the above mentioned processes, that have occurred in less than ten years, have produced what is here 
defined as “ru-urbanization process”. The population of Sena continues relying principally on agricultural 
activities, and the rural/traditional culture still defines local modes of life, including settlement patterns. Anyway, 
as a consequence of the above described “modernization” process, Sena is rapidly changing. Not only the socio-
economic composition of the population, but also the physical structure of the town is being transformed. The 
result is a hybrid settlement pattern, where urban and rural characters melt together. Different strategies have 
been proposed by the District Administration to face ongoing rapid transformations. Among these, a spatial 
plan for Sena (PEU- Plano de Estrutura Urbano) has been elaborated with the support of the University of 
Trento, within a wider decentralized cooperation programme between the Provinces of Trento (Italy) and Sofala 
(Mozambique). The plan, whose elaboration has seen the direct involvement of the author, is currently being 
implemented by the Servicio Obras Publicas (Public Works Office) of the District. 

3.1 Research process:

Understand and describe the main characteristics of the small town of Sena, is the first objective of the 
research. The research process consisted in recollecting already existing official data and documents, which 
were provided by District authorities. Moreover, different sectoral studies and working papers were at disposal, 
that had been elaborated by the researchers of the University of Trento to support the spatial planning activity 
in the District. Furthermore, a field research was conducted by the author in Caia District. Direct observation 
and interviews to relevant institutional and non-institutional actors allowed the direct approach to the socio-
economic, cultural and environmental context of the case study. In addition, a household survey was conducted 
in Sena, in order to understand emerging lifestyles and to define parameters of urbanization at household level. 
The survey considered a sample of 47 households randomly selected within the administrative boundaries of the 
town, covering the whole built-up area on the basis of demographic density. A structured qualitative interview 
was chosen as a research tool and proposed to each household. The interview was based on five research 
themes and related sets of questions. Research themes –all having a stark incidence on the spatial organization 
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of the town - were: 1) housing typology; 2) composition of the household; 3) livelihood strategies; 4) socio-
cultural resources access; 5) use of environmental resources. The elaboration of the results consisted first of all 
in referring answers to categories in order to build a database. Then, an exploratory data analysis was carried 
out and households were classified in four typologies, each representing a social group. Finally, the spatial 
distribution of data was analysed.

The research process allowed the main features of the rural-town to be identified - these were then summarized 
in four “key topics” (Section 3.2). The choice of the key topics considers different “scales” of analysis (the 
urban built up area with its surrounding environment, the bairros, the housing compounds) and follows a 
holistic approach (socio-economic, cultural, environmental and spatial aspects are considered at the same 
time). Furthermore, main strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats associated to the ru-urbanization 
process of Sena have been assessed through a SWOT analysis (Section 3.3). Major trends are considered, which 
are transforming the socio-economic and physical structure of the town, as well as patterns of use of natural 
resources and local decision-making processes.

3.2 Key topics to describe Mozambican rural-towns.

Hybridization of traditional/subsistence and modern/capitalist modes of production•	 . A relevant feature 
of the rural-town is the coexistence, within all households, and the hybridization of traditional and 
modern modes of production. Livelihood diversification is an important characteristic of all social 
groups in Sena: the agricultural activity is an important subsistence base and all households have a 
machamba (family farm); at the same time, agriculture is always accompanied by non-farm activities. 
Furthermore, the survey points out an emerging socio-economic dualism, that divides the population 
into two main socio-economic groups. Almost 70% of the interviewed households belong to the 
“subsistence sector” (economy based principally on agriculture and integrated with odd jobs or low-
income non-farm activities; “domestic mode of production”; no savings; monetary income directed 
only to the satisfaction of basic needs). The remaining 30% of the households, instead, belongs to the 
“capitalist sector”, whose economy is based on non-farm middle or high-income activities (always 
integrated with agriculture) and allows profits, savings and investments. 

Dependence on natural resources•	 . Another specific feature of the rural-town is that most of its 
population strictly depend on natural resources. This is particularly true for households belonging 
to the subsistence sector. Almost 70% of the families in Sena are provided with a monetary income 
that is too low even to satisfy the food supply. Anyway, they are able to survive owing to the free 
access to water, land for agriculture and cattle breeding, firewood, healing plants and constructing 
materials. Furthermore, most odd jobs consist in selling materials that are recollected directly in the 
surroundings by the occasional seller. The result is substantially a symbiosis between the town and the 
natural elements surrounding the built up area. It is possible, then, to underline the “multifunctionality” 
of the rural-town environment (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2007), which together with the 
recreational and ecological functions, has also the productive one. 

Persistence and transformation of traditional settlement patterns.•	  A further characteristic of the 
rural-town is the persistence of rural/traditional settlement patterns, housing typologies and building 
technologies, which are widely dominant in the landscape. Anyway, the survey shows that the 
traditional housing culture is evolving towards the model of the “conventional house”. This model is 
adopted by the population with a middle or high-income and exemplifies the aspiration to an “urban” 
lifestyle. The survey highlights how the housing typology can be considered a reliable indicator of 
the household’s lifestyle and socio-economic level: families belonging to the subsistence sector live 
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in vernacular rural housing compounds (mudzi), while households of the capitalist sector invest their 
savings principally in the improvement of the housing conditions. In some cases, some traditional 
constructions are substituted with “modern” ones (hybrid mudzi), while in other cases (i.e. the traders, 
the economic élite of the town) a new modern house is built, which reminds, in terms of shape and 
building technologies, to those of Mozambican cities’ peripheries.

Coexistence of formal institutions and traditional authorities•	 . All typologies of households seem not 
to distinguish between traditional authorities (regulo, ‘nfumo and sapanda) and formal institutions 
(secretarios de bairro), both of which are consulted to obtain land use rights and to solve various 
neighbourhood issues. Both institutions participate in governing the town with almost the same 
functions, since the D.L. 15/2000 has homologated traditional authorities, now defined “community 
authorities”, to secretarios de bairro. Furthermore, traditional authorities are invited to participate in 
local decision-making processes through the Conselho Consultivo do Distrito, Conselhos Consultivos 
dos Postos Administrativos and Local Forums, which are advisory organs of the formal institutions of 
the District. Furthermore, some urban management activities, such as water provision and “bairro“  
up-grading programmes, rely on a wider and more direct participation of local communities and on 
the leading role of “community authorities”.

3.3 Analyzing the ru-urbanization process.

Socio-economic aspects.•	  One of the major strengths of the rural-town is livelihood diversification, 
that is allowed by its “hybrid” settlement pattern. Machambas are located within the built up area or in 
its immediate surroundings, each household has the right to a family farm and agriculture is the most 
important subsistence base of the population. At the same time, the “modernization process” has led 
in the last ten years to the development of many different economic –typically “urban”- activities and 
employments. The possibility of livelihood diversification, together with connections to national and 
international urban networks and trade flows, gives the rural-town a clear comparative advantage with 
respect to the rural areas of the District, where the very bad road network make them almost isolated. 
As already seen, the “modernization process” involving the rural-towns is producing also an increasing 
socio-economic dualism. This dualism is reflecting also in an emerging socio-spatial separation of the 
population. Households belonging to the subsistence sector live mostly in the peripheral areas of 
the town, characterized by rural/traditional settlement patterns, while households belonging to the 
capitalist sector live in the central area (bairro cimento), where urban services and infrastructures are 
concentrated. This trend has increased constantly over the last years and, even if the common “rural” 
culture is still an important element of social cohesion, these early signs of urban dualism should be 
seriously taken into consideration. The ongoing trend is particularly risky in a context characterized 
by the “urbanization of poverty”. If the development of the local economy remains much slower 
than the demographic growth, the newly urbanized population could experience the same processes 
of “favelization“ observed in major urban centres. Furthermore, exogenous factors, such as the 
improvement of transport and communication infrastructures, may represent an opportunity for socio-
economic development, by facilitating the circulation of people, goods and ideas. On the other hand 
however these mega-projects, planned “top-down” at an over-national level and inspired by neoliberal 
policies, represent also a threat. Mega-projects in Mozambique have demonstrated to have a very low 
impact on local development and poverty reduction (Republic of Mozambique and European Union, 
2007), leading rather to the exploitation of local human and natural resources. 

Environment.•	  The rural-town has grown in symbiosis with the natural resources present on the 
territory, by adapting to them and including them rather than by irrevocably altering the environment, 
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as it happened in major urban centres. Natural resources are widely present both within the rural-town 
(water sources, humid areas, fruit trees, vegetation) and in its immediate surroundings (agricultural 
land, forests, rivers, lagoons), having - at least potentially – the function of providing ecological 
corridors and protecting biodiversity. Furthermore, as already seen, an important strength of the 
rural-town is that it lets people have free access to natural resources. Anyway, the growing anthropic 
pressure - determined by rapid urbanization- and the uncontrolled use of natural resources is leading 
to serious environmental damages and, consequently, to the worsening of life conditions of the poor 
population. An opportunity to address the natural resources’ management within the rural-towns has 
been recently given by the creation of a new Ministry for the coordination of polices related to the 
environment (MICOA- Ministério para a Coordenação da Acção Ambiental) and by the adoption 
of a new legislation and planning instruments, which include also environmental management (Lei 
de Ordenamento Territorial, 2007; Regulamento de Ordenamento Territorial, 2008). Anyway, the 
new legislation could be inadequate to face one major threat to the sustainable management of the 
rural-towns, which is represented by the phenomenon generally known as “land grab”. This term is 
used to describe the growing acquisitions or long-term leases of large portions of agricultural land 
in developing countries by private investors. In Mozambique, from 1997 to mid 2005 over 3 million 
hectares were leased to the investors (IIED, 2006). This trend is expected to increase, as also the 
demand for agricultural land will grow in the nearest future, for both food production by importing 
countries and for cultivations oriented at the production of energy (biofuels). Speaking at the opening 
of “Conclave on India/Africa Project Partnership 2007” in Maputo, Mozambique’s Minister of Energy, 
Salvador Namburete, said that only 9% of the country’s arable land is currently under use and that 
further 41.2 million ha of land are suitable for agriculture. Anyway, the allocation of big portions of 
agricultural land to private investors - fostered by the national government - may threaten ecosystem 
health and integrity, put at risk small scale farmers’ food security, as well as the access to the natural 
resources on which they depend (UNEP, 2009). Finally, another threat to the natural environment of 
rural-towns comes from the “climate change”, which is expected to produce the most devastating 
effects in Sub-Saharan Africa, such as increasing droughts and diminishing water sources. 

Physical settlement.•	  An important indicator of “urbanity” in Mozambican rural-towns is the presence 
of basic infrastructures and services, such as hospital, primary and secondary schools, administration 
offices and directorates, markets, places for entertainment, transports, electric network, aqueduct. 
Anyway, the “urban structure” of Sena is weak. Urban services and infrastructures do not satisfy the 
local population’s demand and are mainly concentrated in the “bairro cimento“ , while most urban 
areas remind more to rural/traditional settlements and give to the rural-town its particular character of 
a big rural village. The vernacular housing compound (mudzi) is the only affordable option for most of 
the population, since it is constituted by small buildings made of materials that are freely recollected 
in nature (i.e. mud, wood and straw). Anyway, the traditional housing culture is evolving towards the 
model of the “conventional house”. However, “urban” housing typologies present some drawbacks, 
starting from the high costs of the construction process. These typologies, then, do not take into 
account the local housing culture, such as the polygamous family composition, which relies on more 
than one housing unit, and the need to integrate in the compound different subsistence activities. 
Furthermore, the use of materials such as cement, steel, iron-sheets and other prefabricated elements 
proved to have worse performances than traditional ones with respect to climate control and provision 
of indoor comfort in tropical countries (Fathy, 1986). The actual trend is not only determined by the 
spontaneous action of middle and high-income social groups, but it is also induced by the Resettlement 
Programs, which subsidize and offer technical support only if a “conventional house” is built. Anyway, 
these programs, financed by the provincial administration and international aid agencies, represent an 
opportunity to invest a large amount of financial resources in managing the rapid urban growth. With 
respect to this issue, a further strength of the rural-town settlement pattern is the availability of land 
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for urban expansion, including agricultural land. Anyway, it must be underlined that machambas 
are sometimes too far away (up to 2-3 hours on foot) and this represents a considerable problem for 
the productivity, since the majority of the population is not provided of any transportation mean. 
Furthermore, another important strength of Mozambican rural-towns is the “equitable land owning 
structure”, that is generally considered an important precondition for the sustainable development of 
the small towns (Hardoy and Satterthwaite, 1987). The Lei da terra (1997) affirms that land property 
exclusively belongs to the State and recognizes traditional land management systems. In the rural-
town, customary and good faith occupation continue to be the principal means by which households 
obtain access to land. Anyway, this favourable situation could disappear in the next years, as the 
ongoing land privatization process increases. Finally, Mozambican government has recently approved 
a new legislation for territorial management (Lei de Ordenamento Territorial, 2007; Regulamento de 
Ordenamento Territorial, 2008). These laws provide a legal framework to the planning activity also 
in the rural-towns and testify an important cultural change, since urban planning and management are 
recognized to be strategic issues and are regulated through specific planning instruments.

Local government.•	  Administrative deconcentration is one of the most important innovations of the 
public sector reform. Relevant decisions related to the living conditions of the population - and among 
them also urban planning and management strategies - are now taken “in loco”. A relevant problem 
in the rural-towns, anyway, is the low monetary budget, that is partly due to inadequate allocations 
of financial resources from national and provincial levels, and partly depends on the low tax revenue 
power of local administrations. Moreover, if at the “higher” political levels the District administration 
can count on high-skilled personnel, which generally come from major urban centres, the educational 
level of the technicians is low. Local technicians receive - at best - occasional professional training 
by NGOs and international aid organizations. Specific training programmes are also provided by 
Mozambican government, but they are not able to cover the whole national territory at the moment 
and priority is generally given to major urban centres. An important step towards a more inclusive 
governance in rural-towns is represented by the recognition of both formal institutions and traditional 
authorities not only by the people, but recently also by the Law. The role played by traditional 
authorities in local government has been stimulating a huge debate in Mozambique since the end of 
the civil war (West and Kloeck-Jenson, 1999). This debate has led to the approval of D.L. 15/2000, 
which included for the first time after the war of independence the regulos into the administrative 
structure of the State. Anyway, as testified by interviews to stakeholders, there is still a lot to do to 
achieve this objective in practice and the current situation rather presents the risk of overlapping and 
conflict between “traditional” and “modern” institutions. For example, local administration adopted 
a subdivision of the rural-town in bairros, each under the jurisdiction of a secretario de bairro, that 
overlaps the traditional division of the territory in regulados, each of which is under the responsibility 
of a regulo. Boundaries of bairros and regulados do not dovetail and this often produces problems in 
urban management. Furthermore, needs and requirements of the poor population – and in particular 
the recently urbanized one - are not directly represented in any official decision-making process. 
An important opportunity to improve local governance mechanisms is given by the recent - and 
still ongoing - “administrative decentralization” process (Law 2/97- Lei de Bases das Autarquias). 
This process has included up to this time only 47 municipalities, but it is expanding gradually and 
the objective is to involve all vilas rurales of Mozambique. Anyway, one major threat to the rural-
towns’ democratic process is represented by the national government’s compliance to market-based 
development strategies, that could determine that important decisions are taken by the “market” 
and not by local administrations and population. Furthermore “emergency programs”, such as those 
rapidly planned and implemented in case of natural disasters (i.e. Zambezi floods), generally bypass 
the democratic decision-making and control levels. Anyway, if there is an effective direction by local 
authorities and needs and priorities are clearly indicated by the local population, the wide range 
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of international donors and NGOs present in the rural-towns represents an opportunity to receive 
financial and technical support.

4. Conclusion: principles for planning the sustainable growth of Mozambican rural-towns.

Rural-towns of Africa are contexts characterized by great instability due to exogenous factors. The long civil 
war ended only in 1994 and social and political tensions do exist still today and reflect also in local decision-
making processes. Market-based development strategies make fluctuations of local economies a rule rather than 
an exception (i.e. prices of agricultural products varying highly from one year to the other). Environmental 
vulnerability is high, which is determined by both climate change and human activity. Anyway, from the 
analysis of the ru-urbanization process, it emerges that rural-towns provide real opportunities to reduce risks 
related to these exogenous threats, thanks to characteristics which are inherent to its hybrid nature. First of all, 
livelihood diversification is a very important adaptive strategy in a context characterized by high economic 
and environmental instability, and it is allowed principally by the availability of natural resources within the 
rural-towns and in its immediate surroundings. Moreover, the decision-making process takes place at the local 
level, with the involvement of both formal institutions and traditional authorities and with the participation of 
particular categories of the population. This mechanism could represent the way towards effective conflicts’ 
management and, therefore, political stability and social cohesion. Finally, in the rural-town there is still a 
lively material culture, that is exemplified by vernacular settlement patterns, housing typologies and building 
technologies. These are an important cultural heritage, that expresses a strong connection with rural/traditional 
values and ways of life. The existence of large-scale vernacular settlements offers the opportunity to experiment 
urban development patterns that are more appropriate to local material culture and endogenous resources, with 
respect to those proposed in Mozambican major cities, which follow generally western cultural models.

Anyway, it has also been analysed how the ru-urbanization process shows some alarming trends, such 
as an emerging socio-spatial separation of the population, increasing pressure on natural resources and 
environmental vulnerability, adoption of housing typologies and building technologies inappropriate to the 
local context, overlapping of formal and traditional authorities and exclusion of the poor population from the 
decision-making process. These trends are the product of the very rapid and spontaneous growth of the rural-
towns and demonstrate the need to govern the ru-urbanization process with adequate integrated polices. In 
particular, the above analysed trends underline how the “spatial” component of these polices has a strategic 
importance. Therefore, identifying urban planning principles, which are appropriate to the specific nature of the 
rural-town and to the relevant processes that small towns are actually experiencing, is a fundamental operation 
to experiment in these contexts “sustainable” patterns of urban growth. Considering possible principles for the 
urban planning activity in the rural-towns, more “sustainable” should mean:

More equitable.•	  The integration of “subsistence” settlement patterns with modern ones, within a urban 
system in which services and infrastructures are equally distributed, could avoid that the emerging 
socio-spatial separation of the population develops towards urban dualism.

More respectful of the environment.•	  Environmental management should guarantee the use of natural 
resources by the population, whose survival strategies strictly depend on them. At the same time the 
overexploitation of natural resources should be avoided and, subsequently, the risk of environmental 
deterioration reduced. 

More appropriate to the local context.•	  To avoid the risk of favelization, settlement patterns should be 
promoted that are appropriate to local contexts and refer to local material culture. Housing typologies 
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and building technologies should be affordable to subsistence economies, respectful of local housing 
culture and traditional building processes, suitable to tropical climatic and environmental conditions, 
easy to be realized.

More inclusive.•	  Local governance strategies should involve - theoretically and practically - both formal 
institutions and traditional authorities and, moreover, they should also include the poor population. 
Objectives should be to ensure democratic decision-making processes, to pursue social cohesion, to 
make decisions more effective at the time they are implemented and to avoid social and political 
exclusion of the poor population. 

In African small towns, defined in this paper as rural-towns, it would be possible to experiment patterns of 
urban growth more “sustainable” than those experienced by major urban centers, in terms of a more equitable 
socio-spatial organization, a more sustainable relationship between the anthropic activity and the environment, 
more inclusive governance mechanisms, the valorization of local human, cultural and material resources. Planning 
the sustainable growth of the rural-towns is a pressing issue, whose positive effects could involve the majority 
of the population of Sub-Saharan Africa. Anyway, the final assumption of this paper implies the need for a 
coherent and integrated urban planning activity. In Mozambique, both “decentralization” and “deconcentration” 
processes have involved local administrations on this task, without providing them with adequate financial 
and technical resources. In the future, a stronger support to local urban planning and management processes is 
required by national and provincial governments, international aid organizations and NGOs.
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ABSTRACT: 

Vernacular dwelling buildings located in hot arid regions are well known 
for their sensitive architecture response to the region’s climatic conditions 
and the socio-cultural norms. The architectural value of these buildings is 
not only limited to their historical merit, but also to the human conscious 
adaptation to its context and the optimum utilisation of natural resources 
creating both a pleasant and a functional environment. The majority of 
these traditional dwellings are well recognised for their unique perforated 
fenestration system and courtyard arrangement that evolved to control the 
harsh solar, climatic conditions without compromising the quality of space 
and occupants’ wellbeing. However, the successful design of these features 
and solutions cannot be fully appreciated without understanding the nature 
of daylight and solar radiation in which these buildings are revealed. This 
paper investigates the impact of the characteristic of the dense narrow 
streets of medieval cities on the visual performance of a typical courtyard 
house in Cairo. 

The paper examines the daylight behaviour of one of the well-known historic 
alleys and of a courtyard house in Cairo. The paper analyzes and measures 
the variability in the visual perception and comfort for a typical pedestrian 
street and the occupants of the house using a simulation modelling tool 
(Integrated Environmental Solutions (IES) software).  The paper gives an 
insight into the overall visual performance of the urban fabric that shapes 
of the microclimate, which is an important ingredient of the overall identity 
of the place.

Keywords: Vernacular Architecture, Daylight, Visual Performance, 
Sustainable-Place Making, Place Identity.
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Vernacular architecture is a term often used to categorize structures built outside of academic tradition. The 
distinguishing feature of traditional vernacular is the development of various architectural solutions over many 
generations of traditional society to create a more comfortable microclimate using natural energy sources only 
(Fathy, 1982). Most recently, this subject of traditional vernacular has become the focus of serious academic 
studies and the current trend in practice towards “green” approaches to design has led to the reappraisal of many 
traditional buildings and settlements concerning their environmental performance. 

The influence of climate in shaping the uniqueness of the traditional architecture of the Arabian region 
is widely recognized. Many scholars have discussed the environmental performance of traditional buildings 
and settlements in the Arabian region which were formed under the influence of the physical, technological 
and socio-cultural structure of a society and in harmony with its climatic conditions. However, despite the 
attention given to traditional vernacular of this region, research on visual and thermal comfort in compact 
urban environments in hot-arid zones in general (Tablada et al, 2009), and in the Arabian regions in particular, 
is rather limited /scarce. A great deal of studies that deal with this subject matter tend to focus on assessing the 
environmental performance of buildings (e.g. Al-Shareef, 2001; Manioglu, 2008) in isolation from its urban 
context. Given the fact that much of the character of these traditional regions came from the collective visual 
perception of their architecture components as well as urban patterns, this paper aims to investigate the impact of 
the characteristic of the dense narrow streets of medieval cities on the visual performance of a typical courtyard 
house in Cairo. The paper gives an insight into the overall visual performance of the urban fabric that shapes the 
microclimate, which is an important ingredient of the overall identity of the place. 

2. THE STUDY AREA: OLD CAIRO 

Egypt is a desert country, located between northern latitudes 22° and 32° and eastern longitudes 25° and 36°. 
Cairo is the capital of Egypt and has served as the capital of numerous Egyptian civilizations. It lies between 
latitude 30° north and longitude 31°east. A hot and dry climate predominates in most of the country a large 
part of the year. Cairo’s weather is hot in summer, mild in winter with some rain, but usually there are bright, 
sunny days and cold nights. The average daily temperature in Cairo can reach 36 degrees Celsius during the 
summer. Winter nights can fall to 20 degree Celsius, with average hours of sunshine varying from 12 to 7 hours 
in summer and winter, respectively. 

In such a geographical context, the hot arid climate was vital to the development of certain architectural 
features and certain urban patterns, such as narrow lanes and streets. Traditional Cairene architecture exploited 
different masonry devices to promote thermal and visual comfort including the use of courtyards, mashrabiyya, 
malqaf (wind-catcher), internal gardens and so on. Examples of some of these vernacular motifs that still 
survive to this day can be traced in the traditional architecture of the residential dwelling examined in this work. 
Typically, it was the projecting profile of the mashrabiyya, the characteristic features alongside the Carinen 
streetscape that further blocked the sunlight along the narrow winding lanes. This work explores a range of 
environmental design solutions embedded in historic residential buildings located in hot arid regions. It also 
provides an investigation of daylight performance along one of the well-known alleyways in old Cairo.

3. CLIMATE RESPONSE DESIGN STRATEGIES IN THE TRADITIONAL SETTLEMENTS OF 
CAIRO: 

The Building Research Energy Conservation Support Unit (BRECSU, 1997) classified the design parameters 
that have an impact on daylighting performance in buildings and urban settlements into three levels. These are 
the micro scale, where the interest is concentrated upon the geometry of fenestration elements; the meso scale, 
deals with the significance of openings within the external fabric of the building and the effect of building depth; 
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and the macro scale where the considerations are at the level of urban planning. The essential design parameters 
related to the characteristics of space configuration affecting daylight performance at the urban scale (the macro 
scale) are the orientation of space, compactness ratio (enclosure ratio), refection specifications or photometric 
properties of the surrounding surfaces and the use of shading devices (Al-Maiyah and Elkadi,2007). Besides 
the influence of these spatial parameters, daylighting performance of buildings also depends upon a number 
of design parameters related to the geometry of buildings (the meso scale). Among these parameters, building 
form, building size, building orientation and the size and location of light openings in the building envelop are 
the most influential (e.g. Baker et al, 1993). As this paper aims to investigate the impact of the characteristic of 
the dense narrow streets of medieval cities on the visual performance of a typical courtyard house in Cairo, a 
similar framework is adopted by this study in which two main phases of daylight analysis are conducted. While 
in the first phase of analysis, parameters related to the macro scale are considered, the second phase of analysis 
focus on the elements of the meso scale though assessing daylight performance of a selected number of spaces 
(see figure 5).  

3.1 Fenestration System: latticework

In the hot-arid climate of Egypt, a complex perforated fenestration system, made of highly crafted lattice 
arrangements, was developed forming part of the traditional architecture of Cairo. In so-called mashrabiyya, 
plain or projected lattice screens made of unvarnished wood, fixed over the openings, were traditionally 
used as a device for lightening and ventilating the domestic spaces in the dense city while at the same time 
protecting women’s privacy. To control the passage of light and airflow while maintaining privacy, a typical 
mashrabiyya was composed of two parts presenting different lattice arrangements. While the lower part of the 
mashrabiyya was composed with a tight lattice pattern of turned wood to satisfy the visual and social demands 
of the “conservative residences”, the upper part above eye level was composed with a more open lattice pattern 
of turned wood to compensate for the reduction in light and air caused by the lower part (closed pattern) (Abdel 
Gelil, 2006). In this arrangement, the size of interstices between the wood pieces at the eye level was critical to 
obtain different intensities of light on either side of the screen, helping to maintain a combination of privacy and 
outward view. Privacy, as explained by Baker and Steemers (2002), is the result where the lighter side of the 
screen allows those outside to see the screen, but be unable to see the detail through it to the darker interior. 

3.2 Building form: The courtyard house arrangement:

The Courtyard house type is one of the well known architectural elements characteristic of traditional 
architecture in hot arid regions. The main architectural feature that characterises this house style from other 
types of houses is the outdoor space that is enclosed within the interior volume and ultimately had became the 
heart of its morphology and spatial organization.  The selected house, known as El Suhaymi House, constitutes 
a complete example of the traditional Cairene residential buildings of the 17th and 18th centuries. It has all the 
traditional components of the house of the period and it is believed to be the only remaining complete example 
of private houses of that period (Egyptian Ministry of Culture, 2002). It covers an area of over 2000 square 
metres, with a total of 115 spaces distributed on five levels surrounding a main internal court with an area of 
more than 200 square metres. Its structure suffers primarily from the effects of a combination of natural and 
man-made deterioration factors. In 1931, the ownership of the house went to the Egyptian government and five 
dates later (in the1980s) the house was added to the list of historical monuments, recorded as number 399. Ever 
since, some of its vulnerable sections have undergone various phases of restoration. The final full restoration 
of the house was completed in 2000, supported by the Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development and it 
subsequently became a museum. 

As a house type, traditional houses with central courtyards involved a certain spatial arrangement that 
was composed of several space types. Adding to the central courtyard arrangement, they were typically 
characterised	by	five	key	space	types.	These	core	space	types	are:	the	bent	entrance	(dihliz),	qa	a	(reception	
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area), takhtabush (covered outdoor setting area), maka’ ad (covered loggia), and Haramlek or Harim (female 
quarters). Operational definitions of these space types are given in a recent study by Salama (2006) and their 
locations within the house are shown in Figure 5. Given the value of these core elements in shaping the overall 
architecture of the house, three of these core space types are selected here as a base for evaluating the visual 
performance of a typical courtyard house.  

3.3 Traditional urban layout

In hot dry zones, two of the main problems facing local builders were to ensure protection against intense 
solar radiation and to provide adequate cooling (Koenigsberger et al, 1974). For that reason, enclosed, compactly 
planned urban forms, such as internal narrow streets, were among the most suitable forms developed in this 
type of climate to meet the problem caused by excessive heat. By placing buildings close to each other, surfaces 
exposed to the sun were often reduced with a large amount of shade and coolness that decrease the heat gains 
on external walls. 

As in most warm climates, tight busy streets and narrow winding alleyways characterise the historic urban 
fabric of Cairo. Within this tight urban layout, narrow alleys make connecting links through the residential 
districts in the area. The alleyway under study is placed in the heart of the historic spine or “heritage corridor” 
where nine clusters of monuments worthy for conservation were identified by the UNDP plan in the 1990s. 
Known as El Darb el Asfar, the alleyway occupies an area that is located between the main thoroughfares 
leading from the north gates of the Fatimid wall towards the south: al-Mu’iss Street and al-Gamaliya Street. It 
is located in al-Gamaliyya district, which itself has gained special historic value, including the highest density 
of historic monuments in the area (Meinecke, 1980). The alleyway was renovated in the mid 1990s and today 
it is part of the tourist centre of the old city, close to many Islamic monuments and Medieval Cairo’s principle 
historic bazaar, Khan el-Kalili. 

3.4 Shading 

In addition to the narrow winding streets and central opening courtyards that dominate the old city layout, 
covering the streets is another strategy that complements the architecture of Cairo. In residential areas, shading 
the facades of buildings is often achieved as result of the cantilevered volumes, the projecting latticework. 
Shade is also brought to the commercial streets and tight alleyways by means of various types of urban roofing, 
including temporary shading devices. For a single building or courtyard arrangement, shade is often obtained 
by architectural elements such as projecting roofs, covered loggias, open galleries and supplementary plants or 
by introducing special devices such as the mashrabiyya to shield the openings, as explained above. 

4 The method: 

In assessing the daylight levels along the alleyway and in the courtyard, a three- dimensional model is 
created using IES model builder (Model IT). A set of two-dimensional drawings, architectural plans and historic 
maps that were collected during the site visit in October 2004 is used in building up the digital model (Figure 
1). The photogrammetric approach explained in previous study(s) by the authors (Elkadi and Al-Maiyah, 2007), 
in which a set of digital photographs was used to identify the geometry of the three-dimensional facades of the 
case study, is also applied in this work. A system of reference points arranged along the alleyway (20 points) 
and within the courtyard field of vision (30 points) was used to measure the daylight levels in both spaces, as 
shown in Figure (1). This is similar to the technique previously used by the authors in prior study(s). Daylight 
levels are predicted at 0.85 m using Radiance IES simulation tool for June and December the 15th at three time 
intervals (9.00 am, 12.00 am and 3.00pm). Information on the reflection coefficients of surface materials were 
obtained from relevant daylight textbooks and assigned to the model and the Apache weather file in the software 
was used in setting up the climatic data of the city.
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Fig.1 three-dimensional model of the alleyway and the courtyard house in Cairo (right), Plan 
showing the distribution of reference points in the courtyard and the alleyway (left)

5 Daylight simulation: 

5.1 Phase one: Daylight performance of the courtyard and the alleyway 

The analysis of the early morning scenario for June 15th, under sunny sky conditions, shows the impact 
of the orientation and the geometry of the courtyard in maintaining daylight levels at an average that varies 
between 4600 and 4300 lux in the middle of the courtyard, around 2700 lux at the eastern side and about 
4000 lux at the western part.   The influence of solar geometry on the distribution and levels of daylight in the 
courtyard is also evident. As illustrated in Figure 2, points located at the western side of the courtyard tend to 
receive an average of 32% in daylight levels higher than the average received by those located at the eastern 
side of the courtyard. Recent study has produced quantitative evidence on the effect of the daily sun movement 
on the conditions of the courtyards’ internal envelope and thus on its thermal performance (Muhaisen, 2006).

However, despite this slight variation in daylight levels in terms of the pattern of distribution, the 9.00 
am simulation modeling shows that overall there is a smooth translation of daylight distribution across the 
courtyard, which in turn has a direct impact on the visual experience and use of the courtyard before midday. 
Unlike this pattern of distribution, the pedestrians of the alleyway tend to have a different visual experience with 
sharp changes of daylight levels and sudden changes in illuminance values moving from dark to strong daylight 
spots. At a moment when the average illuminance level in the courtyard is about  4000 lux, the level in the 
alleyway  varies widely between 60000 lux in the sunny spots and as low as 1500 lux in the shade.  Unlike the 
9.00 am case, when the low angle of the sun has helped in maintaining a homogenous daylight pattern across 
the courtyard, a dramatic increase in daylight is obtained in both the alleyway and the courtyard as the day 
progresses. The only exception is for the shaded points at the southern side of the courtyard with an illuminace 
level of about 2500 lux. As the sun moves to the west, after midday, the change in the shading conditions in 
the courtyard allows the average illuminace value at the shaded areas of the courtyard to fall to 4000 lux by 
3.00pm. Average illuminace level is around 46,000 lux in the alleyway at 3.00pm (Figure 3).  

Although the shading provided by the internal envelope of the courtyard at the early morning and late 
afternoon hours gave the house occupants a living zone where the average daylight conditions are lower than 
of the street, supplementary shading was critical.  Courtyards were often planted and sometimes being shaded 
by a canvas awning, which was a traditional defence against the high sun and intensive solar radiation in 
summer. Traditional canopies were also popular in the narrow alleyways of Cairo.  However the impact of this 
supplementary shading element on daylighting levels in both spaces (courtyard and alleyway) has not been 
considered in the simulation modelling. 

This sharp contrast in the visual perception between the inside and the outside is further accentuated with 
the intense change in daylight conditions provided by the design of the bent entrance, explained in the following 
section. Having arrived in the courtyard the visitor is confronted by the brightness of the courtyard, which was 
planted, possibly with trees, and probably had a fountain placed at the centre. 
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Fig. 2 Illuminance levels (lux) in the courtyard and the alleyway on June 15th at 9.00am

    

Fig. 3 Illuminance levels (lux) in the courtyard and the alleyway on June 15th at 15.00am

Fig. 4 Illuminance levels (lux) along the alleyway and the courtyard at the examined times on December 
the 15th

Daylight performance at the urban scale relates to a combination of direct sunlight, diffused skylight and the 
reflector of daylight from the surroundings. As the diffused energy of daylight is the main contributor to the total 
energy of daylight during winter in Cairo (as it was found by the authors in another study), both the courtyard 
and the alleyway tend to have approximate illuminance value on December the 15th (Figure 4). Unlike the 
summer case, in which the obstruction of the direct sunlight by the courtyard internal envelope has led to a wide 
range of illuminance between the alleyway and the courtyard, a slight difference in the average illuminace is 
observed between the alleyway and courtyard in midwinter ranging between 2300 lux to 1750 lux, respectively 
(9.00 am).
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5.2 Phase two: Daylight performance of selected spaces of the house 

As explained previously, three core space types are intentionally selected for assessing the daylighting 
performance of the house. Each of these spaces was designed to serve a specific social activity where various 
levels of privacy and daylight conditions are required and assessing their visual performance provides an 
interesting base for illustrating the influence of this parameter in shaping the architecture of the house. As with 
the first phase of analysis, daylight levels in each space type, are predicted for a typical summer (June 15th) 
and winter day (December 15th) and at three time intervals on each day (9.00 am, 12.00 am and 3.00 pm) and 
a comparative analysis is conducted with the daylight levels at the courtyard and the alleyway to provide a 
comprehensive insight into the overall visual experience of the place.

Fig. 5 Ground and First floor plans showing the 3 key selected spaces highlighted in red

5.2.1  Space type 1: The bent entrance 
In most of the traditional houses in Cairo, entrances were usually bent. As the house residents lived within 
a rigid stoical pattern, protecting their privacy from the streets pedestrians was a prime consideration in the 
design of the house which had its impact on the doorway’s design. By bending the main entrance, local builders 
managed to provide privacy for the house residents through preventing the street pedestrians from seeing the 
inside of the house. In addition to providing a threshold separating the inside from the outside, bent entrances 
exerted another fundamental role in protecting the interior of the house from wind, dust and noise. Attached to 
the entrance was a doorway which was usually arranged so that it led immediately into the courtyard where the 
visitors of the house experienced different daylight conditions from the alleyway’s ambience. 

Whatever the levels of daylight outside the house, the compact configuration of the bent entrance has helped 
in maintaining a constant low daylight levels along this walkway at various times of the day and in different 
seasons (Figure 6). While the alleyway’s users receive an average daylight levels that might reach as much as 
60000 lux at the sunny spots (as explained above) the modeling results suggest dramatic reduction in daylight 
levels along the main entrance with some points receive no daylight at all.
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Fig. 6 Illuminance levels (lux) along the bent entrance on mid June (right), and December (left) at 
9.00am

5.2.2 Space type 2: the Takhtabush (a covered outdoor sitting area)

A takhtabush is a “type of loggia, or a covered outdoor setting area at the ground floor level located between the 
courtyard and the back garden, opening completely onto the courtyard with a mashrabiyya onto the back garden” 
(Fathy, 1982). In the traditional architecture in Cairo, this element played an important part in ameliorating the 
extremes of temperature. Initially the takhtabush concept was developed to ensure a cool meeting place for the 
inhabitants and occasional visitors since it allowed for air circulation via its mashrabiyya from the courtyard to 
the back garden. In the investigated house and as illustrated in the plan arrangement at the ground level (Figure 
5), the takhtabush is south facing, and its central location in the courtyard provides a direct access from the main 
entrance without allowing the exposure of the private spaces to the guests.
At 9.00 am when the average daylight levels in the middle of the courtyard is around 4600 lux (previous section) 
, average illuminace values in the takhtabush ranges between 1100 lux at the north side of the takhtabush and 
around 1700 lux at the south edge (Figure 7). This soft transition in daylight distribution is a result of the 
complementary effects of the latticework on the space’s north facade and the overall north orientation of the 
space occupying one of the most prestigious spaces/locations in the house. As the sun reaches its highest altitude 
at midday and both the courtyard and the alleyway receive the highest amount of solar radiation in the day, the 
takhtabush occupants experience an average illuminace values between 980 lux at the back of the space and 
around 5400 lux at the south edge (Figure 8). Unlike the 12.00 am case, when the shelter provided by the first 
and second floors above the loggia prevents direct solar penetration, points located at the southern edge of the 
loggia show a considerable increase in daylight levels at 3.00pm due to the low angle of the sun. However, apart 
from these sunny spots a more soft distribution of illuminace values is predicted at the rest of the space at 3.00 

pm averaging between 600 lux and 2100lux (Figure 9).    
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Fig.7 Illuminace levels distribution of space the Takhtabush at 9.00am on mid June

   

Fig. 8 Illuminace levels distribution of the Takhtabush at 12.00am on mid June

  

Fig. 9 Illuminace levels distribution of space the Takhtabush at 15.00pm on mid June

   

Fig.10 Illuminace levels distribution of space of Takhtabush at 15.00pm on mid December
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The takhtabush was normally used for receiving male visitors during the summer and less used in winter. The 
simulation modelling for December the 15th, shows the space with a more homogenous illuminace pattern than 
in summer. This is related to the high contribution of the diffused solar radiation to the total energy of daylight 
during wintertime in Cairo. As illustrated in Figures 10 (15.00pm scenario), the users of the takhtabush tend to 
experience similar daylight conditions in the early morning and early afternoon hours averaging between 1060 
lux and 910 lux, respectively and a higher illuminance value during the midday (about 1450 lux).  

5.2.3 Space type 3: the Maka’ad (covered loggia) 

Whereas the Takhtabush usually provided a seating area for the house’s formal guests the maka’ad was originally 
used as a gathering space for the house residents, acting as a family area. It is usually rectangular or square in 
shape, opened with its entire facade onto the court, and essentially oriented to the north in grasp/in favour of the 
soft breeze (Salama, 2006). 

At a moment when the average daylight levels in the middle of the courtyard is around 4600 lux, the average 
illuminace of the first floor loggia can be about 1340 lux on the outward facing north side and about 80 lux at the 
back of the room.  As the day advances and sun reaches its highest point at midday, the projected mashrabiyya/ 
lattice screens from the second floor above the loggia usually acts as a horizontal shading device providing the 
occupants of the space with the most homogenous daylight distribution during the day (Figure 11).  This will 
vary from 1600 to 115 lux between the outward facing north side and the inward facing south side. As accepted 
the 3.00pm simulation scenario reveals the highest illuminace in the loggia ranging between 2200 lux on the 
outward facing side and around230 lux at the back of the space.

  
Fig. 11 Illuminace levels distribution of space of the maka’ad at 12.00 am on mid June
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Fig.12 Illuminace levels distribution of the maka’ad at 12.00 am on mid Decembe

At a moment when the ground ambient reaches about 7500 lux at midwinter (9.00 am scenario) the predicted 
average illuminace value in the maka’ad ranges between 1000 lux on the outward facing side and about 50 lux 
at the back of the room (3 meters away from the north facing opening). An increase in the illuminace value is 
predicted at the middle of the day ranging between 1500 lux on outward facing side and 80 lux on the indoor 
facing side (3 meters away from the opening). As the evening advances the ground ambient falls to 6450 lux 
, the average illuminace in the space can fall to 890 lux and as low as 45 lux at 3 meters away from the space 
main opening. Oil lamps were traditionally used by the house residents to illuminate the internal spaces and to 
compensate for the low level of daylight during winter months.     

7.  Conclusion 
Al Suhaimi house in Cairo is one of the main traditional 17th Century houses that were extensively analysed,  

has been carefully analysed. Most of the studies explored the cultural aspects of the design as well as the 
favourable thermal qualities that is evident in entering the house through the bent pathway. The sharp contrast 
of visual and physical experience between the house and the surrounding alleyways has attracted scholars’ 
attentions. A combination of the sharp contrast from the hustle of life in the surrounding alleyways combined by 
pleasant visual experience due to daylight and favourable thermal conditions is a key to such successful design. 
This paper argues that a key element of such favourable conditions in the house is the design of the house 
that allows careful distribution of daylight. The paper explored the characteristics of daylight levels through 
simulation of three key semi private places of the house; the bent entrance, the Takhtabush and the Meqaad.   
The analysis of the simulation technique for both the house and the surrounding alleyways show sharp changes 
of daylight levels and sudden changes in illuminance values moving from dark to strong daylight spots. The 
daylight levels in the alleyways vary widely where illuminance levels of 60000 lux in the sunny spots and as 
low as 1500 lux are detected in the shade.  In contrast investigation of the house shows a smooth translation 
of daylight distribution across the courtyard with an average of 4000 lux, which in turn has a direct impact on 
the visual experience and use of the courtyard. The shading conditions in the courtyard also allow the average 
illuminace value at the shaded areas of the courtyard to fall to 4000 lux by 3.00pm as average illuminace level 
is around 46,000 lux in the alleyway. The shape of the courtyard with its elongated rectangle (1:2) across the 
north south also ensures provision of quality northern daylight while minimising solar heating. Courtyards were 
also often planted to further improve the visual experience and pleasant transition between shades and shadows 
particularly during midday.
The paper shows that the sharp contrast in the visual perception between the inside and the outside is further 
accentuated with the intense change in daylight conditions provided by the design of the bent entrance. Visitors 
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to the house are almost visually purified through a bent in the entrance that reaches almost complete darkness 
prior to the introduction to the new pleasant environment in the courtyard. The Takhtabush, where occasional 
visitors were seated, maintain a homogenous illuminace pattern of around 1500 lux throughout the year. The 
design, the depth of the space, as well as the two small openings at the back of it ensure not only homogeneity 
and avoidance of dark corners but also provide thermal comfort through cross ventilation. 
The Maq’ad with its square shape, opened with its entire facade onto the court. The space is oriented to the 
north to allow the soft breeze and good daylight levels. The paper shows that when the average daylight level in 
the middle of the courtyard is around 4600 lux, the average illuminace of the first floor loggia remains around 
1340 lux on the outward facing north side and about 80 lux at the back of the room.  The projected mashrabiyya 
above the loggia usually acts as a horizontal shading device providing the occupants of the space with the most 
homogenous daylight distribution throughout the day.
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ABSTRACT: 

The issue of sprawl vs. compact city development has been a major concern 
in sustainable development. A compact city strategy emphasizes increasing 
density to save energy and create more livable urban forms; whilst a sprawl 
strategy emphasizes the need to provide space for gardens and family needs. 
Choosing either of these two strategies have some benefits and shortcomings 
depend on the condition the country and stage of urbanization processes.  

 In industrial and developed countries with low population growth rate, a 
compact form of the city may have the results as mentioned. Moreover, in 
these countries most cities are run out of suitable land for development. 
Nevertheless, in developing countries the situation is different. The rapid 
urbanization and increasing rate of demand for housing accompanied with 
very low building demolition rate, the emphasis on compact strategy will 
result increase in land price and therefore the growth of informal housing. 
As the land price increases, not only the poor lose their access to the land 
market, the government is not able to acquire enough land to intervene 
and control the land market or execute low income housing projects, that 
usually ends with uncontrolled urban sprawl which is not sustainable 
development.  
This paper has assessed this issue more deeply and present how cities can 
overcome this situation.

Keywords:Urban Form, Ruling Forces, Urbanization, Sustainable 
City
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1. INTRODUCTION: 
Urban planning evolved throughout the twentieth century, leading to a great variety of urban forms that often 

had little regard for their impacts upon the environment. In the ‘developed world’ this disregard is most evident 
in the rise of ‘urban sprawl’ as the primary form of urban development, one which has come under increased 
criticism in recent years not only because of its negative environmental impacts, but also social and economic 
effects (Burton, 2000; R. Ewing, 1997; Jenks et al., 1996; M. Hillman, 1996; M. Breheny, 1992; Elkin et al., 
1991; Newman and Kenworthy, 1989). This change has occurred in conjunction with an increasing awareness 
of human impacts on the environment, and the emergence of ‘sustainability’ as a concept of international 
significance. From the 1970s onwards, ideas of sustainability began to emerge in the urban planning literature 
and although somewhat ‘radical’ when first proposed, the 1987 World Commission on Environment and 
Development’s Our Common Future(1987), also known as the ‘Brundtland Report’, brought sustainability into 
the mainstream.

There has been wide ranging discussion about the important of achieving inter and intra generational 
sustainability. The debate has covered many issues related to population, agriculture and biodiversity, industry, 
energy consumption, global warming and pollution, equity in access to resources, and urbanism. While the 
whole range of environmental issue is important, and all are interrelated, it is the issue of urbanism that seems to 
provide the problem that is among the most intractable and difficult to solve. The significance of cities is not in 
doubt. As Elkin et al (1991) observe, ‘Urban centers are crucial to the functioning of the world economic order’. 
But although the problems are generally known, the complexity of cities, and differences in the urban experience 
of their inhabitants, lead to a variety of issues that make the search for effective solution a daunting task. 
Nevertheless, it is a task that needs to be under taken; a large part of the response to unsustainable development 
‘should come from the cities because that is where the most intense environmental damage is taking place, and 
it is there that many improvements can effectively be made’(White, 1994).

The idea of sustainable development led to a new form and strategy for urban development often known as 
“compact city”. Many believe that a compact form of cities has environmental, social and fiscal advantages 
and results energy savings (see Hillman, 1996, Thomas & Cousins, 1996, Frey 2001). In spite of academic 
supports of compact city strategy, practical evidence suggests that “these claims are at least romantic and 
dangerous and do not reflect the hard reality of economic demands, environmental sustainability and social 
expectations. The overriding problem with the compact city is that it requires us to ignore the causes and effects 
of decentralization, and benefits it may bring.” Thomas & Cousins, 1996.

This paper argues that the question facing planners, particularly in developing countries with fast growing 
cities, is not the choice between compact vs. sprawl city. Urban planners should have a deeper assessment of 
the situation, and by analyzing the forces affecting land use changes and density, adapt the appropriate policies 
and tools.

2. URBAN FORM AND SUSTAINABILITY:
The relationship between urban form and sustainability is currently one of the most hotly debated issues on 

the international environmental agenda. The way that cities should be developed in the future, and the effect 
that their form can have on resources depletion and social and economic sustainability, are central to this debate 
(Jenks et al., 1996).

Sustainability has been incorporated in urban planning theory, both through the promotion of a ‘compact 
city’ model for urban growth rather than ‘unsustainable urban sprawl’, and through a renewed focus on the 
importance of urban design, known as ‘New Urbanism’(Arbury, 2006).

It is necessary to establish exactly what is so ‘unsustainable’ about the current urban environment, most notably 
urban sprawl, as well as understanding what changes can be made to create more sustainable urban futures. 
Nelson et. al. (1995) have summarized the various definitions of urban sprawl in the planning literature to create 
a working definition of the concept as: ‘…unplanned, uncontrolled, and uncoordinated single use development 
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that does not provide for a functional mix of uses and/or is not functionally related to surrounding land uses and 
which variously appears as low-density, ribbon or strip, scattered, leapfrog, or isolated development.’ This low-
density, single-use, automobile dependent type of development has come to dominate the urban environment 
in the past fifty years, and was brought about by a combination of regulatory, economic and cultural factors. 
However, urban sprawl is now viewed in a far more negative light in the planning literature, frequently 
implicated as causing ‘…excessive land consumption due to under-valuation of open space, congestion due 
to increased commuting, and socioeconomic segregation due to exclusionary housing markets’ (Carruthers 
and Ulfarsson, 2002). Furthermore, sprawl development is now perceived as contributing to significant fiscal 
costs for infrastructure providers such as local government (Burchell and Mukherji, 2003), and public health 
problems (Kelly-Schwartz et al., 2004; Sturm and Cohen, 2004; D. Nozzi, 2003). 

As mentioned above, the main proposed alternative to urban sprawl has been termed the ‘compact city 
model’. This model differs greatly from conventional urban development (or sprawl) by focusing on urban 
intensification, creating limits to urban growth, encouraging mixed-use development and placing a greater focus 
on the role of public transportation and quality urban design. During the early 1990s, compact city policies were 
enthusiastically implemented by many planning authorities, particularly in the United Kingdom and throughout 
Europe, as they were linked to the goal of ‘sustainable development’, popularized by the 1987 Brundtland 
Report. However, at this stage there was limited critical analysis of whether the compact city could fulfill its 
promises in delivering sustainability. As a result, a heated debate regarding the compact city has dominated the 
urban planning literature since the mid 1990s, with many concluding: ‘…it appears that intensification policies 
are fraught with contradictions and difficulties’ (K. Williams, 1999).

These critiques of the compact city  model have not generally advocated strongly for a return  or continuation 
of urban sprawl, but rather question whether intensification can deliver on its promises of a more sustainable 
urban future, and also whether urban compaction is acceptable to the general public, and can be feasibly 
implemented (Breheny, 1997). The acceptability and feasibility issues of bringing such a radical change to the 
urban landscape should not be underestimated, particularly because urban sprawl is attractive at an individual 
level. Surveys of Americans by Time Magazine (Lacayo et. al., 1999) and the National Association of Home 
Builders (NAHB, 2000) ‘…show that most people want to have their own homes in their own lots’. The lure 
of a large house on a large lot, with good automobile access to facilities (even if they are located a long way 
away) is unsurprisingly attractive at the individual level, even if unsustainable at the city or regional level. This 
creates an unstable contradiction where on the one hand sprawl is encouraged through its attractiveness for 
individual homeowners and property developers, in many cases supported by public funding of infrastructure 
to service the developments or mortgage subsidies to promote home-ownership; but on the other hand the 
resulting sprawl causes an almost endless list of problems for cities and regions as a whole, including traffic 
congestion, loss of productive land, increased air pollution and spiraling infrastructure costs among others 
(Duany et al., 2000). What makes finding solutions particularly difficult for this problem is the complexity of 
‘compact city’ or ‘smart growth’ proposals, and the wide variety of proposed ‘solutions’ to the ‘urban sprawl 
problem’. Furthermore, there are inherent difficulties in finding an accurate definition of the ‘compact city’, and 
being able to analyze what is, and what is not, a compact urban form. Indeed, Burton (2002: 219) asserts that 
‘in seeking to provide empirical data to advance the debate, research on the compact city is hampered both by 
a lack of consensus on its meaning and by the absence of recognized indicators for measuring it.’ As a result, 
it is necessary to understand what constitutes a compact city and how the concept varies internationally, before 
an accurate critique of the concept is possible. Clearly, there is more to the ‘compact city’ model than just an 
increase in population density (E. Burton, 2002). As it has been proposed that an increase in dwelling density 
(B. Goodchild, 1994), the advancement of mixed-use developments (Williams et al., 1996), and a reaffirmed 
focus on the nature and quality of development (Elkin et al., 1991) are all important aspects in the creation of 
the compact city. As such, the compact city can potentially address more of the wider issues of sustainability 
than simply saving land from development.

 However, this also means that these wider claims of sustainability, such as improvements in quality of life, can 
be questioned on many different levels. Indeed, as the supposed benefits of the compact city become increasingly 
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diverse, hard empirical evidence which can back up these claims becomes increasingly sparse. However, urban 
planning literature does not suggest that the ‘compact city’ model should be completely discarded, but that all 
hope of achieving a sustainable urban form should not be pinned on just the one option. As Williams et. al. 
(2000) conclude, ‘The search for the ultimate sustainable urban form perhaps now needs to be reoriented to 
the search for a number of sustainable urban forms which respond to a variety of existing settlement patterns 
and contexts.’ A successful alternative to urban sprawl will need to overcome the contradiction between what 
residents of the city desire at the individual level, and their aspirations for the city at the collective level. This 
will require the creation of future housing developments that are attractive, affordable and sustainable – socially, 
economically, culturally and environmentally.

The divergence in opinion indicates that the implementation of the sprawl vs. compact cities needs to be 
treated with extreme caution. World Bank has argued that in Europe and the UK the search for a sustainable 
urban form has, to a certain extent, been ‘founded on conviction rather than rationality’. This conviction is 
grounded in the assumption that the changes needed to bring about strategic benefits will also bring about 
local improvements, particularly in the quality of urban life. Williams et al. explore this issue in a review of the 
process of urban intensification. They conclude that for the compact city to be acceptable, the benefits must be 
evident at the local level only by understanding and managing the inherent problems of adopting strategic aims, 
which have implications for every neighborhood, will intensification be acceptable to those already living in 
cities. Therefore, it is essential to know how is responsible to adopt these aims and how they can be made.

 Looking at this issue more deeply, the character of different forces ruling the city will emerge. These forces 
have a great influence in the process of cities development and formation. If planners ignore those in power, 
they assure their own powerlessness. Planners know this too well that if they understand how relation of power 
works to structure the planning process and be well informed about the current forces ruling the city, they can 
improve the quality of their analyses and empower citizen and community action as well. It is essential to 
continue this discussion and clarify different forces that can form the city.

3. FORCES SHAPING CITY:

Many people involved in producing urban places call on problematic which incorporate the idea that urban 
form is shaped by forces which originate outside the planners and decision makers world, imposing themselves 
on physical form whether we want them to or not. Bentley has categorized these forces in to four versions and 
he believes that this idea comes in various guises, intersecting and overlapping each other in a complex web 
within form-production culture as a whole (Bentley, 1999). His first version of force is called the Zeitgeist or 
‘Spirit of the Age’. This force changes the structural tissue and socio-cultural transition of the city, according 
to which history itself has ‘needs’ and follows certain inexorable laws. In fact, urban form is a response to 
these needs. In other words, urban form is a product created by social systems. The architect Richard Rogers, 
for example, gives a very clear example of an economistic version of this approach when he writes that, ‘Most 
contemporary architecture and planning are the product of stark economic forces rather than the work of a 
designer or a planner. Indeed, in this point of view, people are described as tools in the hands of social system 
and its transitions.

A second version sees the production of form as conceived in Mother Nature’s womb that is again outside 
the planners and decision makers’ powers. Factors such as climate and the natural, physical characteristics of 
building materials are affecting the built form. Of the English cottage, for example, it is told that ‘its designer 
is the English climate’, whilst more generally it is heard that, ‘for thousands of years wood and stone have 
determined the character of buildings.

 In a third guise, this problematic takes the view that built form is determined by technology. This idea, 
celebrated in books with titles like Mechanization Takes Command by Giedion 1967, is deeply embedded in 
the problematic which many people call on to make sense of urban form. As Peter Ambrose notes: ‘It was “the 
railways” that came in the middle of the last century and took so much city-centre land for their termini. It is 
“the motor car” that is generating the demand for out-of-town shopping centers’. Undoubtedly, only in the light 
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of new technologies, especially technologies related to humans and cargo transferring made it possible to have 
low urban densities and the formation of dispersed forms’.

In evaluating the effectiveness of the new technology, it is necessary to assist the intervention rate of 
government in physical changes in the city. In this regard, whether the governments have direct interventions 
in cities such as organizing the construction of green belt around cities or different policies in housing and 
urban land management or indirect intervention in implementing the economic and social policies always has 
faced with wide physical reflections. Nowadays, many people believe that actions of people with influenced 
or implementing different policies by powerful organizations, has more effective in transforming the physical 
fabric of cities than the new technologies factor. In fact, the effect of new technology in the formation of cities 
depends on degree of mechanization in the production process of urban spaces. In other words, the level of 
new technology by itself cannot explain the physical form of cities. But this factor can cause more capacity in 
creation of urban space. How the capacity in producing urban spaces should be used, depends on who has access 
to these facilities and what key role do they play in society.

Fourthly, at the most complex level from his point of view, there is the widespread version of this problematic 
which holds that ‘form follows function’ -surely the best-known slogan in modern design culture. As the 
American architect Louis Sullivan put it many years ago, ‘it was not simply a matter of form expressing function; 
the vital idea was that the function created or organized its form.

 This idea in large scale is not justified. To proof this issue, Bentley refers to the gradual process of manufacturing 
inhabitant centers and believes that, it is possible that in early stages the functional factors have been affecting in 
primary construction (like a military base or a water well), but later gradually other social, cultural and religious 
factors influenced on the process of the construction and formation of the physical tissue so that the affect of 
the early functional factor is not seen. In other words, in the city development process, gradually a set of social, 
cultural and religious factors are intertwined that can cause complication in the process of its development. In 
small scale, also we can see how the functions of old buildings are subject to change throughout history without 
changes in their formation. Many of these changes are the product of external factors (socio - cultural) and the 
activities that are happening around the buildings. For example, the Italian sociologist Maria Vittoria Giuliiani 
in his research on the conversion of the sixteenth century religious buildings to social housing in the city of 
Rome was concluded that, “Despite having unusual rooms in this buildings, in the occupants perspective they 
were very desirable “.

In the above viewpoints, the position of planner or decision maker and his role in shaping the built environment 
had been very weak. While all the above factors were affected by human interventions in the process of 
producing space. In fact, this means that while all external factors are important in the production of space, but 
it should be noted that these factors should not be operating as a manufacturer of space. They can be considered 
simply as factors determining the limitations or possibilities for interventions of humans’ actions. Therefore, the 
effectiveness of them on formation of biological centers depends on the action of humans towards evaluating 
the condition and using the knowledge to produce space.

Researchers have made other classification of forces shaping the city for example in 1978, Jean Gottmann 
described four categories of forces involved in cities’ life and form. These forces were demographic forces, 
economic forces, the impact of technological change and cultural variation. He mentioned that these forces 
modifies the society affect directly or indirectly (Gottmann, 1978). Few years later Johan G. Brochert described 
a similar classification as Gottmann but he described cultural variation as social differentiation (j.g. borchert 
et al., 1986). By 1993 this classification was extended to six major forces; globalization and the formation of 
continental trading blocs, the shift to the informational economy, the impact of transport technology, the impact 
of information technology, the new role of urban promotion and boosterism, the impact of demographic and 
social change (Hall, 1993). In general, we can summarize these forces to social, economic and political forces. 
These forces can influence the city development politics individually or as compound. In developing countries 
to continue the development process, the community is disposed to the economic dimension. Meanwhile due 
to weak management, the issue of land management can hardly be controlled, therefore stockholders and 
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landowners have the power to play a role in developing the city. This is way that in most developing countries, a 
compound political economic force is shaping the cities and Iran is not an exceptional in this base. These forces 
can sometimes make decisions influencing the development of the city to be stopped, reversed or go off track.

From a policy perspective, stakeholders influence decisions of whether and how the challenges in reforms 
of land and land use change should be. A World Bank review of lending practices from 2005, ‘Conditionality 
Revisited’ states that:

Careful review of the city’s political economy and of stakeholders’ concerns is required to identify the scope for 
a sustainable development. Given the complexity of city situations, such an assessment goes beyond a simplistic 
notion of ownership that presupposes a uniform government position or a full consensus.“

The recognition of the importance of the political economy context for sustainable development is accompanied 
by a growing emphasis on effecting policy change through dialogue and consensus building rather than through 
the use of somewhat blunt and often ineffective conditionality instruments.

A ‘Political economy force’ is understood as the interactions between political processes and economic 
variables. Stakeholders’ and landowners interests and the power relations between social actors obviously 
influence their support or opposition to the development. For example, if political economy forces are acting as 
the primary forces in the city, in order for them to gain more benefit and power from the current development 
situation, many reconstruction activities will take place at the core of the city, therefore the core of the city 
will be under a great pressure. In this case, many informal land use changes will occur and many historical 
building might be destroyed. It is the planners’ job to use the centrifugal forces to lead the population towards 
the suburbs in order to reduce the pressure and prevent the core of the city to be demolished. In continue more 
information is provided about the urbanization process along with centrifugal and centripetal forces helping in 
these processes. 

4. URBANIZATION PROCESS:

Since the second half of the nineteenth century, industrialization has been changing the face of society and the 
city. The extended family was replaced by the nuclear family, the laissez-faire state changed into the welfare 
state, and the development, first of trains and then cars, stimulated mobility. These changes led in turn to the 
process of suburbanization: density decreased in urban areas and the size of the urban realm increased. A rapidly 
increasing proportion of the population lived in urban areas, while the rural population declined as a result of the 
declining employment in agriculture. In terms of land use, multi-functionality turned into mono-functionality: 
housing, business, transport, and leisure became increasingly separated in place and time. People commuted 
over longer distances, but better transport meant that they did not have to spend more time travelling.   

Generally, there are three sources that affect the rate of urbanization. Natural increase in urban population, 
rural-urban migration and reclassification from rural to urban areas due to a population increase are these 
sources. It is extremely important in development policies to determine the share of these factors. When the 
major parts are explained by natural increase or reclassification, the issues of urbanization are not so serious. 
It is because a change in classification has few significant impacts on the real economy, and a natural increase 
in population can occur everywhere, not only in urban areas. In that sense, what makes urbanization issues 
more complicated is rapid rural-urban migration, which generally accounts for about 40% of urban population 
growth (NRC, 2003). One of the characteristics of urbanization in the developing countries is that rural-urban 
migration is the largest factor of population growth. On the other hand, the population growth in the developed 
countries is caused by natural increase (McGee, 1998). Population censuses in cities such as Sao Paulo, Cairo, 
Lagos, Bombay or Bangkok are out of date as soon as they have been completed (Girardet, 1992). This contrast 
with ‘mature’ cities such as London whose population has been virtually static for decades. While sustainability 
concerns in the emerging nations are associated with extremes of growth and size, in the developed countries 
they are more to do with the loss of population and the resulting decline and decay (Iimi, 2005).
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These increases in population can have different development phases as a result on cities formation. These 
phases are defined as follows (Priemusa, 2004):

•	Urbanization	is	said	to	take	place	when	the	population	growth	of	the	core	is	greater	than	that	of	the	ring	and	
the population of the agglomeration grows as a whole;

•	Suburbanization	is	said	to	take	place	when	the	population	growth	of	the	ring	is	greater	than	that	of	the	core	
and the population of the agglomeration continues to grow;

•	De-urbanization	is	said	to	take	place	when	the	decline	of	the	population	of	the	core	leads	to	a	decline	in	the	
population of the agglomeration;

•	Re-urbanization	is	said	to	take	place	when,	with	a	declining	population	in	the	agglomeration,	the	share	of	the	
core population in the total population of the agglomeration again increases.

Looking at these phases, two forces stand out prominently for population movement. The first group is made 
up of the centrifugal forces which impel functions to migrate from the central zone of a city towards, or actually 
to or beyond, its periphery, while the second includes powerful centripetal forces which hold certain functions 
in the central zone, and attract others to it. The centrifugal forces are made up of a combination of uprooting 
impulses in the central zone and attractive qualities of the periphery, while the centripetal forces focus on the 
central zone and make that zone the centre of gravity for the entire urbanized area(Colby, 1933).

Re-urbanizationDe-urbanizationSuburbanizationUrbanization

    

Fig 1: Urbanization process

In Iran, Two years after the Brundtland Report, compact city became a very important issue and it became the 
main objective of the government to have the cities more compact. This idea had a direct effect on changing 
some Laws and statutes of Iran’s Supreme Council of Urban Planning and Architecture. For example in 
September 1989 there was a change in the master and detail plan to encourage high building construction for 
cities with more than 200 thousand population. Nine years after, in 1997 there was a new law in order to prohibit 
the increase of urban boundaries until the full density realization of the approved detailed plans. These laws 
increased the price of land whilst most of the mega cities were facing rapid population growth simultaneously. 
Therefore, the middle class and the low class, which were the majority of the people migrating to these cities, 
could not afford housing and they were forced to migrate to suburbs. Due to the low accessibility to land and 
the demand for housing slums were formed. This had two major effects on cities development beside the 
effects that had on social, economic and environmental conditions of the city. The first effect was when the 
government decided to solve the housing problem with affordable housing projects. They were not able to buy 
any land inside the city so they had to buy the agricultural lands because of the lower price compared to other 
lands and change their land use to residential lands. With the money that farmers received by selling their lands 
they migrated to the city and invest their money on housing and keeping the housing market active. The second 
effect was some farmers refused to sell their lands therefore the government were buying any land that were 
suitable for their purpose without noticing that the city’s form is changing from compact to inharmonic sprawl 
form whilst their main objective was to have a compact city. Many similar decisions have been made having the 
opposite result that was expected. This is due to lack of information about urbanization process, forces ruling 
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the cities and other related knowledge. This is why planners have a very important role in the cities future by 
assessing the current situation.

Chart. 1 Land price in Shiraz city from 1990 to 2008
   (State Department of Housing and Planning, Office of building and housing economics,2008)

5. THE PLANNER’S ROLE IN SUSTAINABLE CITY

It is the planner’s responsibility to evaluate the degree of centralization or decentralization based on different 
factors and tools available. These factors can be force or forces governing the city, the urbanization stage, the 
geographical situation of the city. In addition, the required tools and instruments for determining the centralization 
indicator can be categorized in to measurement tools and control tools. Centralization measurement tools are 
required to measure indicators such as growth rate, productive land rate, environmental pollution degree, 
accessibility and transport system, infrastructure and public service cost, etc. to help the planner to adjust the 
require degree of centralization for the city in order to gain residents satisfaction and desirability of the city 
to achieve sustainability. Control tools are crucial to keep the situation stable. Beside these tools, laws and 
regulation should be compiled to get the best from the tools. 

An example to clarify this statement can be ‘Shiraz twin towers’. Shiraz is the fifth mega city located at south 
west of Iran. These days political economy forces are in power and the city is in the de-centralization phase 
where the core of the city is losing its population. The political and economical forces were achieved to get 
the permission for a thirty story commercial block to be built in the core of the city. The site is surrounded 
by many residential land uses and in order to have the required area for the site dozens of houses must be 
demolished to be joint to shape a bigger lot .The government believed that it was a superior opportunity for the 
city’s economical and political situation and it could prevent the population movement towards the suburbs. 
Therefore well-designed and historical house were demolished in order to achieve the required area regardless 
of any urban laws and regulation. This issue was the up-to-the-minute topic on that time and many debates took 
place between different organizations. Finally, a sign was placed at the area that showed all the organizations 
have accepted to have this commercial block developed at that location. The developer after doing some site 
preparation work received a great amount of money as loan from the bank to continue their work but they left 
the country with all the money. 

This is an example that shows the lack of measurement tools in order to choose the right place for this 
development, lack of controlled tools in order to have a development suitable to its place and surroundings and 
regulation to have a standard and sustainable development.

To say what it needs to be said in this paper, a sustainable city it is not a compact or a sprawl city but it is a 
degree of both. It is required to have a centralization gage that in one end, we have centralized city and on the 
other end we have decentralized city. The planner or the committee in charge is responsible to see what degree 
of centralization needs to be mixed with decentralization in order to have a sustainable city suitable with its own 
condition. Obviously, this mixture of centralization and decentralization is not same for all the cities. 
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6. CONCLUSION:

In an increasingly urban world, almost half the world’s total population and over three- quarters of the 
population of high-income countries now live in urban areas. While urbanization levels and trends closely 
mirror global patterns of industrialization and economic development, this is still a remarkable transformation 
when compared with the situation at the beginning of the 20th Century, when only 13 per cent of the population 
lived in urban areas and there were just sixteen cities in the world that contained at least a million people. Today, 
there are almost 400 cities around the world that contain more than a million residents and about seventy percent 
of these are in less developed countries. Rural–urban migration and the transformation of rural settlements 
into towns and cities have been important determinants of rapid urban growth in these countries. Over the 
time, different force takes the power to rule the city, while different phases of urbanization is taking place. The 
aim is to have sustainable development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own needs. Different issues of sustainability raised and urbanism becomes 
one of the hottest debates in this case. Getting the right policies, management and form for cities will be a key 
factor. With such a large proportion of the world population, the concentration of environmental problems, and 
consumptions of resources, cities clearly appear to be the most important location for action to help the goals 
of sustainable development. If successful policies and practical solutions can be found, then the benefit will be 
great. Sustainable development is today no longer an option but a key guiding principle for public and private 
developers and planners play a very significant role in achieving that.
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ABSTRACT: 
As early as 1960, planners, Sociologists, and geographers all around the 
world had given attention to the change in the urban patterns that showed 
itself in various districts of the city specially the central and inner districts 
due to upgrading,  renovation and renaissance processes.
The process had come to be referred to in the literature as “Gentrification” 
which refers to the process of turning a deteriorated and undesirable district 
into a place for “good living”. This is one ideology of gentrification, but 
not representative of its essential form. 
In order to penetrate the layers of this phenomenon, several theories had 
attempted to explain and develop an analysis of the change of the urban 
land market and its impact on the residential displacement avoiding the 
simple explanation of what is essentially a complex phenomenon. Empirical 
and theoretical arguments are taking place to give answers of the social, 
economic, and political consequences of gentrification.
The process of gentrification is a multidimensional phenomenon which 
includes socio-economic factors and also political status. The paper gives 
an illustration of the process in the intermediate cities in Egypt.
Gentrification takes place in the Egyptian cities in some deteriorated areas 
which occupied by lower and moderate income households.
The purpose of this paper is to present and penetrate the layers of this 
phenomenon, and the several theories that had attempted to explain and 
develop an analysis of the change of the urban land market and its impact 
on the residential displacement avoiding the simple explanation of what is 
essentially a complex phenomenon.
To achieve the goal of this paper, the research has been divided into tow 
parts. The first part presents the theoretical different views of the causes, 
effects and experiences of gentrification phenomenon. The second part an 
intermediate city has been chosen as a case study to discuss the phenomenon 
process through it (El-Fateh city).
Through a detailed survey to the whole city of El-Fateh in April 2009, 
Implied by the author itself with a team from the Regional Centre of Assiut, 
we could notice the districts that started to improve and attracted rich 
buyers from Assiut city.
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The survey of the various districts of El-Fateh city showed a different 
version of the gentrification process happens with different dynamics. 
The local government takes the initiative through a major urban renewal 
general planning project.
All the studies that focused on the phenomenon of the gentrification more 
than 30 years ago, concentrated on the cities in America, England and 
Canada, but not involved developing countries like Egypt in it.  
The actual gentrification process, through it may involve all of these actors 
to varying degrees, has not unfolded the different versions of it in different 
countries, nor is it likely to unfold in the future. The paper is an attempt to 
penetrate the process in the Egyptian cities. It is unique in the effects and 
reasons.

Keywords: Gentrification, residential displacement, housing market.
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

More than 30 years have passed since the term ‘gentrification’ was first used. According to the American 
Heritage dictionary of 1982, gentrification is the ‘restoration of deteriorated urban property especially in 
working-class neighborhoods by the middle the middle and upper classes. In similar vein, the Oxford American 
dictionary of two years earlier contains the following definition: ‘movement of middle class families into urban 
areas causing property values to increase and having secondary effect of driving out poorer families.’

As the terminology suggests, ‘gentrification’ connotes a process which operates in the residential housing 
market. It refers to the rehabilitation of working-class and derelict housing and the consequent transformation 
of an area into a middle-class neighborhood.

Much of the early research focused on immediate empirical questions: Where is the process occurring? 
How widespread is it? Who are the gentrifiers (their age, race, income, life-style, occupation)? This empirical 
documentation marked a first phase of research into a newly emerging process. With few exceptions, the focus 
was on the gentrifying middle class, not the displaced working class, and on the gentrifying neighborhood, 
not the location and fate of displaces. As such the emphasis was on effects rather than causes; the causes were 
generally taken for granted, but the effects were hailed by many as a timely answer to inner-city decay, and 
research was often oriented toward extrapolation of statistical trends and public-policy prescriptions.

The process of gentrification is much broader than merely residential rehabilitation, and as the process has 
continued it has become increasingly apparent that residential rehabilitation is only one facet of a more profound 
economic, social, and spatial restructuring.

What is necessary in this research is a statement and clarification of the theoretical issues in the gentrification 
propositions with empirical data.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW:

 Gentrification and urban gentrification denote the socio-cultural changes in an area resulting from wealthier 
people buying housing property in a less prosperous community, (Benjamin Grant, 2003). Consequent to 
gentrification, the average income increases and average family size decreases in the community, which may 
result in the informal economic eviction of the lower-income residents, because of increased rents, house prices, 
and property taxes. New businesses, catering to a more affluent base of consumers, tend to move into formerly 
blighted areas, further increasing the appeal to more affluent migrants and decreasing the accessibility to less 
wealthy natives.

Urban gentrification occasionally changes the culturally heterogeneous character of a community to a more 
economically homogeneous community that some describe as having a suburban character,( Nicole Brydson, 
2008). This process is sometimes made feasible by government-sponsored private real estate investment 
repairing the local infrastructure, via deferred taxes, mortgages for poor and for first-time house buyers, and 
financial incentives for the owners of decayed rental housing. 

Political action, to either promote or oppose the gentrification, is often the community’s response against 
unintended economic eviction, (Heather Mac Donald, 1993).  caused by rising rents that make continued 
residence in their dwellings unfeasible, (By Karin Pekarchik, 2001). The rise in property values causes property 
taxes based on property values to increase; resident owners unable to pay the taxes are forced to sell their 
dwellings and move to a cheaper community. Production-side theory

The production-side theory of urban gentrification derives from the work of Professor Neil Smith, explaining 
gentrification as an economic process consequent to the fluctuating relationships among capital investments 
and the production of urban space. From this derives the Rent-gap Theory describing the disparity between “the 
actual capitalized ground rent (land price) of a plot of land given its present use, and the potential ground rent 
that might be gleaned under a ‘higher and better’ use”.(Smith, 1987)

Everyone benefits from these tenuous and uneasy ... arrangements. Then, landlords becoming aware that they 
are sitting on gold mines, rush to cash in”(Cash, 2001).
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Professor Smith and Marxist sociologists explain gentrification as a structural economic process; Ley explains 
gentrification as a natural outgrowth of increased professional employment in the central business district 
(CBD), and the creative sub-class’s predilection for city living. “Liberal Ideology and the Post-Industrial City” 
(1980) describes and deconstructs the TEAM committee’s effort to rendering Vancouver, BC, Canada, a “livable 
city”. The investigators Rose, Beauregard, Mullins, Moore et al., who base themselves upon Ley’s ideas, posit 
that “gentrifiers and their social and cultural characteristics [are] of crucial importance for an understanding of 
gentrification”—theoretical work Chris Hamnet criticized as insufficiently comprehensive, for not incorporating 
the “supply of dwellings and the role of developers [and] speculators in the process” (Hamnett, 1991).

2. REASONS OF URBAN CHANGES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES:

The most basic structure of most Third world cities and the processes at work are quite different from those in 
Europe, or North America.

The most salient processes responsible for the origins and shaping of urban restructuring can perhaps be 
summarized under the following headings (Smith, 1985):

(a) Suburbanization and the emergence of the rent gap;

(b) The deindustrialization of advanced capitalist economies and the growth of white-collar employment;

(c) The spatial centralization and simultaneous decentralization of capital;

(d) The falling rate of profit and the cyclical movement of capital;

(e) Demographic changes and changes in consumption patterns.

3. THEORETICAL PENETRATION OF THE GENTRIFICATION PROCESS:

The ostensibly prototypical gentrifier is a single person or two-person household comprised of affluent 
professionals (Bale 1979). The neighborhood to be gentrified are deteriorated, and occupied by lower-and 
moderate-income, often elderly, households. These residential areas are located close to the central business 
district, and often have peculiar amenities such as views of the skyline, access to parks, or some historical 
significance. 

The gentrification process involves the purchasing of buildings by affluent households or by intermediaries such 
as speculators or developers, the upgrading of the housing stock, governmental investment in the surrounding 
environment, the concomitant changeover in local retail facilities, the stabilization of the neighborhood and the 
enhancement of the tax base (Beauregard, 1984).

3.1 The potential gentrifiers:

The explanation for gentrification begins with the presence of ‘gentrifiers,’ the necessary agents and 
beneficiaries of the gentrification process, and the direction taken by their reproduction and consumption. 
Without this group the whole process ceases to exist. Different types of housing stock might be rehabilitated, 
and diverse individuals and families displaced, but the characteristics of the gentrifiers are remarkably similar 
across specific instances of gentrification.

3.2 Creation of gentrifiable housing:

There are two issues here:

(a) The creation of gentrifiable housing,

(b) The creation of prior occupants for that housing who can easily be displaced who are unable to resist.

Vulnerable neighborhoods may begin as areas of working-class housing, housing for the middle class, or even 
mixed-use structures with a significant amount of housing interspersed.
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3.3 Location the gentrified:

The people most likely to be gentrified are those living in inexpensive but architecturally desirable housing 
near central business districts. They are living in these locations for a variety of reasons: the rents may be cheap, 
the location may hold historical and emotional significance, there may be spatial advantages in terms of private 
and public services needed for reproduction and consumption, or employment opportunities may be nearby. 

These individuals occupy housing which has the potential to be gentrified and, secondly, are themselves 
economically and politically powerless relative to the gentrifiers. The end result is that these households are 
easily exploited by landlords if they are renting, unable to resist ‘buyouts’ by the more affluent if they own their 
housing and unlikely to mobilize to resist local government encouragement of gentrification.

4. EL-FATEH CITY (THE CASE STUDY)

4.1 Introduction:

Fateh city is a new intermediate city incorporated to the list of the Egyptian cities for the first time in the 1986 
census as a result of re-categorizing a settlement called El-Nasereya in the past and converted it into a city. It 
has an area of 116 acre and a population of 14500 in 2009.

The city is considered as an entrance of Assiut city from the eastern side. It has a fantastic water front on the 
eastern coast of the river Nile and lots of urban spaces can accept wide range of population from Assiut city-
fig.1.(The general planning report, 2004).

Fig. 1 Location of El-Fateh

Fig.2 El-Fateh city is an entrance of Assiut

 

El-Fateh city 

Assiut City 
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Fig. 3 The boundary of the building area of the city 200

4.3 Creation of the gentrifiable area in El-Fateh city:

The most beautiful and attractive places in the city those which have a view of the Nile. At the fig. 4 the red 
circle indicated the places to be gentrified in the city due to its importance in the location of the city. We can see 
the views at pictures in fig. 5

Fig. 4 Potentially gentrified areas.
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Fig. 5 The view from the gentrified areas

4.4 How does the process happen?

The process of gentrification in those areas started when rich persons from Assiut city bought the land in front 
of the Nile from their owners who used to be farmers lived from a long time at those areas. They sold their land 
to get money to build their own buildings.. ( they sell half of their properties which has an advantage of  the Nile 
view and use the money to start building the other half). The rich buyers are totally different class from those 
who live the area. By the time lots of social and economic changes will happen.
In the neighborhood studies, average outmover income wasn’t precisely known, they don’t have monthly salary, 
and they don’t speak frankly about their income. We estimated the average outmovers’ income in lower middle 
range, typically between 5000 L.E to 8000 L.E a year. They all are farmers and workmen.
A range of family structures is reported among outmovers, and includes single individuals, both male and 
female, families with at least 4 children.
The study found that outmovers tended to resettle close to, or indeed within, the neighborhoods from which 
they moved. 
Inmovers are high class with stable jobs and sometimes they are businessmen who get at least 80,000 L.E per 
year.

5. Conclusion:

Most theories of global economic and spatial change develop models of class conflict in which some occupational. 
Age or life-style groups are pitted against others in the struggle for desirable land and buildings.
Tow diametrically opposed scenarios dominate discussion of the connection between integration and 
gentrification displacement in the city.
In the optimistic view, gentrification will not cause social conflict and will produce neighborhoods which are 
an exciting mix of different classes and life-style groups living together. A more pessimistic view holds that 
gentrification will force love-income minority or even majority groups out of desirable places in the city to less 
desirable areas, thus reducing their quality of life and diffusing and defusing their political power.
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ABSTRACT
A look at  the typical Egyptian urban form reveals that the compaction 
pattern with high density, high diversity of activities and mixed uses is the 
common form for the majority of Egyptian cities. (Acioly, 2000; Ibrahim, 
2008). In contrast, new cities have not only been built on a different pattern 
but also this pattern has no design references to the Egyptian context 
(Shalaby, 2003).  This paper, therefore, questions whether the new strange 
pattern is more sustainable than the existing one which suffers from deferent 
problems. The layout of these settlements ignores traditional planning 
principles for the desert environment. That is why it is widely agreed that the 
spatial strategies adopted by the Egyptian government for the settlements 
are not socially or economically sustainable (Gabr,1990; Ibrahim,2008) 
and will not be sustainable in the future (El-Zamly,1994).
There is widespread faith in the compact city model’s ability to promote 
urban sustainability (Burton, 2000; M.Jank, &Williams, 1996), high 
densities and mixed uses are the two key concepts formulating the overall 
sustainable patterns of cities and creating sustainable urban form. .
Methodology
Consequently, in order to answer the main question of this paper, the 
study will need to identify the sustainability of the current or future urban 
form in the new Egyptian cities and indicate the role of compaction on 
their. As this is a subject not covered previously in academic studies, a 
focus group was conducted, as a semi- structured discussion by a small 
group of knowledgeable academic professionals and experts to answer 
the misunderstandings within these issues. A poll survey was done with 
the aim of testing the questions and their logical flow and obtaining some 
preliminary outcomes.

Keywords: compaction, density, Egyptian cities, walking/cycling, 
connectivity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

    The current settlement strategy in Egypt is relatively new and seemingly borrowed from the West. Consulting 
offices from Western countries, were invited through the NUCA (New Urban Communities Authority) to plan 
and develop the first generation of new cities in accordance with governmental regulations (Salem,2007; 
Shalaby,2003) . This, therefore would most likely have had negative impacts on developing these cities 
(Hegab,1985). Therefore, critics questioned whether criteria and standards had been established for the creation 
of these cities. Indeed, development criteria and standards had been established that emerged from Law 49 
(1979) but there is no indication of the efficiency of these criteria (Hegab, 1985). The law is “blind” in not 
distinguishing between the principles of the low and medium- income neighborhood from those of the high- 
income (Focus Group, 2009). 
In view of the scale of prospective development, it is vital that we mobilize the knowledge which now exists 
to build communities in which people can lead happy, successful and sustainable lives, and which add to rather 
than detract from our civic and cultural heritage. Many of the development models used in the second half 
of the twentieth century failed to achieve these outcomes, and the theme of this paper is that the principles 
of sustainable development must be observed in the future if similar urban disasters are to be avoided in the 
coming decades. With the aim of testing the questions of this paper, and obtaining some preliminary outcomes, 
invitation emails were sent to 40 members who were selected as experts in research and praxis. The email had 
a one-page survey questionnaire as an attachment that generally measured their thoughts about the factors 
affecting the formulation of new settlements and cities in the Greater Cairo Region, as well as their rational 
opinions towards intensifying these cities. A pilot test was designed to assist the researcher to examine the 
forming of the groups, and help in moderating the session which was held at the Society of Egyptian Architects 
in November 2009.

2. URBAN FORM

A number of elements conspire to produce this outcome. One is a view on the part of some developers that 
sustainable developments are more complex and are therefore likely to be less commercially attractive than 
simply rolling out conventional layouts. Another is that maximizing the value which sustainable developments 
are capable of creating may require a longer- term commitment on the part of landowners, investors and 
developers than many are comfortable about making, subject to current business conventions and practices. 
Indeed, the very limited involvement of the investment sector within this area of the market is perhaps a 
symptom of the problem.
If there is a good commercial case for sustainable urbanism, of which landowners and developers need to be 
aware, it is equally true that many social benefits are associated with good urban design (Prince’s Foundation, 
2007) which governments and planning authorities need to take note of when issuing guidelines for urban 
developments in the coming years. 

2.1 Changing the Planning Process

Thus, the development of the new cities in Egypt was determined as a result of political decisions rather than 
“rigorous planning” (Remali, 1985). Elsadik (1992) argues that our reading of the detrimental factor affecting 
existing urban communities was the guide for the spatial segregation between uses in the new cities. The new- 
cities policy was, therefore, initially based on the separation of uses and principally the segregation between 
residential uses and administrative or sometimes, commercial uses (Barada, 1992), and this led to greater 
insight into how the planning process affects the formulation of urban form. As a result, many argue that this 
new product is not compatible with local citizen needs or environmental challenges, and therefore fundamental 
changes have recently taken place in the design of new Egyptian cities, particularly those within the greater 
Cairo region (GCR).
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2.2 Changing of the role of the developer 

Urban form is affected not only by non- appropriate planning standards, but also by the transformation of the 
planning process and the role of the developer. The new town programme was originally designated to be 
carried out and financed by public governmental funds and this led to ramifications in the planning process. 
Recently, in the late nineteen hundreds, the planning process witnessed considerable changes in its framework 
(Salem, 2007). Egypt has been pushed into transforming its economy to a free market economy because of 
huge pressure from outside forces (Bayomi, 2009; Stewart, 1999). The government sold large portions of un-
reclaimed public desert land to real estate developers to finance housing development with the support of major 
public and banks (Fahmi & Sutton, 2008). Most GCR new towns assets are sold to the private sector, leaving 
the arena of developing these towns in the hands of private developers. The new satellite cities around Greater 
Cairo, are now home to a growing number of resorts, golf courses, theme parks and amusement parks that offer 
tremendous entertainment facilities (Saoud, 2002).

2.3 Changing the urban form

As discussed above, the urban form of the new Egyptian cities has been influenced by various dimensions 
that ultimately produce a very low density pattern. None of these dimensions are aimed at producing a future 
sustainable community, but rather a modern (Focus Group, 2009), and profitable community (Bayoumi, 
2009). Consequently, it is remarkable that most of these dimensions affecting the urban form led to a very low 
density and a non- mixed-use pattern, in strong contrast with the concept of Egyptian traditional cities or the 
requirements of the desert communities.  
Due to the shortage of recent data, the study depends on measuring gross, urban and residential densities to 
describe what the current urban form of these new cities looks like. Yet, residential density is the best indicator 
describing the urban form because the other two are affected by factors such as the city role or function. As 
seen in figure (1), 10th of Ramadan, for example, is a very low – density city in terms of gross density (3P/F); 
however New Cairo is a relatively high- density city (NUCA,2008). This is because 10th of Ramadan city is 
designed as an industry centre and hence large areas are dedicated to non- residential uses, in contrast with the 
residential New  Cairo City (NUCA, 1989). Moreover, regarding the current state, 15th of May has the highest 
current urban density (52P/F) but this density does not reflect the real urban form of other cities because they 
include large areas for non- residential uses. Considering the residential density of Cairo districts that are similar 
to the new cities, their density varies between 250 and 350 person per feddan (Nippon Koei Co& International, 
2006), and this is far from the target density of most of the new cities. Therefore, these facts indicate how 
differently the new cities have been developed – they show that low density is a general feature of these cities.

Figure 1. Gross, urban and residential densities for the GCR new cities
Source; Based on (Nippon Koei Co& International, 2006; NUCA 1989, 2008)
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There is no correlation between street pattern type and residential density although density has a strong impact on 
land usage, and is also related to the presence of amenities within a district. The strongest predictor of residential 
density is land price, with higher densities occurring where land prices are high. Household affluence is the 
primary indicator of land consumption, followed by a household’s stage in the life cycle. The higher the income 
of a household, the higher the likelihood that it occupies a single-family detached house. Similarly, the presence 
of children is closely linked with the consumption of a detached house. Street patterns have never been associated 
with a specific residential density

3. SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES

A general assessment of the new Egyptian cities sees them as environmentally or socially sustainable. The 
new gated communities offer similar promises such as “healthy environment, comfort, convenience, various 
community services, peace and quiet” (Kuppinger & Collage, 2004) and a “ prestigious suburban lifestyle 
attained by common features such as a lush manicured, architectural character, security, and distinctive amenities, 
and service facilities (Yousry, 2009). The pace of upsurge of these luxury gated communities produces other 
new patterns that are not likely to be found in the rest of the Egyptian cities, therefore, the new communities 
around Greater Cairo that have witnessed “ an unprecedented boom in new desert development schemes of 
gated luxury communities”(Beards, 1995) are evidently not the traditional model, and perhaps not sustainable. 
Of course, some of these communities may succeed in attracting residents but they are still “ a city within a city 
‘(Yousry, 2009) which definitely creates shorter commuting on local scale but also leads to “longer commuter 
journeys and congestion”(Landman, 2000) on the city scale. Thus huge daily and weekly trips are generated 
between these communities and GC, and also within the new city itself. For example, in 6th October city, which 
includes a high number of gated communities, car ownership is relatively high (about 130 per 1000 capita) , 
while in other cities such as 15th May it does not exceed 42 per 1000 capita (Shourbagy, 2009). The problem 
becomes more complicated when it is coupled with the high rate of car ownership.

The poor level of purchasing for certain types of shops and commodities, the long distances between housing and 
services in the light of non- compactable public transportation system are reasons for creating new unplanned 
patterns of mixed use (Focus Group, 2009) .The new pattern is achieved by the distribution of commercial uses 
on scattered sites within the neighborhood, and it usually conforms to the vertical mixed-use prototype “living 
above shops”. Furthermore, a walkable mixed-use area or street is another pattern that is recently found in the 
new-city centre and some gated communities in the south-east of October City (NUCA, 2008). In practice, 
gated compound projects all have the creation of community through architecture and design as one of their lead 
themes in advertising and promotion. 
Factors that influence the choice to use motorized or non motorized transport are based primarily on two 
fundamental aspects of the way land is used: (a) proximity distance and (b) connectivity- directness of travel. 
Other factors, such as travel cost, environmental quality, and aspects of convenience and access are also likely 
influential. Figure (2) illustrates two distinct community designs. The top portion, above the large street that 
horizontally bisects the figure, depicts a traditional layout. The community of the top requires one to traverse 
large distances within the given street network to achieve actually relatively short straight- line distances (low 
connectivity). In contrast, the community on the bottom provides an interconnected street network and more 
direct and shorter pathways between where trips would start and end (high connectivity). The top community 
also possess lower density of land use per unit area and poor land use mix , whereas the  bottom community 
integrates, within small areas, more and different types of land uses.
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Figure 2. Two distinct community designs Spielberg. (1989)

3.1 Street Pattern 

Loop and cul-de-sac street patterns have evolved from 1900 to the present (see Table 1). Their geometry is 
adapted to the automobile excluding traffic at the local street level and permitting good flow at the collector and 
arterial levels. By contrast, the grid patterns that predate the automobile have required major adaptations such 
as one-way streets and traffic lights in order to achieve good automobile traffic flow. Contrary to the focuses 
group opinion, the curvilinear streets that are typical of conventional suburban subdivisions are not inefficient; 
they reflect an aesthetic preference and have little impact on land consumption. While irregular lot shapes do 
not pack efficiently, this is of relatively little consequence at low densities. In fact, for comparable residential 
densities, loop and cul-de-sac street patterns are more efficient than gridiron geometry pattern (which is why 
they are preferred by most developers). According to the technical literature on street planning, conventional 
suburban street layouts consume 16-25 per cent less land than the grids advocated by new urbanism (see table 
1.)

Table 1. Comparison of area used for streets, among four typical patterns

Street
Patterns
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 Loops and
Lollypops
(c. 1980)

Warped
parallel
(c. 1970)

Gridiron
(c. 1900)Traditional

( before 1900)
Street
patterns

Street
formations

76.3%72.6%68.6%65.0%Percentage of
buildable area

23.7%27.4%35.0%36.0%

 Percentage of
area for streets

On the other hand, when congestion occurs on arterial roads in a loop and cul-de-sac system, it is generally 
caused not by the street network but by the segregation and concentration of homogenous land uses such as 
regional shopping malls or office parks. However, street patterns like the loop and cul-de-sac, which are designed 
for the automobile, are poorly adapted to pedestrian traffic. Indeed, their discontinuity inhibits pedestrian access 
to facilities and amenities, while their curvilinear aspects lengthen and confuse walking trips. (CMHC, 2007).

4. SURVEYING ANALYSIS

Accordingly, the focuses group concluded that there are two burning contractions in the context of intensifying 
the new cities. The majority support intensification in terms of a better social environmental and economic 
viability but there are a few against this dogma. The poll survey simply asked professionals on their views 
towards intensifying new cities through three processes: infill development by mixed use, infill development by 
increasing density and outskirts development on higher density (see figure 3).

Most of these opinions support intensification by mixed- use development (90% of the total response) and 
building the new development on a higher density (85% of the total response). A small proportion holds with the 
third process, identification through increasing the density of the built – area (35% of the total response).
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Figure 3. Different views on intensifying new cities

4.1 Future Direction for Walkable Settlements

As stated in virtually all of the studies reviewed, settlement environment characteristics were related to walking 
and cycling for transport. The strength of the associations varied but was usually substantial. Virtually every study 
demonstrated associations between environmental variables such as density, connectivity, and land use mix and 
walking/ cycling. Residents from communities deemed high walkable according to environmental characteristics 
had higher rate of walking/ cycling in comparison to residents from low- walkable communities.
Correlation analysis and regression models that provide continuous measures of settlement characteristics 
can quantify the relation between settlement environment characteristics and nonmotorized transport while 
controlling for either or both individual and settlement sociodemographic variables (e.g., age, income, car 
ownership) known to be associated with walking and cycling.
Population density is among the most consistent positive correlates of walking trips, and employment density 
were independent positive correlates of walking rates for commuting and shopping purposes. An examination 
of 32 cities around the world revealed a positive association between city population density and the percentage 
of workers walking or cycling to work (Newman & Kenworthy, 1991). Land use mix, especially the close 
proximity of shopping, work, and other nonresidential land use of housing, appears related to greater walking/
cycling among residents. In contrast, long trip distances are negatively related to the likelihood of walking/
cycling. 
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Figure 4. Proposed ecological model of new settlement environment influence on walking and cycling

The walking and cycling infrastructure has been evaluated infrequently in relation to transport choice. Some 
empirical evidence suggests that sidewalks and bicycle paths increase the number of walking/cycling trips 
(Kitamura & Laidet, 1997) when sidewalk continuity is used as one of the criteria for determining settlement 
walkability It may also fruitful to examine interactions of environmental and psychosocial variables as well, 
in addition to the interaction of environmental and socio-demographic variables known to influence physical 
activity. Figure 4, shows a proposed ecological model of new settlement environment influence on walking 
and cycling. Double lines denote stronger relations; single lines denote weaker relations; dashed lines denote 
mediated relations.  

4.2 Walkability 

Satisfaction surveys of suburban residents often mention walkability. Walkability implies comfortable access 
to amenities such as schools, recreation areas, retail stores and workplaces. The presence of these amenities 
can be affected by a street pattern but clearly is not determined by it alone. However, in many conventional 
suburbs discontinuous, indirect and confusing street patterns of loops and culs-de-sac compromise accessibility. 
In addition, collector and arterial streets are inhospitable and unsafe because of high traffic volume, thus 
discouraging pedestrian use. Recent new urbanism-type subdivisions that have adopted the grid pattern create 
clearer and more direct pedestrian routes. Yet the amenities in these communities are generally beyond the five-
minute walking distance desired by today’s consumers. Walkability demands both a conducive street pattern 
and equally important, a proximate arrangement of land uses.
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Traditional Site                                            Cotemporary Site

Figure 5. Comparison between traditional and cotemporary site street

4.3 Street quality

 The perceived quality of a street depends on both physical and operational attributes, some of which are 
incidental, while others are designed. Street life, visual complexity, social status and population density are 
incidental attributes dependent on culture and history. On the other hand, safety, security, comfort, and a sense 
of enclosure are functions of design. In addition, physical attributes, whether designed or incidental may be 
reinforced or undermined by operational attributes such as the level of maintenance and cleanliness (Spielberg, 
1989). Taken as a whole, these attributes produce a memorable image and a pleasurable feeling in the user, 
expressed as sociability, walkability, and delight to the pedestrian and driving ease and safety to the driver (See 
figures 5 & 6).
Sociability of a street is critical to its quality. Informal contacts that develop into social networks are at the root 
of feelings of belonging and security, which are prime factors in resident satisfaction. Street activity cannot be 
designed but it can be encouraged or inhibited by certain street characteristics. The most negative influence on 
sociability is heavy car traffic, whose negative effect is proportional to its volume To the extent that a street 
pattern encourages speed, as a wide through street it will invite more traffic. To enhance sociability, particularly 
with regard to children’s safety and play, most traffic experts recommend discontinuous street patterns of the 
kind found in conventional loop and cul-de-sac suburbs. Such street patterns consistently show a lower rate of 
accidents and a higher level of perceived security. (CMHC, 2007)

Figure .6 proposed sustainable street (CMHC, 2007)
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4.4 Residential Street Pattern Design

A recent study by the IBI Group for Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC, 2007) concluded that 
the top three determinants of the amount of car use in the suburbs are: the number of people per household, 
the distance from the central business district and, above all, the number of cars per family. Car ownership is 
related to the number of persons per household, household income, and house size (an indicator of household 
wealth). Thus, car ownership, family size and household location have a far greater influence on auto travel 
than the type of street pattern, which ranked ninth in influence. While street patterns, ranked ninth in influence 
(CMHC, 2007).
For users, the two predominant suburban street pattern alternatives - loop and culs-de-sac or grids - have 
distinct advantages. Discontinuous streets with loops and culs-de-sac provide safety sociability and efficiency; 
continuous grid patterns provide connectivity and easy orientation. To create streets that provide all these 
attributes requires combining the two patterns. Such a combination would have the following characteristics:

It would return to orthogonal geometry for clarity of organization and directness of pedestrian access;
It would provide loops and cul-de-sacs for local streets for it would provide loops and cul-de-sacs for 
local streets.
It would use open space as a structuring element of the layout for connectivity, relief, comfort, water 
retention, interaction and delight.
It would adopt a road hierarchy of local, collector and arterial for distributing and moving car traffic 
effectively.
It would transform arterial roads from mere traffic conveyors to activity generators. The aim of this 
new combined street layout is to prevent non-resident through traffic, to maximize the number of 
houses on culs-de-sac and loops, to situate open space for maximum accessibility and to accommodate 
a range of housing types.

 5. THE SOCIAL CASE OF SUSTAINABLE URBANISM

It is true that many social benefits, especially in the form of reduced carbon emissions, reduction in crime and 
the fear of crime, improvements in health and well- being, and reduction in social exclusion and economic 
benefits are associated with important features of sustainable urbanism such as mixed tenure and mixed use.
The principles of sustainable urbanism are not yet being widely applied on the ground, the problem of delivery 
is multifaceted, however we would underline two key aspects: Property investors, developers and landowners 
suspect that sustainable communities, with their mixed use, mixed tenure layouts and precedence for pedestrians 
and public transport users over the car, are more costly to plan and develop; and planning authorities are not 
suitably well informed about the social, environmental and economic benefits which are associated with 
sustainable development. 

The focus groups  believes that if we can understand and apply time- tested principles, building in a sustainable 
way, we will reap improvements in public health, in livelier and safer streets and in a more affordable lifestyle 
for families and individuals. They also believe that the communities exhibiting these sustainable characteristics 
will increase, rather than decrease, in value over time. 
Pursuing the sustainable development required, whether socially sustainable, economically sustainable, 
physically sustainable, cannot be done in isolation. Where does it come from?

High quality urban design.
Sustainable architecture and planning.
Safe walkable transport- served neighborhood design.
Social mix through a wide range of housing types, tenures and prices.
  Value adding to subsidies low income housing. 
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6. Conclusion

The paper hypothesises that the current urban form in the new Egyptian cities makes them less sustainable in 
terms of environmental and social aspects. In order to test this claim, a review of some present facts and features 
with the theoretical principles presents a rational explanation of the sustainability of these cites. 
A focus group was also conducted with Egyptian professionals to provide a general assessment of the current 
pattern in the new Egyptian cities and define the process that could enhance their sustainability.
The non- efficient development standards produced for these cities and alternation of the planning process affect 
the coherence of the urban form. Obviously, neither the physical nor the social or environmental principles have 
been recognized in building these cities (Focus Group, 2009). This has resulted in social and spatial exclusion, 
high commuting, high energy consumption and traffic congestion on the regional road linking with Cairo.

6.1 General Finding and Outcomes

That is why most Egyptian professionals support intensification of the new cities, nearly all the professionals 
agree with infill mixed use or with building the new development with higher density. Mixed use intensification 
can be controlled by allocating when and where the mixed use should take place.
Finally, for new developments, this involves setting out a list of reasonable standards which emerge from the 
coherency of the traditional form. These standards should support compaction, particularly in the local levels 
(Becard, 1985).

Building the new communities should be on a high density and mixed use concept and through infill mixed 
use for the existing development. Yet more research and tests are required to define the outcomes of increasing 
conventional density on the quality of life of the built environment.
The contribution to walking/cycling behavior of attitudes and values regarding physical activities needs to be 
investigated, as to do methodological design strategies that control these variables. 

This study draws lessons from recent subdivision street pattern designs and from street patterns of historic cities. 
It examines how they function, how they fulfill residents’ needs and expectations, and how they accommodate 
environmental concerns. In developing an alternative pattern that integrates the most important and desirable 
attributes of each approach, the study concludes: first, that it is possible to maintain the efficiency and quality 
of the conventional suburb while adopting the geometry of the grid; and second, that it is feasible and desirable 
to combine the tradition of the main street and the convenience of the commercial strip in a zone of mixed 
land uses that both relies on and supports transportation. By fusing the street patterns of conventional suburbs 
with those of the traditional grid city, and by recasting the arterial street in the light of its activity generation 
potential, it is possible to create communities that are efficient, viable, livable, healthy and highly marketable.

6.2 Recommendations

Simply put, we wish to improve our cities with design, plain old good design. We also believe that the physical 
structure of our environment can be managed and that controlling it is the key to solving numerous problems 
confronting government today- traffic congestion, pollution, financial depletion, social isolation, and, yes, even 
crime. We believe that design can solve a host of problems and that the design of the physical environment does 
influence behavior.
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ABSTRACT: 

Sustainability aims to fulfil current generations’ needs without compromising 
the quality of life for future generations. This is primarily achieved through 
saving the environment, enhancing society and prospering the economy; 
hence industries and nations embarked on employing sustainability indices 
to measure their sustainability performance. 
This paper aims to explore and critically analyse the indices employed to 
measure sustainability performance in the construction industry and further 
to investigate their validity and reliability in measuring the sustainability 
performance during the various phases of the construction process. 
Literature review is employed to explore the various indices developed to 
measure the sustainability performance in general and in the construction 
industry in particular. 
Research in sustainability indices has generally increased dramatically 
in the last decade. A number of indices were developed to quantitatively 
measure the sustainability performance of nations/industries. These, 
however, were criticised for being contradictive and misleading in some 
instances. Furthermore, indices developed to measure the sustainability 
performance in the construction industry, were to a large extent concerned 
with the finished buildings and their environmental impact. Little evidence, 
however, could be established for employing and integrating sustainability 
indices for the construction industry along the various phases from 
conception to completion. 
The findings from this paper, will  feed in to the second stage of this 
research to help establish a qualitative international sustainability index 
for the construction industry to ensure the sustainability of the construction 
process along the various phases of construction.

Keywords: Construction Industry, Index, Sustainability, 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The construction industry plays a significant role towards achieving social and economic development at 

national and international levels. Socially, it constructs projects that fulfil the community needs and society 

requirements. In addition, it builds the infrastructure that enables these projects to perform their intended 

functions. Economically, the construction industry helps increase the gross domestic product (GDP), stimulate 

the development of other industries that depend on the construction industry as well as offers job opportunities. 

On the other hand, the construction industry has a negative impact on the environment. About 3 billion tonnes of 

raw materials and 40% of the total global economy are used in manufacturing construction materials worldwide. 

In addition, the construction industry is responsible for about 50% of the material resources taken from nature, 

40% of energy consumption and 50% of total waste generated. Large amounts of energy are consumed during 

the procurement of materials, construction activities and operating artificial heating and cooling systems (Anink 

et al., 1996; Othman, 2007). The increasing recognition and the universal calls for sustainability have called 

for the construction industry to be more sustainable through constructing projects that save the environment, 

enhance the society and prosper the economy. For this reason industries and nations worldwide developed a 

number of indices to measure their sustainability performance. 

2.  Research Aim and Methodology

This paper aims to investigate and critically analyse the indices used to measure the performance of 

sustainability in the construction industry and further to study their validity and reliability in measuring the 

sustainability performance during the various phases of the construction process. A comprehensive literature 

review is carried out to achieve this aim. Literature review is used to (1) review the concept of sustainability, 

(2) investigate the environmental, social and economic dimensions of sustainability, (3) study sustainability and 

the construction Industry and (4) The Rationale of a Sustainability Index in Construction.  Literature review 

resources depended on textbooks, professional journal and magazines, conference and seminar proceedings, 

dissertations and theses, organisations and government publications as well as Internet and related websites. 

3.  Sustainability Overview and Importance

There are more than 70 different definitions for sustainability (Pearce et al, 1989; Holmberg and Sandbrook, 

1992) due to the different academic fields and disciplines that have their own definitions and approaches. 

However, all definitions agree that it is important to consider the future of the planet and there are many ways 

for humans to protect and enhance the Earth while satisfying the needs of various stakeholders (Boyko et al, 

2006). The commonly used definition of sustainability is developed by the World Commission on Environment 

and Development (1987) which stated that sustainability is the ‘development that meets the needs of the present 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’. This definition calls for creating 

a balance between continuing in business and seeking profitability but not at the expense of the environment 

or society’s needs (MaSC, 2002). Sustainability is focused on improving the environmental quality, enhancing 

social prosperity and improving economic performance (Addis and Talbot, 2001). The increasing recognition 

among leading scientists, the public and politicians that the planet’s resources are consumed in ways that exceed 

its long-term capacity of use and this practice will undermine the vital life support system of the planet. This 
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scenario emphasized that sustainability has its effects on both the local and global populace. Sustainability is 

considered as a global issue and it requires a global solution (Ugwu & Haupt, 2007). There is an increasing 

pressure on the need to achieve sustainability and the relevant authorities must formulate effective ways to 

achieve sustainability and to be implemented as a cornerstone for future policies (Kühtz, 2007). This is what 

that makes sustainability an important issue as being debated in large scale interests all over the world. 

3.2  Sustainability Dimensions 

There are three dimensions of sustainability, namely environmental, social and economic dimensions see 

figure 1.

Figure 1: Dimensions of Sustainability

3.2.1  Environmental Dimension

Although the construction industry makes a vital contribution to the social and economic development of 

societies through providing building and infrastructure projects, it has major impacts on the environment. It is 

a very large consumer of non-renewable resources, a substantial source of waste, a polluter of air and water, 

and an important contributor to land dereliction (Friends of the Earth, 1995; Roodman and Lenssen, 1995). 

According to Anink et al (1996), the construction sector is responsible for 50% of the material resources taken 

from nature, 40% of energy consumption and 50% of total waste generated. This called for improving the 

construction industry to improve its performance to minimise the negative impact on the natural environment 

(Cole, 1999; Holmes and Hudson, 2000). This dimension focuses on:

Reducing waste, effluent generation, emissions to environment.•	
Reducing impact on human health.•	
Using renewable raw materials.•	
Eliminating toxic substances.•	
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3.2.2  Social Dimension

Social sustainability looks at responding to the needs of people, providing high customer satisfaction 

and working closely with clients, suppliers, employees, and local communities (Cooper and Stewart, 2006). 

Sustainability plays a powerful role in the social level through having the ability to provide access to good 

education, creating goodwill, improving community consultation and promoting interest in various fields. This 

dimension focuses on:

International and national law.•	
Workers health and safety.•	
Urban planning and transport.•	
Local and individual lifestyles and ethical consumerism.•	
The relationship between human rights and human development.•	
Corporate power and environmental justice.•	
Global poverty and citizen action.•	
Impacts on local communities and quality of life.•	
Benefits to disadvantaged groups (e.g. disabled and low earners). •	

3.2.3  Economic Dimension

The economic aspect of sustainability focuses on the importance of stable economic growth. It means working 

within the capacity of the natural environment, adopting measures from fair and rewarding employment through 

to competitiveness and trade (OGC, 2007). This dimension aims to:

Integrate ecological concerns with social and economic ones.•	
Improve quality of life.•	
Provide opportunities for local businesses.•	
Increase market share due to an improved public image.•	
Create new markets and opportunities for sales growth.•	
Reduce cost through improving efficiency and reducing energy and raw material inputs.•	
Create additional added value.•	

4.  Sustainability and the Construction Industry  

The concept of sustainability has become a cornerstone for the majority of construction developments and 

socio-economic activities in the built and natural environments. It is argued that in 1992, sustainability was 

mainly addressing the strategic level, whereas in 1994 the concept of sustainable construction was introduced 

at a tactical level in the building sector (Fernández-Sánchez and Rodríguez-López, 2010). 

Sustainable construction is defined as the contribution of construction to sustainable development, which 

includes profitability, competitively, greater customer satisfaction, protecting the environment, and efficient 

use of energy etc. (Pitt et al., 2009). Buildings, however, are criticised for being a demand-led commodity, 

hence, constructed with shorter life expectancy and being dominated by mechanical, electrical, and electronic 

equipments (Bon and Hutchinson, 2000). This perception of property as a commodity, however, is claimed to 

have been changing to emphasise sustainability related characteristics and performance aspects as important 
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determinants of a property’s worth and market (Lorenz et al., 2007).

Attempts made to introduce sustainability in the construction industry, have been reportedly confronted with 

the challenge for achieving profitability and competitiveness. This is to a large extent attributed to the tendency 

among clients and policymakers to perceive sustainability as primarily concerned with adding on expensive 

elements such as PV panels or geothermal heat pumps etc. (Edum-Fotwe and Price, 2008). This may arguable 

be true when sustainability features are ‘tacked onto otherwise fairly conventional designs (Bordass, 2000). 

For sustainable development to be effectively attained, it is argued that the social, economic, as well as 

the environmental aspects need to be appropriately addressed (Fotwe and Price, 2008). Nevertheless, while 

the issues for exploring environmental sustainability are argued to be well known and ‘rehearsed’; the social 

and economic aspects of developments are said to be less ‘appreciated; suggesting sustainability trade-offs 

(Edum-Fotwe and Price, 2008; Lombera and Aprea, 2010; BREEAM, 2010). This conventional understanding 

of sustainable development, based on the three pillars model is criticised for being flawed as it implies that 

trade-offs can always be made between environmental, social, and economic dimensions of sustainability 

(Adams, 2006). Hence, the translation of objectives and policies into procedures and principles of operation is 

perceived crucial to ensure the successful implementation of sustainability (Standing and Jackson, 2007; Pitt 

et al., 2009). 

Form a cost perspective, it is anticipated that cost savings can be optimised when sustainability measures are 

incorporated and addressed at the conceptual design phase using an integrated design team. This is particularly 

important in order to ensure that the project is designed as ‘one system’ rather then a ‘collection of stand-alone 

components’ (Edum-Fotwe and Price, 2008; Reed and Gordon, 2000) – Figure 2. Further economic benefits of 

sustainable buildings have been identified to include reduced operating costs, reduced waste, reduced liability, 

enhanced productivity and learning, reduced social costs (Edum-Fotwe and Price, 2008).

Figure 2: Relationship of cost and ecological design in a typical development scenario
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5.  Sustainability Indicators in Construction

Indicators are measures which enable information on complex phenomenon to be simplified, the main 

functions of which include quantification, simplification, and communication (Fernández-Sánchez and 

Rodríguez-López, 2010; Lombera et al., 2010). According to Strange and Bayley (2008), indicators may be 

qualitative and/or quantitative measures; which are used to signal and pre-warn against a particular condition to 

allow decision to be taken. There are several attempts to measure the extent to which the construction industry 

was sustainable; e.g. BREEAM (UK), LEED (US), NABERS (Australia), FTSE4 Good Index, Morley Fund 

Management’s Sustainable Matrix etc. (Pitt et al., 2009). Further indicators included Design Quality Indicators 

(DQI), M4I key performance indicators, and housing quality indicators (Edum-Fotwe and Price, 2008). 

The majority of attempts to implement sustainable development in construction, however, are criticised 

for using sets of objectives that are “dissociated” from the description of the sector; and consequently resulted 

in a trivial number of interrelated metrics (Kohler, 2006). Furthermore, the indicators were criticised for 

only measuring the ‘measurable’, and consequently were not sensitive to context, and hence lacking proper 

frameworks (Edum-Fotwe and Price, 2008; Kohler, 2006). 

According to Barrera-Roldán and Saldívar-Valdés (2002), criteria for selecting indicators should be based on 

a logical framework of ‘action-response’ relationship between the economy, society, and environment; should 

identify ‘what’ is being measured, and is expected to further allow comparisons to be made.   In this context, 

sustainability indicator could be perceived as a means for meeting sustainability targets; as well as controlling 

and monitoring the progress over time (Fernández-Sánchez and Rodríguez-López, 2010).

Currently, there are more than 70 tools based on sustainability indicator systems for evaluating building 

projects. These are criticised for their uncertainty and subjectivity; and predominately assessing the environmental 

aspects of buildings (Fernández-Sánchez and Rodríguez-López, 2010). Halliday (2008), however, argued that 

‘cost’ is the primary aspect of discussion on sustainable building; claiming that sustainability proponents have 

committed few resources (if any) to the proof from which real benefits in the sustainability tri-polar could 

follow. Hence, making it difficult to determine whether it really costs more to build in a genuinely sustainable 

manner (Halliday, 2008; Cole, 2000). Furthermore, in the case where additional costs were recorded, the samples 

were relatively small and may be limited to one case study; which makes the results questionable. In the UK 

for example, it was reported that energy efficient and environmentally friendly buildings cost between 5-15% 

more to build from the outset, however, this assumption was not backed up by any empirical results (Bartlett 

and Howard, 2000). This notion was inline with the criticism noted by Edum-Fotwe and Price (2008) that the 

results of buildings studied did not reveal whether the additional costs marked were the result of good design 

or a poor one.

Many beneficial features of sustainable construction are argued to have little or no additional capital cost; 

and yet could deliver cost benefits. This may be achieved through transferring expenditure to design time 

rather than committing resources to mechanical services equipments, which arguably take an increasingly large 

amount of the cost of buildings (Halliday, 2008). In this context, e.g. high insulation levels, and passive moisture 

management is expected to cost more elementally, nevertheless require minimal heating and ventilation systems. 

Hence, resulting in both capital as well as running cost benefits (Halliday, 2008).
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6.  The Rationale of a Sustainability Index in Construction

The measurement of sustainable development is perceived as an essential prerequisite for promoting 

a sustainable society. Nevertheless, despite the considerable attention devoted to sustainable development 

indicators (SDI); newly developed SDI sets have always been experiencing difficulty in gaining wide 

acceptance (Mitchell, 1996). Furthermore, sustainability indicators in general have been criticised for failing 

to fulfil fundamental scientific requirements; which consequently could mislead sustainability on a policy 

level (Böhringer and Jochem, 2007; Mitchell, 1996). In addition, it is argued that normalisation and weighting 

of indicators are generally associated with subjective judgements without systematically assessing critical 

assumptions (Lombera and Aprea, 2010). 

It is envisaged that in order to allow successful measurement of sustainable development, it is essential to 

first place the identification of operational indicators that provide manageable units of information on economic, 

environmental, and social conditions (Böhringer and Jochem, 2007). In the same context, it is imperative to first 

agree on the SD definition and the associated interpretation, to identify ‘who’ these indicators are intended for, 

and ‘who’ will act on the information these indicators convey. Furthermore, SDIs are advised to be accompanied 

by a target value identifying desirable conditions and threshold values identifying problem, and critical levels 

(Mitchell, 1996). 

The sustainability measurements noted in literature were mainly used to evaluate existing buildings 

(new and/or refurbished) – (e.g. BREEAM, 2010). Apart from one attempt to make sustainability one of the 

management areas to drive construction projects towards sustainable construction practices (Khalfan, 2006); 

no application of sustainability practices across the construction supply chain was evident in literature. In this 

context, sustainability was mapped across the construction process protocol phases (PP, 2000); in order to set 

out a framework to drive sustainability along the construction process (Khalfan, 2006). While, this may be an 

encouraging attempt; it is too generic, and hence, making it difficult for ‘users’ to apprehend during the actual 

implementation of sustainability management and consequently any associated assessment to be carried out. 

In addition, it does not specify who or when exactly these activities should take place, and how these are inter-

linked with other activities within the process protocol. Furthermore, Khalfan (2006) argued that indicators 

would vary from project to project; this however, would prevent comparisons and benchmarking to take place 

on an industry wide of policy level.

In order to address the short comings noted in the current sustainability indices in general, and in the 

construction industry in particular, with particular emphasis on the ease of understanding and use, this paper 

attempted to first identify and map the main issues across the construction process. Using a qualitative approach 

- content analysis, this paper, teased out the main sustainability issues raised in extant literature, and categorised 

these in light of the tri-polar of sustainability: economic profitability, environmental responsibility, and social 

awareness (Figure 3). 

At the economic profitability level, projects and built facilities have to be delivered on time, defect free - 
and materials used in an efficient way to reduce waste and rework. In addition, life cycle cost of materials, 

equipment and technology required has to be considered through selecting durable, maintainable, 

repairable, controllable and recyclable elements. Furthermore, investors and stakeholders concerns 
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have to be considered throughout the different stages of the project life cycle to produce products 

that meet their expectations and fulfil their needs. Finally, economic profitability of projects could be 

improved through research & development to overcome shortcomings and learn from feedback and 

learned lessons.

At the environmental responsibility, designers and construction professionals are required to consider - 
water treatment, efficient use of resources and energy consumption, reducing pollution generated from 

their projects as well as saving soil and biodiversity. 

Towards raising social awareness, designers and construction professionals, have to involve clients - 
and end-users in the design decision making process, take precautions in their design and project 

execution to reduce crime and vandalism, information technologies have to be utilised to facilitate 

communications amongst different project stakeholders. Society improvement in terms of education, 

training, security, accessibility, safe working conditions and supply chain management have to be 

considered during design and construction.
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Further categorisation of sustainability measures across the various construction phases, however, is 

needed to help set measures across the different phases. Hence, further mapping was carried out to help guide 

measuring sustainability along the various stages of construction:  inception, design, construction, operation, 

and the demolition phase (Figure 4):

During the inception phase, three main strategies are needed to ensure that the project is sustainable. - 
These include sustainability policy statement, procurement policy, and management policy.

The design need to address issues such as simplicity, energy conservation, air quality, flexibility/- 
adaptability, design for recycling, passive design etc. (Figure 4).

During the construction phase, it is imperative to minimise disturbance, ensure safety awareness, - 
eradicate offensive behaviour, minimised defects and rework, and eventually deliver on time.

The operation/occupancy phase, require for example efficient operation and management procedures, - 
handover training need to take place, environmental performance and occupant satisfaction need to 

be measured and assessed accordingly. This should also take into consideration issues such as the 

reduction of crime and vandalism, accessibility, and after sale support.

Last but not least, demolition and recycling need to ensure the efficient reuse of resources, and - 
minimisation and constructive use of waste,

The categories identified in Figure 4, were concluded from extant literature and are by no means exhaustive; 

further research is expected to quantitatively conclude and prioritise a set of industry wide indicators.
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations

In spite of the vital contribution of the construction industry towards achieving sustainable development 

objectives at both national and international levels, the construction industry is not only a very large consumer 

of non-renewable resources and energy, it is also a substantial source of waste, carbon emission and pollution 

as well as land dereliction and ecological destruction. The increasing recognition and the universal calls for 

sustainability called for the construction industry to more sustainable. 

The implementation of sustainability within the construction industry, however, has been faced by challenges 

with regards to feasibility and practicality. This is exacerbated by the lack of proper indicators and measurements. 

While there are a set of indicators to measure the sustainable development within the construction industry, 

these mainly targeted existing buildings, with no clear evidence about embracing sustainability practices across 

the whole construction supply chain from inception to demolition. This paper employed a qualitative approach, 

content analysis, to tease out the sustainability nuances across the different phases of construction. Further 

research is expected to quantitatively conclude and prioritise a set of potential industry wide indicators to help 

measure and benchmark sustainable practices across the construction industry.
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ABSTRACT: 

Geographical and political research on urban service delivery—who 
benefits and why—within the context of territorial justice (the relationship 
between provision and need) has proliferated during the past three decades. 
Some scholars have investigated what factors account for higher levels 
of service in certain neighborhoods and focused in particular on the role 
of distributive politics. Others have examined patterns of accessibility 
to certain services and the geographic relationship between service 
deprivation and area deprivation. Until recently, this was predominantly 
explained by the notion of un-patterned inequality. 

Overall, the empirical urban service delivery literature is not characterized 
by a particular attention to the importance of method, apart from a 
discussion of conceptual issues such as defining need versus provision. 
Specifically, there has been scant attention to people preferences and 
willingness to pay for different public services.

This paper emphasizes on the role of economic valuation techniques on 
increasing the quality of life of the residence by realizing their preference 
and willingness to pay for a use or none use value like public services.   

Keywords: 
Hedonic Pricing, Choice experiment, Public services, Sustainable city
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Sustainability is an issue for all communities, from small rural towns that are losing the natural environment 
upon which their prosperity depend, to large metropolitan areas where crime and poverty are decreasing the 
quality of life. Sustainability can be defined in any subject, but in urban and spatial planning sustainability is 
connected to the quality of life of residence in the city. Sustainability is associated with the economic, social and 
environmental systems that make up the community, which should provide a healthy, productive, meaningful 
life for all community residents, in present and future.

The importance of sustainability in cities rises because every year more and more people worldwide end 
up living in cities. Before 1950’s about one-third of the world population lived in cities but since then this 
proportion has increased to more than two-thirds of the world population and this trend will intensify. The 
environmental implications of this are enormous, making some issues (public transport) easier to deal with, and 
some (equal access to services, air pollution, total energy consumption and overall quality of life) a great deal 
harder. As mega cities such as Shanghai, Sao Paulo and Mumbai grow, we have no choice but to learn to live 
together in sustainable ways. 

In developed countries like UK, some indicators that have been used to measure the degree of sustainability 
are life expectancy from birth, residence satisfaction with green space, education, residence satisfaction with 
local bus services, air quality, ecological footprints, etc. Looking at these indicators, we can observe the 
importance of public services such as hospitals, schools, parks, public transportation etc, in city’s sustainability 
and residents’ quality of life. However, the empirical urban service delivery literature is not characterized by a 
particular attention to the importance of method, apart from a discussion of conceptual issues such as defining 
need versus provision. Specifically, there has been scant attention to people preferences and willingness to pay 
(WTP) for different public services. 

In this paper, two different economic valuation techniques have been explained that have the ability to be 
used as a method to address people preferences and WTP for different public services that can lead to increase 
the quality of residence life by giving information’s such as the quality and quantity of different services.

2. ECONOMIC VALUATION: 

2.1 The Use of Economic Valuation:

Assigning money values to the outcomes of choices about policies, projects and programs has been a major 
concern for many politicians and authorities. One of the most important contexts for these choices is that of cost 
benefit analysis (CBA) or benefit analysis or damage analysis. CBA Seeks to measure the benefits and costs of 
a policy measure, such as setting a new environmental quality or food standard; or the benefit and the cost of an 
investment such as a new road, park or release of a new drug. Benefit or damage analysis might be used simply 
to demonstrate that a policy secures major public gain or to determine cost in the case of liability for a major 
accident. However, these uses of economic valuation are not the only context in which it might be used. Table 
1 lists the various contexts, with examples relevant to UK.(Ian J. Bateman et al., 2002) 

Three Broad categories of economic valuation are distinguished; revealed preference (RP), state preference 
(SP) and benefit transfer (BT), which relies on estimates from SP and /or RP studies. Some applications are far 
more developed in some countries than in others. Thus, monetized green national accounts exist for a number of 
developing countries, the US and Japan, but not for the UK. The use of economic valuation has been standard 
in the US for damage assessment but less so in UK. Some use of valuation has been made in the context of 
water abstraction licensing decisions and in valuing the damage from air pollution and noise (EFTEC, 1998). 
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In the US, many federal regulations require a CBA. In the UK, Monetary valuation is used whenever feasible 
in Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA) of national and European community directives. The UK appears to be 
unique in using economic valuation techniques to inform decisions about the rate for potential environmental 
taxes. Using valuation techniques to help determine policy priorities has some history in the UK but has been 
used fairly widely by the World Bank in guiding environmental action plans, and has played a role in the 
European Commission’s deliberations on the sixth Environmental Action Plan. Therefore, economic valuation 
has a very wide potential application.

Table.1   Applications of economic valuation techniques
The foundation of economic valuation

Context Comment
Type of valuation 

likely to be relevant

Cost benefit analysis: 
projects and programs

This is the context in which CBA was 
originally developed. Usually public investment 
projects in public or quasi-public goods

RP,SP,BT

Cost benefit analysis: 
Policies, including 
regulations

A more recent focus in the UK but RIA 
now required for all regulations. Traditional for 
mainly RIA in the US

RP,SP,BT

‘Demonstration’ of the 
importance of an issue 

Usually used to estimate economic damage 
from some activity, e.g. behavior towards health, 
pollution, noise

Usually BT only

Setting priorities within a 
sectoral plan

Used for priorities road investments Usually BT only

Setting priorities across 
sector

Rare Mainly BT

Establishing the basis 
for an environmental tax or 
charge

Recent UK experience appears to be 
unique, e.g. landfill tax, possible pesticides tax, 
aggregates tax 

Mainly BT but can 
include original RP 
and SP

‘Green’ national income 
accounting

Only utilized in a minor way in the UK Usually BT only

Corporate green 
accounting

A few studies exist, but even fewer are public BT only

Legal damage 
assessment 

Not used in UK but extensively used in the 
US

RP,SP,BT

Estimating discount rates
Used in health literature and to derive 

discount rates in developing countries 
SP

Notes:

RIA= Regulatory Impact Assessment

RP = Revealed preference

SP = Stated preference

BT = benefits transfer

Table 2 shows the potential use and the questions that are being answered through the use of valuation 
techniques. Policy analysts emphasize the need to establish at the outset some framework for the comparison of 
the criteria of a ‘good’ policy (project, program and so on). A typical example of accessibility to a park is given 
below, which reveals the nature of trade-offs in all choices. The alternative policy can be given with different 
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distance to a residential place from 800m, 1200m and 1500m. The criteria, by which the desirability of changes 
in accessibility to a park could be judged, might be the effect on air pollution, health cost and maintenance cost. 
Since air pollution and health cost will be reduced with increase in number of parks, but the maintenance cost 
will increase, there is a tradeoff between the criteria. What is required is some mechanism for trading-off the 
air pollution, health and maintenance against the opportunity cost (development value of the land), that is, it is 
required to know at what rate the benefits of health increase and pollution decrease can be traded for increased 
cost in maintenance and cost development values. Economists adopt preferences, as revealed through WTP, as 
the means of making the trade-off. 

    

Table.2 the potential use and the questions that are being answered through the use of valuation 
techniques.

Potential use of valuation 
techniques

Questions that are being answered through the use of 
valuation techniques

Cost-benefit analyses of •	
projects, programs and 
policies;
The demonstration of the •	
importance of an issue;
Priority-setting within a •	
sector;
Priority-setting across •	
sector;
Determining marginal •	
damages as the basis for 
an environmental tax or 
charge;
Green national income •	
accounting;
Legal damage assessment •	
(liability); and
Determining discount rates;•	

Investment and policy expenditure issues•	
Is Project A, policy B, or program C ‘worthwhile’?- 
How might a choice be made between alternative - 
policies and projects?
How might compatible projects and polices be ranked - 
in order of ‘worth’?
How might the constituent parts of a program be - 
chosen so as to maximize net benefits?
How large should a given project or a program be?- 
On what scale should a policy be implemented? Or, - 
what is an appropriate standard or target for a policy 
measure?

Taxation issues•	
How large should a given environmental tax be?- 

Prioritization issues•	
How important is a given issue?- 

2.2 Choosing Between Economic Valuation Techniques:

The array of the economic valuation techniques ranges across revealed preference (RP) and state preference 
(SP) techniques as shown in figure 1. Which techniques are best studied to which problems? Some general 
guidelines are set out below.

Impacts can be valued by using various approaches based on revealed preference, using direct observation 
of actual values for complementary effects: 

Discrete choice models work on the basis that choices between alternative options reflect the wellbeing •	
(utility) that accrues from those options.

Choices expressed in probabilistic form, i.e. in terms of the probability of choosing one option rather •	
than another, define the random utility model that underlies travel cost approaches. Travel cost 
approaches are used to value recreational assets via the expenditures on travelling to the site.
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Hedonic pricing refers to the measurement of effects that show up in labour markets or property •	
markets. Thus, occupational risks may be reflected in wage premia, and disamenity effects such as 
noise may be inferred from house prices.

Averting behavior involves expenditures to avoid unwanted effects (e.g., smoke alarms, double-•	
glazing, and childproof containers).

Many effects do show up directly in markets (e.g. the effects of pollution on crops, which have a •	
market value).

When using stated preferences, the main choice is between choice modeling (CM) and contingent valuation 
(CV). It is important to take account of the following:

Generally, CV should be chosen when the WTP for the environmental good or service in total is •	
needed, and CM when WTP for individual attribute is required. CM is also useful if information is 
needed on relative values for different attributes of an environmental good. Although in theory, CM 
can be aggregated across attribute levels to derive a total value.

Fig. 1 Economic valuation techniques

Not all CM techniques are consistent with underlying welfare theory. If welfare-consistent estimates are •	
needed, then choice experiment (or, to a degree, consistent ranking) are preferable to, say, contingent 
rating.

 Questions such as ‘What are you willing to pay?’ are thought by some critics of CV to present cognitive •	
problems. CM does not explicitly ask about money values so it is argued that CM is easier for people 
to understand. 

CM offers a more ‘efficient’ means of sampling than CV since, typically, more responses are obtained •	
from each individual with CM than with CV.

Revealed preference cannot be used to estimate non-use values (NUV), as shown in figure 1. SP is the •	
only approach that can uncover them. Contingent valuation and choice modeling have both been used 
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to estimate non-use values.

Sp has this ability to include policy variables. •	
Sp avoids multi-co linearity that happens in RP.•	
SP techniques may nonetheless yield valuable data, especially if sub-samples of respondents can be •	
provided with different levels of information about the good. An advantage of SP is therefore the ability 
to vary some of the features of the good in question. With RP, the analyst cannot necessarily determine 
fully what factors lie behind a given valuation. For example, a property price might vary with an 
environmental variable because of aesthetic concerns, health concerns, concerns about nuisance, and 
so on (although regression analysis can use dummy variables quite successfully to proxy for such 
concerns in hedonic price studies).Without surveys, the motives for preferences cannot be discerned.

SP and RP techniques can be used together. One may be used as a check on the other, a form of •	
convergent validity. Analysis of combined studies suggests that contingent valuation produces, on 
average, WTP values just below those of RP techniques. But RP techniques cannot identify option and 
non-use values. SP techniques are the most widely used method for valuing non-market impacts in cost 
benefit analysis. SP will typically be chosen over RP because it provides for the inclusion of non-use 
values, and the necessary data may not be available for revealed preference techniques.

Clearly, choosing the right valuation technique is not straightforward. Certain rules of guidance may •	
be discerned however. These are summarized in Table 3 (Ian J. Bateman et al., 2002).

Table.3 General guidance on choosing between valuation techniques

Issue Issue Choice of technique

Non-use value is likely to be 
important

SP (CV or CM)

Need to maximize 
credibility of results

SP and RP as checks on each other as far as use value is concerned.

Need to value characteristics 
of the good

CM likely to be preferable, as long as characteristics are not 
correlated and the proposed changes display trade-offs between 

characteristics. RP (for use values only) and CV are both possible, but 
CV likely to handle fewer characteristics than CM.

Markets function freely and 
flexibly

RP will pick up effects

Motives for valuation matter
RP can decompose values but SP produces detailed attitudinal and 

motivational analysis

Cognitive load (ability to 
comprehend nature of change) 

in doubt

All SP techniques may fail. But if the target effect is unknown to 
respondents and they thus have no preferences for or against it, then RP 

is also unlikely to succeed.

Effects of information on 
valuation need to be known

SP can vary information by sub-sample. RP cannot

uncover informational

In continue one model from each techniques have been chosen and described How they can contribute to 
increase the quality of life by using them to distinguish peoples preference for a suitable residence.
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2.3 Hedonic Price Model: 

According to Triplett (1986), hedonic methods were developed and employed in price indices, long before 
their conceptual framework was understood. Bartik (1987) claimed that the first formal contributions to hedonic 
price theory were those made by Court in 1941, although there were other informal studies. Colwell and Dilmore 
(1999) claim that G. Haas (1922) and H. Wallace (1926) were the pioneers of the Hedonic Price method. Waugh 
in 1929 is also accredited by others (e.g. Palmiquist and smith, 2008) of being the first to establish the method, in 
his PhD thesis (Thanos 2008). Etymologically, the term “hedonics” is derived from the Greek word hedonikos, 
which simply means pleasure. In the economic context, it refers to the utility or satisfaction one derives through 
the consumption of goods and services.

Two main approaches, which had a great contribute towards the theoretical work on Hedonic prices, are 
Lancaster’s (1966) consumer theory and Rosen’s (1974) model. They posit that a good possesses a number 
of attributes that combine to form bundles of utility-affecting attributes that the consumer values (Willis 
and Garrod, 1992; Bartik, 1987). Both of these approaches aimed to assign prices of attributes based on the 
relationship between the number of attributes and the observed prices of differentiated products.

Hedonic Price Model (HPM) is a well-established technique based on consumer theory and explains variation 
in a house price by differences in preferences for the attributes of properties in question. When the market is 
in equilibrium and consumers have perfect information about the goods available to them, the price, which a 
potential consumer is willing to pay for a particular good may be attributed to the utility that they have for its 
component, attributes. In the case of housing, the amount an individual is willing to pay for a given property will 
depend upon the utility that he or she has for the various characteristics of the house (Willis et al., 1997). The 
most common approach to HPM is to model house price directly as a function of the levels of various housing 
attributes and to assume that the coefficient of the estimated hedonic price function reflects buyers’ WTP for 
those attributes. These coefficient values can then be used to derive the marginal WTP (implicit price) for a unit 
improvement in the level of that attribute. This is achieved by evaluating the partial derivative of the hedonic 
price function with respect to the attribute, while holding all other variables at their mean value. However, this 
approach will generally overestimate the benefits provided at the margin by the addition of further unit of an 
attribute (Freeman, 1979; Freeman III, 1979; Harrison and Rubinfeld, 1978). 

With regard to the empirical issues, the application of the hedonic price model to the housing market 
rests on several key assumptions. First, homogeneity of the housing product is assumed. This assumption, 
however, is arguable. It would be more accurate to view housing products as heterogeneous because they can 
be differentiated in terms of location, structural, neighborhood attributes, or based on some other criteria as 
well, such as type of dwelling (bungalow, terrace house, high rise apartment, or condominium) and planning 
permission. In other words we can classify the attributes that relates to housing in to four categories, on which 
the potential consumer’s willingness to pay depends. These categories are:

Physical characteristics: number of rooms, Bathrooms, utilities, age of the house, the 1. 
condition of the structure, etc. 

Location and accessibility characteristics: access to public services, centers of employment, 2. 
shops, etc.

Neighborhood and environmental characteristics: aspects, view, tree cover, road traffic, 3. 
water frontage, etc.

Property rights and planning characteristics: land with planning permission for higher 4. 
value use, etc.

The hedonic price approach does have its merits. Its main advantage is that one only needs to have certain 
information, such as the property price, the composition of housing attributes, and a proper specification of the 
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functional relationships. The marginal attribute prices are obtained by estimating the parameters of the hedonic 
price function. It is a straightforward approach because only the coefficients of the estimated hedonic regression 
are needed to indicate the preference structure. No information whatsoever about individual characteristics or 
personal particulars of either the house buyers or the suppliers are required. 

Ridker and Henning (1967) were credited as the pioneers who applied the hedonic price approach in 
residential properties. They investigated the relationship between air quality and property values, but it was 
Freeman (1979) who was noted for giving the first theoretical justification for the application of this technique 
to housing. Specifically, Freeman used the hedonic price equation to measure the marginal implicit prices and 
the willingness to pay for housing attributes, such as environmental quality.

Residential properties are multidimensional commodities characterized by durability, structural inflexibility, 
and spatial fixity (Chau et al., 2001; So et al., 1996). 

Typically, the housing attributes are classified into locational attributes (L), structural attributes (S), and 
neighborhood attributes (N). These attributes encompass both quantitative and qualitative attributes (Williams, 
1991; Goodman, 1989). 

The market prices (P) of the property can, therefore, be expressed as:

P = f (L, S, N)

               

The partial derivative of the above hedonic function with respect to any attribute is the implicit marginal 
attribute price, ceteris paribus (Rosen, 1974). This implicit price of the housing attribute is revealed in the 
regression coefficient. All buyers perceive the amounts of attributes embodied in the housing product to be 
identical, but their subjective valuations of each component attribute may differ. The price of the house, then, 
is the sum of the implicit prices for the attributes that are contained in it. Thus, the hedonic price approach 
enables the possible influence of each of the many attributes on the house price to be tested and analyzed. Public 
services have direct effect on the Locational and neighborhood attributes. 

2.3.1 Public Services and Locational Attributes:

The location of a property has been conceived in most studies in terms of fixed and relative locational 
attributes. The fixed locational attributes (Orford, 1988; Follain and Jimenez, 1985)are quantified with respect 
to the whole urban area, and pertain to some form of accessibility measure. Relative locational attributes are 
quantified through surrogate measures such as socio-economic class, racial composition, aesthetic attributes, 
pollution levels, and proximity to local amenities (Dubin and Sung, 1990). 

In the traditional view of location, accessibility is measured in terms of access to the Central Business 
District (CBD). Accessibility, in whatever form it has been measured, has some influence on housing prices 
(McMillan et al., 1992; Palmquist, 1992; Ridker and Henning, 1967). Transport accessibility is frequently 
associated with the ease of commuting to and from amenities, and is measured by travelling time, cost of travel, 
convenience, and availability of different transport modes(Adair et al., 2000; So et al., 1996). Buyers tend to 
trade-off housing costs against transport costs, but this is not always true because Edmonds (1984) found that 
costs of commuting (fares) might not be capitalized into site value. His study in Japan found that it is customary 
for firms to reimburse employees for commuting. Thus, in that case, the only apparent “costs” of commuting 
were probably time and discomfort.

The positive influence of good public transport services on housing prices has also been empirically 
examined. So et al.’s (1996) study in Hong Kong on transport accessibility, measured by the distances to the 
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nearest stations of the mass transit railway (MTR), buses, and minibuses, revealed a high dependence on public 
transport in the territory. Consequently, buyers were willing to pay more for properties with easy accessibility to 
work. Frequency of transport services is also important. Hence, minibuses were found to be the most influential 
determinant of house prices because they provide more frequent services than buses. Some even ply 24 hours 
on certain routes!

2.3.2 Public Services and Neighborhood Attributes:

Goodman (1989) argued that while neighborhood attributes cannot be explicitly valued in the market place, 
they could be implicitly valued through hedonic pricing by comparing houses with differing neighborhood 
qualities. Goodman’s caveat that failure to model neighborhood attributes can lead to substantive errors when 
valuing individual properties and the market in general, was validated by Linneman (1980). Linneman found 
that between 15 and 50 percent of the standardized variation in site valuations is attributed to neighborhood 
attributes, and for structurally identical sites, as much as 100 percent of the differential in site valuations is 
induced by neighborhood attributes. 

In previous research, neighborhood attributes have been variously classified as:
Socio-economic variables(Willis and Garrod, 1992), e.g., social class of the neighbourhood (Richardson (i) 
et al., 1974) and the occupations of the inhabitants. 
Local government or municipal services, e.g., schools (Clauretie and Neill, 2000; Jud and Watts, 1981; (ii) 
Kain and Quigley, 1970), hospitals (Huh and Kwak, 1997), and places of worship (Carroll et al., 
1996). 
Externalities such as crime rates (Thaler, 1978), traffic noise (Williams, 1991), airport noise (Thanos, (iii) 
2008; Espey and Lopez, 2000; Feitelson et al., 1996; Mieszkowski and Saper, 1978), and shopping 
centres (Des Rosiers et al., 1996). 

In terms of local government services, the quality of public schools has been found to have a great impact on 
real house prices. School quality is more important to local residents (especially those with children) than either 
crime or environmental quality (Clark and Herrin, 2000; Haurin and Brasington, 1996). The quality of schools 
has been measured in terms of school input variables, such as expenditures per pupil or average cost per student 
(Ketkar, 1992), student achievement levels or Standardized Aptitude Test (SAT) scores (Ketkar, 1992; Walden, 
1990; Jud and Watts, 1981). Generally, higher test scores have a positive impact on property prices (Clauretie 
and Neill, 2000; Jud and Watts, 1981). 

With respect to the hospitals, Huh and Kwak’s (1997) study in Seoul revealed that hospitals exhibit a 
significant negative effect on property prices. The presence of a hospital is a liability in Seoul because of 
cultural norms in Korea. When someone dies in Korea, the corpse is placed in the hospital mortuary, and 
condolences are extended to family members and relatives for three days.  Proximity to hospitals and health 
centers is not desirable due to the commotion that ensues including the nuisance value of ambulance sirens, the 
general congestion in the vicinity of hospitals, as well as superstitious beliefs.

Places of worship, such as mosques and churches, irrespective of denominations and size, are amenities that 
generally enhance the value of neighborhood properties (Carroll et al., 1996). However, Do, Wilbur and Short 
(1994) reported an exception, and suggested that the presence of churches meant increased traffic and noise 
from church bells. Hence, property values in such “theocratic environments” were reduced.

Undeniably, buyers are wary of areas of high crime and vandalism. Using the percentage of persons aged 
between 16 and 21 years who are high school dropouts as a proxy measure for crime and vandalism, Li and 
Brown (1980) found that buyers do not favor areas associated with high rates of crime or vandalism.  Clark and 
Herrin (2000) found that prices of properties in Fresno County, California are 7.28% lower in areas with each 
additional murder per 10,000 people. Crime has also been measured by other variables such as robbery, rape, 
aggravated assault, motor vehicle theft, and arson per 1,000 residents (Haurin and Brasington, 1996).
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There are also studies on the externality of noise from traffic and its effect on property values (Palmquist, 
1992). However, the reaction towards noise, or quiet, is dissimilar among different groups of people. Palmquist 
provided evidence that in an upper middle class neighborhood, property values were reduced by 0.48 % for each 
additional decibel of highway noise, whereas in a lower middle class neighborhood, this value was 0.3 % per 
decibel. In the poorest neighborhoods, the effect was even lower, only 0.08 % per decibel. This indicates that in 
the case of the very poor, their marginal willingness to pay for quiet is comparatively very low, or perhaps it is 
just due to their inability to pay.

Airport proximity can be both positive and negative. Tomkins, Topham, Twomey, and Ward (1998) found 
that the benefits of easy access to the airport and its associated transport infrastructure outweigh the costs.  For 
instance, a standard dwelling located 2.5 km from the airport terminal commanded a price about 19% above 
one at the mean distance. Feitelson et al. (1996), however, found that beyond a certain “disturbance” level, 
buyers’ willingness to pay declines to zero, as they are no longer interested in the properties. Espey and Lopez 
(2000) also found that there is a statistically significant negative relationship between airport noise and prices 
of properties in proximity to the Reno-Sparks airport, with houses where the noise level has been recorded at 65 
decibels selling at $2400 less than homes in relatively quieter environments. 

Proximity to shopping complexes and the size of shopping centers, have both been found to exert an influence 
on the value of the surrounding residential properties (Des Rosiers et al., 1996). Proximity to a shopping centre 
could mean easy access to facilities, and reduced traveling costs, but this also might provide disadvantages 
in terms of noise pollution and congestion. Shopping centre size affects the utility of centers. Des Rosiers, et 
al. found that each additional shop adds about $27 to the market value of the properties in the vicinity of the 
shopping centre.

External benefits, including pleasant landscape, unpolluted air, serenity, quiet atmosphere, and the presence 
of urban forests have been empirically studied by Tyrvainen (1997) using apartment sales data for residents in 
North Carelia, Finland. On average, the results showed that the inhabitants appreciate green housing districts 
and accessibility to forested recreation areas.  However, the effect of urban forests on prices of properties is 
non-linear, as nearby forests may lower housing prices when located too close, while their impact of increasing 
effect on price is dependent on their distance, size, and quality.

Chattopadhyay (1999), who conducted a study to gauge the willingness of buyers to pay for reduced air 
pollution, found that residents in Chicago were willing to pay for a reduction in the pollution level of particulate 
matter (PM-10) and sulphur dioxide. As for the quality of water, Leggett and Bockstael (2000) reported that 
water quality, which was measured based on the concentration of faecal coliform bacteria, has a significant 
effect on property values, too. 

The significant negative impact of toxic waste sites on housing prices was validated by Ketkar (1992) and 
Kohlhase (1991). Ketkar, for example, found that if the number of hazardous waste sites in a municipality 
decreases by one, it leads to an increase in the median property value of $1255, or a rise of 2% in the property 
values.

Whilst revealed preference data has been used frequently to determine an individual’s utility functions, the 
technique exhibits a number of severe limitations. The most prominent of these limitations are:

Revealed preference techniques infer individuals’ preferences from observed choices made within •	
the market place. This means that responses can only be observed in response to current market 
conditions. It can be difficult to observe the effect of sufficiently large variations in the variables of 
interest using revealed preference data(Madden, 1993; Pearmain et al., 1991). Revealed preference 
data is typically restricted in the width of variation of current or past product/service attribute 
levels. As a result, researchers can only calculate accurately a small section of a consumer utility 
function.
Given that revealed preference data is based on observed behavior, the use of these techniques •	
proves difficult when forecasting demand for new services or products (Louviere et al., 2000; 
Pearmain et al., 1991) It is not possible to observe individual’s behavior in response to market 
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conditions that do not yet exist.
Clearly, the use of revealed preference techniques for identifying consumer preferences and/or •	
forecasting demand in some scenarios is difficult. 

Clearly, the use of revealed preference techniques for identifying consumer preferences and/or forecasting 
demand in some scenarios is difficult. It is largely as a result of these problems encountered using revealed 
preference techniques that researchers have developed alternative methods of estimating consumer utility 
functions, and so forecast demand. These alternative methods rely on the observed responses individuals make 
to hypothetical choices. Choice experiment is one of the stated preference techniques that can be combined with 
hedonic pricing model to achieve a better result. 

2.4 Choice Experiment:

This method gives the value of a certain good by separately evaluating the preferences of individuals for the 
relevant attributes that characterize that good, and in doing so, it also provides a large amount of information 
that can be used in determining the preferred design of the good. In fact, choice experiments originated in the 
fields of transport and marketing, where it was mainly used to study the tradeoffs between the characteristics of 
transport projects and private goods, respectively. 

The first study to apply choice experiments to non- market valuation was Adamowicz et al. (Adamowicz et 
al., 1994). Since then there has been an increasing number of studies (Layton and Brown, 2000; Adamowicz 
et al., 1998a; Boxall et al., 1996) for applications to environment, and e.g. (Vick and Scott, 1998; Ryan and 
Hughes, 1997) for applications to health.

The CE technique is an application of the characteristics theory of value (Lancaster 1966), combined 
with random utility theory (Thurstone 1927; Manski 1977). It thus shares strong links with the random utility 
approach to recreational demand modeling using revealed preference data (Bockstaell et al. 1991). Respondents 
are asked to choose between different bundles of (environmental) goods, which are described in terms of their 
attributes, or characteristics, and the levels that these take. One of these attributes is usually price. An individual 
receives a benefit whenever he receives something in return for which he is willing to give up something else 
that he values. To measure how large that benefit is, we measure how much he is willing to give up getting it. 
Conversely, an individual incurs a cost whenever she gives up something that she would willingly give up only 
if she was given something else that she value as compensation. To measure how large that cost is, we measure 
how much would compensate her for incurring it.  

If money is used as the standard to measure welfare, the measure of benefit is willingness to pay (WTP) to 
secure that benefit, or willingness to accept compensation (WTA) to forgo the same. Similarly, the measure of 
cost is WTA to suffer that cost, or WTP to avoid the same.

The CE approach is essentially a structured method of data generation. It relies on carefully designed choice 
tasks that help reveal the factors influencing choice. Designing a CE requires careful definition of the attribute 
space (including attribute levels and ranges) such that the attribute space includes the portion relevant for 
the policy questions being asked. Furthermore, the CE approach involves the use of statistical design theory 
to construct choice scenarios, which can yield parameter estimates that are not confounded by other factors. 
These orthogonal designs are important from the point of view of isolating the effects of individual attributes 
on choice, and the ability to “design in” this orthogonality is an important advantage over revealed preference 
random utility models, where attributes in reality are often found to be highly correlated with each other.

 In a choice experiment, the economic model is intrinsically linked to the statistical model. The economic 
model is the basis of the analysis, and as such, affects the design of the survey and the analysis of the data. In this 
sense, we argue that the realization of a choice experiment is best viewed as an integrated and cyclical process 
that starts with an economic model describing the issue to analyze. This model is then continually revised as 
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new information is received from the experimental design, the statistical model, focus groups and pilot studies, 
etc. (Francisco et al., 2001)

The choice experiment approach, relies on the representation of a choice situation (rather than the specific 
change in the good or service) using an array of attributes. Thus, it relies less on the accuracy and completeness 
of any particular description of the good or service, but more on the accuracy and completeness of the 
characteristics and features used to describe the situation. Therefore, rather than being questioned about a single 
event in detail, subjects are questioned about a sample of events drawn from the universe of possible events of 
that type (Louviere, 1994). The experimental aspect of choice experiments is also an advantage. Using attributes 
and levels of specific choice situations, experimental design procedures are used to make ‘packages’ of attributes 
that reflect different states of the environment. Individuals are asked to choose their preferred alternative from 
a ‘choice set’ made up of a set of different packages. Thus, the choice reflects the tradeoffs that each individual 
makes between the attributes of the situation. When a price or cost factor is included as an attribute in a package, 
it is possible to estimate economic values associated with the other attributes. Choice experiments are attractive 
for environmental valuation because they involve model structures.

The CE method would seem to possess several advantages. These are:
It is easier to estimate the value of the individual attributes that make up an environmental good, •	
such as landscape. This is important since many management decisions are concerned with 
changing attribute levels, rather than losing or gaining the environmental good as a whole (the 
issue that CVM is more able to address).
CE provides the opportunity to identify marginal values of attributes that may be difficult to identify •	
using revealed preference data because of co-linearity or lack of variation.
Because of this, CE may offer advantages over CVM in terms of benefits transfer, if environmental •	
goods can indeed be decomposed into measurable attributes with money values, which can be 
estimated; and if socioeconomic variable are included in the CE models used.
CE also avoids the “yea-saying” problem of DC design CVM (Ready, Buzby and Hu 1996; Brown •	
et al. 1996), since respondents are not faced with the stark “all or nothing” choice in that design 
of CV. They may choose one of two environmental alternatives, or the status quo, in each choice 
pair, of which they receive many. There are thus repeated opportunities for them to express their 
environmental preferences within a CE design.
Adamowicz (1995) and Adamowicz et al. (1998b) have speculated that CE may be a good way •	
around the embedding problem encountered in CVM since tests of scope are essentially built in to 
the CE.
The repeated sampling approach of CE allows for internal consistency tests in the sense that models •	
can be fitted on sub-sets of the data.
The CE technique also possesses advantages over revealed preference approaches, in terms of •	
avoiding co-linearity between attributes and being able to estimate non-use values.

3. CONCLSION:

Summarizing the discussion up to this point, the price of the house is associated with different attributes, 
which has been categorized in Locational, Structural, and Neighborhood attributes. Regards to this attributes 
the role of public services in housing market is obvious. A reasonable public transportation system can increase 
the accessibility of a location although it may be far from the destination. Parks and green areas can form the 
aesthetic aspect of the matter, they can also decrease the pollution as well. This examples show the relation 
between the Locational attribute and public services.

Thus, a good neighborhood will be notified as a desirable place to live when it provides peace tranquility 
and security for it residence. This happens when police station is nearby or other public services such as parks, 
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schools, banks, post office etc. are in reasonable proximity to the residential location.

Therefore, the HPM is a suitable method to assess the role of public services in the housing price in order 
to observe the pros and cons of public service and its location in a city to have a more sustainable place to live. 
However, Choice experiments offer a promising new way forward in the field of environmental valuation. The 
approach is based on the notion that attributes of an environmental good can be used to understand the general 
trade-offs which an individual is willing to make.

 Clearly, choosing the right valuation technique is not straightforward. Certain rules of guidance may be 
discerned. However, these techniques can have a significant role in producing information related to people’s 
preference in order to increase their quality of life by implementing these preferences in the city’s structure.
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ABSTRACT:

The paper relates an ongoing project whose aim is to construct a generic 
process model for the sustainable design of buildings.
 The construction and use of buildings accounts for around 50% of 
‘greenhouse’ gas emissions, making their design a key issue in the global 
challenge to cope with climate change. Accordingly, several codes and 
methods of measuring compliance have been designed. Starting with 
BREEAM and LEED in the UK and USA respectively, they have now 
proliferated, and some have been adapted for international use.
 There is a brief comparative discussion of these methods. One of the main 
objectives of the work we are presenting is to integrate key sustainability 
design criteria within a workable building design process model. Basic 
process models for building design have existed for some time, and the 
suitability of a number of models is considered. 
An account is given of the development of the sustainable design process 
model, its transfer into an electronic format, and its testing in the particular 
context of the newly-emerging green compliance code for Egypt. It is 
intended that he resulting sustainable design process model should be 
adaptable to any national or regional green compliance code. Its format 
will also enable the integration into the model of links to energy and carbon 
assessment tools and other performance simulation packages.
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1. INTRODUCTION
 
There is global concern over the impact of anthropogenic climate change, a principal cause of which is believed 
to be the so-called ‘greenhouse’ gas emissions, and, in particular, carbon dioxide (CO

2
). Taking the UK as an 

example, it has been estimated that about 50% of the country’s total CO
2
 emissions come from ‘buildings and 

their appliances’ with ‘around one third of carbon emissions arising from the domestic sector alone’ (Tyndall 
Centre, 2005). This share will no doubt differ within and between countries, but will be significant in all of 
them. In fact, in their estimating of global benchmark thresholds for consumption and emissions by the various 
sectors, Zimmermann et al. (2005) use the same figure of 50%.

The overall challenge in seeking to reduce such emissions involves the location, design, construction, use and 
disposal of buildings. None of these activities can be ignored: an owner’s brief might severely limit the possibility 
of a low-carbon design; an innovative design solution might not be properly implemented at construction; and 
the ‘energy behaviour’ of the users of a building is at least as important as the potential ‘energy performance’ of 
the building that they are provided with by its designers and constructors (see, for example, Greenwood et al., 
2009). Thus an environmentally excellent brief and design will not per se guarantee satisfactory results: they are 
necessary, but not sufficient conditions. However, whilst recognizing this, and not denying the other activities, 
the present paper is limited to consideration of the briefing and design stages of building projects.

Brandon (1999: p. 394) neatly summarizes ‘aspects upon which we must be clear’ if we are to achieve any of 
this. Briefly, these are:

A clear definition and understanding (‘of what we mean by sustainability’);1. 
A shared understanding of the relationships between ‘the different complex factors contributing to 2. 
sustainability’; 
A robust classification system to enable modelling, communication, and greater knowledge;3. 
A related measurement system that ‘allows progress to be calibrated’;4. 
An integral ‘development and occupation cycle’ management framework that supports sustainability;5. 
A decision making protocol that operates with the management framework.6. 

Furthermore, Brandon continues, ‘a protocol for decision making must be established … which challenges 
those involved in the decision process to respond to sustainability in a positive way (Brandon, 1999: 392). In 
our present work we will refer to these aspects in turn, though we are operating on the assumption that there is 
a considerable amount of information already available on aspects 1-5 from the list. This should not be taken 
to imply that these are entirely clear, consistent or universally accepted; this is far from the case, as we shall 
see later. But it is the last aspect identified, namely, a ‘decision making protocol that operates within current 
frameworks’, that is the focus of our current work, and the basis for the process model for the sustainable design 
of buildings that this paper describes.

2. BUILDING PROCESS MODELS

Process modeling has been described as one of ‘the most important and fundamental elements of business 
process’ (Soliman, 1998) and particularly so when the issue concerns the re-engineering of a particular process.  
Decision processes can be conceptualized in two ways: one is by means of a ‘top down’ (structural modeling) 
analysis that focuses on an end result and finds a ‘best fit’ function to conjoin the information input with the 
required judgmental output; the other uses a (‘bottom up’) process tracing approach, that empirically maps 
the actual trains of thought that lead to a decision (see Svenson, 1979; Harte et al., 1994). The results of these 
analyses can be presented in a process diagram or flow chart, and a wide range of proprietary software exists to 
enable these to be held in digital form and represented on computer. 
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As far as the design of buildings is concerned one of the earliest and most enduring is the UK’s Royal Institute 
of Architects’ (RIBA) ‘Plan of Work’. Hughes (2003), comparing the (original) 1964 version of the document 
with a version published in 2000, observes that 

Although the RIBA plan of work is widely known and has formed the basis for organizing construction 
work for decades, the warning that accompanies it [sc. the 2000 Version] is ample evidence that it is 
inappropriate for today’s construction projects. (Hughes, 2003, pp. 303-304)

Figure 1, below gives an example of the two earliest stages (A and B) of the design process and of the level of 
detail involved. 

Fig.1 Example of the level of detail of the RIBA Plan of Work 

Later revisions of the model (Royal Institute of British Architects, 2001; 2007) have addressed some of this 
criticism, and despite the provision of more comprehensive and arguably ‘smarter’ alternatives (see for example, 
Austin, et al., 1996; Cooper et al., 1998, Kagioglou et al., 1998) the model has remained the de facto reference 
for the building design process in the UK and many other parts of the world.

3. SUSTAINABLE BUILDING COMPLIANCE CODES
 
Regarding the primary requirement (see above) of ‘a clear definition and understanding’ there appears to be a 
general consensus on the adoption of the so-called ‘Brundtland’ definition of sustainable development, namely 
development that ‘meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 
their own needs’. (WCED, 1987). Like the more general concept of sustainable development  the concept of 
sustainable building has been defined in a variety of ways. Without entering this high-level and abstract debate, 
we will assume that we are aiming at something along the lines of the approach of Zimmermann et al. (2005 ) 
namely, that:

‘Buildings shall be classed as (ecologically) sustainable where the environmental loads resulting from 
their construction, operation and demolition/dismantling and
their energy demand do not exceed their allotted share of the permissible environmental loads… [in 
terms of] …critical pollutant flows … and the permissible greenhouse gas emissions…’ (Zimmermann 
et al., 2005: 1151)

The second item in our checklist is a ‘shared understanding’. In the past, construction industry practitioners and 
researchers would frequently refer to the process ‘from inception to completion’ of a building (see, for example, 
Cherns and Bryant, 1984). Latterly, it has become more common to consider the whole process as including the  
commissioning, use, renovation, alteration, eventual demolition and (ideally) recycling of a building (see, for 
example, Pavitt and Gibb, 2003). This change is not least due to the need to consider issues of sustainability: all 
of the above stages have potential to consume energy and natural resources and to impact upon the environment 
and upon people. There is now a consensus that such over-arching issues as Sustainability, like Health, Safety 
and Security should be considered over this wider conceptionalization of the process.

Inevitably, when aspirations arise (such as the aspiration to design, build, and use buildings sustainably) there 
is a need for classification systems that allow actual performance to be measured against targets. In terms of 
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sustainable building a number of codes and methods of measuring compliance have been designed; typically, 
they have been developed locally (starting in the UK and USA and now proliferating) and some have been 
adapted for international use. Two of the earliest and most familiar examples of these rating tools were BREEAM 
and LEED.

The Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) was developed from 
1990 by the UK’s Building Research Establishment (BRE). It is designed to enable ‘developers and designers 
to prove the environmental credentials of their buildings to planners and clients’ using a scoring system that 
purports to be ‘straightforward transparent, easy to understand and supported by evidence-based research’ 
maintained by ‘rigorous quality assurance and certification’ (BREEAM, 2009). The rating of a particular 
building design is made by the BRE itself based upon a report by an accredited external assessor. Under the basic 
‘BREEAM Buildings’ scheme the scoring system involves the award of performance credits under the areas 
of  Management, Health and Wellbeing, Energy, Transport, Water, Material and Waste, Land-use & Ecology, 
and Pollution. Scores are weighted and combined to produce a single score which in turn elicits a result of 
Pass, Good, Very good, Excellent, or Outstanding. As the system has grown in maturity the BRE has developed 
‘tailored criteria’ within ‘Bespoke BREEAM’ versions that include law courts,  healthcare facilities, industrial 
buildings, prisons, and offices. An international version exists and BRE offer assistance to countries or regions 
outside the UK that wish to create a local version.

LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) is a system similar to BREEAM, developed several 
years later by the United States Green Building Council. Its levels are Certified, Silver, Gold and Platinum 
(USA, Green Building Council, 2010). The rating system is available ‘online’ and scores are accumulated under 
similar headings to BREEAM, namely: choice of site, water efficiency, energy & atmosphere, materials & 
resources, indoor environmental quality, locations & linkages, awareness & education, innovation in design, and 
regional priority. The similarities and differences between the two methods have been well covered elsewhere, 
and there are now many other such schemes available around the world. A reasonable sample is available in 
Lee and Burnett’s (2008) paper describing their a systematic approach to benchmark energy assessment across 
a number of such systems. Another useful reference is a report completed by the Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory for the US General Services Administration (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, 2006) which 
compares five rating systems including BREEAM and LEED.

4. CREATION OF A SUSTAINABLE DESIGN PROCESS MODEL
 
As noted earlier, the overall aim of the project described in this paper was the construction of a process model 
for the sustainable design of buildings; a complex design process that reflected the decisions inherent in meeting 
typical sustainable design criteria. 

In meeting that aim, a number of objectives were set for the process model to meet. These necessitated a model 
that:

integrated key sustainability design criteria within a workable building design process model; 1. 
recognised and addressed the impact of the actions of all the main participants in a project (client/2. 
owner, architects, ‘other’ designers and contractors) and not just the lead designer;
indicated, as early as possible, the implications upon time, cost, function and sustainability of decisions 3. 
made at every stage of the process, thereby contributing to the optimization of time and cost whilst 
achieving the main objective of a sustainable and workable design;
was ‘user friendly’ to enable its use as a generic ‘road map’ for designers of sustainable buildings;4. 
allowed for the later integration (through hyperlinks, for example) of ‘add-ins’ such as energy 5. 
assessment tools, simulation packages, etc.
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Objective 1: The standard ‘technical content’ of the building design process had to remain intact, whilst 
accommodation should be made for the new constraints imposed by environmental assessment methods (e.g. 
BREEAM and LEED). To start with, an assessment was made of available high-level process models for the 
building design process. Despite the shortcomings mentioned earlier, the 2007 version of the RIBA Plan of 
Work served as an adequate starting point (its lack of detail was, in this instance, a positive advantage, given 
the later task of having to accommodate decision criteria relating to sustainability). There followed an analysis 
of the most widely-used environmental assessment methods; (principally BREEAM and LEED) and their 
synthesis of these environmental assessment methods into a coherent whole that we considered to be potentially 
a generically applicable scheme. Members of the research team are accredited assessors and have experience of 
administering many such assessments. 

Objective 2: In extending the model to ‘other parties’ i.e. beyond the remit of the traditional RIBA Plan of Work 
(which concentrates exclusively upon what the architect does/should do) we followed the approach of the critics 
of such an approach in their belief that ‘the successful construction or manufacture of a building or product can 
only be achieved if all external (suppliers and consultants) and internal resources are utilized and coordinated 
effectively’ (Cooper, et al., 1998). This, of course, added to the complexity of the resulting model, as it did with 
the ‘The Process Protocol’ of the above-mentioned authors. 

Figure 2, below, is an extract from an early prototype of the process model, the intention is not to convey the 
actual content of the model, but merely to illustrate its complexity (as shown by the proliferation of arrows 
between decision/result boxes).

Fig.2 Example of the potential complexity of the model

The accommodation of this, and other objectives created a challenge, in that it resulted in increased visual 
complexity and negated Objective 4 (see below).

Objective 3: In order to highlight the implications of a particular decision upon another, further links were 
made, as in the example below (Figure 3).
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Fig.3 Example of decision implication links

In this example, the clear (unshaded) box represents the impact of an earlier decision (‘Reduced use of transport 
systems’). Again, the complexity of the process itself and the desire to demonstrate the full consequences of 
decisions meant that as the model progressed it became rather unwieldy, again, as shown by the proliferation 
of arrows.

Objective 4: Making the process map ‘user friendly’ for designers of sustainable buildings was a key objective, 
but nevertheless one that presented a challenge due to the tendency to complexity created by the earlier objectives 
(see above). It was at this point that the project team decided to attempt to ‘translate’ the model into digital 
(computerized) form. This would enable the ready creation of three-dimensional models and offer linkages 
that would potentially ‘de-congest’ the prototype. There are numerous systems of business process modeling 
software; our selection was based on three criteria: (1) adequacy, (2) availability and (3) affordability. We 
selected ARIS Express (http://www.ariscommunity.com/aris-express) which is an entry-level tool that purports 
to be the world’s first free business process modeling software, and is readily accessible via the Web. Figure 4, 
below, gives an example of the (less complex) representation of the model’s elements.

Fig.4 Example of ‘ARIS Express’ screenshot

Objective 5: Ultimately, the use of business process modeling software would enable the integration into the 
model of the energy assessment tools, simulation packages, and so on. We have not, as yet, experimented with 
this, but consider it to be a next stage in the development of the model.
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5. APPLICATION AND TESTING OF THE MODEL IN AN EGYPTIAN CONTEXT

Whilst developing the model, the research team began work with the Egyptian Housing and Building National 
Research Center (HBRC), in Cairo. The HBRC is an independent governmental research establishment 
subordinate to the Ministry of Housing, Utilities, and Urban Development. HBRC carries out research in the 
various engineering specializations related to construction and is responsible for issuing all Egyptian building 
codes. As the body responsible for (amongst other things) developing and disseminating construction codes and 
technical specifications in Egypt, the HBRC has been instrumental in the formation, in 2009, of the Egyptian 
Green Building Council and the subsequent development of a national green building code and green building 
rating system, called Green Pyramid. 

The Green Pyramid Rating System (GPRS), similar to BREEAM and LEED, will operate as a rating and 
certification scheme to define, encourage and incentivise sustainable building design and development. Its 
areas of focus, like similar schemes, include sustainable site development, water efficiency, energy efficiency 
and environment, materials selection and construction system, indoor environmental quality, design innovation, 
and recycling of waste.

At the time of going to press with this paper, the GPRS is in the final stages of its development, but this gave 
the research team an invaluable opportunity to work with colleagues at HBRC to test the ‘transportability’ of 
the sustainable design process model by adapting it, not to BREEAM or LEED, but to the Egyptian GPRS. This 
work is ongoing, and it is intended that the results of this application will be the subject of future publications.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

This paper reports on an ongoing project to develop a process model for the sustainable design of buildings, that 
can act as a ‘route map’ for compliance with green building codes and rating systems. 

The aim is for the model to be applicable to any typical national rating system, and a current project is testing 
this in the context of the Egyptian Green Building Council’s Green Pyramid Rating System. If successful, the 
sustainable building design process model would provide a powerful and interactive tool for designers and 
constructors and, it is hoped, will make a modest contribution to efforts to meet the environmental challenges 
of building in the 21st Century.

If there is to be hope of meeting these challenges we consider it is vital that decision-makers involved in 
the design and development buildings become fully engaged with the demands for sustainable buildings that 
are being set out at national and global levels. We believe that this requires a realistic and, above all, a user-
friendly normative process model that allows designers and developers to recognise where and when decisions 
on sustainability should be made, and with what implications. The completion of such a model remains our 
priority.
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ABSTRACT:

Although many construction professionals, with diverse expertise, 
participate early in setting the plans of construction projects in rural areas, 
the final product is less satisfactory than planned. This could be attributed 
to a number of reasons, amongst them the lack of quality management 
procedures applied in later stages. This paper aims to investigate the role 
of implementing quality management procedures throughout the project 
life cycle as an approach for delivering sustainable construction projects in 
South African rural areas from a construction project manager’s perspective. 
To achieve this aim, a research methodology is designed to accomplish 
four objectives. Firstly, literature is used to review the concepts of 
sustainable development, quality management procedures, the construction 
project lifecycle, rural area construction projects in South Africa and the 
Construction Management Profession. Secondly, interviews are carried out 
with government officials involved in rural area projects to identify the 
causes of delivering poor quality projects. Thirdly, survey questionnaires 
are directed to a selected sample of construction project managers to 
investigate quality management procedures and frameworks adopted in the 
different stages of the rural areas construction projects and their limitations. 
Finally, a framework is developed to facilitate the integration of quality 
management procedures throughout the project life cycle as an approach 
towards developing sustainable projects for rural areas. 
Keywords:
Construction Project’s Life-Cycle, Construction Project Management, 
Sustainability, Quality Management Procedures, Rural Area Projects, South 
Africa.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

Throughout South Africa, rural areas were shaped and conditioned by past policies during the apartheid regime. 
These past policies influenced settlement patterns and demographic profiles, access to services and facilities, 
and the location and character of economic activity (Hart, 1996). Political changes from apartheid to democratic 
times have also meant changes in government policies in areas such as rural construction projects other 
development spheres that have had an impact on sustainable construction in these areas (Adebayo, 2000). 

It has been argued by Rodwin (1987) that the construction industry is unique in its ability to facilitate 
development by fulfilling human needs, stimulating investment and generating employment opportunities. 
Recent developments in rural areas have witnessed an immense lack of attention towards delivering on time, 
within budget and high quality projects. . This could be referred back to a number of reasons, amongst them 
(1) lack of experience and capacity of the small, medium and micro-enterprises, (2) poor tendering procedures 
and (3) poor implementation of quality management procedures throughout the construction projects lifecycle 
Adebayo (2000). 

Most projects in rural areas are planned, coordinated and executed by a professional team made up of the various 
construction consultants in the industry, including construction project managers. These managers coordinate 
and supervise the construction process from the conceptual development stage through final construction, 
making sure that the project gets completed on time and within budget Halpin et al (1980). 

This places the CPM in an opportune position towards ensuring that quality management procedures are 
implemented and adhered to throughout the lifecycle of construction projects in rural areas. Based on the assertion 
that quality management procedures need to be implemented throughout the project lifecycle for rural area 
projects to attain the desired level of quality as planned, this paper aims to investigate the role of implementing 
quality management procedures throughout the project life cycle as an approach for delivering sustainable 
construction projects in South African rural areas from a construction project manager’s perspective.

2.  Research Objectives and Methodology

In order to achieve this aim, a research methodology consisting of a literature review, interviews and 
questionnaires was designed to accomplish four objectives: 

Firstly, literature is used to review the concepts of sustainable development, quality management 
procedures, the construction project lifecycle, rural area construction projects in South Africa and the 
Construction Management Profession. 
Secondly, interviews are carried out with government officials involved in rural area projects to identify 
the causes of delivering poor quality projects. A purposive sample of 10 officials was selected based on 
their direct relation to rural area projects.
Thirdly, survey questionnaires are directed to a selected sample of construction project managers to 
investigate quality management procedures and frameworks adopted in the different stages of the rural 
areas construction projects and their limitations. A sample of 100 CPM’s was selected throughout the 
broad spectrum of project management firms registered in KZN. 
Finally, based on the data collected from the literature review, interviews and questionnaires, a framework is 
developed to facilitate the integration of quality management procedures throughout the project life cycle as 
an approach towards developing sustainable projects for rural areas.   
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3.  Literature Review

3.1  Sustainable Development and Rural Area Construction Projects in South Africa

3.1.1  Definition
Giddings, et al. (1999) stated that at its heart sustainable development is the simple idea of ensuring a better quality 
of life for everyone, now and for generations to come. This means achieving four objectives simultaneously:

Social progress which recognises the needs of everyone.
Effective protection of the environment.
Prudent use of natural resources, and
Maintenance of high and stable levels of economic growth and employment. 

3.1.2  Sustainable Construction and the Environment
A broader, comprehensive and inclusive characterization of sustainable construction must embrace much 
more than just the process of constructing buildings and structures like houses, bridges, roads, ports, silos and 
factories in a “sustainable manner”. Both the process and the product must be seen in its backward forward 
linkages (Shah, 2000). In addressing the complex problem of construction and the environment, efforts towards 
sustainable construction are fundamentally an attempt to put into place practice that restores the balance 
between the natural and built environment. It is a search for an ecological model that views both spheres as 
fundamentally interrelated. It should be recognised that mankind is locked into a highly dynamic relationship 
with the natural world and that the two are acutely interdependent. If this relationship is forgotten, certainly 
mankind and his integration into the environment has failed to effectively utilize it to build and shape the land 
in a manner that is harmonious, symbiotic and sustainable (Schaefer, 1994).

3.1.3  Sustainable Construction in South African Rural Areas
Rural areas are characterized with having a paucity of fragmented services delivered by different spheres of 
government. In addition, there is extreme poverty, high disease burden and low incomes with heavy reliance 
on social transfers. Furthermore, rural areas suffer from scare economic opportunities and eroded natural 
environment (Area Based Management and Development Programme, 2007).

Sustainable construction has been understood by many nations as the way the building industry responds to 
achieve sustainable development. Sustainable development in the South African context differs from other 
interpretations regarding the subject matter. In South Africa development in rural areas are paralysed by poverty, 
apartheid and an exhausting debt burden which left future generations with a mammoth debt repayment problem 
and disempowered them to respond to its present and future needs. State low-cost projects have turned areas 
of natural vegetation to desert, with construction activity causing removal of all the trees on site rather than 
integrating them into the built environment. A comparison of this scenario with informal settlements in Durban 
and other South African cities reveals that trees are well -preserved in areas where there is no intervention of 
new construction (Adebayo, 2000).

3.1.4  The Level of Quality of Rural Area Projects
The South African rural areas have seen tremendous bursts of rural construction projects over the past decade. 
These projects include the development and construction of low cost housing, schools, clinics, road infrastructure 
as well as services including water, sanitation and electricity (Hart, 1996). To date many rural area projects are 
often not completed within the project duration, those which are fortunate enough attain completion, frequently 
do not achieve the targeted level of quality as originally planned (Ardington and Lund, 1996).There are many 
reasons for rural projects not achieving the desired level of quality towards meeting the satisfaction of its end 
users (rural people). These include poor contractor selection, political issues and corruption amongst contractors 
but most importantly improper implementation of quality management procedures during the construction 
lifecycle of the project (Adebayo, 2000). 
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3.2  Quality Management Procedures

3.2.1  Definition 
Quality means excellence. It is a philosophy rather than a mere attribute. The difference between two objects 
is judged by their qualities. We set some standards which determine the level of acceptability (Sarkar, 2007). 
Quality is thus defined as fitness to purpose (i.e. providing a product such as building) which provides an 
appropriate quality for the purpose for which it is intended (Quality Management, 2009). Quality management 
process consists of three interrelated activities of: quality planning, quality assurance and quality control, see 
figure (1)

Quality Planning (QP) 
Identifying the quality standards that are relevant to the project and determining how to meet them. It is one of 
the Key facilitating processes during the project planning. Quality planning should be performed regularly and 
parallel with the other project planning processes.

Quality Assurance (QA) 
Quality assurance is concerned with evaluating overall project performance on a regular basis to provide 
confidence that the project will satisfy the relevant quality standards. It is a system for prevention and should 
be performed throughout the project lifecycle. Quality assurance could be internal or external. At the internal 
level, quality assurance is provided to the performing organization, where at the external level it is provided to 
the customers and others stakeholders.
Quality Control (QC)
Quality control is concerned with monitoring results to determine if they comply with relevant quality 
standards and identifying ways to eliminate causes of unsatisfactory. It focuses on: measuring correction and 
should be performed throughout the project life cycle.

 

Figure (1) Quality Management Process
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3.2.2 Quality Management in the Construction Industry
Presently, the application of quality management is not only trendy but also mandatory in the construction 
industry. Quality management methods and tools have to be adopted and implemented in the industry. In addition, 
the concept and its practice must be tuned in harmoniously. Quality planning has to be carried out as early as 
possible. Quality assurance in construction activities guides the use of correct structural design, specifications 
and proper materials ensuring that the quality of workmanship by the contractor /sub-contractor is achieved and 
finally maintaining the structure after construction is complete through periodic assessments for maintenance 
and repairs. Quality control has to be imposed by the contractor whereas quality assurance is carried out by a 
separate third party agency (i.e.: a construction project manager) engaged by the owner (Sarkar, 2007).

Quality control in the construction industry can be looked at as having three elements: To produce a building 
which satisfies the client, where quality is related to the price and were sufficient time is allowed to obtain the 
desired level of quality. Like most other aspects of construction project management, quality control has to be 
planned. Planning seeks ‘order’ and a quality control system for a construction project reflects this sense of 
order (Quality Management, 2009). This order can be seen in five basic stages: 

Setting the quality standard or quality of design required by client.
Planning how to achieve the required quality, construction methods, equipments, materials and 
personnel to be employed.
Construct the building right first time.
Correct any quality deficiencies.
Provide for long term quality control through establishing systems and developing a quality culture.

By construction professionals not adhering to and not ensuring that quality management procedures are 
implemented throughout the project lifecycle the following outcomes in relation to the project are possible: 

Design faults, misunderstanding the client’s brief to develop the design, using information which is 
incorrect or out of date, misunderstanding of the client’s expectations of quality standards.
Construction faults, not building to drawings or specifications, poor supervision leading to bad 
workmanship, insufficient management of the quality of construction (Project Procurement Lifecycle, 
2007)

3.3  The Construction Project Lifecycle

3.3.1  The Role of the Construction Project Lifecycle in Construction Project Management
Construction project managers can divide projects into phases to provide better management control with 
appropriate links to the ongoing operations of the performing organisation.        The project life cycle generally 
defines what technical work has to be done in each phase, when the deliverables are to be generated in each  
phase and how each deliverable is reviewed, verified, and validated, who is involved in each phase and how 
to control and approve each phase (PMBOK, 2004). Generally projects are divided into five phases: initiating, 
planning, executing, monitoring and controlling and finally closing. It is essential in terms of successful project 
completion and level of quality planned, that the construction project manager ensures quality management 
procedures are implemented and adhered to in each phase of the project lifecycle.

3.3.2  Characteristics of the Construction Project Life Cycle
A structured project lifecycle plays a key role in the control strategy for the evolution of a project. Unlike 
schedule bar charts and flow diagrams, the project lifecycle phases represent significant changes as the project 
progresses through succeeding levels of maturity (Patel and Morris, 1999). The PMBOK (2004) lists some 
characteristics of the project life cycle below:

It defines the beginning and the end of the project.•	
Phases are generally sequential and are usually defined by some form of technical information transfer or •	
technical component handoff.
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Cost and Staffing levels are low at the start, peak during the intermediate, and drop rapidly as the project •	
draws to a conclusion.
Probability of successful completion is lower at the start, higher toward the end.•	
Risk and uncertainty is higher at the start, lower towards the end.•	
The ability of stakeholder to influence the project product is higher at the start, lower towards the end.•	

3.4  The Construction Project Management Profession

3.4.1  The Importance and Roles of Construction Project Managers
As we enter the first decade of the twenty-first century, our perception of construction project management has 
changed.  Construction project management, once considered nice to have, is now recognised as a necessity 
(Kerzner, 2003). Project management offers a structured approach to managing projects (Burke, 2003). 
Construction project managers plan, direct, coordinate, and budget a wide variety of construction projects, 
including the building of all types of residential, commercial, and industrial structures, roads, bridges, wastewater 
treatment plants, and schools and hospitals. Construction project managers may supervise an entire project or 
just part of one. They schedule and coordinate all design and construction processes, including the selection, 
hiring, and oversight of specialty trade contractors, such as carpentry, plumbing, or electrical, but they usually 
do not do any actual construction of the structure (Halpin et al., 1980). In addition, these managers coordinate 
and supervise the construction process from the conceptual development stage through final construction, 
making sure that the project gets completed on time, within budget and achieves the planned level of quality.

3.4.2  The Responsibilities of Construction Project Managers
The specific responsibilities of construction project managers vary depending on the industry, the company size, 
the company maturity, and the company culture. However, common responsibilities noted are: developing the 
project plan, managing the projects stakeholders, managing the team, identifying and managing risk, managing 
time, the budget, and quality. A construction project manager wears many hats. They are a supervisor, planner 
and sometimes worker to boot. This is an interesting job as it requires a multitude of talents to carry out 
such a role. By possessing traits such as multitasking abilities, timeliness and good problem solving skills, 
the construction project manager will be able to complete daily job tasks quickly and efficiently (Halpin et al, 
1980). These attributes places the CPM in a unique position on construction projects to utilise these tools and 
techniques towards ensuring the implementation of quality management procedures throughout the project 
lifecycle as an approach towards improving the quality of sustainable rural area projects.

3.5 The Relationship between Sustainable Development in Rural Areas, Quality Management Procedures, 
the Construction Project Lifecycle and the Construction Project Management Profession 

Although the significant role played by the South African government towards developing rural areas through 
constructing housing, education, medication, infrastructure and service projects, rural areas suffer from delivering 
poor quality projects. Quality management procedures and its implementation in construction projects have 
been highlighted as imperative. In addition, the implementation of these procedures throughout the lifecycle of 
construction projects plays a crucial role in attaining the desired level of quality initially planned.

The construction industry plays host to many professionals’ each specialising in an area specific trade. Among 
these includes the construction project manager, who together with the rest of the construction professional 
team is involved in most rural area projects from conceptual stages through to completion. Construction 
project managers have been distinguished as individuals who plan, coordinate, direct, manage and facilitate 
construction projects. This unique role places the CPM in an appropriate position to influence the frequency of 
implementation of quality management procedures throughout the construction project lifecycle in an attempt 
towards improving the quality of sustainable development in rural areas.
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4.  Data Analysis

Out of the 100 survey questionnaires sent to construction project managers, 62 were completed and returned. 
This represents a 62% response rate which supports the research findings and recommendations. A total of 10 
semi-structured interviews were planned to be conducted, however due to time constraints on the research and 
limited schedules of government officials, only 4 interviews were achieved. This represents a 40% response 
rate from the intended sample and still provides rich and valuable data to the research. The Relative Importance 
Index (RII) is used to rank the causes and parties responsible for delivering poor quality projects in rural areas 
using	the	following	equation:	RII	=	ΣW	/	AN,	Where	W=	weighting	given	to	each	driver	by	the	respondents	and	
range from 1 to 5, A= highest weight (5 in our case); and N= total number of sample (Kometa and Olomolaiye, 
1997; Olomolaiye et al., 1987; Shash, 1993).

 4.1  Analysis of the Interview

With respect to the importance of quality in rural area projects, all 4 respondents indicated that quality 
is of a very high importance as illustrated in Figure (2).

Figure (2): The Importance of Quality in Rural Projects

Figure (3) shows the different types of projects that interviewees worked on in rural areas:

Figure (3): Types of Rural Projects Worked On

With reference to whether rural area projects achieve the level of quality as planned, all 4 respondents 
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indicated that rural area projects do not achieve the level of quality as planned. They went further in 
highlighting some of the shortfalls promoting poor quality standards on rural projects:

Emerging contractors are still learning to adopt and implement quality management as a tool •	
towards delivering quality projects.
Political issues often result in contractors being changed during the project lifecycle, thus •	
each contractor with different levels of quality standards impacts directly on the completed 
projects quality. 
Contractors’ using inferior materials, taking short cuts as well as corruption also attribute •	
towards rural projects poor quality levels.

Table (1) rates the major causes of delivering poor quality projects in rural areas. The respondents were 
asked to rate the influences from 1 to 5 (were 1 = very low influence and 5 = very high influence):

Table (1): Causes of Poor Quality in Rural Projects

Respondent Causes of Poor Quality

Quality 
Standards

Monitoring 
Techniques

Conflicting 
Standards

Work 
Methods

Tools and 
Equipment

Motivation Finance

1 4 3 2 5 3 3 2
2 5 4 3 4 3 2 1
3 5 4 3 4 3 2 3
4 5 5 3 5 3 2 2

RII 0.98 0.86 0.58 0.9 0.52 0.42 0.42

From the results tabulated above, the major influences were highlighted as quality standards, work methods and 
monitoring techniques with RII of (0.98, 0.90 and 0.86) respectively.

In respect to whether rural projects require a quality management framework to be implemented 
towards improving quality standards in rural projects, all respondents indicated “yes” and listed the 
following areas that should be concentrated on: 

Education and training for emerging contractors including workers.•	
Support structures to aid in the implementation of quality management procedures•	

Finally, the respondents were asked to rank the parties which they felt contributed/ or mainly influenced 
the delivery of poor quality rural projects (were 1 = very low influence and 5 = very high influence), 
see table (2).

Table (2): Ranking of Parties Responsible for Delivering Poor Quality Projects in Rural Areas

Party
Interview Respondents

RII
1 2 3 4

Client Organizations 2 3 2 2 0.44
End Users 2 1 1 2 0.3
Design Firms 3 2 2 2 0.42
Construction Project Manager 4 4 3 2 0.60
Suppliers 2 2 1 2 0.34
Government Authorities 4 5 4 4 0.84
Funding Bodies 2 1 1 1 0.22
Contractors 4 3 4 4 0.76

The above tabulated results showed that the two major influential parties effecting quality on rural projects 
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are: government authorities and contractors, while the construction project manager with RII of (0.84, 0.76 and 
0.60) respectively.

4.2  Analysis of the Survey Questionnaire

In reference to whether CPM’s implement any quality management procedures during the lifecycle of 
a construction project, only 70% of the respondents stated that they do use quality procedures.  The 
respondents mentioned that the implemented quality procedures are:

Ensuring that skills development is passed through to the rural community whom are actively •	
involved in the project.
Closely monitoring contractor performance during the construction of the project.•	
Identifying and planning in advance for potential risks which could impact on quality.•	

On a scale of 1 to 5 (where 1=lowest and 5=highest), respondents were asked to identify and rate 
the phases of the project life cycle where they focus on ensuring quality management is adhered 
to. 80% respondents (62 construction managers) rated all phase 5out of 5 stating the importance of 
implementing quality management at all stages f the project life cycle. In addition, 15% mentioned that 
only planning, execution and monitoring and controlling is necessary with rate 5 out of 5. Finally 5% 
of respondents rated the importance of quality management as 5 out 05 5 at planning, monitoring and 
controlling phase and closing phase, see table (3).

Table (3): Importance of Quality Implementation in the Project Lifecycle

No. of 
Respondents

% of 
Respondents

Project Lifecycle/ Phases

Initiation 
Phase

Planning 
Phase

Execution 
Phase

Monitoring 
And 

Controlling 
Phase

Closing 
Phase

62No. 
Respondents

80% 5 5 5 5 5
15% - 5 5 5 -
5% - 5 - 5 5

Table (4) shows that phase of a project life cycle that requires the most apprehension towards ensuring that 
quality management procedures are implemented and adhered to. 

Table (4): Most Important Phases to Implement Quality

No. of 
Respondents

% of 
Respondents

Project Lifecycle/ Phases

Initiation 
Phase

Planning 
Phase

Execution 
Phase

Monitoring 
And 

Controlling 
Phase

Closing 
Phase

62No. 
Respondents

72% a a a a a
19% a - a a a
8% - a a a -
1% - - - a a
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In respect to challenges/ limitations encountered when implementing quality management procedures, 
all respondents stated that they have encountered challenges/ limitations in every phase of the project 
lifecycle.

In reference to which CPM’s worked on rural area projects, out of 62 respondents, 34% indicated that 
they have been involved in rural area projects.

Out of the 34% who stated that they worked on rural projects, table (5) shows their responses in respect 
to the level of quality achieved on those project:

Table (5): The Level of Quality Achieved

% of 
Respondents

No. of 
Respondents

Level of Quality Achieved

Quality planned was 
the quality achieved

Quality planned was 
moderately achieved

Quality planned 
was not the quality 

achieved

34%
12 - a -
9 - - a

From the 62 respondents who were asked whether they implemented a quality management plan/ 
framework in their projects lifecycle, all respondents stated that at some stage between project initiation 
and completion they have used a quality tool to manage the level of quality achieved.

When asked what quality meant to them in terms of importance and impact on the project, all CPM 
respondents indicated that the quality of the project is of high importance of which has an equally high 
impact on the project.

Finally from the 62 respondents who were asked whether rural area projects require a framework that 
ensures quality management procedures are implemented and adhered to from the initial stages of 
the project to the closing out stages of a project in order to ensure that quality standards in rural areas 
are met, all respondents stated yes, however, some respondents mentioned that this will require strict 
implementation and monitoring in ensuring that the level of quality planned is actually achieved.  

5.  The Quality Management Integration Framework (QMIF)

5.1  Definition and Objectives
Framework is defined as the basic and logical structure for classifying and organising complex information 
(FEAF, 1999). It is a structure for describing a set of concepts, methods and technologies required to complete 
a product process and design (EDMS, 2007). The Quality Management Integration Framework (QMIF) 
(hereinafter referred as ‘the framework’ or the QMIF) is a business improvement tool contains a set of functions, 
activities, procedures and techniques required to assist construction managers integrate quality management 
concepts and procedures throughout the project life cycle. 

5.2  Description of the Framework
The framework is based on integrating three steps of quality management procedures, namely: quality 
planning, quality assurance and quality control with the different phases of the project life cycle see figure (4).
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Figure (4): The Quality Management Integration Framework

5.2.1  Application of the Framework during the Quality Planning Stage
Within this stage a number of activities are carried out. They include: appraisal, 
design brief, concept, design development, technical design, production 
information, tender documentation and tender action. Because of its nature, many 
decisions made during this stage affect the project performance throughout its 
life cycle. This necessitates the importance of having a proper quality planning 
for each project carried out at rural areas as early as possible. Clients and other 
project participants have to be introduced to the Quality Management concept, 
its importance, procedures, different cost of quality and their benefits towards 
improving building performance. To ensure proper planning, the following 
activities have to be accomplished:

Ensuring that the client and end-user requirements have been understood and reflected in the project 
design.
Ensuring that the governmental quality standards, rules and guidelines have been implemented.
Identifying the criteria to be used during a quality check to satisfy the client/end-user needs.
Deciding the most appropriate way to check the quality plan.
Identifying the events timeframe for carrying out quality check throughout the project life cycle. 
Selecting the team members to be involved in the quality management process.

At the organisational level, design firms with the collaboration with construction managers; have to set the 
policies, procedures and guidelines to facilitate the implementation of                 the planned quality requirements. 
In addition, lessons learned from previous projects have to be utilised in this stage in order to avoid any mistakes 
or obstacles when planning new projects. Proper planning of project quality and involving clients, end-users 
and construction professionals helps gaining their support and ownership. Tools and techniques to be used 
in this stage include: cost-benefit analysis, benchmarking, affinity diagrams, force field analysis, nominal 
group techniques, matrix diagrams, flowcharts, and prioritization matrices. The output of this stage is: quality 
management plan, quality metrics, quality checklists, process improvement plan and quality baseline (PMBOK, 
2004).

5.2.2 Application of the Framework during the Quality Assurance Stage
During this stage the project has to be constructed and delivered to its client and end-users as well as closing 
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the contracts that have been involved in the development of the project. The quality 
assurance stage is usually designed to be carried out during the construction phase of 
the project. It aims to ensure that planned, systematic quality activities decided in the 
quality planning stage are employed in order to meet client / end-user or governmental 
requirements. Due to the nature of this stage, being the longest and the majority of 
the project budget is spent in this stage, a number of change orders are issued to meet 
different needs and requirements or to respond to internal or external factors. Hence, 
it is of prime importance to have a change control system in place to study required 
changes and ensuring that they will not affect the project quality. In addition, corrective and protective actions 
have to be taken in order to return and retain project quality plans from deviation. Tools to be used in this 
stage are quality audits and process analysis, cause and effect diagram, control charts, flowcharting, histogram, 
Pareto chart, run chart, scatter diagram, statistical sampling, inspection and defect repair review. The output 
of this stage is: quality control measurements, validated defect repair, updated quality baseline, recommended 
corrective actions, recommended preventive actions, requested changes, recommended defect repair, updated 
organization process assets and completed checklists. 

5.2.3 Application of the Framework during the Use Stage
After the project has been constructed and all contracts related to it have been 
closed, the building is put in use. Within this stage, design deficiencies and 
construction defects are explored. In addition, the use stage witnesses carrying 
out of final inspections and assisting building users during initial occupation 
period as well as reviewing of project performance in use. Hence, it is important 
to perform quality control to monitor specific project results to determine 
whether they comply with relevant quality standards and identifying ways to 
eliminate causes of unsatisfactory results such as cost and schedule performance. 
The project management team should have a working knowledge of statistical 
quality control, especially sampling and probability, to help evaluate quality control outputs. The tools to be 
used in this stage include: cause and effect diagram, control charts, flowcharting, histogram, Pareto chart, 
run chart, scatter diagram, statistical sampling, inspection and defect repair review. The output of this stage 
is: quality control measurements, validated defect repair, updated quality baseline, recommended corrective 
actions, recommended preventive actions, requested changes, recommended defect repair, updated organization 
process assets, completed checklists, lessons learned documentation, validated deliverables and updated project 
management plan.

5.3  Framework Benefits and Limitations

The QMIF benefits three mentioned targeted areas, namely, construction project managers, the client and 
the development of rural areas including rural communities. The framework enables CPM, through the 
implementation of quality procedures to:

Improve quality standards in all phases of construction projects.
Enhance their management skills and techniques towards quality implementation.
Contribute to the upliftment of rural area projects.

The QMIF provides a stepping stone for construction project managers to meet the clients’ expectations in terms 
of quality through a systematic structure of implementation throughout all phases of construction projects as an 
attempt towards improving the quality of rural area projects. Rural dwellers and communities can be seen as the 
targeted beneficiaries of the framework as the QMIF is an attempt, through the implementation by construction 
project managers towards improving the quality of rural area projects in South Africa.
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The QMIF is designed for the sole purpose of assisting construction project managers implement quality 
management procedures throughout all phases of the project lifecycle towards improving the quality of rural 
area projects. The adaptability and functionality of the framework is limited in the sense that, it depends on 
the initiatives of construction project managers to make positive attempts in facilitating the use of the QMIF, 
towards improving the quality of rural area projects in South Africa. The application of the QMIF is a long 
term strategy to improve the quality of rural area projects, through its implementation by construction project 
managers. However, it is also recommended to be implemented by other professionals in the built environment 
involved with rural area projects.

6.  Conclusions and Recommendations

Having reviewed the concepts of sustainable development and rural area construction projects in South Africa, 
quality management procedures, the construction project lifecycle and the construction project management 
profession, and considering the results of the survey questionnaire and interviews, the research comes to the 
following conclusions and recommendations: The quality of many rural area projects in South Africa is poor. 
There are numerous built environment professionals involved in rural area projects, among these include the 
construction project manager. The CPM’s role has been highlighted as crucial in influencing the level of quality 
standards planned, implemented and adhered to throughout the lifecycle of rural area projects. The interviews 
identified the causes of delivering poor quality rural area projects. The questionnaires investigated quality 
management procedures and highlighted that not many frameworks and quality procedures are used in the 
different phases of rural area construction projects. From the information and results gleaned, a framework 
was developed as an attempt to guide and assist construction project managers implement quality management 
procedures throughout the project lifecycle towards improving the quality of rural area projects in South Africa. 
This framework is not only intended for use by CPM’s, other built environment professionals and consultants 
are recommended to implement and use the developed framework.
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ABSTRACT: 

The construction industry is an important sector that contributes to the 
Egyptian and global economies, but also causes considerable pollution, 
energy consumption, waste generation, and other environmental issues. 
The implementation of Environmental Management Systems (EMS) such 
as that of ISO 14001 can direct construction companies towards attaining a 
more sustainable construction sector. This paper aims towards identifying 
the key barriers, drivers and stakeholders that could facilitate the 
implementation of EMS in Egypt. A questionnaire survey was conducted 
on Egyptian contractors of various sizes that yielded over 100 responses. 
Findings were found in line with another synchronous survey on a different 
sample, thus adding validity to the research. Results were tested using t-test 
and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) parametric tests. Most responses were 
not differentiated among five methods of categorizing the sample, except 
for a low-experienced respondents group that is thought to distort some of 
the responses. Findings showed financial issues to be major barriers and 
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drivers of implementation, showing the need for financial/tax incentives 
and support. The method of awarding construction contracts and contract 
provisions need to attend to environmental issues. Contractor top 
management requires awareness of the costs and benefits of EMS as they 
are the most influential stakeholder. Governmental and non-governmental 
organizations need to play a larger role such as the Egyptian Environmental 
Affairs Agency and the Egyptian Federation for Construction and Building 
Contractors, and The Egyptian Green Building Council can also have an 
orchestrating role. Finally, the research is limited to the data sample taken 
and by the research methods used and considerable research is required 
to facilitate EMS adoption and implementation and to achieve a more 
sustainable construction sector.

Keywords:
Environmental Management System, Egypt, ANOVA, t-test, Sustainability, 
Construction.
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1. INTRODUCTION: (Font Time New Roman 12 Bold)

The world’s environment is continually changing due to physical factors such as global warming, climatic 
changes leading to glacial erosion, pollution and depletion of natural resources. The construction industry has a 
major impact on the environment through its effect on each of these factors. Construction activities have raised 
serious concerns about their large environmental impacts, stemming from their consumption of materials, many 
of which are non-renewable. It is estimated that buildings account for about 40% of the materials entering 
the world’s economy each year and for 25% of the world usage of wood (Kein et al., 1999). In the United 
States, buildings account for 36 percent of total energy use, 65 percent of electricity consumption, 30 percent 
of greenhouse gas emissions, 30 percent of raw materials use, 30 percent of waste output, and 12 percent of 
potable water consumption (EPA 2010). In Egypt, residential and office buildings account for 45% of electricity 
and the construction sector contributes a large amount of pollutants throughout the construction process and in 
the production of construction materials, such as noise, air, high-energy consumption, solid waste generation, 
global greenhouse gas emissions, environmental damage and resource depletion (ENCC, 2010). The construction 
industry has a particular importance in Egypt as it contributed to 4.6% of the GDP in 2009 (The Economist, 
2010) and has been contributing between 4-6% of GDP and 7-8% of total employments throughout the previous 
years (ENCC, 2010).

In recent years, many industrial sectors have developed various types of Environmental Management 
Systems (EMS) for identifying and managing the impacts that the commercial, industrial, and service operations 
have on the environment. Although the use of the EMS is becoming more common among other industries, its 
use by the construction industry is less common. Proper implementation of EMS can enhance efficiency, lower 
costs, reduce resource use and waste, help to ensure compliance with regulatory requirements, and improve 
relationships with customers (Krages, 2007 and Perry, 2007, and Whitelaw 2004). If Egyptian environmental 
laws are to be applied stringently, construction companies will face great challenges, as with the increased 
awareness of environmental issues, the construction industry can be exposed to increased attention by regulators 
and stakeholders.

This paper aims to investigate the barriers, drivers, and stakeholders (BDS) of implementing EMS in the 
Egyptian construction industry. This objective was researched through a questionnaire survey on a varied 
sample with over 100 responses in Egypt. The remainder of the paper reports on the survey and its findings in 
four further sections, namely; Environmental Management Systems, Questionnaire Survey, Results Analyses 
and Discussion, and Conclusion.

2. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS:

An EMS involves the formal system and database, which integrates the procedures and the processes for 
training of personnel, monitoring, summarizing, and reporting of specialized environmental performance 
information to internal and external stakeholders of the company. The documentation of this environmental 
information is primarily focused on design, pollution control and waste minimization, training, reporting to top 
management, and setting goals (Melnyk et al., 2003). With the goal of continual improvement, EMS provides 
organizations of all types with a structured system and approach for managing environmental and regulatory 
responsibilities to improve overall environmental performance, including areas not subject to regulation such as 
product design, resource conservation, energy efficiency, and other sustainable practices (Lesourd et al., 2001). 
A typical and globally adopted EMS is the ISO 14001 system (http://www.iso.org) which contains five main 
sections:

Environmental policy.1. 
Planning.2. 
Implementation and operation.3. 
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Checking and corrective action.4. 
Management review5. 

 The EMS structure can be viewed in light of Deming’s Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle, as illustrated in 
Fig.1 (Whitelaw, 2004). Typical benefits of EMS implementation include cost savings such as that of reduced 
consumption of natural resources, improved community outcomes, and improved staff efficiency and satisfaction 
(Krages, 2007 and Perry, 2007, and Whitelaw 2004).

Fig.1 EMS Structure in Light of Deming’s PDCA Cycle.
Source: (Whitelaw, 2004)

3. QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY:

The objective of the questionnaire survey was to gather and analyze relevant data to evaluate the BDS of 
EMS implementation using appropriate statistical techniques. Therefore, the opinions of managers and owners 
of construction companies towards EMS implementation were investigated through the questionnaire survey. 
The following sub-sections discuss the design of the questionnaire and the survey and sampling approaches. 

3.1 Questionnaire Design: 

The questions of the questionnaire were derived from the literature review. Every attempt was made to 
design the questionnaire attractively and neatly. An introductory letter was included to explain the objective 
of the questionnaire and assure confidentiality. The first section of the questionnaire contained definitions, 
overview of environmental impacts in the construction and of EMS, and method of filling the questionnaire. 
The second section of the questionnaire collected general information about the company and respondents. The 
third section asked specific questions about barriers, drivers and stakeholders using a five-point Likert scale 
with 5 being strongly important, 3 being undecided, and 1 being strongly unimportant. A portion was always 
added for respondents to add whatever they felt missing or to comment.
3.2 Survey and Sampling Approaches:

The sampling frame was obtained from a list of contractors registered with the Egyptian Federation for 
Construction and Building Contractors (EFCBC). Discussions with EFCBC personnel let to considering the 
first three grades, as defined by EFCBC, large companies and grades four to six considered small and medium 
enterprises (SME). Grade seven was neglected as they are usually beginner contractors whose work volume is 
small and rarely have experience with advanced management systems.
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A random sampling approach was undertaken in the first instance of the survey, where the questionnaire 
was posted to 257 companies and a depressing 5 responses were obtained. A non-random snowballing technique 
was then followed with questionnaires personally administrated, where the researcher would recruit future 
subjects from current participants, thus building up the sample in a snowball manner (Bernard, 2000). 

The minimum sample size was calculated according to the following equation (Easterby-Smith et al., 
2002):

 
Where;
n = sample size, 
N= total population,
S is the maximum standard deviation in the population elements, (total error assumed 0.1 at confidence 

level of 95%) and,
P is the proportion of population elements that belong to the defined class, the       maximum value is 

chosen at P = 0.5 
V is the standard error of sampling distribution = 0.05

The sample size collected was 107 responses which is greater than the minimum sample size of 99. 

4. RESULTS ANALYSES AND DISCUSSION: 

The reliability of the measuring instrument (i.e. the questionnaire) was evaluated, then the results of the 
questionnaire survey for each of the Barriers, Drivers, and Stakeholders are presented. Results and compared 
to the outcomes of a recent PhD study conducted in Egypt (Hassan 2009) and whose data gathering was nearly 
synchronous to that of this research. The sample of this research included both large companies (grades 1 to 
3 of EFCBC classification) and SME (grades 4 to 6 of EFCBC), while the sample of Hassan (2009) is mostly 
comprised of what is considered here as large companies. This can explain some of the differences among 
results. 

4.1 Reliability of Measuring Instrument:

The questionnaire as a measuring instrument was tested for reliability of responses and internal consistency. 
The reliability of a scale indicates how free it is from random error. The reliability is assessed via internal 
consistency, that is the degree to which the items that make up the scale that are measuring the same underlying. 
The	most	common	statistic	used	 to	measure	 internal	consistency	 is	Cronbach’s	coefficient	alpha	 (α),	which	
provides	an	indication	of	the	average	correlation	among	all	of	the	items	that	make	up	the	scale.	Values	for	(α)	
range from zero to one, with higher values indicating greater reliability. A minimum level of 0.7 Cronbach’s 
coefficient alpha values are recommended depending on the number of items in the scale (Fellows et al., 2003).. 
The	values	of	(α),	are	shown	in	Table1,	were	calculated	using	SPSS	software,	and	since	values	of	alpha	are	more	
than 0.7, then this scale is considered reliable.
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Table.1 Values of Cronbach’s Coefficient (α) for Scale Reliability

Scale items Cronbach›s	coefficient	(α)
Internal barriers 0.7808
External barriers 0.7772
Driving forces 0.8809
Stakeholders 0.8375

4.2 Barriers:

The barriers to EMS implementation in the construction industry were ranked according to importance. The 
rank was based on the mean scores obtained by respondents. 

4.2.1 Internal barriers:
Responses pertained by the total sample for internal barriers to EMS implementation are illustrated in 

Fig. 1. The results show that the lack of financial resources was ranked first with an average score of 4.17, 
high implementation cost was second with an average score of 4.02, and the difficulty to provide the required 
documentation was ranked as least with an average score of 3. 64. Although the results analyses in Hassan 
(2009) was for internal and external barriers combined, in what was termed as difficulties and obstacles, the 
two top barriers were high costs of environmental measurements and implementing EMS, which is in line with 
the outcome of this paper. These findings are also in line with the challenges identified by ENCC (2010) facing 
green construction including capital cost, insufficient fiscal incentives, and the lack of finance.

Fig.1 Internal Barriers to EMS Implementation

4.2.2 External Barriers:
The ranking of external barriers to the EMS implementation is shown in Fig. 2, where the lack of customer 

awareness was ranked first with an average score of 4.28, and bids being awarded to the lowest price bidder 
was ranked second with an average score of 4.26.  The least affecting factor was the lack of a central source of 
information with a score of 3.49. In Hassan (2009), the lack of information related to environmental management 
in the construction sector was what can be considered as the top ranked external barrier, which is in line with the 
lack of environmental awareness of customers in this paper.

4.3 Drivers:

The drivers affecting EMS implementation in the construction industry were defined as factors that could be 
contributed to the development of the company’s environmental performance. As shown in Fig. 3, the provision 
of financial support to companies was conceived as the highest ranking factor with a score of 4.04, and the 
second ranking factor was the competitive advantage gained by companies complying with environmental laws 
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with an average score of 3.74. Contract conditions containing specific environmental requirements was the least 
driving factor with an average score of 3.50. The top ranking driver in this paper, provision of financial support, 
was not included in the survey of Hassan (2009). However, the second highest ranking driver in this paper was 
the competitive advantage for complying companies which is similar to the top two ranking drivers of Hassan 
(2009) where are EMS as a means of distinguishing organizations for their competitors and improving the 
public image.

Fig.2 External Barriers to EMS Implementation

Fig.3 Drivers to EMS Implementation

4.4 Stakeholders:

The stakeholders affecting EMS implementation were defined as the parties which might exercise pressure/
have influence on the companies to implement an EMS. In Fig. 3, it can be seen that most important stakeholder 
was top management with a score of 4.36. The bid awarder of public projects was seen as secondly important 
with an average score of 4.33. The Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency (EEAA), EFCBC, and companies’ 
suppliers had a same following importance with an average score of 4.32. In Hassan (2009) the client was seen 
as the top ranked stakeholder. This is similar in meaning to the bid awarder in this paper. Top management was 
ranked third in Hassan (2009).
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Fig.4 Stakeholders to EMS Implementation

4.5 Differentiation of Results:

The sample was categorized in different ways: according to company size into large companies and SME; 
according to contracting type as main contractors and companies working as both main and subcontractors (the 
group of companies working as only subcontractors was very small and thus neglected); according to project 
type as companies working in public projects only, and working in both public and private projects (the group 
of companies working in private projects was very small and thus neglected); and according to work scope of 
respondents working as site engineers or working as both site and design engineers (other groups were very 
small and thus neglected). These four ways of categorizing the sample had only two groups and were thus all 
tested for differentiation of results using the t-test. Normality was assumed for the sample and as per Gravetter 
et al., (2000) and Stevens (1996) in such a large enough sample size the violation of the parametric tests are 
robust against the violation of the normality assumption.
An independent samples t-test was conducted using SPSS software to compare the mean scores of barriers, 
drivers and stakeholders for each of the four categories described above, and the results thereof are shown in 
Table 2. It can be concluded that at the 0.05 level of significance no differences were found for categorization of 
results by company size, there was no significant difference for the categorization of contracting type for external 
barriers and stakeholders, while internal barriers and drivers showed significant differences of responses. As 
for differentiation using the project type groups, internal barriers, external barriers and stakeholders were not 
significantly different in results while a significant difference was found in drivers to EMS implementation. In 
the case of work scope of respondents, a significant difference was detected in scores of external barriers and 
drivers between groups, while differences among internal barriers and stakeholders were insignificant.

Table.2 Differentiation of Results using T-Test

Categorization Factors Mean
Standard 
Deviation

Significant value
(2-Tailed)

Company Size1. 

Internal Barriers 27.214 5.044 0.846
External Barriers 27.179 5.071 0.243

Drivers 32.945 7.898 0.966
Stakeholders 38.214 6.649 0.170

Contracting Type2. 

Internal Barriers 26.672 5.156 0.017
External Barriers 27.597 4.896 0.350

Drivers 31.896 7.572 0.018
Stakeholders 38.033 7.600 0.579
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Project Type3. 

Internal Barriers 26.710 4.793 0.228
External Barriers 27.000 4.950 0.092

Drivers 31.580 7.301 0.036
Stakeholders 37.246 6.805 0.751

Work Scope of 4. 
Respondent

Internal Barriers 27.915 5.312 0.219
External Barriers 26.333 5.235 0.037

Drivers 29.571 5.819 0.014
Stakeholders 38.857 4.509 0.247

The sample was categorized also by years of work experience, whereas, the sample is grouped as 0-10 years 
of experience, 10-20 years of experience, and more than 20 years of experience. The Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) was used to evaluate differences among means. Normality of the variables was assessed via the 
skewness and kurtosis of each variable. Low values of skewness and kurtosis, mostly less than one in the case 
of these variables, indicates (Curran et al. 1998). A one-way between-groups Analysis of Variance (one-way 
ANOVA) was conducted using SPSS software to explore the impact of the respondents work experience on 
the scores of the BDS. The test of homogeneity assumption showed that 2 out of 4 variables were significant 
at the 0.05 level, namely: internal barriers and drivers were found to be significant at the 0.003, 0.015 levels, 
respectively. Stevens (2002) suggested that ANOVA is reasonably robust to violations of this assumption 
provided the sizes of groups are within 1.5 of one another. Table 3 shows the results of conducting ANOVA to 
the survey sample results.

The F statistic was found to be non-significant in all variables at the 0.05 level, except for ‘stakeholders’ that 
was non-significant at the 0.006 level. The post-hoc Tukey HSD test revealed the differences in ‘stakeholders’ 
was due to significant differences at the 0.05 level between the (0-10) years of experience group and each of the 
(10-20) years of experience group. This is the least experiences group, showing it is responsible for most of the 
differences in results, and except for this group the results are mostly non-different.

Table.3 Differentiation of Results using ANOVA according to Grouping by Work Experience

Factors Degrees of Freedom
Test Of Homogeneity 

of Variances
ANOVA

Between 
Groups

Within 
Groups

Levene 
Statistic

Signific-
Ance

F 
Statistic

Signific-
Ance.

Internal Barriers 2 104 6.111 0.003 2.413 0.095

External Barriers 2 104 1.558 0.215 1.172 0.314

Drivers 2 104 4.389 0.015 1.836 0.165

Stakeholders 2 104 2.077 0.131 5.425 0.006

It can be generally concluded that the majority of groupings did not show differentiation of results in the 
five different methods of categorization using the t-test for four of them and ANOVA for the firth. Furthermore, 
post-hoc Tukey HSD test in ANOVA  pointed out the group of lowest experienced respondents (0 – 10 years 
of experience) was responsible for a good part of the differentiation in answers, and possibly affecting the 
unexplained differentiation in other categorizations.
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5. Conclusion:

5.1 General Findings and Outcomes:

The construction industry is of particular importance to economy in Egypt and globally. However, the industry is 
responsible for a considerable amount of the energy consumption, pollution and other environmental issues. The 
adoption of Environmental Management Systems (EMS) such as that of the ISO 14001 standard can enhance 
efficiency, lower costs, reduce waste and increase employee productivity. This paper investigated the barriers, 
drivers and stakeholders of EMS implementation to facilitate its adoption and use. A questionnaire survey 
was conducted on Egyptian construction contractors to research the issue. Results of the survey were found 
to be in line with contemporary literatures/studies conducted almost synchronous to this paper, thus indicating 
validity of the research. The main internal barriers were the lack of financial resources and high implementation 
costs. The top external barriers were the lack of customer awareness and bids being awarded to the lowest 
price bidder. The main drivers of EMS implementation were the provision of financial support to companies 
and the competitive advantage gained by companies complying with environmental laws. Top management 
was the major stakeholder influencing EMS implementation, followed by the bid awarders of public project. 
Results’ differentiation was tested among groups of respondents using t-test and ANOVA on SPSS software. 
The majority of groupings did not show differentiation of results, and the ANOVA test pointed out the group of 
lowest experienced respondents being responsible for a good part of the differentiation in answers, and possibly 
affecting the unexplained differentiation in other categorizations.

5.2 Recommendations:

The adoption of EMS in construction companies requires the attention of governmental and non-governmental 
agencies. For example, financial incentives or tax reduction schemes could be used to encourage EMS 
implementation. The inclusion of environmental issues in selecting bids or at least in contract conditions or 
technical qualification can be very effective as well. Organizations such as EFCBC and EEAA can play a 
significant role and coordination of efforts is required among organizations, with the Egyptian Green Building 
Council with its ministerial and institutional backing in position to play such a role. Further research in this topic 
is required, where the costing, benefits, and problems of implementation need to be researched, probably through 
in-depth case studies or action research. In general, this area requires considerable research that is inclined 
towards implementation and is of a pragmatic/practical nature to facilitate EMS adoption/implementation.
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ABSTRACT: 

Slums are areas of population concentrations developed in the absence 
of Physical Planning. These areas represent a violation to public and/or 
private properties and are characterized by high crime rates and illiteracy. 
Slums areas and squatters pose significant housing challenges to Egypt 
and delay many of the urban development projects. Moreover, these areas 
are increasing in numbers while illegally expanding on agriculture land. 
Egypt has recently experienced several major disasters involving examples 
of these unplanned residential and commercial developments and resulting 
in casualties as well as property damages. Among these disasters are 
the rockslide incident in El-Deweka district and the major fire in El-
Tonsy Market in Cairo. Accordingly, there is an urgent need for a robust 
methodology capable of identifying expedited housing solutions to replace 
and/or upgrade slums areas in Egypt. 

The objective of this paper is to propose a conceptual framework to 
build theoretical foundation and demonstrate technologies for creating 
an automated decision support system for optimizing decisions on slums 
areas upgrading and replacement projects depending on the stakeholders 
and users needs as well as the urban data. These decisions include (1) 
optimizing interventions priorities in the presence of hundreds of slums 
areas in need of replacement and upgrading; (2) projects locations as well 
as the residents’ relocation process to minimize their social and economic 
disruptions; (3) housing design and construction methods to minimize 
projects costs and construction durations; and (4) the suitable subsidization 
terms for these projects.

Keywords: slums in Egypt; slums upgrading; unsafe areas; decision 
support system; optimization.
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Dealing with informal urban developments is one of the main national challenges in developing countries, 
as shown in Figure 1. The growth of substandard, illegal, or informal housing is understood by experts as a 
normal phenomenon accompanying rapid urbanization, where formal housing markets cannot cope with the 
huge demand and urgent need for shelter by the urban poor (Sabry 2010). Informal areas occur when planning, 
land administration, and housing policies fail to address the housing needs within society (Abdelhalim 2010). 
These informal areas house slum households, where a slum household can be defined as a group of individuals 
living in the same housing unit and experiencing one or more of the following conditions: (1) lack of access to 
clean water; (2) lack of access to improved sanitation facilities; (3) insufficient and overcrowded living area; (4) 
inadequate structural quality or durability of dwellings; and (5) lack of tenure security. 

According to the Egyptian government, there are 1,133 slums in Egypt, out of which 171 are in Greater 
Cairo, as shown in Figure 2. In 1996, a conservative estimate reported that 34% of Egypt’s urban population 
was living in slums (Al-Ahram 2008). These slums areas do not comply with the Egyptian official building 
laws, which state that any building must be built (1) in compliance with specified land use and land registration 
requirements; and (2) in accordance with the laws and codes for construction to allow the owner to obtain a 
license of construction (Howeidy et al. 2009).

The purpose of this paper is to present a framework for developing an automated decision support system 
for replacement and upgrading projects for informal areas. The outline of the paper starts by briefly describing 
the main upgrading strategies in Egypt, followed by highlighting the relationship between informal areas and 
hazards, and then introduces the main research objectives and the proposed framework.

Manila, PhilippinesCairo, EgyptMumbai ,  India

Figure 1: Informal areas in developing countries (The Cities Alliance 2008)

Informal Settlement
Formal Settlement
Governorate Border
River Nile

Figure 2: Governorates of Greater Cairo including formal and informal settlements 
(Howeidy et al. 2009)
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2. UPGRADING STRATEGIES:

The Egyptian government has been giving due attention to the slums issue in the policy and legislative 
framework, allocation of resources, and development of strategies. The Egyptian governmental upgrading 
policy is supportive of improving and consolidating informal areas. On the other hand, there are planning 
visions for the Greater Cairo Region (GCR) which make a complete replacement of informal areas by other 
uses (Abdelhalim 2010). Upgrading and improving informal areas in low income urban communities requires 
(1) providing a package of basic services to improve the well-being of the community, including clean water 
supply and adequate sewage disposal and (2) legalizing and regularizing the properties in situations of insecure 
or unclear tenure (World Bank Group 2001). There are six main upgrading intervention strategies implemented 
in Egypt in order to improve the living conditions of the residents of informal areas. These strategies focus on 
different aspects of the living environment in informal areas, such as on physical improvements or on human 
and social development (Abdelhalim 2010). These upgrading interventions can adopt one of the following 
strategies: 

a- Servicing informal areas: This intervention strategy provides physical infrastructure and basic public 
services  to informal areas, as shown in Figure 3(a). It targets informal areas with good housing conditions 
and in a consolidated stage of development. This approach focuses on the physical improvement of informal 
areas by implementing some or all of the following (Algohary and El-Faramwy  2010) : (1) improving access 
to the area; (2) paving and lightening main roads; (3) installing or upgrading infrastructure (water, sanitation, 
and electricity); (4) introducing and improving the solid waste collection system; (5) constructing or upgrading 
public services (schools, healthcare facilities, bakeries, youth centers, police and firefighting stations, etc.); and 
(7) organizing street markets and bus stops (Abdelhalim 2010).

b- Sectorial upgrading: This intervention strategy focuses on providing services within one particular sector, as 
shown in Figure 3(b). Priority intervention sectors include educational, health, and other community facilities. 
Private sector agencies also target poor and informal areas with the improvement of selected services as part 
of their corporate social responsibility. Sectorial upgrading, however, is not limited to service improvement or 
physical upgrading alone. Donor agencies and NGOs target informal areas with socioeconomic programs such 
as micro-credit schemes and health awareness programs. Accordingly,  sectorial upgrading efforts are seen as 
added value to the improvement of living conditions in informal areas (World Bank Group 2001).

c- Planning and partial adjustment: Another intervention strategy to deal with informal areas is to produce an 
urban plan proposing to widen main streets and create vacant land for public services. Upgrading interventions 
are then limited to the relocation of some houses to widen roads and leaving the improvement of the area to 
gradual self-improvement following new building lines. This upgrading strategy is based on perceiving the 
positive impact of widening streets not only on improved traffic and transportation in these areas, but also on 
land value, connectivity to the city, and the evolution of a higher standard of services (Abdelhalim 2010). 

d- On-site redevelopment of informal areas: This intervention strategy refers to a complete replacement of 
the physical fabric through gradual demolition and in-situ construction of alternative housing. It respects the 
legal right of residents for alternative housing and the dependence of their livelihood on staying in the same 
location of the city. This strategy targets informal areas where housing conditions are very poor, the urban 
fabric is irregular and unsafe, and/or tenure status is illegal. There are few pilot projects of this type in Egypt 
implemented by leading NGOs that are capable of mobilizing government support and guard the interest of 
residents to stay in the same location, such as Hadayek Zeinhom project and Old Agouza project, as shown in 
Figure 3(c) (Algohary and El-Faramwy  2010).
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Figure 3: Examples of upgrading strategies (Abdelhalim  2010)

e- Redevelopment and relocation: This intervention strategy is the most radical one. It is not only a complete 
demolition of slum pockets, but also the relocation of the residents – often moving them into new social housing 
developments at the fringes of the city or in new cities. This strategy mainly applies to slums in prime locations 
that are targeted for redevelopment with a commercial interest to sell part of the high-value land or use it for real 
estate investment. In Egypt, this strategy is adopted to slums that are hazardous to their residents, as in the case 
of relocation of some residents of El-Deweka district to Six of October City following the rockslide in 2008. 
Other cases for slum relocation aimed at urban renewal as in the case of areas close to the Nile and downtown 
Cairo such as Masppiro (The Cities Alliance 2008).

f- Participatory Upgrading: It is one of the strategies in which the habitants of slums area and the development 
partners are involved in re-planning and upgrading the area and participate in the decision making. This strategy 
can be accompanied by any of the previous upgrading strategies, where the stakeholders choose the best alternative 
for  implementation through workshops and meetings with the habitants and NGO’s, as shown in Figure 3(d). 
The success of this strategy depends on engaging all the stakeholders in the processes of determining their 
priority needs and problems, deciding on interventions, implementing the upgrading measures agreed upon, and 
co-managing the improved community facilities (The Cities Alliance 2008). It is important that all stakeholders 
agree on the upgrading objectives and on the respective interventions before starting any upgrading scheme. 
Such a participatory approach requires a flexible budget that can be allocated to the various projects needed by 
the community, be it physical, social, economic, or environmental.
 
The selection of an intervention strategy is often influenced by the urgency of upgrading, especially when 
informal areas are located in hazard-prone areas. The following section elaborates more on the relationship 
between informal areas and hazards.

3. INFORMAL AREAS AND HAZARDS

There is a relationship between hazards and the development of informal areas, as shown in Figure 4. In some 
cases, hazards trigger the development of informal areas to house the large number of displaced families by the 
hazard, be it a man-made hazard such as wars or a natural hazard. For example, during the wars of the 1960s/70s 
the Egyptian government housed migrants from the Suez Canal region in temporary shelters that grew later into 
informal areas around cities (Howeidy et al. 2009).

Informal Areas Unsafe Areas

Slums areas are 60% of urban areas. 
Density 500 person/Fadden.
Needs long term development.

Unsafe areas are 5% of urban areas. 
Density 200 person/Fadden.
Doesn’t provide safe housing.

Figure 4: Informal and unsafe areas in Greater Cairo (Algohary and El-Faramwy  2010)
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In other cases, the existence of informal developments in hazard  areas magnifies the impacts of the hazards. 
For example, in September 2008 a rockslide in El-Deweka district in Cairo resulted in the relocation of about 
14,000 persons living in impacted informal areas (ERC 2009). This incident brought the issue of informal 
areas, particularly in unsafe locations, to the forefront of government concern and media debate. Accordingly, 
a national fund was established in October 2008 to develop informal areas, giving priority to relocating 
the residents of unsafe areas to temporary housing in safer areas until permanent housing can be provided 
(Algohary and El-Faramwy 2010). Moreover, in June 2010 El-Tonsy Bridge in Sayeda Aisha district in Cairo 
experienced a fire that spread through the entire Gomaa market in one of the informal areas destroying homes 
and workspaces. The difficulty of movement in these informal and unplanned areas delayed the arrival of fire 
trucks for almost three hours leading to enormous property damages. These examples illustrate the urgent need 
for a robust methodology capable of identifying expedited housing solutions to replace and/or upgrade slums 
areas in Egypt.

4. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Slums areas exist because of economical reasons where formal housing markets do not cope with the huge 
demand and urgent need for shelter by the urban poor. Accordingly, decisions on replacement and upgrading 
strategies for slums areas need to be carefully analyzed in order to address the economical needs as well as the 
urgent housing needs of the residents. A successful housing strategy needs to take into account a set of important 
factors, including (1) interventions priorities in order to provide adequate housing solutions to those who need 
them the most within available budgets; (2) housing design and construction methods in order to minimize 
projects costs and construction durations; (3) projects locations as well as the residents’ relocation process to 
minimize the social and economic disruptions to the residents; and (4) optimal subsidizing policies to maximize 
the benefits of the limited available budgets. Each of these factors can be represented using a set of decision 
variables, where each set of possible values for these variables represents a possible replacement and upgrading 
strategy. However, it is impractical to enumerate all the possible values for these variables in order to evaluate 
the performance of all possible strategies. Accordingly, there is a need for an automated decision support system 
(DSS) to enable decision-makers to carefully analyze and optimize these sets of decisions before selecting the 
optimal intervention strategies.

The objective of this paper is to present a conceptual framework that can support the development of the needed 
automated DSS. This framework is designed to identify the optimal replacement and upgrading strategies for 
slums areas which are capable of (1) minimizing the social and economic disruptions for the residents; and 
(2) minimize public expenditure on such projects. The following section provides a brief description of the 
proposed framework. 

5. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

A conceptual framework is designed to build theoretical foundation and demonstrate technologies for creating 
an automated decision support system for optimizing decisions on slums areas upgrading and replacement 
projects. The main focus of this research is on two upgrading strategies; namely (1) on-site redevelopment of 
informal areas, where temporary housing might be needed to house families until upgraded units are available; 
and (2) redevelopment and relocation, where new locations for housing projects need to be identified. The 
design of this framework ensures the involvement of the residents in the decision making process. To this end, 
the proposed framework is built upon participatory upgrading supported by robust optimization and decision 
making tools. As shown in Figure 5, the proposed framework consists of five main phases: (1) generating input 
data; (2) optimizing intervention priorities; (3) optimizing projects characteristics; (4) incorporating residents’ 
feedback; and (5) optimizing housing policies.
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1. Generating 
Input Data

2. Optimizing 
Interventions 

Priorities

3. Optimizing 
Projects 

Characteristics

4. 
Incorporating 

Residents’ 
Feedback

5. Optimizing 
Housing 
Policies

Participatory Upgrading 

IT-Based Optimization

Figure 5: Proposed framework

5.1 Generating input data
The objective of this phase is to gather and input all needed data for generating the optimal replacement and 
upgrading strategies. There are two types of data; data defined by decision-makers and data collected from 
the residents. First, a set of data will be defined by decision-makers in order to represent the characteristics 
and boundaries of the housing problems that need to be solved and choose the optimal upgrading strategy 
accordingly. This set of data includes (1) whether the slums areas are going to be upgraded or totally replaced; 
(2) possible locations for new housing projects as well as their social and economic characteristics; (3) available 
budgets; (4) whether temporary can be used during the relocation process and its allocated budget; and (5) 
any environmental, economic, time, and political constraints. The second set of data will be collected from 
the residents in order to ensure that the selected strategies reflect their needs and maximize the stakeholders’ 
involvement in the decision making process, as shown in Table 1. This set of data can be collected using 
questionnaires and town hall meetings where the residents identify their preferences in term of (1) housing 
locations; (2) construction costs; (3) speed of housing replacement or upgrade; and (4) housing quality. 

Table 1: Types of data needed for optimizing the upgrading and replacement projects for slums areas

Optimization objectivesDefined byData neededTypes of input data

Priority for intervention
Strategy for intervention

decision-makersLocation (in the city or 
on fringes)

Slums

G
en

er
al

 d
at

a

Priority for intervention
Strategy for intervention

Type of construction

decision-makersLocation (on desert or 
agriculture land)

Budget and timedecision-makersArea – population – 
density

Priority for intervention
Strategy for intervention

decision-makersLevel of dangerous (low 
–medium – high)

Unsafe areas

Strategy for intervention
Location of replacement 

projects

decision-makersAvailable locations 
for replacement on the 
macro level for cities

Available 
locations
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Poor situation: choose 
strategy a

decision-makersInfrastructure systemsUrban data

G
IS

 e
nt

ry

Poor situation: choose 
strategy b

decision-makersServices

Poor situation: choose 
strategy c

decision-makersStreet network

Poor situation: choose 
strategy d

decision-makersBuilding quality

Poor situation: choose 
strategy e

decision-makersIf the existing situation is 
so bad in all fields

Architecture models & 
areas

residentsNumber of persons in 
household

Social data

U
se

r 
ne

ed
s

Architecture models & 
areas

residentsLife style and habits

Location of replacement 
projects

residentsSchool Locations for 
children - macro level

Needs for economic 
resources

residentsRate of employment: 
unemployment

Economic data

Location of replacement 
projects

residentsJob Locations for 
residents - macro level

Type of constructionresidentsLevel of income

Subsidizing policyresidentssuitable  terms of 
subsidizing

5.2 Optimizing interventions priorities

The second phase in the proposed framework is designed to prioritize the intervention projects by selecting 
the slums areas that need upgrading the most. The objective of this phase is to maximize the use of limited 
resources by selecting the optimal prioritization scheme, as shown in Figure 6. This phase represents the first 
layer of analysis and optimization, where each prioritization scheme will be evaluated based on its performance 
in  maximizing the socioeconomic welfare of slums residents. The evaluation of this socioeconomic objective 
will be evaluated in phases 3 and 5. Genetic algorithms will be used in this phase to identify the optimal 
prioritization scheme, because of its efficiency in optimizing such non-linear problems with large search space. 
Accordingly, the intervention projects that receive the highest priorities will be implemented as long as the 
budget permits. Figure 6 shows an example of evaluating slums area #2, which received the highest priority in 
prioritization scheme #1.

Housing Solution #y

Housing Solution #2

Housing Solution #1

L1 M1 D1

Project Location Construction Method Housing Design

2nd Layer of Optimization:  Project Characteristics

Set of Policies #z

Set of Policies #2

Set of Policies #1

J1 T1

Location Type

3rd Layer of Optimization:  Housing Policies

Temporary Housing

A1 Y1

Amount Type

Subsidy

Optimal Replacement and Upgrading 
Strategy for slums area #2

Maximize Socioeconomic Welfare 

Minimizing Public Expenditures

Identify optimal housing 
solution

Identify optimal housing 
policy

Prioritization Scheme #x

Prioritization Scheme #2

Prioritization Scheme #1

6

9

Slums Area #1

Intervention 
Order

1st Layer of Optimization:  
Interventions Priorities

1Slums Area #2

Slums Area #R

5Slums Area #3
.
.
.

.

.

.

Figure 6: Decision variables
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5.3 Optimizing projects characteristics

This phase represents the second layer of analysis and optimization in order to identify the optimal projects 
characteristics based on the residents’ needs as well as predefined constraints. To this end, the decision variables 
in this phase are designed to represent the projects characteristics, including (1) each project location in case 
of replacement projects; (2) construction methods, such as traditional construction, modular construction, and 
panelized housing; and (3) housing design, which defines housing units areas and number of rooms. As shown 
in Figure 6, each unique set of values for these decision variables represent a possible housing solution which 
needs to be evaluated. Two important optimization objectives are proposed to evaluate these possible solutions, 
including (1) maximizing the social and economic welfare of residents; and (2) minimizing the total projects 
costs.
The first optimization objective (i.e. maximizing the social and economic welfare of residents) can be evaluated 
using a set of social and economic metrics. Previous research studies have identified a set of important metrics to 
evaluate the post-disaster housing plans (El-Anwar et al. 2010a and b), such as (1) employment and educational 
opportunities at the proposed housing location; (2) housing quality based on the proposed design; (3) housing 
delivery time based on the selected construction method; and (4) access of the housing location to essential 
utilities and services, such as public transportation, public services, supermarkets, and retail stores. These 
metrics can be used to evaluate the Level of Social and Economic Welfare offered by each housing solution, as 
shown in Equation (1) (which is an abstraction of the equation proposed by El-Anwar et al. (2010a) to evaluate 
post-disaster housing projects). 

,
1 1
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m p m
m p

LSW W S
= =

 
= × 

 
∑ ∑

                                              (1)

Where, LSW is an index representing the aggregated level of social and economic welfare offered by a housing 
solution (which is compromised of a set of replacement and upgrading projects); M is the number of social and 
economic metrics included in the evaluation; W

m
 is a weight representing the relative importance of each metric 

to the residents (which can be computed based on the data collected in the previous phase); P is the total number 
of slums areas planned for replacement or upgrade; and S

p,m
 is the performance of each proposed housing project 

p in metric m.
The second optimization objective is designed to minimize the total projects costs, including costs required for 
site preparation and construction activities as well as providing infrastructure and lifeline systems. Equation (2) 
is used to compute the total projects costs.

1

P

p p p
p

C S C I
=

 = + + ∑
                                             (2)

Where, C is the total projects costs for a possible housing solution; P is the total number of slums areas planned 
for replacement or upgrade; and Sp, Cp, and Ip are the site preparation, construction, and infrastructure and 
lifelines costs, respectively, for housing project p.
In order to identify the optimal configuration of housing solutions that maximizes the social and economic 
welfare of the residents while minimizing the total projects costs, weighted integer programming will be used 
because of its proven efficiency and effectiveness in optimizing similar problems (Kandil et al. 2010). The 
result of this phase is a set of optimal housing solutions which offer the optimal tradeoffs between social and 
economic welfare and project costs, as shown in Figure 7(a).
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Figure 7: Optimal tradeoffs between socioeconomic welfare and total costs

5.4 Incorporating residents’ feedback
The fourth phase is designed to select one optimal housing solution by incorporating the residents’ feedback. To 
this end, the optimal set of housing solutions identified in the previous phase will be presented to the residents 
in a town hall meeting and they will be requested to identify one solution that best addresses their needs. This 
phase is essential to maximize the participation of the residents and to highlight any concerns they might have 
and could not be identified using the automated DSS.

5.5 Optimizing housing policies
The objective of this phase is to perform the third layer of analysis and optimization in order to identify the 
optimal set of policies for the selected housing solution. There are two main sets of decisions that need to be 
carefully analyzed because of their significant impacts on the residents’ socioeconomic welfare as well as the 
use of the limited budgets, which are (1) decisions on the relocation process in case of the use of temporary 
housing; and (2) the amount and type of government subsidy. 
 The first set of decisions are concerned with whether or not temporary housing should be used while permanent 
housing is being developed. In some cases providing temporary housing will be urgently needed, such as 
following disasters (such as following the 1992 earthquake) where displaced families need temporary housing 
to be able to re-establish their household routines until permanent housing can be provided (Quarantelli 1985). 
Similarly, governments might decide to relocate families as soon as possible even if permanent housing is not 
yet available because they are residing in hazard-prone areas (such as areas of expected rockslides or in flood 
zones). In such cases, offering temporary housing can provide such a quick solution. In other cases when slums 
areas are located in high-value land, then expediting the relocation of families will enable the immediate use of 
the land by developers and real-estate investors. The economical benefits of such accelerated redevelopment 
can outweigh the cost of providing temporary housing until permanent housing is developed.
 The use of temporary housing can extend for years (Fox 2002), and accordingly decisions on temporary 
housing locations and types significantly impact the residents’ socioeconomic welfare (El-Anwar et al. 2010b). 
Moreover, temporary housing can be overly expensive (Friday 1999; Johnson 2002a). Accordingly, decisions 
on temporary housing need to be carefully analyzed and optimized in a similar fashion to the optimization 
methodology previously proposed in the second phase. 
 The second important set of decisions are concerned with the amount and type of government subsidy for 
developing permanent housing or upgrading the existing housing units. For example, if the residents are to be 
relocated to a place of higher-value land, then offering the right of use for the land might remove a major obstacle 
in the relocation. In other cases, governments can provide financial or in-kind support for the construction and 
upgrading activities.
 Figure 6 shows the decision variables which are designed to represent the temporary housing and subsidizing 
policy decisions. These variables will be optimized using weighted integer programming in order to maximize 
the residents’ socioeconomic welfare while minimizing public expenditures. Combining the optimal housing 
solution with the optimal set of policies will generate the optimal interventions strategy, as shown in Figures 6 
and 7(b).
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a framework for developing an automated decision support system to optimize decisions 
on replacement and upgrading projects for slums areas. The main objectives of this system is to maximize 
the social and economic welfare of the residents while minimizing public expenditures on these projects. The 
framework consists of four main phases, including (1) generating input data about possible projects as well 
as residents’ needs; (2) optimizing interventions priorities in order to provide adequate housing solutions to 
those who need them the most within available budgets; (3) optimizing projects characteristics such as their 
locations, construction methods, and housing design; (4) incorporating residents’ feedback on the optimal 
projects characteristics; and (5) optimizing housing policies, such as replacement and subsidizing policies. 
Future work will include developing the automated system according to the proposed framework and applying 
it to case studies representing current replacement and upgrading projects. This decision support system should 
prove useful to urban planners and government officials in optimizing slums upgrading strategies.
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ABSTRACT: 

Many countries are facing the problem of running-out of fossil fuels and 
their increasing global demand, consequently the future of cities is limited 
because there is no longer enough energy to run them. It is the gap between 
the use of fossil fuels and the exponential rise in the demand of energy 
which is already resulting in the energy insecurity that will be a hallmark 
of life and in all countries in the next decades. Thus, there is a need for 
zero-carbon cities which are urban areas powered by renewable energy 
techniques and technologies.
On the other hand, Egypt is one of the countries, in the hot arid region, that 
face the problem of energy and water. Another problem is the emissions of 
greenhouse gases arising from burning of fossil fuels to generate energy 
that leads to climate change and global warming.
The paper discusses the issue of planning future sustainable cities and 
how to apply all the new innovative renewable energy solutions to the 
construction and operation of these developments. It concentrates on 
developing a platform for a high quality of life where inhabitants can find 
the carbon footprint is zero. It tackles with the subject of conserving energy 
supplies as well as water stocks. It presents the ways of new innovative 
strategies which generate energy in cities in addition to waste-to-energy 
strategy which then runs an engine that generates electricity. The paper 
will analyze different cities having the same climate characteristics to 
achieve an understanding of the key inter-relationships between the zero-
carbon strategy and the design of building and spaces.
The paper aims to achieve the criteria of designing zero-carbon cities and 
maximizing the benefits of sustainable technologies through an integrated 
planning and design approach.
By this way, the future zero-carbon city becomes self-contained and 
separated from the public grid. Also, it encourages architects to use all 
new technologies despite their high initial costs.

Keywords:
zero-carbon, renewable energy technology, greenhouse gas  emissions, 
energy efficiency, sustainability 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Cities are the focal points and drivers of societal development in all countries. At the same time, they are 
the largest consumers of natural resources and the biggest resources of pollution and greenhouse gas emissions 
on the planet. 
One of the most significant environmental challenges within cities is climate change. A second major concern 
is the environmental impact of fossil fuel use in cities, especially oil. An oil-based economy and climate change 
are linked: vehicle emissions contribute significantly to greenhouse gas emissions and hence global warming, 
(United Nation Human Settlements Programme, 2009).
Responding to climate change, sustainable design approach came from the rising concern about the environment. 
At the same time, sustainability concept has some threats and points of weakness. The most important threats 
of sustainability are the depletion of energy resources, fresh water shortage and economic wastes. However, 
the absence of qualified skilled workers, the high initial costs of sustainable technology and the difficulty of 
persuading people to accept the advanced ideas represent its points of weakness.             
Accordingly, new types of cities have arisen that reduce carbon emissions on the annual basis.   
The paper presents the main features of zero-carbon cities that can be applied during their construction and 
operation process. 
Finally, the aim of this paper is to provide a checklist for Egyptian architects and planners to achieve zero-
carbon goals with sustainable design approaches that facilitate fulfilling energy future requirements. These 
design approaches include the utilization of renewable energy resources replacing the traditional oil-based 
energy sources and playing an important role in increasing efficiency of energy consumption in buildings. Not 
only this, but to achieve sustainable development objectives and in turn reduce negative impacts of pollution 
on the Egyptian urban cities.       

2. Definition, Concept and Principles of Zero-Carbon Cities:

Depending on the technology used, generating energy whether electricity or heat will produce emissions directly 
through combustion of fossil fuels or indirectly through the manufacture of the equipment itself or through the 
transport of fuel.
Technologies such as photovoltaics, biomass, wind and hydropower produce very low levels of carbon 
emissions relative to energy produced directly from fossil fuels and can be thought as “low or zero carbon 
technologies.” 
Thus, the definition of a zero-carbon city is “that over a year the net 
carbon dioxide emissions from all energy use within the buildings 
as a whole are zero or below”. This means that at certain times of 
the year a city may produce more energy than it needs, while at 
other times it produces less, (http://www.tcpa.org.uk).
That is to say that, “it is the city that on the annual basis produces 
as much energy as it uses.” (Fig.1).This definition of zero-carbon 
technology is applied solely in the context of cities and is applied to 
the whole development rather than individual buildings.
The aim of a zero-carbon city is reducing carbon emissions from 
buildings, reducing waste, transport, materials and food emissions 
by 50% globally. It can be achieved by the following energy 
hierarchy: 
1) Reducing energy-use wherever possible in the buildings and 
transportation sector.
2) Adding as much renewable energy as possible.
3) Offsetting any CO

2
 emitted through purchasing carbon credits.

 

Fig. 1 Concept of zero-energy cities
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The zero-carbon goal is applied to carbon emissions arising from energy use in domestic, non-domestic, public 
spaces and structures in a completed development. In another context, applying the following principles over 
the life time of a city contributes to reducing energy use and residual carbon emissions:
1) Developing renewable energy.
2) Developing distributed power and water systems
3) Increasing photosynthetic spaces as a part of green infrastructure.
4) Improving eco-efficiency.
5) Increasing a sense of place.
6) Developing sustainable transport.
7) Developing cities without slums.
Thus, the challenge for urban planners is to apply all of these approaches together in order to generate a sense 
of purpose through a combination of new technology, city design and community based innovation, (United 
Nation Human Settlements Programme, 2009).

3. Global Vision for Emerging Zero-Carbon Cities:   

Environment and energy are two sides of the same coin. Cities are the major consumers of fossil fuels which 
have risen from 4% of global energy consumption in the early 1900s to over 86% at present time. For all these 
reasons, cities play an inordinate role in greenhouse gas emissions. Mitigating CO

2
 emissions and adapting to 

climate change are essential at the city level. It is important that cities curb waste, manage their full water cycle 
and contribute to renewable energy generation to become “low carbon” or “zero carbon” cities, (Ryser J. & 
Franchini T., 2009).
At the regional level, the buildings’ sector in Egypt consumes 19.2% of the total energy consumption and about 
39.1% of the total electricity consumption, which produces 10% of the total CO

2
 emission, (Ministry of Energy 

and Electricity, 2003).
On the other hand, Egypt has a good potential of renewable resources including solar and wind power. Thus, 
renewable energy technologies can be considered as an integral part of the Egyptian energy policy framework.

4. Mitigation and Adaptation of Cities to Climate Change:

To keep away CO
2
 emissions, all instruments are being mobilized to reduce these emissions at source and to 

adapt the existing emissions according to climate change policy. Achieving zero-carbon cities and contributing 
to climate protection require a planned change to the way in which cities are spatially configured and served. 
Both adaptation and mitigation measures respond to the effects of climate change, they require cities to be 
planned differently, (United Nation Human Settlements Programme, 2009).
The mitigation challenge is to tackle the causes of climate change through the reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions. It aims at reducing the rate of carbon emissions into the atmosphere to manageable sustainable levels 
through the design, construction, operation and eventual demolition of a building. Mitigation measures include: 
promotion of lifestyles less dependent on fossil fuels and releasing less carbon into the atmosphere, more 
efficient use of energy, less waste and widespread use of renewable energy as an alternative to fossil fuels. 
In the same way, adaptation is adjusting the building to the physical impacts of the surrounding climate and 
resilience against the current and predicted future effects of climate change. For example, by incorporating 
green space to provide shading, sustainable drainage systems, designing to prevent over heating and to avoid 
the need for artificial cooling of buildings.

5. Ways to achieve Zero-Carbon Cities:

There are many challenges that cities may actually face to set-up zero-carbon cities or to make the cities more 
environmentally friendly. There are new innovative renewable energy solutions which can be applied to the 
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construction and operation of these cities to become an epicenter for the development and commercialization 
of clean energy technologies.

5.1 Urban Design Elements:  

Urban planning is adapted to the local culture and climate of the surrounding region. The city reduces the 
carbon footprint by orienting its buildings north east to south west. This helps to minimize the amount of direct 
sunlight on buildings while still providing natural daylight. Building narrow, shaded passage ways, instead of 
wide roads, funnels breezes and helps to keep the city cool. That is a cheap way to reduce the need for not only 
air-conditioning systems but also for electric lighting, (Pool.R. 2009).

5.2 Water Conservation Technologies:  

Water conservation is becoming increasingly important as a demand for water increase especially in hot arid 
regions. Reduction and reuse of water are considered as main elements to achieve zero-carbon cities. A number 
of conservation measures can be used in cities such as rain water collection (water capture technology) and grey 
water reuse.
Rainwater is collected and channelled into a catchment basin. These catchment areas can be landscaped to look 
like ponds increasing the aesthetics and value of landscaping effort. Collected rainwater can be then purified 
and reused for washing purposes.
Grey water can be recycled and treated to be suitable for irrigation and other non-drinking uses in the city, 
(Nady, R. 2008).

5.3 Waste-to-Energy Technology:

A small fraction of the energy needed to run the city comes from waste-based fuel. It provides a small portion of 
the city’s electricity through the use of waste reduction measures, reuse, recycling and composting solid wastes. 
Such approaches to waste require new technologies and management systems that integrate public health and 
environmental engineering with ecologically sound planning.  

5.4 Energy Conservation:

Energy conservation is taken into account when planning zero-carbon cities using active technologies such as 
photovoltaic plants, solar thermal collectors and wind turbines. Renewable energy enables a city to reduce its 
ecological footprint and it compromises a significant and important element of the urban economy.
- Photovoltaic plants can provide clean electricity for cities while producing no CO

2
 emissions. The electricity 

supply of PV plants can be isolated from the grid supply and so provide a reliable back-up at periods of grid 
failure.
- Solar thermal collectors are used to minimize the energy used to heat water needed to supply the buildings of 
the city
- Also, wind turbines represent a main source of renewable energy and can enhance the city’s efficiency in 
generating energy to produce electricity, (Nady, R. 2008).

5.5 Building Materials and Construction Techniques:

Local manufactured building materials are used in the construction of buildings in zero-carbon cities. Most local 
building materials are renewable and energy efficient. They are characterized by their durability, adaptability 
and low construction impact. Also, traditional building techniques are considered as a main part of the integrated 
design approach for achieving energy efficiency and effectively reducing internal temperature.
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5.6 Carbon Capture Technology:

The principle task of the carbon unit is the development of carbon capture and storage technology (CCS). 
The unit’s goal is to cut emissions of CO

2
 annually and decrease the city’s carbon footprint and consequently 

contribute to global mitigation, (Luomi, M. 2009).

5.7 Intelligent Transport Systems:

Cities are increasingly being designed to use energy sparingly by offering walkable transit-oriented options, 
often supplemented by vehicles powered by renewable energy.  
Accordingly, there are other sustainability features that relate to the city’s transport system. Sustainable transport 
can be presented in replacing cars and fuel vehicles by electric public transport. Cities with more sustainable 
transport systems are able to reduce their ecological footprints from their reduced use of fossil fuels as well as 
through reduced urban sprawl and reduced dependence upon car-based infrastructure.  

5.8 Hydrogen Power Plant:

The hydrogen power plant represents a huge industrial scale installation. It takes natural gas from the grid and 
converts it to CO

2
 and hydrogen using an amine process. CO

2
 is compressed and exported while the hydrogen 

is fed into a combined cycle gas turbine power island to generate electricity, (Crampsie S., 2008).

6. Application on Zero-Carbon Cities:
    Masdar City (Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates)

Masdar city is a carbon neutral city of 6.5 Km2. It is being constructed 17 Km from the city of Abu Dhabi in 
the United Arab Emirates. It is the world’s first zero-carbon, zero-waste and car-free city which costs U.S 22 
billion. The city has net zero greenhouse gas emissions with no oil or gas burnt on site. Masdar is designed in 
two squares, one large square and a smaller square      (Fig. 2)
The city is growing to be 1,500 businesses and 50,000 residents. Of this, 30% is zoned for housing, 24% for 
the business and research district, 13% for commercial purposes, 6% for the Masdar Institiute for Science and 
Technology (MIST), 19% for service and transportation and 8% for civic and cultural pursuits.
- In the first building phase (2009), all major infrastructures are built including the Abu Dhabi Future Energy 
Technology (ADFEC) Headquarters, Masdar’s own University and a large photovoltaic power plant, which 
represent the main source of energy to provide the city with power (Fig. 3).
- The second building phase, the larger square of the city is to be completed.
- The third building phase, the smaller square of the city (Fig 4).
The whole city of Masdar is expected to be completed by 2015, (http://www.wspgroup.com).

Fig. 2 Masdar City is                 
designed in two squares

Fig. 3 The larger square contains all 
major infrastructure

Fig. 4 The smaller square of Masdar 
city is expected to be completed in the 

third phase
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6.1 Masdar Zero-Carbon Features:

6.1.1 Culture and Heritage:

Masdar city draws its inspiration from the Traditional Arabic cities environmental and climate response to 
climate change (Fig. 5). The city reduces the carbon footprint by developing in a compact area (Fig. 6) that 
allows for easy pedestrian movement and expands the comfort zone of the city through the control of sun and 
wind to create the highest sustainable quality of life. Narrow, shaded streets reduce the outdoor temperatures 
by as much as 20co making it possible to comfortably enjoy the outdoors for a longer period of time (Fig. 7). 
Carefully planned landscape and water features also aid in reducing the temperature and enhancing the quality 
of the street (Fig. 8), (Crampsie S., 2008).

Fig. 5 The planning of 
Masdar City is similar to the 

Traditional Arabic Cities

Fig. 6 Masdar City is 
characterized by its 

compact design

Fig. 7 Narrow 
shaded streets 
in Masdar City

Fig. 8 Masdar City is character-
ized by its landscape and water 

features

6.1.2 Water Conservation (Sustainable Water):

Water is an increasingly sparse source in Abu Dhabi. 
Accordingly, Masdar will be an oasis in the desert through the 
use of brackish and other local water resources, the application 
of advanced water treatment technologies, recycling and 
overall the reduction of water demand (Fig. 9). Masdar city 
has a solar-powered desalination plant, around 80% of water 
is recycled on-site through different mechanisms, (Pool.R. 
2009).
The intention of Masadr city is to reuse water as many times 
as possible. For instance, leftovers from watering crops will be captured through irrigation recovery. 
This mechanism works by collecting leftover water from the top soil, after irrigation through an underground 
collection system. The collected water can then be used for other purposes.
Landscaping within the site is irrigated with grey water and treated waste water is produced by the city’s water 
treatment plant.
Dew catchers, rainwater harvesting and electronic sensors to detect cracked pipes, are all to be used, and also 
maximizing the use of local water resources.

6.1.3 Waste-to-Energy Technology:
Another objective of Masdar city is zero-waste through the use of waste reduction measures, reuse, recycling, 
composting and waste-to-energy technology. As a part of the zero-waste strategy, biological wastes are 

Fig. 9 Sustainable water technology
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converted into renewable “E-fuel”, a fossil fuel replacement or used to create nutrient rich soil and fertilizer 
while everyday waste is sorted and recycled, (Crampsie S., 2008).

6.1.4 Energy Conservation:

According to Masdar, the city requires just 200 MW of installed capacity as opposed to more than 800 MW for a 
similar-sized conventional city. In addition, the city is entirely self-sustaining in terms of energy needs. Masdar 
has several main power sources to meet the energy that the city demands.
To generate zero-carbon energy to build the city, a temporary photovoltaic power plant is installed on-site 
before any building commences (Fig. 10). As the city is near completion, the photovoltaic power plant will be 
transferred to permanent structures within the city.
In addition, there is a solar thermal power plant using parabolic troughs (Fig. 11) which work on the principal 
of concentrating solar into steam. The tower contains molten salt and the surrounding solar concentrators or 
mirrors (with heliostats) redirect sunlight to the tower.  The tower will generate steam that turns an electricity 
turbine to create energy.  The salt is there to keep power going for about 15 hours even when there’s no sun.
There is also a wind energy farm located in the land surrounding the city (Fig. 12). Any excess energy generated 
is supplied to the national grid. Abu Dhabi predicts that such technology will reduce electricity by 25% relative 
to current similar-sized communities.   

Fig. 10 Masdar’s photovoltaic 
power plant

Fig. 11 Masdar’s solar tower Fig. 12 Wind farms in Masdar 
City

6.1.5 Transport System:

Masdar is one of the world’s first zero-car city. Due to Masdar’s 
pedestrian-friendly design, walking and bicycling are expected to 
be the city’s most popular forms of transit. Pedestrian networks 
in the city are also supplemented by two electric transportation 
systems designed efficiently to convey people further distances. 
The first system is a Light Rail Transit (LRT) which connects 
Masdar to Abu Dhabi city, the adjacent international airport as 
well as other surrounding communities, (http://www.courses.cit.
cornell.edu). 
The second transport system developed for use in Masdar 
is an underground  Personalised Rapid Transport (PRT) system 
(Fig. 13) which replaces buses and trains with smaller vehicles 
designed for four to six people. The system is the world’s first 
personalised electric transport system. Masdar’s planners expect the system to use less energy than conventional 
mass transit and it will be more convenient, too. In a PRT system, several small vehicles, often called pods, 
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are kept waiting at each station. An individual or a small group boards one and selects a destination, the pod 
proceeds automatically to the destination without stopping. The vehicle follows a track, which is connected 
to stations by on-ramps and off-ramps, and a computer controls how the pods enter and exist the stations. The 
ramps allow the individual pods to make stops while others continue along the main track at top speeds.
6.1.6 Carbon Capture Facility:

A primary goal of Masdar is to drive the creation of low carbon economy in Abu Dhabi and the region. Its 
Carbon Management Unit is spearheading the development of CO

2
 emission reduction projects, including 

the development of carbon capture storage (CCS) technologies and the creation of national CCS network for 
enhanced oil recovery. The plant consists of a carbon capture facility and a natural gas reformer which converts 
100 mft2/d of natural gas into hydrogen and CO

2
. The hydrogen generates low-carbon electricity whilst the 

CO
2
 will be captured and used to replace the natural gas that Abu Dhabi currently injects into oil fields to 

maintain operating pressure and enhance oil recovery. According to Masdar, a fully developed CCS network 
could reduce the UAE’s annual CO

2
 emissions by 40% while simultaneously increasing oil production by 10%, 

(The Chemical Engineer, 2008).

6.1.7 Building Materials:        

Buildings within Masdar ensure the latest use of energy efficient technologies 
and smart design. Throughout the construction process, great measures are 
taken to maximize the amount of recycled and certified sustainable building 
materials (Fig. 14). The majority of building materials used in Masdar have a 
high thermal mass, resulting in high levels of insulation for the city’s buildings. 
Building designs incorporate heavily insulated walls with thin layers of copper 
foil on the outside to keep heat out and prevent residents reaching for air-
conditioning, (Bullis,K. 2009).

6.2 Observations and Shortcomings resulting from Masdar City:

The project is supported by the global conservation charity (WWF) and the sustainability group BioRegional. 
In response to the project’s commitment to zero-carbon, zero-waste and other environmentally friendly goals, 
(WWF) and BioRegional have endorsed Masdar City as an official ‘One Planet Living’ community, (http:// 
www.resorcesmart.vic.gov.au). 
Despite being One Planet Community, Masdar unsustainability is mainly related to how it was designed with 
little understanding of the social context an it involves constructing a brand new city in an intensive place, 
the desert. The Masdar project, even though it will be carbon neutral, requires massive amounts of energy, 
land and water to construct and sustain. Another concern is that the funding for the project comes from very 
unsustainable means. The $22 billion cost of building Masdar is funded almost entirely through the revenues 
from oil and gas exports, which fuel greenhouse gas emissions throughout the world. 
On one hand, it is observed that people in Masdar will commute in ordinary vehicles and there are numerous car 
parks that surround the city for commuters and visitors to park their cars before entering the city with a short 
distance to the nearest transport link and amenities, (http:// www.wspgroup.com). 
Also, being located in the middle of the harsh desert climate, providing Masdar city with water is one of the 
most difficult tasks. Thus, highly efficient water system is a key element of Masdar’s sustainability plan. The 
city will drive all of its water from a desalinization plant located outside the city which will run on solar power 
to get potable water from seawater. After this water has been used, it will be collected and processed so that it 
can be used as grey water for irrigation and so on. Masdar planners are trying to achieve a 60% reduction in the 
overall water consumption.
Furthermore, in order to become a zero waste city, Masdar will use waste incineration, recycle or reuse plastics 
and metals etc. Also, food and other biological wastes will be composted to make fertilizers and rich soils for 

Fig. 14 Masdar’s Headquarter 
is built with energy efficient 

materials
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growing crops to feed the city.     
As a result, there are several major flaws with the sustainability of Masdar city and its usefulness as a model 
for other cities. While these critical points are undoubtedly correct, no project is perfect and no one can deny 
that Masdar is a visionary project that will help to develop green technologies. Even if the city as a whole is 
not useful for existing cities to model, they can model parts of Masdar, like the PRT system or the wide spread 
deployment of solar and zero waste technologies. Many of these technologies are in their infancy and if Masdar 
can show that they will work and are cost effective, these technologies can then be deployed on a larger scale 
throughout the world.
Finally, the goal of the new city is to set new standards and to develop new clean and sustainable technologies 
that can be transferred to other cities in Egypt for example.

7. Could be another Zero-Carbon City in Egypt??

El Gouna is a private self-sufficient city built on 10 Km on the Red Sea coastline in Egypt located north of 
Hurghada. Established almost 20 years ago, the city is now populating between 12,000 to 15,000 permanent 
residents and visitors from all over the world.
El Gouna city provides a full range of facilities and services, such as a mosque and a church, transportation, 
schools, healthcare and security, giving the community a feeling of comfort and convenience. El Gouna’s overall 
uniqueness is in its harmony as a result of careful planning, superb architecture and competent management 
which have ensured that the city’s many attractions are contained in a beautiful and aesthetically unified setting. 
The city’s architecture brings together a blend of traditional and modern elements. 

7.1 El Gouna Sustainable Features:
 
7.1.1 Sustainable Site: 

The city’s design is compact (Fig.15) and is characterized by the visibility of its entrance. It has been taken into 
consideration that the character of the city development is derived from the traditional rural Egyptian context 
(Fig. 16). Buildings are covered by domes and vaults (Fig. 17) in order to provide the interior with moderate 
climate, (Nady,R. 2008).

Fig. 15 El Gouna City is characterized 
by its compact design

Fig. 16 The identity of El Gouna City 
is inspired from the rural Egyptian 

context

Fig. 17 El Gouna City is characterized 
by the Egyptian vernacular architec-

ture 

7.1.2 Water Management System:

El Gouna produces its own water by desalinating sea and well water and utilizing treated waste water for 
irrigation of the golf course and greenery throughout the city. Also, the grey water existed in the city is recycled 
and treated to be suitable for irrigation.
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7.1.3 Recycling and Waste Management:

El Gouna city practices garbage separation and recycles materials 
locally. The city’s waste and garbage are sorted, separated and recycled 
at source in colourful amphora shaped bins (Fig. 18). Each bin is used 
for a specific material, for example, one bin for plastics, cans, glass 
and paper. Plastic is melted down and made into plastic bags, clothes, 
hangers or paving stones. Glass goes to brewery, whose malt residues 
are fed to the turkeys.  

7.1.4 Energy Conservation:

The city achieves a reduction in the consumption of non-renewable resources 
by exploiting the wind power found in Hurghada. Some of the energy used 
in the city is generated using the horizontal wind turbines found in farms 
around the city (Fig. 19). The turbines are located in a good wind regime 
which offers a good condition for the operation of wind turbines. The 
turbines are placed on shore i.e. more than 3 Km from the shoreline, (Nady, 
R. 2008).

7.1.5 Building Materials and Construction Techniques: 

The buildings are constructed with locally manufactured materials such as clay and natural stone with thickness 
from 50 to 60 cm (Fig. 20) such building materials conserve energy and improve all environmental practices. 
The typical wall construction minimizes noise pollution from different resources as well as reducing the indoor 
temperature. Buildings are covered by domes and vaults (Fig. 21) providing the interior with moderate climate. 
Also, landscaped courtyards (Fig. 22) maximize the cooling effect inside the buildings, (Nady, R. 2008).
   

Fig. 20 The building of El Gouna 
City are constructed from local 

materials

Fig. 21 El Gouna buildings are 
covered by domes and vaults

Fig. 22 Landscaped courtyards in 
El Gouna City

7.1.6 Sustainable Food:

Around El Gouna area, Egyptian organic farmers grow a variety of crops, including fruits, vegetables, cereals 
and spices as well as non-food crops including cotton and medical plants. Also, food waste is eaten by the sheep 
and cattle, (http://www.greenstarhotel.net).
 

Fig. 18 Colourful bins for separating wastes

Fig. 19 El Gouna horizontal wind turbines
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7.2 Observations resulting from El Gouna City:

El Gouna city has been awarded the prestigious Green Star Certification. It has succeeded to achieve the natural, 
cultural and technical images of sustainability. El Gouna community proves how successful a multifaceted 
community can be. In another context, cities like El Gouna can be converted into a zero-carbon city by applying 
zero-carbon design features and planning strategies. These strategies are not very different from El Gouna 
sustainable design characteristics. However unfortunately, increasing the initial costs of applying renewable 
energy technologies and zero-carbon techniques represent a financial barrier and a technical constraint of 
turning existing cities like El Gouna into a zero-carbon city.

8. Zero-Carbon Concept Versus Sustainability:

Table. 1 A comparison between zero carbon and sustainability concepts 

Point of Comparison
Masdar City

(Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates)
El Gouna City

(Hurghada, Egypt)

1) Zero-Carbon
Carbon capture facility and a natural gas 
reformer, reducing CO

2
 emissions and 

increasing oil production 
N/A

2) Zero-Waste
Reduce, reuse, recycle, compact, waste-to-
energy

Sorting, separating, recycling and 
reuse

3) Sustainable Transport 
Zero-cars, walking, biking, light rail, 
personal rapid transit (PRT)

N/A

4) Local Sustainable  
     Materials

Very efficient with a high thermal mass
Clay or masonry bearing wall 
construction 

5) Local Sustainable 
    Food

Compost for soil, grey water irrigation, 
green belt of agriculture

Organic crops, wastes are eaten by 
animals

6) Sustainable Water
80% of water reused. All water derived 
from a solar powered desalinization plant

A water treatment station has been 
used to reuse water

7) Natural Habitats   and 
Wildlife

Mitigation for any impacted plant and 
animal as an effective conservation

Underwater protection and beach 
clean-up

8) Culture and Heritage
Compact pedestrian walkways, narrow 
shaded streets, landscape and water 
features

Landscaped courtyards, domes and 
vaults

9) Equity and Fair Trade
Pledging to pay all employees fair wages 
in accordance with international labour 
standards 

Broad range of income levels

10) Health and 
      Happiness

Meeting the needs of the people and the 
environment 

N/A
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11) Energy Conservation Photovoltaic power plants, solar thermal 
power, large wind turbines, geothermal 
ground-sourced heat pumps and hydrogen 
plant

Wind farms using horizontal wind 
turbines (HAWT) which are located 
onshore 

The previous table shows the principles of zero-carbon cities according to One Planet Living to provide a 
checklist for Egyptian architects and planners to achieve zero-carbon goals of future cities in the Egyptian 
context

9. The Future of Zero Carbon Cities in Egypt:

The aim of zero-carbon cities is to reach a balanced ecosystem in Egypt through dealing with the urban 
environment as a part of the ecosystem. Hence, the proposed strategy presents an accelerating public awareness 
regarding the importance of environmental quality and energy reduction in future Egyptian cities. This awareness 
is oriented to utilization of renewable energy resources and conserving water supplies in addition to recycling 
wastes. Within this process, all media facilities would be useful for increasing the public awareness to achieve 
the zero carbon strategy in the Egyptian context.
There are two types of renewable energy systems that are most suitable for the Egyptian environment, solar and 
wind energy. These renewable energy systems could efficiently be enhanced in the city’s development.
Zero carbon cities emphasize that the renewable energy methods are essential for the planning and the design 
of the city’s buildings, their operation and management.

10. Conclusion: 

10.1 General Findings and Outcomes:

- A zero-carbon sustainable future is not just an aspiration. Around the world, it is becoming a reality as 
progressive thinking individuals, businesses and government organizations to change the way they live and 
work to meet the challenges of resource depletion and climate change.
- In the master plan of a zero-carbon city, building designs and the zero-carbon strategies will need to offer an 
integrated solution in multiple challenges including design for reduced energy demand and for comfort and 
climate change adaptability, flexibility to integrate future low carbon techniques.
- Leading a community towards zero-carbon technologies is ambitious and necessary. Fortunately, many cities 
have begun this innovative kind of future oriented process (like Masdar city). Based on the experience of zero-
carbon projects in many countries, it is important to improve, innovate and modernize policy and management 
activities.
- Achieving zero-carbon cities in Egypt is to compromise between the sustainability concept and zero-carbon to 
reach a balanced solution that comply with the capabilities, the economic barriers and the local culture.
- A zero-carbon city creates a model for eco-design worldwide. It is characterized by some points of strength 
such as minimizing the ecological footprint, developing low carbon economy and making people aware of their 
carbon impact.
- Zero-carbon strategies have positive opportunities through self-sustaining in terms of energy needs, development 
of carbon capture and storage technologies and encouraging energy efficient designs. 

10.2 Recommendations:    

- There is a call for rethinking of the definition of zero-carbon cities, as in the present era, it is vague in its 
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current format without clear and structured guidelines.
- Compulsory adoption and a step to change in building and planning practices are the most suitable ways of 
achieving the goals of zero-carbon cities.
- There is a substantial amount of education that needs to happen for the general public to appreciate the benefits 
of zero-carbon cities.
- It is necessary for the government to act upon this growing demand for zero-carbon cities and legislate to 
create a national market for zero-carbon technologies in cities.
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ABSTRACT: 
With the growing interest among architects, planners and developers to 
integrate wind turbines within the built environment to reduce the reliance 
on grid supplied electricity for buildings to be self sufficient in terms of 
energy, the importance of assessing wind flow within the built environment 
becomes more important. This paper reviews existing researches on wind 
assessment tools. The main tools for assessing wind flow within the built 
environment are Mathematical Models, In Situ Measurements, Wind Tunnel 
Tests and Simulation Tools or Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
Calculations. The pros and cons of each tool revealed that researchers 
favour CFD and wind tunnel tests over the other tools. In addition, CFD 
has proven to be reliable in terms of obtaining data consistent with the 
results from wind tunnel tests. However, it should be noted that CFD 
modelling is not a straightforward process and it requires high levels of 
training and fluid mechanics knowledge for architects to efficiently use the 
tool. This knowledge would assist architects and planners to confidently 
specify the right simulation parameters in CFD. One of these parameters 
is the domain grid which plays an important role in the accuracy of the 
simulation. Wind flow around a building was simulated with different grid 
spacing and the simulation proved the discrepancies in the results due 
to refining the grid. This proves that CFD when used for assessing wind 
flow within the built environment should be validated using other wind 
assessment tools. Many studies have proven the reliability of CFD results if 
the right parameters and conditions were implemented and that makes CFD 
a good and economic tool for comparing design alternatives. However, 
this paper argues for the current need to train architects and planners on 
using CFD software efficiently in order to understand wind flow around 
and within buildings which would positively affect their design decisions 
regarding natural ventilation, thermal comfort or integrating wind turbines 
within the built environment.

Keywords:
Wind, Buildings, Urban, CFD, Wind Tunnel 
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1. INTRODUCTION:

One of the untapped potentials to reduce harmful carbon gas emissions from buildings is the in situ generated 
electricity through wind turbines. Manipulating building form to augment and enhance the performance of 
these wind turbines can lead to decreasing reliance on grid supplied electricity (Abohela, 2009; Taylor, 1998). 
Although the idea of generating electricity where it is needed using urban wind turbines is attractive for the 
advantages of reducing the transmission and distribution losses, it is however, a very complicated process due 
to the complexity of wind flow within the built environment. Wind flow in urban areas is completely different 
from flow in open fields and offshore. When wind gusts over urban areas the mean wind speed decreases and 
the flow becomes unpredictable in terms of direction and velocity due to the complexity and the variety of 
elements forming urban areas such as buildings, concrete sealed grounds, and vegetated gardens (Lei et al., 
2006; Syngellakis & Traylor, 2007; Yuen et al., 2004). According to Denoon et al. (2008), turbines work most 
efficiently in low-turbulence environments, so care needs to be taken in specifying turbine types that will cope 
with both existing turbulence and likely future changes in turbulence as a result of urban development. This 
is why it is mandatory to undergo a complete assessment of wind flow within particular urban areas before 
integrating wind turbines. Campos-Arriaga (2009) confirmed the availability of many tools for assessing wind 
flow within the built environment which when properly used can lead to informative data which would be 
implemented in making good design decisions about integrating wind turbines in a building or in an urban 
area. 

2. WIND ASSESSMENT TOOLS:

According to Mertens (2006) and Paterson & Apelt (1989) the research tools used to understand wind flow 
within the built environment can be divided into: Mathematical Models, In Situ Measurments, Wind Tunnel 
Tests and Simulation Tools or Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Calculations. All of these tools have 
specific advantages and drawbacks that define the suitability of the tool for a certain analysis. Existing research 
in this area (Campos-Arriaga, 2009; He & Song, 1999; Mochida et al., 1997; Murakami et al., 1999) favoured 
Wind Tunnel Tests and CFD modelling over Mathematical Models and In Situ Measurements. According to 
Versteeg and Malalasekera, (2007), Mathematical Models are based on the Navier-Stokes equations, which 
describes the flow behaviour. There are a number of flows that can be approximated with a special case of 
the Navier-Stoke equation (the EuIer Equation), in which the flow is regarded as homogeneous and inviscid. 
However, this method is difficult to use, extremely time consuming and requires a thorough knowledge of fluid 
dynamics. However, there is currently a considerable effort in research to develop other simulation models to 
solve the turbulence problem. One of these techniques is the use of Large Eddy simulation (LES) techniques 
in CFD which successfully simulates wind flow at pedestrian level; another model is the Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes (RANS) (He & Song, 1999; Lei et al., 2006; Leitl et al., 1997; Malcolm et al., 2007).

As for In situ measurements, Plate (1999) asserted that this tool is probably the most accurate tool for 
assessing wind flow on a particular site, especially when this assessment is aimed for retrofitting wind turbine 
into an existing building. In many cases this tool is used as a means of validation for other tools. However, 
the major drawback of this approach is that this is a very difficult and expensive experiment to carry out even 
once, yet along, many times. On the other hand, Willemsen & Wisse (2002) asserted that different experiments 
have proven that in situ measurements are loaded with many errors especially at pedestrian level in the built 
environment which could reach 20%. This doesn’t mean that the other tools are not loaded with errors; both 
CFD and Wind Tunnel Tests have embedded errors.

3. WIND TUNNEL TESTS:

According to Baskaran & Kashef (1996) and Plate (1999), this tool was originally developed for aeronautic 
and industrial engineering but was then widely used in testing physical scaled buildings models. However, 
Blocken & Carmeliet (2004) confirmed that the first wind tunnels did not simulate wind flow correctly because 
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it had wind speed of equal values throughout the cross section of the wind tunnel, which is not the case for 
the atmospheric boundary layer which is characterized by the variation in mean wind speed with height. Early 
literature focused on this aspect which resulted in the emergence of wind tunnels which took into consideration 
the increase in wind speed with height. Campos-Arriaga (2009) acknowledged that the data obtained from these 
tests are, to a great extent, considered reliable if the wind tunnel used is an atmospheric boundary layer tunnel 
and the model is accurately constructed with all surrounding elements affecting wind flow. Jones et al., (2004) 
and Malcolm et al. (2007) also stressed on the importance of including surrounding buildings in the study when 
introducing a building model for a wind tunnel, because these buildings will have a great effect on wind flow 
pattern and speed.

On the other hand, Denoon et al. (2008) found it difficult to accurately model the effect of turbulence in a 
wind tunnel because the wind tunnel is limited by its size, this is why a complete accurate simulation of wind 
flow is not yet possible, which means that the results obtained from wind tunnel testing will have errors that 
should be considered. However, in order to increase confidence in the results obtained from Wind Tunnel 
Tests, Willemsen & Wisse (2002) acknowledged the importance of validating these results using other tools 
in order to determine the technical and aero dynamical errors. Another drawback of Wind Tunnel Tests which 
Campos-Arriaga, (2009) highlighted is that these tests are expensive in terms of construction, operation and 
maintenance. Furthermore, Tominaga and Mochida, (1999) asserted that wind tunnel equipment is not readily 
available to many planners, designers, and architects. Accordingly, they miss the advantages of implementing 
wind tunnel tests during the design stage which consequently limits the efficiency of their designs. This problem 
was overcome by the CFD simulation software which is relatively a new and inexpensive wind assessment tool 
compared to wind tunnel tests.

3. COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS (CFD) CLACULATIONS:

Asfour and Gadi, (2007) acknowledged that some of the application of CFD in the built environment is in 
the field of predicting airflow rate, air velocity, air temperature, airflow patterns inside and around buildings and 
assessing pedestrian wind environment and micro-scale atmospheric environment around human body. Clifford 
et al. (1997) and Jones & Whittle (1992) predicted that due to the ever-increasing computing power, CFD will 
be the obvious tool for assessing wind flow within the built environment for the purpose of integrating wind 
turbines. Even small practices have started using CFD simulation due to their relatively low cost compared 
to other tools. Currently CFD is used in modelling the potential of introducing natural ventilation in high rise 
buildings. This could be taken a step further to look into the possibility of enhancing the building form to 
improve wind power generation. Swiss Re building by Fosters and Partners was extensively modelled to capture 
natural ventilation in its atriums throughout the building height and assess reducing the wind turbulences on 
pedestrians. The tapering shape of the bottom part of the building is a direct respond to the CFD simulation 
results to provide a comfortable pedestrian wind environment (Figure.1) (Kitson, M., & Moran, H., 2006).

Fig.1 Swiss Re Building
A CAD model of several floors in the Swiss Re building (left), a CFD simulation showing airflow through 

one of the floors (middle) and a CFD simulation of air flow around the whole building (right)
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According to Versteeg and Malalasekera, (2007)  and  Asfour & Gadi, (2007) CFD is based on solving the 
fundamental governing equations of fluid dynamics that describe the exact behaviour of a Newtonian fluid, 
including the effects of turbulence. Assuming that the flow is incompressible, the following equations can be 
used to describe the fluid flow,

Navier-Stokes Equations: (conservation of momentum)•	

          Eq.

The continuity equation: (conservation of mass)•	

          Eq.

Where u is the velocity in the streamwise direction, p is the pressure, ρ is the fluid density and υ is the kinematic 
viscosity of the flow.

Many researches (He & Song, 1999; Mochida et al., 1997; Murakami et al., 1999; Stathopoulos, 2006) 
agreed about the main advantage of CFD being its powerful visualisation tools.  Augenbroe (2004) and Jones 
et al. (2004) acknowledged that the main advantage of CFD simulation which encourages architects and 
engineers to broadly use it is the speeding up that happens in the design process when using the CFD tool which 
also gives the designer the possibility of making modifications and comparing different scenarios quickly. 
Moreover, simulation tools can provide with a better understanding of the consequences of design decisions, 
which increases the effectiveness of the design process as a whole. In addition, Stathopoulos (2006) confirmed 
that CFD modelling is less expensive than full scale measurements and wind tunnel experiments. Moreover, 
Versteeg and Malalasekera, (2007) asserted that there are several advantages of CFD such as the substantial 
reduction of lead times and costs of new designs and comparing alternatives, the ability to study unreachable 
conditions and the ability to produce practically unlimited  level of detail of results.

However, Denoon et al. (2008) claimed that CFD simulation is so weak in the field of assessing wind flow in 
very dense urban environments; this is attributed to the insufficient computational power available to accurately 
model the effects of turbulence in the built environment. In light of this and since wind flow in urban areas is 
unpredictable, CFD is considered a relevant tool for comparison between different designs and not a relevant 
tool for accurately assessing wind speeds in urban areas for energy yield calculations. A combination of wind 
tunnel tests and CFD simulation would be relevant for such kind of investigations. Campos-Arriaga, (2009) and 
Syngellakis & Traylor (2007) acknowledged that in order to produce reliable simulations, sensible knowledge 
of fluid dynamics is required; proficiency in the use of the specific and thoroughly validated CFD code is 
needed along with related computational skills. Sørensen and Nielsen (2003) also noted that other constrains lie 
in the choice of the turbulence model and the grid configuration; nevertheless, it is important to realize that even 
if the governing equations of the given problem are solved accurately, the result may be wrong if the governing 
equations and boundary conditions do not model the intended physics, like using the wrong turbulence model 
or a coarse grid as will be demonstrated later, for example CFD is reliable when assessing wind flow upstream 
of	an	obstacle	but	downstream	there	will	be	a	degree	of	error	using	certain	turbulence	models	such	as	the	k-ε	
turbulence model which is a model based on solving equations representing turbulent properties of the flow by 
determining	the	scale	of	the	turbulence	(ε)	and	the	energy	in	the	turbulence	(k),	as	for	the	flow	predicted	around	
the obstacle, it will be broadly correct. Existing literature implementing CFD as a tool for assessing wind flow 
inside and around buildings specified different conditions regarding boundary layers, turbulence models and 
grid types. The following table (Table.1) summarises some of those conditions in relevant studies.
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Table.1 Conditions used for studies of wind flow around buildings using CFD

Author Mesh Type Turbulence 
Model

Boundary Conditions

CFD Code
Inlet Outlet Top Bottom Sides

(Asfour and 
Gadi, 2007)

Hex-map Standard 
k-

Velocity inlet Outflow Wall Wall Wall Fluent 5.5

(Blocken et 
al., 2007)

Structured 
hexahedral

Unstructured 
wedged

Unstructured 
tetrahedral

Realizable 
k-

Incident power 
law velocity, 
turbulence and 
	profiles	form	
experimental data

Zero static 
pressure

Slip wall Wall with 
standard 
wall 
functions

Sl

p wall

Fluent 
6.1.22

(Campos-
Arriaga, 
2009)

Tetrahedral Realizable 
k-

Velocity profile 
specified using 
UDF

Outflow Symmetry Wall with 
standard 
wall 
functions

Symmetry Fluent 
6.1.22

(Hargreaves 
and Wright, 
2007)

No-uniform 
structured grid

Standard 
k-

Velocity,	k	and		
profiles specified 
from experimental 
data

Pressure 
outlet

Constant 
sheer stress

Symmetry Symmetry Fluent 
6.1.22 and 
CFX

(Hu and 
Wang, 
2005)

Uniform 
structured grid

Standard 
k-

Incident power 
law velocity, 
turbulence and 
	profiles	form	
experimental data

Gauge 
pressure = 
Zero

Non-slip 
wall

Wall with 
standard 
wall 
functions

Symmetry PHOENICS

(Huang et 
al., 2007)

Combined grid 
(Unstructured 
and 
Structured)

LES and 
standard 
k-

Velocity inlet Outflow Slip 
condition

Ground Slip 
condition

Fluent

(Kim et al., 
2009)

Tetrahedral Standard 
k-

Velocity inlet Free slip Wall Wall 2D Star-CD
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(Mertens, 
2006)

Not specified Realizable 
k-

RSN

Velocity,	k	and		
profiles specified 
from logarithmic 
profile equations

Velocity, 
k	and		
profiles 
specified 
from 
logarithmic 
profile 
equations

Velocity, 
k	and		
profiles 
specified 
from 
logarithmic 
profile 
equations

Wall with 
standard 
wall 
functions

Not 
specified

Fluent 
6.1.18

(N. 
Meroney et 
al., 1999)

Combined grid 
(Unstructured 
and 
Structured)

Standard 
k-

RNG	k-

RSM

Incident power 
law velocity, 
turbulence and 
	profiles	form	
experimental data

Outflow Symmetry Wall Symmetry Fluent 4.4.8

(Xiaomin et 
al., 2006)

No-uniform 
structured grid

Standard 
k-

Inlet conditions Free 
boundary 
conditions 
V=0

Free 
boundary 
conditions

Wall Symmetry PHOENICS

Chen & Zhai (2004) concluded about CFD modelling that it is not a straightforward process; there is evidence 
that even with a specific training in fluid dynamics, obtaining accurate results with CFD simulations is not a 
simple task and it would better be used as a tool for comparing alternatives. One of the main variables affecting 
the accuracy of the simulation results is the implemented grid in terms of type and spacing. Sørensen and 
Nielsen (2003) acknowledged that the accuracy of the numerical solution will usually improve with an increased 
number of grid points, especially if the increase is made in spatial regions with complex geometries. For this 
reason Asfour and Gadi (2007) asserted that the creation of the mesh (or grid) is one of the most important 
issues to consider for a successful CFD simulation. A common practice here is to create a hierarchy in mesh size 
to be fine around the building and coarse away from it. In any case, a trial-and-error process is recommended 
to find out the most appropriate mesh configuration. Rough meshes can be suitable and sufficient in many CFD 
simulation cases. Versteeg and Malalasekera (2007) acknowledged that the only way to eliminate inaccuracy 
due to coarseness of a grid is to perform a grid dependence study, which is a procedure of successive refinement 
of an initially coarse grid until certain key results do not change. Then the simulation is grid independent. 
Although this process is time consuming but a systematic search for grid-independent results forms an essential 
part of all high-quality CFD studies. 

To demonstrate the importance of grid size for the accuracy of a CFD simulation, FLUENT 12.1 was used 
in simulating air flow around a building of dimensions 3 x 3 x 3 m with different grid sizes (Figure.2). It was 
assumed that wind flow within the built environment is turbulent which will affect the simulation model to 
be chosen. Assuming that air velocity is 5m/s, air density is 1.225 kg/m3, air viscosity is 1.7894e-5 kg/ms 
and domain length is 21 m. This make the Reynolds number (Eq. 3) equals to 7188163 which means that the 
turbulent flow is clearly expected. 
     R

e
 =ρvl/µ    Eq.

R
e
 is Reynolds number, ρ is the fluid density, v is the mean flow velocity, l is the length of the domain length 

and µ is the fluid’s dynamic viscosity.

GAMBIT (a pre-processor for FLUENT) is used to create the geometry and the computational grid.  The 
geometry of the problem is constructed in 2D structured grid of 0.1 m (fine grid), 0.5 m (Medium grid) and 1.0 
m (coarse grid) interval sizes spacing in both x and y directions with domain size 39*21 m. In order to examine 
the effect of grid size on the results obtained, wind velocity around the three cases was graphically represented 
using velocity contours (Figure.3). In addition, velocity magnitude was plotted along three vertical line/rakes at 
points where x= 18 (l1), 19.5 (l2) and 21 (l3) respectively (Figure.2). The standard procedure to construct the 
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geometry and the grid is to first specify the vertices, then the edges, then the faces, afterwards meshing the edges 
of the geometry then the faces. In GAMBIT, two zone type specifications were defined; the first is the boundary 
type specification which defines the physical and operational characteristics of the model and the second type 
is continuum type which defines the volume entity being solid or fluid. As shown in Figure.2, the left boundary 
was defined as velocity inlet, the right boundary as pressure outlet and the rest boundaries as stationary walls. 
As for the continuum it was defined as fluid.

Fig.2 Domain geometry and specifications

After exporting a 2D mesh file from GAMBIT, a 2D double precision solver was chosen in FLUENT. The 
case file was checked for errors and the solver default parameters were used (Pressure based type, absolute 
velocity formulation, steady time and planar 2D space). As the temperature distribution is not the point of 
investigation	here,	the	energy	model	was	kept	unchecked.	As	for	the	flow	turbulence	model;	the	Realizable	k-ε	
turbulence model was chosen. And the material by default air with the default density and viscosity (1.225 kg/
m3 and 1.7894e-5 kg/ms respectively). For the operating conditions, the operating pressure was 1atm (101325 
Pascal). As for the boundary conditions, it was predefined in GAMBIT so the only parameter to be defined is 
the velocity inlet value which is 5.00 m/s. The second order upwind was chosen for the momentum, turbulent 
kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate equations. The chosen convergence criterion for all equations was 
set to 1e-6 and the number of iterations was set to 100. And the contour of velocity magnitude was plotted for 
the three cases (Figure.3, 4 & 5).

Fig.3 Velocity Contours of velocity magnitudes for coarse mesh
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Fig.4 Velocity Contours of velocity magnitudes for medium mesh

Fig.5 Velocity Contours of velocity magnitudes for coarse fine mesh

The contours of velocity magnitude revealed the different distribution of velocity in the domain for different 
grid sizes. It was noticed that the areas of highest discrepancies were above and on the downstream of the 
building. The coarse and medium grid failed to capture the two vortices which were captured by the fine 
grid downstream the building. In addition, the area of velocity augmentation above the building was over 
estimated by the coarse and medium grid. By plotting velocity magnitude along the three lines, the differences 
in velocities were recorded. However, these differences varied along the three lines; along line l1 (Figure.6) the 
highest difference was recorded at 3.9m from the ground level, the coarse and medium grid recorded velocity 
magnitude of 6.3 m/s while the fine grid recorded velocity magnitude of 7.9 m/s. Along line l2 (Figure.7) the 
highest difference was recorded at 4.9m from the ground level, the coarse grid recorded velocity magnitude 
of 6.2 m/s, the medium grid recorded velocity magnitude of 6.9 m/s while the fine grid recorded velocity 
magnitude of 7.9 m/s. Along line l3 (Figure.8) the highest difference was recorded at 1.7m from the ground 
level, the coarse grid recorded velocity magnitude of 0.7 m/s, the medium grid recorded velocity magnitude of 
1.2 m/s while the fine grid recorded velocity magnitude of 3.8 m/s. Although the difference between the highest 
and lowest recorded velocities along the three lines varied between 1.6 m/s and 3.1 m/s which can be considered 
relatively small values, these values have high significance when assessment of wind flow is carried out for the 
purpose of integrating wind turbines within the built environment because the energy yield of a wind turbine is 
directly proportional to cube the wind speed according to the following equation:
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     P
turb

=C
p
1/2 ρAV3   Eq.

Where P
turb

 is the power from the turbine, C
p
 is the coefficient of performance, ρ is the air density, A is the 

swept area of the blades and V is the free wind velocity. This means that if the wind speed doubles the energy 

yield will increase eight times (Stankovic et al., 2009).

Fig.6 Velocity magnitude plot along line l1 for coarse (c1), medium (mm1) and fine (ff1) meshes

Fig.7 Velocity magnitude plot along line l2 for coarse (c1), medium (mm1) and fine (ff1) meshes
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Fig.8 Velocity magnitude plot along line l3 for coarse (c1), medium (mm1) and fine (ff1) meshes
4. Discussion

Although, engineers, planners and architects favour both CFD calculations and wind tunnel tests over in 
situ measurements and mathematical models, Blocken & Carmeliet (2004) and Chen (2004) argued that CFD 
simulation can provide an alternative for wind tunnel studies because CFD is less time consuming and less 
expensive than wind tunnel tests and it is easy to visualise the detailed wind flow within the domain of study 
but in order to use this tool in confidence the model should be validated using other tools. However, when 
comparing the results obtained from wind tunnel tests and CFD calculations, Jiang et al. (2008) asserted that CFD 
simulations agree well with wind tunnel test in the flow field and wind pressure distribution around buildings 
but the differences between the results obtained from the two tools are more apparent at ground levels. Campos-
Arriaga (2009) attributed this to the treatment used at the near wall region (roughness and mesh specifications 
at pedestrian level) in the CFD simulation tool. The near wall treatment significantly influences the accuracy 
of numerical solutions, because it is in that region where the solution variables have large gradients, and the 
momentum and other scalar transports occur most vigorously. Therefore, representing the flow in these regions 
accurately will lead to good turbulence simulation and accordingly good results.  Jones et al. (2004) also noticed 
some discrepancies in results when assessing simple and complex form. However, there is agreement in general 
flow trends, which means that the problem is in the wind environment simulated in both tools. In practical 
application, these differences could lead to different design decisions which mean that further work is required 
for identifying these problems in both detailed wind-tunnel measurements and CFD turbulence simulation.

Since all the tools available for assessing wind flow within the built environment are relatively expensive 
and since most accurate results could be obtained by in situ measurements which is the most expensive and 
time consuming tool, therefore CFD simulation and wind tunnel testing need to be developed to improve the 
estimation of urban wind speeds without having to rely on in situ measurements. The following table (Table.2) 
concludes the observations about wind assessment tools in the built environment in terms of accuracy, usage 
as a visualisation tool, preference of usage for existing and future planed developments, cost, required time for 
assessment and availability to architects.
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Table.2 Comparison between wind assessment tools

Tools arranged in descending order

High Accuracy In Situ Measurements – Wind Tunnel – CFD – Mathematical 
Models

High Visualization CFD - Wind Tunnel - In Situ Measurements - Mathematical 
Models

Assessing wind flow in existing 
urban areas

In Situ Measurements – CFD – Wind Tunnel – Mathematical 
Models

Assessing wind flow for future 
planned urban areas

CFD – Wind Tunnel – In Situ Measurements – Mathematical 
Models

Lowest cost Mathematical Models - CFD – Wind Tunnel – In Situ 
Measurements  

Less time consumed CFD – Wind Tunnel – Mathematical Models - In Situ 
Measurements

Availability to architects CFD – Wind Tunnel – In Situ Measurements – Mathematical 
Models

Since the idea of integrating wind turbines within the built environment is gaining more acceptance among 
architect and planners and in order to ensure the success and feasibility of such approach, a complete assessment 
of wind flow characteristics in the proposed site should be carried out. Of all the tools used for assessing 
wind flow in the built environment, architects favour CFD simulation over other available tools because of 
its potentials in comparing design alternatives, its high visualisation representation and its comparative ease 
of use when compared with other assessment tools. On the other hand, it should be noted that CFD simulation 
is not an accurate tool and should be validated by other available tools which is the same case for all wind 
assessment tools because they are all embedded with errors. Calculating these errors and taking account of 
them is very important when assessing the feasibility of integrating wind turbines into buildings. In addition, it 
should be noted that architects should receive proper training in the field of assessing wind flow within the built 
environment using the available tools especially CFD simulation. Architects and planners should get involved 
more in using wind assessment tools to take advantage of the potentials of understanding wind flow around 
buildings whether through implementing the knowledge in providing buildings with natural ventilation, thermal 
comfort or integrating wind turbines within the built environment.
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Bin Su 
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ABSTRACT: 

The first ‘wind-rain’ house, designed by nationally known architect Nigel 
Cook, was built in 1985 in New Zealand.  The ‘wind-rain’ house is a house 
with a partially glazed roof mainly located in its centre or centre section.  
The glazed roof can be partially opened or closed. This is automatically 
controlled by a computer and provides natural ventilation to adjust 
indoor thermal comfort conditions. A number of ‘wind-rain’ house have 
been built without engineering analysis of their qualities.  This is the first 
field study to investigate indoor thermal and health conditions and energy 
consumption in a ‘wind-rain’ house. It was carried out by the author during 
the Auckland winter of 2009. The study finds that the ‘wind-rain’ house has 
strong advantages in indoor thermal comfort under the winter conditions 
and better energy efficiency compared with conventional houses under the 
local climate. Improvement of the ‘wind-rain’ house design should focus 
on decreasing indoor relative humidity during the winter. The further study 
with more samples of ‘wind-rain’ houses is needed to develop detailed 
design guides for energy efficiency.

Keywords: House, House Passive Design, Thermal Comfort, Indoor 
Health, Energy Efficiency
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1. INTRODUCTION:

The ‘wind-rain’ house has big potential for the winter thermal comfort and energy efficiency.  Since 1985, a 
number of ‘wind-rain’ houses have been built in New Zealand without any engineering analysis of their qualities 
of indoor thermal and health conditions.  The ‘wind-rain’ houses have, however, been constantly monitored by 
the designer over the years to improve the ‘wind-rain’ house design mainly in response to owners’ comments.  
This pilot study sets out to evaluate the thermal and health conditions, and the energy efficiency related to the 
Auckland climate according to the field study data. The ‘wind-rain’ house contains three sections. The north 
living section (one storey) contains the enclosed living room on west side and, open to the courtyard, the kitchen 
and dining room to the east.  The middle section is the courtyard space itself with glass roof.  The south sleeping 
section of two storeys has three bedrooms upstairs and, downstairs, two bedrooms with, in between, a large 
utility area open off the courtyard. In view of the studies’ results it is noted that the three bedrooms at either end 
are the only rooms not adjacent to the courtyard.  Figure 1-2 show the photo and plans of the ‘wind-rain’ house 
used for this study.

Fig.1 Photo of the ‘wind-rain’ house used for the field study

Fig.2 Plans of the ‘‘wind-rain’ house used for the field study
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The partially glazed roof of the ‘wind-rain’ house however, while being a complete barrier to the wind 
and rain obtains the maximum direct sun light through the glass and traps solar energy within the open space 
beneath (the courtyard space). By direct radiation it heats walls and floor and by convection warms the spaces 
opening off it that are not immediately under the glass roof.  Using solar power and photovoltaic the energy can 
be modified for use in the house or fed back into the public grid.  In a conventional house with its insulated roof 
and walls most of the exterior blocks the suns energy and occupants then have to pay to import it back in the 
form of electricity, gas and oil with a huge net energy loss. Direct sun light can only get into the house through 
windows and glazed doors.  Correct orientation is very important to ensure the living space windows catch the 
strong northern sun.  The ‘wind-rain’ house, however, can face any direction and the rooms can be arranged 
freely in the most appropriate relationships without loss of energy because the sun light is coming in over the 
top of them into the protected centre space.  So the ‘wind-rain’ house always has the equivalent of two north 
walls – one in the protected space inside and a conventional one outside.  The ‘wind-rain’ house has two type 
of indoor spaces for the winter, the indoor space with the glass roof is for the winter daytime living while the 
indoor spaces with conventional roofs and walls are for winter night time living.

Auckland has a temperate climate with comfortable warn, dry summers and mild, wet winters.  The winter 
temperatures are lower than the comfort zone (18 Cº to 28 Cº) but rarely below the 5 °C.  An Auckland house 
normally does not need air conditioning for cooling during summer and only needs temporary heating during 
the winter.  In Auckland, the design of a building should focus more on its indoor thermal conditions and 
thermal performance related to winter conditions for building energy efficiency (Su, 2004).  The Auckland 
house passive design should focus on the winter thermal performance, which is not only for the winter thermal 
comfort but also for energy efficiency.  The field study focuses on investigating the winter indoor thermal and 
health conditions of a ‘wind-rain’ house.  Indoor and outdoor air temperature and relative humidity adjacent 
to floor and ceiling were continuously tested at 15-minute intervals, 24 hours a day during the winter months 
from June to August in 2009.  The percentage of time related to different temperature ranges and the daily mean 
temperature profile of the winter months in different indoor spaces were used to evaluate indoor thermal and 
health conditions of this ‘wind-rain’ house to compare it with the conventional houses.

The difference between mean daily electricity usage in the winter months (June, July and August) and the 
other months of the year roughly represents the winter extra energy consumption, which mainly comprises 
space heating, extra energy for hot water and all appliances, which are impacted by the winter indoor thermal 
conditions of a house. A smaller difference between mean daily usage in winter months and the other months 
roughly represents the response of better indoor space thermal conditions in the winter climate (Su, 2006).  
A year’s energy consumption data of the ‘wind-rain’ house was also collected and the daily mean energy 
consumption data per cubic volume of indoor spaces (kWh/m3day) were calculated to evaluate building energy 
efficiency. This was compared with the mean energy consumption data of the mean winter extra energy of 200 
conventional Auckland houses used for the previous study.

Auckland has a somewhat higher vapor pressure than other main New Zealand cities and the Auckland 
monthly mean relative humidity is very high especially during winter.  The percentage of time related to different 
relative humidity ranges, the daily relative humidity profile and indoor mean temperature of the winter months 
in different indoor spaces are used to evaluate indoor health conditions of the ‘wind-rain’ house to compare 
with the conventional house.  Figure 3 shows the optimum zone of indoor relative humidity and relationships 
between the indoor relative humidity and health effects.  Indoor health effects such as bacteria, viruses, fungi, 
dust mites, respiratory infections, allergic rhinitis, asthma, chemical air pollutants, ozone production etc. are 
closely related to indoor relative humidity.  The optimum zone of 30% - 60% relative humidity is in accordance 
with the international and national standards (ASHRAE Standard 62-2000, New Zealand Standard 4303-1990, 
ANSI/ASHRAE 55-1992, ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals 1993).  This study compares indoor relative 
humidity between the ‘wind-rain’ house and a conventional house for evaluating indoor health conditions of 
the ‘wind-rain’ house.
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Fig.3 Relative humidity and health effects

2. INDOOR THERMAL CONDITIONS

Table 1 and table 2 show the percentages of the winter time related to different air temperature ranges for 
different indoor spaces of the ‘wind-rain’ house for this study and for a conventional house in Auckland (Su, 
2006).  The World Health Organization recommends 18°C as the minimum indoor temperature and 20-21ºC 
for more vulnerable occupants such as older people and young children.  The current New Zealand Building 
Code does not have a requirement of minimum indoor air temperature for a house and only has a requirement of 
minimum indoor air temperature for more vulnerable occupants such as older people and young children.  The 
‘wind-rain’ house has much higher percentage of the winter time, when indoor temperatures reach 16°C, 18°C 
or 20°C, than the conventional house (see Table 1-2).  The ‘wind-rain’ house has much better winter indoor 
thermal comfort condition than the conventional house.  

Figure 4 shows hourly mean temperature profile of 24 hours during the winter months from June to August 
of the ‘wind-rain’ house.  The lowest indoor temperatures occur at about 7-8am, the indoor spaces are initially 
warmed up by the sun at about 9am then indoor mean temperatures reach the highest temperature at about 2-3pm, 
after that peak temperature, indoor mean temperatures continuously decrease. After 6pm the decrease trends of 
indoor mean temperatures are interrupted by the heat from the cooking of the open kitchen or temporary heating 
during early night, then from the middle night indoor temperatures continuously decrease to the lowest indoor 
temperatures.

Table 5 shows mean temperatures of the daytime from 9am to 6pm and the percentage of day time when 
mean temperatures reach 16°C, 18°C and 20°C in the indoor spaces.  The mean temperature from 9am to 6pm 
of the courtyard space is 19.2°C.  The courtyard space is very comfortable indoor space for the daytime living.  
The mean temperatures of other indoor spaces are from 15.5 to 17.5°C, which meet the requirement for the 
minimum indoor temperature 16°C of New Zealand Standard.  The mean temperature in the courtyard space is 
significant higher than other indoor spaces from 9am to 6pm and the peak mean temperature of the courtyard 
space is 3-5.5°C higher than other indoor spaces.  The courtyard space can positively impact the indoor thermal 
comfort of the ‘wind-rain’ house.  After the middle of the night, the mean temperature of the courtyard space 
is slightly lower than other indoor spaces but it has much better thermal condition than the outdoors during 
the winter night time.  The mean temperature of the courtyard space is at least 3°C higher than the outdoor 
temperature during the winter night time (see Figure 4).  Although the thermal resistance (R-value) of a single 
layer of glass (0.26 m2 °C/W) is very low compared with walls (1-1.9 m2 °C/W) and roofs (2.9-3.5 m2 °C/W) 
insulated in accordance with the current standard, the glass roof of the ‘wind-rain’ house can still give the 
courtyard some protection from heat loss, and there is no air movement and wind-chill in the courtyard space 
during the winter night time.  

Figure 5 shows mean air temperatures of the courtyard space and downstairs kitchen and living room.  The 
mean air temperatures of the kitchen are higher than the living room during the daytime and lower than the 
living room during the night.  Because there is no partition wall between the kitchen and the courtyard space, 
the courtyard space can have a more positive impact during the daytime but a negative impact during the night 
time on the indoor thermal condition of kitchen than it does on the living room with its partition wall.  To open 
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the doors of bedrooms to the courtyard space during the daytime should be good for both thermal comfort and 
health.  How to design the partition walls adjacent to the courtyard space is also important for indoor thermal 
conditions of the ‘wind-rain’ house.  To open partitions adjacent to the courtyard space during the daytime and 
close those partitions with good insulation during the night time is good for indoor thermal comfort during both 
daytime and night time.

Figure 6 shows mean air temperatures of the courtyard space of the ‘wind-rain’ house.  Mean air temperatures 
close to the floor, the middle and the ceiling of the courtyard space are 15.7°C, 19.3°C and 22.9°C.  The mean 
air temperature close to ceiling is 7.1°C and 3.6°C higher than the floor.  The courtyard space with its glass 
roof forms a ‘warm air pool’ during the daytime, which can heat up upstairs bedrooms.  Without the glass 
roof, the ‘warm air pool’ cannot be formed.  Figure 7 shows mean air temperatures of upstairs and downstairs 
bedrooms.  Mean temperatures of the two upstairs bedrooms are higher than the downstairs west bedroom.  The 
downstairs east bedroom has the highest mean temperature because there is less shading from the north part of 
house.  Mean air temperatures of downstairs east bedroom and west bedroom, and upstairs middle bedroom and 
east bedroom are 17.5 ºC, 15.5 ºC, 17.3 ºC and 17.3 ºC respectively, which meet the requirement of minimum 
indoor temperature 16 ºC of the New Zealand code.  The bedrooms of the ‘wind-rain’ house have good thermal 
conditions under Auckland winter climate conditions.

Table.1 Indoor thermal conditions of the ‘wind-rain’ house during the winter

Indoor Spaces

Air Temperature Ranges

Mean T
>12°C >14°C >16°C >18°C >20°C >22°C >24°C >26°C

Percentage of Winter Time
North living room (ceiling) 93.4% 94.4% 70.7% 46.0% 29.2% 12.3% 6.2% 2.1% 17.8°C
North living room (floor) 86.9% 75.6% 39.9% 9.9% 1.2%0 0% 0% 0% 15.2°C
Greenhouse space (ceiling) 86.0% 67.5% 61.2% 48.9% 37.4% 29.6% 26.3% 21.0% 17.8°C
Greenhouse space (middle) 91.8% 73.7% 68.2% 48.1% 21.8% 16.0% 3.7% 1.2% 17.3°C
Greenhouse space (floor) 86.4% 65.7% 28.8% 7.81% 0.4% 0% 0% 0% 14.7°C
South upstairs bedroom (ceiling) 96.3% 87.3% 65.9% 37.8% 20.1% 6.6% 1.6% 0.2% 17.1°C
South upstairs bedroom (floor) 93.0% 81.8% 51.4% 18.9% 3.29% 0% 0% 0% 15.8°C
South upstairs East bedroom (ceiling) 90.6% 88.1% 58.8% 39.4% 23.4% 1% 0.4% 0% 16.3°C
South upstairs East bedroom (floor) 84.4% 72.7% 41.9% 12.3% 1.2%0 0% 0% 0% 15°C
South downstairs East bedroom (ceiling) 99.6% 97.5% 86.7% 60.4% 18.5% 2.9% 0.4% 0% 18.2°C
South downstairs East bedroom (floor) 95.1% 45.6% 43.3% 11.1% 3.3%0 0% 0% 0% 15.4°C
South downstairs West bedroom (ceiling) 92.0% 75.8% 52.2% 26.7% 7.8% 1.2% 0% 0% 15.9°C
South downstairs West bedroom (floor) 87.3% 57.9 23.6% 2.5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 14.4°C
Outdoor North 46.7% 17.7% 3.9% 0.6% 0% 0% 0% 0% 11.1°C
Outdoor South 55.5% 29.6% 7% 0.8% 0% 0% 0% 0% 11.5°C

Table.2 Indoor thermal conditions of an Auckland conventional house during the winter (Su 2006)

Indoor Spaces

Air Temperature Ranges

Mean T
>15ºC >16ºC >17ºC >18ºC >19ºC >20ºC

Percentage of Winter Time

North upstairs double bedroom ceiling 52% 37% 24% 10% 5% 2% 15.4ºC
North upstairs double bedroom floor 52% 30% 10% 3% 0.5% 0% 15.1ºC
North downstairs living room ceiling 65% 41% 16% 7% 2% 0.5% 15.7ºC
North downstairs living room floor 40% 12% 3% 0.5% 0% 0% 14.7ºC
South upstairs bedroom ceiling 38% 16% 5% 0.5% 0% 0% 14.4ºC
South upstairs bedroom floor 27% 16% 2% 0% 0% 0% 14.1ºC
South downstairs bedroom ceiling 51% 22% 6% 0% 0% 0% 14.7ºC
South downstairs bedroom floor 15% 0.5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 14.1ºC
Outdoor 8% 3% 0.5% 0% 0% 0% 11.1ºC
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Fig.4 Hourly mean temperatures during the winter months of the ‘wind-rain’ house

Table.3 Mean temperatures of indoor spaces during the winter daytime from 9am to 6pm

Indoor Spaces Downstairs E 
Bedroom

Downstairs W 
Bedroom

Upstairs 
bedroom

Upstairs E 
Bedroom Living Kitchen Greenhouse 

space

Mean temperature 17.5 ºC 15.5 ºC 17.3 ºC 17.3 ºC 17.1 ºC 17.5 ºC 19.3 ºC

Percentage of time when 
mean	tem.	≥16	ºC 100% 60% 90% 90% 80% 100% 100%

Percentage of time when 
mean	tem.		≥18	ºC 70% 0% 50% 50% 60% 50% 70%

Percentage of time when 
mean	tem.		≥20	ºC 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 50%

Fig.5 Mean air temperatures of the courtyard space and downstairs kitchen and living

Fig.6 Mean air temperatures of the courtyard space of the ‘wind-rain’ house
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Fig.7 Mean air temperatures of upstairs and downstairs bedrooms

3. ENERGY EFFICIENCY:
The mean winter extra energy consumption of the 200 Auckland sample houses (Su, 2009), which had 

been using electricity as their only energy source, is used to evaluate the ‘wind-rain’ house energy efficiency.  
The 200 sample houses with sufficient insulation within their envelopes according the New Zealand Standard 
include 90 one-storey houses, 104 two-storey houses and 6 three-storey houses.  The range of floor areas is 31 
– 446m2 with a mean floor area of 182m2.  The range of occupancy per dwelling is 1 – 7 persons with a mean 
number of occupants per dwelling of 3.4 persons.  The range of floor areas per occupant is 20 – 180m2 with a 
mean floor area per occupant of 65m2.  There are 69 houses with metal roofs (15 houses with brick walls and 
54 houses with weatherboard and other walls), 116 houses with concrete tile roofs (78 houses with brick veneer 
walls and 38 houses with weatherboard and other walls) and 15 houses with cedar shingle roofs or other roofing 
materials.  There are 158 houses with internal garages and 42 houses without.  The ‘wind-rain’ house, which 
had been using electricity as their only energy source, for this study is two-storey house without internal garage 
and with sufficient insulation for Auckland.  The floor area is 170m2.  About 23.5m2 floor area is under the glass 
roof and 146.5 m2 is under the normal metal roof.  Occupants of the ‘wind-rain’ house are 6.  The mean floor 
area per occupant of the ‘wind-rain’ house is 28m2.

Table 4 shows energy consumptions of the ‘wind-rain’ house and the average of energy consumptions of 
the 200 Auckland conventional houses.  Annual energy consumption, winter energy consumption and energy 
consumption of other months of the ‘wind-rain’ house are 89.5% of the average of annual energy consumption, 
80.4% of the average of winter energy consumption and 93% of the average of energy consumption of other 
months of the 200 conventional houses.  Energy consumptions of the ‘wind-rain’ house are lower than the average 
of energy consumptions of Auckland conventional houses.  The difference between mean daily electricity usage 
in the winter months (June, July and August) and the other months of the ‘wind-rain’ house, which represents 
the winter extra energy consumption, is significantly lower than and only 48.1% of the average of the 200 
conventional houses.  The ‘wind-rain’ house uses much less winter extra energy, which mainly comprises 
space heating, extra energy for hot water and all appliances, which are impacted by the winter indoor thermal 
conditions of a house.  The less winter extra energy consumption represents the response of better indoor space 
thermal conditions of the ‘wind-rain’ house to the Auckland winter climate conditions.  The ‘wind-rain’ house’s 
energy efficiency is better than the average of the conventional local houses under the local climate.

Table.4 Energy consumptions of the ‘wind-rain’ house and the 200 conventional houses

Energy consumption (kWh/m3day)
200 Auckland 
conventional houses

The ‘wind-rain’ house 
including greenhouse space

The ‘wind-rain’ house 
excluding greenhouse 
space

Annual energy 0.0592 0.0530 89.5% of 200 houses

Winter energy 0.0754 0.0606 80.4% of 200 houses

Energy of other months 0.0541 0.0503 93.0% of 200 houses

Difference of winter and other months 0.0214 0.0103 48.1% of 200 houses

Ratio of difference to winter energy 28.4% 17.0% 11.4% less than 200 houses
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4. INDOOR HEALTH CONDITIONS:

Table 5-6 show percentages of winter time related to different relative humidity ranges of the ‘wind-rain’ 
house and the conventional house.  Generally, indoor relative humidity level of the ‘wind-rain’ house is higher 
than the conventional house during the winter time.  Indoor air temperatures of the ‘wind-rain’ house are higher 
than the conventional house (see Table 1-2).  Indoor diurnal temperature of the ‘wind-rain’ house is higher 
than the conventional house and outdoor air temperature because the warm courtyard space can raise indoor 
air temperatures in a higher level.  The warmer air can evaporate and contain more water and the absolute 
humidity of indoor air can be at a high level unless there is sufficient ventilation for removing the extra moisture 
during the daytime.  When indoor temperatures sharply decrease and windows and vents are closed the indoor 
relative humidity can sharply increase during the night which can result in the higher relative humidity level 
of the ‘wind-rain’ house.  The daytime is the best time for window ventilation to remove indoor extra moisture 
from occupants’ daily activities and also decrease indoor relative humidity level when the relative humidity of 
outdoor space is low.  But during the day time, windows of most Auckland houses are closed for the security and 
the rain protection during the winter day time when the occupants go to work or school.  To reduce the indoor 
relative humidity level, a window designed for the Auckland house should have an adjustable and appropriate 
area of the window that can be partially opened to obtain an appropriate air change rate by cross ventilation 
during winter day time but the partially opened window does cause security and rain protection problems when 
occupants are out of the home (Su, 2006).  

For controlling the mould growth on indoor surfaces there could be two options depending on different 
climate conditions and building designs.  One is to use active controls such as permanent heating and mechanical 
ventilation to keep the indoor relative humidity level under 60%, the threshold of mould survival and growth 
for a building that is designed for permanent active controls.  For indoor air quality, current international and 
national standards (ASHRAE Standard 62-2000, New Zealand Standard 4303-1990, ANSI/ASHRAE 55-
1992, ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals 1993) the indoor relative humidity should be lower than 60% to 
minimize the mould growth.  60% relative humidity is the threshold for mould survival and growth after the 
germination of mould spores.  It is difficult for Auckland houses to maintain indoor relative humidity level 
under 60% by passive controls.  To attain this Auckland houses must rely on active controls such as permanent 
heating and mechanical ventilation. However from the thermal design point of view, most Auckland houses are 
designed for temporary heating not for permanent heating as air temperatures during the Auckland winter are 
normally higher than 5 °C.  A second option is to use passive design and passive controls. These can maintain 
the indoor relative humidity level under 80% which is the threshold of mould germination for a building that is 
not designed for permanent active controls.  If the mould spores never start germination the moulds never grow 
on indoor surfaces (Su, 2006).

Table 7 shows the threshold of relative humidity and the time required for mould germination.  Table 8 shows 
the number of winter days and the relative humidity ranges of the conventional house which does not have mould 
problems and where indoor relative humidity levels are lower than the threshold of mould germination.  In the 
wind-rain house of this study there are two indoor spaces - the upstairs east bedroom and the downstairs west 
bedroom - in which indoor relative humidity levels were higher than 80% - the threshold of mould germination 
- for over 30 days during the winter (see Table 9).  These indoor spaces of the ‘wind-rain’ house have potential 
mould growth problems, which do not directly connect with the courtyard space.  Lack of ventilation can cause 
high relative humidity of the two indoor spaces.  Sufficient insulation within the house envelop is the first key 
factor to control the indoor relative humidity level under the threshold of mould gemmation.  Winter day time 
cross ventilation and exhaust fan ventilation in the high moisture concentrated indoor space are also important 
factor to remove the extra moisture from occupant activities and reduce indoor relative humidity level when the 
outdoor relative humidity is lower than the indoor relative humidity (Su, 2006).
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Table.5 Percentage of winter time and relative humidity ranges of the ‘wind-rain’ house

Indoor Spaces

Relative Humidity Ranges

Mean RH

>50% >60% >70% >80% >90% =100%

Percentage of Winter Time

Living room (ceiling) 93.8% 65.1% 31.6% 1.6% 0% 0% 65%
Living room (floor) 100% 98.7% 75.3% 16.4% 0.8% 0% 73.7%
Greenhouse space (ceiling) 82.7% 79.3% 59.6% 10.7% 0% 0% 67.5%
Greenhouse space (middle) 97.1% 78.2% 45.6% 6.2% 0.4% 0% 67.5%
Greenhouse space (floor) 99.6% 98.8% 80.1% 23.8% 0.2% 0% 75.5%
Upstairs middle bedroom (ceiling) 99.2% 89.3% 60.4% 9.0% 2.7% 0% 70.4%
Upstairs middle bedroom (floor) 100% 98.0% 83.4% 15% 0% 0% 74.5%
Upstairs east bedroom (ceiling) 98.8% 87.3% 51.8% 3.7% 0% 0% 69.7%
Upstairs east bedroom (floor) 99.6% 99.2% 71.9% 25.5% 0.4% 0% 74%
Downstairs east bedroom (ceiling) 94.7% 53.0% 8.2% 0% 0% 0% 60%
Downstairs east bedroom (floor) 100% 94.5% 60.8% 7.0% 0% 0% 71.1%
Downstairs west bedroom (ceiling) 99.2% 94.5% 78.9% 37.0% 0.8% 0% 75.9%
Downstairs west bedroom (floor) 100% 99.6% 89.1% 17.7% 0% 0% 76.2%
Outdoor 100% 98% 75% 77% 64% 38% 89%

Table.6 Percentage of winter time and relative humidity ranges of a conventional house

Indoor Spaces

Relative Humidity Ranges

Mean RH

>50% >60% >70% >80% >90% =100%

Percentage of Winter Time

North upstairs bedroom ceiling 95% 78% 40% 0.5% 0% 0% 66%
North upstairs bedroom floor 99.5% 87% 66% 0.5% 0% 0% 67%
North downstairs living room ceiling 97% 73% 7% 0.5% 0% 0% 63%
North downstairs living room floor 99.5% 95% 56% 4% 0% 0% 71%
South upstairs bedroom ceiling 99.5% 92% 39% 0% 0% 0% 68%
South upstairs bedroom floor 100% 99.5% 71% 0% 0% 0% 72%
South downstairs bedroom ceiling 100% 99.5% 72% 0% 0% 0% 72%
South downstairs bedroom floor 100% 99% 82% 9% 0% 0% 75%
Outdoor 100% 95% 82% 69% 54% 42% 88%

Table.7 Threshold of relative humidity and time required for mould gemmation
Substrate Threshold RH Time Required

Porous and dust and fat 
covered non-porous

100 % 1 day

89% 7 day

80% 30 days

Figure.8 Number of winter days and relative humidity ranges of a conventional house

Indoor Spaces

Relative Humidity Ranges

>50% >60% >70% >80% >90% =100%

Days of Winter Time (day)

North upstairs bedroom ceiling 114 93.6 48 0.6 0 0

North upstairs bedroom floor 119.4 104.4 79.2 0.6 0 0

North downstairs living room ceiling 116.4 87.6 8.4 0.6 0 0

North downstairs living room floor 119.4 114 67.2 4.8 0 0

South upstairs bedroom ceiling 119.4 110.4 46.8 0 0 0

South upstairs bedroom floor 120 119.4 85.2 0 0 0

South downstairs bedroom ceiling 120 119.4 86.4 0 0 0

South downstairs bedroom floor 120 118.8 98.4 10.8 0 0

Outdoor 120 114 98.4 82.8 64.8 50.4
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Table.9 Number of winter days and relative humidity ranges of the ‘wind-rain’ house

Relative Humidity Ranges

Relative Humidity Ranges
>50% >60% >70% >80% >90% =100%

Days of Winter Time (day)

Living room (ceiling) 113 78 38 2 0 0
Living room (floor) 120 118 90 20 1 0
Greenhouse space (ceiling) 99 95 72 13 0 0
Greenhouse space (middle) 117 94 55 7 0 0
Greenhouse space (floor) 120 119 96 29 0 0
Upstairs middle bedroom (ceiling) 119 107 72 11 3 0
Upstairs middle bedroom (floor) 120 118 100 18 0 0
Upstairs east bedroom (ceiling) 119 105 62 4 0 0
Upstairs east bedroom (floor) 120 119 86 31 0 0
Downstairs east bedroom (ceiling) 114 64 10 0 0 0
Downstairs east bedroom (floor) 120 113 73 8 0 0
Downstairs west bedroom (ceiling) 119 113 95 44 1 0
Downstairs west bedroom (floor) 120 120 107 21 0 0
Outdoor 120 116 89 77 53 0

5. Conclusion

The study finds that the ‘wind-rain’ house has strong advantages on indoor thermal comfort during the 
winter time.  According to field study data, the ‘wind-rain’ house has better winter indoor thermal condition than 
the conventional house.  The mean temperature of the courtyard space is 19.2°C from 9am to 6pm, which is a 
very comfortable indoor space for the winter daytime living.  The mean temperatures from 9am to 6pm of all 
other indoor spaces are from 15.5 to 17.5°C, which meet the requirement of the minimum indoor temperature 
16°C only for aged care facilities and early childhood centers of New Zealand Standard.  

The architectural features of the ‘wind-rain’ house are different from those of a conventional house.  The 
building layout is altered from the usual orientation plan for a conventional house to a courtyard plan in the 
case of the ‘wind-rain’ house.  Since a conventional house has an insulated roof and walls, most of the exterior 
blocks out solar energy.  Direct sunlight can only get into the house through windows and glazed doors.  Correct 
orientation is very important to ensure the living space windows catch the strong northern sun.  The ‘wind-rain’ 
house with its glazed roof courtyard can receive more direct sunlight than a conventional house.  The glazed 
roof not only traps solar energy within the space beneath but can also protect the courtyard space against winter 
wind and rain.  As the sunlight directly enters the courtyard through the glazed roof, the ‘wind-rain’ house 
always has the equivalent of two north walls: one in the courtyard and a conventional one outside, which can 
receive direct sunlight.  

The concept or calculation of the ratio the building’s external surface to the building volume of the ‘wind-
rain’ house (including or excluding the courtyard) is different from a conventional house.  As the ‘wind-rain’ 
house forms two different living zones for the daytime and night time, the external surfaces which are subject 
to heat loss during day and night are different.  During the winter daytime, the walls between the courtyard and 
other indoor spaces which can be opened in order to benefit from solar heat should be counted as internal walls, 
while the external surface of the ‘wind-rain’ house should include the glazed roof as well as the walls of the 
courtyard.  During the winter night, the air temperature of the courtyard is lower than that of the other indoor 
spaces adjacent to the courtyard. Therefore the doors and windows in the walls between the courtyard and other 
indoor spaces are closed to reduce the heat loss into the courtyard. Thus the walls between the courtyard and 
other indoor spaces should be counted as external walls when designing and building for thermal comfort.

The concept of the indoor space arrangement of the ‘wind-rain’ house is different from that of a conventional 
house.  The concept of the indoor space arrangement of a conventional house is based on the customary north 
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orientation of the building and attempts to position the main living room or bedroom on the warm side of house, 
which can obtain direct sunlight and benefit from passive solar heating energy, and place service spaces such 
as the toilet or bathroom on the cold side of house.  For the ‘wind-rain’ house, the north section and the south 
section of the courtyard are both warm sides, so the concept of the indoor space arrangement of the ‘wind-rain’ 
house is based on appropriate relationships with the courtyard. Therefore the indoor space arrangement of 
the ‘wind-rain’ house can be more flexible and is not limited by the orientation of building, as regards winter 
thermal comfort.

The ‘wind-rain’ house’s energy efficiency is better than the average of the conventional local houses in the 
local climate.  Energy consumption of the ‘wind-rain’ house is lower than the average of energy consumption 
of the Auckland conventional house.  The difference between mean daily electricity usage in the winter months 
(June, July and August) and the other months of the ‘wind-rain’ house, which represents the winter extra energy 
consumption, is significantly lower than, and only 48.1% of, the average of the 200 conventional houses.  The 
‘wind-rain’ house uses much less winter extra energy, which mainly comprises space heating, extra energy for 
hot water and all appliances, which are impacted by the winter indoor thermal conditions of a house.  The less 
winter extra energy consumption represents the response of better indoor space thermal conditions of the ‘wind-
rain’ house to the Auckland winter climate conditions.  The ‘wind-rain’ house’s energy efficiency is better than 
average of the conventional local houses in the local climate.

Improvement of the ‘wind-rain’ house design should focus on decreasing indoor relative humidity, which 
is related to health effects.  Generally, indoor relative humidity level of the ‘wind-rain’ house is higher than the 
conventional house during the winter time according the data of field studies.  This study identify that there are 
two indoor spaces: upstairs east bedroom and downstairs west bedroom, in which indoor relative humidity level 
are higher than 80% the threshold of mould germination for over 30 days during the winter time.  Those indoor 
spaces of the ‘wind-rain’ house potentially have mould growth problems.  The further study with more samples 
of ‘wind-rain’ houses is needed to develop the detail design guides for thermal comfort and energy efficiency 
and the improvement of indoor health conditions in the local climate.
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ABSTRACT: 

One third of our planet’s lands are considered deserts, with different 
characteristics, types and climates. Deserts still attract less attention by 
the scientific research compared with other land forms. The development of 
the desert is still a general dilemma, specifically in urban and architectural 
studies, as well as the ecological, social and environmental sides. Water, 
energy, and social development are considered the most obvious problems 
which face any proposed developmental scenarios for the desert. The recent 
international project “Very Large Scale Photovoltaic (VLS-PV)“, that has 
been sponsored by the International Energy Agency (IEA) and discussed 
through Photovoltaic Power System Programs (PVP), is considered one 
of the recent international promising projects for  desert development. 
The project which aims to develop the world’s desert by using large-scale 
photovoltaic plants and the creation of sustainable communities is based 
mainly on the development of energy and agriculture production from the 
desert. The scenario offers new types of form/patterns of the desert’s future 
environment and  ecosystem, and provides new forms of sustainable cities, 
communities, and villages. 

Here, the research will highlight the feasibility of using VLS-PV’s 
communities, which would significantly contribute to the development 
of Egyptian communities, and would have a direct impact  on the forms/
patterns of proposed intermediate cities located in the Egyptian Desert. 
Especially through the proposed scenario “Developmental Corridor”, 
which consequently would face the same challenges to develop the desert, 
and the creation of 12 community centers attached to the corridor’s path. 

In this context, the research paper will present a scientific case study, 
at “El-Mosta’bal city“ located in the Suez Canal region, examining the 
potentials of using PV integrated systems, as part of the VLS-PV project 
vision, to improve the feasibility of using PV systems in the Egyptian 
new intermediate desert cities. The study aims to inform issues such as: 
energy, CO

2
 emissions, and community sustainability. Research findings 
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and recommendations are directed to the urban and architectural design 
criteria for the future Egyptian intermediate cities. 

Keywords: VLS-PV community, intermediate cities, Desert 
Development.
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INTRODUCTION: 1. 

There are wide prospects that the fossil fuel horizon is relatively short; 40 years left for oil and 65 years for 
gas; the fact that calls for immediate humanity needs to move away from the use of greenhouse gas producing 
fossil fuels towards a greater dependence on clean renewable energy. For instance, in industrialized countries, 
the building sector is the biggest single indirect source of carbon emissions generated by burning fossil fuels, 
largely through buildings, in use or construction; accounting for over 50% of total emissions.

Studies have demonstrated that, reducing carbon intensity (carbon per unit of energy) can occur independently 
of a reduction in energy intensity (energy per unit of economic activity). In this regard, the use of energy 
efficiency measures can contribute to reduce carbon emissions from houses by 60% or more, while it is possible 
to reach the 90% level of reductions required by using renewable energy technologies. In the UK, for instance, 
research demonstrated that it is technically possible to meet the 60% target with a combination of energy 
efficiency measures and new low-carbon technologies.

It is noteworthy that there are international competitive efforts to promote the use of renewable energy 
systems (RE) in the built environment, to work as main source energy sooner rather than later, and shifting 
away from conventional fossil fuel energy systems. So, in recent years, we explored rapid development in 
grid-connected building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) systems. These are based on the government-initiated 
renewable energy programs, aiming at the development of renewable energy applications and reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions.

Here, the research studies the feasibility to attach renewable energy systems into built environment in the 
Middle-East and North-Africa regions, to help contribute in achieving sustainable development of recent and 
future communities. This is done by studying the feasibility of using Very Large Scale Photovoltaic project’s 
framework and strategy in future Egyptian cities.

AIMS OF THE RESEARCH2. 

The paper aims at approaching the following issues: 

 Studying and analyzing the development of the existing urban and architectural strategies in Egypt to - 

contribute to the future new sustainable settlements located in the Egyptian hinterlands and desert areas.

Emphasizing the role of renewable energies, (solar energy in particular), handling the implementation of - 

self-sufficient/productive housing units, and fostering the effective role of architecture in disseminating and 
developing sustainability strategies for desert settlements and regional communities at large.

Studying the feasibility for using integrated solar energy technologies into the recent and future Egyptian - 

cities, through examining the capacity for integrated PV system, to contribute the cities’ energy efficiency 
and enhancing its sustainability. 

Promoting the recent and future strategies related to urban and architectural design in the Egyptian - 

governmental projects, implemented in desert and hinterlands, by expanding the body of knowledge to a 
larger scale of sustainable photovoltaic application in local urban communities.

Enriching urban and architectural design guidelines with the criteria of installing solar energy system in - 

built environment.
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METHODOLOGY3. 

The research is determined to examine the major potentials for integrating renewable energy technologies, 
using electrical solar energy applications in specific, into the Egyptian built environment in hinterlands and 
desert areas. As part of author’s research studies related to examining the feasibility for using VLS-PV project 
and methodology for developing the Egyptian desert, using sustainable framework. In collaborative effort with 
the second author, the study stems from former theoretical studies, in Suez Canal region, using (Mostakbal 
City) as a case study, as it has an optimal and suitable infrastructure for the research, and using examining grid-
connected PV systems into the urban context.

Through the case study, different numbers of parameters are considered in the design and installation of PV 
systems, using simulation tools for estimating the average performance of PV system in different positions in 
the built environment. The results have been complied into performance graphs. The introduced graphs mainly 
focus on: 

Relation of annual energy performance versus PV panel feasible angels and area for different dwelling a. 
blocks.

Energy output of PV systems based on panel’s tilt and azimuth angles.b. 

Simulation Tools

The author uses the following modeling and simulation programs to form and examine the PV system’s 
accurate performance, as follows:

Modeling tools:
AutoCAD - (2D-3D); for calculating the effective and suitable roof area for PV panels, and modeling 
building blocks by shape type.

ECOTECT- ; for determining the annual range of self-shading, and ambient shading of PV Panels installed 
on different types of roofs. 

Simulation tools: 
PV-SYST- ; for PV system specifications and calculations- simulation of PV system hourly, daily, and 
annual performance – calculation of the seasonal needs of electricity per dwelling.

VLS-PV; THE INTERNATIONAL PROJECT4. 

The VLS-PV project, as mentioned above, is introduced as one of the recent international promising projects 
that aim at contributing substantially to global energy needs by using very large-scale photovoltaic plants 
located in the world’s deserts. Large-scale photovoltaic applications have been sponsored by the International 
Energy Agency (IEA); it discussed Photovoltaic Power System Program (PVPS) through a research project 
called ‘TASKS’ which has been divided into numerous sub-tasks. The project - started since 1999 to date - has 
introduced promising ideas aiming mainly to contribute to the following sides:

Global environmental protection, and renewable energy utilization in the long term;- 

 Economical and technological feasibility; and- 

Socio-economic develop ment, especially for developing countries with large desert areas.- 

The research project (Task 7) titled “Photovoltaic power systems in the built environment”, started in 
1997 and was concluded in end 2001, is considered one of PVPs’ important tasks, as it is related to the built 
environment and enhancing the architectural quality, the technical quality and the economic viability of PV, 
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which contribute directly to energy efficiency strategies in urban and architectural building contexts. It involves 
the creative contribution of architects, urban planners, and building engineers.

In addition, the research project “Task 7” is a part of three approaches considered to encourage the spread 
of PV systems, which opens the door for implementing the holistic proposal of VLS-PV stages, as shown in the 
following steps:

Establishc.  small scale independent PV systems into two scales:

installing stand-alone, several hundred watt-class PV systems for private dwellings, and installing 2 to - 

10 kW-class systems on the roofs of dwellings, ‘used in developing countries, as the solar home system 
(SHS)’,

 and 10 - 100 kW-class systems on office buildings and schools. ‘ used in industrialized countries’- 

Establishd.  100 to 1000 kW-class mid-scale PV systems:

On unused land on the outskirts of urban areas,  as germinated by PVPS/Task 6-8, and their number is - 

expected to increase rapidly in the early 21st century to multi-megawatt size.

Establishe.  PV systems larger than 10 MW:

 - on vast barren, unused lands that enjoy extensive exposure to sunlight. In such areas, a total of even 
more than 1 GW of PV system aggregation can be realized.

VLS-PV & BIPV: Integration in Urban Development and Architecture: 

Building-Integrated Photovoltaic (BIPV) is now a part of every architect’s vocabulary. Installation of PV 
panels on roofs is the main practical method for distributing the investment cost and immediate the transition to 
solar technologies in dense cities, than is likely to occur at the utility scale. 

Dissemination of BIPV systems – extended with the use of VLS-PV – is hypothesized to form the combined 
strategic vision for developing the Egyptian cities and contributes desert development, and as part of the 
proposed cooperation between Euro region and North African for renewable energy links, so-called “EU-
MENA renewable Energy links (TREC)”.

INTERNATIONAL EXAMPLES5. ; Using RE- Systems;

The international projects and initiatives provide numerous contributions to urban and architectural research 
and knowledge related to renewable energy integration in the built environment, and achieving principles of 
sustainability in world’s recent and future built environment. In this context, it is noteworthy to refer to IEA 
PVPS Task 10, the project which aims to enhance the opportunities for wide-scale, solution-oriented application 
of photovoltaic power electricity production in the urban environment as part of an integrated approach that 
maximizes building energy efficiency and solar thermal and photovoltaic usage. Task 10 considers numerous 
sides such as value analysis, policy incentives, as well as system design and integration; all of which have 
proven successful in the IEA’ participating countries.

The research discusses the main objects, used energy systems, and installation type of solar applications in 
three international leading urban projects. Large scale applications of PV system as a main source of energy are 
examined; and an analysis of the most recent zero-Energy project “Masdar City” initiated at Abo-Dhabi, UAE, 
designed by architect Norman Foster and partners, Table 1, is conducted.
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Table 1.  Comparison between Three Main Examples of Solar Cities.

Solar  City- Linz  Pichling – Austria

To create a base for the - future social residential housing project.
Achieving pillars of sustainability: (economic growth- ecological balance- social progress ) and- 
Achieving the principles of - Sustainable Architecture.

Sy
st

em

GRID-CONNECTED- 
Energy conservation & Energy supplying - 
High utilization of - solar thermal systems (passive systems).
Utilizing of solar electrical systems (- Active systems).

In
st

al
l-

at
io

n Roof Case- ; (BIPV) Fixing solar thermal collectors and PV cells ,
Façade Case- ; Intelligent utilization of passive systems and high thermal capacity materials 
Passive systems- ; Uses of centralized servicing, in vertical cores, with integrated heat 

Solar Village Amersfoort-Netherland

 - Reduction of CO2 emissions and strategy for supplying 3.2% of electricity form RE sources.
 To examine the - impact of using solar power at district level.
Demonstrating the-  technological and architectural potential of BIPV.

Sy
st

em

GRID- -CONNECTED
Achieving of 1MW energy generation - from:
Solar Photovoltaic systems- 
Solar / Gas combination unit has been installed in each house.- 

In
st

al
l-

 
at

io
n Roof Case; (BIPV) - Fixing solar thermal collectors and Photovoltaic cells ,

Façade Case; - Intelligent utilization of passive façade systems . 
Other cases; - installing PV panels in Urban Tools as garages and shades. 

Masdar City  Abu-Dhabi- UAE

New sustainable city in Abu-Dhabi to imitate a new sample for - future cities. And to achieve a Zero 
Carbon and Zero Waste Community.
To develop the utilization of - Renewable energy, especially solar energy systems.

Sy
st

em

GRID-CONNECTED- 
Use of - Photovoltaic plants outside the city to generate energy and Installing Photovoltaic 
cells on city’s roofs.
In combined with other renewable types like (Wind, Geothermal, Biofuels), to generate - 
energy for the city and connecting it to the grid.

In
st

al
l-

  
at

io
n Very large-Scale Photovoltaic-  power plant.

 - BIPV; installing PV panels in building roofs.
Using of Passive systems.- 

REGION OF STUDY; Ismailia Governorate,6. 

Ismailia is the middle of three governorates located by the Suez Canal strip, (Latitude: 30.6053 - Longitude: 
32.2772). The importance of Ismailia is built upon its central location and significant increase of different 
activities such as: social structure, industrial, and agricultural development. Such a case has its remarkable 
potentials to host an integrated technological  industrial zone, based on the former infrastructure located in the 
Ismailia eastern bank. The project’s first stage started in 1994 by the Egyptian government to develop a high 
technological and electronics industry, similar to the technology valley “Silicon valley” in USA, China, and 
India. 

In this context, added to other educational and physical infrastructure, Ismailia has been selected as one of 
the optimal locations to study the future of renewable energy integration into the built environment, especially 
the western bank of the governorate where numerous industrial developmental activities are located. As a recent 
development, the new expansion of Ismailia city called “El-Moastakbal City”, has been established as a new 
residential complex for youth and employment in the industrial zone. (Figure 1)
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CASE STUDY; (El Mostakbal City)7. 

The objective of this study is to examine the ability of using PV cells to fulfill the electricity needs in the near 
future —20-50 years— when most of the world cities are expected to use solar energy as a main or secondary 
source of energy after the depletion of fossil fuels, and when cost analysis of PV systems will be far more 
competitive. 

(Figure 2), illustrates the site components and the ambient and main circulation routes connected to the 
site. The new implementation provided an extension to the dense city center of Ismailia City to serve the new 
industrial and free zones located around the site.

Site’s Advantages:   The city is a suitable site for studying solar application, as it is an example for the 
governmental housing models of the industrial communities in Egypt. 

Field Trip: Field trip to site helped in providing a clear understanding of the urban and architectural context 
of the city, and surveying on social, economical, technical sides and the infrastructure also.

Social Context

The new community consists of educated inhabitants, between 1- good and medium education levels.
There is a 2- technical group from the community that will be responsible for maintenances processes 
and checking the system performance. (Figure 3)

Study Assumptions

The examination of site for installation of photovoltaic cells depends on the following assumptions and 
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requirements: 

Use of the a. Grid-Connected system; as the city is already connected to grid, and to avoid the extra costs 
of Batteries.

Use of b. high or medium efficiency (Mono crystalline 24 %-  or - poly crystalline 13%) of solar cells for 
producing maximum electrical power, and injecting surplus electricity  into national grid.

Subtraction  (25%) of the roof  total areac.  —specified into the Egyptian Building standard Code— 
for inhabitants’ uses (e.g. antennas,  water tanks…etc).

Effective Roof Areas by the Block Shape

Studying the effective roof area for installing PV system is important to determine the available net areas 
for determining the structural system, as well as predicting the effective distribution of PV panels on roofs. 
Maintenance paths and panels’ self and physical yearly shadows range are subtracted to emphasize more 
accuracy of the study. These are analyzed through Table 2.

Table.2 Analytical study for PV system area per block roof 
area.

PV System Specifications,

Energy consumption, based dwelling types

In Egypt, the difference between seasonal consumptions is significant, especially in terms of using ceiling 
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fans in the summer. Consequently, seasonal modulation and hourly energy distribution are essentially used for 
determining the specific energy consumption of occupants is based mainly on life standards. In this sense, the 
calculations are classified into types related to socio-economic dwelling categories. (Table 3)

Increase of daily energy fraction to the peak is considered also in calculations, through 4h at night-times, 
1.5h in the daytime, and 1h in the evening. These represent the main critical times for dwelling activities and 
consequently, for the direct energy used form PV modules’ production duration. 

Table 3.  Electrical tools & energy consumption per dwelling 
level

INSTALLED TOOLS No. Power Use Energy

Fluorescent lamps 5 30 W/lamp 2 h/day 300 Wh/day

TV / Video-tape. / PC 1 75 W/app 3 h/day 225 Wh/day

Domestic app. (Fans) 3 45 W/app 8 h/day 1080 Wh/day

Fridge / Deep-freeze 1 3000 Wh/d. 3000 Wh/d. 3000 Wh/day

Dish /Cloth-washer 1 860 h/day 860 Wh/day

Other uses 1 1500 W tot 0 h/day 450 Wh/day

Stand-by consumers - 6 W tot 24 h/day 144 Wh/day

Total daily energy 6059 Wh/day
Average per year Seasonal modulation global 2120 kWh/year
LEVEL (3) Blocks Without (Heater/ Dishwasher) 6066 W/h/day

LEVEL (2) Blocks With  ( Heater) 7478 W/h/day

High LEVEL (1) All Utilities (Dishwasher) 7935 W/h/day

Azimuth angles, by Blocks Zone

By studying the urban context for the city in general, it has been observed that four main groups of residential 
blocks are arranged in three main angles: first group, with deviation angle approx. (zeroo from axis E-W), 
second group with deviation angle (-24o form axis E-W), and third group with deviation angle (35 o  from axis 
E-W), and finally, the wholesale center (zeroo from axis E-W), Figure 4.
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PV System Performance Based Azimuth Angles

Tilt angles of the three cases are fixed as an optimal orientation for the system over the year, while Azimuth 
angles of three residential groups are considered in calculations for installing PV systems. Table 13, illustrates 
the predicted loss of energy generations of PV panels through the different panel positions. The first case 
emphasizes the optimal orientation of PV panels and minimum energy losses, while the second and third 
indicate gradual increasing losses with respect to optimum orientation. (Table 4)

Note: Though the optimal orientation of the Wholesale Center is considered, the case is neglected as the roof 
is folded from the center point of shape, a case which requires installing specific structure to fix PV panels and 
thus conflicts with the building form and function.

Table 4. Studying three azimuth angles cases of the PV 
panels

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE of PV Simulation Variant
Tilt 25° azimuth 0°

Transposition factor FT = - 
1.08
Loss by respect to optimum - 

=  0.0 %
Global on Collector Plane = - 

2284  kwh/m2
Tilt 25° azimuth -24°

Transposition factor FT = - 
1.08
Loss by respect to optimum - 

=  - 1.2 %
Global on Collector Plane = - 

2257 kwh/m2
Tilt 25° azimuth 35°

Transposition factor FT = - 

1.07
Loss by respect to optimum - 

=  - 2.5 %
Global on Collector Plane = - 

2228 kwh/m2

PV system analysis and specifications

Table 13, illustrates the examined adapted tools of PV panels and inverters used, and classifies the 
specifications of PV‘s modules’ type, number, and area per dwelling’s needed energy in worse cases where 
stand-alone system is activated. Inverters’ specifications are also studied to invert DC current into AC. PV 
modules area is app. 23 m2 (to cover 2.3 kWp, the annual average of energy used), the number which will play 
an important role in determining the stockholder of each dwelling with the available roof area. (Table 5)
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Table 5. Specifications of PV modules and inverters used for 
system

Near Shadings - Average Height    1.4 C
PV Array Characteristics
PV module Si-poly Model PQ40K
Number of PV modules In series

2 modules
In parallel 
23 strings

Total number         of PV 
modules Nb. Modules 46 Unit Nom. Power 50 Wp

Array global power Nominal- 
(STC) 2.30 kWp At operating 

conditions
2.10kWp 
(45°C)

Array operating chart. (50°C) U mpp 33V I mpp 63 A
Total Module area 22.9 m2 Cell area 18.4m2

Inverter Characteristics
Inverter Model M 19072 208 Manufacturer >>           Enphase

Characteristics Operating 
Voltage 22-40 V Unit Nom. 

Power
0.19

kWAC

Inverter pack Number of 
Inverter 11 units Total Power 2.09

kW AC

Energy Output

For analyzing and comparing of PV system performance in the three planned cases, PV-SYST simulation 
program has been used, based on comparing four sides, first, azimuth angle and parameters effects on horizon 
line, second, PV’s produced and specific energy, and system performance ratio, third, yearly energy average, 
and normalized production per month, and finally, the energy distribution to user grid and from grid. Table 6 
illustrates the results of PV system performance in the three cases of study.

Table 6. Comparison of PV System Performance 

MAIN DATA PV system Performance
Tilt 25° azimuth 0°

Produced Energy 3801  kWh/year

Specific production
1653  kWh/kWp/
year

Performance Ratio 72.5 %
Effective energy at 
the output of the array 
(E-Array)

4009.1   kWh/
year

Energy injected into 
grid (E-Grid)

3801.2  kWh/year

•	

Energy Distribution

Collection Loss (PV-array losses)
System Loss (inverter)

Produced useful energy (inverter output)

Normalized productions (per installed kWp): Nominal power 2.30 kWp
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Tilt 25° azimuth -24°
Produced Energy 3768   kWh/year

Specific production
1638   kWh/kWp/
year

Performance Ratio 72.7 %
Effective energy at 
the output of the array 
(E-Array)

3975.0  kWh/year

Energy injected into 
grid (E-Grid)

3767.9  kWh/year

Energy Distribution

Collection Loss (PV-array losses)
System Loss (inverter)

Produced useful energy (inverter output)

Normalized productions (per installed kWp): Nominal power 2.30 kWp
Tilt 25° azimuth 35°

Produced Energy 3691  kWh/year

Specific production
1605  kWh/kWp/
year

Performance Ratio 72.0 %
Effective energy at 
the output of the array 
(E-Array)

3893.9  kWh/year

Energy injected into 
grid (E-Grid)

3690.7  kWh/year

Energy Distribution
Collection Loss (PV-array losses)

System Loss (inverter)

Produced useful energy (inverter output)

Normalized productions (per installed kWp): Nominal power 2.30 kWp

Accumulation of Energy

The difference of energy output of single dwelling for the three cases of PV installation was somewhat 
small. However, by using simple calculations, and multiplying the yearly energy output of block (shape U) with 
the total number of blocks in (zone 2) for the different cases, it will be, (zeroo-Azimuth- 104,5275 kWh/year), 
(-24o –Azimuth- 103,6200 kWh/year), and (35o –Azimuth- 101,5025 kWh/year); the numbers that  demonstrate 
a wide gap of energy production between the first and final case of PV installation.
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STUDY FINDINGS8. 

The study carried out on El-Mostakbal City in Ismailia Governorate helped in understanding the potentials 
for installing PV system on roof in medium and long-term periods, and the capacity to cover dwellings’ needs 
of electricity. In addition, it helped in determining the available areas for installing PV panels on roof per block, 
and calculating the number of dwellings covered by system in case of utilizing PV cells as a main source of 
energy (stand-alone system).

The fieldtrip and simulation processes, numerous data, charts, and calculations have helped constitute the 
research findings, which can be classified in the following (Figure 5):

Urban and Architectural Design 

Urban and architectural design has significant impacts on PV system’s orientation, area for installation, 
design, and energy output as follows:

Urban design and orientation effects on the orientation on PV system in general.a. 

Different urban orientations affect directly the distribution of PV panels on roof as a result of the shortage b. 
of panels.  

In cases where shadow range is large, the extended battery core of building exceeding roof levels would c. 
have large effects on the number of panels.

Orientation

The orientation of PV panels has direct effects on the following parameters:

The efficiency of  yearly PV cells production, shadow range of panels casted on each other panels.d. 

Although the optimal orientation of (Zeroe. o-Azimuth) with performance ratio (72.5%) has been generally 
concluded, the performance ratio of (-24o -Azimuth) was higher (72.7 %).

Energy Output 

The orientation of PV panels consequently affects the 
energy output of panels. The main findings are summarized in 
the following;

The accumulated energy output of the city complex in a. 
general will be highly different and effective for every 
azimuth angle (Zeroo- 24o- 35o), although the difference 
of energy output for single dwellings was somewhat 
small,

The distribution of energy (User - from Grid- injected to b. 
Grid), was optimal for the first case (Zeroo-Azimuth), and 
highly suitable to hourly energy used by occupants, to 
utilize direct PV clear energy, 

Planned PV systems (Panel type- inverters) were optimal c. 
for all cases, as the energy loss was at a minimum.
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ConClusion and ReCommendations

Simulation results on the performance of the proposed grid-connected BIPV system have been reported. The 
performance ratio of the optimal case (Zeroo-Azimuth) of this system was found as 72.5%. The study results have 
shown that the production of PV system produces sufficient electricity for the 50- 60% of dwellings per block 
unit. The optimal case was (Zeroo-Azimuth) angle, which panels produce more power compared with the same 
surface area of PV panels with angle (-24o -Azimuth), while the angle (35o -Azimuth) is not recommended. 

The project VLS-PV is considered a promising project for developing countries, in light of the recent 
evidence of economical issues. Technology however should be promoted due to its potentials in terms of 
environmental protection and contributed to the future sustainable development. Solar energy application for 
electricity generation using CSP technology is also considered a promising application in Egypt. It is anticipated 
that renewable energy, especially solar energy and wind energy, will be developed commercially in Egypt in 
the near future.

Based on the PVPS research programs, world’s best practice experiments, and the case study discussed 
above, there are numerous points of recommendation for upgrading the recent and future Egyptian use of 
renewable energy technologies, particularly PV system applications. These points can be summarized in three 
main scales of design as follows:

Urban framework:

The following considerations are required;

Using optimal orientation — North-south Facing — as possible for reducing the shortage of Electricity •	
output, efficient system installation, and providing flexible adaptation with the building.

Installing Extra-area of PV cells on roof for un-covered units may need urban modification of building •	
clusters using Possible Density of Blocks, without neglecting the minimum distance between blocks in 
new urban cities in Egypt.

Architectural framework:

The advantage of using more •	 number of Block shape (O- H- Z-I) for its high efficient architectural 
design of roof.

Possibility of neglecting •	 Roof Services area — (25%) for Dish and water tanks, and replacing the area by 
Using Central Services, maximizing the roof area for PV panels.

FuRtheR ReseaRCh

More research and information outreach is needed to add power and dimensionality to VLS-PV studies 
and techniques for the Egyptian case studies. So, we have intents to develop and conduct other research plans 
forwarded to social, economical, environmental issues through developing an advanced computerized based 
model.
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ABSTRACT: 

Greenhouse Gases (GHG) - mainly carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, the 
major cause for global warming, have serious economical, environmental, 
societal, and health implications.  Initiatives/ Protocols were launched 
worldwide such as the Kyoto Protocol to minimise the GHG effect and 
promote the wider use of renewable energy (RE) sources. As a result, the 
EU has signed up to binding EU wide targets pledging to meet 20% of its 
energy needs from renewable energy sources by 2020.

This research adopts a qualitative approach to investigate and explore the 
potentials of combining RE technologies with offsite produced buildings 
as means to help meet UK targets with regards to reducing CO¬¬2 
emissions. There are, arguably, significant barriers to the adoption of 
RE technologies on the economic, supply chain and technical levels. 
While, there are a number of successful case studies for employing RE in 
buildings, their performance have proven to be ‘less than anticipated’. This 
low performance is exacerbated when introducing RE to completed and 
assembled offsite produced buildings (i.e. retrofitting). Integrating OSP 
and RE technologies within a controlled factory environment would allow 
combining energy efficiency measures with renewable energy sources in 
an integrated building system. Hence, improve the renewable energy 
performance in buildings, and consequently meet the zero-carbon emission 
target through zero-defect construction. 

While, this research may be criticised for being primarily qualitative, 
the triangulation of sources would increase the reliability and validity 
of results. Further research is expected to empirically test the qualitative 
results and to quantify the implications of the post integration/retrofitting 
of RE technologies into existing building stock in general and into OSP 
buildings in particular.

Keywords: Construction Industry, offsite production, renewable 
energy, zero carbon emission
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

The whole world in general is facing a major challenge to alleviate the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere 
in order to save the earth from catastrophic implications of the continuous increase of the average temperature.  
The construction industry and the housing sector in particular, is one of the main contributors to the increased 
CO2 emissions. 

There are various sources contributing to the Greenhouse Effect. The built environment for example accounts 
for a large proportion of GHG emissions. The housing sector in the UK, alone, in 2004 accounted for 27% of 
the UK’s total CO2 emissions (Banfill and Peacock, 2007). It is estimated that around 225,000 units per year 
are needed to meet the UK market demand representing only 1% addition per year to the existing stock (Siddall, 
2010). More than 80% of the existing stock is expected to be still operational in 2050 (Symons, 2008; UK-GBC; 
2008; Killip, 2008); representing a major challenge to the reduction of CO2 emissions. Nevertheless, climate 
change initiatives predominantly target new build. Offsite production (OSP)/prefabrication of dwellings, through 
the efficient design principles, controlled manufacturing environment, and integrating RE technologies can help 
reduce CO2 emissions significantly. There are currently wide ranges of RE technologies for zero-carbon power 
production in dwellings on the micro-level. These include e.g. photovoltaic cells (PV), wind generation (GW), 
and Combined Heat and Power (CHP). 

This paper attempts to shed light on the implications of climate change in general, and to investigate the 
measures taken by, and the role of the UK construction industry in addressing the challenge of minimising the 
CO2 emissions in the atmosphere. This necessitated exploring the potentials of combining energy efficiency 
measures with RE technologies in existing stock and new build using offsite produced housing. 

The paper finally concludes with examples for the successful integration of RE with OSP, and outlines measures 
to be taken into consideration when integrating RE technologies in general and when using OSP in particular.

2. CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE GREEN HOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

The greenhouse (GH) effect is a natural phenomenon which helps regulate the temperature of earth. In the case 
of the disappearance of all the greenhouse gases, the earth would become much colder and would not support 
life (EPA, 2009). Human activities’ added GHG to the atmosphere contribute to the rise of the earth’s average 
temperature (Figure 1). Climate research concluded that the world’s present GH levels are unprecedented for the 
last 420,000 years, and that carbon and temperature levels are “inextricably linked in a lockstep relationship” 
(Sweet, 2006). This led to the consensus since early 1990s that human activities contribute ‘alarmingly’ to the 
world’s global warming (Ürge-Vorsatz et al., 2007; Lisø, 2006).

Human activities’ sources for increased concentration of GHG, encompass burning fossil fuels such as coal, 
natural gas, and oil to generate power for cars, factories, power plants, homes, offices, etc.; in addition to cutting 
down trees, generating waste and farming (EPA, 2009). The increase in GHG emissions and consequently 
climate change would result in ocean waters becoming more acidic, sea level rise threatening coastal areas, 
fiercer cyclonic storms etc. It is warned that increase in GHG would result in change in local habitats to the 
extent that massive species extinctions could be expected at the end of the century if the situation continues and 
intensifies (Sweet, 2006; Stern, 2006).
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Figure 1: The Greenhouse Effect (EPA, 2009)

GHG emissions increased considerably by 70% between 1970 and 2004 (IPCC, 2007; UNEP, 2009) - Figure 2. 
These gases encompass mainly Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Methane (CH4), Nitrous Oxide (N2O) and halocarbons 
(a group of gases containing Fluorine, Chlorine or Bromine). CO2 contribute to about 70% of the GH effect 
(IPCC, 2007; DECC, 2009); where fossil fuel represents the main source for the large concentration of CO2 
in the atmosphere. Figure 3, presents a breakdown of the main activities responsible for emitting CO2 (UNEP, 
2009).

Figure 2: Global atmospheric concentration of CO2 (UNEP, 2009)

Figure 3: Breakdown of human activities’ resultant CO2 emissions

The Kyoto Protocol (launched in 1997) is an international agreement - linked to the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change - which sets binding targets for 37 industrialised countries and the European 
Community for reducing GHG emissions (UNFCC, 2010). 
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According to the Kyoto Protocol, developed countries are bound to meet certain greenhouse gas emissions 
reductions by 200812- relative to a 1990 baseline. Developing countries, however, were not subject to any 
emissions requirements in that period. The protocol covers six greenhouse gases produced by human activities: 
Carbon Dioxide, Methane, Nitrous Oxide, Hydrofluorocarbons, Perfluorocarbons, and Sulphur Hexafluoride.

3. RENEWABLE ENERGY AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Renewable Energy is any energy source that is naturally (re)generated and is not depleted through continuous 
use; these include non-carbon sources such as solar energy, hydropower, wind, tide and waves and geothermal 
heat, as well as carbon-neutral technologies such as biomass (Verbuggen, et al., 2010). To comply with the 
Code for Sustainable Home (CSH), the UK Government has set a target that 20% of the energy in the UK be 
generated from renewable sources by 2020 (DCLG, 2009). While this aspiration was perceived as ‘achievable’; 
the International Energy Agency in Paris, was pessimistic in their prediction that the world by 2030 would 
still be supplied through fossil fuel resources 82%, whereas non-carbon renewable energy sources would only 
supply 6% (Ferrey, 2010). The total RE energy used in the UK in 2008, were about 5.90 million tonnes of oil 
equivalent; with biomass representing 81% use (DEEC, 2009) – Figure 4.
 

Figure 4: Renewable Energy sources in 200 (DEEC, 2009)

Although there is consensus that RE technologies may help reduce CO2 emissions; it is criticised for being 
economically and even (in some cases) environmentally unviable (Bradely Jr., 1997; EST, 2005). Supporters 
of RE, however, argued that the anticipated increase in upfront costs (about 2%) are estimated to result in life 
cycle savings of 20% of total construction costs, i.e more than ten times the initial investment (Miller and Buys, 
2008). According to Figure 5, PV, biomass boiler, and solar hot water are mainly used in smaller developments; 
whereas bio-energy CHP are commonly used in larger developments. Consequently the use of RE in smaller 
developments accrue larger costs than in larger developments (UK-GBC, 2008; EST, 2005). Hence, setting 
constraints on the type of technologies that can be used for the different developments.

Figure 5: Zero-Carbon Case Studies projecting RE used, cost, and development size
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Major barriers to the successful deployment of RE are debated in literature to encompass technological barrier, 
geographical limitations, economical/financial barrier, reliability, and the availability of various technologies in 
the market (EST, 2005; Ürge-Vorsatz, 2007; Osmani and O’Reilly, 2009; Verbuggen, et al., 2010). In the same 
context, Bradley Jr. (1997) suggested that some RE technologies are more economically and environmentally 
viable than others; arguing that a number of ‘once promising’  technologies started to be questioned on economic 
and/or environmental grounds, such as Wind power, solar power, biomass, and geothermal. In addition, other 
major barriers to the implementation of RE technologies, and thus achieving zero-carbon homes, was the 
definition used and the uncertainty surrounding the provision of on-site RE (Osmani and O’Reilly, 2009; UK-
GBC, 2008). 

From an implementation perspective, there is a major concern about micro-renewable being ‘bolted-on’, as 
damage to the building has occurred after their installations. This may have contributed to the criticism that 
the integration of renewable technologies into small scale developments, are currently unreliable, unfeasible 
to integrate in certain situations; and are therefore believed to be installed to the detriment of profits, with no 
consideration to space and aesthetic requirements (Osmani and O’Reilly, 2009; RAB, 2007).  In order to better 
appreciate the viability of various RE technologies, EST (2005) mapped the different technologies with regards 
to their suitability for the various development sizes and housing types (Table 1); where rural housing is more 
suitable for the majority of RE technologies; as opposed to the other development sizes, where some restrictions 
may apply.

Table 1: New and renewable energy technologies and their suitability for the various developments
(EST, 2005)

According to the Renewable Advisory Board (RAB) (2007), the market for onsite energy technology in 2016 
is estimated at £2.3 billion/year at 2007 prices, with a proposed installer and maintenance skill requirements 
representing a 30 fold increase over the 2006 requirements. Figure 6 illustrates the change in uptake of the 10 
top technologies; where PV, biomass CHP, and micro CHP are expected to increase considerably. However, 
the reported problems with regards to obtaining trained installers and maintenance personnel for low carbon 
technologies; create a major challenge for providing the installation and maintenance skills requirements in 
addition to any new skills required by the legislation (RAB, 2007).
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Figure 6: Change in uptake of the 10 top technologies over the period 2013 -2025

The Successful deployment of RE are anticipated to occur when capacity loads are managed, RE technologies 
are combined with high energy efficiency measures; in addition to good paring of various RE options to provide 
the requested service (Verbuggen, et al., 2010). 

Energy efficiency measures, are aimed to reduce the demand for energy and resources, and are  generally 
perceived as more robust and longer lasting than just depending on the ‘supply side’ measures such as low 
and zero-carbon generation technologies (UK-GBC; 2008). In order to help attain energy efficiency, meet the 
required standards, and reduce cost; housebuilders, advocated the greater implementation of offsite construction 
in housing (Osmani and O’Reilly, 2009).

4. THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY AND GHG EMISSIONS

The UK construction industry is the second largest industry in the European Union (EU) - (DTI, 2006), and 
the sixths largest industry in the UK, generating an approximate output of £65 billion annually (Adamson and 
Pollington, 2006). In addition to its economical importance, the UK construction possesses a high political as 
well as social profile due to being a major employer, its key role in providing housing, and consequently it’s  
impact on the environment (European Commission, 2006; SSDA, 2006; Killip, 2008).

The UK construction industry output represents about 52% new work; and 48% repairs and maintenance; 
where the public sector accounts for 37% of the construction industry business (NAO, 2001; Kirkham et al., 
2004; Heimonen et al., 2007; Killip, 2008). Notwithstanding these issues, the UK construction has long been 
criticised for its levels of wastage and fragmentation (González, 1999) which adversely affects its performance 
and productivity (Emmerson, 1962; Banwell, 1964; Latham, 1994; Egan, 1998; EMCC, 2005b; Morton, 2002; 
2004; Lambert, 2003; Anumba, 2008). This underperformance of the UK construction industry may, to a large 
extent, contribute to the increase of the GHG emissions, and consequently the climate change.
Buildings worldwide use about 40% of all energy consumed worldwide, resulting in a carbon footprint 
exceeding those of all transportation combined (WBCSD, 2009). This was arguably attributed to poor design, 
inadequate technology, and the inappropriate behaviour of end users (WBCSD, 2009). Homes, alone, in the UK 
are estimated to contribute to 27% of the UK’s total carbon emissions (Killip, 2008; Pérez-Lombard, 2008).

In response to the Kyoto Protocol, the UK Government is targeting the cut the UK carbon emissions by 80% by 
2050. This commitment require that all new homes to be zero-carbon by 2016 and all remaining new buildings to 
be zero-carbon by 2020 (Jha, 2010). There are about 25 million dwellings in the UK (Lowe, 2007), the majority 
of which (85%) will still be operational in 2050; and hence represent a challenge for achieving CO2 reduction 
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(Ürge-Vorsatz et al., 2007; Killip, 2008; Power, 2008; Jha, 2010) – Figure 7. Despite the bulk of negative 
environmental impacts are attributed to the large and ‘inefficient’ stock of existing homes; the Government 
initiatives predominately target the emissions in new developments - about 9 million homes by 2050 - (Killip, 
2008).

Figure 7: CO2 emissions from refurbished and new-build housing (Killip, 2008)

4.1  RETROFITTING EXISTING STOCK AND THE USE OF RE

Existing Stock is criticised for being inefficient due to energy loss – Figure 8. In order to achieve maximum 
efficiency, roofs, outer walls, under floors, windows, doors and heating systems need to be well insulated (Power, 
2008). In this context, buildability is critical for delivering low-carbon refurbishment; key elements of which 
are suggested to encompass - among others - practicality, replicability, affordability, reliability, and availability 
(Killip, 2008). This, however, represents a considerable challenge to achieve; especially that refurbishment 
work bears high elements of risk and uncertainty (Egbu, 2005). Nevertheless, if done properly, refurbishment/
renovation of exiting stock is expected to outperform new build (Power, 2008).

Lowe (2007) advocated that upgrading the whole of the existing UK stock by 2050 is would require about £200 
billion (£3.5 – 6.5 billion/year); which represents less than 1% of GDP/year and around 15% of what may be 
spent on new housing. However, low-carbon refurbishment work is still at its infancy; and depends largely on 
inexperienced SMEs (Killip, 2008; Power, 2008).

Figure 8: Main building elements and proportions of heat loss due to lack of efficient insulation 
(Power, 2008)

The suitability for RE on-site solutions to meet the proposed low and zero-carbon legislation depends largely 
on the nature of the developments being constructed. For example, flats’ developments limit access to roof area 
for roof based renewable; whereas small urban in-fill development is unlikely to have access to a site wide CHP 
scheme. From a density perspective, the development density would affect the heat load density and therefore 
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the viability of site wide solutions. Furthermore, urban areas affect the viability and output from wind turbines 
(RAB, 2007). 

Economics and feasibility of site-wide schemes for meeting low- and zero-carbon often improve with increased 
development size (Figure 9). Nevertheless, despite PV technology being one of the more expensive RE 
technologies, it is installed in around 70% of homes. This was attributable to it being the only RE technology 
which is accessible to almost all development sizes and house types (RAB, 2007). Generally, RE technologies 
are commonly combined in pairs for each development size and often include the CHP technology to help meet 
energy requirements (RAB, 2007).

 
Figure 9: Number of homes by development size (RAB, 2007)

4.2  RATIONALE FOR COMBINING OFFSITE PRODUCTION WITH RE TECHNOLOGIES

While the existing stock represent the real challenge for reducing CO2 emissions, new build should not be 
neglected. The number of new build homes in the UK in 20056/ was estimated at 213,700. Figure 9, illustrates 
the current projections for new households to 2025 to exceed 300,000 (RAB, 2007). The UK Government, 
however, is seemingly failing to meet housing market demand (Venables and Courtney, 2004). Hence, OSP was 
perceived as a means to meet housing market demands.

Figure 9:  Projected new build to 2025 (RAB, 2005)

Offsite production (OSP) is not a new phenomenon. It evolved as a response to sporadic urge demand for 
buildings and facilities (Gibb, 1999; Leabue and Viñals, 2003). Despite the historic stigma associated with OSP 
(Hall and Vidén, 2005); there were recent calls for a wider uptake of OSP in the World in general, and in Europe 
and the UK in particular (O’Brien et al., 2000; Kazi et al., 2007; Ogden, 2007; buildoffsite, 2008).  Major 
drivers cited for using OSP, in addition to alleviating the shortages in housing supply, skills shortage/gaps, low 
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housing quality, was the environmental performance of the final product (NHBC, 2006; NAO, 2005; Goodier 
and Gibb, 2005). A number of OSP sustainability impacts include better quality, less waste, improved health 
and safety, improved environmental performance, and greater efficiency in the use of resources (Gorgolewski, 
2003; NAO, 2005; DTI, 2004; Egan, 1998; NHBC; 2006; Leabue and Viñals, 2003).

Based on a comparative study, Barrett and Wiedmann (2007) concluded that OSP house out-performs onsite 
construction house in terms of its GHG emissions due to the light design combined with high levels of energy 
efficiency. The four major components that contribute to CO2 emissions during the traditional construction of 
a new home, include material used, contingency and over ordering (an extra of 10%), and consequently waste. 
As opposed to traditional construction, OSP practices allow more control, fewer material, less waste, less over-
ordering and contingencies; and consequently is favoured compared to traditional construction.

5.  OFFSITE PRODUCTION AND THE USE OF RE TECHNOLOGIES

The Code of Sustainable Homes (CSH) Level 4 for affordable and social housing mandates the use of renewable 
energy. It is however, warned that RE is more than just ‘slapping’ a few solar panels on the roof of buildings; 
rather require the integration of complex technologies and specialised skills which may be new to the traditional 
construction industry (Mtech, 2007). Thus, it is argued that the careful integration of OSP and RE technologies 
may help achieve substantial sustainable improvements, due to the rigorous inspection/testing regimes in a 
controlled environment, which consequently is anticipated to reduce time and money (Mtech, 2007).

Due to the controlled working environment, OSP arguably combine both energy efficiency and integrated RE 
technologies to meet the Zero Carbon target, and still be profitable.  Seksui Chemical Co., for example, one 
of the largest PV housing manufacturing in Japan, increased the delivery of their PV solar homes from 46% in 
FY2003 to 52% in FY 2004 in response to the market demand for high quality sustainable housing (Noguchi, 
2005; Sekisui, 2005). In this respect, Sekisui homes benefit from lower utility cost due to superior air-tightness 
and thermal insulation of the unit (energy efficiency), and through mass production to equip homes with solar 
electric system as standard provision rather than an option; which further enables the selling of surplus power 
generated during the day (Sekisui, 2005) – Figure 10. Results suggested that Japanese manufactured housing is 
about 8% more expensive than the conventional one (Noguchi, 2005).

Figure 10: Sekisui OSP homes integrated PV technology (Sekisui, 2005)
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While there are successful examples for combining energy efficiency with RE technologies worldwide, some 
examples were proven to be underperforming due to a number of reasons. In an attempt to evaluate energy 
performance in six ‘high-performance buildings’ which combine energy efficiency and RE technologies; 
Torcellini et al. (2004) identified problems that are related to the site and climate - in which buildings are 
built,  and other problems related to the technology itself - such as operational problems as well as occupants 
behaviour problems.  In general although the different buildings studied were perceived as ‘good performer’, a 
number of factors have been identified which contributed to the ‘lower than expected performance’ (Torcellini 
et al.; 2004); these included:
 Design teams were too optimistic about the behaviour of the occupants towards operating the new system.
 Computer simulations carried out created idealistic controls, however, actual performance varied
 Energy performance was higher and energy production was lower than predicted.
 Thermal bridging was accounted for in models during the design phase, however, construction details and 
specs were not always installed as designed
 Shading of PV arrays by snow, tress, and adjacent building shadows reduced the performance of the PV 
system
 Even though all of these buildings were commissioned prior to occupancy, commissioning did not always 
catch these problems especially that the commissioning does not address the overall performance of the building 
once it is operational.
It was concluded that design flaws, installation errors, and/or improper maintenance were the main causes for 
(RE) systems’ underperformance (Torcellini et al., 2004). It was further recommended that PV systems should 
be integrated into the design process as an integral part of the building function (Torcellini et al., 2004). In 
conclusion, it was advised that RE systems should be designed after the energy efficiency measures are applied 
to buildings, hence, adding value to the RE systems for offsetting a larger portion of the overall building 
electricity load (Torcellini et al., 2004).

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The whole world is challenged to cut CO2 emissions, the major cause for the Greenhouse effect, and consequently 
the climate change.  The UK Government has set a target that 20% of energy in the UK be generated from 
renewable sources by 2020. While there is general agreements that RE technologies may help reduce CO2 
emissions; some authors debated the environmental and economical viability of such technologies. 

There is a variety of RE technologies available in the UK market which is evolving rapidly. It is estimated that 
RE onsite technologies to grow considerably by 2016. However, the successful deployment of RE technologies 
depends, to a large extent, on the size and type of development. Furthermore, skills shortages have been cited 
as another major challenge for meeting the set targets. 

Although the existing building stock represents the major challenge for cutting the CO2 emissions, the majority 
of climate change initiatives predominately target new build. The current practice depends on retrofitting RE 
technologies into existing buildings, resulting in underperformance of the technologies due to installation 
and maintenance problems. It is argued that the dependence on RE technologies solely is not enough to help 
meet energy requirements. Hence, the combination RE technologies together with satisfying energy efficiency 
measures are advised to meet the energy targets.  Furthermore, it is recommended that RE technologies need to 
be incorporated from the outset into the design process as an integral part of the building function (Torcellini 
et al., 2004). 

Drawing on the problems arising to incorporate RE technologies into existing buildings, the need for combining 
energy efficiency measures with RE technologies, the shortages in installation and maintenance skills, and 
the lack of proper commissioning etc.; offsite production/ prefabrication is anticipated to help mitigate those 
problems.  This is, to a large extent, attributed to the OSP concept of ‘design-to-manufacture-logistics–and-
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assembly’ (DMLS) and hence ‘treats’ the building as a system rather than individual components. 

Further research is expected to explore further case studies to empirically test the qualitative results and to 
quantify the implications of the post integration/retrofitting of RE technologies into existing building stock in 
general and into OSP buildings in particular.
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ABSTRACT: 

The last decades in the twentieth century witnessed the promotion of 

Sustainability as an ideology in many fields all over the world. Architects 
were mostly influenced. In spite of their noble aim to save the environment, 
their buildings were not as figurative and creative as it was expected. On 
the other hand architects interested in forms and masses had no interest in 

environmental issues, they even contributed in losing harmony with natural 

order by creating strange buildings forms.

The paper aims to show how the ideology of sustainability has the potential 

to create more lively, energetic architecture for the future. Architects have 

come to figure how to create buildings in harmony with Nature both visually 
and ecologically. Buildings are even inspiring its workability from Nature. 

Through case studies, the paper shows how architects conceptualized 

sustainability as a major component and partner in their projects. The 

findings of this paper clearly see that the aim of sustainability helped in 
changing architectural ideas in its concepts, construction, materials and 

even on the urban scale, producing Neo-organic architecture. Now tools, 

technologies and economic strategies are finally available to make the next 
‘evolutionary’ step in architecture for the real benefit of people and the 
environment

Keywords:
Neo-organic, Biomimicry, Morpho-ecology, Elegancy, Parametric
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1. SUSTAINABILITY AS AN ATTITUDE:

“Environmental architecture, in other words, is environmental architectures, a plurality of approaches with 
some emphasizing performance over appearance, and some appearance over performance”, (Hagan, 2001).

When Sustainability first appeared as an issue struggling for taking place in the global thought it focused on 
energy conservation and wastes disposal (management). The aim was simply “not to destroy the environment”. 
This aim evolved now to become “contribution to the environment progress”, that is why definitions for 
sustainability and sustainable development were launched. It entered every field of life such as anthropology, 
Sociology, business, technology and architecture. Sustainable Development is the achievement of a better 
quality of life through the efficient use of resources, which realize continued social progress while maintaining 
stable economic growth and caring for the environment.

The problem was the focus on the technical and performance issues without putting much stress on appearance 
aesthetics. This degraded the noble aim of sustainability and lessened its global influence on the public and on 
most architects as it did not satisfy their greed for creativity. With the technological breakthrough in modeling 
buildings (CAD), in materials generation, and in forms manufacturing and assembly (CAM), a chance was 
given to architects to innovate complex iconic buildings that have respect to the environment and are connected 
to Nature.

Sustainability progressed from being a topic to become an attitude. In its broader view, sustainability aims to 
connect with nature instead of being against it. This connection was once interpreted in architecture in Frank 
Lloyd Wright’s Organic philosophy. By adopting sustainability as an ideology Wright’s organic view must be 
reinvented. This changed the methodology of thinking for many architects causing a paradigm shift in their 
styles changing from deconstruction into what could be called Neo-organic style.  Due to the unprecedented 
technological progress, the mission is much easier nowadays. Just as Wright’s organic approach was a philosophy, 
this neo-organic architecture is a response to the dominating attitude in the universe. 

Nature can teach us about systems, materials, processes, structures and aesthetics. Neo-organic architecture has 
generated buildings that take its inspiration from natural scenery or organic forms fusing them with carefully 
chosen materials to create aesthetic harmony. This architecture is unique, symbolic and elegant. Its architects are 
recognizable for the sense of movement that they manage to capture in a stationary object. It gathers between 
functional performance and aesthetic appearance.

This paper is concerned with how the attitude of sustainability has changed the whole system of architectural 
thinking towards the respect of Nature not only as a supplier of raw materials, in energy saving parameters 
and clean methods of wastes disposal, but in how the ideology has deepened in the architects minds and been 
reflected in their concepts and forms. The respect has moved steps forward to become connection then imitation 
of forms and mechanisms then learning and applying the natural systems in the architectural work in harmony, 
balance and elegancy. Nature became the generator of ideas on all levels of architectural thinking. The paper 
takes a tour showing how Nature has generated ideas for architects in their concepts, masses, forms of structure, 
materials and even on the urban scale.

2. SUSTAINABILITY AS A GENERATOR OF CREATIVE CONCEPTS

2.1 Case Study 1: King Abdulaziz Center for Knowledge and Culture in KSA:
The King Abdulaziz Center for Knowledge and Culture is an obvious example of how a picture is taken from 
nature and reinterpreted into a building. Snøhetta has been selected to design this prestigious cultural facility 
that will provide for a wide range of activities serving the local population and becoming a cultural landmark 
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on both a regional, national and global horizon. When completed, the project will contain some 50,000m2 of 
diverse cultural facilities, including an auditorium, cinema, library, exhibition hall, museum and archive. The 
concept of design depends on showcasing the contributions of yesterday, building on the achievements of today 
and inspiring the creativity of tomorrow.

The conceptual theme for the project is derived from the idea of cultural interdependency in space, time and 
context. The idea of culture extends both back in time, searching for historical roots, and reaches into the 
future to new possibilities. This theoretical time line connecting past present and future is embedded in the 
architecture: partially dug deep into the rock and partially stretching 86 meters up toward the sky. The concept 
of cultural interdependency is at the heart of the building’s spatial organization. 

Fig.1 A random collection of pebbles

Fig. 3 King AbdulAziz Cultural Center, Dhahran, KSA, Snøhetta
The form of the building is taken from the balance and harmony of an assembly of 
pebbles and their position and landscape from a solitary savannah tree with the traces 
of paths surrounding it.

Fig.2 A centered lonely savannah tree with 
human and animal tracks
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Each element of the building is given its own discrete and recognizable form as a “pebble”; however, these 
individual pieces are put together in such a manner that they visually and physically support each other. No 
single object can be removed without the collapse of the larger composition. Balance and harmony is achieved 
through their interdependence.

The form is inspired from the attraction of a solitary tree in the Savannah. The path traces left by people 
and animals looking for the cool shade of the tree are interpreted in geometric lines coming from the focal 
point, the pebbles, providing a diversity of lines, junctions and areas allowing tremendous kinds of functions 
to fit in. Elements used in the monosurface are purely functional though integrating in drawing the aesthetical 
environmental picture. Through materials colors, the paths will appear like light streams glowing at night. Wood 
is used to bridge over the different paths as drainage canals will be made for storms and rain drainage

The physical and spiritual heart of the project is an area referred to as the Source, around which all of the other 
elements are arranged. Placed three floors down into the bedrock, the Source is a metaphor for the Source of 
Arabian wealth to be found in the oil fields deep beneath the building. The Source also provides the physical 
setting for the roots of Saudi Arabian culture displayed in the museum that spirals down around it. 

All of the project elements that are elevated out of the landscape and into the sky refer to the future and are 
clad in a reflective tubular metal skin. The metal is the counterpoint to the rammed earth wall; it is man-made, 
futuristic and reflective of the strong Arabian sun. The tubes are wrapped around the shapes of the pebbles, 
flowing from a predetermined starting point around the objects in a manner that creates a unique but related 
pattern to each of the pebbles. This tubular system provides for virtually 100% passive solar shading of the 
project’s enclosure. The setting for the Cultural Center is a man-made landscape using minimal methods of 
maintenance, and sustainability known as “xeriscaping”(1). Landscapes are designed from the start to reduce 
the amount of resources needed to maintain them. By selecting the appropriate plants and efficient irrigation 
systems, a balance is achieved to fit the aesthetic needs as well as reduce resource use. Benefits of xeriscaping 
include cost savings through lower water bills and a reduction in the labor needed to maintain the landscape. This 
area called the Monosurface is planted with vegetation indigenous to the desert region, requiring a minimum of 
irrigation. Irrigation system will depend mainly on collecting storms rain water under bridges.fig (6)

A system of double skin facades is used allowing openings in the inner skin to protect the monolithic expression 
given by the outer skin. Surrounding the “inner skin” of the pebble, a strategy of using the perforations beyond 
the aesthetical values will add performative values and essentially lead to a combination of light filtration, 
ventilation (both in and out), acoustical buffering, and localized solutions that will not be so obvious due to the 
strategy of the patterning of the “inner skin”. The concept of ventilation system is derived from the fact that each 

(1)   The word «xeriscape» is derived from the Greek «xeros,» meaning dry, and «scape,» a kind of view or scene. Together, xeriscaping 
is landscaping with slow-growing, drought-tolerant plants to conserve water and establish a waste-efficient landscape

Fig. 4 Bridges on 
the monosurface  

Fig.5 Incorporating the drain-
age canals with the vegetation 
systems

Fig.6 The collection of rain water 
under bridges to be re-used in 
irrigation
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pebble is a one whole open volume. This allows warm air to rise freely up, around the inner skin and through the 
exhaust vents carefully adjusted in the inner skin so that the pattern aesthetics is not compromised.

Reference to traditional elements was essential to connect the building to its location. The similarity to the 
traditional mashrabia lead the designer to design a timber mesh inspired from the accumulation of random 
palm leaves in a very simple, artistic and abstract vision. Functioning as a mashrabia; protecting the artifacts 
from direct sun rays and light glow, and at the same time giving clues to local palm trees satisfy the required 
aesthetics. The mesh will provide social and environmental functions such as protection, shade and privacy. 
Vents, outlets, junctions and glazing are hidden behind the mesh.

Fig.7 using shape and perforations within    
the inner skin to locally distribute the air flow

Fig.8 Inner pebble skin. It is designed to fulfill 
aesthetical, acoustical, light and ventilation 
functions without compromising the monolithic 
effect of the outer skin

Fig.9 Section showing general ventilation    
strategy

Fig.10 The slabs are floating to give full free air 
circulation around the entire shape

Fig.11 random palm leaves Fig .12 traditional Mashrabia Fig.13 a composition of wooden 
mesh resembling palm leaves
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The outer skin of the pebbles is given a reflective surface of stainless steel. This enhances the definition of the 
shapes and animates the building as the sun moves across the sky. From a distance the project is perceived as a 
reflective monolithic sculpture in the desert. When approaching it, new layers of details are revealed: the lines 
defining the window stripes, the subtle and unexpected reflective patterns on the surface and, when the visitor 
is close enough, the actual stainless steel tubes become apparent and one can see how the direction of the tubes 
define the shape of each pebble. At night, glimpses into the building will show due to the lit spaces that create 
a patchwork on the facade from within. 
This cladding provides both shade and ventilation for the insulated walls behind, but it also collects solar heat, 
reaching surface temperatures around 80°C (176°F). The surface heat becomes part of the visual experience 
of the building, mirroring the heat waves and creating air mirages shivering like an aura around the pebbles. 
Further development will show if this heat may also be extracted efficiently from the facades to provide energy 
to the building and to cool the interior. 

Fig.14  The main en-
trance to the museum. 
A traditional filtering 
wall structure in Is-
lamic architecture to 
filter sun, light and 
add shadows, tex-
tures and ornamenta-
tion to the hall

Fig.15 The columns defining        
the area surrounding the source

Fig.16 The pivot of the bottom part of the museum
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 3. SUSTAINABILITY AS A GENERATOR OF CREATIVE STRUCTURES:

Sustainability has also inspired architects in their structures. Some were motivated to take analogies from 
animals in form such as Santiago Calatrava or relay their final forms on environmental reasons to produce 
Morpho-ecological designs, others were intelligent to use the structure in carrying out processes that will keep 
the building sustainable and others. 

3.1 Morpho-ecological designs:

Morphology is the study of forms, derived from the Greek terms ‘morphe’ (shape/form) while ecology is the 
science of relationships between organisms and their environment(1). So Morpho-ecological designs are the 
designs that relate its final forms to environmental reasons. 

Santiago Calatrava is a Spanish architect whose work has the power to give three massages; elegant architecture, 
powerful structure and environmentally responsive building. His architecture has quality, beauty and very 
biomimic as his “forms follow feathers”. He thinks that architecture should be built on a theoretical research 
background which is in his case “morphology” that he does through sculpture. (e.g. Atlanta Symphony Center 
and the Milwaukee Art Museum, USA)

The Photography Museum in Qatar is a good example of how the form and structure contribute in sustainable 
performance. This unique museum will become a landmark within the urban setting and contribute to the urban 
development of the area situated in the centre of Doha City. One of the highlights of the museum is its cutting-
edge ‘smart walls’, which open and close to control natural light flow in the building.

(1)   The term ‘ecology’ was coined by the German physician and zoologist Ernst Haeckel in the 19 century

Fig.17 King Abdualziz Center with its shining 
stainless steel monolithic surface in the desert

Fig.18 King Abdualziz Center with its dif-
ferent light shades at night

Fig.19 The photography Museum, Qatar, Santiago Calatrava, under construction
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3.2 Case Study 2: New Czech National Library in Prague

The competition proposal for the New Czech National Library in Prague, a collaborative project between 
OCEAN and Scheffler + Partner, seeks to provide both a singular monolithic appearance for one of the key 
cultural buildings, as well as a continuous and gradient spatial experience of the library and adjacent landscape 
of the site. The overall building volume is organized as a large object that is at the same time contained and 
open, confined and continuous, providing different spatial experiences for both visitors and employees. 

The proposed New National Library building is organized in three distinct, but interconnected volumes that 
together form a very large tree-like form. The cantilevering volumes are supported by five large frames that 
project from the central volume in a fan-shaped arrangement. The unique branching structures that envelopes 
and supports the cantilevering volumes reinforces the image of the vast tree-space of the library. The form-
generation of the branching structure evolved from a digital analysis of the force flow that resulted from the 
load-case of cantilevering the two volumes. The load vectors are articulated as a branching system, which 
gradually becomes thinner towards the edges of the cantilevers. In an analytic procedure, the stress distribution 
within the envelope of a specified volume is evaluated and mapped as a vector field of principal forces. A 
network of merging branches is derived according to this structural information, combined with other parameters 
such as the angle of incident of sunlight, view axes and spatial characteristics. As all parameters need to be 
understood as interrelated, the generative process recurrently analyses the structural behavior in relation to the 
other input parameters and responds by adjusting the specific articulation of each element’s dimensions, angle 
and orientation during the growth process. The interstitial space between the central opaque volume and the 
two cantilevering volumes is particularly important. It delivers the means of passive environmental modulations 
of the areas that do not require highly specific controlled interior climates and the transitional microclimates 
between all adjacent spaces. In order to do so, the distance and degree of inclination between facing surfaces 
is crucial.

Fig.20 New Czech National Library, 
OCEAN and Scheffler + Partner, Prague, 
2006
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Fig.21  Interior perspective of the New Czech National Library, OCEAN and Scheffler + Partner, 
Prague, 2006 showing the natural light coming through the building in the main reading hall

3.3 Case Study 3: The BMW Welt, Munich, Germany:

The ‘BMW World’ project by Coop Himmelblau in Munich, reveals how co-evolution between structural and 
mechanical intelligences can begin to generate new properties and possibilities. The beauty of the building 
lies in the architectural concept of creating a floating cloud-like roof. “Overall, the sinuous roof volume seems 
like the body of a breathing organism” .The centerpiece of this project, called the ‘Double-cone’, is in fact a 
technological prototype in this regard. Its structure consists of a non-hierarchical lattice of welded tube sections 
which are filled with water. The water is circulated throughout the lattice and down into geothermic piles, 
creating a three dimensional heat-exchange system where excess heat can be absorbed and released.

More than that, the performance of the mechanical system feeds back on the structural system. Blast tests, for 
instance, have concluded that the presence of the water has a beneficial effect on the total structural stability of 
the system. In addition, the fire protection system for the steel structure is based on exploiting the water-lattice 
as a sprinkler infrastructure, employing an array of valves integrated directly into the structural members.

Fig.22 The double cone in BMW welt, Munich, 
Coop Himmelblau

Fig.23 Steel non-hierarchical lattice, BMW welt, 
Munich, Coop Himmelblau 
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Fig.24 The Floating 
cloud-like roof held on 
the double cone in the 
BMW welt, Munich, 
Coop Himmelblau 

4. SUSTAINABILITY AS A GENERATOR OF INNOVATIVE MATERIALS:

The need for sustainable solutions urged architects to use materials in a different way or to invent new materials 
that satisfy architects’ creative ideas but it also filtered them automatically. Sustainability inspired Shigaru 
Ban, a famous Japanese architect, to use paper tubes as a material for construction. He is not inventing a new 
material but reusing an old one in a different way. By rediscovering the potentials of an old material and pushing 
it towards creativity, sustainability as an aim is fulfilled.
Amongst the developments in materials for the benefit of sustainability is the Photovoltaic glass which will 
probably have a potent effect on buildings converting solar energy into electric power through integrated solar 
cells.  ETFE is another material that has gained tremendous success in most of the top projects in the world. 
“Compared to glass, ETFE film is 1% the weight, transmits more light and costs 24% to 70% less to install. It’s 
also resilient (able to bear 400 times its own weight, self-cleaning (due to its nonstick surface) and recyclable. 
In sheet form as commonly employed for architecture, it is able to stretch to three times its length without loss 
of elasticity. Employing heat welding, tears can be repaired with a patch or multiple sheets assembled into larger 
panels.” It was first used by Nicholas Grimshaw in his Eden project in the UK opened in 2001, then by Herzog 
and de Meuron in the football stadium Allianz arena in Munchin in 2002.

Fig.25 The water cube, Beijing, China,
PTW architects, 2006

Fig.26 Simple steel space-frame and ETFE 
pillow cladding
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Fig.27 The water cube, Beijing, China, the organic 
feeling of bubbles continue in the interior

Fig.28 The water cube, Beijing, China, interior 
bubbles contribute to emphasize the function.

4.1 Case Study 4: The Water Cube Project, Beijing, China:

ETFE huge success came in its use is as pneumatic panels to cover the Beijing National Aquatics Centre named 
the Water Cube of the 2008 Olympics, the world’s largest structure made of ETFE film (laminate). It seemed 
the most appropriated material to cover the Chinese water cube and transfer the massages and ideas needed to 
radiate from the building. “Our “Water cube” concept is a simple and concise square form that ultimately uses 
the water bubble theory to create the structure and building cladding, and which makes the design so unique. 
It appears random and playful like a natural system, yet is mathematically very rigorous and repetitious. The 
transparency of water, with the mystery of the bubble system, engages those both inside and out of the structure 
to consider their own experiences with water.”(1) The square is the “the Chinese ideal for regulated harmony”. 
The design is based on a common natural pattern, the fundamental arrangement of organic cells and the natural 
formation of soap bubbles. Despite its organic look, the structure is a simple steel space-frame consisting of two 
parts; the internal structure and the face structure that forms the actual roof and ceiling and accepts the ETFE 
pillow cladding.

5. SUSTAINABILITY AS A GENERATOR OF INNOVATIVE IDEAS ON THE URBAN SCALE:

Attempts to create eco-friendly and zero emission buildings or ‘green buildings’ have been made all around the 
world. But initiatives to generalize the issue on an urban scale has been recently unveiled in Dubai under the 
name of Lily pad city as its forms and process of workability are derived from the lily pad plants emerging from 
water. Another successful initiative is the Masdar city in AbuDhabi designed by Fosters architects with interiors 
designed by LAVA.

5.1 Case Study 5: The Masdar City, Abu Dhabi, UAE:

The government of Abu Dhabi launched a Sustainability Strategy to deliver the world’s greenest city – Masdar 
City. Designed by the British architectural firm Foster & Partners, the city will rely entirely on solar energy and 
other renewable energy sources, with a sustainable, zero-carbon, zero-waste ecology. The electricity for the six 
square kilometer city will be generated by photovoltaic panels, while cooling will be provided via concentrated 
solar power. Water will be provided through a solar-powered desalination plant. Landscaping within the city 
and crops grown outside the city will be irrigated with grey water and treated waste water produced by the city’s 
water treatment plant.

(1)  Andrew Frost, Director, PTW the architects of the water cube.
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Fig.29 Mushroom columns in Masdar City Fig.30 Cocoons columns in Masdar City

Fig.31 Rocks facades and traditional ornaments in 
ceiling covering to reflect the islamic ornaments on 
the floors

Fig.32 Arabian Islamic spirit in ornaments and 
elements on mashrabia to protect the city’s 
identity

The interiors and facades of Masdar city buildings are proposed to provide organic natural atmosphere to 
reflect the major message the city is delivering; environment friendly. Borrowing from natural organisms their 
forms and mechanisms has changed the manufactured buildings into a natural habitat. The facades appear like 
mountains of rocks with grass coming out of it. Materials on wall surfaces respond to changing temperatures 
and contain minimal embedded energy. The solar powered umbrellas, with a design based on the principles 
of sunflowers, capture the sun’s rays during the day, fold at night releasing the stored heat to be like worms’ 
cocoons, and open again the next day. Its interesting  that beside all the analogies from nature, the city keeps 
some of its traditional motifs to give itself the unique character relating itself to its identity as an Islamic country 
in the Arab region.
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Automobiles will be banned within the city; travel will be accomplished via public mass transit and personal 
rapid transit systems, with existing road and railways connecting to other locations outside the city. The absence 
of motor vehicles coupled with Masdar›s perimeter wall, designed to keep out the hot desert winds, allows for 
narrow and shaded streets that help funnel cooler breezes across the city.

Fig.33 The walled City”, Masdar City, AbuDhabi, 
UAE, Fosters &partners, 2006-2014

Fig.34 The proposal for the energy car or the 
personal rapid system unit in Masdar city

Having reached the limits of nature’s tolerance, we are finally looking for answers to the question: “How can we 
live on this home planet without destroying it?”Being connected to Nature or being eco-friendly generated many 
nominations for this kind of architecture that make more efficient use of energy and resources amongst them 
“ecologically aware architecture”, “living in harmony with Nature”, “environmentally conscious buildings”. 
But this Neo-organic architecture merges with the environment by becoming part of Nature in how it looks, how 
it works and how it inspires. It is no more the matter of performance, it is the matter of spiritual aesthetics that 
will eventually and automatically unite people with Nature to be obliged to save themselves instead of saving 
the environment.

6. CONCLUSION:

6.1 General Findings and Outcomes

The previous case studies show how the “love of Nature” has been reflected in the forms produced by •	
architects. Rocks, clouds, trees, birds, water bubbles….etc. It is the challenge that architects want to seize, 
to manufacture the natural in a Neo-organic style.

It does not only depend on capturing the element but on capturing the moment of movement and the •	
complexity in it. The Neo-organic style is dynamic, complex, fluid and more natural.

Neo-organic architecture integrates the spaces into a coherent whole: it is a merge between the inside and •	
outside, a marriage between the site and form and a union between the context and the structure, all in 
harmony, balance and elegancy.

For the first time after decades architecture has changed its main source of inspiration from philosophy •	
into biology. Taking analogies from Nature in concepts, forms, structures and processes created an organic 
paradigm shift in architecture. 
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The generation of fascinating ideas would have never happened without the presence of appropriate •	
technological tools of dreaming that have made the border between imagining and accomplishing blurred 
and easy penetrated. The digital and synthetic are becoming the route towards achieving the natural.

Having a creative architectural idea that believes in sustainability might cost higher budgets on execution •	
but decreases the working money on the long run.

Having a neo-organic building imitating Nature gives the building the advantage of being global. But •	
local ornaments and motifs could be added to give the building its unique identity and the character of its 
place.

6.2 Recommendations

The issue and main motive in architectural work in the coming era is how to integrate the Neo-organic •	
style which is the product of “love of Nature” with sustainability which is the product of “caring for 
the environment”.

If sustainable Development is the achievement of a better quality of life through the efficient use of •	
resources, therefore the main aim of “better quality” should not be sacrificed by abandoning appearance 
and creative ideas, and lowering execution budgets to obtain an economically sustainable building. 
Instead budgets should be spent on researches that will guarantee the fulfillment of both performance 
and appearance required for better quality.

Introducing local traditional elements and motifs into a neo-organic project gives the building the •	
unique identity that binds it with its place and people so that it overcomes its possible repetition or 
resemblance to any other building all over the world.
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ABSTRACT:
  
A sustainable building should be a comfortable, beloved, and long lasting 
building. A large amount of energy and resources for the construction 
of new buildings can be saved if existing building are technically and 
functionally adaptable to change of needs through time. This paper 
investigates the design concept and skills for long lasting buildings. It 
introduces and analyzes the design methodology implied by Baumschalger 
Eberle in comparison with the framework of Open Building and theories 
of N J Habraken. The latter suggest a building as an integration of two 
parts, a base including long lasting structures serving multiple users and 
frame physical conditions for habitation, and an attachment including all 
the elements changing in times and determined by users. After introducing 
case studies, it describes the qualities of the base buildings characterized 
as regional, adaptable, tectonic and highly crafted, demonstrating a 
sustainable approach of architecture: long lasting, high comfort with low 
energy. The paper further classified four base building systems, namely 
the structural system, operable facade, common spaces in hierarchies, 
and low energy service system. The paper concludes that the quality of the 
sustainable architecture ensured by the initial design of the architects is 
mainly embedded in the four systems.

Smart Materials and/or Systems and Sustainability
  
Base building, sustainability, architectural quality
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1. INTRODUCTION

The base building concept is derived from the concept of Support. “A support structure is a construction which 
allows the provision of dwellings which can be built, altered and taken down, independently of the others.” 
(Habraken 1972:59-60) a Support is an unfinished building, ready to be occupied by variable infill.  However, 
the layout and size of individual occupancies – dwellings, offices, etc. – are not pre-determined. The Support 
is the permanent, shared part of a building which provides serviced space for occupancy. (Kendall and Teicher 
2000:32) 

A Support can not be inhabited, or become a building without Infill. “Supports” are the shared and serviced 
structures that would contain dwellings made out of “infill”, much as a bookcase (a shared infrastructure) 
contains books (decided independently) that can be taken out and put in separately. “Typical support elements 
include building structure and facade, entrances, staircases, corridors, elevators and trunk (main) lines for 
electricity, communications, water, gas, and drainage.” (Kendall and Teicher 2000: 33), While typical Infill 
elements include external wall elements, internal partition elements, floor elements, storage elements, doors, 
kitchen elements, bathroom elements, and so on. (1972: P 63) Age van Randen provided four categories for 
Infill: (1) spatial layout, (2) partition walls, frames, doors etc., (3) equipment found in the kitchen, sanitary 
fittings and appliances, and (4) installation determined by the layout. (1992: 82)

By separating Support from Infill, a building may have larger capacity to adapt to different functions and changes 
of needs throughout the life span of the building. A building, particularly the element of Support can last longer 
than other buildings. It is especially significant for sustainable development with the understanding that long 
life structure can reduce energy and resource consumptions for constructing new buildings, and reducie the 
waste output caused by demolishing old buildings. Among other significances, Habraken addressed that such 
buildings may reestablish the traditional relationship between building and people: “Dwelling is after all doing 
something; it is the sum of human actions within a certain framework, within the protective environment created 
by man…”(1972: P18 a)

Inspired by the conceptual division of Support and Infill in Habraken’s theory, there has been a great deal of 
work done, focusing on Infill development and experiments in the Open Building movement (Kendall and 
Teicher 2000). There is relatively less development and less understanding on the subject of Support, with 
the exception of a few studies on pre-fabrication technology. In contrast, Baumschlager Eberle (BE) work 
intensively and exclusively on the issue of Support, whist leaving the issue of Infill, as a technique, almost 
untouched: “Since I don’t know the actual floor plans of any building I have designed, my interest is in the 
staircase, and the common space.” These two opposing, strategic directions – Infill development and Support 
development not surprisingly, are based on the same understanding of the diverse and changing needs and 
circumstances of our world today. Both recognize that it is the responsibility of the architectural profession to 
take this diversity and change into consideration. (Jia 2007:9-10)
 BE architects focus strongly on the issue of Support, whereas Open Building research focuses on the 
issue of Infill. This fact may suggest that whilst architectural practice and research in Open Building appear 
to be proceeding in differing directions, they remain complementary to each other.  It also suggests that the 
research sphere in respect to Open Building can be widened to include Support, or the base building.

2. BASE BUILDING QUALITIES

2.1 The quality of form

Base building is a form connecting urban and/or planning quality at one hand, and architecture on the other. 
While Habraken addressed the urban quality of the base building, similar to the streets, plot for constructions, 
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Kendall and Teicher tend to demonstrate the architectural quality of the base building: “a Support is not a mere 
skeleton. It is not neutral, but is rather enabling architecture” (2000:34). Habraken in his early book “Support: 
an alternative way to mass housing” suggest that a base building may look like an infrastructure, because the 
design approach to these structures is not via their forms but via their function.  Kendall and Teicher argue that 
the Support is dominated by the local market, architectural styles, climate, building codes and land use rules, 
investment requirements and other local conditions.  “Thus, within its specific social and technical setting, the 
Support is built using locally appropriate means of design and construction.” (Kendall and Teicher 2000: 34). 
The building facade, which is normally considered as part of the Support at least in Western culture, “reflects 
cultural conventions (having to do with displays of territory, identity and control) and enclosure integrity” 
(Kendall and Teicher 2000: 187)

As a base building is to support diversity of functions and events changing in time, the form of the base building 
is not determined by particular function. It does not mean a base building should not have a particular identity. 
The quality of the base building has a close relationship with the particular social, cultural and technological 
background of the specific area in which a building is situated.  The particularity of form of a base building is 
still important. 
 
2.2.1 Permanency
“In the first place, there is the fact that support structures will have a very long existence.”(Habraken 1972.84) 
They provide building ground up in the air, and are permanent like streets. Kendall and Teicher also say that 
Supports can be constructed in any durable capacity to satisfy diverse and changing demands throughout their 
useful life. (2000 p. 32)
The permanency of based building should not be confused with traditional architectural conceptions, which depict 
a building as a monumental rather than a changing process. A building constructed with division of support and 
infill changes faster than traditional building. It is comparatively “short life”, because the continuous adaptation 
to the changing of needs and interaction with people make the building appear as temporary phenomenon.  It is 
only the Support, not the Infill, that remains stable and is expected to last as long as possible. 

2.2.2 Adaptability
A base building is built in the knowledge that we cannot predict what is going to happen to it. The more variety 
to be assumed in the support structure, the better. (Habraken 1972.61) Therefore a base building design is not a 
load-bearing structure skeleton design. The skeleton is entirely tied to the single architectural project, and single 
predetermined functional scheme of a building.  While a base building is largely designed for a variety of uses 
and changes. The capacity of adaptation to undetermined programs is the key dominating the quality of design. 
“The most important thing in this respect is that the support dwelling offers an endless range of possibilities….a 
dwelling is no motor car and no dwelling need be the same as any other. The motor car allows us to perform a 
single act: we move from place to place. But a dwelling contains at least one whole life. (Habraken 1972:65) 

2.2.3 Simplicity 
Form and construction of a base building must be of the utmost simplicity (Habraken 1972:62). Habraken 
suggested a most primitive base building structure with parallel planes running one above the other and carried 
on columns. A simple and consistent structure is stronger. A neutral form is more adaptable than a specified 
one. Economic considerations also require simple structures. In contrast to completed buildings, a base building 
“should not have the complicated detailing, nor the precise finish, nor the short-term existence of the factory 
product”.

2.2.4 The quality of the public space
In contrast to the infill elements which are largely controlled by individuals, the base building is in public 
domain with a quality that architectural design plays important role in. In a building complex, the public space 
may include the in-between outdoor space, staircase, entrance of building, corridors, etc, and the sequence of 
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all these spaces.  As the quality these spaces may be attached to a particular context, there is not much writing 
from research in Open Building. However, Habraken did remind us that the location of these spaces should not 
undermine the capacity of private domain. He suggested that all vertical circulation should preferably be on 
the outside of the structure. The support structure will produce long ribbon-like forms. “If we try to achieve 
the greatest freedom of use, staircases and lift shafts would be obstacles when placed inside the structure.” 
(Habraken 1972:67)

2.2.5 The quality of mechanical system and energy saving
In OB projects studied by Kendall and Teicher, the building mechanical systems are organized both on Support 
level and Infill level. The horizontal distribution of pipes and  electricity are found more in the infill level. The 
vertical ducts are most likely in support level. (2000: 188) It is true, that they even pointed out that the dwelling 
unit heating and air conditioning equipment is not generally part of the Support (Kendall and 2000: 33). 

3. ANALYSIS ON THE BASE BUILDINGS DESIGNED BY BE

The Austria-based company Baumschlager Eberle (BE) started by designing small, reasonably-priced, detached 
houses in 1980s, and slowly developed a typology for mass housing developments with compact, flat–roofed 
buildings, with which the team distinguished themselves in Vorarlberg. Today, they are involved in the 
construction of  many, large, multi-storied buildings, including, hospitals, office blocks and industrial buildings, 
schools, community centers, and shopping centers throughout  many European countries and now in China. 
Their buildings, especially mass housing projects, represent a clear and matured combination of two distinct 
systems with a high architectural quality, the base building and infill, which was constructed in two phases. 

3.1 The quality of form
Their architectural characteristics can be summarized as having a “strict economy with respect to material 
and artistic/architectonic means and a keen understanding of cultural and social responsibility.” (Frampton 
2003: 19) They paid strict attention to ensuring that highly skilled craftsmanship was employed, in respect to 
the materials used and the quality of construction. Actually, their tectonic achievement deserves the highest 
recognition on a world-wide scale. In their own words, they gained a wide knowledge of buildings, especially 
with respect to housing.  (Fig. 1)
In respect to the urban site, that is already functioning well and contextually supplying an appropriate, useable 
vocabulary, then they see there is no point in creating something absolutely new. Their objective is to maintain 
the existing structures and to re-interpret them. However, in an open context, in which there are no suitable 
points of reference, a much more subtle set of instruments are employed to arrive at a viable solution. Through  
the careful comparison  of all the residential buildings they designed in Vorarlberg, it was  found that variations 
in compact floor plans, a typology  used in many buildings, are simply the result of particular  circumstances, 
ranging from the type of site, the clients, the users  the objective and the function of the building.
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Fig. 1 High quality and high thermal performance on the facades of Pop Moma Beijing 2006 (a) and 
Lohbach housing in Austria 1998 (b)

3.2 Permanency
BE is also known for winning several important green architecture awards in Europe. . “What does sustainable 
architecture mean? … it is clear to me that design is not about creating new things, but rather about creating a 
building, which will last at least 200 years.” (Dietmar Eberle, Lecture delivered at HKU on the 24th October: 
2003)

In order to achieve a sustainable building (‘lasting at least 200 years,’ to quote Eberle) with the efficiency of 
embodied energy, the building should be conceptually and technologically separated into five systems according 
to the life cycle of materials, the spatial and structural hierarchies, and social responsibility. This conception 
echoes Habraken’s thinking on the separation of ‘Support’ and “Infill”, although Eberle has never used the term, 
Open Building, per se.  Life cycle is the key issue to separate systems. Through organizing the building in such 
a way that we don’t mix up these systems, changes are easy with a large flexibility when we integrate separate 
systems. 

3.3 Adaptability
The concept of support in respect to the two architects already mentioned, includes the outer wall, the inner 
access (staircase, landing, and corridor) and the utilities (kitchen and bathroom) in a building structure. 
Basically there are two very simple built structures in the plan. In the middle of the building there is a stairwell 
surrounded by closets and ancillary rooms.  On the outer fringe there is a surrounding wall, which serves as 
structural as well as an enclosure.  There are no divisions of rooms between these two structures. To omit or to 
add a room, all one has to do is to remove or insert a partition wall. This is a highly significant development 
in respect to ground-plan typologies: there is a fixed service zone and there is also the possibility of adapting 
the living area to individual requirements. Very diverse domestic arrangements can be realized in such an 
apartment. It is left entirely up to the individual to decide whether he or she wants to have any room at all, or a 
number of rooms of equal size.

(a) (b)
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a.  Situated in a Austria Alpine context, the shading devise on the facade is carefully by constantly changing 
by the users pending on climate and needs of privacy. Buildings were grouped making vistas and in between 
public spaces

  
b. Simple and double layer structure, Pop Moma Beijing    

Figure 2. Lohbach housing (a) in Austria in 1998, and Pop Moma (b) in Beijing 2006, showing a typical 
high quality and low energy housing characterizing the design office 

3.4 Simplicity 
Most of their projects are found in a simple compact form which successfully brings ecology, economy, beauty 
and high craftsmanship into a whole. A compact form (Fig. 2b) is ecological and economical firstly because it 
has less façade. Less facade uses less material and it means it embodies less energy.  Less façade and a compact 
form also mean better insulation because the loss of energy for heating can be minimized. The compact form 
provides a convenient solution to the problem of constructing many apartments, and permits an optimal ratio 
between the area of the internal space and the area of the façade. 
The facade is neutral and independent from the functional diversity of the interior spaces. Structure layouts are 
simply repetitive with carefully articulated dimensions for in-between spaces consistently running throughout 
all the plans and building blocks. A typological plan form consisting of a service and vertical circulation core in 
the middle of the plan, a structural outer wall and a continuous open space in between is implemented in many 
projects with adjustments to fit particular contexts. 
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3.5 The quality of the public space

Normally staircases with semi-public space had to be constructed in an extremely economical style, for very 
compact typologies. In Baumschlager and Eberle’s work, this aspect receives particular attention. They saw 
it as an area of great potential for architects – that of substantially improving the inner zone of a building by 
creating an atmosphere that delineates the transition from the public to the private spheres. The staircase has a 
skylight and a small, enlarged landing through which each apartment can be accessed. With careful detailing 
of the space, choice of material, and type of construction, a simple economic social housing scheme, can be 
transformed into a sophisticated dwelling of greatly improved ambience. 
These architects see the façade of a building as being of particular importance, since  it is the structure which 
provides the key to saving  energy, the complicated inter-relationship between the exterior  and the interior,  
the private and the public,  as well as being responsible for creating  the crucial syntactical enrichment  of the 
public outdoor space. It is expensive to build, with high embodied energy, technically complicated and difficult 
to maintain. Therefore, it is treated as part of the support, which according to Habraken, is designed by the 
architects according to the collective decision made by the community. It is not an area where individual or 
private needs dominate.  However, they also see that it is important and crucial for the users to be able to operate 
and be in control of part of the façade, i.e. to adjust the lighting, ventilation, shading, and views. Consequentially 
the outlook of the building changes according to the actions and the wishes of the buildings’ occupants.  In this 
sense the façade accommodates the most flexible elements in the building and changes constantly.  A variety of 
technologies and materials have been applied, which have resulted in intensifying this flexibility. 

3.6 The quality of Mechanical system and Energy saving

Because architects have to deal with the particularity of each project, they prefer to have a wider choice of 
technological solutions. They are interested in the integration of a technology, which has multiple possibilities. 
It may suggest that research carried out on a specific technology, or on a specific method of integrating that 
technology may have its implementation limitations. An instrument or tool for multiple purposes may be an 
alternative for Open Building research. (Jia 2007:14)
BE is also well known for its green building design. Although the energy saving effect is largely derived from 
architectural design, new technology devices are also implied and improve the comforts of living on the one 
hand, reduce heating and cooling energy consumption on the other.  The technical system uses the heat stored 
by the people living in apartments and utilities -which contain or release heat, thereby reducing the need for 
additional heating. Ventilation is regulated by mechanical means; the heat extracted from the exhausted air is 
used to heat the fresh, but cold air blown into the building.  The system also contains heat “conductors” which 
can harness heat energy from the earth. It is also used to cool the air in summer. Whenever necessary, this 
basic heating system is augmented by conventional heating systems so that the desired room temperature is 
actually achieved.  Using this system, the level of energy consumption required for heating can be reduced by 
up to 70%. (Waechter-Böhm 2000:29). The Pop Moma in Beijing uses active ceilings for heating and cooling 
purposes which as well as the controlled ventilation of the buildings are based on state-of-the-art technologies. 
In combination with a specially designed façade designed to enhance exposure to daylight. (Fig. 3)
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                   Fig.3 Plan, photo, heating and cooling system based on earth heat, and performance 
of energy saving in Shangdi Moma Beijing

4. CONCLUSION: TOWARDS SKILLFULLY DESIGNED SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS
Open Building is going to change the concept, techniques and methodology of architecture. Distinction of 
base building systems from the infill sets the significant departure from the traditional perception of building 
as scenographical monuments. The base building is the platform where varieties and changes and interaction 
with people in the life time of the building can take place. According to the theory of Open Building, the quality 
of base building includes, but is not limited to, architectural and tectonic quality, permanency, adaptability, 
simplicity, public spaces, energy saving service systems. Among them the architectural and technical quality, and 
the design of the pubic space requires design skills partially borrowed from traditional architectural discipline. 
“As a result, it will become far easier for architects designing Supports to refocus on traditional; aspect of 
architectural; for and public space, on the building’s tectonic qualities, spatial experience, facade and definition 
of public space and urban character.” (Kendall and Teicher 2000: 191) However, the energy saving systems 
integrated with the buildings in both Support and Infill levels also require new knowledge and skills in order to 
achieve a sustainable future. Baumschalger Eberle (BE) provided meaningful cases for further study. 
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ABSTRACT: 

No other field of science has influenced imagination and vision more than 
the research and outcomes related to space exploration, either it is in 
terms of science fact, or science fiction. Innovative hardware components, 
computational technologies, telemetry concepts, highly insulating 
components, composite materials, lightweight construction methods, 
lightweight robots, water treatment systems, the extensive use of solar 
energy and new approaches to artificial intelligence are just a few well 
known technologies which have been first applied in space projects, and 
then accelerating in some cases, or even revolutionizing the developments 
of applications on earth.  In this paper we give an overview of individual 
technologies and complex and integrating overall systems that had been 
developed for space system engineering and space missions. Strategies 
form both research fields are now becoming potentially interesting for 
modifying and maintaining resource efficient life on earth. Furthermore, 
we examine today’s application scope of selected space concepts and space 
technologies and show their transformability to earth built environment 
permeated by emerging technologies and challenged by achieving more 
sustainability. 

Keywords: Space Technology, Technology Transfer, Sustainability, 
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1. INTRODUCTION/ BACKGROUND

No other field of science has influenced imagination and vision more than the research and outcomes related 
to space exploration, either is in terms of science fact, or science fiction. Innovative hardware components, 
computational technologies, telemetry concepts, highly insulating components, composite materials, lightweight 
construction methods, lightweight robots, water treatment systems, the extensive use of solar energy and new 
approaches to artificial intelligence are just a few well known technologies which have been first applied in 
space projects, and then accelerating in some cases, or even revolutionizing the developments of applications on 
earth. Especially in building and construction technology, which consumes about 40% of global raw materials 
for creating, running and maintaining our built environment and accounts for 30-40 % of the total primary 
energy used, a new attitude is needed. In space visions and space science, whether it is in Cole’s (Cole & Cox, 
1964) space island visions, Gerard O’Neill’s colonies (O’Neil, 1976), space inspired biosphere projects, or in 
existing space shuttles or space stations, the application of technologies and strategies which exponentiate the 
efficiency of resources and energy have been considered to be a standard. Now almost 30 years later, further, 
concepts of artificial intelligence (McCandless et al., 2006) or immobile robots (Roush, 2003) applied in space 
missions, space ships and space stations might help us to find control concepts for our increasingly intelligent 
buildings (Bock & Linner, 2009). Learning from space and extra terrestrial research gives incentives to tackle 
the upcoming challenges on earth by making use of innovative and advanced technologies. All in all, learning 
from space could be extremely useful to create advanced building and construction technologies for future earth 
environments, for regions of extreme climate, as well as for ordinary building areas. The paper outlines today’s 
application scope of selected space concepts and space technologies and examines their transformability to 
earth built environment permeated by emerging technologies and challenged by achieving more sustainability.

2. MANKIND GOES INTO SPACE: WHAT WOULD HAPPEN?

Several times in history, space technologies have been activated for earth applications, especially in terms of 
sustainability and resource efficiency. The challenging environmental circumstances which have to be faced in 
earth orbit, or on other planet surfaces required an efficient, safe and long time lasting technology. Whereas on 
earth the illusion of unlimited resources and the comparably low costs of less advanced systems still hampers 
the implementation of high tech solutions on a larger scale. Nowadays, subsystems for harvesting energy, air 
condition, insulation, have reached a comparably high standard, yet the problem of how to coordinate these 
systems and their requirements efficiently within the entire project, remains. As a result of this problem, it is not 
the lack of appropriate systems, principles and components, that causes problems, it is the approach of how such 
systems complexity is identified and handled. Examining the processes of the technological developments of 
space technologies at first glance, the components and products are identified as being characteristic. At second 
glance it is less the technology itself, it is the way of how problems are identified and how systems for their 
solution are designed, by always keeping the entire processes and requirements, as well as the single parts and 
components, in mind. If, from one day to another, we had to leave our planet due to a catastrophic climate shift, 
or an unexpected impact of a meteorite, what would we take along with us? Would it be lots of resources of 
our planet surface, such as gasoline, steel, aluminum, wood, food, water, oxygen? Considering that we had the 
technology to enable a comparably small diaspora from planet earth, would these things be decisive for survival 
on a long trip through space? It is clear that we have to speak in terms of at least several years of travelling 
time for such a project. So, how long would our spared resources be sufficient to sustain life in the spaceship? 
Or wouldn’t it be much more functional to take along devices, which enable the processing of mission critical 
resources out of space materials, and technologies which enable the reuse of air, water, or even food, and which 
enable the transformation of solar power for various tasks (Fig.1)? Taking into account this kind of strategy, 
necessary resources could be gained on the travel itself, so the total amount of materials to be taken along would 
be reduced to a minimum. Sustaining life during travel through space is less a question of the total amount of 
consumable resources, as these amounts would be quite huge and would be consumed after a certain period. 
It is more a question of the technologies which would be installed. These technologies and their interactions 
could be called sustainable. The reader may ask why the authors have chosen such an extreme example. But is 
it really extreme? Just increase the size of the spaceship and the passengers, including the available resources. 
As Buckminster Fuller described within his famous book “Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth” (Fuller, 
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1969), our example is fully scalable in terms of time, resources, and technologies to be applied for its use. So, 
sustainability of technological systems can easily be coined out by the analysis of current state of the art space 
technologies. It may be an expansion of this approach that most of the mission critical technologies applied in 
space could be entirely activated for gaining sustainability for most of the systems applied on the surface of our 
planet earth.

Fig. 1: the automated deployment of near earth space station (NASA)

3. FRONTIER ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT

In this chapter we give an overview of individual technologies (3.1) and complex and integrating overall systems 
(3.2) that had been developed for space system engineering and space missions. Strategies form both research 
fields are now becoming potentially interesting for modifying and maintaining resource efficient life on earth. 

3.1. Examples for Space-Earth transfer of simple stand-alone applications

In order to start with more simple and clearly focused technologies, we first outline several examples that 
explain the space-earth transfer of simple stand-alone applications. In section 3.2 we will then explain complex 
systems which are based on networks or ecologies of individual technologies. 

3.1.2 Lightweight Robots
When going to space, robots are indispensable. They are needed in various application scenarios from research 
and experiments to construction and personal assistance. Yet in spaceflight every kilogram matters in terms 
of fuel consumption and fuel cost. Additionally robots in space have to work in the direct operating range of 
human beings without posing a severe safety risk. The result of these challenges is a completely new concept 
for ultra light, sensitive and cooperative robotics: lightweight robots. A standard industrial robot for medium 
loads weighs about 700 kg and is able to move loads of about 30 to 60 kg depending on the speed with which 
it is operated. Lightweight robots (LWR) on the contrary have a load to weight ratio of 1:2 (Mitsubishi PA10), 
1:1 (Kuka LWR) or even better. The most advanced example states the Kuka LWR (DLR, 2010), which had 
been developed by the German aerospace center for space exploration missions (DLR) and which had later 
been sold to Kuka Robotics Company. Kuka has since then developed further the concept and has recently 
commercialized the concept for industrial and domestic service tasks. The robot is lightweight, made from 
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carbon fiber, contains force-torque sensors in all joints and can work in cooperation with humans without 
regular safety restrictions. Additionally it can be programmed intuitively and in an interactive manner by 
the so called “teaching” process. Lightweight Robots are supposed to play a vital role in the upcoming mass 
customizing industry. Mass Customization is accounted as being the future concept for our industry as it allows 
the production of individual goods, components and products on demand thus eliminating a tremendous amount 
of stock, resources input and waste. The strategy is based on flexible production systems and a functioning 
cooperation of human beings and production robots in advanced production scenarios.

3.1.2 Advanced Control Systems: Immobile Robots
To control the complex systems, since spacecrafts are being extensively equipped with Microsystems technology, 
new control concepts had to be developed (Fig.2). Today NASA considers space vehicles and space stations 
equipped with various networked subsystems and intuitive and multimodal control interfaces as “ImmoBots”. 
A common characteristic of “ImmoBots” is that they are able to control their internal subsystems autonomously 
for achieving certain goals, thus reducing mental stress of human beings interacting with them. Environments 
enriched with “sensor” and “actor” systems given certain autonomy and able to control their complex internal 
functions are considered as “ImmoBots”: Immobile Robots (Roush, 2003). In general, those systems can cover 
networked building energy systems as well as power grids or reconfigurable traffic systems. “ImmoBots” 
are able to coordinate a multitude of internal subsystems with a model based programming approach.  In the 
future it is expected that complex and multilayered cities equipped with smart subsystems, their infrastructures, 
traffic systems, their power grids and their resource distribution and waste collection systems can be operated 
automated and with the higher level goal of optimized resource consumption by Immobile Robots (Roush, 
2003).

Fig. 2: complex systems and interior of Skylab (NASA, Picture from Flightglobal)

3.1.3 Fuel Cells 
With the beginning of civil space missions, an increasing complexity of technological systems and energy 
consumption required a sufficient safe and durable light weight energy source. Moreover long term durability, 
small size and performance were meant to be some of the main characteristics of such a system.   “Besides the 
functionality in total absence of gravity, the size of the asset played an important role, as the capsule supplied 
only little space for its installation” (Schmidt, 2010). The early predecessors of current space vehicles were 
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still equipped with batteries to supply all on board systems. But soon the increasing energy consumption of 
more advanced systems made the use of batteries an inappropriate solution. Especially within the research for 
long term manned spaceflights the lack of a sufficient energy source became obedient. With the introduction 
of fuel cell technology as a space technology many characteristic of this invention could be used for the entire 
systems improvement. The fuel cell could activate the rocket engines main resources: Oxygen and Hydrogen. 
Compared to the total consumption of energy for the propulsion, the fuel cells needed only small amounts of 
these resources. Besides this main fact, there were also other advantages: “The possibility to produce drinkable 
water for the crew, and the circumstance that the cost for the necessary fuel (hydrogen) was considerably few due 
to the huge amounts required for the propulsion of the rocket, contributed to confirmation of NASA, to continue 
with the use of fuel cells within the Apollo Program.” (Schmidt, 2010) Moreover the conventionally disturbing 
characteristics of waste heat production could be positively activated within the entire systems structure: “The 
surplus warmth was also used for the heating of the module, as well as for the heating of the cooled Hydrogen 
(-173K) in advance of its entering the fuel cell itself.” (Schmidt, 2010) The example of the development of 
fuel cells is a prototype for a project derived from a strict set of requirements. The characteristics of the used 
subsystems have been fitting perfectly to the characteristics of the entire system and technical structure. As a 
result, additional functionalities such as clean water production, and heating had been enabled for use within 
the entire system. Here, the concept of solving technical problems was to identify a certain requirement or set of 
requirements, and to develop a highly specific technical system to perform the needed characteristics in order 
to create functionality for the entire system. The new system was totally different from any other approach to 
generate energy in a spacecraft, yet it fit very well into the already existing concepts and structures, and even 
created unplanned additional values.

3.1.4 Electrical Vehicles 
Already in the years between 1881 and 1885, before the official invention of the car through Carl Benz, F. Gustave 
from France presented an electric three wheeler at an exhibition in Paris. Although the more fuel consuming 
concept of the combustion engine had been commercialized at a big scale then, there were many interesting 
attempts promoting electrical vehicles up to now. Furthermore concepts as Naro (Narrow City Vehicle; Narrow, 
2010) and CLEVER (Compact Low Emission Vehicle for Urban Transport; BMW, 2010) which are brought 
up by major car companies today and which are supposed to be compact, light weight, extremely flexible and 
resource saving are not new.  The Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV, 2010) of the Apollo 15 Mission, the first vehicle 
for lunar exploration, anticipated and pioneered today’s concepts already 50 years before: its development 
began in 1969. The LRV finally only weighted 210 kg and could carry up to 490 kg. It was powered by 4 electric 
motors integrated into the wheel and equipped with advance navigation and life support systems.

3.1.4 Environmental Control and Life Support Systems
As Architects and Designers become concerned with advanced building technology and  “home care” strategies, 
the focus shifts towards the creation of multidimensional environments supporting elderly people, patients 
or other persons, in need to measure and/or maintain their daily activity, mobility, cognition, emotional, 
physiological and psychological state, nutrition and medical condition (Bock & Linner, 2009). For today’s 
researches our future built environment house will be more like a “supportive machine” connecting to the 
inhabitant through modular mobile devices and incorporating and controlling various assistive subsystems and 
multiple senor networks to enhance the quality of life for inhabitants. Already several decades before today’s 
home care attempts came up, human space flight had provoked the development of so called Environmental 
Control and Life Support Systems (NASA-1, 2010). ECLSS continuously measure “health” parameter as blood 
pressure, breathing and heart rate of the space vehicle’s crew and adjust in real time life relevant parameters as 
temperature, cabin pressure and air oxygen rate. ECLSS Data can be use by doctors and medical staff on ground 
for diagnosis and routine check.  A famous ECLSS subsystem is “Life Guard” (NASA-2, 2010), an advanced 
wearable sensor system which had been developed in cooperation between NASA and Stanford University. 
Furthermore, the RCAST Group (Rcast, 2010), a joint venture between the University of Tokyo and JAXA, 
was put in motion. RCAST is developing rehabilitation equipment which could be used in space and later be 
transferred for use in hospitals and other recreational facilities.
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3.1.5 New Crew-Vehicle Interaction Systems
Due to continuous engineering advances in the decades since the Space Shuttle was developed, a multitude of 
new technologies have been integrated into spacecrafts making them so complex that completely new crew-
vehicle interaction concepts have to be developed to ensure an efficient and safe control by human beings 
during space missions (McCandless et al. 2006).  Similar to approaches known from “Ubiquitos Computing” 
and “Human Computer Interaction”, NASA’s Human-Systems Integration Division (HSID, 2010) tries to apply 
new concepts for interaction of humans and on board computer systems. Do we not have similar problems on 
earth, where houses, offices, hospitals and care facilities integrated with more and more smart technologies raise 
the question of control and interaction? It will be inevitable that concepts of cooperation with complex systems 
and new human-vehicle interfaces have to be developed.

3.1.6 Adaptive and Self-Repairing Systems
Highly adaptive systems are already gradually introduced in a variety of application areas. Researchers for 
example have recently tried to implement self-organizing and self-coordinating swarm robots as sun shading 
system continuously adapting to changes happening inside and outside the building. And a multitude of similar 
applications in the conception of high-tech facades or high-tech architecture in general can be imagined and 
researchers even aim to make systems more self-learning and even self-repairing. Basic principles which are 
used today in those research fields have been pioneered by space exploration already decades ago (Wilcox et 
al., 1992). As researchers developing systems e.g. for long-distance exploration of Mars could not predict what 
the exploration robots might encounter, they had to develop systems that can improvise, improve and evolve by 
themselves.  Those concepts are extended today for use on earth for example by Cornell University’s “Starfish” 
and “Molecubes” concepts (Lipson, 2007).

3.2. Examples for Space-Earth transfer of complex systems and strategies

In the following section we describe entire system and their necessary subsystems. Entire systems are space 
infrastructure and organization projects aiming both at saving and activating further resources in order to enable 
a resource saving and less destructive economy on earth.

3.2.1 New Site and land use concepts 
The examples above have shown how a specific task or requirement was matched by the development or the 
improvement of an existing technology. These subsystems were designed in order to perform and interact 
nearly perfectly with the already planned or existing technological and human environments. But there are 
also possibly less prominent but highly advanced approaches towards the design of sustainable environments 
and technologies for application in space. Here certain sets of problems, physical characteristics and matching 
technologies were put together in a way, that the entire structure and system generated unexpected advantages, 
outcomes and automatically problem-solving habits. When NASA scientist Gerard K. O´Neill started with 
his week- end seminars, together with colleagues and interested students, he did not anticipate the incredible 
outcome of these multidisciplinary team studies (O’Neill, 1976). The main question they were trying to answer 
was whether it is possible to economically make use of the near earth space, and to go further than just to make 
use of communication satellites. The approach intended to activate raw materials, as well as energetically usable 
resources in space for earth applications (Fig. 3). The economy in space should be designed self sufficient from a 
certain stage, and later on even pay back and overcome the investments of necessary research and construction. 
The initial germ cell was designed within a background of physical circumstances near to earth, the effective 
gaining of raw material and energy, the activation of processes only possible in zero gravity environments, the 
design of self sufficient agriculture and closed loop environment design (O’Neill, 1976) (Fig. 04).
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Fig.3: High Density Housing and Optimized Organization in space (O’Neil, 1976)

Fig. 4: gaining raw materials on the moon, (NASA)

On a first step the ideal position of a larger space station close to earth was identified. The Lagrangian area (L5) 
should be used as a basement for the central processing and manufacturing core. L2, L3 and L4 should be used 
mainly as logistical crosspoints, as well as for the assembly of further systems (Fig. 05). In this scenario, mining 
on the moon should supply the Lagrangian station with raw material, as the use of these materials from earth 
requires 20 times more energy, than the same amount from the earth satellite. The highly economically active 
central processing and habitat core should then be assembled and finished out of these materials.
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Fig. 5: Lagrangian areas between earth and moon (O`Neill, 1976)

Since the finishing of this comparably huge space station, it would take human workers and manufacturing 
technologies, to either build further habitats, or to supply the earth with products made in space (Fig.06). 
The incomes of these economic and technological systems should be used for the implementation of larger 
processing cores and habitats, to increase the range and the complexity of these products. The entire system and 
its necessary subsystems could be described as a space infrastructure project, to activate further resources and 
to enable a resource saving and less destructive economy on earth (Fig.07).

Agriculture in Space, O`Neill

Fig. 06: Optimized and highly efficient Agriculture in Space (O`Neill, 1976)
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The successful design of self sufficient agricultural systems in combination with the appropriate and reliable 
technologies was identified as mission critical for the execution of such plans. Therefore the biosphere one and 
two projects (Poynter, 2006) were initiated to find out more about closed loop biologically active systems.

Fig. 07: Functional distribution in a space station (O`Neill, 1976)

Considering this broadly spread approach of solving problems, O`Neill and his colleagues also identified that 
the economic system into which these technologies and plans are embedded is decisive for the successful 
implementation of a totally new infrastructure.
 “It has been said that new wealth requires three components: energy, materials and intelligence. … The third 
component is the human organization of machinery a human effort in a productive way. Productivity can be 
described by the ratio of output products to the input of human labor. If measured in non-monetary terms 
(tons per person per year), the ratio automatically takes into account the effects of inflation” (O’Neill, 1976, 
p. 116). Shortly after publishing the work of O´Neill`s teamstudies, Paolo Soleri anticipated the basic ideas of 
the technological and infrastructural dense structures that were called Islands in Space. He remarked that such 
structures have also advantages on earth when it comes to material effectivity, consumption of land, and energy, 
as well as they had advantages in social means.

3.2.3 Independent Resource Design
Another approach of combining several technologies to form a new and substantially system, which means a 
high grade of independently organized resource flow, is the so-called Mainboard Design (Bock et al., 2010). A 
physical and digitally integrating platform that combines several subsystems for water cleaning, energy supply, 
organizes the consumption and special requirements of each of the functional components. The mainboard is 
not only meant to be a physical grid to achieve operational interchangeability, is also a concept of efficient IT 
and software to hardware communication. The result will lead to a nearly totally resource independent device, 
which in an early scenario of use, could be applied after catastrophes, and later, on spread within regions with 
low infrastructural density to complementary supplement the existing technologies. Later on it could even be 
used to gain full independence of housing structures.

4. Conclusion: From Space System Engineering to Earth System Engineering

The already presented technologies and organizational approaches should give an overview of how we can be 
successful in our world, which is getting smaller and smaller, with more and more constrained resources. This 
is vital for engineering a future anthrop. sphere in a sustainable manner. The high technological and social 
densities are a key for environmental sustainability. Space Laboratories as Skylab, MIR, ISS have proven that 
it is possible to be kept running with very few resources on board. As any sustainable system these use primary 
energy resources only for initializing the processes running within these structures. Whereas most of our current 
systems on the planet`s surface consume the initializing resources for future technologies. These consumption 
chains are not closed on Earth which leads to the high exploitation rate of our resources in nearly any field 
of technology. In space these resources are not available and lead to the design of closed loop technological 
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organization systems. Future technological systems have to be designed in a way that the primary resources 
are used only as a booster for these closed loop processes. Then the already gained procedural knowledge can 
be activated for the design of substantially sustainable systems. The technological knowledge solely will not 
permit the development of such systems, as it can only be used for the incremental improvement of already 
existing components and subsystems. The use of closed loop resources and energy flow within all processes 
could then be described as sustainability, by means of socio cultural developments, as well as economic and 
technological improvements. Until now sustainability projects were mainly focused towards the implementation 
of innovations within the context of gradually improving the resource, energy, or waste reduction effectivity. This 
procedural approach on solving technical problems leads to a strongly increasing cost curve for its continuous 
improvement. “The reason for the vulnerability of technology is that adjustment mechanisms have cost. The 
costs of technology and the market are reckoned in resources, energy, money, labour and capital. These costs 
tend to rise nonlinearly as limits are approached.”  “It is fairly inexpensive to remove 50% of the nitrogen 
oxide emissions. There is a rising but still affordable cost for removing almost 80%. But then, there is a limit, 
a threshold, beyond which costs of further removals rise enormously”.  “In fact, growth takes an economy up a 
nonlinear cost curve to the point where further abatement becomes unaffordable” (Meadows & Randers, 2009). 
As long as the particular technology as well as the entire surroundings are not designed and adjusted with the 
same priority, the increasing development costs for subsystems will inevitably lead to an economic trap. It is not 
just a question of how to gain technological effectivity that may lead to a true sustainable overall system, it also 
a question of economic dynamics and of their understanding of the future system builders. Maybe these strongly 
increasing costs are the price for practicing ignorance for the interdependencies between economics, knowledge 
management, and the need for substantial technological system change on a broad basement. Moreover theses 
hidden costs are one important factor contributing to the economic crisis, as we possibly have reached a point 
where the prices for incremental improvements are too high in comparison to the possible wins. This article 
supports the approach of designing the systems periphery as well as the single components in order to introduce 
new systems that substantially may be described as being sustainable. These systems will be based much less on 
one specific innovation such as the combustion engine. They will be based on various innovations, regionally 
differentiated, and properly adjusted to economic and users needs as well as to environmental circumstances.
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ABSTRACT

Practicing sustainability is a process of continual movement toward greater 
awareness. It is very committed to living and acting sustainably and 
requires us to actively be aware of the environmental, social and economic 
needs of our present generation without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their needs.

On the other hand, supplying adequate houses that are proper and suitable 
became serious problems that face governments and housings’ experts as 
well. 

In urban developing zones, rapid housing projects need more attention and 
help to respect the vision of sustainability in supplying adequate units in 
suitable proper performance.

Research problem: in developing countries, most housing projects 
deficiencies in many forms. It is thought that these deficiencies are due 
to the ill-methodology in dealing with this sort of building type. In such 
projects, most of housing projects were designed regardless sustainable 
fundamentals. Therefore, incompatible designs are always created that are 
not compatible   with the environment of location. Consequently, human 
comfort is deteriorated and sustainability is disrespected, resulting in the 
deterioration of the environment as well.

Research hypothesis, respecting the environment, using a check list that 
contains various elements in designing houses projects will sustain housing 
projects and enhance its quality.

Purpose of the research is to design and provide guidelines on how to 
sustain human comfort and housing projects situation in housing projects 
through providing designers, municipality and investors guide line.  Road 
map format to help in achieving healthy and economic houses will be 
provided. Finally, check list table, which includes various elements, will be 
produced to be used to arbitrator housing states as well.
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Methodology of the research was depend on the theoretical approach   
followed by the analytical for the major elements affecting Design Criteria

Finally, Checklist will be illustrated that could be used as base for

evaluation and as A Road Map for assessing any building conditions.
Keywords: land uses, Housing, Design Criteria, Sustainability.
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Sustainability1- 

Sustainability has become a wide-ranging term that can be applied to almost every facet of life on Earth, from 
local to a global scale and over various time period. Practicing sustainability is a process of continual movement 
towards greater awareness. It is very committed to living and acting sustainably.  Attention to living sustainably 
requires us to actively be aware of the environmental, social and economic needs of our present generation 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs. There is abundant scientific evidence 
that humanity is living unsustainably, and returning human use of natural resources to within sustainable limits 
will require a major collective effort.  Ways of living more sustainably can take many forms from re-organizing 
living conditions (e.g., eco-villages, eco-municipalities and sustainable cities), reappraising economic sectors 
(permaculture, green building, sustainable agriculture), or work practices (sustainable architecture), using 
science to develop new technologies (green technologies, renewable energy), to adjustments in individual 
lifestyles that conserve natural resources

What is sustainability?1-1- 

The word sustainability is derived from the Latin “sustinere“. Dictionaries provide more than ten mean-
ings for sustain, the main ones being to “maintain”, “support”, or “endure” (Onions, 1964). However, since the 
1980s sustainability has been used more in the sense of human sustainability on planet Earth and this has re-
sulted in the most widely quoted definition of sustainability and sustainable development, that of the Brundtland 
Commission of the United Nations on March 20, 1987: “sustainable development is development that meets 
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” (UN 
General Assembly 2010). At the 2005 World Summit it was noted that this requires the reconciliation of envi-
ronmental, social and economic demands the “three pillars” of sustainability. This view has been expressed as 
an illustration using three overlapping ellipses indicating that the three pillars of sustainability are not mutually 
exclusive and can be mutually reinforcing. (Forestry Commission of Great Britain, 2009) fig 1.

What sustainability goals should be? 1-2- 

The UN definition is not universally accepted and has undergone various interpretation. What sustainabil-
ity is, what its goals should be, and how these goals are to be achieved is all open to interpretation. For many 
environmentalists the idea of sustainable development is an oxymoron as development seems to entail en-
vironmental degradation. Ecological economist Herman Daly has asked, “What use is sawmilling without a 
forest?” From this perspective, the economy is a subsystem of human society, which is itself a subsystem of 
the biosphere and a gain in one sector is a loss from another. This can be illustrated as three concentric circles. 
(Adams, W.M. 2006) fig 2.

The simple definition «sustainability is improving the quality of human life while living within the carry-
ing capacity of supporting eco-systems», though vague, conveys the idea of sustainability having quantifiable 
limits. But sustainability is also a call to action, a task in progress or “journey”. (Markus J., 2006). 
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Fig 1: Definitions of sustainability often refer 
to the “three pillars” of social, environmental and 

economic sustainability, 2006

Source: Forestry Commission of Great Britain, 
2009

Fig 2: A representation of sustainability 
showing how both economy and society are con-

strained by environmental limits, 2003

Source: Adams, W.M. 2006

Sustainability and building performance:1-3- 

Housing project should follow the major sustainability elements which affects housing performance and will 
help to improve the housing state as end of design.  In the following items major concern will be discussed.

Materials1-3-1. 

Sustainable use of materials has targeted the idea of dematerialization, converting the linear path of materi-
als (extraction, use, disposal in landfill) to a circular material flow that reuses materials as much as possible, 
much like the cycling and reuse of waste in nature. This approach is supported by product stewardship and the 
increasing use of material flow analysis at all levels, especially individual countries and the global economy. 
(Anderberg, S. 1998). 

Toxic substances1-3-2. 

In building materials, Synthetic chemical production has escalated following the stimulus it received during 
the Second World War Chemical production includes everything from insulation, isolation, building materials 
to domestic chemicals and hazardous substances. Apart from the build-up of greenhouse gas emissions in the 
atmosphere, chemicals of particular concern include: heavy metals, nuclear waste, chlorofluorocarbons, persis-
tent organic pollutants and all harmful chemicals capable of bioaccumulation.

Social dimension and sustainabilit1-3-3. y

Sustainability issues are generally expressed in scientific and environmental terms, but implementing 
change is a social challenge that entails, among other things, international and national law, urban planning and 
transport, local and individual lifestyles and ethical consumerism. “The relationship between human rights and 
human development, corporate power and environmental justice, global poverty and citizen action, suggest that 
responsible global citizenship is an inescapable element of what may at first glance seem to be simply matters 
of personal consumer and moral choice”. (Blewitt, J. 2008). 

Human1-3-4.  settlements

One approach to sustainable living, exemplified by small-scale urban transition towns and rural ecovillages, 
seeks to create self-reliant communities based on principles of simple living, which maximize self-sufficiency 
particularly in food production. These principles, on a broader scale, underpin the concept of a bioregional 
economy (Sale, Kirkpatrick 2006). Other approaches, loosely based around new urbanism, are successfully 
reducing environmental impacts by altering the built environment to create and preserve sustainable cities 
which support sustainable transport .Residents in compact urban neighborhoods ‘drive fewer miles ,and have 
significantly lower environmental impacts across a range of measures ,compared with those living in sprawling 
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suburbs (Ewing, R 2009). Ultimately, the degree of human progress towards sustainability will depend on large 
scale social movements which influence both community choices and the built environment. Eco-municipalities 
may be one such movement (LaColla, T. 2009).

Starting from the base of sustainability vision, land use and housing will be studied in the following sec-
tion trying to find the impact of this vision upon them.

Land use and housing:1- 

Discussion about Human comfort, proper, suitable, comfortable, economic and healthy house had become 
necessary in developing countries especially with the limited resources and inadequate budget for housing 
projects.  Investors, designers and authorities are questioning authorities’ consultants to give aids and supports 
for housing projects.  Concerns were directed to find the way in producing this type of healthy houses that meet 
family requirements as well. Introducing guide lines about doing this sort of housing, which respecting local 
social aspects and following regulation, is very essential to avoid producing ill houses.

Land uses and housing projects categorization:1-1- 

Land uses and housing projects in the urban developing areas generally can be categorized into two main 
forms, the first is planned Housing projects which follows certain patterns and takes into consideration the 
various elements that affect standards of living, style of life and improving community efficiency. This form 
of developing is carried out usually within the legal framework organizing urban development and building 
regulations.

The second form of Housing projects is mainly unplanned and often takes place in the peripheral areas, 
where land price are low and government control is lacking. Consequently, this form of developing, which 
follows no regular form and lack of infrastructure and of utilities, can support its inhabitants. 

Definitions of land use:1-2- 

There are several definitions for the term land use, with a varying degree of generalization. Such differences 
in definitions are highlighted further when the term “land-use” is considered from two distinct perspectives: the 
functional use of land for man’s purposes, as opposed to simply the form of ground cover. Theoretically, it can 
be argued that, there is a sound case for emphasizing human activities as the center of any study of land use. If 
this proposition is accepted, a general definition appropriate for the purpose of this study was provided by Land 
Utilization Survey in Britain. In this definition, it was argued that: “Land use deals essentially with the spatial 
aspects of all man’s activities on land and the way in which the land surface is adapted, or could be adapted, to serve 
human needs (John .oilstone, 1988). 

Land use patterns:1-3- 

Land use patterns represent one of the main elements affecting environmental healthy houses state and 
living standards in urban area. In case of haphazardly located, many serious adverse impacts upon deteriorating 
housing conditions will occur in these areas.  Consequently, it will represent high household density and shortage 
of services and so on. Consequently, the quality of housing environment, internal and external, is affected by the 
quality of the surrounding environment and its land uses. Success building design invariably should, therefore, 
take into consideration the various elements of the surrounding environment. This means that surrounding 
elements in terms of both environmental elements as well as types of nearby land uses should be carefully 
examined in order to enhance the beneficial impacts of such elements, and reduce their negative impacts on 
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housing quality, It was concluded that the unplanned land uses cause adverse impacts upon housing setting and 
produce poor residential zone and consequently generate ill housing state. These ill housing conditions can be 
improved by providing some forms of control or zoning on land use (El-Ghonaimy, 1995).

Types of land use:1-4- 

The different types of land-use have major impacts on each other. Therefore, such impacts as well as the 
physical conditions of possible sites must be examined carefully when selecting a site for residential development, 
or examining the conditions prevailing in existing residential areas. 

In general land-use studies are groping of studying the land use types. Seen as appropriate for this study, can be 
summarized as follows:

Residential areas.i- 

Commercial areas.ii- 

Industrial areas: incorporating light & heavy industries.iii- 

Open spaces & recreational areas.iv- 

Services: Education, Medical, Cultural, and others.v- 

Transportation: involves Motorways, Waterways, Railway, Harbors & Ports, vi- 

Infrastructure: includes areas of providing utilities; water, sewage, and power supply.vii- 

It should be noted that overlap of two or more distinct uses could be found therefore it noted in description, 
for example, a row of housing having shopping and commercial facilities are on the ground floor. (El-Ghonaimy, 
1995).

Sustainable elements of Houses design projects3- 

Sustainable Housing states can be categorized into three main categories, as follows:

Environmental housing conditions1-1- 

Noise1-1-1. :

Whilst few would doubt that noise intrusion in the domestic environment can significantly reduce the quality 
of life, conclusive evidence of its role in the impairment of health is scant 1 .Noise can be shown to disturb sleep 
and reduce its quality as well as lead to loss of hearing (Mcnullan, 1989, 1992). Yet one of the main effects of 
noise in the domestic environment is probably the stress which can affect the individuals’ psychological well-
being, and consequently their performances. In addition to the level of noise and the speed of frequency of 
sound, there are other factors that can affect the impacts of noise on individuals, for example the individual’s 
sensitivity and living habits. The acceptance of noise is also affected by external factors which are a) Type of 
environment; b) Frequency structure; c) Duration. 

Noise can result from a wide range of sources, each with a particular nature. These sources include traffic, 
Highways and railways, domestic, industrial and commercial uses incorporated within or neighboring residential 
areas. Noise can also result from nearby construction work and schools.

Climatic Conditions:1-1-2. 

A fundamental reason for the existence of a building is to provide shelter from climatic factors, such as cold, 

1  Much of the research into the health effects of noise has related specifically to working environment where the greatest concerns are 
noise induced hearing loss and loss of concentration leading to an increased risk of accidents. This has little relevance to the domestic 
situation where the noises levels experienced are altogether are of lesser order. 
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heat, wind and rain. Climatic conditions can also make the external environment of building attractive and can be 
used for recreational purposes (Randall&Mcnullan1989&1992). Although the overall features of the climate are 
beyond our control, the design of a building can have a significant influence on the effects of the climatic condition 
on a building (Elwakel & Serag, 1985). In order to design a building which is appropriate for its site, the climatic 
conditions of that site needs to be studied and predicted. The main climatic elements may include, heat (heat gain 
and heat loss), humidity and condensation, wind and direction. Control all these elements should be studied as well 
to achieve the sustainable housing project.

Lighting:1-2- 

Lighting and the effects of light are a major element in the human sense of the environment. Both artificial and 
natural sources of lighting are used in buildings and these sources can be supplied and controlled in many ways. The 
type of light chosen for building is closely linked to other design decisions for the building. Natural lighting can be 
used as the sole source of interior lighting or can be combined with artificial lighting. 

Provision of indoor and outdoor services:1-3- 

Studying provision of indoor and outdoor services, Improper network connections for the following grid systems 
(Electricity, Water Supplies, Sewage disposal, and Solid domestic waste collection), moreover, can have serious 
impacts on buildings; condensation and dampness caused by plumbing leaks, all increase the level of moisture in 
the internal fabric of buildings. All have distinctly different causes and occur to differing degrees but all reduce the 
desirability of the house from the occupant’s point of view. 

Housing design and building materials:1-4- 

Privacy1-4-1. : 

Privacy in home satisfies the needs of the individual for self-reflection, intimate conversations, study, etc. 
When internal design or overcrowding frustrates these needs, Zimring and others have suggested the result may 
be withdrawal, depression or illness. Considerations of design and layout are of course relevant to privacy and not 
simply overcrowding alone.

Overcrowding1-4-2. : 

The existence of a link between overcrowding in the domestic environment and illness of occupants has been 
generally accepted for over a century. For instance, Gabe and Williams found a significant association between 
both low and high internal density and psychological distress among women and proposed the inclusion of internal 
density considerations in state guidelines for architects.

Aspects of social aspects’ in design1-4-3. :

Social aspects and local habitués are playing important factors in driving design.  Religion and local environment 
are adding more value in design orders.  In Arab countries, there are different local habits that varying from place 
to other and region from east to west.  Some residential projects failed in supplying the necessities requirements for 
people, therefore the left these projects denying accepting accommodating there and ignore all calls to return back, 
such as Garna, Upper Egypt.

Building materials1-4-4.  and construction

Unfinished dirt floors, poor internal layout, inadequate lighting and lack of space all contribute to the occurrence 
of accidents. Inadequate lighting has also been associated with eye strain and impairment of mental health. The 
qualities of building materials should be balanced with the demands of design and building plans to prevent and 
avoid any problem that might obstruct the work (Abo Aianah, 1980). The building materials are classified into 
three groups:
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Natural materials; sand, stone, and natural rocks.i- 

Synthesized materials; concrete, steel, bricks, wood, lime, and glassii- 

Complimentary materials; wooden and metallic doors and windows (Eldardiry, 2006).iii- 

Socio economic Housing categories1-4-5. 

The classification which depends upon the economical class was canceled, because there was a great 
socioeconomic variation through the last 25 years. For instance, in Egypt the ministry of New communities 
established a new classification depending upon housing areas, specifications, and finishing materials as follows: 
a) Low cost housing; b) Economic housing; c) Medium housing; d) Upper medium housing (Konyo, 1984). 
Lately, the ministry of new communities added the low cost housing category to the other three categories 
which are implemented by the government. Also, the ministry allows the construction companies, individuals 
and investors to build the super housing in the new town (Eldardiry, 1997).

Safety1-4-6. : 

Safety could be achieved in many forms. It may mean safety from fire by supplying proper building material 
proper fire rated following building codes. These materials protect residence from fire hazards and following 
safety code and considering these issues in designing master plan and land use arrangements as well. 

Residences participation1-4-7.  and maintenance

Community participation is a central component of social and economic renewal strategies and is considered to 
be a profound feature of sustainable development. Currently, world-wide adopted institutionalized/professional-led 
participatory approach in urban regeneration projects, which has been applied in some Arab cities, and is, expected 
to be more successful than now.

Interaction between housing conditions and land use:1-5- 

There is a strong relationship between different types of land-uses and housing conditions. Each type of land-use 
has particular impacts on housing conditions, whether major or minor. In order to have a reasonable scope, there is a 
need to screen different types of land uses and their entire impacts on housing conditions, whether major or minor, in 
order to end up with the types of land uses that have reasonable impacts on housing conditions as well as the nature 
of such impacts (Khalil, 1985). 

Site location of houses:1-5-1. 

The provision housing accommodation today usually involves the establishment of numerous types of housing; 
including single store, two-store and three-store houses, detached and semi-detached as well as flats. Such variety 
of housing types provides, great flexibility in the layout and grouping of unites, relating them to both existing and 
future development and the surrounding environment. Mixed forms of development, due partly to this factor, are 
often desirable from both the architectural and social point of view (Khalil, 1985).

Nearby industrial land-use:1-5-2. 

To avoid the omniscience effects of the industry (Particularly noise and vibration) it has of remotely located. It 
should be mentioned, however, that the location of industry need, generally, to be some distance away from other 
land-uses, such distance depends upon the type of industry considered. The industrial activities classified into two 
groups, according to the type and requirements of the production, which are heavy industry and light industry 
(Khalil, 1985).

Commercial land-use:1-5-3. 

The commercial activities could be grouped together in particular areas, and may be scattered within the area of 
other land-uses.  The sites of shopping centers require flat ground level, direct contact with the traffic and main roads 
and suitable areas for cars parking. It should be taken into consideration, moreover those large-scale-multi-shops 
commercial centers need to be kept some distance away from residential areas so as to reduce noise impact as well 
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as crowded streets and footpaths by shoppers. Convenient shops, meanwhile, should be located within residential 
areas so as provide easy access to shops as they do not cause major convenience to the residents nearby (Allam, 
1983).  The Presence of large scale commercial areas, may have a wide range of adverse effects such as noise and 
wastes and abstraction the flow from and to these neighboring residential areas.

Traffic and waste collection management:1-5-4. 

The important factor of the design of filling station are quickness of services, elimination of danger to passing 
traffic, pedestrian or users of the station distant visibility for passing motorists and the clear view of passing traffic 
for those leaving the stations. Thought should be given to provision for the display of accessories in show cases or 
windows and for the installation of the repairing depot with all stories and equipment (Khalil, 1985). 

Services and Infrastructure (as land-use):1-5-5. 

There is a conflict between locating schools near houses for easy access to pupils and students and the need 
to keep them away to reduce noise and congestion. In the other hand, networks of infrastructure must be taken 
into account in land use planning process to eliminate the problems and dangers which may result from improper 
connection of these networks. These infrastructure networks locations may be completely underground or partially 
underground and completely over ground (Khalil, 1985)  Housing developments should ideally be situated where 
they may benefit from:

Availability of sanitary and protective services.i- 

Power, fuel and communications.ii- 

Freedom from local hazards and nuisances.iii- 

Accident hazards.iv- 

Aesthetics, the opportunity for both social interaction and access to privacy.v- 

Roads and streets:vi- 

Open space (recreational uses):1-5-6. 

In addition to the recreational and leisure use of the open spaces and recreation areas, they play an important role 
in preventing, limit and control the moderation the negative effects of other uses as follows: a) Purifying the air; b) 
Reducing noise; c) Affecting the local weather; d) Psychological benefits. Stephen Gardiner, 1976. Therefore, It use 
as green built to isolate the industrial activities to other activities. It also shares in developing and improves the local 
quality of the environment (Allam, 1983).

Transportation:1-5-7. 

Such uses can have many adverse effects on the residents and the buildings, such as pollution (e.g. noise and air) 
vibrations and accidents, so it has to be taken into consideration such effects in planning process, for example:

Separation of heavy traffic and railways from the residential areas.a. 

Choosing of right bus stops.b. 

To the side of main roads, should have green built (Khalil, 1985).c. 

Urban encroachment: 1-5-8. 

However, the overall housing shortage is expected to increase in the near future, with the continuously persisting 
trends of population developing and urban drift. Meeting the huge need for housing means is that housing units 
need to be constructed well outside such existing urban areas (M.A.Abdrabo, 1991). One of the most important 
consequences of unplanned urban expansion is the loss of agricultural land to urban land. (Jorge E.Hardy 1992). 
For instance, In Egypt it is estimated that in last three decades more than 10% of the nation’s most productive 
agricultural land has been lost to urban encroachment (El Ghonaimy, 2000). 

Research’ study area:3- 

This part is intended to explore such relationship, attempting to highlight the nature magnitude and direction 
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of such relationship in rapidly growing urban areas; that is the study area “Montazah Kebley”, Alexandria, Egypt. 
Alexandria has been and still is experiencing rapid rates of urban developing. Such expansion has been along two 
main axis’s, one to the west and the second to the east. The expansion to the east, mainly in Montazah district, has 
been in the form of encroachment on agricultural land, while the expansion to the west has been on mainly desert 
land. Most urban expansion cases are characterized by a lack of certain basic services and infrastructure facilities 
and the sub-standard housing. 

 
Fig 3: Study area’ location within Alexandria City

Fig 4: study area general location

The study area: eastern section of Alexandria: Montazah Kebly 3-1- 

In eastern section of Alexandria, Montazah Kebly is located in the middle of Montazah district. This area has 
been expanding rapidly through the past 40 years. Similar to other unplanned rapidly growing urban areas, the study 
area is characterized by unplanned and haphazardly distribution of land uses and problematic provision of certain 
services, in terms of quantity and quality. Most streets are narrow, suddenly changing in width and sometimes close 
ended. Additionally, a large proportion of the housing stock in the area is sub-standard, with small plot area, high 
population density and bad designs.

  

                                     Fig 5: Montazah 1990                 Fig 6: Montazah 2005

Frame work of concluding the Check list:3-2- 

Coming up from the literature review, the following diagram (fig 7) indicate the frame work that is used to 
explore checklist to measure the major effective design Criteria that were used in study area residential projects.  
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Fig 7: Framework of concluding the Check list

Detailed studies of six cases from El-Montazah, Alexandria:3-3- 

The detailed study covers in depth six case studies selected in order to show the different various forms 
of housing and land-uses in the area. The study covered in term of Location and surrounding land-use, House 
description, Household characteristics, Housing density Environmental Housing conditions (Housing design, 
Building materials, Environmental conditions (Noise, Heat, Wind, Humidity, and Lighting), Services (Water supply, 
Sewage, Electricity and Waste disposal).

Case 1of 6:

Case 2 of 6:
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Case 3 of 6:

Case 4 of 6:

Case 5 of 6:

Case 6 of 6:

 Section illustrating
 the environmental
housing conditions

 Effects of climatic
factors

 noise and dust
sources

Case design

Fig 10: case studies

Measuring presence of housing sustainability elements:3-4- 

Checklist will indicate to how far the project used Sustainable Housing principals. This Check list that includes 
major elements should be checked as follows:

						#		Positive	and	is	probably	exist;		 	 ¤		 is	not	exist
●	Intermediate	affecting;		 	 															◘		 Essential	to	be	improved
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◙		 Need	to	be	improved;		 	 	 ○	 missed	in	general
◊	 Negative	

Table 1: Check list is given as guide line to assess housing quality respecting sustainability 

Elements of Environmental Houses states1- 

Element Sub element Evaluation   

Noisei- Sources of noise ◘
Impacts of noise ◘
Noise control ◘

Climatic Conditionsii- 

Heat Heat gain and heat loss ◙
insulation affecting heat gains & heat 

loss
◙

Control of heat ○

Humidity and 
condensation

Sources of condensation ○
Effects of condensation Health 

effects
○

L o w 
humidity

○

Control of humidity and condensation ○

Wind Wind effects ¤
Wind control ¤

Lightingiii- Natural lighting ¤
Artificial lighting ¤

Elements of Provision of services 2- 

Element Sub element Evaluation   

Electricityi. Transmission lines ◘
Internal connections ◘

Water Suppliesii. Transmission lines ◘
Internal connections ◘

Sewage disposaliii. Transmission lines ◊
Internal connections ◊

Solid domestic waste iv. 
collection

System of collecting ◘
System of treating and disposing ◘

Telephonev. Net work ◊
Sustainable Housing design and building materials3- 

Element Evaluation   

Privacy and social dimensioni. ◊

Overcrowdingii. ◊
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Aspects of designiii. ◊

Aspects of constructioniv. ◊

Building materialsv. ◊

Finishing materialsvi. ◊

Housing categoriesvii. ◊

Residences participation and maintenanceviii. ◊

Construction systemix. ◊

Safetyx. ◊

Toxic substancesxi. ◊
Interaction between housing conditions and land use:4- 

Element Sub element Evaluation   

Sitting of housesi. Access(vehicles and pedestrians) ◊
Garaging and parking ◊
effective capacity of roads ◊
Communal spaces ◊
Private spaces ◊

surrounding land-useii. The industrial area ◘
Commercial land-use ◘
Services (as land-use) ◘
Waste collection ◊

Infrastructureiii. Availability of sanitary and protective services ◊
Power, fuel and communications ◊
Freedom from local hazards and nuisances ◊
Accident hazards: ◊
Aesthetics ◊
Roads and streets ◊

Open space (recreational iv. 
uses

◊

Transportationv. ◊
Housing standard:5- 

Element Evaluation

Age of building ●
Area of the building ●
Number of floors ●
Owned\ rented ●
Shared\independent ●
Area in case of flat ●
Number of rooms ●
Separate bathroom and kitchen ●
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The above Check list includes major elements to indicate the building situation.  This Check list is given as 
guide line while designing phase for architects, designers, landscape architects, urban designers and for evaluation 
before giving building permission by municipality representative, and authorization while construction by observers 
and controllers as well.

Findings of case studies:3-5- 

It was found, from the Check list of the study area that the area is suffering from a number of problems. General 
problems are prevailing in the study area, while the second is concerned with the problems of housing conditions 
and land-uses. 

Findings of the study area urban design:3-5-1. 

All the streets in the study area, except the main roads bordering the area were narrow, unpaved and closed end. 
These streets generate a wide range of problems such as:

Dusty environment, leading in long term to increase the respiratory diseases among the residents of the i- 
area.

Low security level resulted from the uneasy access for security forces, fire brigade and ambulance ii- 
services.

Disturbed flow of traffic causing noise and high rates of accidents.iii- 

Finding of the housing conditions and land-use:3-5-2. 

After discussing the general problems facing the residents of such unplanned rapidly growing area, attention is 
turned to the specific problems related to housing conditions and land use. Such problems are considered in the same 
sequence as with the housing conditions.

Environmental housing conditions:3-5-3. 

Noise:a.  All the cases studied were found to be suffering from high levels of noise generated from a variety of 
sources (Traffic - Mixed land-uses - Children playing in the streets - Passing sellers - Domestic noise).

Ventilationb.  :Most of houses constructed in the study area suffer from ventilation problems .This was due to a 
number of factors ;first the narrow and unpaved streets ,the high diversity of building heights and sizes ,narrow 
openings and finally ill-designed and ill-oriented houses.

Lightingc.  :The narrow streets and different buildings heights reduced the amount of natural lighting entering 
houses in the area ,particularly houses located in lower floors.

Building materials and design:3-5-4. 

Building materials:a.  use of a number of different construction systems ,without any sound engineering ,caused 
considerable damage to the foundations of various adjacent buildings .The absence of finishing materials from 
the frontage of almost all buildings led to bad aesthetic view.

Building design:b.  The small area and the bad interior design of the houses led to significant decline in privacy 
and bad ventilation. Additionally, large areas of land were lost because of inefficient design of houses. The 
interior design of houses also showed that no consideration was given to the functions of different spaces and 
areas within the house. 

Services and infrastructure: 3-5-5. 

The capacities of services and infrastructure were designed for present time needs only. This means that, with 
the rapid expansion of the area and continuous population increase, they will be overloaded in the near future. 
Additionally, it was found that there was a lack of some services, for instance, regular garbage collection, leading to 
misuse of vacant land and the side way of the railway line as dumping places.
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Conclusion and recommendations6- 

There is a general agreement between architects and town planners on the conditions that render a house to be fit.
and achieve sustainability.  Despite such agreement socioeconomic and cultural characteristics of a community play 
a critical role in sustainable housing design and its conditions. Nevertheless, the provision of sustainable housing 
that comply with the proper housing conditions, at low cost, remains a major challenge for architects and planners. 

Sustainable housing conditions can be categorized into a variety of groups, yet the categorization that can be 
considered to be appropriate for this study consists of three groups. The first group deals with the environmental 
conditions; that include noise and climate; that are ventilation, humidity, lighting and heat. The second group is 
concerned with housing materials and design aspects, which include construction system and materials as well as 
building and finishing materials, privacy and density. The third group deals with the proper provision of services, 
necessary to ensure adequate standard of living. They include the provision of electricity, potable water, adequate 
sewage disposal system, and garbage collection. 

As Recommendations of the study, When designing housing projects that follow theme of sustainability, it 
should be done within developing policy. The architects should integrate principals of sustainability in designing 
houses with the surrounding environment in terms of human comfort. That can be achieved through a proper design 
for the house (house design - finishing materials; landscape around the house) using the suitable building materials 
available within the same region, taking into consideration all the environmental housing conditions. 
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ABSTRACT: 

The use of energy use intensity as a single energy performance indicator 

for urban form is inaccurate. This paper uses environmental analysis tools 

to identify a credible set of metrics integrating both the building and site 

levels and taking into account the spatial context of the urban form. The 

research method proposes a series of thermal simulation experiments for 

a selected group of building and site performance metrics classified under 
three categories: form, orientation, and location. The building and site 

level metrics are calculated using the environmental analysis tools and 

the significant metrics are selected using a statistical forward regression 
approach. The resulting indicators are normalized, weighted, and 

aggregated to form a composite energy performance index. The research 

outcome develops a method to aid stakeholders in making informed 

decisions and can be used as a communication tool at the early stages of 

design.

Keywords:
Energy performance indicators, simulation, urban form, environmental 

analysis tools, energy use intensity
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Indicators are means of feedback and communication. An indicator is a measure against which aspects of 
policy performance can be assessed. The use of such a technique allows us to determine, among other things, 
the level to which an objective is being met. The function of the indicators is intended to quantify, simplify, 
and monitor performance in a system. Indicators can also help to set appropriate policy goals, provide a means 
of linking environmental impacts and development activity, help to achieve consistent monitoring of change at 
the micro level so that a higher level of reporting can occur, and ultimately help us achieve better outcomes. In 
this sense, indicators representing environmental performance are good measures for sustainability. Hammond, 
Adriaanse, et al. (1995) defined an indicator as a quantitative model with some form of information that makes 
a certain phenomenon observable, especially one that is not immediately detectable. The development trends of 
energy performance indicators in particular vary in use and applications such as the development of thematic 
indicators that measure sustainability as a whole from the economic, social and environmental perspectives 
(Porkka & Huovila, 2004). The indicators are thematic because they were picked based on popularity of use 
rather than by a scientific method. Related studies include the use of indicators in environment assessments and 
systems measurement (Afgan, Carvalho, et al., 2000; Junnila, Horvath, et al., 2004); the use of indicators as 
a benchmark tool (Chung, Hui, et al., 2006; Federspiel, Zhang, et al., 2002; Filippin, 2000; Jasch, 2000), and 
in the development of performance-based indicators (Bukowski, Hirano, et al., 2001; Foliente, 2000; Lee & 
Barrett, 2003; Tubbs, 2004). 

2. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION:

Among the key review findings for the literature is the scarcity of energy performance indicators at the 
urban level, the arbitrary selection of indicators, and the lack of methods to quantify energy performance during 
the earlier phases of conceptual site planning. For example, the Energy Use Intensity (EUI) is commonly used 
as an indicator for energy performance for a group of buildings; however this use is questionable as EUI ignores 
the spatial characteristics of the surrounding context. Figure1 shows three different urban forms with similar 
scale and population but different spatial characteristics that are often overlooked by the current performance 
indicators. These include changes in building and urban form, the location of one building relative to the other, 
and the orientation of buildings. As a result, the current performance indicators do not accurately indicate 
performance and lack a clear method to account for different urban forms with different spatial context.

Fig.1: The spatial differences not counted using the EUI method
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3. PROPOSED APPROACH:

Among the major impediments to developing energy performance indicators at the urban level are the lack 
of data to conduct a thorough analysis and the unknown weight of key decisions during the early phases of 
design and planning. The proposed approach develops a research framework, employs environmental analysis 
tools to generate key performance metrics for a compact urban form, utilizes statistical analysis to identify the 
significant metrics, and aggregates the metrics to form a set of key performance indicators.

4. FRAMEWORK DEVELOPMENT:

The structure of the research framework takes the form of an “input output” I/O model; hence the building and 
site level metrics are treated as input variables “I” that undergo statistical regression to quantify the performance 
of the system. The output data “O” is aggregated and represented by an overall composite performance 
indicator. Figure 2 describes the structure of the I/O energy performance framework and consists of three main 
components: the Data Generation Component (DGC), the Energy Performance Component (EPC), and the 
Indicator Aggregation Component (IAC).

Energy Performance 
Component 

(EPC)

Data Generation 
Component

(DGC)  

Indicator Aggregation 
Component

(IAC)

Input “I” Output “O”

Fig.2: The main components of the framework

The research method uses the previous framework and applies it to four main steps: Data Collection and 
Observation, Indicator Development, Weighting of the Sub-indicators, and Normalization and Aggregation, as 
shown in Fig.ure . 

Fig.3: The four step application of the research method
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The Data Collection and Observation component is a data collection using different methods for both 
the building and the urban level. The Indicator Development component is an actual application to refine the 
collected metrics using statistical analysis and develop four energy performance indicators, two at each of 
the building and the site levels. The Weighting of the Sub-indicators component is for the calculation of the 
weights relevant to the form, orientation, and location metrics. The Normalization and Aggregation component 
is the final stage where the significant metrics are normalized and aggregated to form a composite indicator 
at each level. The final step would be to aggregate the resulting sub-indicators to form a composite indicator 
for each of the composite indicators (BePI) and (SePI). The campus energy performance indicator (CePI) is a 
representation of the two. The following (Table1) explains the performance indicators, their function and the 
number of collected metrics.

Table1: The performance indicators and collected metrics

Symbol Function Collected metrics

P1
Building Elements and 
Systems Indicator

BESI
Obtain the status of energy 
performance at the building 
level using system metrics

14

P2 Building Spatial Indicator BSI
Obtain the status of energy 
performance at the building 
level using spatial metrics

19

P3
Building Form Sub-
Indicator

BFI
Obtain the status of energy 
performance using building 
form metrics

6

P4
Building Orientation Sub-
Indicator

BOI
Obtain the status of energy 
performance using building 
orientation metrics

5

P5
Building Location Sub-
Indicator

BLI
Obtain the status of energy 
performance using building 
location metrics

4

P6
Site Elements and Systems 
Indicator

SESI
Obtain the status of energy 
performance at the site level 
using system metrics

6

P7 Site Spatial Indicator SSI
Obtain the status of energy 
performance at the site level 
using spatial metrics

11

P8 Site Form Sub-Indicator SFI
Obtain the status of energy 
performance using site form 
metrics

4

P9
Site Orientation Sub-
Indicator

SOI
Obtain the status of energy 
performance using site 
orientation metrics

3

P10
Site Location Sub-
Indicator

SLI
Obtain the status of energy 
performance using site 
location metrics

5

Performance Indicator

Building Level

Site Level
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5. CASE STUDY:

The case study examines a compact urban form for a campus that consists of approx 1 million square meters. 
The campus buildings total 1.2 million gross square meters, 24% of which is office space, 21% residence, 19% 
labs, and the remaining 36% divided between instructional and study spaces, athletics, assembly, food services, 
healthcare and support. The campus buildings range in size from 100 m2 in area to 37,000 m2.  The smallest 
buildings, those with an area less than 1000 m2, make up 11% of the total campus area.  Those with areas from 
1000 m2 to 10000 m2 comprise the largest percentage of total buildings, constituting one quarter of the campus.  
Only 5% of campus buildings are over 10,000 m2 in area. The age of campus buildings range from the newly 
constructed to those with significant historical status, including several buildings over 150 years old.  

6. DATA COLLECTION AND OBSERVATION:

The building level data were collected from CAD surveys, building audit data, and the utilization of building 
simulation tools.  The data collected included these related to, among others, age, occupancy density, total solid 
wall area, wall thickness, U-value wall, glass thickness, the glass Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC), U-value 
glass, Window-to-Wall Ratio (WWR), equipment and lighting usage, and others. Since the goal of the study 
is to understand the influence of the systems and spatial metrics on energy performance, therefore, the criteria 
in selecting the building sample was determined by several factors which include among others: the building 
spatial adjacency, use patterns, operational schedules, and user behaviors. The site level data were collected 
by dividing the total studied area into thirty clusters to analyze the spatial organization of each cluster in detail 
and determine the clusters with the lowest energy performance. This approach also helped with the energy 
simulation tool capabilities which were limited by a maximum of eighteen buildings whose energy performance 
can be simulated in one event. The data collected included these related to, among others, the number of 
buildings connected to the chilled water (CHW) loop, the number of buildings connected to the steam loop, the 
CHW rate, distance between buildings, sky view factor, and others. The data collection was conducted in four 
steps (Fig.4)

Fig.4: Data generation
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7. OUTCOME:

The use of the previous approach enabled us to describe a compact urban form in terms of building and site 
energy performance indicators instead of just relying on the traditional energy use intensity as a sole indicator 
for both the building and site levels. By knowing the weights of the different metrics we were able to develop 
rules of thumb utilizing the outcome of seven significant metrics at the building level and seven significant 
metrics at the site level. An aggregation method was used to determine the specific weights for each category 
using the following equation:

Where:
‘•	 W

i
’ is the final weight for each criterion

‘•	 A
j
’ is the normalized category weight 

‘•	 B
i
’  is the weight of each criterion 

The following table provides the outcome of this aggregation. The table combines the four significant 
metrics “criteria” at the building level and seven significant metrics at the cluster level. The criteria weights 
within each category were determined based on the proportion of the significant metrics to the total number 
of metrics selected.  The category weights (A

j
) were then normalized to reflect their impact across the two 

categories. Each of the criteria weight (B
i
) values were collected from the resulting data. The final weight (W

i
) 

is determined by the product of the category weight and the normalized value of the criterion.

Table2: combined application for the building and site categories

1 Gross building Area 57.0% 9.36%
2 Surface area of façade oriented south 17.0% 2.79%
3 Building Chilled water flow rate 13.0% 2.14%

4 Steam flow rate
13.0% 2.14%

5 FAR 11.0% 9.19%
6 Total Open Space 11.0% 9.19%
7 Aspect Ratio 11.0% 9.19%
8 Average Uniform Sky view factor 20.0% 16.71%
9 Total Area of Cluster 20.0% 16.71%

10 Cluster Chilled Water Flow (CHW) rate 13.5% 11.28%
11 Number of Buildings connected to CHW loop 13.5% 11.28%

0.761 100% 200% 100.00%

Final weight 

B
u

il
d

in
g 

16%

Criteria weight 
within category

Category 
weights 

C
lu

st
er

84%

0.125

0.636

Criteria

Normalized 
category weight

Table 2 shows the final weight for each of the eleven significant indicators as they impact the overall energy 
performance. For the user of this application it shows the importance and impact of the gross building area for 
example within its own category. As we combine the two categories for the building and cluster levels, other 
metrics are shown to be more significant such as the overall area of the cluster and the average uniform Sky 
View Factor (SVF). This doesn’t minimize the other factors, but it shows the logical priority and importance 
across all metrics when they are combined and weighted. 

W
i
–

 
A

j
 × B

i
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8. CONCLUSION:

8.1 Using the model and developed indicators as a design tool: 

The use of the research method may influence decision-making and introduce better practices for new 
development either in building design or site planning. For example, to develop a plan that is driven by energy 
efficient site planning, a full energy model for the urban form will be created to test different scenarios using 
similar techniques that are presently applied for high performance building design. The simulation models can 
be used as what if scenarios to test the impact of introducing a new building or a group of buildings, which 
will help in understanding the impact on the overall site energy performance. This can be extremely useful at 
the feasibility study level to advise the decision makers, especially owners and managers of larger districts, 
to understand the proposed development from the energy performance perspective. Having such feedback is 
critical since most of the feasibility studies lack the holistic model view of energy performance and often 
submit reports that are focused on the studied building alone, due to the complexity of presenting the data 
which is often not included in the professional services provided at that level. If the decision-makers can set the 
performance limits and have a dynamic energy model for their districts, this information can be passed along to 
the professional teams before the start of the project, and it may ultimately force the process to be energy driven 
rather than being driven by first costs at the early phases of design.

8.2 The ability to quantify performance at the site planning level: 

An academic debate may arise from applying this research with respect to the concept of quantifying 
site planning decisions, assigning a score to a group of buildings, and deconstructing the urban form to a 
number of clusters on a score card. This method may not be appealing to some who will question the social and 
economic dimensions of this work. At the building level, the academic consensus is more comfortable to view 
building energy performance as a score, such as the emerging use of rating systems which may compare one 
building to the other using a point system or a qualitative grade. Understanding that the city is not a building, 
borrowing principals from building design and applying it to planning may be faced with opposition because of 
the difference in the thought process between building and urban design. 

8.3 Scalability of the research and indicator development: 

The research provided a scalable case study for the purpose of easier handling of data as the approach is 
applied from the building level, which is often data intensive compared to that of a site level, e.g., a neighborhood 
level. Establishing a reliable data set for these two levels will greatly help to scale this application from a 
compact urban form to a city level in the long run if the same approach is applied to multiple neighborhoods 
in the city thus establishing a holistic city model and a database which can inform on spatial arrangements 
of the different city blocks. This model can also reveal useful information about the impact on the buildings 
themselves. This scaled approach can help in establishing an energy profile at the neighborhood scale and can 
help to compare the different typologies such as the energy performance in a residential neighborhood vs. the 
central business district. Several approaches in the literature attempted to approximate energy performance for 
the city forms as a whole without understanding the behavior of the buildings. The implication of this research 
will ultimately close this gap by providing a useful framework to guide in data collection as well as offer a 
method to establish a dynamic energy model for the whole city. The other implication is geared towards the 
continuous development of energy performance indicators at the site planning level and ultimately at the city 
and regional levels. The conventional way of using one indicator for every scale may not be practical as shown 
in this study. Developing more credible performance indicators at multi- levels that span from a building to a 
regional level will equip planners and designers with ways to visualize complex data in robust and similar ways 
and in the future may prove beneficial in comparing cities to each other.
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ABSTRACT: 

This paper aims at presenting the idea of greening the built heritage 
and investigating its economic impact on heritage and the processes 
of restoration. The built heritage has been always the main pillar  of 
civilizations and the symbol representing its culture. Even other sorts of 
cultural heritage used to nourish around or within the urban, rural or 
architectural landscape. However, in many civilizations the environmental 
factor was not the main determinant of building design. This caused the 
loss of numerous pieces of human history. Moreover, the rapidly changing 
climate has put more pressure on historic buildings. Hence, the new 
approach of preservation of historic buildings discussed in this work 
takes into consideration the elimination of any previous or recent conflicts 
between the historic buildings and their environmental context, and by 
doing so, getting rid of the main cause of their deterioration.

It also argues that greening the built heritage is economically feasible, 
as the economic aspect is the key measure used to test the applicability 
of this approach and evaluate its impacts. Consequently, this approach 
implies adapting our heritage to the quickly changing environmental 
factors, by introducing minor unnoticeable design modifications and/
or simple technical equipment and fittings to the historic building or its 
immediate context. However, application of the findings of this work is 
limited to the cases that coincide with the bioclimatic diagnosis expressed 
in this work and cases where conflict with the environmental conditions is 
found to be the major reason for deterioration. At the same time, it must 
carried out in coordination with conventional restoration and preservation 
specialists. This work is a pioneer attempt for a new perspective for historic 
preservation and one of the most recent applications of green architecture 
in today’s world. 

Keywords: Green architecture, built heritage, restoration, historic 
preservation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: THEORETIC BASE AND FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

The main aim of the concept of greening the built heritage is to ease the conflict between historic buildings 
and the environment – the conflict that is believed to be the main cause of their deterioration – as an approach 
for historic preservation. The extents of the problem are variant, according to the quantity and state of historic 
buildings each nation has, in comparison with its annual expenditure on historic preservation. The term ‘greening 
the built heritage’ combines some of the most complicated definitions in the fields of culture and architecture. It 
is essential to understand each of them separately in order to be able to comprehend their combination.

1.1 Basic definitions about the built heritage

1.1.1 Heritage, built heritage and their relevance to the society
  Merriam Webster defines heritage as “something transmitted by or acquired from a predecessor.” We inherited 
that legacy from our ancestors and from nature too. This heritage includes the lands that have passed to us, the 
resources they have discovered or recovered, the way we conduct our daily life and the beliefs or knowledge 
they have passed to us. When we combine the definition of culture with that of heritage, the term ‘cultural 
heritage’ will be the intersection of the two. It is heritage that frames our culture and our history. Historic 
buildings share a big part of this since they make the envelope for all other activities along with being the 
building unit of cities.
 (Lewis Mumford, 1999)

1.1.2 Green architecture
Green architecture is the response of architectural science to the 
scarcity of resources, which in general, poses economic, political 
and social problems. Statistics show that 40% of total energy 
consumption in the US takes place inside buildings. Thus, green 
architecture is the art and science of integrating buildings – starting 
from the construction process – and communities into the ecosystem, 
in a way that benefits both of them or at least does not harm any of 
them or cause any additional costs on any of them, in order to create 
a harmony that guarantees sustainability of investments. 

When we consider choices about conservation and use of the 
built cultural heritage, within this context, we should consider the 
specificity of the scarcity of environmental resources, and try to 
understand the specific trade-offs that it implies. This problem is 
already discussed in the context of green architecture and hence it 
is now important to understand the role it can play in the tradeoff 
between consumption and conservation in the field of heritage. 

According to the above definitions, one can comprehend the concept of greening the architectural cultural 
heritage. It is the process of equipping the historic buildings with the essential tools to be in harmony with 
nature rather than being in conflict with it. 

1.2 The consumption/conservation dilemma

Modern economics has realized and analyzed the tough choice on many levels in different walks of life between 
consumption of resources in the present and their conservation for future generations to consume. The notion 
of choice comes from the scarcity of resources in many fields, one of which is cultural heritage. Countries 
strive to discover, maintain, promote and research their heritage for this very reason. As a result, there is a 

Fig.1: Does the city define culture or is 
it culture that defines cities? (Source:     
ErasmusPC focus group)
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continuous process of tradeoffs between current consumption and use, as for tourism, and conservation of that 
priceless heritage for the future. Therefore, the approach of greening heritage works on easing this economic 
and administrative conflict by readjusting the built heritage in a way that minimizes the effect of use and 
wearing out on it, and thus creates a ‘smart’ membrane between consumption and conservation that allows each 
of them to operate with a minimum impact on the other.

1.3 Evolution of the concept from current legislations and conventions

  It is clear in all conventions and agreements on cultural heritage the necessity to preserve our heritage in a way 
that makes it accessible and comprehendible today and in the future. This requires slowing down deterioration 
by the technology and knowledge we have today. For example, the 1972 UNESCO convention on the protection 
of the world cultural and natural heritage, which by definition includes old architectural works as described 
in Article 1, states in Part II: National Protection and International Protection of the Cultural and Natural 
Heritage,
“Article 5:
To ensure that effective and active measures are taken for the protection, conservation and presentation of the 
cultural and natural heritage situated on its territory, each State Party to this Convention shall endeavor, in so far 
as possible, and as appropriate for each country: 
(a) to adopt a general policy which aims to give the cultural and natural heritage a function in the life of the 
community and to integrate the protection of that heritage into comprehensive planning programs; 
(b) to set up within its territories, where such services do not exist, one or more services for the protection, 
conservation and presentation of the cultural and natural heritage with an appropriate staff and possessing the 
means to discharge their functions; 
(c) to develop scientific and technical studies and research and to work out such operating methods as will make 
the State capable of counteracting the dangers that threaten its cultural or natural heritage; 
(d) to take the appropriate legal, scientific, technical, administrative and financial measures necessary for the 
identification, protection, conservation, presentation and rehabilitation of this heritage.”

From the previous passage, we can conclude the following points:
The importance of the effectiveness of the adopted protection scheme1. 
Adopting a policy that guarantees the integrity of heritage into the life of the community.2. 
The importance of the presentation, protection, conservation and rehabilitation of heritage to the 3. 
current generation and transmitting it to the next.

2. GREEN APPROACH TO THE MANAGEMENT OF BUILT HERITAGE:

2.1 Technology issues: Making the environment work for the built heritage

  Technological advancements and innovations can help us realize these recommendations discussed in 
the last section. The energy field has come up with many applications that can be utilized in historic 
buildings to achieve the goals of this concept, without affecting the character-defining features of the 
building.

 For instance:
Solar energy/Photovoltaic panels1. 

Those panels can be put in less-visible locations in the historic site in order to generate clean energy for 
lighting, cooling, heating, maintenance and restoration activities carried out inside the building. 
Solar heaters2. 

 In cases where severe cold weather affects the viability of the historic building and/or its contents, 
solar heaters can be utilized. They are systems utilizing solar radiation in heating water and circulating 
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water pipes through the walls and underground to provide 
warmth for the whole building.
Solar tubes3. 

 They are tubes of internal reflective surfaces that are used 
to transport natural sunlight into interior spaces far from 
direct sun exposure. This can save energy and provide 
better and natural lighting to many spaces inside historic 
buildings.
Energy from tourists’ movement: Piezoelectric floors4. 

 Already tested in 2008 by East Japan Railway Company 
in Tokyo railway station, Piezoelectric floors technology 
can be summarized in putting springs at a certain level 
beneath the ground that transform the load arising from 
the weight of the person standing over it into electricity 
by using springs. Imagine the amount of energy that can 
be generated at the entrance of a monument like the Eiffel 
tower in Paris, with 6 million visitors annually. This energy 
can provide a lot of energy for operating and lighting the 
monument. 

The benefits of this approach are:
Decreasing the negative impact of tourist visits to historic sites1. 
Providing historic buildings with extra benefits in exchange with the negative impacts they induce over 2. 
them.
Helping making each historic site self-sufficient. This emphasizes decentralization and hence reduces 3. 
reliance on the central administrative bodies.

2.2 Sustaining the built heritage through natural integration with the environment

In order to sustain our heritage and make sure it is going to be delivered to the next generations, we have to 
integrate it into its context so that it will not be in conflict with its surrounding environment.

2.2.1 Direct cooling/heating techniques
Direct cooling/heating techniques can be used to decrease the need for any artificial intervention, which is 

essential in historic buildings. For example, in hot countries the direct cooling techniques will be used 
most of the year. It has four major components: keeping heat out, providing ventilation, underground 
construction and evaporative cooling. 

2.2.2 Natural ventilation: the cooling fluid for the building’s hot engine
If cooling load is still an issue after having controlled as much heat gain as possible, natural and induced 

ventilation can be used to increase comfort in the face of temperature and humidity levels that would 
otherwise be uncomfortable for visitors and devastating to the heritage. Natural ventilation is the cooling 
fluid that goes through the different elements of the environment, at least in hot countries.

 This is primarily a function of four variables: air temperature, air movement, humidity and the mean radiant 
temperature of interior surfaces. Ventilation is considered direct cooling because air movement past 
the visitors’ bodies and walls increases heat transfer from them  and because comfort conditions are 
immediately improved when outdoor air replaces indoor air which is warmed or more humid. It is generally 
recommended that ventilation rates should be between 200 and 400 feet/min (1 and 2 m/s) to provide 

Fig.2: The Solatube® system which 
captures natural daylight from outside 
and diffuses it into the unreachable 
poorly lighted zones. (Photo Copyright: 
Solatube International, Inc.)
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comfortable conditions without the assistance of mechanical cooling. Using natural ventilation, historic 
buildings can be a dynamic part of the environment as well as an open system like everything in nature.

 
 Although weathering results from interaction between historic buildings and the environmental phenomena, 

but this does not mean that all kinds of interaction are harmful. In fact the harmful consequences result from 
attempting to avoid any interaction, under the name of protection, causes undesired deterioration since 
interaction is unavoidable. On the other hand, monuments in harmony with nature have proved to survive.

3. ASSESSMENT AND ENHANCEMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE OF BUILT 
HERITAGE: VIETNAM CASE STUDY 

3.1 Influence of Vietnam’s climate on built heritage: Hanoi case 

 Vietnam’s climate varies greatly from one area to another due to its 
large expansion from north to south. The average air temperature 
reaches the highest values in June and July. In winter, it reaches the 
lowest value in December and January. Nearly 70% of the time in hot 
season, the temperature ranges between 24°C and 30°C. Temperatures 
of 30°C to 38°C only occur in half of that duration. 

 Hanoi is located near the sea and in the monsoon affected area and at 
the same time, there are a lot of ponds and rivers in Hanoi, therefore 
the RH is very high during most of the year. Relative humidity above 
70% takes place almost all the time of the hot season of which, RH of 
more than 85% occurs in nearly half of that duration. In cold season, 
the situation is similar.

 In summer, the prevailing wind is SE wind, coming from the sea 
with high humidity. In winter, prevailing wind is N and NE. Passing 
through the vast continent; the wind becomes dry and cold. It is also 
usually drizzling in this time that makes the weather worse.

 The sun radiates a lot of heat towards buildings and surfaces, and this 
heat circulates into the environment. Much of the heat is absorbed by 
buildings and transferred into interior spaces due to the lack of proper insulation.

 Rain fall in Hanoi can reach up to 350mm in the month of August. The heavily rainy season stretches from 
May to September. During this period, floods may occur and the city is sometimes in a totally paralyzed 
state due to the lack of proper sewage system. Also for the adequacy of water surfaces created by the 
heavy rain, underground water levels rise and cause severe damage to buildings and the historic ones in 
particular.

Fig.3: Vietnam is located on the 
eastern cost of the Indochinese 
peninsula and to the south of 
China. (Source: Magellan)
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3.2 Case study: deterioration of Van Mieu Temple, Hanoi

 The temple’s brochure states that the temple was first constructed in 
1070, with much of the architecture dating back to the Lý (1010 – 1225) 
and Trần (1225 – 1400) Dynasties , but the oldest part remaining now 
barely dates to the 17th century. The building has been re-constructed, 
renovated and even the whole site was re-designed numerous times. 
According to the Vietnamese Ministry of Culture officials, the lack of 
documentation of the temple and its architectural and artistic heritage 
made it impossible to restore the building to its original state and 
richness in most of the restoration attempts. The renovations done 
over the last centuries have changed the looks of the site and added 
elements that changed its character and harmed its integrity. The 
temple that was the landmark of the city can hardly be seen now, not 
because of the city expansion, but because of the dense vegetation 
surrounding it. 

3.3 Effects of the climate on the temple

 The building, though last renovated in 2001, is deteriorating very fast 
because of the massive attack of moisture on the building from all 
directions. The well and water surfaces in the area are leaking into the 
ground and causing water to attack the building from below. The high 
humidity content of the air causes condensation on the rather colder 
surface of building walls. Finally, the heavy precipitation that Hanoi 
enjoys is providing a lot of water on the building’s roof. Moreover, 
the lack of air movement is making things worse by preventing proper 
evaporation of excess moisture.

 Those conditions combined with human factors, such as soil, air or 
water pollution caused serious complications on historic buildings including:

Structural1.  failure
 Long-term attack of underground water to historic 

buildings foundations can cause structural failure. This 
can lead to major deterioration like cracking and failure of 
some of the building’s structural elements like columns, 
bearing walls and roofs.
Damage2.  of surfaces 

High humidity levels, water and salts can cause major 
deterioration for building surfaces and walls that hold 
significant historic testimonies. Acid rain in particular is one of 
the most destructive factors leading to decay of surfaces. The 
principal cause of acid rain is sulfur and nitrogen compounds 
from human sources, such as electric generators, factories, and 
motor vehicles. Acid rain causes damage to certain building materials and historical monuments such as stone, 
brick and metals. This results when the sulfuric acid in the rain chemically reacts with the calcium compounds 
in the stones (limestone, sandstone, marble and granite) to create gypsum, which then flakes off.
CaCO
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Fig.4: Layout of the temple show-
ing dense vegetation and the pres-
ence of water surfaces around it.  
(Source: Google Earth)

Fig.5: Mould growth and deterioration of the 
temple. (Source: Author)
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Change3.  of colors and/or composition
 The different environmental factors can combine to cause change of colors and/or composition of the 

features of historic buildings. This is mainly accounted to pollutants suspended in the air and that can find 
shelter in porous brick and stone materials, leading to chemical reactions that can be accelerated with the 
presence of heat and humidity.
Deterioration4.  of collections

 Collections stored in historic buildings, furniture, decorative elements and artistic works are significantly 
affected by environmental factors. Pigments and paints are vulnerable chemical substances that can react 
negatively to weathering.
Accumulation5.  of dirt or mould

 Encouraged by humidity and rainwater, lack of ventilation and sunlight, mould and fungi find shelter in 
stone surfaces of historic buildings in tropic and European countries. They massively attack stones and 
bricks, and cause cracking, and decomposition.

Fig.7: Peeling of paint in walls renovated in 2001 
due to the high humidity levels. (Source: Author)

Fig.6: Cracks resulting from failure of newly built 
walls. (Source: Author)

Greening3.4  Van Mieu Temple

Assessment3.4.1  of Hanoi’s environmental profile
The chart in Fig.8 combines temperature and relative humidity data and 
compares them with basic standards for green buildings in order to specify 
the recommendations to make them energy-efficient and comfortable for their 
users.

Six months lie in DH (Dehumidification zone), one in V (Ventilation zone), 
three in IG (Internal Gains zone), one in INV (High Inertia and Night 
Ventilation zone) and only one in C (Comfort zone).

This shows the complexity of the climatic profile of Hanoi, and stresses on 
the importance of adequate ventilation and dehumidification around most of 
the year. 

 

Fig.8: Givoni’s chart for Hanoi 
(Source: Nguyen Quang Phuong, 
Vietnamese National Institute of 
Architectural Research)
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Assessment3.4.2  of the Temple’s environmental performance

Turbulent1.  flow of wind
Due to the massive existence of big trees all over the site, the flow of wind is being diffused and chattered in a 
fashion that stills air flow and causes higher humidity and discomfort levels.

High2.  humidity and moisture levels
With the well and four artificial water surfaces, plus the nearby lake like everywhere in Hanoi, humidity levels 
are just too high for survival of such a fragile heritage

Division3.  of site by walls
The division of the site into five yards causes the site to even perform worse, by further barring air movement 
and sight through the temple’s site.

Zero4.  air movement and highest humidity inside the main temple building
With openings from only one side and with the already barred wind in the immediate context of the temple, air 
movement inside the main temple is recorded at 0 m/s and a high relative humidity of 73% although the levels 
recorded around the temple immediately were 68% and 69% respectively. This is devastating for the building 
and its users’ health. Mould is growing all over the place especially with the frequent heavy rain.

Fig.9: A schematic diagram for the flow 
of heat in on the site of the temple, which 
is a fundamental factor in the analysis. 
(Source: Author)

Fig.10: Readings of temperature, rel-
ative humidity and wind speed and 
direction at selected points, on a con-
tour-line diagram. (Source: Author)
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3.4.3 Recommendations
To solve the current situation and minimize preservation expenses, together with maintaining the priceless 
cultural value of Van Mieu Temple, the following recommendations should be considered:

3.4.3.1 On the level of context
Decreasing1.  dense vegetation around the building, since 
it causes high humidity levels, and replacing them 
with light well-designed vegetation, in order to create 
shade and directing wind into the desired spots without 
reducing their speed.
Creating2.  a green buffer zone only between water surface 
and the temple against the direction of the prevailing 
winds (Fig.11)
Creating3.  shades over water surfaces to decrease 
evaporation.
Providing4.  good insulation underneath the building to 
protect it from underground water.
The5.  use of waterproof oil paintings instead of plastic 
paints.
The6.  use of water-treated cement in any renovation 
processes in the future.
The7.  study of using solar chimneys to increase air 
movement in the main temple, instead of the big fans 
currently used.
Opening8.  up apertures in the walls which divide the site. These apertures already exist in some walls and 
should be imitated in the rest of them, to allow more air movement and site into the site.

3.4.3.2 On the level of the main temple enhancement
With openings from one side only, the building can never be ventilated properly. The ancient builders of the 
temple have taken that into consideration, but with no documentation of that, the temple was never re-built 
in an environmentally-aware way. The introduction of two openings in the direction opposite to that of the 
wind should create a wind speed of at least 3.0 m/s instead of the current 0.0 m/s. The openings should be 
architecturally and aesthetically integrated into the building’s design, in order not to change any of the cultural 
aspects of the building.

Fig.12: Suggested introduction of two windows at the back of the temple, which are not going to be visible, 
since they are behind the focal point of the temple; the statues of Confucius and his apostles. (Source: Author)

Fig.11: Suggested re-design for the layout of 
the temple in order to solve humidity, air move-
ment and temperature problems. (Source: Au-
thor)
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4. ECONOMIC IMPACT AND EFFECT ON RESTORATION EXPENSES

4.1 Lifting the supply curve to cope with the increasing demand

Lifting the collective nation-wide cultural supply curve from the point of view of the approach exhibited in 
this work is possible through integration of heritage into its environment, both the human and the natural. The 
integration of heritage into the human environment means putting it in an important role in peoples’ lives. 
This can be achieved by using the heritage, primarily in its original use or, if the state of the building allows it, 
reusing it in a way that makes it an active contributor to the national cultural identity. In this way, heritage can 
provide the market with competitive supply of cultural products that can cope with the increasing demand.

4.2 Sustaining the built cultural capital 

The economic importance of keeping our capital of historic buildings is huge. Most of today’s most visited 
destinations in the world are historic buildings. They bring huge investments into their neighborhoods and 
cities, while bringing huge revenue for the tourism industry. Single historic buildings hold distinctive positions 
in the list and in some cases outnumber the number of visitors to entire countries. For example, the Notre Dame 
de Paris receives 12 million visitors yearly, which is slightly more than the visitors of Egypt in the same period. 
Greening the built heritage will guarantee the continuation of the role it plays as a cultural and economic capital 
for nations.

4.3 Effects on heritage value and restoration expenses

Adopting the GACH approach can decrease preservation 
and/or restoration expenses significantly by decreasing their 
occurrence and intensity, while at the same time protecting 
the overall value of the built heritage. 

The saved money may vary from one case to another according to the severity of the conditions and environmental 
factors that the site faces, but there is no doubt that at least some money will be saved.

As Fig.13 shows, conventional preservation schemes fail to protect heritage from what they call “traditional 
wearing out”, and therefore allows concurrent deterioration and costly restoration procedures. While the greening 
and adaptation phase the approach recommends can significantly enhance its ability to defy deterioration, and 
hence creates the value enhancement which reflects on the supply curve of the cultural product provided by the 
heritage. This, in return, enables heritage to transfer the message it holds in a better way, and at the same time 
stimulate the economic cycle behind it.

Fig.13: The expected effect of applying the 
GACH approach on the value cycle of heri-
tage and restoration efforts. (Source: Author)
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5. CONCLUSION

5.1 Overview

According to the outcomes of this study, it is clear that greening the built heritage is a necessity for many of 
them, in order to sustain their presence and their ability to perform their cultural role in the societies. Greening 
heritage is part of human effort to make efficient the different aspects of life, in a world that is striving for 
sustainable solutions.

5.2 The continuity of the approach

5.2.1 Pilot projects and generalisability
Since the approach is a new one, pilot projects must be made – after making the necessary case-specific cost-
benefit studies	−	in order to analyze the outcomes of this approach in real time and measure its success in different 
contexts. If the outcomes prove to be promising, in a satisfactory percentage of the pilot projects, preparations 
should be made to start spread knowledge about the new approach. However, the implementation of the approach 
in cases different from the one discussed requires case-specific studies on contextual/environmental factors and 
the status of the historic building involved in that case.

5.2.2 Educating about green preservation: Preparing a generation of green preservationists
Most of the preservation community and specialists come from backgrounds like history, management, 
engineering, archaeology and restoration. Moreover, the architects involved in the process, have little 
knowledge about green architecture, let alone the new field of green preservation. Therefore, green architecture 
specialists and green architects concerned with historic preservation should introduce more education about the 
environmental preservation approach as training to young preservationists and restorers.

5.2.3 Fitting the approach in the administrative systems
In most countries, the process of preservation is usually taken care of by ministries of culture or one of their 
subsidiary departments, councils or commissions. In countries with federal systems, local governments of 
counties or provinces hold the responsibility of carrying out the planned projects and in many cases prepare the 
preservation plans and only submit them to higher authorities for approval. This knowledge of the administrative 
system for a given country is crucial to know where to introduce the approach of greening heritage in the 
system. Generally the approach must be integrated on three main levels; planning, implementation and then 
follow up. Therefore, the administrative bodies carrying out each step must include an advisor or a specialist in 
green preservation techniques in order to make sure that all preservation/restoration policies and plans conform 
to green preservation requirements.
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ABSTRACT: 

The process of creating a green building is different from the conventional 

design/build process. The design team will  get the best results by using a 

whole building design process from the early stage of the design process. 

A Whole building design process considers all building components and 

systems during the design phase and integrates them to work together. 

This paper is a comprehensive study of both principles and constrains of 

green building design for two selected projects. It aims to develop a design 

prototype that acts as a framework for green buildings design. The resulted 

prototype may help in practicing more green design and construction 

methods by separating function and structure, expected and actual behavior 

of a green building throughout the whole design/construction process from 

the early conceptual design stages.
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INTRODUCTION1. : 

Green building is the practice of creating structures and using processes that are environmentally responsible and 
resource-efficient throughout a building’s life-cycle from site location, to design, construction, operation, maintenance, 
renovation and demolition. This practice expands and complements the classical building design concerns of economy, 
utility, durability, and comfort. (U.S. EP,2009) These principles of green buildings are key elements in developing 
design practices for more ecologically built environments.
A design prototype is a conceptual schema for representing a class of generalized grouping of elements, designed 
from like design cases, which provides the basis for the commencement and continuation of design. (Gero,1994).
This paper is a comprehensive study of both principles and constraints of green building design for two selected 
projects. It aims to develop a design prototype that acts as a framework for green buildings design. The resulted 
prototype may help in practicing green design and construction methods by separating function and structure, 
expected and actual behavior of a green building throughout the whole design/construction process from the early 
conceptual design stages.

Research1.1.  Methodology

The research starts with a brief theoretical review of design process as a model-based activity. It defines main 
attributes used in the proposed design prototype.  The second and third parts of the paper present the two selected case 
studies. These studies  clarify design processes and design constraints for the two selected cases. This comprehensive 
study aims to develop a design prototype for green building design which will be discussed at the final part of the 
research.

Research1.2.  Objective

This research aims to suggest a model for green building design. A general design prototype schema by Gero J.S ( 
Gero, 1990) is used as a theoretical model for the proposed model for green building design. Two green building 
projects are used as case studies, Herman Miller marketplace (2002) Zeeland and MI & NRG manufacturing facility 
(2004) Hinesburg, VT. The purpose of analyzing the two case studies is to identify a green design prototype main 
attributes.
The suggested case studies are also examined to identify design techniques used during design and evaluation 
processes, techniques that distinguish green building design process from general conventional buildings design 
process. The two selected projects are LEED(1) certified projects and are classified as High Performance Buildings by 
the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE).   Both buildings are owned by private corporations 
which highlights the role of the client beside the designer and user in the design process. 

Theoretical1.3.  Background 

What1.3.1  is design?
Design refers to the human endeavor of shaping objects to purposes. (Perkins, 1986). Perkins also defined four 
questions that help in developing any design:
What is the purpose?
What is the structure?
What are model cases of it?

(1)  LEED is a rating system developed by the U. S. Green Building Council for the design, construction and operation of high perfor-
mance green buildings. LEED gives building owners and operators the tools they need to have an immediate and measurable impact on 
their buildings’ performance. LEED system evaluates performance in five key areas of human and environmental health: sustainable site 
development, water savings, energy efficiency, materials selection and indoor environmental quality. The rating system consists of six credit 
categories. Project should cover particular requirement to earn number of points.  According to the total earned point, project is classified 
as certificated, silver, gold or platinum LEED project.
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And, what are arguments that explain and evaluate it?
In his book “The Science of the Artificial”, Herbert A. Simon emphasizes on both the description (or the structure) 
and the function (or the purpose), as  major objectives of any design activity: “Description of an artifact in terms of its 
organization and functioning, is a major objective of invention and design activity” (Simon,1969)
As shown previously, the design process depends on specifying a relationship between the structure or the organization 
of an object or artifact and the function or behavior that satisfies a purpose representing the design goal.

Design1.3.2  models:

Although there are designers who claim design is a mysterious activity not amenable to scientific examination, there 
continues to be research into the design process. There are publications by designers on how to design dating back to 
Roman times, notably by Vitruvius. The nineteenth century design thinkers commenced work on articulating design 
as a process (Gero, 2006). 
Beginning in the 1960s, serious attempts have been made to improve the results of design by encouraging designers 
to follow certain procedures or methods (Gero, 1990). These methods constitute techniques to produce results to be 
used by designers. 
There has been widespread agreement on the three phase-design model. The phases are: Analysis, Synthesis and 
Evaluation (Lawson, 2005). The first stage is to diagnose, define, and prepare which is necessary to understand the 
problem and to define a statement of goals. The second task involves finding solutions and the third task concerns 
judging the validity of solutions relative to the goals and selecting among alternatives.
Another design model is developed by Gero J.S.  The model connects structure and function to the purpose of the 
design problem to help developing design process in its early stages. (Figure1) Gero defines his design prototype 
as: “a conceptual schema for representing a class of generalized grouping of elements, designed from like design 
cases, which provides the basis for the commencement and continuation of design” (Gero, 2003). This prototype 
suggests that designers form their individual design experiences into generalized concepts or group of concepts at 
many different levels of abstraction. 
The design prototype schema, developed by Gero, separates function, structure, expected behavior and actual 
behavior. The required behavior is the expected function of a design.  While the actual behavior is the actual function 
resulted from the design synthesis. The required behavior is defined by analyzing design purpose or design goal, while 
the actual behavior is resulting from the design synthesis and its structural and functional properties. The predicted 
behavior of the structure can be compared with the expected behavior required to determine if the synthesized structure 
is capable of producing the required functions. The comparison process is termed evaluation.

    

Fig.1 diagram of design prototype schema (Gero, 1990)
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The design prototype also stores designer’s knowledge and context knowledge between function, structure, expected 
and actual behavior. “It brings together all the requisite knowledge appropriate to a specific design situation. Although 
the contents of a design prototype are developed by individual designers, like-minded designers will tend to agree on 
its general contents.”(Gero, 2003)
 

CASE2.  STUDY1: HERMAN MILLER MARKETPLACE

The Marketplace grew from the need to reduce the size of functional areas and to move employees into one building. 
Before working together in the Marketplace, employees worked in four different buildings, each with its own lease. 
Rather than renew each lease, Herman Miller, the owner, decided to reserve resources and construct one high-
performing, centrally located building to house those employees.

Client2.1  and User

Herman Miller, Inc. is a leading global provider of office furniture and services for the workplace. In business since 
1936, the firm has a longstanding commitment to green building design, being one of the original sponsors of the U.S. 
Green Building Council (USGBC). (1)

Many of the firm’s buildings have been designed and built to meet high building environmental goals, and when 
plans were made for a new facility, the Herman Miller organization asked that it should be designed and built to the 
newest Green Building standards. The minimum goal was to achieve the LEED Silver standard as set by the Green 
Building Council. 

Designer2.2 

The principal architect for the Marketplace building was Integrated Architecture of Grand Rapids. Integrated 
Architecture President, Paul Dickinson, explained his approach to sustainability as doing more with less. “Our 
approach to green design features simple, sustainable materials within an environmentally sensitive envelope. Each 
project design is carefully crafted for maximum human comfort, which results in tangible benefits of increased 
productivity and worker satisfaction.” The Integrated Architecture group has produced several LEED rated projects 
like Forest Hills Fine Arts, Northpointe Bank, and Keystone Church. 

Design2.3  Process

Analysis2.3.1  
In Herman Miller Market place each of the design team, including user, owner, developer and designers, has committed 
to the environment. That resulted into specifying certain goals to be obtained:

Create  a prototype office environment that showcases practical applications of Herman Miller products 
and systems, while also serving as a working office for 450 Herman Miller employees during a 40 hour work week.

This  project, a speculative office building, was designed and developed to achieve at least a LEED 
Silver rating. 

Synthesis2.3.2  
Project is located in a commercial development next to a McDonald’s restaurant. The sub-urban location required 
a large parking lot. The green space and tree-filled parking lot offer a pleasant alternative to traditional commercial 
development (Figure 2). A bicycle rack is located adjacent to the main entry and four showers with lockers are 
available within the building for cyclists’ use. In order to reduce the size of the parking lot, the built capacity is 

(1)  The U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) , founded in 1993, is a non-profit trade organization that promotes sustainability in how 
buildings are designed, built and operated. The USGBC is best known for the development of the Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) rating system and Green build, a green building conference that promotes the green building industry, including environ-
mentally responsible materials, sustainable architecture techniques and public policy
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less than the township ordinance for parking capacity. Signage was designed and installed to identify 22 parking 
stalls specifically designated for vanpooling(1) and carpooling. To promote alternative transportation, these signs were 
placed at the closest locations to the main entry. Additionally, alternative refueling stations provide receptacles to 
recharge electric-vehicle batteries. 

Fig.2 Marketplace site plan (eere, 2003) 

The building design encompasses 100,000 square feet of floor space, with a very open, two-story interior design. 
Over 65% of the wall area is glazing, providing day lighting for much of the office area through the day (Figure 
3-a). The building design features exposed cabling and ductwork. HVAC(2) equipment is located in metal towers at 
the building’s perimeter, creating a wide expanse of flexible floor space. This was done to facilitate rapid changes in 
building systems to accommodate future needs. (Figure 3-4)

Fig.3-b roof floor plan 
(eere, 2003). 

Fig.3-a the glass-enclosed multi-purpose interior patio and 
the flexible meeting space overlooking it (eere,2003)

A variety of green strategies, as outlined by the U.S. Green Building Council, were built into the specifications, drawn 
into the construction documents, executed through construction, and confirmed through commissioning exercises. 
The goal of the project was to achieve the highest possible LEED rating. ( Table.1)

(1)  Carpooling (also known as car-sharing, ride-sharing, lift-sharing), is the shared use of a car by the driver and one or more passengers, 
usually for commuting. Carpooling arrangements and schemes involve varying degrees of formality and regularity. Formal carpool projects 
have been around in a structured form since the mid-1970s
(2)  Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning
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Table.1 Green Strategies and Solutions

Green SolutionsGreen Strategies

Site work included 100% post-consumer recycled crushed concrete. Use materials that contain 
minimum 20% by weight post-
consumer recycled content or 
40% by weight post-industrial 
recycled content:

Structural steel was 90% post-consumer recycled. 

Metal joists, floor deck, and roof deck were all 95% recycled.

Use non-wood forms made of recycled materials. 
Use a minimum 50% of wood-
based materials certified. Use wood forms from certified sources. 

Use locally produced materials.
Natural Linoleum Flooring Green Products Used
Recycled-Content Acoustical Ceiling Panels 
Recycled-Content Carpet Tile 
Group or stack bathrooms and other water-using spaces Design for Materials Use 

Reduction Minimize space devoted exclusively to circulation 
 Consider exposing structural materials as finished surfaces.

Use concrete masonry units with flyash 1 replacing a portion of the cement
Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
from Manufacture

Entry of Pollutants by Design entry to facilitate removal of dirt before 
entering building and by avoiding carpet and other hard-to-clean floor 
surfaces near entry.

Improve interior environment:
Use large exterior windows and high ceilings to increase delighting 
Design open floor plans to allow exterior daylight to penetrate to the 
interior 
Provide occupants with control of light and temperature in their area 
Specify acoustically absorbent materials to lower reflected noise levels 
Use moving water to create a pleasant acoustic environment
Provide sufficient sensors and control logic 
Zone the building for modular HVAC control 

Achieve at least a 40% 
reduction in energy use over 
ASHRAE 2 Standard.

Create zones that unite spaces with similar thermal requirements 
Use Energy Star computer equipment  3
Design roof system with consistent thermal integrity 
Use different task and ambient lighting 
Use high-efficacy lamps 
High-performance Windows and Doors
Provide showers and changing areas for bicycle and pedestrian commuters
Provide storage area for bicycles 
Provide vehicle access to support car and vanpooling Reduce pollution and land 

development impacts from 
automobile use. Provide for electric vehicle charging

Use atrium for day lighting 

Day lighting for 
Use large exterior windows and high ceilings to increase day lighting

Design an open floor plan to allow exterior day lighting to penetrate the 
interior

Fly ash is one of the residues generated in the combustion of coal. Fly ash is generally captured from the chimneys of coal-fired power 1. 
plants, whereas bottom ash is removed from the bottom of the furnace. It is used as an additive to concrete to improve its specifica-
tions.
ASHRAE the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers: advances technology to serve humanity 2. 
and promote a sustainable world. Membership is open to any person associated with the field.
Energy Star power management features place computers (CPU, hard drive, etc.) into a low-power “sleep mode” after a designated 3. 
period of inactivity.
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Commissioning :2.3.3 
Building commissioning is a systematic process of ensuring that a building performs in accordance with the design 
intent, contract documents, and the owner’s operational needs. Commissioning is critical for ensuring that the design 
developed through the whole-building design process is successfully constructed and operated.
The PECI commission guide specification was used during the construction stage as a template to satisfy all LEED 
requirements:
Part I. Commissioning Requirements - Design Phase
Part II. Model Commissioning Plan - Design Phase
Part III. Commissioning Guide Specifications
Part IV. Model Commissioning Plan - Construction Phase

CASE STUDY2: HERMAN MILLER MARKETPLACE3. 

When David and Jan Blittersdorf decided in 1999 to build a new headquarters for their company, which had grown 
to become the world leader in wind measure equipments, they immediately began thinking “beyond the box”. “We 
wanted a building that reflected our values,” says David Blittersdorf. “Our previous building was a tin box ... not very 
energy-efficient, not a good environment for our people.”Another primary concern was the price of energy. “As a 
business decision, we wanted to protect ourselves. We could see where the price of oil would be going. We knew we 
wanted a building that was extremely energy-efficient. We also knew that if we put our money into using renewable 
energy, we would have lower operating costs over the life of the structure.” 
These concerns about environmental and people health aspects were the main aspects that lead to the design of the 
world fourth green industrial facilities, The NRG Manufacturing Facility
 

Client and user3.1 

NRG Systems has been in the wind energy industry for more than 25 years. Its wind measurement systems can be 
found in 130 countries, serving electric utilities, wind farm developers, research institutes, government agencies, and 
universities. When NRG Systems was founded in 1982, the wind energy industry was starting. The technology was 
new and wind as an energy source was viewed as an alternative. Today, more than 25 years later, NRG Systems is 
experiencing tremendous growth as the demand for clean wind energy is dramatically increasing around the world, 
powering more than 4.5 million homes in the U.S. alone. The great concerns towards environment are clearly showed 
in the company’s core values “Our business expresses a commitment of over 20 years to a safe, healthy, renewable 
energy future for our children and for the planet. We have built our facilities to incorporate state of the art energy 
conservation, and we work to minimize and continually reduce our environmental impacts from manufacturing, 
transportation, and other business activities.”  NRG planned their new office and manufacturing facility to embody 
its core mission: “furthering the use of renewable energy and providing a healthy, productive, and beautiful workplace 
for its employees.»

Designer3.2 

First NRG chose the architect, William Maclay Architects and Planners, and design team based on their past 
experience and proposal to address the project environmental goals. The mission of William Maclay Architects and 
Planners is: “to enhance the world we inhabit through making places for people and nature to live and to flourish 
with dignity, spirit, and beauty.” William Maclay Architects and Planners design buildings and communities that 
are models for healthy, inspired living, advancing to a carbon neutral and ecologically sustainable future. The firm’s 
current workload is divided equally among residential, multifamily and commercial projects, all connected with  
“Green Architecture”.
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For William Maclay the challenge of designing the new home for NRG Systems was also tremendously exciting. 
NRG is certainly an example of how a building can be built, how it should be built,” says Maclay. “If you figure out 
the true long-range costs, building a green building is actually cheaper. And then when you consider the health and 
production of employees and the earth’s ecosystems, green buildings are the only prudent long-term investment.”
 

Design Process3.3 
 

Analysis: 3.3.1 
The design was based on using sustainable design as the core organizing principle for the project. The owner, architect, 
and entire design team, including energy, lighting, and sustainability consultants, shared this commitment.
The environmental design and performance process, which led to the success of the project, was established during 
the pre-design analysis stage. The design team worked with NRG for over a year to find and select a site that was 
appropriate for NRG’s mission and goals. An initial budget was then developed. Detailed programming, site selection, 
and budgeting had been completed and the environmental goals had been outlined before the design process began. 
The design team generated model environmental goals and implementation measures to establish the mission goals 
as the following:

Design a model workplace combining social and environmental goals. 
 Design a headquarter that embodies clients values, mission and core business. 
Accommodate company’s expected growth (30% per year). 
Develop a model workplace: healthy, functional, beautiful, and productive. 
Demonstrate a high performance building that uses primarily renewable energy.

  
Synthesis 3.3.2 

NRG conducted search and assessment process before selecting the site for its new facility. The company’s commitment 
to the economy and culture of this small town (Hinesburg, Vermont) led to selecting and master-planning a site 
to encourage sustainable growth of the existing village center. The company owners wanted to remain near their 
employee base and maintain their positive impact on the local economy.  
The master plan for the overall property located the facility on about 10 acres of the 56-acre property to allow for 
agriculture, forestry, recreation, land conservation, and, possibly, future housing, while allowing public access for 
recreation. The facility is built in the area of the site that had the least impact on the surrounding land. It is located at 
the bottom of a hill and set back from the road to minimize visual impact and site disturbance. (Figure 4)
The building sits at the border between a hayed field and a wooded hillside, minimizing impacts on the two ecosystems. 
The facility Location facing south hillside maximizes solar exposure, minimizes heat loss, minimizes exposure 
to northwest winter winds, maximizes exposure to southwest summer cooling breezes, and maintains farmland, 
forestland, and wildlife habitat. The landscape design preserves the existing ecosystems and vegetation and integrates 
new native vegetation in areas where the site is altered. Existing trees are retained to shade the building, reduce 
winter wind, provide views from inside the building, and reduce offsite visibility. Existing open fields to the south are 
retained for agriculture and solar access. Native fruit trees, shrubs, and other vegetation are planted to soften offsite 
views, screen parking, provide limited food production, and provide wildlife habitat. 
Another part of the site preparation was creation of an 11 -foot-deep pond that has benefits like enhancing the view for 
NRG employees, a circumferential walking path for warm weather recreation, and hockey and skating in the winter. 
The pond also serves as catchments for parking lot runoff and a source of cold water, which is piped throughout the 
building’s floor system to provide summertime cooling, and a discharge point for the warmed water. The project 
includes a pedestrian path that connects the NRG facility directly to the village.
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Fig.4-a the building and the surrounding 
area. (eere,2003)

Fig.4-b the project›s site plan (eere,2003)

Another part of the site preparation was creation of an 11 -foot-deep pond that has benefits like enhancing the view for 
NRG employees, a circumferential walking path for warm weather recreation, and hockey and skating in the winter. 
The pond also serves as catchments for parking lot runoff and a source of cold water, which is piped throughout the 
building’s floor system to provide summertime cooling, and a discharge point for the warmed water. The project 
includes a pedestrian path that connects the NRG facility directly to the village. NRG’s transportation strategy is to 
provide employment in this rural area and minimize automobile use. It has done this by keeping its facility in the 
same town near existing employees’ homes. The new facility is within walking and bicycling distance of the existing 
village center. NRG has reduced parking to below municipal recommendations in order to encourage alternative 
transportation. Twelve of NRG’s 43 employees have taken advantage of NRG’s $1,000 incentive to purchase 
hybrid vehicles(1). Electric outlets are provided for electric vehicles. Bike racks and shower facilities are provided to 
encourage commuting by bicycle.
The building is located in the hillside using the benefits of the sloped site. (Figure 5). The north side of the whole 
first floor is fully underground, and the second floor half-underground. The hillside location reduces heal loss and 
conserves energy. It also leaves exposed areas to the south for solar collection and wind generation. The open floor 
plan and three-story vertical openings at the building’s center enhance ventilation and cooling. The exterior skin of 
this steel building is carefully detailed to eliminate all major thermal breaks while allowing penetrations for solar gain, 
day lighting, and ventilation. A wood-pellet boiler provides radiant heat. The radiant slab also delivers cooling, with 
heat rejection to the combined storm water, cooling, and recreation pond. Renewable energy is provided onsite by 
photovoltaic panels, solar thermal collectors, and a wind turbine. 

    

Fig.5 The Project’s Site Section. .(William Maclay Architects & Planners, 2008) 

1  Hybrid vehicle is a vehicle that uses two or more distinct power sources to move the vehicle. The term most commonly refers to hybrid 
electric vehicles (HEVs), which combine an internal combustion engine and one or more electric motors.
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The building is elongated on the east-west axis to maximize solar gain in winter and to capture daylight all year. The 
majority of the glazing is located on the south façade, where it is easy to capture desirable winter sun while limiting 
undesirable summer sun except for day lighting use. The south-facing roof is used for photovoltaic(1), skylights, and 
domestic hot water heating (Figure 2). The north-facing roof is white to reflect solar heat gain. The south-facing 
clerestory windows are used to bring direct sunlight into the warehouse space as well as for nighttime cooling of the 
building. Trees to the east and west of the building provide summer shading to reduce cooling loads.
The shape and color of the building were selected to be reminiscent of regional warehouses. Local stone and wooden 
beams and interior finishes were used to provide warmth and relate to regional building methods and techniques. An 
artist designed the floor to represent the history of wind energy (Figure 6). 

   

Fig.6 flooring and interior (William 
Maclay Architects & Planners, 2008).

Fig.6 Building Cross Section Showing Skylights. 
(William Maclay Architects & Planners, 2008). 

An integrated design approach was used, and active and passive environmental strategies were incorporated into the 
project to accomplish NRG›s ambitious human and environmental goals to build a model workplace and to achieve 
a LEED Gold rating.( Table 2)

Commissioning :3.3.3 
Building commissioning was accomplished using techniques defined in the ASHRAE “Guideline For Building 
Systems Commissioning,” discussed in the LEED guidelines. A dedicated construction LEED team was formed 
to focus on environmental goals; LEED requirements, opportunities and solutions; and client service. The team 
included an environmental specialist and LEED manager, the project manager, the superintendent, and the estimator. 
A strategic plan and process for achieving LEED requirements was developed. Elements of this process included: 

Table.2 Green Strategies and Solutions

Green SolutionsGreen Strategies

 Ensure that development fits within a responsible local and regional 
planning framework.Responsible Planning 
Site buildings so as to help occupants celebrate the natural beauty
Provide for solar access
Provide safe access for bicyclers and pedestrians. 

Support for Appropriate 
Transportation 

 Provide showers and changing areas for bicycle and pedestrian 
commuters. 
 Provide storage area for bicycles. 
 Provide vehicle access to support car and vanpooling. 
 Provide for electric vehicle charging.

1  Is the field of technology and research related to the application of solar cells for energy by converting sunlight directly into electricity.
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 Plumbing fixtures were all chosen for water conservation.

Reduce waste water
 Runoff Reduction by Considering porous turf-paving systems on low-
traffic parking and driveway areas and using surface infiltration basins 
in landscapes.
 primarily south-facing windows with a low solar heat-gain coefficient, 
which reduces summer heat gain

Primary Peak-Reduction1 strategies 
include: 

 efficient water-to-water heat pumps 
 energy-recovery ventilation
 reduced plug and motor loads
 radiant cooling (with no fans)2

 Variable-frequency drives and carbon-dioxide sensors on ventilation 
air.
 effective daylight use and control.
High-performance openings: optimize energy performance of glazing 
systems 
 Extensive daylight-dimming and occupancy control of lighting.
 Use south-facing windows for day lighting Day lighting for Energy Efficiency 
 Orient the floor plan on an east-west axis for best use of day lighting
use a wind turbine system to generate electricityUsing Other Energy Sources
Use a photovoltaic (PV) system to generate electricity on-site 
 Arrange for sale of excess electricity into the grid
Consider exposing structural materials as finished surfaces 

Design for Materials Use Reduction 
and longevity

 Minimize dependence on sealants by good detailing of building skin
 Select durable window assemblies
 provide a drainage plane in exterior walls to prevent bulk water (rain) 
penetration
Design for optimum cross-ventilation through

Ventilation and Filtration Systems

 Specify ventilation rates that meet or exceed ASHRAE Standard 62-
1999
 Design ventilation system to exchange both heat and humidity between 
incoming and outgoing air
Use solar water heaters

Assembling a LEED team. 
Developing specific subcontract requirements, policies, procedures, and measures for the construction team and 

subcontractors to ensure compliance with all project goals.
Conducting regular onsite training and performance reviews throughout the duration of the construction 

process. 
Continuously tracking environmental metrics to allow for proactive performance evaluation.

CONCLUSION4. 

 Green Design Main Attributes4.1 

The Third part of this research paper discusses the relationship between the general design prototype schema proposed 
by Gero ( Gero, 2003) and the two case studies presented previously in order to find a design prototype for green 

1 Peak-Reduction Represents the load that can be reduced either by the direct control of the utility system operator or by the consumer in 
response to a utility request to curtail load.
2 Radiant systems use existing surfaces and structures to deliver heating and cooling to a space and reduce the amount of air movement 
required for occupant comfort. Radiant floors use tubing or wiring system beneath the floor surface to provide frequent heat or cooling 
instead of conventional thermostats and air conditioning.
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buildings design. Starting by the general design prototype the main attributes for the general model are:
Context and knowledge1- 
Functional properties and required behavior.2- 
Structural properties and actual behavior.3- 
Evaluation processes4- 

Context and knowledge:4.1.1 
Design contexts forms the basis for the general design prototype schema , see figure1. it is where required and 
structural knowledge are generated from. Context includes natural elements such as location, climate, vegetation, 
row resources,.. etc. In the first case study , Herman Miller Market place, the sub-urban location was a vital factor that 
affects decision making  in more advanced design stages. On the other hand, in the second case study, finding a proper 
location was a design decision that resulted from deep understanding to design goals and client vision. Climate, 
orientation and natural resources, as presented in both case studies, played vital role in deciding building setting out, 
building form, space organization and even the selection of  interior finishing materials and furnishing. 
Herman factor should not be ignored when talking about design context. Human candidates include client, users 
and design and construction team. In both case studies, the green building design story starts with a client who 
has environmental concerns and real responsible towards community and human well being. In the first case, the 
client was one of the United States Green Building Council (USGBC) with a strong belief in economic, social and 
environmental benefits of building a green building. Client in the second example has been working the renewable 
energy field for more than 25 years, that lead to a true commitment towards environment. 
A client with high environmental value chose an architect who has the required background and experience, this is 
how it went in the two selected projects. The designers for the two selected  buildings have strong background and 
precedent knowledge dealing with the design and construction of green and sustainable facilities . They have their 
own vision and towards more sustainable built environment. 
In short, in the pre-design stages, a database of design knowledge is created by the interaction between context natural 
and human candidates. This knowledge data base forms a basic background in the proposed prototype for green 
building design . (Figure 1)  

Functional properties and required behavior.4.1.2 
As shown previously, design knowledge is gained by the interaction between human and natural factors of design 
context. According to Gero’s model,  Design knowledge is divided into functional knowledge, or required behavior, 
and structural knowledge, or actual behavior. In both case studies a design goal was set up according to available 
design knowledge. Design goals represent required behavior in green building design. In the first example, the design 
goal was to create a prototype office environment that reflects client vision for the ideal working place in addition to 
achieving at least a LEED silver rating. in the second example social, financial , beauty, and well being factors were 
set up as a design goal beside using renewable energy resources and accommodating company’s expected growth.
Design goals are the main criteria in the judging evaluation processes from the early stages of design. 

Structural properties and actual behavior.4.1.3 
As shown in the two case studies, synthesis process started by laying down design strategies. These strategies are set 
up in order to guide synthesis processes to meet design goals. Design strategies were represent what Gero’s defined as 
structural properties or actual behavior. Design strategies represent a frame work or a design guidelines to be followed 
throughout synthesis processes to insure meeting all design goals.

Evaluation Processes4.1.4 
 Evaluation is a continuous process starts with the design phase and continues to construction and post occupant 
phases. As shown in the case studies special commissioning and evaluation techniques were used such as computer 
software measurement equipments and commissioning guides. The evaluation process is presented in Gero’s model 
by a reciprocal relationship between required behavior or design goals and functional properties. The evaluation 
processes leads design to achieve goals by following design strategies.
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Fig. 7 Green Building Prototype Schema (Author)

In conclusion, the story of designing a green building starts early before the design process begins. In The pre-design 
stages, a database of design knowledge is created by the interaction between clients, users and designers and site 
data. The integrated design team defined design goals which are the required behavior for the green building. These 
goals are characterized according to building context, the vision of the design team, users and client. The synthesis 
process starts by setting out design strategies which describe the structural properties of the building. Green building 
design strategies are defined by analyzing design goals, referring to design knowledge database. Evaluation is a very 
important during synthesis and pre-synthesis process. The evaluation process is applied from the very pre-design and 
early design stages and up to the construction, operation and post-occupancy stages. It is applied by using special 
techniques that helps to satisfy design goals during the progressing of the design process.
A simple diagram summarized the above findings, a green building design prototype, and can be used as a design 
framework for green buildings design. (Figure 7)  

Recommendations4.2 

Client’s vision is a start point in any design process. So it’s important to enhance green and sustainable concepts 1- 
into our culture to improve the green design process.
Design process is no more a “one man show”, and architect is not the main and only player in the design process 2- 
anymore. There must be an emphasizing on the concept of integrated design team in both educational and 
professional fields.
There is an increasing need for green and sustainable rating systems to help in the commissioning and evaluation 3- 
process during design, construction and post occupancy processes of green buildings.
The use and development of design prototypes and design models are becoming major subject in green and 4- 
sustainable design practices because of the diversity and complexity that characterize processes and constrains 
involved in it. 
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ABSTRACT: 

At the beginning of the eighties, amalgamation occurred between artificial 
intelligence and information technology in building sciences. The fruit of this 
amalgamation was the appearance of intelligent buildings. A short time ago, 
technologies of intelligent buildings were taken to mean the use of computer 
technologies, means of communication and knowledge in the integration 
of the building systems. This is due to the fact that the technology part is 
considered an essential part in architectural intelligence. However, some 
other concepts complementary to the technical orientation have appeared. 
The concepts of sustainability and response to individual requirements have 
been added. Thus, the concept of intelligent buildings exceeded the stage of 
automated buildings to effective and responsive buildings that is friendly to 
the environment and cost effective in energy consumption.

This investigational study aims at achieving two main objectives:

Proving the possibility of exploiting and using advanced technology 
for achieving environmental objectives in the fields of rationalizing the 
consumption of energy and the conservation of the environment to attain 
the values of sustainable buildings. This is achieved through studying the 
integral and comprehensive image of intelligent architecture with its two 
technical and environmental sides.

Reaching an access for the evaluation of the performance of 
intelligent buildings, through which a method can be invented for 
evaluating the performance of intelligent buildings.

The value of the study lies in its clarification of the role of intelligent 
architecture in the conservation of the environment, achieving the values of 
sustainable buildings and proving the possibility of integration between the 
digital revolution architecture and the environmental architectures.

The study followed the analytical approach in the theoretical study. It also 
followed the descriptive approach, and the comparative analytical approach 
in studying and analyzing the local and international case studies.

The study ends with introducing the most important findings of the study. It 
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is a full summary clarifying the main points of the study. One of the most 

important findings of this research is that intelligent architecture is one of the 
most effective architectural trends for creating a sustainable and responsive 
environment through achieving the integration between technological   and 
the environmental systems. Additionally, the study has reached an access 
for evaluating the performance of intelligent buildings. 

Keywords:

(Intelligent Architecture, Sustainable Architecture, intelligent building 
features, assessment of intelligent buildings).
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

With the beginning of the twentieth century, divisions, conflict and struggle increased between the patrons of 
technological advancement and the patrons of environmental conservation. There was a call for environmentally 
friendly buildings. So many trends regarding environmental buildings appeared. But all trends concentrated 
on taking care of the environment, the usage of renewable energy and reducing the consumption of energy 
through the use of  natural means as well as disregarding the application of technological advancement for 
achieving these goals. However, the civilization we see and live today has become part of man’s life and his 
indispensable fate. The solution to face the bad effects of technology on the environment cannot be achieved 
by the separation of one from the other, by applying technology excessively, disregarding its effects on the 
environment or by limiting its usage and going back to the past with regional architecture, like the call to 
vernacular architecture. If there is any conflict with the environment it is not due to the nature of technology but 
due to its wrong application and excessive use, disregarding any environmental or human considerations. In an 
age that depends on electronic computers, satellite communication systems and information exchange networks, 
it is not acceptable to use construction technology that depends only on conventional means. The solution lies in 
the good utilization of this technology to attain man’s convenience without harming the environment. 

Hence, it was necessary to think of a new architectural trend, capable of utilizing the latest scientific 
inventions in the field of information technology and communications. This new trend should, at the same time, 
conserve the environment and rationalize energy consumption in buildings. This was the beginning of ‘intelligent 
architecture’ as a practical model for the possibility of reconciliation between technology and environment.

2. Intelligent Architecture and Sustainable Architecture: two sides of the same coin

Sustainable architecture is the architecture that sustains the environmental balance through 
relying on ecological construction systems and recycled materials to reduce the exhaustion of the 
natural resources. It meets the needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of 
the future generations to meet their own needs. 

As for the intelligent building, it is defined as: 

“The building which is capable of comprising the most recent of the present and future 
technological means that enables it to perceive what is going on inside and outside it, and plan for 
taking its decisions on time, concerning the most effective methods for creating a responsive and 
sustainable environment that enhances the effectiveness of its occupants, with the least possible 
costs, all through the lifetime of the building.”

According to this definition, it is clear that realizing a sustainable environment is one of the objectives of intelligent 
architecture. It is not this definition alone. Studying the different definitions that have appeared about intelligent 
architecture since the nineties, we find that they imply the principle of sustainability. This is clear in the “Ting & 
So” definition: “A smart building is the one that should aim to meet present and future users’ requirements “. Also 
the website of the “Intelligent Buildings Group” defines intelligent building as: “An intelligent building provides a 
sustainable, responsive, effective & supportive environment within which individuals and organizations can achieve 
their objectives“. 

Hence, it is clear that intelligent architecture and sustainable architecture are two sides of the same coin. Both of 
them endeavour to achieve the same goal, namely preserving the environment and supporting justice of consumption 
among present and future generations. This goal, of course, is achieved through different approaches. Sustainable 
architecture uses environmental and ecological systems - figures (1) & (2) - whereas intelligent architecture achieves 
the goals of sustainable architecture by realizing integration between technological and environmental systems.
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Fig.1  Use of a curvy paper tunnel supported by a matrix of recycled paper tubes to construct 
the «Japan pavilion» in «Hanover» exhibition  in Germany  (http://www.designboom.com/history/

ban_expo.html)

Fig.2 «Peninsula» house is a good model for sustainable architecture as it has used wood and glass 
in its construction integrating between the building and environment 

(http://archrecord.construction.com/projects/residential/archives/0304godsell.asp) 

3. Sustainability is one of smart buildings features:

 Through studying and observing the numerous views and definitions that have appeared about the “intelligent 
building”, since intelligent buildings first came into being during the eighties, up until now, it has been possible to 
determine the features of the intelligent building. These can be classified into three main groups - figure (3) - that 
form together the access through which we can realize the values of intelligent architecture and give the architectural 
product the characteristics of smartness. These features are as follows:

Automation : The building’s ability of 
auto- control in its functions, without 
the least human interference, through 
programming its control systems.

Responsiveness : The building’s ability 
to meet the needs and requirements of its 
occupants, and respond to the changes in 
its internal and external environment.

Sustainability : meets the needs of the 
present generation without compromising 
the ability of the future generations to 
meet their own needs.

Fig.3  Intelligent Building Features 
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Through reviewing the chronological development of intelligent building, since their first appearance in the 
eighties up until now, we find that these three main features are the chief determiners of each generation. We find 
that in the definitions which were issued in the early eighties, the main feature that determined the smartness 
of buildings was “automation”. That is why this generation of architecture was called “Automated Buildings.” 
Since the mid- eighties, the notion of building intelligence began to take an additional dimension which is 
“Responsiveness”. That is why the buildings of that time were called “Responsive Buildings.” In the early 
nineties, the concept of intelligent building started to take the meaning recognized now, with the addition of the 
last side of this triangle that is the feature of «sustainability». This generation of intelligent buildings has been 
called ‘effective buildings’, because its most important principle is taking care of the environment and using the 
environmental systems to realize the principle of sustainability and compatibility with the environment. 

4. The role of Intelligent Architecture in attaining the objectives of Sustainable Architecture: 

The first determiners of sustainable architecture are its compatibility with its environment and preservation 
of resources, whether natural or man-made. All these must be amalgamated with the successful technical shape 
that encourages individuals and society to preserve them, respect them, use them correctly, and maintain them. 
Some of the most important principles of sustainable architecture are:

The limited consumption of non-renewable resources, and using highly efficient natural resources such 
as renewable energy, water and land.

Creating healthy environment by devising low-poison resources.

Designing buildings that are more responsive to the environment.

Coherence with the environment and comprehending natural processes.

Communication with nature.

Recycling of waste materials.
Intelligent architecture has been able to attain these 

objectives by using communication and information 
technology. By achieving integration between 
communication systems and building-management 
systems (which include environmental control systems, 
safety and security systems and electrical network 
management systems) as shown in figure (4). It has been 
possible to create an intelligent architectural product 
that is compatible with its surrounding environment.

Fig.4 Intelligent Building Systems

 (I & I limited_proplan, “ Intelligent & 
Integrated Infrastructures in Buildings – 

Business Overview “, 

www.proplan.co.ok.)
The building research establishment (BRE) office building, known as «the Environmental Building» is 

considered one of the best example of using technology to attain the objectives of sustainable architecture. 
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The building management system (BMS)1 has an important role in enhancing the efficiency of the internal 
environment of BRE building. The BMS system is used to control ventilation systems, heating, window shadings 
and lights. 

Daylight in the building is maximized with large areas of glazing on the north and south facades, giving 
daylight factors of over 2% across the 13.5m floor plate, the south façade is protected by rotating glass louvers 
designed to cut out all direct sun to the interior, whilst still letting in considerable diffuse skylight, figure (5). 
The translucent glass louvers span in bays between the ventilation towers, and programmed to intercept the sun 
during the hours it can penetrate the south façade, figure (6). When it is dull, they park above horizontal, becoming 
light shelves. The motorized louvers are adjusted by the BMS every 15 minutes. The upper windows throughout 
the building can be opened by the BMS at night to induce cooling of the thermal mass. Regarding artificial 
lighting in BRE building, a fully integrated lighting system has been installed that automatically compensates 
for daylight levels and occupancy. Each bank of luminaries is fitted with two sensors that act as occupancy 
sensors, light-level sensors, figure (7). Integral sensors measure internal light levels and movement, dimming the 
lamps (100% to 0%) if there is sufficient daylighting, or switching them off if a room is unoccupied. The sensors 
also have an infrared receiver, which allows users to control light levels by means of a hand-held controller.

Fig.5 Rotating glass louvers 
in the south façade

Fig.6 glass louvers do not 
obstruct the views of occupants

Fig.7 Lighting system 
fitted with two sensors 

(occupancy sensors & light-
level sensors)
(Wingginton, M & Harris, J. (2002), « Intelligent Skins «, p.78,79) (www.caa.uidaho.

eduarch504ukgreenarchCaseStudiesbre2.pdf)

Regarding the ventilation system, there are both high-level hopper windows controlled by BMS and low-
level operable windows for user control. During the day, ventilation is controlled on temperature sensors in the 
main office areas and by CO2 levels in the main seminar room. The south façade has five ventilation towers that 
allow BRE to investigate solar contribution to the stack effect. The second floor, which rises to 5m at its apex, is 
different in that it is not connected to the ventilation towers, but instead has a split-pitch roof with automatically 
controlled north-facing clerestory windows; they provide additional daylight and a route for air to leave by 
natural buoyancy or wind forces, figure (8).

 1  BMS is the central processing unit, receiving all of the information from the various sensors outstations, and determining the appro-
priate control response to the actuating elements. An "intelligent" BMS is able to monitor weather changes and control and monitor the 
operation of both passive and active environmental systems to ensure the most efficient use of energy (Wigginton, M & Harris, J, "Intel-
ligent Skins").
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All controls for BMS go through a common network provided by a LON network2. The computer algorithm 
used to control the degree, and period of automatic window opening, relies on the sensing of internal temperature. 
The control algorithm for the louvers is determined by the calculated sun angle. The whole system provides 
for 5-minute data logging over an extended period. On receiving a single, a message packet' is sent on the 
LON network to be picked up by the BMS and translated as a command to move the relevant window, switch 
the lights, or adjust the bank of glass louvers. The BMS also collects weather data from a rooftop station that 
measures wind and outside air temperature. Other standard energy-saving techniques are also employed by the 
BMS. Smart materials are used to saving energy, The south-facing wall of the seminar rooms is clad with a 
47m2 array of photovoltaic (PV) cells, produced a peak output of 1.5kW, figure (9).

The building has been assessed by one of the methods of evaluating the environmental performance of 
buildings, which is called (BREEAM). It got 39 out of 42 credits (92.8%). It has also been assessed by using 
two methods of evaluating the performance of intelligent buildings. The first was the Matrix Tool (Matool) 
method that is issued by “Building Research Establishment – BRE” in UK, It got 98.6 out of 125 (78.9%). and 
the second was the “Intelligent Building Index” (IBI) method that is issued by “Asian Institute of Intelligent 
Buildings” (AIIB) in China, It got 82% in the two methods showing that it is an “excellent building” with a high 
level of intelligence.

Stack ventilation  system that used at hot 
summer>s day

Cross ventilation system that used at windy 
summer>s day

Fig.8 Natural ventilation systems used in BRE building

Fig.9 photovoltaic (PV) cells that produced a peak output of 1.5kW 

(http://projects.bre.co.ukenvbuildenvirbui.pdf)

2 LonWorks is a networking platform specifically created to address the needs of control applications. The platform is built on a protocol 
created by Echelon Corporation for networking devices over media such as twisted pair, power lines, fiber optics, and RF. It is used for 
the automation of various functions within buildings such as lighting and HVAC; see Intelligent building (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
LonWorks )
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5. Sustainability in assessing the performance of intelligent buildings:

Due to the importance of environmental considerations, and to attain compatibility with the environment 
and sustainability in the concept of intelligent building, the “Asian Institute of Intelligent Buildings” (AIIB) 
defined a set of environmental standards to assess the intelligent building. All these standards aim at attaining 
three main objectives: promoting environment and ensuring its fine quality, meeting the needs of the user, and 
attaining the principles of the sustainable building. This method has been called “Intelligent Building Index” 
(IBI). It categorized into ten indices based on the ten Quality Environment Modules, each of which contains a 
long list of elements that may be service, technologies or passive items, totally 378 elements, figure (10).

(IBI) Method has numerous advantages that make it the best method, up until now, of assessing the 
performance of intelligent buildings:

A comprehensive method for all aspects of assessing intelligent buildings, which has never been tackled 
by other methods of assessment: technology, environment, architecture, culture, management, economy 
and working efficiency.

Paying attention to the environmental aspect, conserving energy and environment, and realizing the 
principles of sustainable buildings in all modules of their assessment.

Using the property of Cobb-Douglas utility function 3àà, which makes possible the omission of any 
inapplicable element to a certain building, without affecting the final mark of assessment.

The method’s validity for all types of buildings with different functions, as the functional differences 
between the various types of buildings are observed in its calculation.

Despite the above-mentioned advantages of the IBI method, and despite it being the best current method for 
assessment intelligent buildings, its is not the most accurate. This is due to the following reasons:

The three main features that ought to be found in any smart building are not clearly present in the 
“Intelligent Building Index” method (IBI), while they are randomly present in some evaluation elements 
where we find that intelligence features exist with a percentage of 37% only in the modules of assessment 
the “IBI” method.

Many elements do not express the modules of assessment. Let us take the feature of “sustainability” 
for example. Despite the presence of a complete module especially assigned for its evaluation- the first 
standard “The Green Index” which is assigned for the evaluation of the features of the green building 
which are present in the building, and for the extent to which the building is compatible with the 
environment- this module includes many elements that are concerned with the evaluation of the lifts and 
escalators systems, the lavatories, the sanitary equipment, the disposal of wastes and the efficiency of the 
drainage net, despite the presence of other modules assigned for the assessment of these elements.

The outcomes of calculation by IBI method are non- unique. As there are elements that rely on the 
personal estimation of the auditor. This leads to differences in the final results of the assessment process 
according to the dissimilarity of auditors even when they evaluate the same building.

3  In economics, the Cobb–Douglas functional form of production functions is widely used to represent the relationship of an output to 
inputs. It was proposed by Knut Wicksell, and tested against statistical evidence by Charles Cobb and Paul Douglas in 1900–1928. (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cobb%E2%80%93Douglas )
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Fig.10  Intelligent Building Index (IBI) method to assess intelligent buildings 

(Leonard, C & et al.(2005), “ Intelligent Building Index “, p.4)

Thus, it is clear that there is no ideal method for the assessment of an intelligent building, and that access to 
the assessment of the performance of intelligent buildings is through the three previously mentioned features of 
intelligence. These features can be deduced through a set of designing functions and tools which, if available, 
indicate the features of the building’s intelligence, and which- in turn- could constitute an approach as a system 
for intelligent building assessment (Intelligent Building Features), as is shown in figure (11).
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Fig.11 The proposed approach to assessment of the performance of intelligent buildings 

(Badr, M. (2010). Intelligent Architecture As an Approach for apply the Technological Development in 
the Environmental Control and Energy Efficiency in Buildings , p.405)

Conducting a comparative analysis study between the (IBI) method and the previously proposed approach 
(Intelligent Building Features) on a number of international and local Egyptian buildings uses as models – figure 
(12) - demonstrates the ability of developing more suitable intelligent building method. The study also aims to 
be acquainted with the reactions of Egyptian architecture regarding the massive development and progress in 
architecture at the international level; the local influence of such progress and development; and how responsive 
the local experience to the idea of ‘intelligent buildings’ is. 

International Buildings Models

Headquarters of Gotz 
(1993 – 1995)

Owner-occupied office 
building

Wuzburg – Germany

The environmental 
Building (BRE)

(1994 – 1996)

B1 office building 

Hertfordshire- UK

SUVA Insurance 
Company

 (1988 – 1993)

office building 

Basel – Switzerland 

Stadttor (City Gate) 
(1991 – 1997)

Speculative office 
development 

Düsseldorf – Germany
Local Buildings Models
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Vodafone building (2004)

Office building 

Smart Village – Cairo – Egypt 

Alexandria Library ( 1995-
2002)

Public library 

Alexandria – Egypt 

Humanitarian and Social 
Sciences College (HUSS) - AUC

(2002-2007) – Cairo – Egypt 

Fig.12  The international and local building models used in the comparative analysis study

(Wingginton, M & Harris, J. (2002), “ Intelligent Skins “, p.97,79,137,65)

(http://commons.wikimedia.orgwikiCategoryBibliotheca_Alexandrina)

The study as shown in table (1) and figures (13) & (14), led to the following findings:

All international and local models have the first feature of intelligent buildings, which is “automation”. 
This proves that this is an essential feature in all intelligent buildings.

All international models concern themselves with the feature of sustainability, while local models 
obviously lack this feature. This eventually affects its grade of evaluation, and leads to a clear discrepancy 
in the results of evaluation between the local models and their international counterparts. The “HUSS” 
building in “AUC” in Egypt is an exception in this respect because those responsible for executing this 
project were keen on applying the concepts of environmental and sustainable architecture in university 
buildings.

The study showed, without the least doubt, the Egyptian architects’ and practitioners’ lack of awareness 
concerning the right concept of the intelligent building. All local study cases pay attention to the first 
feature of building intelligence, which is “automation,” whereas they do not pay the same attention to 
the other two features, responsiveness and sustainability. This shows the Egyptian architect’s wrong 
belief that an intelligent building is the building that comprises only the latest means of information and 
communication technology.

The study showed that the Egyptian architecture is lagging behind its international counterparts with 
respect to the rationalization of energy in the buildings.

The study confirmed that the factor of “the rationalization of energy consumption” is one of the most 
important factors that affect the level of building intelligence. The relation between a building intelligence 
and the rate of its energy consumption is an adverse relation, as is shown in figure (15). This means that 
the more the building consumes energy, the lower its level of intelligence will be. 

The study showed some shortage in the IBI assessment program regarding the evaluation of the 
performance of intelligent buildings in general. It also showed its invalidity for evaluating the local 
buildings in particular. This is clear from the considerable incompatibility and inconsistency between the 
final results of building evaluation through intelligence features, and IBI method in determining the level 
of the building intelligence. Comparison shows that local study cases get comparatively higher ratios of 
intelligence, compared to features of intelligence available in them, and compared to their international 
counterparts.
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Accordingly, it has been realized that the feature of sustainability has an important role to play in raising 
the level of building intelligence. The fact that the international models pay more attention to the third feature 
(sustainability) than local models do, made the ratio of intelligence of the international buildings higher than 
that of the local ones. Although the ratio of the first and second features – automation and responsiveness – is 
higher than that of the feature of sustainability in both the “Vodafone” building and the “Alexandria Library” 
building, this has not made these buildings intelligent buildings. On the other hand, the promotion of the feature 
of sustainability in the “HUSS” building in the AUC in Egypt has made it an ‘acceptable intelligent building’
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Fig.13 Bar chart demonstrating the assessment of the international and local building models by the 
proposed approach (Intelligent Building Features) 

(Badr, M. (2010). Intelligent Architecture As an Approach for apply the Technological Development in the 
Environmental Control and Energy Efficiency in Buildings , p.404)
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Fig.14 Bar chart demonstrating the difference between the assessment by the proposed approach 
(Intelligent Building Features) and the «Intelligent Building Index» (IBI) method

(Badr, M. (2010). Intelligent Architecture As an Approach for apply the Technological Development in the 
Environmental Control and Energy Efficiency in Buildings , p.404)
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(Badr, M. (2010). Intelligent Architecture As an Approach for apply the Technological Development in the 
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Table 1.  comparative study between local and international models
(Badr, M. (2010). Intelligent Architecture As an Approach for apply the Technological Development in the 

Environmental Control and Energy Efficiency in Buildings ) 

                                       Case studies 
  Assessment methods 

International models Local models 

Gotz SUVA BRE city 
gate

Smart 
village Alex. HUSS 

- AUC

Proposed approach (intelligent building features) 

A
utom

ation 

BMS � � � � � � ½

Building communication 
system & office 
automation 

� � � � � � �

R
esponsive 

Repose to 
changes in 
environment 

Limited 
response � � � � ½ � ½

Learning 
ability � � � � � � �

Response to users needs � � � � � � �

Sustainability

Efficiency of internal 
environment � � � � � � �

Environmental data � � � � ½ � ½
Self generation of energy � � � � ½ ½ �
Use renewable energy 
resources � � � � � � �

Rationalization of energy 
consumption � � � � � � �

Final evaluation by intelligence features 96% 81% 92% 67% 37% 48% 51%

Intelligent building index (IB
I)

M1  Green Index 94% 97% 93% 71% 65% 68% 85%
M2  Space Index 92% 70% 72% 72% 57% 58% 77%
M3 Comfort Index 81% 61% 91% 85% 58% 70% 85%
M4 Working Efficiency Index 79% 72% 81% 78% 68% 66% 76%
M5 Culture Index 80% 60% 70% 91% 85% 89% 78%
M6  High-tech image Index 78% 64% 83% 78% 66% 68% 66%

M7  Safety and Structure 
Index 87% 80% 85% 68% 68% 89% 81%

M8 Management Practice and 
Security Index 92% 80% 86% 82% 69% 75% 68%

M9  Cost Effectiveness Index This module had been neglected  
 Health and Sanitation 
Index 73% 87% 80% 80% 77% 70% 81%

Final evaluation by IBI method 83% 72% 82% 78% 67% 71% 77%

6. Conclusion

The study ends with introducing the most important findings and recommendations of the study. It is a full 
summary clarifying the main points of the study. 

6.1 General Findings and Outcomes

Intelligent architecture is one of the most effective architectural trends for creating a sustainable and 
responsive environment through achieving the integration between technological   and the environmental 
systems.

The solution to face the passive effect of technology is not reached by the separation of one from 
the other but the solution lies in reaching an architecture which is able to apply and absorb advanced 
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technology without doing any harm to the environment. On the contrary, it should be in harmony with 
the environment.

There is no method up until now that can be considered a model evaluation method for intelligent 
buildings.

Evaluating the performance of intelligent buildings can be accessed through the three smart features: 
automation, responsiveness and compatibility with   environment & sustainability. By means of these 
features, the values of intelligent architecture can be achieved and architectural products can be described 
as ‘intelligent’.

6.2 Recommendations:

Raising the awareness of architects and practitioners in Egypt of modern technologies generally and of 
the right concept of intelligent architecture, in particular, and clarifying the role of intelligent architecture 
in achieving the goals of environmental architecture and the preservation of the environment.

The inclusion of the field of intelligent architecture and its visions within the curricula of universities and 
engineering scientific institutions on the undergraduate and graduate level. Arriving at new approaches 
in the technology of intelligent architecture and its role in achieving the objectives of environmental 
architecture, that play a major role in creating a generation of architects familiar with these new 
technologies and all that is new in international architecture.

Trying to take advantage of the international experience in this field, so that we can benefit from the 
previous experiences and start from where the others ended.

The establishment of institutes and research centers specialized in preparing research and building 
sciences code specialized in intelligent buildings. Moreover, trying to develop what has been studied in 
the research and drafting the integral and comprehensive vision of intelligent architecture and turning 
it into a programme or a method to assess the performance of intelligent buildings in line with local 
reality. 
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	»	،	سلسلة	عالم	المعرفة	،	المجلس	الوطني	 بوكانان،	أر.	إيه	:	“	اآللة قوة وسلطة – التكنولوجيا واإلنسان منذ القرن 17 حتى الوقت الحاضر. 5

للثقافة	والفنون	واآلداب	–	الكويت	2000.
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ABSTRACT: 

Sustainability, as a concept, has become the one that links current actions 
to future expectations. It brings us to a comprehensive understanding of 
the future in the shadow of our recent actions. And so, it has become a 
very important consideration to be taken in account in dealing with any 
development process. Although sustainability, as a global concept and 
approach, gained a lot of momentum in the last three decades, in general, it 
still does not have an equivalent influence on the practice of metal building 
design all over the globe. Application of sustainable ideas is not yet the 
mainstream. The risk usually associated with adopting new trends and 
ideas coupled with the higher cost of new technologies is hindering. So this 
research aims to apply sustainability considerations to the metal building 
life cycle, with the aim of investigating its ability to stand against future 
sustainability challenges .    

The research is divided into three parts. First, the introduction offers a 
general review of concepts and principles of sustainability and architectural 
sustainable development. The idea of sustainable metal building life cycle 
as relevant to the architectural design field is addressed in the second part. 
Finally, the future of metal building sustainability as practices, strategies and 
implementation processes will be discussed. The research findings concluded 
that each phase of the metal building life cycle involves many operations 
related to environmental aspects and pollution prevention techniques, and 
the sustainable metal building life cycle can only be achieved by reducing 
consumption of non-renewable resources, minimizing environmental loads 
of waste and pollution, optimizing the management of economic resources, 
and dramatically affecting metal buildings’ environmental performance. 

Keywords: Sustainability - metal building life cycle- metal building 
sustainability

The research methodology: Theoretical and analytical methodology
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1. Sustainability and Architectural Sustainable Development

 

Sustainability, as a concept, has become the one that links current actions to future expectations. It brings 
us to a comprehensive understanding of the future in the shadow of our recent actions. And so, it has become a 
very important consideration to be taken in account in dealing with any development process. 

Among the various definitions of the word “sustain” are “to give support or relief,” “to supply with 
sustenance,” or “to keep up or prolong. Implicit in these definitions is a need to extend the life of, in the case of 
architecture, the natural environment. Thus sustainability is about seeking ways in which we can prolong the 
life and enhance the features of our natural surroundings. This dictum seems to hold some contradictions within 
its practice as the built and natural environments are in direct opposition to each other.

The World Commission on Environment and Development has put forth a definition of «sustainability» 
as meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs. This definition of sustainability does not specify the ethical roles of humans for their everlasting existence 
on the planet. It also fails to embrace the value of all other constituents participating in the global ecosystem, 
«the need for finding long-terms solutions that warrant continuing human existence and well-being is far more 
compelling than that of finding a proper terminology to describe human need, In this respect the debate on the 
terms «green,» «sustainable» or «Ecological» architecture is not terribly important. (Jong-Jin, 1999)

 

 

1.1 Sustainable Development Dimensions

 

The notion of sustainable development is going around the prime objective of providing lasting and secure 
livelihoods that minimize resources depletion, environmental degradation, cultural disruption and social 
stability. To reach such objectives there are some basic principles that can be considered as of crucial importance 
to the concept of sustainable development , So sustainable development can be presented through the diagram 
presented in figure 1. It presents the basic tools for achieving a three-dimensional sustainable development  

Figure No. 1- Three dimensions of sustainability

 

 

 Environmental  Social  
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1.2 Goals of Sustainable Development

The goal of sustainable development is achieving overall human and ecosystem well being without 
compromising the ability of future generations and ecosystems to meet their own needs. From this comes 
parallel care and respect for ecosystems and people within. Market activities (economy), non-market activities, 
and governance are means of achieving well being. Necessary elements of the desired future state are economic 
development and prosperity, growth with minimum negative impacts on ecosystems, improved human 
health, reduced resource extraction, and greater equity in the distribution of resources and services for human 
development.

Sustainable development, thus can achieve a quality of life (or standard of living) that can be maintained for 
many generations because it is: 

· Socially desirable, fulfilling people’s cultural, material, and spiritual needs in equitable ways.

· Economically viable, paying for itself, with costs not exceeding income. 

· Ecologically sustainable, maintaining the long-term viability of supporting ecosystems.

Embedded in the criteria of sustainable development is environmental sustainability. The idea of 
environmental sustainability is to leave the Earth in as good or better shape for future generations than we 
found it ourselves.  By definition, human activity is only environmentally sustainable when it can be performed 
or maintained indefinitely without depleting natural resources or degrading the natural environment. In order to 
achieve sustainability some environmental goals are essential:

Minimal resource consumption •	
Materials consumed would be made entirely of 100% post-consumer recycled materials or from •	
renewable resources (which were harvested without harm to the environment and without depletion of 
the resource base) 

Recycling of waste streams would be 100% •	
Energy would be conserved and energy supplies would be entirely renewable and non-polluting (solar •	
thermal and electric, wind power, biomass, etc.) ( Yaldiz Y. Eid, 2004)

1.3 Sustainable Building

According to the OECD Project, Sustainable buildings can be defined as those buildings that have minimum 
adverse impacts on the built and natural environment, in terms of the buildings themselves, their immediate 
surroundings and the broader regional and global settings.

 Sustainable buildings may be defined as building practices which strive for integral quality (including 
economic, social and environmental performance) in a broad way. Thus, the rational use of natural resources 
and appropriate management of the building stock will contribute to saving scarce resources, reducing energy 
consumption, and improving environmental quality. The OECD project identified five objectives for sustainable 
buildings; (Godfaurd John, 2005)

1. Resource efficiency;

2. Energy efficiency (including greenhouse gas emissions reduction);

3. Pollution prevention (including indoor air quality and noise abatement);

4. Harmonization with environment;

5. Integrated and systemic approaches.

Sustainable building involves considering the whole life of buildings, taking environmental quality, functional 
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quality and future values into account. Sustainable building design is therefore the thoughtful integration of 
architecture with electrical, mechanical and structural engineering resources. In addition to expressing concern 
for the traditional aesthetics of massing, orientation, proportion scale, texture, shadow and light, the facility 
design team needs to be concerned with long-term costs: environmental, economic and human. Buildings 
contribute to the quality of life much more than we realize.  (Godfaurd John, 2005)

A sustainable building is also defined as technology which meets the multiple requirements of the people 
and society in an optimal way during the life cycle of the building facility. Factors that affect the design of 
a sustainable building include Economy, Functionality, Durability, Aesthetics, Ecology, Health, and Socio-
cultural aspects (Figure No.2). The designer should consider all these factors in order to design a sustainable 
building. (Ahmed Fathi, 2004 )

Figure No.2    Factors affecting Sustainability

2. The Idea of a Sustainable Metal Building Life Cycle as One of Architectural Design Field:

 

Sustainability and architecture is not about becoming “green”. Environmental degradation is among the 
most difficult and complex problems ever faced by modern society. We have come to recognize that the laws 
of nature are not negotiable and setting a course for global sustainability is essential for the long-term survival 
of the planet. No other problem during the 20th century has mobilized the public and private sectors worldwide 
in such a short time.

2.1 Definition for a Sustainable Life Cycle for Buildings  

Life cycle building is the art of designing the building life cycle through choices about building concept, 
structure, materials and processes. (Leo Alting, 1995)

Sustainable Life Cycle Design (SLCD) is a holistic building design and development approach which 
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seeks to minimize social and environmental burden, over the whole of a building’s life cycle, whilst achieving 
economic viability and encouraging Sustainable Development at the local, national and global levels. In broader 
terms, it is the moral and ethical extension of Life Cycle Design (LCD), which considers all life-cycle stages 
from concept development to end-of-life treatment, integrating environmental aspects as well as building design 
criteria such as cost, quality and service. SLCD extends beyond eco-design which focuses only on reducing 
environmental impacts and seeks to balance economic and environmental aspects, (Alireza V, 2008) 

Therefore, sustainable life cycle for buildings is the art of designing the building life cycle through balanced 
economic and environmental aspects.

Thinking of searching for a definition for a sustainable life cycle for buildings is recently becoming within 
the core interest of many research agendas. The following table shows a demonstration of some important 
examples. 

Table 2 : Examples of definitions of a sustainable life cycle for buildings

University 
of Michigan:

The sustainable life cycle 
of university of Michigan study 
categorizes “the life cycle of a 
building into three phases: pre-
building, building, and post-
building (FIG. 2). These phases 
are connected, and the boundaries 
between them are not obvious. 
The phases can be developed 
into strategies that focus on 
minimizing the environmental 
impact of a building. Analyzing 
the building processes in each 
of these three phases provides 
a better understanding of how 
a building design, construction, 
operation, and disposal affect 
the larger ecosystem». (Jong-Jin, 
1998) 

  Figure No. 3 University of Michigan 
sustainable building life cycle.

Sustainable 
Architecture 
and Building 

Design 
(SABD):

Reference for sustainable 
buildings prepared by Sam M. 
Hui suggested a building life 
cycle which is divided also into 
three phases:  pre-building, 
building, and post-building, as 
shown in (FIG.3). It considers 
four major linked issues to the 
cycle: Energy (efficiency & 
renewable), Water (reduce & 
recycle), Materials and Systems 
(reduce & select), and Waste 
(recycle & reuse). This cycle 
takes in consideration the role 
of the designers, contractors and 
users.  (Hui, S.M, 2002)

Figure No. 4 (SABD) Building life cycle
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Georgia 
Institute of 
Technology:

Fig. 5 shows a sustainable 
construction life cycle in a 
“methodological framework, 
consisting of three main axes: 
System (boundary), Process (actor) 
and Aspect  (sustainability). It 
expresses that in different life cycle 
phases of a building, different 
actors deal with the designed 
or built artifact, each of them 
within distinct system boundaries 
while responsible for different 
sustainability aspects. “Each 
system boundary poses its own 
set of sustainability issues apart 
from the issues resulting from the 
aggregation of its subsystems. 
An acute challenge is finding the 
system boundaries, process phases 
and actors that in current practices 
have the greatest impact on the 
resulting performance of the built 
environment”.(Augenbroe, G: 
1998)

  
Figure No. 5 Georgia institute of 

technology (Sustainable life cycle).

 

2.2 Sustainable Metal Building Life Cycle Phases

In a natural life cycle, each unit process has its inner cycle and all processes in the system are interrelated 
to other processes to complete the natural life cycles. Considering the balance between all systems, those rules 
could be adopted in our case if we could implement them on the building life cycles each in its place. We 
therefore could simplify the metal building life cycle into five main phases related to sustainability aspects; Pre-
manufacture phase, Manufacture / prefabricate phase, Transportation/construction phase, Metal Building Use 
phase, End Life & Disposal phase, presented in the next table.
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Table 2 : Metal Building Life Cycle Phases

Relevance Strategy

P
re - B

uilding

Phase 1 : Pre-manufacture
Resource depletion, 

environmental burdens
Use of recycled materials

Environmental burdens
Use of less energy intensive 

materials
Supplier performance,

environmental burdens
Environmentally conscious 

component selection

Resource depletion Use of renewable materials

Phase 2 : Manufacture / prefabricate

Environmental burdens, working 
environment

Use high-through put processes

Resource depletion, 
environmental burdens

Use material saving processes

Environmental burdens Overhead reduction

B
uilding

Phase 3 : Transportation/construction

Resource depletion standardization

Environmental burdens Improved logistics

Environmental burdens Low volume/weight

Phase 4 : Metal Building Use

Resource depletion, 
environmental burdens

Low energy consumption

Resource depletion Design for maintenance/ long

P
ost- B

uilding

Phase 5 : End Life & Disposal

Resource depletion Design for disassembly

Resource depletion, 
environmental burdens

Material quality preservation

Resource depletion, 
environmental burdens

Design for recycling

3. The Future of Metal Building Sustainability:

3.1 The Future of Metal Building Sustainability from The Design Perspective:  

Metal building as one of the architectural design field involves considering the entire life cycle of buildings, 
taking environmental quality, functional quality and future values into account, So from the design perspective 
we concludes that  :  
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a- Smaller is better; Optimize use of interior space through careful design so that the overall building size 
and resource use in constructing and operating it are kept at a minimum. 

b- Design an energy-efficient building; Use high levels of insulation, high-performance windows, and tight 
construction. In southern climates, choose glazing with low solar heat gain. 

c- Design buildings to use renewable energy; Passive solar heating, day lighting, and natural cooling can 
be incorporated cost-effectively into most buildings. Also consider solar water heating and photo-voltaic, or 
design buildings for future panel installation. If wood heating is an option, specify a low-emission wood stove 
or pellet stove. 

d- Optimize material use; Minimize waste by designing for standard sizes. Avoid waste from structural 
over-design (use optimum value-engineering/advanced framing). 

e -Make it easy for occupants to recycle waste; Make provisions for storage and processing of recyclables: 
recycling bins near the kitchen, under sink door mounted bucket with lid for compost able food waste, etc. 

f -Design for future reuse; Make the structure adaptable to other uses, and choose materials and components 
that can be reused or recycled. 

g -Design for re-use of existing buildings and structures wherever possible (provided their energy costs 
in use can be reduced to an acceptable level). 

h -Design buildings for long life, with ease of maintenance and adaptability to changing needs. 

i - Construct buildings and infrastructure out of local and low- energy materials where possible. 

j -Design for the reduction of the proportion of high rise, detached or single-storey developments. 

k -Design for recycling construction and demolition materials. 

l - Design for architectural reuse (include adaptive reuse, conservative disassembly, and reusing salvaged 
materials). 

m -Design for material recovery (durability, disassembly, adaptive reuse).

 

3.2 Sustainability Considerations of Metal Buildings

Sustainable metal building creates responsible management of a healthy built environment based on 
resource efficient and ecological principles. Sustainable metal buildings have minimum adverse impacts on 
the built and natural environment, in terms of the buildings themselves, their immediate surroundings and the 
broader regional and global setting. The sustainability considerations of metal buildings shown in Table 3, stress 
environmental and economical elements that should be dealt with;
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Table 3 : Sustainability Considerations of Metal Buildings

Sustainability

Consideration
Properties

Sustainable 
Development

Environmental 
compliance 

(flexibility formal 
and functional )

The possibility of 
combining flexibility in 

configuration and function. 
Achievement of a streamlined, 

dynamic forms compatible 
with environmental and 

climatic characteristics of the 
site.

Sustainable 
environmental 
development

Methods of 
natural ventilation

Access to spaces to allow 
free and unimpeded flow of air 

inside.

Sustainable 
environmental 
development

Energy saving

The possibility of achieving 
high levels of transparency 

to allow day light for periods 
greater.

Sustainable 
environmental 
& economical 
development

Economy in 
materials

Efficiency in the use of 
materials to achieve the 

completion of construction 
with light weight.

Sustainable 
economical 
development

Re-use - 
recycling

The use of construction 
materials from  materials 

that can be recycled or re-use 
components.

Sustainable 
environmental& 

economical 
development
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Future 
extension

Appropriate methods 
of construction for the 

purposes of the interim and 
the possibility of removal 

and installation and future 
extension.

Sustainable 
economical 
development

Rely on 
prefabrication

Use of prefabricated 
systems & standard sections

Sustainable 
economical 
development

The use 
of technology 

to achieve 
environmental 
compatibility

The possibility of applying 
advanced technologies such 
as controlling kinetic and 
intelligent systems in the 

design of roofs and facades to 
achieve greater environmental 

compatibility

Sustainable 
environmental 
development

3.3 Sustainable Metal Building Life Cycle

The sustainable life cycle of the metal building can be explained by the following diagram presented in Fig. 
6 which is divided it into three basic parts ( Pre – Building, Building , Post – Building) and includes five main 
phases ( Pre-manufacture phase, Manufacture / prefabricate phase, Transportation/construction phase, Metal 
building use phase, End life and disposal phase) :

  

Figure No.6  Sustainable Metal Building Life Cycle Phases
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4. Conclusion

The research findings conclude that:

Each phase of the metal building life cycle involves many operations related to:•	
environmental aspects,1. 

pollution prevention techniques, 2. 

The sustainable metal building life cycle can only be achieved by:•	
reducing consumption of non-renewable resources,1. 

 minimizing environmental loads of waste and pollution,2. 

optimizing the management of economic resources, 3. 

dramatically affecting metal buildings’ environmental performance.4. 

The sustainability•	  considerations of metal buildings can be achieved by:

dynamic forms compatible with environmental and climatic characteristics of the site,1. 

access to spaces to allow free and unimpeded flow of air inside,2. 

the possibility of achieving high levels of transparency to allow day light for greater periods,3. 

Efficiency in the use of materials to achieve the completion of construction with light 4. 
weight,

The use of construction materials from materials that can have recycled or re-use 5. 
components,

the possibility of removal and installation and future extension,6. 

use of prefabricated systems and standard sections,7. 

the possibility of applying advanced technologies such as controlling kinetic and intelligent 8. 
systems in the design of roofs and facades to achieve greater environmental compatibility.
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ABSTRACT: 
A research team of the University of Udine is working on concentrating 
solar mirror prototypes for different housing purposes.
The Udine-unit, composed of Dr Hans Grassmann, physicist, Prof. Mauro 
Bertagnin, architect (scientific director of the project), Désirée De Antoni, 
engineer, is actually working on different models and architectural options, 
to provide energy in various fields using solar mirrors.
One of the basic ideas is to produce different solar mirror systems that 
would prove useful for the design of a sustainable earthen housing in the 
desert areas.
Currently various options are taken into account. The work team is, in fact, 
investigating some cheaper ways to produce small solar mirrors which 
would generate electricity as well as heating for low cost ovens which can 
be useful for rural villages in the desert areas.
The aim of the paper is to review this state of the art research, displaying 
the first results of the solar mirror prototypes produced up to now. The 
research proposal is also aimed at carrying out a pilot project in rural 
desert Egyptian earthen villages, in order to evaluate the positive fall out of 
the energy production through the use of solar mirrors.
During the ’70s, in the southern desert states of the USA, the architects of 
the “solar adobe“ generation built experimental houses, which are other 
important references for a new concept of an “integrated earthen and self 
sufficient energy housing” in the rural desert areas.

Keywords: Solar Mirror, Innovative Prototypes, Desert Areas, 
Renewable Energy, Sustainable Earthen Architecture,
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

On our planet there is no shortage of energy, rather wrong management of energy resources (see Lantschner, 
2007).
More than 1/3 of the world’s general energy requirement is satisfied from oil. This resource achieves a progressive 
exhaustion of the “conventional” energy sources and an increasing environmental pollution.
Therefore nowadays matters of great actuality are: climate change (global warming) caused by issues of toxic 
gas; exhaustion of fossil resources, for example oil with its by-products and the continuous increase of their 
costs.
Possible remedies spring from a model of development based on environmental sustainability, which implies: 
the reduction of consumptions; energy efficiency and the use of renewable sources.
By following these principles, Dr Hans Grassmann has developed an innovative system of concentrating 
mirrors. The new system is called “Linear Mirror” and is developed by Isomorph (www.isomorph.it), a spin-off 
company of the University of Udine founded and directed by Dr Grassmann.
The “Linear Mirror” concept uses solar energy to produce clean energy: the machine is absolutely innovative 
in the field of thermodynamic systems and green technologies. The system is, in fact, capable of producing a 
quantity of energy two or three times higher than that of a “classic” solar system (photovoltaic or solar panels) 
of equal size and cost. 
The solar mirror is able to carry out, in one device, functions which today we can find separately in solar and in 
photovoltaic panels. These functions are the production of electricity and the supply of heat. 
The technological characteristics of the solar mirror make the product usable for both private and public utilities 
and agricultural enterprises etc., also by virtue of its price. The “Linear Mirror” system in fact makes available, 
at an affordable price, a source of clean energy, efficient and suitable for different applications. The experiment 
takes place in Udine, where there are between 1500 and 2000 hours of sun per year.
The project also aims to analyze the solar mirrors’ performances in arid climate conditions and finally create 
new living units which can exploit solar energy.
For those reasons the team is planning an energy-autonomous settlement in the desert, where solar radiation can 
reach about 4000 hours of sun.
In the mean time, the project would like to combine this new technology with the conservation of the vernacular 
earthen architecture in the rural villages. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT:

The main idea of the team is to unify the vernacular tradition of earthen architecture with the appropriate 
technology for sustainable living and to combine sun and earth to create a better housing.
The expected result is the rehabilitation of architectural units in advanced state of decay, which belong to 
earthen rural villages, and at the same time the introduction of small “Linear Mirrors” to attain energy self-
sufficiency for each housing.
Therefore it becomes important to consider:

the careful positioning of some “Linear Mirror” systems in order to produce energy from the 
sun in a very sustainable way;

the conservation and the maintenance of the rural earthen architectural buildings.
The new energy self-sufficiency living units, situated in the desert areas, will contribute to a “new earthen 
housing age” similar to the “solar adobe movement” in the late ’70s in the desert areas of the USA. Some 
villages of the desert area, such as Siwa Oasis, in Egypt, could be suitable to test the project.

2.1 “Linear Mirror”: description and technology:

The “Linear Mirror” consists of an array of mirrors (in our present experiment 24 mirrors with a total surface 
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of 7,4 m2). The mirrors are mounted into a common frame, which rotates about a horizontal axis (oriented in 
the east-west direction), where each mirror is mounted on an individual axis in such a way, that the east-west 
rotation around this axis causes also an up-down movement of the mirror surface. This is indicated in figs. 
1-3.

Fig.1 It is easy to keep sunlight reflected to a fixed 
receiver, if the mirror reflects the sun light in the 
plane which apparently follows the sun movement: 
the mirror, in fact, just needs to rotate about an axis 
perpendicular to the sun plane at a velocity, which is 
half of the sun’s angular velocity (www.isomorph.it)

Fig.2 If instead the mirror reflects the sun rays out 
of the plane of the apparent sun movement, a simple 
rotation around the same axis is not sufficient anymore, 
in order to keep the sun rays concentrated on a fixed 
target
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Fig.3 It is possible to place the axis of rotation in such 
a way, that the reflected sun rays remain close to a 
fixed target point during the day

In this way it becomes possible to keep all the different mirrors reflecting the sun light into one common 
receiver or «oven», which does not move with respect to the common frame.
For this reason the ensemble of mirrors can operate with only two motors: one motor can rotate the frame 
around the horizontal axis, the other motor rotates all of the mirrors around their axes in order to follow the path 
of the sun during the day.
In our experimental device the receiver consists of a heat exchanger with water: its dimensions are 70 cm x 80 
cm for a surface of 0.56 m2.
The heliostat mirror system is the most similar device to the “Linear Mirror”: in that case, in fact, an ensemble 
of mirrors reflects light into a common receiver, but unlike the “Linear Mirror” system, each mirror has two 
motors of its own. So for instance a system with 100 mirrors must have 200 motors. Since the mirrors must 
reflect light at a high precision (much better than 1 degree), the motors must be “precision motors” and of course 
motor also needs a corresponding monitor and a control system. Alternatively, in the “Linear Mirror” system, 
, the mirrors are connected to each other by means of simple levers and all of them are rotated during the day 
by only one motor.
The heat exchanger consists of an aluminium sheet with a pipe, which runs through it. The mechanism is similar 
to what is used in refrigerators. In our experiment water circulates through the heat exchanger at a maximum 
rate of 250 litres per hour. The heat exchanger used is made by the company CGA (Cividale-Italy). 
The heat exchanger is isolated at its rear side, but not at its front side and it has no glass cover.
The power of the device is measured by a flow meter and two thermometers. The thermometers are mounted at 
the inlet and outlet tubes close to the boiler (300 litres). 
The hydraulic circuit is very simple and does not automatically switch on or off, for which reason it has to be 
operated by hand.
The “Linear Mirror” is able to:

produce electricity (with a steam turbine) like photovoltaic panels, but at a lower price;
be combined with a photovoltaic panel which can be placed in the receiver (concentrating 

PV);
provide process heat for producing bio-ethanol, designer fuels etc.;
produce cool (with an absorption refrigerator);
heat water like solar panels, but up to much higher temperatures and very much cheaper.
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2.2 Solar systems: costs and results:

To reach temperatures of around 100 °C or more, the use of “concentrating systems”, like lenses or mirrors 
that can assemble the solar light on a receiver (the “oven”) is preferable. By increasing the concentration of 
light, the temperature will eventually get higher. The most common technologies are the parabolic mirror and 
the heliostat system and they are already found in commerce (for example the mirror “Sycon” of Systema spa, 
www.systema.it), but the prices are rather elevated, typically over 1.000 € for 1 m2 of reflecting surface. Those 
systems are often very complex, and the presence of experienced personnel is also required.
Traditional solar collectors are less expensive, but they effect a low concentration of the solar light or none at 
all. Their disadvantage, in fact, is that they don’t reach elevated temperatures in winter. 
Solar collectors that can reach more elevated temperatures are based on the technology of “evacuated tube 
collectors”, and they are able to reach temperatures around 60 °C in winter. The efficiency of the evacuated tube 
system under external temperature is shown in graph.1 (http://www.solarserver.de/wissen/sonnenkollektoren.
html). The y axis of the figure does not show the total efficiency, but only the efficiency to move the absorbed 
energy to the heat vector. To have total efficiency their way of construction should be reconsidered because it 
causes a big loss of solar radiation (ca. 40%) that is not picked up by the device (space not-covered among two 
pipes) (fig. 4). For that reason the total efficiency (energy produced from each 1 m2 of system) is about 40% and 
is strongly dependent on the temperature.

Graph.1 Efficiency characteristics of a solar collector

Fig.4 Loss of the solar radiation in a solar collector 

In summer the traditional collectors have, the opposite problem: the systems can not be stopped and if in 
summer all the produced energy is not used, the plant starts to boil, the vapour in excess goes out through a 
safety valve, and consequently limestone is formed in the device.
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2.2.1 Comparison between the “Linear Mirror” and traditional systems:

As said before the “Linear Mirror” system consists of a matrix of simple plain mirrors, which reflect the light 
on a common receiver. In the prototype, aluminium mirrors were used (equally cheap) which are light, easy to 
install and resistant to hail.
In the device “Linear Mirror” shown in the fig. 5, there are 24 mirrors, which reflect solar light on the receiver 
during the whole day. With 24 mirrors, it can easily reach a temperature of 100 ºC, for more elevated temperatures 
a greater number of mirrors can be used. 
A traditional solar collector system, with the same power, should have a surface of around 15 m2. A traditional 
collector and the receiver of the “Linear Mirror” system have around the same loss of energy for unity of 
surface, if heated to the same temperature (electromagnetic radiation and thermal conduction), but however the 
traditional system has a greater surface of a factor 15/0.56 = 27, for a loss of heat around 27 times greater.

Fig.5 The prototype of the “Linear Mirror”
The system consists of an array of plane mirrors, driven by only two motors

The power of the prototype of the “Linear Mirror” is 4 kW (see graph.2), and probably it could be still increased, 
improving the isolation. A comparison with the incidental radiation is still not done. Assuming for the spring 
time	in	Udine	(Italy,	at	46°3′48″N	13°14′8″E),	a	solar	radiation	of	around	0.7	kW/m2, it can reach an efficiency 
of 4 kW/(7.4 x 0.7kW) = 77%, that is around double that of a traditional collector. In a first test the temperature 
of the water in the boiler reached over 90 ºC (see graph.3), that was not overcome, considering that the expansion 
tank of the hydraulic circuit were not certified for temperatures over 100 ºC.
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Graph.2 The power of the prototype of the “Linear Mirror”
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Graph.3 The temperatures of the water in the boiler
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At this moment (spring 2010) the “Linear Mirror” is sold to a price of 7.000 €, because the device is still 
assembled by hand and in few copies. 1 m2 of surface costs in fact 909 € (7.000 € /7.7 =909 €). Obviously the 
price will drop when a higher number of “Linear Mirror” systems are produced in an automated production.
Presently our device has dimensions of 4.5 m x 2.5 m, which are arbitrary enough: we expect that a larger 
system will have a lower price per m2.
Concerning the comparison between the “Linear Mirror” and the other solar systems, in the internet we could not 
find specific information about the “performance” of the traditional systems, and we do not have the resources 
to perform the comparison ourselves. 
The prices of the traditional “evacuated tube collectors” is between 500 and 1.200 € /m2. For this reason 
traditional collectors are less expensive (20%) than a “Linear Mirror” system per m2 of surface, but on the 
other side, considering work in high temperatures, our new device has around double the efficiency of the usual 
collectors: the final price for kW, in fact, is lower by around 35%.
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Beside this advantage the “Linear Mirror” system can reach temperatures of 100 ºC and higher also in wintertime, 
and this would be difficult for traditional systems.
In the future the price of the “Linear Mirror” will probably be 200 €/m2, but it will not happen in the next future 
(due to lack of funds). 
Example. 
Data: 600 €/m2 for a “Linear Mirror” system;
its life cycle can be 15 years; 
1500 hours of sun for year;
its middle power 0.5 kW for 1 m2 of reflecting surface.
We can reach a price of 600 € / (15 x 750 kWh) = 5.3 cent/kWh. It is important underline that the “Linear Mirror” 
can have a very long middle life, surely much more than 15 years, because it does not contain component in 
strong movement.

2.2.2 A possible evolution: the “Linear Mirror” with a photovoltaic system: 

In the future a concentrating photovoltaic system could be introduced in the receiver of the “Linear Mirror” 
system. In such cases, 10% of the solar energy will be turned into electric energy, the rest in heat. The select 
configuration depends on the temperatures to reach: the photovoltaic cells should remain under a temperature of 
80 ºC. If we would like to heat the water from 20 ºC to 100 ºC, ¾ of the radiated surface of the “Linear Mirror” 
could be covered with the photovoltaic panel (it is heated up to 80 ºC) and in the remaining ¼ of the “oven”, the  
water temperature can reach from 80 ºC to 100 ºC.
If in the future the subsidies for photovoltaic energy are reduced, then the traditional panels would become 
obsolete, but the concentrating panels of the “Linear Mirror” system will always turn be economically viable.

3. SOLAR MIRROR BETWEEN PAST AND FUTURE:

3.1 Past: The “Linear Mirror”, Archimedes and Alexandria:

The “Linear Mirror” is an application of the physics of information: in order to create a cheap system of N 
mirrors, the decisive question always is, how many motors are necessary in order to move those N mirrors? 
A heliostat system uses 2N motors, but can it use less of them? It is important to underline that each of these 
N mirrors has to describe a complex function, following the sun, and this function is different for each mirror. 
Therefore it seems that it is not possible to operate a concentrating system with N mirrors with less then 2N 
motors.
Physics of information, instead, shows that in the physical world, all calculations can be traced back to linear 
functions, due to the final number of microstates in the Universe (Isomorph Letters (A) 1 Grassmann H., 
2007).
Therefore, also the movement of each of the N mirrors can be expressed in terms of a linear function (for 
instance a regular clock) and, as a result, all mirrors can be driven by one common function.
In order to show this with an example, we can imagine the astronomical clocks, which were common in the 
Medieval Ages. These clocks showed the précised position not only of sun and moon, but also of all the known 
planets as a function of time. An astronomical clock, in principle, can be connected to a mirror which therefore 
follows the sun movement. This procedure can be done with each of the mirrors of a system of N mirrors, when 
all of N astronomical clocks are always driven by the same clock mechanism, hence all N mirrors, in principle, 
can be driven by one clock, representing a linear function, or one motor. For convenience, the actual “Linear 
Mirror” device uses instead two motors.
It is interesting to note that the device which showed, for the first time, the correct movement of the celestial 
bodies, was created by Archimedes – the Antikythera mechanism (Marchant J., 2008).
Archimedes, who had also been working at Alexandria, was in close contact with local scientists such as Kono, 
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Dositheos and Eratosthenes. It seems that the library of Alexandria also contained descriptions of this device, 
probably the only descriptions in existence: “..Pappus of Alexandria stated that Archimedes had written a new 
lost manuscript on the construction of these devices entitled “On Sphere-Making” - The surviving texts from 
the Library of Alexandria describe many of his creations, some even containing simple blueprints” (see http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antikythera_mechanism).
It means that at Alexandria Archimedes and his colleagues had already known about the physics of information 
for the particular case of the movement of the celestial bodies. Therefore they had the understanding necessary 
for the construction of a “Linear Mirror”.
We further note that Archimedes tried to defende Syracuse by means of a mirror system. That event is unfortunately 
very poorly described by Tsetses, but in his description the “ancient mirrors” have a lot of common points with 
the new “Linear Mirror” system. 
Chiliades also wrote “Archimedes.. set similar mirrors with four edges, moved by links and by a form of 
hinge..” (Thomas I., 1941).
In the context of this paper it is surely not possible to conclude on this topic. Rather we want to bring these 
arguments to the attention of scholars who are more expert on this subject. From a more profound study, it may 
turn out that the “Linear Mirror” in the adobe village will bring back to Egypt an ancient (and at the same time 
more advanced) technology, a technology which has at least some of its roots in Alexandria, and which was lost 
during Roman times.

3.2 Future: towards a new solar desert habitat: 

As already underlined (see section 2) the basic idea of the team is twofold, creating energy self-sufficient 
housing units and conserving the traditional earthen architecture of the rural villages.
As	case	study	the	research	team	proposes	the	Siwa	Oasis	urban	fabric	(29°11′N	25°33′E),	investigated	in	the	
past during an architectural surveying mission. As an example of the expected results, three decayed portions 
of the vernacular settlement of Siwa Oasis have been analyzed in order to provide their reconversion into new 
energy self-sufficient housing units (fig. 9).
The peculiar building material of the vernacular architecture of Siwa Oasis is the karseef, the salt and mud 
traditional block. 
The vernacular earthen architecture displays a compact urban fabric which consists of  two or three storey 
buildings facing the main street. From the street, the main door gives access to the back courtyard, a space for 
family and social interaction.
The conservation and rehabilitation of the earthen houses are based on the principles of typological as well as 
technological integrity. Concerning energy production, it is necessary to evaluate the appropriate courtyards, 
suitable for the power plant placement (figs. 6-7). These courtyards will be determined after an evaluation of 
their exposure time to solar radiation. Therefore particular attention should be paid to the correct positioning of 
the solar mirror unit in order to maximize the solar gathering (fig. 8). In the case of the Torar neighbourhood 
of Siwa Oasis, chosen as case study, the “Linear Mirror” should be positioned after the detailed study of the 
shadows and the solar course in this area.
Moreover a direct interaction will be established between the living surface of the rehabilitated houses and the 
energy produced by the solar mirror units. In fact each “Linear Mirror” solar unit can furnish energy at least to 
three flats of 100 m2 each. 
That is why the pattern of foreseen reconversion of the decayed urban fabric, could be appropriate to the goals 
of the project.
The following practical examples show three different buildings situated in one of the neighbourhoods of the 
Siwa Oasis. In each of them the courtyard is used as suitable space to place the “Linear Mirror” solar unit.
The project aims to explain how appropriate the suggested integrated approach would be to providing new 
energey self-sufficient housing based on a process of conservation of the exiting urban fabric as expression of 
the local architectural identity.
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Fig.6 Three buildings involved in the process of rehabilitation and energy self-sufficiency 

Fig.7 Evaluation of the appropriate courtyards, suitable for the power plant placement
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Fig.8 Positioning of the “Linear Mirror” unit systems in the courtyards

4. CONCLUSIONS: GENERAL FINDINGS AND EXPECTED OUTCOMES:

The “Linear Mirror” prototype described is registered for patent and is actually at the stage of pre-industrial 
production, which is foreseen for the end of 2010. 
Concerning the expected outcomes, being very cheap and very simple, the solar “Linear Mirror” power plant 
can be easily adopted to provide energy self-sufficiency within the framework of rural villages rehabilitation for 
the construction of a sustainable environment.
The “Linear Mirror” is very flexible because it can combine several functions all in one device:

electricity production by means of steam turbines
heating for oven to cook food where the wood is scarcely found;
clean water production after sterilization on the high boiled temperatures;
cooling and freezing for foods conservation.

In addiction to these described characteristics, the construction materials of the “Linear Mirror” power plant are 
easily available on site: the aluminium for the mirrors and the iron for their supporting structure. Moreover the 
“Linear Mirror” solar unit assemblage is very simple and allows the self-help of local construction to reach a 
new level of sustainability in desert villages.
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ABSTRACT:
 

This research is intended to investigate sustainability aspects in Jordanian 

vernacular architecture in Jordan, its efficiency, and its correspondence 
with typical sustainability measures according to modern concerns. Results 

are to be analyzed and to measure sustainability in modern buildings, 

then comparing both cases in order to arrive at a set of recommendations 

applicable to modern construction practices and architecture in Jordan.

A final discussion and recommendations will be included followed by a 
set of design guidelines applicable to developing countries with Jordan as 

case study.

Keywords: energy consumption, Jordan, modern architecture, 
sustainability, traditional architecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
Sustainability is not a new idea rather it is an old concept, historically there were many sustainable practices 

in architecture including: Greek, Roman, and Islamic architecture. 
Through the course of human history, the need to achieve harmony between the environment, economy and 

society has been recognized, this final element sometimes being referred to as equity, thus formulating the so 
called three elements: environment, economy and equity.

For the sake of reaching profitable sustainability, it is important to consider factors over a medium to long 
time scale and to take action on different levels of responsibility which are integrated to give a full picture that 
can reveal the full benefits. 

 
 Sustainable development focuses on improvement of the quality of life for all people, keeping the right to use 

natural resources for future generations.
However, in recent times concerns have been raised regarding sustainability especially when the ozone 

depletion started to appear due to the large CO
2
 emissions, and to environmental pollution as well as water 

pollution, as well as the depletion of natural resources. This has led to the development of sustainable culture 
which started to develop recently.

Nowadays one can follow many definitions for the concept of sustainability and green culture. The following 
section will tackle the different definitions for sustainability.

Several scientific works has been done regarding green and sustainability issues, below is some of the 
literature in this regard;

One example is the process of materials selection, design, and construction used for a series of small residential 
buildings in southern France. Whenever possible, materials were resourced in site in order to minimize the 
environmental impact of the new buildings.

Morel, Mesbah, Oggero, and Walker (2001) studied the environmental impact of building houses using local 
building materials in both construction and operation of those houses, in which they tried to find an approach to 
reduce the negative effects on the environment by using local building materials. They described how to select 
local building materials, and the whole concept of the selection was based on nearest point of construction site. 
Then they outlined the construction process and the new constructed houses were then compared to modern 
houses being constructed from concrete. They found that the new proposed solutions reduce energy in a 
noticeable way, for example the amount of energy used was decreased by 215% and the impact of transportation 
was reduced by 453%. (Morel, Mesbah, Oggero, and Walker, 2001)

  Wood and concrete designs of the wälludden building described by Börjesson et al. in terms of their embodied 
energy. employing an environmentally extended input –output frame work in a tiered hybrid life cycle assessment, 
and in a structural path analysis. The complexity of the inter – industry supply chains underlying the upstream 
energy requirements for the building options  demonstrated that higher-order inputs are difficult to capture in a 
conventional process analysis. The calculations showed that Börjesson and Gustavsson’s  estimates of energy 
requirements and greenhouse gas emissions are underestimated by a factor of about 2, and that corresponding 
greenhouse gas balances are positive at about 30t C – eq . Nevertheless Borjesson and Gustavssons  general 
result –that concrete – framed building that caused higher emissions – still holds (Lenzen, Treloar, 2002).

Total energy use during the life cycle of a building is growing research field. The embodied energy makes up 
a considerable part of the total energy use in low energy buildings. Recycling provides the opportunity to reduce 
the embodied energy by using recycled materials and reusable\ recyclable materials \ components. This paper 
presents values on embodied energy, energy needed for operation and the recycling potential of the most energy 
efficient apartment housing in Sweden (45 kWh\m2). In a life span of 50 years, embodied energy accounted 
for 45% of the total energy need. The recycling potential was between 35% and 40% of the embodied energy 
(Thormak, 2002).

Also, Lenzen et al. (2004) calculated the energy requirements needed for households in Sydney, and they 
followed the structural path analysis and final consumption based approach to analyze energy requirements 
(Lenzen et al., 2004)

Despite rapid increases in the building industry contribution to resource depletion, waste generation and 
energy consumption, the creation of built environment remains vital to every country’s economic development. 
This makes the building industry a prime candidate for sustainable development. Tools that help estimate the 
environmental suitability of building products can advance the cause of sustainable development. 

Emmanuel (2004) estimated the environmental suitability for five of the most commonly used wall materials 
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in Sri Lanka (brick, cement masonry unit, cabook, rubble and wattle and daub). He developed an “Environmental 
Suitability Index” based on three parameters: embodied energy, life-cycle costs and re-usability. Emmanuel 
explored The possibility of using similar indices for other materials in Sri Lanka and elsewhere (Emmanuel, 
2004).   

2.
 
Sustainabilty, definitions and measurement.

 Sustainability as a concept has more than seventy definitions. The concept is generally defined as
‘Development that meets the needs of the present without comprising the ability of future generations to meet 

their own needs“ (cited in Kirby, 1995, p.1).
For the sake of achieving sustainable development, there are three main parameters identified by Pearce 

(1989) in which they may be summarized as foloow:
1. Environmental value: Sustainable development typically involves a substantially increased concentration 

on the real value of the natural, built and cultural environments
2. Futurity: Sustainable development involves a concern not only for the short to medium term time horizon, 

but also for a longer term, which will ultimately impact on  future generations’  quality of life.
3. Equity: Sustainable development places emphasis on providing for the needs of the least advantaged in 

society and on a fair treatment of future generation. 
 Sustainability relies upon the stronger relationship between economy and environment. First, it is necessary 

to define sustainability in both economic and ecological terms.
 Zrasky (1990) described the main principles of sustainability and its measurement as follow:
1. Efficiency: projects implemented and production processes employed should be efficient and therefore 

should yield the greatest output per unit within the bounds of current technology.
For market-passed economies, inputs and output are measured by their monetary values.
 2. Investment: The total resource base for production (comprising human, manufactured and natural resources) 

should not be diminished. Investment should be sufficient to at least replenish and preferably to expand the 
resource base. While there are short-term consumption gains from depleting the production stock, in the long 
term depletion destroys the capability for an economy generates an inventible surplus.

3. Diversification: Sources of inputs and range of outputs should be diversified as much as possible so that 
system as a whole is less vulnerable to internal or external risk.

4. External balance: The value of imports and exports should balance over the long term.
Ecological sustainability should be to contain humans interact with the biosphere whereas to consider that 

from important fundamentals for it. Where as can be described Ecological sustainability at some of the attributes, 
according to the definition of Zarsky (1990),  for ecological sustainability terms, for the sake of humans interact 
with the biosphere:

1. Biodiversity: all species of flora and fauna and their habitats should be conserved, maintaining the natural 
potential for species to evolve.

2. Ecosystem conservation: the natural stock of ecological resources such as soil, ground and surface water, 
land biomass, has regeneration limits. Ecosystem plays a vital life-support function and should be protected.

3. Interconnectedness: Improvement in environmental quality in one country should not be achieved at the 
expense of another.

4. Aversion to risk: The future is unpredictable and it is best to be cautionary and to make decisions based on 
avoidance of potentially bad consequences, even if this means that returns are not maximized in short term. This 
is particularly important given unknown thresholds where in incremental change.

5. Scale of impact: Humans should minimize their use of mass and energy flows relative to the total mass and 
energy flows of the relevant ecosystem.

In this research, the authors worked on a specific research problem, which is related mainly to the issue 
of vernacular construction being observed in the local regions of Jordan. Therefore, some of the measures 
mentioned by Zarsky (1990) may be not applicable to our problem here, our work here is mainly concerned with 
energy consumption and resource depletion and materials recycling, and the related issues.

3.  TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURE AND MODERN ARCHITECTURE IN JORDAN
Traditional architecture in Jordan was born from the needs and from the available natural resources in close 

surroundings of the construction site. This was characterized by some main factors when viewed from the point 
of sustainable architecture, that  the resulting architecture was by its nature “sustainable architecture” a small 
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comparison and analysis would show and prove that judgment.
First, local building materials were used in traditional architecture, and they were carried from close 

surrounding places, such materials were almost raw materials by their nature and there were no need for any 
further processes in order to produce manufactured building materials. This aspect was important in studying 
sustainable building materials, because no energy consumed in transportation, no energy consumed in 
manufacturing, and the material is fully recyclable after the end of its assumed operation period. Figure 1 shows 
such traditional materials.(1)

Structural systems in traditional architecture also show some sort of sustainability, the tree trunks used in 
traditional houses, either as supports or as beams, need neither energy consumption in their production nor 
energy for transportation purposes. The layers used in roofing and walls show the same sustainability aspects 
in traditional architecture in Jordan.

The other main aspect in analyzing traditional building materials is recyclability, this means that the 
manufacturing processes are almost absent before using such building materials. This made such materials 
recyclable when needed, because raw materials passed through none of any industrial processes that prevent 
recycling of the material itself, contrary to modern manufactured building materials.

Roofs consisted of tree trunks working as beams, earth as covering material, bamboo and hays, all of those 
layers are organic by nature and therefore, they perform as ideal thermal insulators and have no negative effects 
in terms of any harmful emissions that a modern building material might have. 

Fig. 1: traditional building materials used in walls and roofs. 
(Source: authors, 2010).

Modern architecture in Jordan, was and still is characterized through the production of which required large 
quantities of fuel, importing raw materials from distant locations and resulting in high energy consumption 
needed for manufacturing, transportation, and construction.

Figure 2 shows an example of such modern building materials, natural dimensioned stone is taken as an 
example. Stone is extracted and manufactured in Jordan and figure 2 shows the whole process used in Jordan 
to produce stone.

 It is obvious that modern materials have some negative effects on the environment, and this is apparent 
when trying to understand the degree of recycling for such materials, and the emissions to the environment 
during their manufacturing. An example for this is granite which emits radon, a harmful emission to the human 
health, and the energy needed for its manufacturing. Another example of such materials is aluminum,   it needs 
four times of energy as that needed for steel manufacturing and twelve times as that for wood   (Letchner, 
1990). Returning to figure 2, the processing stages are shown and it is clear how energy is needed to extract a 
completely manufactured unit area of natural dimensioned stone (Alshboul & Alzoubi, 2008)

(1)  Marino luigi, lodino michele, 1999, la casa tradizional nei villaggi della giordania, cierre edizioni, Italy.
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Fig. 2: an example of modern building materials, dimensioned stone high energy consumption, low 
recycling possibilities, and high emissions to the environment. Shown the process chart for manufacturing. 
(Source: Alshboul & Alzoubi, 2008).

          

                 
Fig 3. an example of vernacular architecture in Jordan, which could be considered as a base for 

developing sustainable architecture.
 Raw materials are local «Basalt stone» existing in the surrounding area sometimes gathered from land 

surface. This has excellent, properties, «structural, thermal isolation, good loads materials.» There are little 
openings in face of strong sun, good orientation in relation of climatic conditions, good social solution as an 
answer of human life practice after region, courtyard and terrace solutions respond strongly to climatic and 
social needs reducing to minimum the need to consume energy and natural sources. The biomass and ecosystem 
are essential in local tradition in architecture and are friendly solutions related to.
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Fig. 4. Modern architecture in Jordan, building materials that needs large quantities of energy to be 
manufactured and constructed. 

 4. Discussion and conclusions
From the very beginning of the construction practices in Jordan when the first houses were built and 

constructed, there were no high extreme energy flows that result in environmental deterioration and high energy 
costs.

As shown in figure 5, the main parameters reflect the need to follow a comprehensive scheme to achieve 
sustainable architecture, and perhaps this is due to the fact that industrialization took role in the construction 
industry, contrary to the processes that existed in the recent past.

Both images of present and past architecture in Jordan are easily comparable in regard to the concept of 
sustainability. 

For vernacular architecture, local building materials were brought from near and close locations to the 
construction site, less energy flows were needed to completely install  building materials into the building fabric, 
and less pollution and negative emissions to the environment were caused due to less manufacturing phases 
needed for a certain building material. After demolition, mos building materials in vernacular architecture are 
recyclable including: earth, bamboo, natural stone, and tree trunks.

Furthermore, construction practices in vernacular architecture needed less energy, simpler construction 
operations which could be called sustainable construction.

On the other hand, modern construction practices show more complicated construction operations on different 
levels. First, building materials are very wide in their variety, some of them are locally manufactured and the 
other are imported from distant locations, and in both cases large energy flows are needed, refer to figure 2. 
This complication in building materials manufacture creates many stresses upon the environment in terms of 
emissions, natural resources degradation and water consumption and pollution resulting from transportation to 
and from the construction site.

A glance at just one simple modern building, we can notice how many building materials are used and 
how much embodied energy were incorporated in those processes. Apart from energy and resources needed to 
operate the building.

After demolition, much of the building fabric, have many harmful elements that could not be recycled which 
may create pressures upon the environment, and such materials will accumulate to the degree that problems 
begin to appear.
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Fig. 5.  The main parameters that influence the degree of sustainability, the chart demonstrates the 
parties, resources, and different variables presented in a comprehensive plan on a multi level approach. 

(Source: Authors, 2010).

A

B
Fig. 6. A: energy flows in a modern construction approach, this shows the potentials for high energy 

consumption and therefore high environmental impacts.  B: energy flows in traditional construction 
approach, the nature of construction process and materials selections reflects low energy flows and 
therefore less resource depletion and less environmental impacts. (figures by authors, 2010)
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5. Recommendations: 
From the previous discussion, it is clear that there is big difference between past construction practices and 

architecture and modern ones, our work here concludes with the following main recommendations:

First, the model of vernacular architecture in all of its aspects is considered an ideal sustainable architecture 
suited to the Jordanian architecture, and therefore, architects are requested to develop models based on past 
experiences in vernacular practices.

Second, as known by all experts in Jordan, building operations need extra energy flows to maintain the 
acceptable level of thermal comfort inside buildings, it is necessary that architects should develop climate 
responsive buildings in order to reduce energy demands. This could be achieved by passive design techniques 
and solar passive systems. Experience shows that applying such systems will drastically reduce energy demands 
in both extreme situations either for cold weather or for hot season.

Third, architects must develop new wall structures that maintain thermal comfort inside buildings that could 
be achieved through minimum embodied energy and that could be at the same time, recyclable, with minimum 
negative effects upon the environment.

Fourth, national policies in this regards must be developed, and the government has already started such 
programs through the development of national building codes that deals with the issue of green and sustainable 
architecture, including: national building code for low energy buildings and the national building code for green 
architecture.

Fifth, the issue of awareness is very important, the institutional body in Jordan is highly recommended to 
develop programs in order to enhance the concept of green and sustainable architecture through undergraduate 
courses and even in lower levels of schools, this will strengthen the behavioral aspects towards sustainability. 

Sixth, it is strongly recommended to adopt and develop one of the green building rating systems, which could 
fit to Jordan considering the local conditions and for different climatic zones in Jordan. Because such systems 
consider mainly the issue of natural resources conservation and energy conservation which is very important, as 
Jordan is totally depends on imported oil.
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ABSTRACT: 

The paper illustrates the urban fabric of Ghadames (Libya) and Figuig 
(Morocco), where the traditional collective institutions of Islamic Maghreb 
(jami, zawiya, marabut) are connected by a system of covered streets, 
illuminated from above through light-wells, providing a perfect climatic 
control in hot arid zones. The urban fabric is the result of a particular type 
of house built around a central hall, replacing the patio of the traditional 
Islamic cities, in Ghadames, or around a courtyard in Figuig. The urban 
fabric survey shows the complex aggregation of the houses and their 
relation with the public spaces. This urban fabric creates the appropriate 
daily framework for traditions and social roles established in time. The 
knowledge of this residential fabric suggests a more effectual conservation 
and restoration method. It becomes clear that it is necessary to avoid the 
formation of missing parts in an urban fabric, the distinctive feature of 
which is the physical and functional continuity. The presence of collapsed 
or demolished houses immediately produces the ruin of the neighbouring 
ones. In fact in an easily perishable building system, using sun dried mud 
bricks for the vertical structures and palm wood for the horizontal ones, a 
void produced by a missing house exposes unprotected parts of the adjacent 
ones to the inclemency of the weather, furthermore destroying the structural 
connection that is a prominent feature of the continuous building fabric.       
In this situation, growing worse by the increasing number of abandoned 
houses, the restoration of the fabric becomes particularly urgent in order 
to preserve an extraordinary settlement from decay. Since the people, even 
though no more living in the medina, are still the owners of the houses, they 
should be the main actors of the restoration. They need to be helped by 
technicians for the adoption of suitable building methods and materials, and 
to produce income from their restored property. 

Keywords: house, urban fabric, earth architecture, sustainability, 
conservation/transformation
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

The town-oases of Ghadames (Libya) and Figuig (Morocco), even if there is a big distance between them, 
they share some characters similar to those of other oases-settlements of the pre-desert zone of Maghreb.                                                                                                  

These features, expressing an environmental precious resource as well as an architectural heritage of big value 
and potentially sustainable, are the compactness of the urban fabric based on the tight bond between houses that 
share common walls; the protection of the public paths, frequently covered by the upper floor of the houses and 
enlightened and aired by light-wells; the high architectural quality of the houses, emerging from an interesting 
typology well tried for a long time; the clear relationship between private and public spaces, where the public 
institutions (jami, zawiya …) are located; the use of the building technology of sun dried row-earth bricks (adobe) 
for the vertical structures and of the palm wood for the horizontal ones; the well-balanced relation in the oasis 
between settlements and the cultivated land.                                                                                                                                           The 
purpose of the study is to demonstrate that such an architectural and cultural heritage, far from loosing its 
quality and function in spite of the relevant transformations and the abandonment of the inhabitants, could 
still be a major resource to preserve, to improve and to develop for a better future that is both viable and 
sustainable.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

2. GHADAMES:

Ghadames appears to this date in its typical historical genesis based on the settlement in a single site of two 
main ethnic groups: the Banu Walid and the Banu Wazit. This settlement led, through a long historical process, 
to the formation of the present dual structure (subdivided into minor districts). 

 Fig.1 Ghadames, general view of the settlement in the oasis  

The main covered streets that organized the quarters inhabited by different ethnic groups merged in a central 
square, located near the source Ain al-Faras, literally the source of the mare. that was the origin of the oasis. 
The twin white mosques, the old Jami al-Atiq for the Banu Walid and Yunus Mosque for the Banu Wazit, facing 
each other, defined the space of this square. Here besides the marketplace, there was a niche, in the wall of the 
Yunus mosque, destined to the control of water distribution.
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2.1 Urban Morphology:

The residential fabric of each district results from a complex fabric of multi-storeyed houses served by partly 
covered lanes. It includes one or more groups of public buildings and open spaces. These represent the different 
typologies of the collective institutions of the traditional Islamic town, with significant variations typical of 
the pre-Saharian regions. Two of the districts possess two more Great Mosques (jami) defining an open space, 
devoted to public meetings and events. This is a special type of public area, called majlis, which is contiguous 
to most of the mosques and gates of the town.

                                                                              

Fig.2 Ghadames, general plan

Other typologies in the old town are the district mosques, the funerary mosques, the seats of brotherhood 
(zawiya), the saint’s tombs or memorials (marabut), the town gates (bab), the market square and the market 
streets, sometimes covered. Another important component of the Ghadames settlement is the southern cemetery, 
including the Sidi Uqba Musalla (outdoor or open mosque) bearing the name and probably occupying the site of 
the original memorial of the famous Arab general of the first Islamic conquest of the Maghreb. From the Late 
Roman period (third century AD) remains a group of five funerary monuments in ruin, locally called al-Asnam 
or the “Idols”.  The architectural spolia from these ruined monuments are preserved partly on the spot, while 
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the majority of them are found as re-used architectural elements in some of the Islamic monuments, including 
mosques.            

Considering the studies that have been carried out on the urban structure and the architecture of public 
buildings, a fundamental aspect has still to be clarified in the urban fabric. Probably the most peculiar aspect that 
impresses the traveller and distinguishes these settlements from the western city is the close relationship between 
the streets and the residential units. Solids and voids, houses and streets, are part of a single continuous and 
homogeneous material, in which spaces have been carved and where light penetrates from above in a selective 
manner. The expression “entering the city” is not metaphorical, but concrete, as one enters in a succession of 
prevalently covered spaces. The term “urban fabric” has never been so appropriate, as it perfectly depicts the 
physical and material continuity of the traditional city.

Fig.3 Ghadames, majlis of Tuta Square

Fig.4 Ghadames, a covered street with light-wells
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2.2 Typology of the Houses:

The survey of 23 houses (Micara, 1998) reveals that the method commonly adopted to create an urban fabric 
characterized by covered streets, offering shelter from the extreme summer heat as well as from the winter 
cold, is that of using a constant measure for the width of the streets (2.5-3 m.) that is a module also suitable 
for building a room or an extension of the central hall over the passage.

The houses in Ghadames grow vertically, according to a recurrent and recognizable organization, identifying 
a well-established residential type.  We can recognize three main levels, connected by stairs, corresponding to 
three functional, spatial and symbolical sections of the house. The ground level contains an entrance (ajard in 
the local language) and a storeroom, besides a cesspit, that is located under the bathroom, where the dung used 
for the fertilization of the oasis is collected. A first flight of stairs (slunen), after a landing at an intermediate 
level, providing the entrance into a small bathroom (tajammi), leads to the main space of the house, tamanat. 
This cube-shaped central hall is higher (4-5 m.) than the others spaces of the house and is surrounded, at different 
levels, by minor rooms. At the entrance corner of the tamanat, two other stairs rise along two contiguous walls. 
One of these staircases reaches, after few steps, the bedroom used during the inter medium seasons (tali ni 
sarir), while the second one climbs to another bedroom (tali ni sluna the room of the stairs) and ends at the 
terrace. A winter bedroom (tali ni tamanat) and a small room called qubba. are located along the third wall of 
tamanat . The qubba, communicating through an arch with the tamanat, is the symbolic and ritual nucleus of 
the house, since the major events of the domestic life, birth, marriage, death, happen there. The present decline 
of the Ghadames’ housing type is revealed from the transformation of the qubba, the guardian of the true values 
of the family life, into a merely functional space. The fourth wall (adon sciubbaq) of the tamanat is decorated 
with stucco reliefs following geometrical motifs similar to those commonly used for niches, shelves and other 
built-in furniture.                                                 

Fig.5 Ghadames, ground level plan and section along a covered street
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Fig.6 Ghadames, the space of an old tamanat

The tamanat, being surrounded by the above rooms, is illuminated only from above through a square 
skylight (tanavot) opened on the terrace roof and protected by an iron grating. Perpetually immersed in a cool 
and shady atmosphere, the tamanat is the representative and functional core of the house. It is a covered version 
of the courtyard of the traditional Islamic house that has a central role in the organization of the building type.                                          
On the terrace of the house are found a kitchen (ajurer) and a minor service room. This level of the house is 
for the women who can reach the contiguous houses through passages opened on the surrounding walls of the 
terrace. Thus a continuous system of paths is created at the level of the terraces mainly used by the women. A 
system of paths that is parallel and complementary to the ground level one mainly used by the men.                                               

Fig.7 Ghadames, axonometric view of a group of hoses crossing over the street

A particular attention has been devoted to the analysis of the residential typology, regardless of the 
architectural quality of each building. The repetition of this type in the whole city has given place to the 
creationof a unique urban fabric. A specific type of urban house has been identified, which differs from the 
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suburban ones as well as from those in other settlements of the Pre-Saharian region. The originality of this type 
derives not only from an autochthonous residential culture and from specific building technologies that are also 
present in other geographical contexts, but from the particular history of settlement in Ghadames. It is possible 
to find in the neighbourhood of the oasis examples of a residential type quite similar to that already described 
in Ghadames, though with a fundamental difference. The one spread out in the oasis is organized on two levels 
instead of three. In fact the tamanat, is located at the ground level and not above the entrance level, as in the 
urban centre of Ghadames. However the relation between the tamanat and the upper terrace does not change. 
The two-floor type does not allow the systematic overlaying of the rooms above the street and is more suitable 
for extensive settlements. Thus it is possible to speculate that the latter type of settlement was not adopted in the 
centre in order to avoid covering up the whole area of the oasis, with the increasing number of buildings, due 
to the growing importance of Ghadames as commercial centre. The result was the creation of a highly intensive 
central area that was obtained through raising the principal level of the house, and leaving the ground floor for 
services, storage of goods responding to the needs of the growing caravan traffics. The use of this type allowed 
also the safeguard the ecology of the oasis leaving a great part of lands for cultivation of gardens.                                                                                                                    

Fig.8 Ghadames, decorations of tamanat

There is however certain themes that needs more exploration in order to perceive all aspects of the complex 
spatial system of Ghadames. Among these is to decipher the decorative and symbolic heritage of the architecture 
of Ghadames, revealed in the urban skyline, characterized by the pointed triangular elements, serafin, topping the 
buildings, whose apotropaic value magically keeps away demons and evil from the house. This heritage reaches 
its communicative apex in the house, particularly in tamanat. In its quiet and shady atmosphere, abstract white 
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or coloured decorative motifs appear on the wall. These are generally composed of triangular shapes, which 
conclude the upper side of a square frame presenting a pierced decorative motif, embellish the wooden door of a 
closet, or highlight a shelf. Their continuous repetition witnesses a need of communication that, to this date, can 
be interpreted only in speculative way.  If we consider that the interior space of tamanat does not communicate 
with the exterior, we can imagine that these forms respond to a desire for an exterior landscape that is not real 
and evokes metaphorically through abstract forms the complexity and richness of an imaginary nature.

3. FIGUIG:                                                                                                                                                                                          

3.1 Urban Morphology:

The Figuig oasis, in the extreme southern part of the Oriental region of Morocco, consists of 7 fortified 
villages (ksour) inside the palmeraie and extends as far as 650 hectares, with about 190.000 palm trees.                                                                                                                      
A compact urban fabric (Micara, 2009), made up of houses and covered paths, characterizes the traditional 
urban morphology of the 7 ksour of the oasis of Figuig, as well as the similar settlements in the oases of the 
edges of the Sahara desert. In detail the houses of the ksour of Figuig are courtyard houses, joined to share the 
border walls, consisting of three levels: ground floor, first floor, terrace.                                                                                                                         

Fig.9 Figuig, the oasis and the seven ksour

In this type of urban fabric houses open on the courtyard and are connected to the street just with the entrance 
door. The street is often covered by the first floor of the houses; some light-wells, providing air and light in the 
junctions of the street network or near the entrances of the houses, orientates the people in the dark maze of 
the alleyways. Such an urban fabric provides the houses with a total functional autonomy and protection from 
outside; it permits at the same time a good control of thermal and environmental conditions, in situations of heat 
extreme as well, avoiding, through the covering of the streets, the sun irradiation on the wall of the houses.
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Fig.10 Figuig, air view of the ksar Zenaga

3.2 Typology of the Courtyard Houses:

The courtyard house is organized in three levels (ground floor, first floor, terrace) around a patio, an open 
space which proportions are generally taller than broad. The patio is characterized by the number of bays and 
consequently of pillars defining its sides. So the courtyards could be square, with 1x1 or 2x2 or 3x3 bays, or 
rectangular with 1x2 or 2x3 bays.          Sometimes the house instead of having a central patio has a side one, 
with a blind wall as a fourth side of the patio. Larger houses sometimes show a typology with many courtyards.        
The courtyard is surrounded in the ground and first floor by balconies connecting the rooms. The doors and 
windows of the rooms open on the balcony, which, as transition space between the interior space of the rooms 
and the outside of the courtyard, acts as a thermal regulator defending the inhabited spaces from the extreme 
temperatures. The balcony of the older buildings sometimes goes round the corner of the courtyard with a 45° 
solution (chak r’kan), permitting a better circulation in the corner of the house.                                                         

 The stairs connecting the balconies and the terrace are almost located in the corner of the house near the 
entrance.                                                                                                            
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Fig.10 Figuig, a sector of the ksar Zenaga

Fig.11 Figuig, a covered path with light-wells
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The rooms are narrow and elongated, with the major side parallel to the courtyard; and similar are the rooms 
covering the street, about 2 or 3 meters wide. Some houses still preserve a type of room, the ksar, frequently 
recurring in the older buildings: it is a square space with a pillar in its centre, or a rectangular one with two 
or three pillars in the centre, sometimes with a mezzanine (moukhfi) or a gallery (dehliz) used as storeroom.                                                
The distribution and consequently the use of the rooms of this type of houses is not related to a special function, 
as happened in the historical development of the western houses, where the shape of the rooms is connected to 
a particular use. On the contrary all the rooms share a similar shape, their use mainly resulting from the position 
in relation to the different levels of the house, as well as to the balconies and the sides of the courtyard. The 
consequent very changeable distribution of the different functions will enable, besides, the summer and winter 
nomadism inside the house.                                                                                                                                 A 
similar variability concerns the use of balconies; they, besides being a connection of the rooms, could shelter in 
fact a small kitchen, or a temporary storage, or a stable for animals or a wc. 

Fig.12 Figuig, the courtyard of a house

3.3 Main Transformations:

The urban fabric of the ksour of Figuig is today in condition of decay for various reasons.          

The building materials of the settlement, adobe bricks and pisé for the walls, palm wood for beams and 
floors, are easily perishable and need a continuous maintenance.                          

The reinforcement and rehabilitation interventions inside the houses or in the covered paths are frequently 
carried out with reinforced concrete, an extraneous technology that doesn’t work together with the original one, 
so increasing the decay of the earth building.               

Important transformations of the former residential types, as new volumes in the courtyard or in the 
balconies and terraces, roofing the courtyards, closing the open balconies, make worse the structural, climatic 
and environmental conditions, asking for the introduction of new, artificial and not sustainable technologies of 
thermal control.                                                     

The progressive abandonment of the houses by the people no more able to arrest, with the maintenance and 
the rehabilitation, the physical and structural decay of a really organized and unitary urban fabric is the cause as 
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well as the consequence of this process.                                    

The collapse of many houses because of the abandonment and the lack of maintenance, producing the 
formation of new void spaces in the urban fabric, is a further reason of the settlement decay. 

4. Conclusion
The knowledge of the residential fabric of Ghadames and Figuig suggests a more effectual conservation and 
restoration methods. It becomes clear that it is necessary to avoid the formation of missing parts in an urban 
fabric, the distinctive feature of which is the physical and functional continuity. The presence of collapsed or 
demolished houses immediately produces the ruin of the neighbouring ones. In fact in an easily perishable 
building system, using sun dried mud bricks for the vertical structures and palm wood for the horizontal ones, 
a void produced by a missing house exposes unprotected parts of the adjacent ones to the inclemency of the 
weather, furthermore destroying the structural connection that is a prominent feature of the compact building 
fabric. The described transformations demonstrate, besides, the great importance of a correct maintenance, 
not only respectful of the traditional building methods, but also improving, trough the new researches on the 
traditional materials and technologies, the quality and the resistance of the buildings. 

In this situation, growing worse by the increasing number of abandoned houses, the restoration of the 
fabric becomes particularly urgent in order to preserve such extraordinary settlements from decay. The cases 
of Ghadames and Figuig are different in this respect. The people of Ghadames, in fact, though no more living 
in the medina, are still the owners of the houses. They should be the main actors of the restoration; but they 
need to be helped by technicians, for the adoption of suitable building methods and materials, and by the 
central administration to get economical aids in order to restore their houses and to produce income from their 
restored property. The people of Figuig, on the contrary, lives in their houses modifying and transforming them 
according to their needs. In this case a plan of safeguard is needed, in order to stop the transformations before 
the rehabilitation of the entire oasis.
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ABSTRACT: 

The lighting energy load generally accounts for about 30% of the entire 
electric energy consumption in common buildings. The lighting energy 
can be dramatically decreased by using sunlighting systems in commercial 
buildings depending upon sky conditions. Daylighting can improve the 
luminous quality of indoor environment. For designing good daylighting, 
light should be placed where it is desired and avoid excessive contrasts, glare 
and high quality light. This study aims to evaluate window performance with 
different glazing materials. For this purpose, 4 different types of glazing 
materials were applied; clear glass, clear coated low-e glass, blue coloured 
glass and blue low-e glass. An identical configuration of unit space of 
the same area with the same size windows was ensured, but the glazing 
material was arranged differently. The models were simulated from 12pm 
to 4pm at 1 hour intervals. In the conclusion, lighting performance was 
analyzed for different glazing materials, based on simulation results. The 
results indicated that indoor illuminance and uniformity were influenced by 
photometric characteristics of glazing material.

Keywords: Daylighting, Window, Glazing, Office building, 
RADIANCE 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Energy saving is an important issue nowadays. In an entire industry that has been practicing energy 
conservation, buildings are a major driver for energy consumption. Office buildings produce 30% of energy 
consumption and the lighting energy load generally accounts for about 30% of the entire electric energy 
consumption in common buildings. In Korea most modern office buildings have glass façades. The glass façade 
transmits more sun light than any other finishing material. However, glass façades also cause energy loss in 
buildings because the heat transmission of glass is high. In Korea, the subject of ongoing research is mainly 
on the thermal performance of glass and windows. Previous studies focused on thermal performance to reduce 
energy loss. The effect of glazing material on the indoor visual environment has not studied. This study aims to 
evaluate the window performance of different glazing material using RADIANCE software.

2. RESEARCH METHOD:

 The unit size was 12.0m × 8.0m × 3.24m. It was determined according to a paper which described present 
architectural planning considerations from 115 tall office buildings in the world (Cho. 2006). The window size 
was 9000×2490, 22.41m2 (22.8 percent of floor area) and the orientation was south. The interior reflectance 
of floor, wall, and ceiling are set as 85.5%, 59.5%, 36.7%. All variable were the same except for the window 
glazing material because the purpose was to evaluate daylighting performance of window glazing.

In this paper, to predict seasonal difference in daylighting performance, a set of simulations was carried out 
based on various seasons, 3/21(spring equinox day), 6/21(summer solstice), 12/22(winter solstice). Between 
spring equinox day and autumnal equinox day (9/21) were in error by less than 5.7%. Of these results, this paper 
uses only the spring equinox day data. Table1 shows the daylighting analysis options. 

The Optic5 is a support program for analyzing optical properties of glazing systems. In this study, 12 types 
of windows (all of the available windows and glasses from Energy-Plus data set and OPTIC5 library) were 
chosen. Window setting was based on doublepane glazing developed to triple-pane glazing and quadruple-pane 
glazing. Clear glass, clear coated low-e glass, blue colour glass and blue low-e glass were used.

Table.1 Daylighting analysis options 

DetailsOption
12.0m×8.0m ×3.24mSize

GMT+9 Japan, Korea 12:00 to 16:00Time 
3/21, 6/21, 12/22Month/ Day

SouthOrientation
Seoul, Latitude 37, Longitude -127Location

Clear, OvercastSky Condition
85.5%Floor

Surface Reflectance 59.5%Wall 
36.7%Ceiling

Double glazed window, Triple glazed window, 
Quadruple glazed window

Window type

Clear (4mm, 6mm), Low-e (4mm, 6mm), Blue (6mm), 
Blue low-e (6mm)

Pane type

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION:

3.1 Lighting performance in winter solstice site: 
Figure 1 shows the light performance within windows under clear sky conditions. Model 1 and model 2 have the 

highest illuminance value (19252lx) at 12:00 pm. It also has a very high average illuminance value (6976lx). 
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The triple-pane glazing, model1 has the highest illuminance value (5036lx) between them. The average 
illuminance value was 4313lx with triple-pane glazing.
 

   

Fig.1 Indoor illuminance (Clear sky conditions) 
Left: Double-pane glazing, Right: Triple-pane glazing.

3.2 Uniformity:
Figure 2 shows the uniformity double glazed window under clear and overcast sky conditions. The uniformity 

did not change significantly under overcast sky condition. Also, uniformity of all models under clear sky condition 
was changed by solar altitude.

    

Fig.2 Uniformity (Double glazed window) 

3.3 The relation between visible transmittance and indoor illuminance:
Figure 3 shows the relation between visible transmittance and indoor illuminance. The graph shows that 

visible transmittance (Tvis) has an effect on average indoor illuminance. Generally Tvis is in proportion to 
average illuminance.

Model 4 is an exception. In this case, window glazing changes double-pane glazing to triplepane glazing, 
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indoor illuminance decreased proportionally. But triple-pane glazing to quadruplepane glazing is different. The 
illuminance has been decreased not much as double to triple.

Fig.3 The relation between Tvis and average indoor 
illuminance (clear sky)

4. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the window performance of different glazing material. The 
conclusion of this paper is as follows. 

All quadruple glazing did not satisfy KS-A3011: the office space illuminance criteria under overcast sky. It 1. 
has a problem in using sunlight in the office. Also all three type window did not satisfy IESNA criteria.
 Uniformity of all glazing combination was not different under clear sky condition.2. 
The simulation result of triple glazing and quadruple glazing (model 4), average illuminance difference 3. 
was spring equinox day: 4lx, summer solstice: 7lx, winter solstice: 8lx. Triple pane glazing and quadruple-
pane glazing have lighting performance. Therefore when choosing the glazing material for energy saving, 
thermal performance needs to considered.

Furthermore, evaluating energy performance and visual environment of different glazing materials will be 
discussed in further studies.
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ABSTRACT: 

Balcony extensions in apartment houses have been legalized recently in 
Korea and have caused lots of environmental problems. When enlarging 
the living area installing a balcony extension, the unshaded window area is 
exposed to direct sunlight. Blind systems can be used in all orientations and 
all latitudes to obstruct, absorb, reflect and transmit solar radiation to the 
building by properly adjusting slat angle and blind height. However, blind 
systems can prove uncomfortable for occupants and can be less energy 
efficient if they have not been controlled optimally. The purpose of this study 
was to estimate the occupant preferred position method for daylight control 
and recommend the operation of venetian blinds. The main variables are 
related to the ratio of shading height to window area and blind slat angle to 
seasonal variation and solar positions. The room dimensions were based on 
a unit module of apartments of 6.0m (width) X 6.9m (depth) X 2.7m (height) 
with 4.5m X 2.43m window opening. The blind system was simulated at five 
slat angles (horizontal, 30°, 45° upward and downward tilted) and the four 
ratios of shading height to window (fully closed, partly opened, non-blind) 
using the Desktop RADIANCE 2.0 program. The simulation results show as 
two indicators: daylight illuminance and uniformity. 

Keywords: Venetian blind, Solar control, RADIANCE program, 
Daylighting performance
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

In Korea, floor-to-ceiling window walls of living spaces are used widely in apartment buildings since the 
Korean government has legally allowed the elimination of the balcony area. A balcony as a buffer space plays 
an important role as overhanging structure, climate–filter and in controlling indoor noise environment. On 
eliminating the balcony, the larger glass area of the window in the living space produced excessive penetration 
of direct sunbeams and uncomfortable glare. In addition, occupants might be exposed to unwanted UV ray 
which poses a critical risk to their health. Thus, using a proper controlled daylighting strategy is a key factor 
for creating a high quality indoor environment and control energy demands. As a common sunlight controlling 
device, the venetian blind system is essential to not only excluding intense daylight and reflecting light to 
rear wall zone but also improving uniformity in illuminance. In the preliminary stage of the study, parametric 
analysis on daylighting control strategies of Venetian blind systems was performed as a function of the ratio 
of shading height to window and slat angles. A series of simulations produced illuminance data for the internal 
lighting level.

2. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHOD:

2.1 Simulation Model

For the comparative study of daylight conditions, the CIE Clear Sky was applied to the simulation model and 
considered as direct sunlight and installed on the south-facing window in a general apartment building in Korea. 
In this study, a conventional type of a horizontal blind was used to produce Table 2. Korean standards A 3011: 
recommended level of illuminance in apartment basic performance data by Radiance program. The parametrical 
case studies of three cases of shading height to window area and five tiled slat angles were simulated to seasonal 
variation (equinox, summer, winter). 

Table.1 Radiance simulation parameters
Parameters Contents

Building Type Typical apartment house

Simulation Model 6.0m(W) X 6.9m(D) X 2.7m(H)

Window 4.50m(W) X 2.43m(H)

Sky Condition CIE clear sky

Orientation South

Simulation Period March, June, December, 21 (noon)

Glazing Transmittance 78.2% (Clear LBNL)

Reflectance

Floor 30.0% (grey LESO91)

Ceiling 71.0% (beige paint LBNL)

Wall 59.5% (beige LESO91)

Frame 58.7% (light blue LES091)

Blind 71.0% (beige paint LBNL)

Blind Control

Shading Height 0%(no-blind), 30%, 60%, 100%(fully-closed)

Slat Angles -30º -45º 0º+30º+45º

Slat Width 40mm
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Fig 1. Model configuration        Fig 2. Blind control (slat angle and shading height)
The room dimension was 6m X 6.9m (width by depth) with a floor to ceiling height of 2.5m (Fig. 1). Typical 

apartment building in Korea has a prototype of a window system with pair glass with a 78% transmittance. The 
internal walls are covered with a beige wall paper with a reflectance of 59.5%. The ceiling consists of beige 
paper with a reflectance of 71% and the floor is covered with a gray carpet with a reflectance of 30%. Table 
1 and Figure 2 show the simulation conditions and control method of the blind system applied to Radiance 
analysis.

2.1 Criteria of Dayligting Performance

To providing daylighting parametric data related to shading height and slat angles, illuminance (lux) and 
uniformity value were calculated.  A total of 81 illuminance sensors were located at 0.45m above the floor and 
spaced at a 0.5m interval starting from the surface of the interior wall as shown in Figure 1. Uniformity (U) can 
be defined as the ratio of the minimum to average illuminance. 

By providing enough daylight for the perimeter zone, not only electric lighting but also cooling demand 
can be reduced. The threshold value of illuminance can vary according to the task category. Table 2 is a list of 
a Korean Standards illuminance recommendations that are intended as a guide to appropriate illuminance for 
an apartment.

Table 2. Korean standards A 3011: Recommended level of illuminance in an apartment

Type Illuminance(lux) Task category

Ambient
60-100-150 general activities, bathroom

30-40-60 living room (general)

Task 300-400-600 reading, dining, cooking

3. DAYLIGHTING PERFORMANCE:

3.1 Daylighting Simulation

Daylighting simulation cases are made for the three key seasonal days (March 21st, June 21st and December 
21st at noon) and on each day the CIE clear sky condition was selected. 436 daylighting simulations were 
performed for the location of Seoul Korea (latitude 37.5° N; longitude 126.34° E). The slat angles were changed 
in ±30°, ±45°, 0° according to shading height to window area (0%, 30%, 60%, 100%).
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3.2 Illuminance

Figure 3 shows the daylighting illuminance of a prototype blind system incorporating control slat angles and 
shading height to window area. The preliminary performance data was analysed based on the depth of the space 
in the window, intermediate and rear wall zone. 
In equinox season, window zone showed identical daylight performance according to blind height with all slat 
angles but the degree of upward 45°. The case of 100% shading height with +45° tilted slat provided 6.5~15.5 
times higher illuminance than other slats. 
In the illuminance of intermediate and rear wall zone, 30° upward degree showed the most significant 
performance in 100% shading height for up to 146% light level. 

Equinox (Mar. 21st)a) 

b) Summer (June. 21st)

c) Winter (Dec. 21st)

Figure 3.  Daylighting illuminacne in seasonal days (south 
orientation at noon)
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In summer, average illuminance was relatively 2 times lower than other seasons due to the higher solar 
altitude. Shading height of 60% and 100% and +30°, +45°, 0° tilted slats showed nearly identical daylight 
performance in middle and rear space with 18~37%, 23~48% higher light level than downward slat angles. 

According to the change of shading height, upward and horizontal slat angles provided 16%, 13% of 
low illuminance differences for middle zone while downward tilted angles have showed 50% illuminance 
differences. 

In winter season, window zone showed high identical light level according to 60% and 100% shading height 
with upward 30° and 45° tilted slats. 

An upward 30° slat provided significantly higher performance in the intermediate zone regardless of shading 
height. In the case of downward slat angles, illuminance of the rear wall zone showed 45~90% reduction as 
shading heights were increased.

 3.3 Uniformity 

Figure 4 showed the illuminance uniformity on seasonal days. In equinox, the internal uniformity of 100% 
shading height with upward 30° and 0° slat angles provided 4.6 times increase compare to other slat heights. 
The reason is that the rear zone illuminance was lit by reflective light.

In summer (June. 21st), illuminance uniformity provided significant high performance in all kinds of blind 
controls in comparison with other seasons (i.e., Mar. 21st, Dec. 21st). 

In the uniformity on Dec. 21st at the intermediate zone there was 5.6 times decreased due to the high 
illuminance differences resulting from penetrating direct beam light of low solar position.

The shading height of 60% and 100% with downward slat angles has the greatest uniform illuminance of 
the intermediate zone.
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b) Summer (June. 21st) c) Winter (Dec. 21st)

Figure 4. Illuminacne uniformity  in seasonal days (south orientation at noon)

4. CONCLUSION

For optimal control of Venetian blinds, parametric simulations with RADIANCE program were conducted. 
The Venetian blind with optimal heights and tilted slats could be applied to get more daylight, higher uniformity 
and more outside view.

1. In the Equinox, the Venetian blind with all shading height and upward slat angles penetrate high daylight 
performance and fully-closed blind provided high uniformity with slat angle control due to rear wall zone 
uniformity was rapidly increased. 

2. In Summer, the Venetian blind with all shading height with upward slat angles provided desirable 
illumination and uniformity as the shading height had no impact on daylight performance.

3. In Winter, the Venetian blind with shading-height of 60% and 100% and downward slat angles in middle 
zone provided low illuminance and improved uniformity. Whereas, proper control of shading heights and slat 
angles for the window zone and middle zone should be considered to control direct sunbeam from low angle 
sunlight.

This study is a preliminary simulation-based daylighting performance on the Venetian blind systems. Studies 
on energy demands (i.e., heating, cooling and lighting load) with various parameters (i.e., solar position, shading 
control, light dimming control) might be considered for further outcomes.
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ABSTRACT: 

The use of natural light has grown in recent years, due to both enlivenment 
of indoor environments and reduction possibility of the electric lighting 
energy consumption. Monitor, sawtooth and sawtooth of the topside lighting 
systems is less possible for glare and more light compared to sidelighting. 
The objective of this study is to compare daylighting performance of 
different topside lighting systems using the Lightscape program. Three types 
of topside lighting systems (monitor, sawtooth, sunscoop) were compared. 
Light factor was used as the performance parameter. The sawtooth window 
system has shown the most efficient daylighting performance under clear 
sky.

Keywords:Lightscape, Topside lighting, Daylighting, Illuminance, 

Light factor
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1. INTRODUCTION: 
The provision of daylight in a building is an important factor in interior design, energy use in a building, the 

general comfort and the well-being of the occupants. Topside lighting systems provide more lighting into a 
room than side lighting. It can provide relatively uniform light distribution. This study aims to compare the 
daylighting performance of different topside lighting systems using the Lightscape program.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD:

Room geometry was defined with a rectangular floor area 144m2 (12m x 12m), a room height of 4m, and a 
window area of 14.4m2 (1/10 floor area). The test model is located in Yongin-si (latitude 37°, longitude -127°) 
near Seoul. Figure 1 shows the isometric representation of the three systems (sunscoop, monitor and sawtooth 
system). Interior illuminance levels on the horizontal were measured at a floor plane. Twenty five floor plane 
illuminance sensors were located in a 5x5 grid in a test room. The test room was oriented to the south. This study 
was carried out the 21st of October at 9:00am and 12:00pm. The parameters setting for Lightscape simulation 
are described in Table 1.

Table.1 A Comparison between different projects

ReflectanceMaterialComponents

0.95White PaintCeiling

0.50Ivory PaintFloor

0.67Ivory PaintWall

0.95White PaintRoof

0.05-Window

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

Figure 1 shows the external illuminance. The highest outdoor horizontal illuminance was 75,998[lx]. The 
lowest was 19,550[lx]. Fig. 2 and 3 show minimum, maximum and average values obtained under clear sky 
conditions for each system. The average light factor at 09:00 am was 4.06% with monitor, 5.20% with sawtooth 
and 2.77% with sunscoop. The average light factor at 12:00 pm was 7.76% with monitor, 8.33% with sawtooth 
and 0.77% with sunscoop. The results showed that the sunscoop system light factor at 9:00 am and 12:00 pm 
produced 2~10 times lower than monitor and sawtooth systems.

Fig. 1 Outdoor Illuminance
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Fig.3 Average, maximum and minimum 
for the light factor(at 12:00)

Fig.2 Average, maximum and 
minimum 

for the light factor(at 09:00)

On the other hand, the monitor and sawtooth systems produced higher light factor levels and that the main 
reason for the higher illuminance values with the monitor and sawtooth systems is direct sun. The maximum 
light factor at 09:00 am was 11.88% with monitor, 13.84% with sawtooth and 10.94% with sunscoop. Also, 
the maximum light factor at 12:00 pm was 83.48% with monitor, 83.63% with sawtooth and 3.04% with 
sunscoop. 

A high light factor for monitor and sawtooth systems may be caused by a disturbing bright sun patch on a 
surface. The sunscoop produced a lower light factor than the monitor and sawtooth systems. The minimum light 
factor at 09:00 am was 1.76% with monitor, 1.94% with sawtooth and 1.01% with sunscoop. The minimum 
light factor at 12:00 pm was 0.61% with monitor, 0.78% with sawtooth and 0.28% with sunscoop.

4. CONCLUSION

This study simulated the effects of three topside lighting systems on daylighting performance. The light 
factors were often significantly 2~10 times higher with the monitor and sawtooth system than with the sunscoop 
system. The sawtooth window system has shown the most efficient daylighting performance under clear sky. 
The sawtooth system with south-facing openings allows a better quality of illuminance.
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ABSTRACT: 

In general, balconies in apartment building connect the internal with the 
external environment as climate-filters that can minimize indoor environment 
changes with the changes of outdoor climate. Moreover, balconies can 
control thermal comfort, cold draft and the heating and cooling load in 
the buildings. However, as the Korean government permitted balcony 
extensions in apartment housing in 2006, many construction companies 
developed different apartment floor plans considering balcony extension 
but not considering the energy issues. In this study, thermal performance 
comparison of 1 floor plan with a balcony extension and 3 floor plans 
without balcony extensions were investigated through simulation methods 
to identify the energy efficient floor plans in apartment building. Based on 
the results of simulation, increasing rate and the area of cooling loads were 
analysed.

Keywords: Balcony, Cooling energy, Apartment buildings, IES VE
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

The balcony is an essential factor for controlling the indoor thermal environment by connecting the internal 
with the external environment as a climate-filter. Moreover, balconies can control thermal comfort, cold draft 
and the building energy loads. As the Korean government permitted balcony extensions in apartment buildings 
in 2006, most of the construction companies design apartment floor considering the balcony remodeling and 
occupants prefer to live in the houses with balcony extensions. 

However, as balcony extensions increased in apartment buildings, some problems such as the increase of 
heating and cooling load, surface condensation and cold draft occurred.  Therefore, occupants who want a 
balcony extension need to consider cost, forms and energy efficiency. But building energy performance 
assessment is not compulsory in Korea so construction companies are not required to address the energy issue 
in balcony extensions.

 As a first part of the building energy simulation, this paper outlines the cooling load of cooling period and the 
increasing rate of cooling load and cooling area under different plans of balcony extensions.  

2. SIMULATION METHOD:

2.1 Apartment floor plan: 

The floor area of the base case was 106m2 with 2.3m height which is the most popular floor area in Korea [1]. 
The case plan consisted of 4 bedrooms, a living room, a kitchen and 2 bathrooms. The balcony was detached 
in each bedroom, in the living room and the kitchen. To simplify the simulation, only the zone boundary was 
simulated. The floor plan was classified as A, B, C, D and E as shown in figure 1. For the comparison analysis 
between the extended area and the cooling load, a total of five cases were selected according to the balcony 
extensions in different locations.

(c) Type C (a: 22 m2, b: 128m2)(b) Type B (a: 31 m2, b: 137m2)(a) Type A (a: 0 m2, b: 106m2)

(e) Type E (a: 5m2, b: 111m2)(d) Type D (a: 8m2, b: 114m2)

Fig.1 Sustainability in underdeveloped

(a: floor area of balcony extension, b: total cooling area)
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2.2 Simulation inputs: 

To analyze building energy performance, IES Virtual Environment (VE) software was used. Simulation inputs 
for cooling energy load are shown in table 1. The cooling duration was assumed from May to September, and 
the indoor temperature was assumed as 24°C according to the previous study [1,2]. All the simulated cases 
were set to south orientation with no obstacles in the surround area. For the wall and floor material, concrete 
was selected and the concrete material layer and properties were chosen as table 2. To minimize the conduction 
heat loss from floor, external and internal wall, upper and lower storey was simulated. To qualify the balcony 
extension regulation, double glass window was used to enclose the balcony.  The infiltration coefficient was 
approximated from the previous study [1,2] and the air filtration flow rates were then calculated at 0.8~0.9 air 
changes/hour. 

Table.2 Material properties

Density
(kg/m2)

Thermal 
conductivity
(W/mk)

Specific
heat
(J/kg.k)

20001.131000Concrete

5000.16840Lightweight 
concrete

9500.16840Plaster

18600.72800Mortar

300.031400Polystrene

19000.84800Tile

Table.1 Simulation conditions

Conditions

May-Sep.Cooling month

24°CIndoor temp.

0.59 l/(s.m.pa)Infiltration coefficient

SeoulWeather data

Longitude: 35.8
Latitude: 128.6

location

3. Results:

Based on the simulation inputs, simulation model predicted annual, monthly cooling load as shown in figure 2 
and 3. The result showed that the cooling load varied according to the balcony expansion cooling area. Type A 
(with no extension) showed lowest cooling load and type B (with an extension within its entire area) showed 
highest cooling load. 

May showed significantly lower cooling load in all types compare to the other month and August cooling energy 
use was the highest. Monthly cooling load increased to 6.4times from May to June, 1.5times from June to July, 
and 1.1times from July to August and decreased about 2.2times from August to September.

Fig.3 Annual cooling loadFig.2 Monthly cooling load
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Increasing rate of cooling load and area in type B, C, D and E compared to type-A were analyzed to identify the 
relation between the cooling load and extension area (figure 4). The increasing gap between the cooling load 
and area showed different trend compare to the cooling energy use. The difference between the increasing rate 
of cooling load and area was 23% in type-D, 18% in type-C, 14% in type-B and 10% in type-E respectively.

Fig.4 The bias of the increasing rate of cooling load and cooling area from type-A
(Type A: no expended balcony)

4. Conclusion

This paper investigated the cooling energy use of 5 different floor plans. The model was simulated by using VE 
software and the simulated data was analyzed by comparing monthly, annual cooling load and the increasing 
rate. 
It was found that the cooling load increased with the increase of cooling area and identified that the balcony 
is an influential factor in indoor thermal environment. Keeping the balcony as a buffer zone will be the most 
effective way to improve healthy and energy efficient indoor environment. However, in the case of a balcony 
extension, it should be carefully formed considering the energy usage and extensions occupying the full balcony 
area should be avoided. 
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ABSTRACT: 

A sustainable healthy building can be realised by measuring and improving 
factors such as light, sound, heat and air that influence the indoor 
environment. Among these factors, the health performance of indoor air 
quality is highly affected by materials that compose the building. So, it is 
possible to evaluate health performance based on the types and application 
methods of materials used. Currently, a method based on the measurement 
and a health performance evaluation method for each material were mainly 
used as the methods to evaluate the health performance of indoor air quality, 
however, the study suggests a Space Information Model that analyses the 
combination of elements which compose the space and considers the types 
of pollutants and the health-effectiveness. The Space Information Model 
provides the information on indoor air quality from the project planning 
stage by interconnecting to the indoor air quality evaluation application 
which is based on IFC.

Keywords:Health performance, Sustainable healthy building, 

Combination of elements, Indoor Air Quality
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

The health performance of indoor air quality is highly influenced by the materials that compose the building, 
so it is possible to evaluate the health performance based on the types of materials used and their application 
methods. In order to predict the health performance of a building, a systematic evaluation model is necessary. 
The evaluation model is formed based on the concept of BIM (Building Information Model) and this concept 
of BIM began to be actualized when IAI, a non-profit international organization, was organized in 1996. IAI 
suggested the information standard (IFC: Industry Foundation Classes) to enable the multidimensional virtual 
design in the building construction field and diverse relevant software is being developed (I.H.Kim, 2010). 
However, it is difficult to come up with a design considering the health performance since an evaluation model 
which can predict the health performance of the indoor space of building was not developed till now.

As an existing study on the health-performance evaluation model, Lee et al.(2010) introduced LHT (Lifecycle 
Health-performance Tree) Module, an indoor air quality evaluation concept based on the combination of 
materials that compose a space. But, it simply introduced the concept of the indoor air quality evaluation 
through an analysis of space composition and material combination. Thus, it is necessary to conduct additional 
studies on the effectiveness of pollutants and more for a practical evaluation. This study suggests the Space 
Information Model considering the types of pollutants and health-effectiveness by developing the concept of 
LHT Module. The Space Information Model provides the information on indoor air quality from the project 
planning stage by interconnecting to the indoor air quality evaluation application which is based on IFC.

2. Preliminary Study 

There is a variety of causes to the deterioration of indoor air quality and the variables are indefinite which 
makes it difficult to develop an accurate evaluation model and method (Zhu, et al., 2007). Examining the 
existing studies, there are studies based on the indoor pollutants including volatile organic compounds (VOCs), 
formaldehyde and carbon monoxide (CO) (Uhde, 2007, S.S. Kim, 2008), studies based on the source of 
pollutants such as cigarettes, construction materials and physical activities (WHO, 2000, Jamrozik, 2005) and 
studies based on the thermal environment and ventilation conditions (Sekhar, 2002). However, there is still no 
study on the comprehensive evaluation on the health-performance of indoor air quality (Zheng et al., 2010). The 
study of Zheng (2010) suggested a model to evaluate an overall indoor air quality by putting weight for each 
air polluting cause. But, it is impossible to predict the health-performance at the planning stage using the post 
occupancy evaluation method. Therefore, it is necessary to perform a study on BIM-based evaluation model 
that enables prediction of the health-performance at the planning stage.

I.H. Kim (2010) conducted a study on the performance analysis of building environment based on BIM, which 
was the relevant study on the evaluation model, but it was a study to introduce the concept and application of 
BIM, not the health-performance evaluation model, which is different from this study. In addition, a study of 
Kim & An (2010) introduced a method to analyze the building environment performance using the 3D modeling 
of BIM, yet it shows difference in terms of health-performance analysis concept of the spatial unit.

3. Analysis on Combination Unit of Elements Composing Space (LHT Module)

A building is composed of a unit space combination such as the households or rooms. Generally, the unit space 
that forms the building is in the same structure or limited to 2-3 types of structures. In other words, the building 
is a collection of several unit spaces that are classified based on the structure and the indoor air quality of each 
space can represent the same spaces (D.H. Lee, 2010). As shown in Figure 1, the combination of materials for 
each element that composes the ceiling, wall and floor for the separated unit space is analysed to identify the 
type and amount of indoor air pollutants
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Figure 1. Analysis on Combination Unit of Element Composing Space (D.H. Lee, 2010)

The analysis on the combination unit of element composing the space requires 2 main types of information for 
the evaluation of health performance. Firstly, it is the information on materials, emissions of harmful substances 
per unit area for each material used in the building. Secondly, it is the information on combination of each part 
for walls, ceilings and floors, which allows it to calculate the emission of harmful substances for each part by 
interconnecting to the information. The emission of harmful substance for the interior material can be restrained 
or delayed due to the finishing material. This should be adjusted by applying the delay. Formula 1 shows the 
concept to calculate the emission of harmful substance for each material by applying the delay based on the 
overlapping of materials.

            
(Formula 1)

Here, Pi is the emission of harmful substance per unit area of material and Ej is the surface emission of harmful 
substance of material. Dj is the emission delay based on the material combination
As shown in formula 2, the air quality of relevant space is calculated based on the emission of harmful substance 
per unit area of material and dimensions of each material and then divided by the size of space. In the first 
stage, the emission of harmful substance per unit area for each material is calculated using the materials for 
each process type and combination data and the details on space is analyzed and the quantity of relevant part 
is drawn out to calculate the total amount of harmful substances. Then, the sum of emissions of each part that 
composes the space and the size of space are analyzed to calculate the concentration of harmful substances at 
the relevant space (D.H. Lee, 2010).

(Formula 2)

Here, Hl is the air quality of the relevant space and Pi is the emission of harmful substance per unit area of 
material. Ai is the dimension of material and Vk is the size of space

4. Space Information Model

The Space Information Model can predict the air quality of the unit space by measuring the pollutant emission 
based on the combination of materials that compose the space and considering the importance of each pollutant. 
Figure 2 shows the concept of the Space Information Model that evaluates the indoor air quality of space (a) 
through the pollutants that are generated from the combination of materials (b) which compose the element.
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Figure 2. Concept of Space Information Model

The Space Information Model is formed by the concept of spatial composition of LHT Module and the weight 
for each variable as shown in Figure 3 and it can provide the information on the indoor air quality at the 
planning stage by interconnecting with IFC.

Figure 3. Composition of Space Information Model

As shown in Figure 4, the Space Information Model provides the information on indoor air quality throughout 
all stages, from the project planning stage to the construction and maintenance stages by interconnecting with 
IFC. This information is objectively evaluated based on the unified standard to help not only the project planning 
but also customers with the purchase decisions.

Figure 4. Interconnection between Space Information Model and IFC

5. Conclusion

This study suggested the Space Information Model that can predict the indoor air quality at the project planning 
stage. The Space Information Model can predict the indoor air quality of the unit space by measuring the 
emission of pollutants based on the combination of elements that compose the space and the importance of 
each pollutant. In addition, it provides the information on indoor air quality throughout all stages of project in 
interconnection with IFC. This information is objectively evaluated based on the unified standard to help not 
only the project planning but also the customers with purchase decisions of a house.
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ABSTRACT: 

This paper introduces a Green Frame construction method that can replace 
the bearing wall system for longer service life of residential apartment 
buildings, which are now one of the representative residential types in 
Korea, and analyses application of the Green Frame type to energy 
efficiency and CO2 reduction. Energy consumption and CO2 emission of a 
residential apartment building to be constructed and the average value of 
the residential apartment building using bearing wall type were calculated 
and analysed respectively. As a result of this analysis, energy efficiency and 
CO2 reduction of the Green Frame type were found to be superior to those 
of the bearing wall type, which is expected to make residential apartment 
buildings with longer service life.

Keywords:CO2, Energy, Green Frame, Apartments, Sustainability
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Residential apartment buildings that were constructed to address the population density issue at major cities 
in Korea are now one of the representative residential types in the country. Residential apartment buildings that 
are divided by complex were initially spread in 1960s and they were constructed in Rahmen structure. However, 
the bearing wall system that enables easy construction and lower construction costs was developed in the late 
1980s and it has been the main structure type until now. However, this bearing type has the disadvantage that 
it is difficult to remodel and replace which lead to reduction of service life for residential housings. Currently, 
average sustainability of local housings in Korea is about 26 years. This is about 1/4 of that of the USA (103 
years) and about 1/5 of that of the England (141 years). In addition, service life of residential apartment buildings 
is approximately 20.5 years, which is more than 10 years shorter than that of detached housings (32.1 years). 
Thus, it is imperative to introduce a residential system with longer service life and Rahmen structure in Korea. 
It has been determined that the essential elements to have for next generation residential apartment buildings are 
CO2 reduction and energy-efficiency capabilities since they are high-interest environmental problems. Thus, 
this paper proposes the Green Frame system to construct long-life residential apartment buildings and to analyse 
energy-efficiency and CO2 reduction of the suggested system.2. METHODOLOGY:

2.1 Green Frame: 

Green Frame is a composite structure with steel and reinforced concrete. The Green Frame is partially 
manufactured using pre-cast concrete. Structural tee steel is encased in the end section with a large flexural 
moment and the deflection of the middle due to reduction of the moment of inertia is solved by applying pre-
stressing to the bottom reinforcement. 
In order to deal with the story height of the Rahmen structure, slabs are constructed on top of the edges of 
the U-shaped pre-cast concrete as shown on Figure 1, reaching the same story height as that of the bearing 
wall structure. Columns of Green Frame are SRC columns manufactured using pre-cast concrete. Columns are 
manufactured in up to 3 separate parts at the factory, so it is possible to shorten construction periods. Connection 
between the column and the composite beam is easy since a steel connection is used. Green Frame residential 
apartment buildings compose the plan with a long-span module of 8m×8m. When the 8×8 module is applied, 
columns are not installed inside the apartment. Therefore, architectural plan flexibility can be maximized. 
Figure 2 is a view on the residential apartment building applied with the 8×8 module.

Fig.2 3D view of Green Frame 
system

Fig.1 Section of Green Beam

2.2 Simulation method: 

One residential apartment building to be constructed was selected as a model for analysis. A floor plan of the 
target multi-residential apartment buildings is given in Figure 3, and energy consumption and CO2 emission were 
calculated after it was designed into a Green Frame structure. By comparing calculated energy consumption and 
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CO2 emission with the average value of bearing wall type, its energy efficiency and CO2 reduction capability 
were analysed. In the case of the green frame structure, a partition wall was installed to form a space similar 
to that of the bearing wall type. Table 1 shows the major materials in the original unit used to calculate CO2 
emission and energy consumption. (Hong et al., 2010)

Fig.3 Floor plan of the Green Frame apartment

Table.1 Energy consumption and CO2 emission per original unit from major construction materials 
(Hong et al., 2010)

Energy consumption per 
original unit

CO
2
 emission per original 

unit
Materials

2,406.393 MJ/m3140.43 kg-CO2/m3Concrete

3,522.222 MJ/kN408.09 kg-CO2/kNReinforcing bar

4,065.782 MJ/kN377.23 kg-CO2/kNStructural steel

1178.566 MJ/m233.75 kg-CO2/m2Gypsum board

240.672 MJ/m23.83 kg-CO2/m2Form-work

3. Results:

As a result of analysis, CO
2
 emission per unit area of Green Frame residential apartment building is 270.65ton-

CO
2
/m2 whereas for bearing wall type residential apartment building is 335.30ton-CO

2
/m2, which is about 

23.8% higher than that of the Green Frame residential apartment building. By comparing these results based on 
the amount of steel used, CO

2
 emission per unit area was reduced to 161.35ton-CO

2
/m2, about 29.6%, for the 

Green Frame residential apartment building compared to the bearing wall type. Therefore, the main factor that 
reduced CO

2
 emission is the reduction of reinforcement and steel amount. Figure 4 shows the comparison on 

CO
2
 emission per unit area of the main materials. 

Figure 5 represents the comparison on energy efficiency between bearing wall type and Green Frame residential 
apartment building. Energy consumption based on input materials was calculated as 4,078.17GJ/m2 and 
4,650.13GJ/m2 for Green Frame and a bearing wall apartment respectively. Thus, it was analysed that Green 
Frame showed energy efficiency of about 12.3%, superior to that of the bearing wall type. Considering the 
decrease in the amount of temporary materials by applying pre-cast concrete, it is expected that CO

2
 reduction 

and energy efficiency will be far better in real construction.
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Fig.5 Energy consumption per unit area 
for each structural type

Fig.4 CO2 emission per unit area for 
each structural type

4. Conclusion

This paper analyses energy efficiency and CO
2
 reduction of the Green Frame residential apartment building 

and analysis results are the following. Compared with bearing wall , the Green Frame apartment reduced CO
2 

emission to 80.7% and energy consumption to 87.7%. It is believed that the reduction will be far greater when 
temporary materials input during the real construction are considered. Thus, it is expected that the Green Frame 
system will contribute to make the next generation residential apartment building with longer service life and 
maintaining eco-friendly capabilities. Furthermore, when the Green Frame is applied to the residential apartment 
buildings, it will also result in reduction of construction schedule and less manpower.
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ABSTRACT: 

The latter few years have been marked by a new generation of buildings: 
buildings with various degrees of high technology, which are extremely 
ecological in their behavior through the intelligent use of functionally adaptive 
materials, products and constructions that are able to react to changes in 
their direct or indirect surroundings and adjust themselves to suit.

This creates new tasks for the designers and planners of these buildings, 
who must know, the design process requires knowledge and integration of 
many parameters belongs these new “smart“ or “intelligent“ materials and 
technologies for solutions to long-standing problems in building design.
 
The goals of this research are to focus on materials that combine questions 
of sustainability with the performance of building materials and to suggest a 
methodology that shall help architects and designers in choosing a suitable 
smart material for building design. 
The paper defines the terms Smart Materials and Smart Technologies in 
architecture, pointed out the architectural perspectives in order to assess 
how architecture can develop further by using the new technologies, 
describes examples on completed projects and/or experiments by architects 
that deepened the knowledge. The research expounds the effectiveness of 
using smart materials to become an agent “towards a new architecture“.  

Keywords:
Smart Material, Building Systems, Sustainable Architecture. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 
 

Smart planes – intelligent houses – shape memory textiles – micromachines – self-assembling structures 
– color-changing paint – nanosystems. The vocabulary of the material world has changed dramatically since 
1992, when the first ‘smart material’ emerged commercially in, of all things, snow skis. Defined as ‘highly 
engineered materials that respond intelligently to their environment’, smart materials have become the ‘go-to’ 
answer for the 21st century’s technological needs.

 Apart from that new materials play a major role in architectural practice and research: The enhancement of 
traditional materials, such as reinforced concrete, can be achieved with the employment of high strength concrete 
or textile reinforcement. Further on smart materials are able to adapt their physical or chemical properties, in 
order to optimize the mechanical or thermal response of a structure or building. This in combination with 
innovative manufacturing processes will lead to new concepts in architectural engineering.
 
2. ARCHITECTURE MATERIALS: 
 

After reviewing several existing and common approaches for material classification, we will provide as:

2.1 Engineering classifications:

State: Solid. Liquid, Gas Structure: Amorphous, Crystalline
Origin: Natural, Synthetic Composition: Organic, Inorganic, Alloy

Processing: Cast, Hardened, Rolled Property: Emissivity, Conductivity
Environment: Corrosive .Underwater Application: Adhesive, Paint, Fuel, (D. 

Addington & L. Schodek, 2005).

2.2 Classification based on building components:

Structure materials: as Metal, Concrete, Stone, Brickwork, Timber, Turf, .ect.
Surface materials: Metal surface materials, Non-metallic mineral surface materials (Roofing, Sheets for 
cladding, Plaster, Flooring), Stone surface materials, Fired clay, Surfaces of earth. 
Bitumen-based materials ,Plastic surface materials  ,Living plant surfaces (Planted roofs, Wall cladding with 
plants, Indoor plants) ,Timber sheet materials (Roof covering, Timber cladding, Wooden floors, Natural rubber 
(latex) ,Wood-based boards ) ,Grass materials (Roofing and wall cladding with grasses, Grass boarding, Soft 
floor covering of, and linoleum) ,Boarding from ,domestic waste  ,Carpets and textiles . 
Building accessories materials: Windows and doors (Glass, Timber, Plastic, aluminum…), Stairs, elevators 
(Bjørn, 2009) 
Finishing materials: Paint, varnish, stain and wax with mineral binders (Lime paint ,Silicate paints ,or with 
organic binders (Synthetic paints and varnish ,Animal glue paint ,Vegetable oils ,Tar Natural resins ,Starch paint 
,Cellulose products) ,Stains ,Wallpapers.
Services: using different materials for Lighting, Air conditioning, electrical services, gases supply, water supply 
and distribution, draining supply, trash compactor.

2.3 Innovative materials classifications:

Recyclable Materials: These materials are manufactured mainly from crushed and cleaned waste.
Biodegradable materials: That are decomposed and completely broken down by microorganisms living in the 
soil.
Biomaterials: Plastics and other materials made from renewable sources.
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Nonvariable materials: These materials are largely unaffected by physical and chemical influences.
Functional Substances: A general term for monofunctional and multifunctional substances.
Smart Materials: These materials have change properties and are to reversibly change their shape or color in 
response to physical and –or chemical influences.
Hybrid Materials: These materials are manufactured by combining at least two different components.
Functionally Gradient Materials: Composite materials with gradually merging layers. This results in a 
continuous change in material properties.
Nanomaterials: Materials made from nanometer scale substances, (Axel Ritter, 2007).

2.4 Classification based on function/system:

This classification establishes a sequential relationship between materials, technologies and environments.
Traditional materials, High performance materials: Fixed responses to external stimuli (material properties 
remain constant under normal conditions)
Smart Materials: (Type1– Property-changing) Intrinsic response variation of material to specific internal 
or external stimuli (Thermochromic, Magnetorheological, Thermotropic, Shape memory), (Type 2 – Energy 
exchanging) Responses can be computationally controlled or enhanced (Photovoltaic, Thermoelectric, 
Piezoelectric, Photoluminescent, and Electrostrictive).
Smart devices and systems: Embedded smart materials in devices or systems, with intrinsic response variations 
and related computational enhancements to multiple internal or external stimuli or controls.
Intelligent environments: combined intrinsic and cognitively guided response variations of whole environment 
comprised of smart devices and systems to use conditions and internal or external stimuli, (D. Addington & L. 
Schodek, 2005).
3. SMART MATERIALS/SYSTEM: CHARACTERISTICS, RESPONSES, AND APPLICATIONS:
 

Sensitive and reactive materials, products and constructions are required to help building react dynamically 
to various influences for reasons of stability and energy absorption, for example. Variable/ changing materials 
and products are capable of changing their properties themselves or their properties being changed by external 
influences such as the effect of light, temperature, force and/ or the application of an electrical field. These 
influences may lead to changes directly without conversion on the energy environments (luminous, thermal, and 
acoustic), or indirectly with conversion on systems (energy generation, mechanical equipment), (Axel Ritter, 
2007). Smart materials can be defined within two main typologies: property- changing, energy-exchanging as 
we shown in the classification based on function/system. A smart material has an inherent “active” behavior that 
makes it to fit into several categories. For example: electrochromic glass is simultaneously a glazing material, a 
window, a curtain wall system, a lighting control system or an automated shading system. It has a lot to do with 
new technologies (D. Michelle Addington &Daniel L. Schodek, 2005), recent developments in material research 
now allow coming to real-world practical, commercial applications. Nowadays materials such as phase-change-
materials, electro-chromic glasses and coatings, based on nano-technology, are available and the task is to span 
the gap between this material level to large scale architecture and building engineering applications. Apart 
from that another challenge is to leave the idea of “static systems” behind and develop systems, which possess 
dynamic properties to react to external changes in the environment, (Dr.-ing. P. Teuffel, 2009)

3.1 NanoMaterials (Nanotechnology):
 

“Nanotechnology refers to the creation, investigation and application of structures, molecular materials, 
internal interfaces or surfaces with at least one critical dimension or with manufacturing tolerances of (typically) 
less than 100 nanometres components results in new functionalities and properties for improving products or 
developing new products and applications.” The material out of which nanoparticles are made is nothing out 
of the ordinary. The basic material of nanoparticles can be organic or inorganic, for example silver or ceramic. 
In the building sector, nanotechnology is an “enabling technology”, a fundamental technology that helps to 
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make other technological developments possible, (Sylvia Bedecked, 2008), The challenges for nanomaterials 
synthesis lie in the design and tailoring of complex hybrid nanoparticles and ‘intelligent’ or ‘smart’ nanomaterials 
(nanotubes, functionalized surfaces, multi-layers, novel thin films and interfaces) with multiple functions for 
urgent applications,

 (Michael Berger, 2010), this innovative technology include layers of nanoparticals which can make glazing 
especially water-repllent or spectrum-selective, or paints and plastics extremely scrach- resistant. Glazing can 
incorporate suitably thin dichotic filter layers Nanoparticles can also be used in gypsum wallboard to improve 
room air quality. Examples of nanoparticles used are titanium dioxide (Tio2) and zeolite (Type1-property-
changing, photoadhestive smart materials). In a similar context, membranes with nanometer-scale pores are 
currently being developed to be used as part of facades with the ability to clean polluted city air.

Fig.1 NanoMaterial (using titanium dioxide), For self cleaning, Air Purifying.
Indoor and out door, (Axel Ritter, 2007), (Sylvia Bedecked, 2008).

3.2 Smart Materials and Adaptive System: 
 

 Based on the availability of smart materials one important aspect in this field is the introduction of adaptive 
systems into architectural and engineering projects, which allows a new approach to design: apart from traditional 
concepts, such as “form follows function” or “form follows force” the amount of energy brought into the system 
can influence the optimum solution of the overall system: “form follows energy”. Actually the idea of multiple 
states of a system is not new, (Dr.-ing. P. Teuffel, 2009).

3.2.1 Adaptive system definition:

The three main components of smart or adaptive systems are defined as the sensors, the actuators and a 
control unit. Sensors are one key component of any adaptive system. They must be able to measure different 
parameters at various points at various times. The parameters of interest differ from system to system; 
nevertheless following categories might be relevant: mechanical measurements, such as stresses or strains or 
environmental measurements, such as temperature, light emission or corrosion. Actuators are the elements, 
which cause changes in the controlled system, in order to achieve the desired specified condition. They serve 
to convert the electrical output signals of the monitoring unit into a reaction, such as translation or rotational 
movements. Apart from conventional technologies, such as electromechanical- or hydraulic devices, nowadays 
new evolutions using smart materials are thinkable. (Dr.-ing. P. Teuffel, 2009).

3.2.2 Smart material as adaptive system:

 An advantage of the use of both property-changing and energy-exchanging smart materials within the context 
of sensor/actuator systems is that many of the actions described occur internally within the materials themselves. 
In some cases the sensor/actuation cycle is completely internalized. In other cases, additional elements may be 
required for certain kinds of responses, but the complexity of the system is invariably reduced. 
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For Type 1 property-changing materials, there are intrinsic and reversible property change responses. The 
constitutive model I, shown in Figure 2, can be used to describe basic input and output relations for Type 1 
smart materials. When the full advantages of a complete control system are desired, including programmable 
logic capabilities or closed loop behaviors, it is clear that energy-exchanging smart materials that can generate 
electrical signals would be a seamless improvement.

 While the behaviors of energy exchanging materials are not normally programmable in the accepted sense 
of the word, they can easily become part of a complex system and still serve to reduce its overall complexity. 
The constitutive model II, shown in Figure 2, can be used to describe basic input and output relations when 
these kinds of Type 2 energy-exchanging materials are used.

It is interesting to note that more and more research is directed towards making as many overall system 
behaviors as internalized as possible. Ultimately, smart materials offer the possibility of making the overall 
system seamless, (D. Addington & L. Schodek, 2005). 

Fig.2 the input/output control models for smart materials type-1 and type-2
, (D. Addington & L. Schodek, 2005).

3.3 Smart Materials and Building System Needs: 

The materials and technologies that are integrated into the building construction, whether it is in the 
foundation or the electric system, are much more immune to change than the products and ornaments that 
fill and decorate our buildings. In table 1 ‘maps’ smart materials and their relevant property characteristics 
to current and/or defined architectural applications. With the exception of some of the glazing technologies, 
most of the current applications tend to be pragmatic and confined to the standard building systems: structural, 
mechanical and electrical.

 As these systems are often embedded within the building’s infrastructure, many of the smart materials 
tend to be ‘hidden’. Building that is more important to determining its public presence than the exterior 
facade. In contrast, lighting systems perhaps have the most impact on the user’s perception of the building, 
and while enormous developments have taken place in this area, they have not percolated as much into the 
architect’s consciousness. Energy systems have steadily become more important as concerns regarding the 
global environment have mounted. Nevertheless, there remains much confusion as to the role that a building 
can or should play in the complex web of energy generation and use. One of the most interesting and least 
visible of smart material applications in a building involves the monitoring and control of structural systems. 
(D. Addington & L. Schodek, 2005)   
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Table.1 Mapping of typical building system design needs in relation to potentially applicable smart 
materials (D. Addington & L. Schodek, 2005)

REPRESENTATIVE APPLICABLE SMART 
MATERIALSMATERIALS

RELEVANT MATERIAL 
OR SYSTEM 

Characteristics

BUILDING  
SYSTEM 
NEEDS

surfaces changing in color  

Suspended particle panels ,Liquid 
crystal panels
Photochromics , Electrochromics

Spectral absorptvity/
transmission of envelope  
materials Control 

of solar 
radiation 
transmitting 
through the 
building 
envelope

Louver or panel systems , exterior 
and exterior
radiation (light) sensors-, 
photovoltaics, photoelectrics 
,controls/actuators ,shape 
memory alloys, electro and 
magneto restrictive

Relative position of envelope 
material

Thermotropics, phasechange
materials

Thermal conductivity of
envelope materials

Control of 
conductive 
heat transfer 
through the 
building
envelope

materials can transfer energy

Phase-change
materials

Heat capacity of interior
material

Control of 
interior heat 
generation

Thermoelectrics
Relative location of heat 
source

Photoluminescents,
Electroluminescents,
light-emitting diodes

Lumen/watt energy
conversion

Photovoltaics, micro- and meso energy systems (thermoelectric, fuel 
cells)

Conversion of ambient
energy to electrical energy

Energy 
delivery

Photovoltaics,Photoelectrics,
pyroelectrics

Daylight sensing
Illuminance measurements
Occupancy sensingOptimization 

of lighting
systems

Light-emitting diodes 
(LEDs),electroluminescent
double photovoltaic glass
(optimization of lighting system

Relative size, location
and color of source

integration of electronics and bio chemical 
functionalities

Thermoelectrics, pyroelectrics,
biosensors, chemical sensors,
optical MEMS

Temperature sensing
Humidity sensing
Occupancy sensing
CO2 and chemical detectionOptimization 

of HVAC 
systems Thermoelectrics, phase-change

materials, heat pipes
Relative location of source
and/or sink
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magnetorheologicals, shape 
memory alloys
Fiber-optics, piezoelectrics,
electrorheologicals (ERs),

Stress and deformation 
monitoring Crack 
monitoring Stress and 
deformation control
Vibration monitoring and 
control Euler buckling 
control

Control of 
structural 
systems

4. CASE STUDIES: CONTEMPORARY EXAMPLES AND APPLICATION IN BUILDINGS AND 
ARCHITECTURE: 

4.1 Geotube, dubai by faulders studio: 

Proposal for a 170 meter sculptural tower by Californian architects
GEOtube is a proposal for a new 170 meter tall sculptural tower for the city of Dubai. With an open structure 
and an exposed membrane skin, the vertical planes of the GEOtube tower are continually misted with local salt 
water via an external vascular water system. The result is a continual uniform growth of salt crystal deposits 
upon its vast and highly visible surfaces. (http://www.faulders-studio.com)

Fig.3 Geotube, Dubai by Faulders Studioa specialized habitat for wildlife 
(http://www.designboom.com)

Materials: As the water evaporates and salt mineral deposits aggregate over time, the tower’s appearance 
transforms from a transparent veil to a vibrant white vertical plane. Becoming a new vertical natural habitat and 
harvesting surface, photovoltaic panels consider the application of smart material/system type2. Sustainability 
factors: The first one is the using of salt crystals which produce air saturated with healthy negative ions. In 
contrast, pollution produces large quantities of positive ions creating an unhealthy electrical imbalance in the 
air. The concentration of negative ions is naturally higher around waterfalls and by the ocean; when water 
droplets are dispersed, an electrical charge is created. Research has proven the therapeutic values of salt caves 
and their positive influence in the treatment of respiratory diseases. The second factor is the open air salt water 
distillation pond is one meter deep & contains 17,000 cubic meters of water. 3 m diameter photovoltaic panels 
float upon the top surface of the pond via a custom pontoon system. Total PV surface area = 2,041 meters 
square. Photovoltaic pads are tethered to bottom of pond with enough slack to allow for random clustering. 
Panels are wired to the energy grid via tethered conduit.

Structural lattice: A pattern design for the structural system is created by tracing the planar surface 
deformation generated by the large wind tube openings. The result is a highly redundant structural lattice 
comprised of two layers per wall (one layer is shown). The layers are interconnected with lateral structural 
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bracing via the wind tubes. The structural lattice is made with steel tubes that vary in diameter relative to 
overall member length. These tubes are sheathed in fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) material to protect against 
salt corrosion.

Fig.4 Geotube vascular system sustainability system-energy transparence 
Geotube, Dubai by Faulders Studio , http:www.Faulders Studio.com  (Photovoltaic pads, distillation pond)

4.2 Qatar national convention center, by jorge chapa:

The striking 177,000 square meter structure is seeking a LEED Gold Rating, a first for a building of its 
type in the region. When it’s completed next year the center will boast 3,700 square meters of solar panels 
in addition to a host of other resource-saving features. The building’s most iconic feature will be a massive 
steel representation of a Sidra Tree that supports the external canopy of the building and serves as its main 
entrance. Materials and sustainability factors:  The building will feature 3,700 square meters of solar panels, 
which will provide around 12% of the building’s total power. The choice to go with solar energy makes a lot 
of sense, granted the region’s sunny arid climate. The center is also fitted out with occupancy sensors, water-
efficient fixtures, LED lighting, carbon dioxide monitors, and variable air-volume systems that minimize the 
use of resources and improve the indoor air quality of the space. The previous systems are using type2 energy 
exchanging smart materials.  

Fig.5 . Qatar National Convention Center., solar panels  as resource-saving features., 
www.inhabitat.com

4.3 Nano vent skin demonstrated in concept tower, Agustin Otegui’s:

Materials: Nano Vent-Skin (NVS) … is a building skin that uses organic photovoltaics to capture sun 
and micro-wind turbines to capture wind. The outer skin of the structure absorbs sunlight through an organic 
photovoltaic skin and transfers it to the nano-fibers inside the nano-wires which then are sent to storage units at 
the end of each panel. Each turbine on the panel generates energy by chemical reactions on each end where it 
makes contact with the structure. Polarized organisms are responsible for this process on every turbine’s turn. 
The inner skin of each turbine works as a filter absorbing CO2 from the environment as wind. NVS would be 
made in panels with sensors at each corner. If a micro-turbine breaks or fails, then the signal is sent through the 
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nano-wires to the central system. Once the message gets to the central system, building material is sent through 
the central tube to regenerate the malfunctioning area with a self assembly process. Sustainability factors: 
NVS is just acting as a merger of different means and approaches into energy absorption and transformation, 
which will never happen in nature. (http://nanoventskin.blogspot.com/).

Fig.6  NVS interacting with Sunlight, Wind and CO2 -The outer skin of the structure absorbs sunlight 
through an organic photovoltaic skin and transfers it to the nano-fibers inside 

the nano-wires which then is sent to storage units at the end of each panel,  
http:www.xenophilius.files.wordpress.com

Photo-voltaic cells can be mounted on the building roof or integrated into the building façade this advanced 
smart material/ technology used successfully in many parts of the world.

4.4 Seoul commune 2026: gourd bottle tower matrix, Korea:

Seoul commune 2026 is located in Apgujongdong, a central area in the southern part of Seoul., Site Area: 
393362	,	Private	Cells:	2590,	The	concept	is	based	on	a	mixture	of	purely	private	rooms,	so	called	‘cells’,	and	
communally used spaces. 

Fig.7  Seoul commune 2026: gourd bottle tower matrix, the viability of an alternative and sustainable 
community structure in the overpopulated metropolises ,

http://www.masstudies.com/

Materials and sustainability factors: The exterior skin of the towers consists of hexagonal lattice structures 
that derive from the unique spatial structure and create the unique appearance of the towers. The hexagonal 
openings are filled with various types of glass. Photovoltaic glass panels are placed in sunny areas for energy 
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efficiency. Some exterior glass windows are recessed to create shaded balconies. The outer surface covering the 
lattice structure is made of a geotextile that creates an environment where vines can grow during the summer 
months to shade the openings. These integrated green structures have an internal watering system and a fog 
machine with automatic temperature and humidity sensors to optimize the environmental conditions of the 
plants. The water distribution system also carries up to 30 percent of the cooling load during the summer and 
cleans the glass windows of the building in the heavily polluted city of Seoul.

4.5 Shanghai world expo 2010, UK pavilion by Thomas Heatherwick:

UK pavilion is a six storey high object formed from some 60,000 slender transparent rods, which extend 
from the structure and quiver in the breeze. During the day, Each fiber optic rod is 7.5 meters long and encloses 
one or more seeds at its tip. During the day, they draw daylight inwards to illuminate the interior. At night, light 
sources inside each rod allowing the entire structure to glow. When the wind blows the optic “hairs” gently 
move as they create a dynamic effect for the viewers. Inside the darkened inner chamber of the Seed Cathedral” 
the tips of the fiber optic filaments form an apparently hovering galaxy of slim vitrines containing a vast array of 
embedded seeds. Materials: The Seed Cathedral is made from a steel and timber composite structure pierced by 
60,000 fibre optic filaments, 20mm square in section, which pass through aluminium sleeves. The holes in the 
1 meter thick wood diaphragm structure forming the visitor space inside the Seed Cathedral were drilled with 
great geometric accuracy to ensure precise placement of the aluminium sleeves through which the optic fibre 
filaments are inserted. This was achieved using 3D computer modelling data, fed into a computer controlled 
milling machine. For the sake of environmental protection, all materials used in “A Pavilion of Ideas” are 
recyclable. During Expo 2010, it will achieve the goal of zero carbon emission. (Environmental Report, Expo 
2010 Shanghai China, 2009.6)

Fig.8 . UK pavilion, the concept and energy efficient heat recovery air handling plant with pre-heat 
ducts, http://www.akt-uk.com/

4.6 PV DUST -Designed for site in Abu Dhabi, on airport road near Masdar City:

PV (for Photovoltaic) Dust is a site-specific Land Art installation producing clean energy with astonishing 
efficiency. The first zero-carbon-footprint agglomeration in the world, next to Abu Dhabi airport, UAE. 
Materials and sustainability factors: PV Dust covers 175,000m2 of desert ground with a new breed of 
photovoltaic technology, aggregating into a cloud of energy-producing dust. The PV Dust cloud has an eerie 
presence, recalling the great desert sand storms of the gulf.  Below the cloud, a network of sand-coloured gravel 
paths striates the territory. Seen from the flight path of incoming, airport-bound jets, the forking pathways 
assume the appearance of traditional Islamic lattices. Made of sand-colored gravel, Pebbles and crushed roof 
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tiles, this landscape relies on a distinct desert palette and does not need to be watered PV Dust, the photovoltaic 
farm of the future, is made of 279 cubic modules of 25m*25m*25m featuring innovative, omni-directional PV 
technology. The modular PV Dust cloud could be resized to meet those needs.

Fig.9, PV Dust,  a proprietary spherical solar cell product developed by Kyosemi Corporation, Japan., 
www.landartgenerator.org

4.7 Integrated concentrating (IC) dynamic solar facade, (CASE) center for architecture science and 
ecology:

 (IC) Solar Facade System is a building integrated photovoltaic system that takes a dramatically different 
approach than existing building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) or concentrating PV technologies to provide 
electrical power, thermal energy, enhanced daylighting and reduced solar gain. The IC Solar System produces 
electricity with a PV cell, captures much of the remaining solar energy as heat for domestic hot water, space 
heating (or, possibly, for distributed absorption refrigeration cooling), reduces solar gain by the building, 
and enhances interior daylighting quality, thus reducing overuse of artificial lighting. And requires little 
maintenance.

Fig.10, Integrated concentrating (IC) dynamic solar facade,
 http://www.case.rpi.edu/projects/ICsolar.html
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5. CASE STUDIES ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION:

Table.2. Case studies analysis based on material classification, building systems and using smart 
materials/ systems for sustainability.

Materials classifications
Case study analysis

Geotube,

 dubai

Qatar 
national 

convention 
center

Nano 
vent skin 

demonstrated 
in concept 

tower

Seoul 
commune 

gourd 
bottle 
tower 
matrix

UK 
pavilion

Expo 
2010

PV 
DUST -  

Designed 
for Site  
in Abu 
Dhabi

(IC) 

Dynamic 

Solar 

Facade

Innovative 
materials

Recyclable Materials

Biodegradable materials

Biomaterials

Nonvariable materials

Functional Substances 

Smart Materials

Hybrid Materials

Functionally Gradient 
Materials

Nanomaterials

Classification 
based on 
function/
system

Traditional & High 
performance materials

Smart Materials

Smart devices and systems

Intelligent environments

Smart material as adaptive 
system

property-
changing

energy-
exchanging

B
ui

ld
in

g 
 S

ys
te

m

Control of solar radiation 
transmitting through the building 
envelope

Control of conductive heat transfer 
through the building envelope

Control of interior heat generation

Energy delivery

Optimization of lighting systems

Optimization of HVAC systems

Control of structural systems

U
si

ng
 s

m
ar

t 
m

at
er

ia
ls

/ s
ys

te
m

s 
fo

r 
su

st
ai

na
bi

lit
y

Low energy

Low cost

Design with nature

Sustainable construction material, 
system & technologies

Building envelopes and innovative 
Façade systems
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From the mentioned above analysis, in part one table has shown that most of examples using photovoltaics 
(PVs) as representative applicable smart material which has resulted in a greater impact on energy-saving, in 
part (2) using building system in relation to potentially applicable smart materials, leading to optimization of the 
energy produced by the system, using materials suitable for the intervention and assessing the context in which 
they must operate, In part (3) Smart material/ Technology has been used to improve the ecological performance 
of the building, such as the increase of energy efficiency or the adaptive control of the building with regard to 
the changing environmental conditions, therefore supporting sustainability. 

6. Conclusion:
 

Smart materials will have an increasing range of applications and the underlying sciences in world. It must 
be maintained at a standard which helps achieve technological objectives which mean that smart materials and 
system must solve engineering problems and provide an opportunity for new wealth creating products and could 
have an important role in sustainability architecture.

From the data collected in this research regarding material function/system, this will speed the development 
of new materials for use in different applications. Smart materials and systems are able to sense and respond to 
the environment around them, they have the potential to improve existing technology and add new functionality 
to products. In other words they are considered a new way to bring nature into architecture. In addition, smart 
materials are considered as “building envelope of the future” that combines various wall functions into a single 
product. The Smart Materials/ technologies provide an opportunity to develop a new building aesthetics.

The real benefit of smart materials is for sustainability. The materials take energy directly from the 
environment so they do not necessarily need to be on the grid. Smart materials are both the “sensor” and the 
“actor”.  In order to be fully aware of the smart material, architect should know the advantages of this material/
technology that include these words or meanings: information, surface, nano, energy, light and climate. 
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ABSTRACT: 

This paper evaluates the use of recycled rubber tyres in the form of rubber 

crumb as a freeze/thaw protection agent when used in concrete. Reusing 

scrap tyres in the form of rubber crumb, in concrete could benefit the 

environment by reducing landfill and reducing the chemical usage of air 

entraining agents.  

The test procedure involved subjecting concrete to freeze/thaw cycles at 

5 days of age. Thawing was conducted in water to ensure full saturation 

of pores and maximum stress on the concrete samples. Rubber crumb 

when used at a 5% addition by volume provided the optimum freeze/thaw 

protection whilst maintaining the maximum compressive strength. The 

practical limitations of the test were time and freezer space so an accelerated 

test was used, limited to 50 freeze/thaw cycles, which was sufficient for 

conclusions to be drawn. 
This paper contributes to the understanding of the effects of varying doses 

of rubber crumb in concrete when used as a freeze/thaw protection additive 

and determines final compressive strength of concrete at normal non 

freeze/thaw conditions.  The compaction of concrete is raised as an area of 

concern with regard to rubber particle separation within the plastic phase 

of the concrete’s life.

Keywords: Rubber crumb, freeze/thaw protection, sustainability, 
recycled tyres.
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1.  INTRODUCTION: 

Over one billion tyres are manufactured annually using approximately ten million tonnes of elastomeric 
materials, including most of the natural rubber produced (Watson Brown 2009). On disposal these tyres 
produce hazardous waste materials that must be processed and accumulates in large quantities. Re-use of these 
non-decaying materials will avoid the environmental problems associated with disposal of the material by 
incorporating it into concrete mixes (Batayeh et al, 2008). 

A typical car tyre uses about 40% natural rubber and 60% synthetic rubber (Wasteonline 2009) and needs to 
be separated from the steel casing and other materials  before it can be used as a rubber crumb. Scrap tyres are 
classified as whole scrap tyres, slit tyres, shredded/chipped, ground and rubber crumb. Rubber crumb particle 
sizes range between 4.75mm to less than 0.075 mm and are irregularly shaped, torn particles due to the micro – 
mill process they are subjected to during the manufacturing process (Siddique and Naik 2004). 

Benazzouk and Queneudec (2002) and Paine et al (2002) investigated the efficacy of rubber crumb at providing 
freeze/thaw resistance and they surmised that rubber crumb provides a freeze/thaw protection when added to 
plain concrete. Concrete can be affected by freeze/thaw damage from the point of placing to being fully cured. 
This work examines the effects of freeze/thaw cycles starting at 5 days of curing where the concrete has reached 
about half the design strength.  The scarcity of test data identifying the early life performance of concrete with 
rubber crumb at varying additions was a key factor justifying this research. This paper will examine rubber 
crumb use at 5% and 10% addition, by volume, and compare to contemporary measures for protecting concrete 
from freeze/thaw damage.

2.  FREEZE THAW PROTECTION FROM RUBBER CRUMB 

Air entrainment is currently the most widely adopted method of providing freeze/thaw protection. If it can 
be shown that rubber crumb in concrete would be as effective as air entrainment in providing freeze/thaw 
protection, then discarded rubber waste could be utilised in the construction industry as a freeze/thaw protection 
method with subsequent sustainability credentials.  Paine et al (2002) investigated the use of rubber crumb as 
an alternative to air entrainment using three sizes of crumb from 0.5 to 25 mm and their tests showed that there 
is potential for using rubber crumb as a freeze thaw resisting agent in concrete.

Recycled particles of sustainable rubber crumb have a low modulus of elasticity (Khaloo et al. 2008). Due to 
this it is postulated that its inclusion as a constituent of concrete production introduces pressure relief chambers. 
These chambers alleviate hydrostatic pressure, via a mechanism akin to that afforded by air entrainment, thus 
promoting freeze/thaw protection. If the rubber crumb does entrain air further concrete protection is afforded. 
Skripkiunas et al (2007:85) state that, “rubber waste has no influence on capillary porosity of hardened concrete 
but it does increase the air content … and has a positive effect upon freeze and thawing resistance of concrete”. 
Thus freeze/thaw protection is provided. 

The method of freeze/thaw protection has been identified by Khaloo et al, (2008: 5-6) who stated that, “due 
to the non-polar nature of rubber particles and their tendency to entrap air in their rough surfaces, tyre-rubber 
concrete specimens contain higher air contents than plain concrete”. Furthermore, rubber particles tend to repel 
water (Khaloo et al, 2008).  When tyre particles are substituted for mineral aggregates in the control mixture, the 
tyre particles attract air; the amount of attraction is dependent on the internal pressure within the mixture. 

According to Chatterji 2003, an entrained air bubble system of between 5% and 7% by volume of concrete is 
required to improve the freeze/thaw performance of concrete. US Patent 669509 (2004) suggests a rubber crumb 
addition rate per cubic metre for 5% entrained air to be between 5.3 kg/m3 and 9.8 kg/m3. This has informed the 
dosages used for the purpose of this study as detailed in Section 4.1.2 of this paper.
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3.   THE MECHANICAL RESPONSE OF RUBBER CRUMB CONCRETE

Air entrainment when used as a freeze/thaw defence mechanism within concrete produces a compressive 
strength reduction, and according to Khorami & Ganjian (2007: 274) “rubber filled concrete showed a systematic 
reduction in strength, while its toughness was enhanced.” Therefore the compressive strength properties of air 
entrained concrete; with a known protection from freeze/thaw damage may be similar to that of concrete with 
an addition of ground rubber crumb, and will be investigated in this work.  

The properties of concrete with added rubber were outlined by Khorami & Ganjian (2007:274) who state that; 
“a concrete mixture with tyre chip and crumb rubber aggregates exhibited lower compressive and splitting 
tensile strengths than regular Portland cement plain concrete. There was approximately 85% reduction in 
compressive strength and 50% reduction in splitting tensile strength when coarse aggregate was fully replaced 
by coarse crumb rubber chips. However, a reduction of about 65% in compressive strength and up to 50% in 
splitting tensile strength was observed when fine aggregates were fully replaced by fine crumb rubber. Both 
of these mixtures demonstrated a ductile failure and had the ability to absorb a large amount of energy under 
compressive and tensile loads,” which may determine the application of rubber concrete use. 

Siddique and Naik (2004) compared plain concrete with concrete manufactured with rubber crumb, and 
determined that on washing the rubber crumb in water, prior to use, an increased compressive strength in the 
order of 16% may be achieved.

4.   THE LABORATORY INVESTIGATION

This study has incorporated recycled tyre rubber into concrete in the form of rubber crumb. Additions of 5% 
and 10% of rubber crumb by volume of concrete are proposed to replicate levels of air entrainment in concrete 
that will provide freeze/thaw durability. Concrete entrained with 5% air is known to offer a degree of freeze/
thaw protection. The addition of 10% of rubber crumb by volume of concrete was selected to observe freeze/
thaw performance at an upper limit of protection. 
The test program presented was developed to compare the compressive strength and weight loss of concrete 
cubes manufactured from plain and rubber crumb mixes (see section 4.1.2) and. subjected to freeze/thaw cycles, 
against a similar set of cubes which were not subject to freeze/thaw cycles.

4.1  Materials

The materials used were primarily ground rubber crumb from vehicle tyres and virgin aggregates bound with a 
cement binder containing pulverised fuel ash (PFA) as a Portland cement replacement.

4.1.1 Rubber crumb

The rubber crumb sourced from vehicle tyres was sieved in accordance with BS 812: Part 103 : 1985 and the 
results shown in Table 1., and Figure 1., confirm that 94.1% of the sourced rubber crumb particle sizes were 
between 1.16 and 2.36 mm, with 5% being finer than 1.16 mm and no material passing the 0.43 mm sieve.
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Table 1. Results of rubber crumb sieve test

Sieve size (mm) Sieve weight (g)
Sieve and 

crumb weight 
(g)

Rubber crumb - weight  
retained (g)

Percentage of 
sample passing (%)

2.36 482.0 482.0 0.0 100
1.16 443.0 443.0 473.5 5.1
0.43 381.5 855.0 25.5 0

Base Pan 248.0 273.5 0 0

Total 1554.5 2053.5 499.0 100.0

Figure 1. Rubber crumb grading profile

The particle size is above the optimum upper limit of air entrainment for freeze/thaw protection as recommended 
by Harrison et al (2001) being quoted as 300µm. However no particles were smaller than 0.43 mm which 
avoided the problem of cement paste disturbance as identified by Neville (1995). 

If crumb rubber is used for freeze/thaw protection it has the advantage of being impossible to freeze under 
normal freeze/thaw conditions and for the purposes of calculating the percentage addition of rubber by volume 
of concrete the solid density of rubber was taken as 470 kg/m3. 

4.1.2 Design mix

Four mix designs were utilized in this test program and these were plain, air entrained, 5% rubber crumb and 
10% rubber crumb concrete. The basic mix design used for the plain concrete samples (batch group 1) is shown 
in Table 2.
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Table 2. Constituents of the basic mix design – batch group 1

Quantities per m3 of concrete Material

240 kg CEM11 cement
731 kg Coarse sand
1107 kg 20 mm (max) marine gravel

0.8 Water cement ratio

Batch group 2 was afforded freeze/thaw protection through the addition of rubber crumb at 5% volume (7.6 kg/
m3) and batch group 3 utilized 10% (15.2 kg/m3). Batch group 4 facilitated the comparison of the rubber crumb 
concretes to those more conventionally protected from freeze/thaw action via the addition of an air entrainment 
agent at 50 ml per 100 kg of cement dosage. Batayneh et al (2008) and Malek et al. (2007) noted that, the 
increase of the crumb rubber content in the mix resulted in a decrease in both the slump and the unit weight of 
the mixtures, and this effect was observed during the mixing process.  

The plain concrete mix design proposed for this test was provided by the ready mixed concrete producer Cemex 
UK. A high water/cement ratio is adopted to produce a weaker concrete exaggerating the effect of freeze thaw 
damage.

4.2  Methodology

The following sections highlight the methods employed during manufacture and testing of the concrete 
samples.

4.2.1 Cube manufacture

Twelve 100 mm cubes were manufactured of each design mix. Six cubes were subject to freeze/thaw action 
and the other six remained as control (see Figure 2.). Cube production was controlled with the use of a slump 
test to BS EN 12350-2:2000 and compaction was carried out with a vibrating table. All compression tests were 
carried out in accordance with BS EN 12390-3:2002. Care was taken not to over vibrate the cubes, however it 
was noted the rubber crumb rose to the surface when vibration/compaction took place which is not surprising as 
the specific gravity for ground rubber may be in the region of 0.48 when compared with concrete which is 2.4.

Figure 2. Batching process
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Producing all twelve cubes at one instance from each mix design batch, ensured all cubes tested were of 
consistent quality to enable comparisons to be drawn.

4.2.2  Cube test program

From each group of six cubes, two cubes were compression tested at five days after manufacture. This facilitated 
strength comparisons prior to commencing exposure to the freeze/thaw cycles and highlighted the representivity 
of the cubes produced from each batch. From here, the testing of the control cubes mirrored those of the freeze/
thaw cubes to ensure consistent curing times and aid comparisons to be drawn.

The freeze/thaw cubes were initially subjected to thirty freeze/thaw cycles and on completion, compression 
testing was again carried out on the two remaining cubes from this group and the control cubes as shown in 
Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Staged compressive strength test program

6.0  RESULTS

6.1 Batching slump test results

The results of the slump test are shown in Table 3., and the results show that the concrete containing the rubber 
needed additional water to achieve a slump in keeping with plain or air entrained concrete. This is in accordance 
with the findings of Malek et al (2007) and Khatib Bayomy (1999) who suggest that rubber particle addition 
reduces the concrete slump. 
  

Batch groups 1 - 4 
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cubes of six 

 

Zero F\T cycles 
Compression test two 

cubes of six 
 

Compression test two 
cubes of four 

 

Thirty F/T cycles 
Compression test two 

cubes of four 
 

Compression test 
remaining two cubes 

 

Fifty F/T cycles 
Compression test 

remaining two cubes 
 
 

Control cubes Freeze/thaw cubes 
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Table 3. Slump test results

Concrete batch
Initial slump results 

(mm)
Addition water added (ml)

Subsequent slump results 
(mm)

Plain 60 0 60

Air Entrained 60 0 60

10% Rubber 0 300  (+ 3.7%) 30

5% Rubber 5 100  (+ 1.3%) 20

6.2 Compressive strength and weight loss results from test program

The freeze/thaw test was started after 5 days from batching and the compressive strength of the control cubes 
prior to any freeze/thaw cycles were 14 and 12.1 N/mm2 which showed a difference of 1.9 N/mm2 providing 
a mean value of 13 N/mm2 and giving a percentage difference of 7.7% between the cubes from either side of 
the mean. This was considered within normal batching tolerances. At the end of the test the concrete retained 
as a control sample had achieved the strength of 26.3 and 24.1 N/mm2 respectively for each cube (2.2 N/mm2 
difference) being 4.4% above and below the mean. 

During the course of the freeze/thaw cycles, the cubes were thawed and weighed in a saturated state and mean 
values plotted for each six cube group as shown in Figure 4. It is clear the plain concrete cubes lose mass more 
rapidly than the concrete with air entrainment and rubber crumb. Using the air entrained concrete as a benchmark, 
the 5% rubber crumb performs equally well and the 10% rubber crumb concrete performs marginally better.

Figure 4. Freeze/thaw - % mass loss up to 50 cycles (mean value from cubes).

Figure 5 shows the initial starting mean compressive strengths at 5 days taken from two control cubes.  The 
addition of rubber crumb lowers the compressive strength in accordance with the volume added. Malek et al. 
(2007) found similar effects with regard to compressive strength although their work dealt with significantly 
higher doses of rubber crumb (40%) by volume. Bateynah (2008) confirms this characteristic, as substituting 
the harder dense aggregates with a softer less dense rubber will act as a stress concentrator, causing micro 
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cracking  of the concrete matrix, leading to a loss in strength. The design mix was the same for all of the cubes 
and the rubber crumb concrete shows signs of strength development despite the freeze/thaw curing conditions. 
Conversely the plain concrete showed a strength reduction over the 50 cycles and the air entrainment cubes 
coped well with the freeze/thaw process despite and early fall in strength. The fall in strength of the air entrained 
concrete between 0 and 30 cycles was thought to be due to potential variations in the concrete batching, which 
were in line with the initial observations of strength variation prior to the test; rather than an actual strength 
reduction due to freeze/thaw action. 

Figure 5. Freeze/thaw cube compressive strength between 0 and 50 freeze/thaw cycles.
The plain concrete cubes as Plate 1., showed significant deterioration after 50 cycles, exhibiting severe surface 
scaling and aggregate pop out, with additional mass being lost from the corners of the cubes.

Plate 1.  Plain concrete cubes at 50 freeze/thaw cycles

Plate 2., shows the extent of superficial damage to the air entrained concrete cube, which also suffered concrete 
loss from the corners, which may have been due to handling.
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Plate 2. Air Entrained sample at 50 freeze/thaw cycles
Plate 3., illustrates minor scaling to concrete with 5% rubber crumb after 50 freeze/thaw cycles with all faces 
being relatively intact.

Plate 3. 5% Rubber sample at 50 freeze/thaw cycles.
Plate 4., shows the 10% rubber crumb cube to be relatively intact after 50 freeze/thaw cycles. There is evidence 
of the rubber crumb separation from the plastic matrix as shown on the surface of the cube in Plate 4, this was 
due to the compaction method, using a vibrating table. The rubber crumb is exposed due to the loss of surface 
laitence.

Plate 4. 10% Rubber sample at 50 freeze/thaw cycles
The compressive strength of the concrete cubes is shown in Table 4., and Figure 6. 
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Table 4. Compressive strength of control concrete cubes

Concrete Batch
Compressive strength 5 
days (0 freeze thaw cycles) 
N/mm2

Compressive strength 35 
days (30 freeze thaw cycles) 
N/mm2

Compressive strength  
55 days (50 freeze thaw 
cycles) N/mm2

Plain 13.1 19.6 25.2

5% Rubber 7.5 11.1 12.9

10% Rubber 4.3 6.6 7.7

Air Entrained 13.9 23.4 27.9

The mean compressive strength values taken from Table 4, for the control concrete with rubber crumb additions, 
show a fall in strength when compared to the plain concrete. The overall mean values measured at 5, 35 and 
55 days show that when the 5% and 10% rubber crumb concretes are compared to the plain batch, there is a 
respective fall in compressive strength values of 46% and 68%. This strength reduction is an indication of the air 
void/crumb spacing which affords freeze/thaw protection, hence the effectiveness of the rubber crumb addition 
with regard to freeze/thaw damage resistance.  

Figure 6. Freeze/thaw and control sample compressive strengths.

Figure 6., shows the decline in performance of plain concrete between zero and 50 freeze/thaw cycles. The air 
entrained concrete did not develop strength as the rubber samples, but the comparison of the freeze/thaw and 
control samples showed a marked difference in strength development. Both rubber concrete samples exhibited 
lower compressive strength values due to the rubber crumb inclusion and a much lower strength difference after 
50 freeze/thaw cycles when comparing the freeze/thaw sample with the control sample.

7. CONCLUSION

The use of rubber crumb in concrete has shown to be effective in providing freeze/thaw protection. The dosage of 
5% and 10% shows no significant difference in terms of freeze/thaw performance, therefore it is recommended 
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that a 5% dose by volume be used to maintain the potential for greater compressive strength development 
afforded by the 5% rubber concrete mix.
The strength reductions of rubber concrete mixes increases with the increasing percentage volume of rubber 
crumb added to the concrete. To compensate for this aspect of strength reduction, additional cement may be 
used to bring the design strength back to a plain concrete equivalent. This negates the impact of rubber concrete 
as a freeze/thaw additive, however air entrainment also promotes concrete strength reductions that must be 
catered for and air entrainment is widely used in freeze/thaw damage prevention.
An advantage of achieving freeze/thaw protection from rubber concrete mixes is that it facilitates the use of 
CEM 11 and CEM 111 binders.  These cements are cheaper than CEM 1 due to the inclusion of by products 
such as pulverized fuel ash (PFA) or ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS) as partial replacements for 
cement within their binders. Air entrainment works best using CEM 1, which is a more expensive cement than 
CEM 11 or CEM 111.

Rubber crumb would be well suited to use with self compacting concrete as no vibration is required to compact 
and expel air voids with this material. Large volumes of rubber crumb used in concrete would be acceptable 
where lightweight concrete was required with low compressive strength and elastic properties and maybe 
considered for use where foamed concrete would be used.

Further testing should be carried out using various rubber crumb additions to find out what the minimum dose 
of rubber crumb would be for maximum freeze/thaw protection, whilst maintaining maximum compressive 
strength concrete.
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ABSTRACT: 

Soft finishing materials for residential spaces are usually selected based 
on traditional criteria such as aesthetic characteristics, functional 
performance and economic factors. In recent years sustainable criteria 
gained more attention in the selection of soft finishing materials. These 
criteria appear in many publications for basic construction materials such 
as brick, concrete, stone, wood, metals, glass, plastic and plaster.  However 
a recent literature review shows that not much information is available on 
sustainability criteria for the selection of soft finishing materials such as 
upholstery covering, wall covering, floor covering and panel surfaces.
In comparison to the basic construction materials soft finishing materials 
are less durable. While this may appear to be a disadvantage, it is actually 
a major reason for using soft finishing materials in interiors. Since, like 
paint, they require regular renewal and are easy to change.  They regularly 
provide an opportunity to redesign a space with new color and texture 
using new fabrics.
This paper investigates the relevance of the following general sustainability 
criteria to the process of selecting soft finishing materials: 
Total life cycle cost, including maintenance, durability, and embodied •	
energy.
High recycled material content, recycled, salvaged, or reused, to address •	
end-of-life issues.
reduced material use•	
Healthy and safe indoor environment: low- or no-VOC paints, sealants, •	
and adhesives.
Blocking the spread of contaminants, warn occupants of indoor pollutants, •	
and improve light quality
The relevant sustainability criteria will then be used to design three surveys 
to evaluate the importance of sustainability criteria in the selection of soft 
finishing materials in three different groups namely designers, customers, 
and suppliers. The survey will be carried out during the International 
Exhibition for Interior Design, which will be held in Abu Dhabi, United 
Arab Emirates during the period from 29 to 31March2010.   
The findings of the investigation will be used to compile guidelines for the 
selection of sustainable soft finishing materials to be used by all involved 
in the selection process.

Keywords:
Soft Finishing Materials, Traditional Criteria, Sustainable Criteria, 
Echo Label, Abu Dhabi.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND:1. 

Among the many materials that contribute to the design of a complete interior, soft finishing materials have 
a particularly important role. They introduce a sense of softness, curvature, and flexibility into a static space, 
making a hard- or bare-looking room seem soft, comfortable and humane. With their vast range of colors, 
textures, and qualities, they offer unlimited design possibilities.
Functionally they are used to control natural light, provide privacy without solid walls Insulate, Protect from 
heat and cold, and absorb noise; they also provide comfort as upholstery for sofas and chairs.
 Aesthetically soft finishing materials are flexible and can be manipulated to create any kind of mood or 
characteristic, they come in an unlimited variety of colors patterns and textures and can be easily changed or 
replaced, soft finishing materials are excellent as a unifying element throughout an interior space and can be 
integrated with elements of interior design. Soft finishing materials are basically categorized as either textiles 
or skin materials (leathers).  

Soft finishing materials most often appear in interiors as upholstery cover materials for chairs, sofas, and 
cushions; as bed and table covers; and in window treatment, usually called by the traditional term drap ery. Soft 
finishing materials also appear as woven floor coverings, which refers to carpets and rugs .Lesser uses include 
curtains in locations other than windows (at door openings, for example) and as wall-covering material. 

In comparison with the basic construction materials (brick, concrete, stone, wood, and plaster) that are likely to 
line a raw space, soft finishing materials are less durable. While this may appear to be a disadvantage, it turns 
out to be a major reason for soft finishing materials’ signifi cance to the interior. Since, like paint, they require 
periodic renewal and are easy to change, they regularly provide an opportu nity to do over a space with new 
color and texture. Indeed, the Phrase ‘ to redecorate   ‘ implies new paint and new Soft finishing materials as 
the primary means of renewal.
It is probably because of this sense of soft finishing materials impermanence that designer feel free to be 
somewhat adventurous in their choice of fabric colors, textures, and patterns. This, in turn, has encour aged 
designers and manufactures of finishing materials to offer a tremendous variety. 

The selections of soft finishing materials should always be made after a fresh review of what is currently 
available. It may be because of their inherent decorative possibilities that finishing materials have generally 
been selected almost entirely on the basis of their aes thetic qualities.
As interior designers have become increasingly responsible and professional, realization has developed that 
soft finishing materials play structural and functional roles no less important than those  of any other ma terials. 
Designers are assumed to be aware of a large number of characteristics of soft finishing materials that impact 
their selection. 

   Intended structural use of soft finishing materials can include these obvious categories 
Drapery (window treatment or other) •	
Upholstery covering•	
Wall covering•	
Floor covering•	
Panel surfaces•	

TRADITIONAL CRITERIA FOR SELECTING SOFT FINISHING MATERIALS FOR 2. 
RESIDENTIAL SPACES: 

The selection of soft finishing materials depends on their specific use within an interior space. 
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Some soft finishing materials are selected for their aesthetic characteristics; others may focus on function-
related performance, maintenance, and installation factors; and some may be determined by economic factors.

The selection of soft finishing materials is often associated with the choice of furniture, hard floor coverings, 
and paint colors as a key element in the designer’s contribution to a design project.

 Soft finishing materials selection may seem a simple matter of casually choosing some attractive colors and 
textures-but the subject is actually complex and merits more careful attention.

Selecting soft finishing material from the vast collection of materials available will involve consideration of 
such traditional criteria.

Table.1 Shows the traditional criteria for selecting soft finishing materials (textiles or leathers) 
(Rosemary Kilmer, P.1992)

Table (1)

 TRADITIONAL CRITERIA CHARACTERISTICS/CONSIDERATIONS 

AESTHETIC CRITERIA

Appearance 1.  Color ,pattern size & repeat ,visual textures ,style. 

Tactile 2. Touch: rough, smooth, soft; fabric weight and drape ability. 

Visual Coordination 3. Coordination with other interior elements.

FUNCTIONAL CRITERIA

Durability 1. 
Abrasion and tear resistance; light fastness; color and texture 
retention; soil resistance; structural stability and flame resistance.

Performance properties2. 
Reparability. Value for acoustical, static, isolative, and light 
control properties. 

Maintenance needs3. Clean ability, stain removal and touch up requirements. 

ECONOMIC CRITERIA

Material Costs1. Material,

Labor Costs2. Delivery, and installation costs

Maintenance Costs3. Maintenance, warranty, and replacement costs 

   Aesthetic criteria:2.1 

Often a soft finishing material is selected because of its aesthetic appeal; however, a designer must be sure that 
the fabric or textile is also durable and appropriate for its intended use. 
Three attributes of soft finishing materials that form the basis for aesthetic judgment are color, pattern, and 
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texture. Soft finishing materials can also be judged on good design principles within them self and on how they 
will coordinate with other materi als.
Color preference is sometimes the most important factor in the selection of fabric. Coor dinating color schemes 
of fabrics with other materials in an interior space should support, en hance and complement one another, not 
compete or cause visual irritation. 

Pattern expresses the personality and character of a soft finishing material. Pattern within textiles should be 
well proportioned and exhibit good design composition. Pattern can also be used to relate a particular fabric to 
a period of time. Coordination of period styles and their patterns and motifs must be consistent to produce an 
authentic genuine effect.
Textural characteristics range from a smooth and refined quality (satin, velvet, damask) to a coarse and sturdy 
quality (tweed,matelasse, frieze).
 Textural relief within a textile refers to the three-dimensional quality of the surface. 
Weight of a soft finishing material is also important in the selection process. Soft finishing material can be 
classified into four basic weight categories: sheer and/or thin, lightweight, medium-weight, and heavy.weight. 
Sheer and/or thin textiles are typically used for window curtains or draperies, lightweight fabrics can also be 
used for curtains, draperies, and top treatments, medium-weight fabrics are used for upholstery, draperies, 
shades, rigid top treatments and heavier curtains. They can also be used as wall and partition \ coverings. 
Heavyweight fabrics are applied as furniture upholstery, wall coverings or hangings, and heavy bedspreads.

Functional criteria: 2.2 

Functional characteristics include serviceability expectations. As well as design and perfor mance qualities. 
Some soft finishing materials will wear out faster than others because of the fiber, yarn, or construction method, 
and may wear out aesthetically because of functional weakness, such as fuzzing or pilling problems with colors 
fading or crocking (color rubbing off), or being difficult or impossible to clean.
A designer must also be aware of performance requirements, such as flame resistance, static reduction, or 
structural stability. Soft finishing materials installed in commercial applications must meet minimum 
requirements for durability, colorfastness, and fire safety.
A designer should be aware of a soft finishing material’s ability to hide soil and still look good. The clean ability 
of a soft finishing material is based on the fiber content, construction method, and durability of finishes.
Similar to the other basic construction materials (stone, wood, brick, and plaster), soft finishing materials come 
from a natural or raw state and go through an average of six finishes to become marketable or usable as finished 
products. 
Before specifying or selecting soft finishing materials for an interior space, the interior designer must understand 
the qualities of the basic materials, the process that fibers undergo in order to be transformed into soft materials 
and the finishes and applied ornamentation of the textiles.

 
Economic criteria: 2.3 

Cost is a more complex issue than it may seem. It is a mis take to consider only the first cost of material.
 Soft finishing materials are available in a vast range of prices from quite minimal to very high, but the simple 
per-yard price of a soft finishing material is only one factor in the total cost.
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The initial cost of soft finishing material yardage tells nothing about the soft finishing material’s lifetime cost, 
which takes into account its durability, cleaning costs, and replacement cost. (This last becomes important with 
frequent redecoration)
The cost of drapery and upholstery includes the work of mak ing up curtains or covers plus the cost of additional 
materials, such as linings and hardware. (These costs generally do not depend on the type of fabric chosen.) 
A better soft finishing material at a higher price may be more economical in the long run than a cheap material 
with a short life. However, if the user plans to change soft material frequently, this may not apply. Such 
intangibles as user satisfaction and aes thetic qualities are important criteria that cannot be priced. 
Cost of fabrication, hardware, and installation of drapery and other win dow treatments and, for all soft finishing 
materials, cost of maintenance over a long term and the duration of useful life before replacement are all factors 
in the true total cost of a selected textile. The work in volved in reupholstering furniture is particularly costly and 
often leads to a decision to replace the entire chair or sofa as more eco nomical.

OTHER CRITERIA:3. 

3.1 Comfort:

In selection upholstery covering, consideration should be given to the length of time a person is liable to use 
the item of furniture. Some synthetic materials can become uncomfortably sticky, particularly in a hot 
environment, while certain woven natural soft materials can be comfortable to the skin.

SUSTAINABILITY: 4. 

The most commonly used definition for sustainable development comes from a report by the World Commission 
on Environment and Development—“To meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs.” (Penny Bonda and Katie Sosnowchik,P.2007)& (http://www.
saltsorganic.com/sustainable_clothing_production.html)
Sustainability is recognized as the first step toward ensuring survival of the growing human population and the 
Earth. (http://www.accessscience.com/popup.aspx)
    The dictionary defines sustainability as “the attempt to provide the best outcomes for both human and natural 
environments both now and in the indefinite future.” 

Sustainability means thinking about creating buildings and interior environments now, but also considering how 
they will be used 50, 100, or more years from now. It also includes strategies such as the use of environmentally 
friendly materials, recycling, and energy efficiency.
 Con cepts of sustainability extend to include avoiding pollution, conserving resources, and utilizing materials 
and furnishings that are made from re newable resources with long life spans and requiring minimal upkeep. 
Sustainability is a healthy and educated mind-set about living and working to support rather than deplete natural 
resources. Ultimately, sustainability means creating long-lasting buildings and environments that tread lightly 
on the environment.

Sustainable materials:4.1 

A sustainable material is a material that fits within the constraints of a sustainable material system. In order to be 
sustainable, the material must be appropriate for the system and the system must be appropriate for the material. 
(http://www.accessscience.com/popup.aspx)
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Sustainability of soft finishing materials:4.2 

Sustainability of soft materials refers to any method utilized to attempt to make the production of that soft 
materials more environmentally friendly. Soft materials refer to any product that is made from textiles and skin 
materials, and there are several stages involved in making fabric, and therefore there are many ways in which 
each stage can be altered to make the production of that textile more environmentally friendly.
In basic terms, what does this mean when used in sustainable textiles production? It means that ever effort is 
made from the fiber to finished product to ensure the least harmful and most natural materials are used. Also 
using the least energy possible to produce and distribute the textiles. Starting at the fiber, using natural, easily 
renewable fibers like bamboo help lessen the amount of land and energy used. Using organic cotton instead of 
regular cotton prevents chemicals from getting into the surrounding natural and human environments.

Green specification and soft finishing materials:4.2.1 

Green specification describes selection of materials that produce a sustainable environment-the materials have 
come from a renewable source and removing them will not harm the earth’s environment. 
Green products will also have been green-manufactured with no adverse ef fect on the environment, and can 
usually be recycled or reused. These kinds of products are free from harmful toxins, are made of renewable 
resources, and have not created environmentally harmful by-products in the manufacturing process.
Green products are items that are environmentally friendly because they do little or no harm to the environ ment 
or because they are made of postconsumer recycled materials.

Soft materials have a generally minor to moderate impact on green issues, natural fibers produced from plants, 
such as cotton and  linen, have continually renewable sources, as do many materials with animal origins, 
such as wool, horsehair and goats› hair, leathers, and silk. Only the products obtained from endangered animal 
species -furs and certain skins, such as leopard and zebra, threaten the natural world through the possible 
extinction of wild animal popula tions. 

Although some fibers and chemical finishes can have an impact on indoor air quality, the task of soft material is 
generally minor in this regard. However, adhesives used with textiles for wall or panel covering and particularly 
adhesives used for carpet installation, can present serious problems of off-gassing that merit special atten tion. 

Soft materials used as window treatments, if chosen with green is sues in mind, can have a positive impact on 
energy and liveliness requirements through their ability to provide some degree of insulation from heat and 
cold. 

Soft finishing materials made of sustainable hemp and organic cotton and printed using only water-based 
pigment dyes, result in both eco-friendly and beautiful textiles.
We all have to do our part to save our planet. One big way to do that is to choose eco friendly products (recycled 
and chemical-free). 
It is a good thing, then that many companies have started going green.  Even if a product is labeled as green, eco 
friendly, or environmentally friendly, you can never be sure if it is the real thing.  One way to make sure that a 
product is eco friendly is to look at the components, whether they are made of chemicals or natural substances 
(core).These fabrics are woven and treated with no additional chemicals. Also during the finishing process, 
water based products and environmentally approved dyes are used. After years of enjoyable use, these fabrics 
are eco-friendly.
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SUSTAINABILITY CRITERIA 5. 

Table.2 shows the sustainability criteria for selecting soft finishing materials for residential 

spaces. (Penny Bonda and Katie Sosnowchik, 2007 &

 http://www.saltsorganic.com/sustainable_clothing_production.html.)

SUSTAINABILITY C RITERIA CHARACTERISTICS/CONSIDERATIONS

High sustainable and /or non-hazardous 1. 
recycled  material Reusable, recyclable

Fabrics made of sustainable hemp and organic cotton for 
example.

Minimal input (energy/water)and 2. 
output(waste)Healthy and safe indoor 
environment

Fabrics made of natural materials, such as cotton, linen 
wool, horsehair, goats’ hair, leathers, and silk.

Blocking the spread of contaminants, 3. 
warn occupants of indoor pollutants, 
and improve light quality

Fabrics are woven and treated with no additional chemical.

Benefits indoor air environment /4. 
human health

Fabrics are woven and treated with no additional 
chemical.

Made without polluting or toxic 5. 
chemicals 

During the finishing process, water based products and 
environmentally approved dyes are used.

Fabric produce locally6. 
Local is best, when items are made locally it is using less 
energy in transport. It is also great to shop local for from 
a community sustainability perspective. Shopping from a 
local reputable source also insures that fair labor practices 
are being used. Shipping is the final rung on the sustainable 
clothing ladder. Shipping less equals less energy and less 
environment damage.

PROBLEM:6. 

After presenting and reviewing the traditional standards (aesthetic, functional and economic) which help in the 
selection of soft materials, in addition to sustainability criteria, we identified the key problem of the research, 
which is that the customers, designers and suppliers who are the users of these soft materials, may follow the 
traditional standards when selecting and using soft materials in their residential interiors. Rather than follow 
sustainability criteria in their use and selection of those materials, probably the hypothesis here is that such 
problem exists due to the lack of knowledge and absence of clarity of those standards and not much information 
is available on sustainability criteria for the selection of soft finishing materials such as upholstery covering, 
wall covering, floor covering and panel surfaces. In order to investigate this problem, field observation has been 
conducted.
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METHOD7. 

Quantitative research method using a survey was adapted in the investigation of this problem. The survey 
involved distributing a questionnaire among a number of customers, designers and suppliers to know any of 
the criteria used when choosing the soft materials. The questionnaire ( Appendix A) was  distributed in the 
International Exhibition for Interior Design, which was held in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates during the 
period From 29-31March2010. The selection of this exhibition was based on the fact that it attracts different 
categories of customers, designers and suppliers from different countries.

 8. FINDINGS AND RESULTS

After the unloading of the questionnaire and analysis of its results, doing statistics needed, we discovered that 
sustainability criteria is the lowest criteria used when selecting soft materials. The percentage of non-users 
of sustainability criteria was as follows: Clients 52.22%, designers 54.55% and suppliers 43.42%, while the 
percentage of users  who used the traditional criteria in the selection of soft materials are much higher as 
follows: Clients: aesthetic criteria 59.26%.functional criteria 46.42% economic criteria 46.67%. Designers: 
aesthetic criteria 75.00%.functional criteria 65.20% economic criteria 63.46% and Suppliers: aesthetic criteria 
60.68%.functional criteria 55.59% economic criteria 49.48%.
Charts 1.2&3 show survey results, and Appendix B, C &D show detailed customer, designers and suppliers 
survey result. 

Chart. 1 Customer Survey Result

Criteria
ESS 

essential
PREF 

preferred
N/A 

Not applicable

1) Aesthetic criteria 59.26 30.56 10.19

2) Functional criteria 46.42 35.08 18.50

3) Economic criteria 46.67 32.96 20.37

4) sustainability criteria 22.59 25.19 52.22
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Chart. 2 Designers Survey Result 

Criteria
ESS 

essential
PREF 

preferred
N/A 

Not applicable

1)Aesthetic criteria 75.00 18.37 6.63

2)Functional criteria 65.20 23.81 10.99

3)Economic criteria 63.64 23.86 12.50

4) sustainability criteria 18.18 27.27 54.55

Chart. 3 Suppliers Survey Result 

Criteria
ESS 

essential
PREF 

preferred
N/A 

Not applicable

1) Aesthetic criteria 60.68 28.65 10.68

2) Functional criteria 55.59 29.69 14.73

3) Economic criteria 49.48 35.94 14.58

4) sustainability criteria 35.42 21.35 43.23

DISCUSSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 9. 

The results of the questionnaire show that there is a problem which is the non use of sustainability criteria 
for the selection of soft materials. So, we recommend that the information and specifications labels which 
are attached to the soft materials ,these labels should include and described the standard  information such 
as (the name and number of the fabric, width, fibers, finish, and, sometimes, price )beside the necessary 
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information about sustainability such as (products are environmentally safe,  Manufacturing is done using 
eco-friendly materials and avoided harmful chemicals) ,or attached special labels such as Eco Labeling 
or Made in Green to guarantee certain environmental criteria for all sorts of soft materials  and their 
manufacturing processes.

These special labels are for all those who provide or who are seeking textile products manufactured with the 
guarantee that they are free from substances harmful to health. This certifies that the product, throughout its 
traceability chain has been manufactured in factories which respect the environment and the universal rights 
of workers. The product, therefore is free from harmful substances, respects the environment and respects 
human rights. This well helps the users of the soft materials (especially non specialized users) to understand 
the structure of these materials and deal with them in the right way. 
The vast variety of fibers, yarns and manufacturing techniques used in making soft materials and the complex 
terminology used in describing fabrics can seem confusing. 

Consequently the customer can find a range of fabrics appropriate to the intended use by checking 
manufacturers’ suggestions and directly assessing such qualities as texture, weight (density), and feel (or 
hand, as this quality is called in the textile trades. commerce), by balancing the fabric’s aesthetic qualities 
of appearance, such as color, pattern, and texture, besides its practical qualities, such as durability, strength, 
and colorfastness, as well as its price and sustainable qualities.

Designers have an ethical responsibility to be aware of the impact their selections and designs have on the 
environment and subsequently on customers. That responsibility includes avoiding waste and pollution, as 
well as ensuring long life for design so that it will not be prematurely dis carded. These are critical features 
of good design, and when design is good, both the environment and customers benefit.
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Appendix A

General criteria for selecting soft finishing materials for residential spaces

Textiles and leathers for interior use (U, D, WC, FC & V)

Name: ------------------------------------ Company or E-mail: ---------------------------

Job title: -------------------------------------- P.O.B/City:--------------------------------

Below, list the General criteria for selecting soft finishing materials for residential spaces, Indicate whether 
criteria are “essential” (ESS) or “preferred” (PREF).  Not applicable (N/A).

U = Upholstery, D = Draperies and/or curtains, WC= Wall covering, FC= Floor covering,     V = various. 

CRITERIA
CHARACTERISTICS
CONSIDERATIONS ESS

essential
PREF

preferred
N/A

Not applicable

1) AESTHETIC 
CRITERIA 

Appearance A.  Color   
Pattern size & repeat
Visual textures
Style.

Tactile B. Touch: rough, smooth, soft 
Fabric weight and drape ability.

Visual Coordination C. Coordination with other interior 
elements. 

2) FUNCTIONAL 
CRITERIA

Durability A. Durability (the ability of the fabric 
to exist  for a long time without 
significance corrosion  Abrasion 
(Scratch) and tear Resistance

Performance B. Light fastness; color and texture; 
retention (continuation, keeping).

Soil resistance;
Flame (fire) resistance
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CRITERIA
CHARACTERISTICS
CONSIDERATIONS ESS

essential
PREF

preferred
N/A

Not applicable

Structural stability (stability of 
weight, weave)

propertiesC. Reparability. Ease of repair, 
Isolative properties.
Static properties.
Light control properties.

Maintenance needsD. Clean ability, stain (spot, blot) 
removal, and touch up (retouch), 
Replacement requirements.

3) ECONOMIC 
CRITERIA

Material Costs, A. Material, Delivery

Maintenance CostsB. Maintenance, warranty (guarantee) 
costs. Replacement costs.

Labor Costs.C. Installation costs.

4) SUSTAINABILITY 
CRITERIA 

High recycled material A. 
content

Fabrics made of sustainable hemp 
and organic cotton for example.

Healthy and safe indoor B. 
environment

Fabrics made of natural materials, 
such as cotton ,linen wool, 
horsehair ,goats› hair, leathers, and 
silk.

Blocking the spread C. 
of contaminants, warn 
occupants of indoor 
pollutants, and improve 
light quality

Fabrics are woven and treated with 
no additional chemical.

Made without polluting D. 
or toxic chemicals 

During the finishing process, water 
based products and environmentally 
approved dyes are used.
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Appendix B
Detailed Customer Survey Result 

Appendix C
Detailed Designers Survey Result 

Appendix D

Detailed Supplier Survey Result 
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ABSTRACT: 
Contemporary architecture has been deeply influenced by the urgent need 
for reducing harmful emissions in the atmosphere. The building sector 
constitutes in fact, one of the most energy consuming sectors of the world 
economy. Sustainable building is often directed at energy-efficient use 
of fossil fuels and the generation of renewable energy through technical 
appliances. 
From this perception, the building needs to be fine-tuned to its environs 
and interact intelligently with local characteristics such as climate, type 
of soil and surroundings. This interaction is most logically performed by 
the building skin: the roof, the ground floor and the façade (mainly for a 
response to desired or undesired climatic conditions) where in changeable 
climates the use of building mass or the thermally constant subsoil is an 
effective means to smooth big temperature differences
We present the role of building facades and particularly ‘Smart Skin’ as an 
innovative solution that makes buildings sustainable to different conditions 
and responsive to different environmental needs; this will be achieved by 
considering some sub objectives: firstly, bringing up the main principles and 
design parameters of building facades, secondly, identifying sustainable 
building façade features and then role in buildings’ energy performance 
and finally, analyzing three case studies in different regions with different 
climates (hot, humidity, tropical climates)  of office buildings that deal with 
technological and environmental aspects in sustainable building skins and 
its role in fulfilling three of environmental demands: ventilation, shading 
and energy conservation.
This paper is studying the main objectives for an efficient sustainable building 
façade taking into account the environmental sustainability aspect, where it 
has introduced the main principles for developing building façade concept 
and the governor concepts for this development for forming sustainable 
building skins, also it is focusing on the different façade techniques in terms 
of natural ventilation, shading techniques and energy conservation and its 
role in enhancing the internal environment.
Keywords: Building Sustainability, Building Façade, Intelligent 
Facades, Energy, Efficiency
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INTRODUCTION1. 

     In the recent years, contemporary architecture has been deeply influenced by the urgent need for reducing 
harmful emissions in the atmosphere. The building sector constitutes in fact one of the most energy consuming 
sectors of the world economy. However, buildings are also potential and powerful agents able to carry out with 
effectiveness and in relatively rapid time’s actions to minimize emissions, through the drastic reduction of their 
energy consumption. Monitoring the building life-span throughout the whole year is one of the most interesting 
aspects that could challenge contemporary approaches if conditions of change and variability are reflected in a 
continuous refinement of the design.

     With regard to energy consumption, sustainable building is often directed at energy-efficient use of fossil 
fuels and the generation of renewable energy through technical appliances. These measures may be considered 
adjustments to a furthermore traditional way of building, ignoring the fact that the building itself can be 
innovated to an intelligent, responsive or even proactive device.

      From this perception building is to be fine-tuned to its environs and interact intelligently with local 
characteristics such as climate, type of soil and surroundings (Dobbelsteen & Linden, 2007). This interaction is 
most logically performed by the building skin: the roof (mainly for the generation of energy in whichever form), 
the ground floor (for the exploitation of the soil) and the façade (mainly for a response to desired or undesired 
climatic conditions) where in changeable climates the use of building mass or the thermally constant subsoil is 
an effective means to smooth big temperature differences. In this paper, we present the role of building facades 
and particularly ‘Smart Skin’ (Compagno, 1999) as an innovative solution that makes buildings sustainable 
to different conditions and responsive to different environmental needs; this will be achieved by considering 
some sub targets: firstly, bringing up the main principles and design parameters of building facades, secondly, 
identifying sustainable building façade features and its role in buildings’ energy performance and finally, 
analyzing three case studies in different regions with different climates (hot, humidity, tropical climates)  of 
office buildings that deal with technological and environmental aspects in sustainable building skins and its role 
in fulfilling three of environmental demands: ventilation, shading and energy conservation.

Energy Conservation2. 

     The idea of sustainable building uses a very little energy and depends mainly on renewable energy resources 
in cooling, ventilation, and lighting processes. In addition there are passive cooling systems which is considered 
the most efficient way in conserving energy  where is targets to make use of available technologies  to cool 
building naturally without the need of power energy and it’s mainly based on five main natural processes: 
radiation, evaporation, ventilation, shading, and insulation (Francis Allard, 1999). So, this paper focuses on two 
of these techniques: ventilation and shading and how building skins deal with it to create a low energy profile 
which is a major goal for designing sustainable buildings that produce energy more than it consumes. Clearer 
and efficient technologies are required to further develop and expand the role of alternative energy sources. 
(Conservation and efficiency, 2008)

     That is why it is important for architects to consider some issues for energy-efficient and sustainable design 
from the moment the decision is made to construct a building until the building usage. Since buildings’ façades 
are considered one of the major components in buildings industry where façade is considered the face of the 
building and its direct contact to the outer environment; energy efficiency aspects need to be considered in 
buildings’ facades technologies.

The building envelope or skin comprises the outer elements of a building, including the foundation, walls, 
roof, windows, doors and floors (ASHRAE, 1999a). This envelope like the skin of a human body is called 
upon to perform a multitude of simultaneous functions in a relatively thin dimension. These can be divided 
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into energy related and non-energy related functions. In Addition to energy efficiency in its role as a building 
facade, the building envelope often communicates important cultural and social information such as a sense of 
grandeur or permanence.

Building Façade3. 

     There are several studies investigating building skin, building envelope and building facades where they 
are different terms used to label the exterior elements of a building. Powler and Kelbaugh (1990) defined a 
“building envelope” to be any surface that separates the thermally conditioned interior of a building from its 
environment. According to this definition, building envelope includes roofs, exterior walls, and floors, ceiling 
slabs and foundation walls and each play an immense role in building sustainability and how buildings respond 
to different requirements.

     In order to determine building requirements, the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-
Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) classified the building envelope into two parts: the exterior plus the semi-
exterior portions of a building. These classifications are defined as:
“The Building envelope, exterior is defined as: the elements of a building that separate conditioned spaces from 
the exterior. Building envelope, semi-exterior defined as: the elements of a building that separate conditioned 
space from unconditioned space or that enclose semi-heated spaces through which thermal energy may be 
transferred to or from the exterior, or to or from unconditioned spaces, or to or from conditioned spaces”(Stein 
and Reynolds, 2000). With the emerge of technology and the rush into saving the planet building aspects 
started to develop and new aspects have emerged such as intelligent facades which interact intelligently with 
the external environmental through the integration of different technologies such as sensors and automation 
system, responsive facades which responds to the environmental demands through passive technologies to 
make use of natural energy resource for example wind turbines and solar panels, sustainable skins that fulfill 
buildings environmental demands through integrating both passive and active together and interactive facades 
that changed the perception of building façade from static to dynamic as a response to the outer environment; 
all of these aspects affected on the concept of building envelope and how it’s related to buildings interaction to 
users and environment demands and this will be discussed briefly in the following section.

3.1 Intelligent Facades

     In the recent two decades, the concept of the “intelligent building” has emerged. The term intelligent building 
was employed as early as the 1980s. Since then several definitions for the term have surfaced. Wigginton and 
Harris (2002) stated thirty-four definitions of “intelligent buildings” and thirteen definitions of “intelligent 
skin/ facade” and it can be combined into one simplified definition according to Wigginton and Harris; where 
Intelligent facade is defined as “A facade incorporating variable technology, which would amend itself to 
provide comfort conditions inside the building whatever the external environmental conditions, might be, in 
any particular building location” (Wigginton and Harris, 2002).

Climate responsive Facades1.2 

     As it was discussed previously building façade terms started to develop when the need of understanding the 
climatic elements and the elements of heat exchange between human and their thermal environment, has gained 
priority in the research agenda. Thermal comfort became the main concern of many researchers, such as Fanger 
(2001), who started to develop new aspects in terms of building facades.

     Controlled experiments were the main method used to produce single scales that combine the effects of the 
four environmental factors (air temperature, humidity, radiation, and air movement) on the human body’s heat 
dissipation process where buildings skin is similar in its function to human skin.
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     With modern science and technology, the role of facades shifted from shielding inhabitants from the exterior 
environment. They are expected to be waterproof and water-vapor resistant, to provide thermal comfort and 
good interior air quality, and to control the transmission of ambient noise and the fragile human “comfort zone” 
inside. The facade’s new function is as “environmental filter” (Houghton, 1998)

Energy Conscious Façades1.3 

     The conscious for energy conservation started to emerge when the price the world had to pay for ignoring 
environmental forces was enormous, where a lesson had to be learnt. Building envelopes were called upon to 
perform a multitude of simultaneous functions, in a relatively thin dimension. These functions can be divided 
into energy related and non-energy related and new trends in building façade started to emerge as mentioned 
previously.

     One of these trends is energy conscious facades where the envelope has construction functions that are 
strength and rigidity, stability and durability, control of heat, air and moisture vapor flows, control of liquid 
water movement cost-effectiveness and fire resistance. The envelope is responsible for the building energy 
performance. 

     Wiggin ton and Harris (2002) identified seven related functions that address the  influence of envelope 
on building energy performance , these functions are performing as a thermal valve; a radiant filter; an air 
infiltration barrier; a moisture membrane; an energy collection or distribution device; a thermal, electrical, or 
chemical store and as a dynamic filter  which are as follows:

Function as a thermal valve: the building envelope, through its thermal resistance (R value) 1. 
regulates the flow of thermal energy from the interior to the exterior         environment (or vice 
versa).
Function as a radiant filter: the envelope transmits, absorbs or reflects radiant energy.2. 
Function as air infiltration barrier: the envelope breathes by allowing exterior air to seep through 3. 
cracks and openings or by intentionally introducing air through vents and fans. The design of the 
envelope is one of the principal factors that determine the level of air infiltration into a building. 
The envelope also acts as a barrier to airborne substances, such as pollutants and odors.
Function as a moisture membrane: the envelope controls moisture content within the building.4. 
Function as energy collection or distribution device: many solar thermal systems collect radiant 5. 
energy at the building envelope to enhance the building’s thermal performance.
Function as a thermal, electrical, or chemical store: the building envelope can store energy. For 6. 
example by using mass walls, the skin is utilized to provide thermal capacity in which heat can be 
stored for later use.
Function as a dynamic filter: buildings envelopes have been able to change their faces in the past 7. 
using shutters, awnings and other movable devices.(Wigginton and Harris 2002)

     In general there have been arguments about these seven features but they vary according to the climatic 
conditions and building requirements where the interaction between external climatic conditions and the 
performance of the building organism, with a higher interplay between the envelope, building services and 
environmental context is considered the governor aspect for these features.

     Consequently, the challenge here is to design an envelope with dynamic behavior that reacts to the outside 
stimuli and selects entering energy flows according to the local climatic context (external temperature, solar 
radiation, wind speed and direction, etc ), to seasonal changes, to outside changing conditions and inside comfort 
requirements.
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Sustainable Building Skins4. 

     After that the building envelope started to gain new role that goes beyond the protective function of a fix 
boundary. Conceiving the overall energy behavior of a building as a system capable of mutation gives rise to 
new concepts for an ‘intelligent’ skinning where building skin plays a key role in the planning of buildings with 
optimized energy use and room climate (Lars H.Ringvold, 2004).
   The idea of sustainable skins developed through times starting from double skin facades up to responsive 
kinetic skins where a very elaborate innovation in building components, regarding especially glass, shading and 
insulation systems takes place to gain the “passive” capacity of the building to modulate climatic variations. A 
sustainable building thus derives by a sophisticated synthesis between design passive criteria and technological 
development of materials and building elements all under the umbrella of sustainable building skins.

Double Skin Facades1.1 

     Double skin facades are not a new approach for sustainable building skins, it actually passed through different 
stages from the beginning of the 20th century where double skin facades considered engineering solution passing 
over the Second World War during the 40’s, the modern glass architecture was developed where the US was the 
main direction of this development. Then during the energy crisis in the 70th the designers’ main direction of 
thinking was how to reduce energy consumption of the buildings (Lars H.Ringvold, 2004). 
     This fact created the ability for developing the conventional curtain walls so it will works against energy loss 
and sun reflection through using double glazing walls and this where the idea of double skin facades started 
to develop until in the 90’s the idea of double skin façade was widely used all over the world in commercial 
buildings with increasing the environmental concerns. (BBRI, 2002)

4.1.1 Double Skin Façade Performance

      Before addressing the performance of double skin façade, it is necessary to mention that double skin façade 
construction consists of: outer glazed façade to provide weather protection and sound insulation, intermediate 
space (air cavity) which is used to protect thermal impacts on the interior façade by presence of shading louvers 
and interior façade (Belgian Building Research Institute, 2005). The concept of double skin façade performance 
differentiates through the year where the performance of double skin façade in summer differing from winter 
where:

Summer Performance
In very hot summer in particular hot arid climates, heat inside a building is mainly produced by the penetration 
of the sun through transparent surface, in double skin facades when solar radiation is high, blinds within the 
cavity provide excellent solar control protecting the air inside the cavity from exterior environmental conditions. 
This can only cool the air inside the cavity by several degrees lower than the actual external temperature (Gratia, 
E., and De Herde, A., 2004). Moreover, the cavity has to be well ventilated to prevent internal overheating 
(figure 1). 

Figure 1: Idea of ventilation through the façade cavity in summer
Source: (http://www.battlemccarthy.com/Double%20skin%Website?analysis/doubleskinanalysis.htm)
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Winter Performance
     Beside the ability of double skin façade for natural ventilation in hot raids; it could make use of solar rays in 
winter also. In contrast with summer, it would prefer to prevent solar rays from entering interior spaces, while 
in winter opposite process is happened, allowing the solar heat to enter the building and remain inside. The air 
located in the cavity between the two glass skins is heated by solar rays in case of closing the outer openings; 
this leads to heat the air in the cavity to enter interior spaces (Gratia, E., and De Herde, A., 2004). (Figure 2)

Figure 2: Winter Performance in double skin façade
Source: (http://www.battlemccarthy.com/Double%20skin%Website?analysis/doubleskinanalysis.htm)

4.1.2 Advantages and disadvantages of Double skin façade

     Although double skins façade is considered one great technology in the field of building sustainability, 
it’s, like any other methods, has advantages and disadvantages which Harris Poirzais has addressed them as 
follows:

Double skin façade advantages Double skin façade disadvantages

Better acoustic insulation and improve noise 
protection.

Need higher construction costs compared to 
conventional facades.

Reduce the cooling and heating loads. Decrease fire protection.

Provide thermal insulation. Reduction of building useful spaces.

Provide transparency.
Need additional maintenance and operational 

costs.

Low U-Value (thermal transmission) and 
g-value (Solar heat gain coefficient).

Overheating problems if not properly designed.

Low Construction costs. Increasing air flow velocity.

Reduction of the wind pressure effects. (Harris 
Poirzais, 2004)

Increasing construction weight. 
(Harris Poirzais, 2008)
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Interactive Facades5. 

     Within the rush of various technologies into the field of architecture new aspects has emerged into the idea 
of building façade and how it respond to the environment where more complicated design approaches and 
technologies have been introduced to the building facades using new high-performance glazing, improved 
shading and solar control systems, and greater use of automate controls. These technologies are known as 
interactive facades which should respond intelligently and reliably to the changing outdoor conditions and 
internal performance needs where it will exploit available natural energies for lighting, heating and ventilation 
and be able to provide energy savings compared to conventional technologies, and at the same time maintain 
optimal thermal comfort conditions. As photovoltaic costs may decrease in the future, these onsite power 
systems will be integrated within the glass skin and these facades will become local, non-polluting energy 
suppliers to the building.

     There are so many technologies of interactive facades; the next section will explain briefly two of these 
facades as an approach that should be studied in the future. These two facades are Nano vent-skin façade and 
Environmental responsive kinetic façade.

5.1 Nano Ventilated -Skin Façade

     Nano vent-skin is a conceptual personal project by Agustin Otegui aimed to trigger new approaches into 
greener and more energy efficient structures. A skin that transforms two of the most abundant sources of green 
energy on earth: Sunlight and Wind (figure 3)

 The concept takes advantage of a structure’s maximum available surface space (Augstin Dtegui, accessed 
2010). Plus, the stunning superstructure incorporates micro-organisms to soak up CO2 where Nano-structure 
components and working ideas are shown as follows:

Outer skin of the structure that absorbs sunlight through an organic photovoltaic skin and transfer it to •	
the Nano-fibers inside the Nano wires which then is sent to storage units at the end of each panel. 
Wind turbines on the panel that generate energy by chemical reactions on each end where it makes •	
contact with the structure. Polarized organisms are responsible for this process on every turbine’s turn. 
(Figure 5)

Figure 3: Nano Vent Skin wind turbine contact study
Source: (http://nanoventskin.blogspot.com)

Inner•	  skin of each turbine works as a filter absorbing CO2 from the environment as wind passes through it. 
(Augstin Dtegui, accessed 2010)

     •	 In order to achieve the best outcome of energy, the blades of each turbine are symmetrically designed 
where this feature, even if the wind’s direction changes, each turbine adapts itself by rotating clockwise or 
anti-clockwise, depending on the situation.
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5.2 Environmental Responsive Kinetic Façade

     This new technology in building skins consist of a hinged glass pane and spandrel panel laminated with 
photovoltaic cells where magnetic control switch, actuators, and thermal sensor are capable of the movement 
of the façade based on data received from the thermal sensor, also weather sensors on the façade respond to 
changes of wind, temperature and light conditions (figure 4). 

Figure 4: Structural details of environmental responsive kinetic façade
(http://www.core.form-ula.com/2009/04/15/som-sci-arc-on-cfresponsive-kinetic-facade)

     By experimental study, it is found that even a small six degree angular shift of the façade can result in a 
twenty-five percent reduction in the amount of solar heat gain inside the building. (Vittorio Giorgini, accessed 
2010) This new façade technology is the outcome of extensive study to reach the optimum use of technology 
and make use of it to fulfill environmental requirements.

Façade Design ObjectivesA) 

     There are two primary concerns were targeted within this façade technology. First is the humanistic value: 
to maintain an optimal thermal comfort level for inhabitants within the building taking into account the external 
variable environmental behaviors. The second concern s the efficient and intelligent perform; where kinetic 
façade system will absorb energy that is received by the façade as well as consume it in the façade movement. 
(Vittorio Giorgini, accessed 2010)

Façade PerformanceB) 

     The external skin of the façade will react to thermal conditions; the exterior skin opens and closes in order 
to regulate the temperature of the entire building in winter and summer months (figure 5) while the secondary 
ventilation on the interior skin gives local control to the temperature of each space where users of the building 
will be able to manually operate secondary ventilation and shading systems for the internal skin.
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Figure 5: Kinetic façade response in summer month (left hand side) and winter (right hand side)
Source:( http://www.core.form-ula.com/2009/04/15/som-sci-arc-on-cfresponsive-kinetic-facade)

Case Study6. 

     The previous analysis for the development of building façade technologies and how 
energy-efficient building facades of all types have developed through out the world in response to the demands 
of climate and local conditions has proven that the role of a façade with respect to energy and indoor climate 
is to bring indoor requirements into harmony to the greatest possible extent with the dynamically changing 
conditions outdoors. 

     The better a façade perform this task, the smaller is the cost of the building services technology and energy 
required and how it can reduce the cooling loads, carbon emissions and global warming in addition to decreasing 
the mechanical ventilation systems and minimizing the energy and maintenance costs.

     The following section will illustrate the efficiency of building facades as a way to decrease the energy 
consumption, eliminate greenhouse gas emissions, and enhance the indoor environmental quality through 
presentation of three modern large scale sustainable office buildings as case studies taking in consideration 
three main aspects: Ventilation, Shading and energy conservation.

6.1 Council House 2 CH2, Melbourne, Australia

CH2 is Located in Melbourne, Australia, it was constructed under the supervision of City of Melbourne, it was 
designed by Design Inc Melbourne in the period from 2004 to 2006 and it has been the recipient of a range of 
awards in Environmental Planning or conservation: National award for planning excellence 2007 (Planning 
institute of Australia), Sustainable Design: Global Innovator’s Awards 2007 (CoreNet Global), Greenhouse 
Expenditure Award: Eco-Buy Awards 2006 (Green Building Award), World Environment Day Awards 2005 
(United Nation Association). (City of Melbourne official website, accessed 2010) (Figure 6)
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Figure 6: Exterior overview, Council House 2 (CH2) Melbourne
Source:(http://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/AboutCouncil/MediaCentre/ImageGallery/Pages/

CH2imagegallery.aspx)

6.1.1 Overview on Climatic Conditions

Melbourne city is the capital of the state of Victoria in the southeastern part of Australia; its climate is classified 
as temperature climate with warm to hot summers. However, the weather in Melbourne is highly inconsistent, 
and sometimes is described are “four seasons in one day” (City of Melbourne official website, accessed 2010). 
This variability in weather and environmental conditions had been taken into consideration before designing 
the CH2 building.

6.1.2 Building Sustainability Strategies

The main and the most important consideration in any office building design in hot climate is the cooling and 
ventilation requirements where heat load is generated from many sources: people, lighting, computers and other 
equipments, and heat gain through windows or through the fabric of the building (Scott Drake, 2007). CH2 
office building cares about these issues where it has perfect solutions to overcome the cooling problems in hot 
climate and energy conservation through the presence of some technologies in building skin:

Ventilation•	 : High performance energy efficient façade.
Shading•	  techniques.
Energy•	  Conservation: Natural lighting, Energy generation, and green façade.

6.1.2.1 Ventilation: High Performance Energy Efficient Façade

Window on the north and south façades are treated by some features to assist the interior cooling process where 
they are considered as barriers to the internal heat gain into the building in summer, while prevent heat loss from 
the interior in winter (Dominique Hes, 2004). The windows existing in this building have some features to assist 
the cooling process, they are as follows:

Double•	  Glazing to protect the internal space from heat gain.
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Timber•	  windows frames which are a low conductor of heat when compared with aluminum, so it 
reduces heat gain to the interior.
Each•	  window has blinds in the upper and lowers part of the window, the blind can be set at the optimum 
level up the windows to protect from the direct sun rays without reducing the amount of natural light.
External•	  plants on the northern façade to full height of the building. These plants provide both, 
protection from sun’s direct rays and help control glare by diffusing light. (Figure 7)

Figure 7: Sketch for maximizing day light strategies on the north façade
Source:(http://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/AboutCouncil/MediaCentre/ImageGallery/Pages/CH2imagegallery.aspx)

A splayed framing is connected to the windows to decrease the contract between the very bright outside •	
light and the internal dark wall. (Dominique Hes, 2004)

6.1.2.2 Shading Techniques

     The western façade is shaded by shutters made of recycled timber; it protects the offices from the afternoon 
sun while enabling views for the occupants and permits natural light to enter the building where the shutters are 
opened when the sun is in the eastern or northern sky, and are closed only when the sun is in the west. (City of 
Melbourne official website, accessed 2010)

6.1.2.3 Energy conservation: Natural lighting and Energy generation

The CH2 building target is to maximize the natural daylight penetration to the inside spaces while reducing 
electrical lighting (figure 8) where efficient natural lighting is achieved through the following issues:

Figure 8: plan of north façade and the use of natural light to reduce electricity
(http://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/info.cfm?top=171&pa=1943&pg=1944)
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A) Window location: The building windows s located in a way so that to take maximum advantage of natural 
daylight. Moreover, windows on the north and the south facades are lager on the lower floors than the upper 

ones as lower floors receive less daylight.
B) Glazing: the glazing is specified to have a visible light transmittance above 50%, with a solar transmittance 
below 35% (C.K. Cheung, 2005)
C) Day lighting sensors: provided on the north and south facades; they can monitor the amount f daylight 
coming in and adjust the artificial light required according to the amount of natural light entering the space in 
addition to different sustainable features integrated in CH2 . (Figure 9)

Figure 9: Schematic for the energy efficient and sustainable features in CH2 building façade
(http://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/info.cfm?top=171&pa=1943&pg=1944)

The previous sustainable strategies are working together to achieve energy efficient, comfort and productive 
environment associated with the building façade technologies (figure 14) it is expected the following benefits:

Reduction of electricity consumption by 85%.•	
CH2’s emissions will be 64 % lower.•	
Reduction of air temperature in the interior space was reduced between 4 and 13 degrees Celsius.•	

Although how successful these various technologies but it may not be suitable for developing country 
due to its cost but some of these technologies are suitable from cost point of view such as shutter used in 
shading and planted facades.

6.2 Pearl River Tower, Guangzhou, China

Pearl River Tower is Located in Guangzhou, China , it was constructed under the supervision of CNTC 
Guangzhou Tobacco Company, it was designed and constructed by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill with partner 
Adrian Smith and Gordon Gill during the period from 2006-2010 and it has been awarded  in 2008 for Green, 
Carbon-Lowering& Environmental Category: Gold Award (figure 10)

6.2.1 Overview on Climatic Conditions

     Guangzhou is in southeastern China which has a hot and humid with heavy rain climate with predictable 
prevailing north, south and southwest winds. Summer season is long, wet, hot and humid; where winter is 
mild, dry, and free of snow with average mean temperature. (Roger E.Frechette, Russell Gilchrist, 2008) these 
climatic conditions played an immense role in terms of different design and sustainability integrated either on 
building scale or façade scale which will be discussed in the following section.
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Figure 10: Perspective view of Pearl River 
Tower, Guangzhou, China

Source :(Roger E.Frechette, Russell Gilchrist, 2008)

6.2.2 Building Sustainability Strategies

     The office tower integrate different sustainability strategies in terms of sustainability and cooling techniques 
by a combination of passive cooling and ventilation strategies, and by blocking direct solar radiation from 
entering the space by using high performance glass double skin façade and energy efficient building form 
(Roger E.Frechette, Russell Gilchrist, 2008) through the presence of some sustainable strategies such as:

Ventilation: High performance energy efficient façade.•	
Shading techniques.•	
Energy conservation: natural lighting and energy generation•	

6.2.2.1 Ventilation:  High performance energy efficient façade

Pearl River tower integrate various technologies in building skin design as follows:
Double glazed wall system: The north and south façade double layer curtain-wall system offers •	
insulation that reduces heat gain and leads to less demand on the HVAC systems where it consists of a 
double glazed insulated unit with integral spandrel panel as shown in figure 11.
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Figure 11: North and south facades: supply and exhaustion of air
Source: (Michelle Wong, 2007)

Exterior gazing materials: exterior glazing is insulated, tempered glass with a low-E coating; the inner •	
layer is an operable clear glass panel on the building south face (Roger E.Frechette, Russell Gilchrist, 
2008) where low-emittance glass is coated with a microscopically thin, virtually invisible, metal layer 
that reduces thermal conductivity.

Triple-glazed facades: East and west facades are associated with external shades and automated blinds •	
within the façade’s cavity. A photovoltaic system is integrated into the building’s external shading 
system and glass outer skin.

6.2.2.2 Shading Technique

      As all facades of Pearl River tower are double glazed facades, then, shading blinds are placed within 
their cavities where a motorized Venetian blind is in the east and west double façade (figure 17). The blind 
position is determined by a photocell that tracks the sin position and is connected to the building management 
system which activates the blind position to ensure occupancy comfort from both solar gains and glare. (Roger 
E.Frechette, Russell Gilchrist, 2008)

6.2.2.3 Energy Conservation

     Pearl River tower is targeting to combine different energy conservation strategies that could reduce the 
building’s energy use by nearly 65% over a baseline of Chinese building codes (Preston Koerner, accessed 
2010). To each goal a net zero energy, the building design incorporated three power-generating technologies 
integrated within building facades: wind turbines, integrated photovoltaic and hydrogen fuel cells.

Wind turbineA) : The most innovative of Pearl River’s elements are the vertical axes integrated wind 
turbines that are used for catching prevailing winds from the south and the north with minimum loss 
where building’s east and west facades are flat while the south façade is the façade facing the south 
wind (figure 12) 
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Figure 12: South façade is curved to catch all prevailing wind to the mechanical floor- 
(Michelle Wong, 2007)

Photovoltaic panels: which is integrated into facades to transform the sun’s energy to usable AC current B) 
where it was determined that the use of PV cells could be productive if used on certain portions on 
building envelope as shown in figure 13. (Preston Koerner, accessed 2010)

Figure 13: Perforated Silver Ventilation blinds is in the east and west double façade (top)
PV panels mounted to the exterior sunshades on the western façade

(Preston Koerner, 2010)
Hydrogen Fuel Cells: Pearl River Tower is planned to utilize Hydrogen fuel cells into building façade C) 
to store excess generated energy and convert gas to electricity with more than 50 percent energy 
efficiency which is also could be used as power energy for cooling and ventilation. (Preston Koerner, 
accessed 2010)
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Figure 14: Pearl River Tower’s facades energy efficiency technologies- (Preston Koerner, 2010)

     Pearl River tower is presenting a number of highly innovative technologies (figure 14): 
Wind turbines, ventilated facades and integrated photovoltaic. These technologies work together to significantly 
achieve net zero energy and ensure highest level of human comfort and indoor air quality and reduce energy 
where the expected performance is 58% reduction of energy consumption according to a hypothetical comparison 
to a building of the same geometry.

     Although Pearl River Tower is considered a successful example for building sustainability its unlike CH2 
building didn’t incorporate the idea of recycled materials into façade design which in return was responsible for 
increasing building cost.

6.3    Masdar Headquarters, Abu Dhabi, 

6.4    United Arab Emirates

Masdar headquarter located in Masdar city, Abu Dhabi, United 
Arab Emirates under the supervision of The Masdar Initiative, Abu 
Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, it was designed by Adrian Smith and 
Gordon Gill Architecture and constructed during the period from 
2008 to 2010
This project far exceeds LEED standards; a similar sized LEED 
platinum building would still emit 6,000 metric tons of carbon 
dioxide a year (figure 15).

6.3.1 Overview on Climatic Conditions

(City of Dubai official website, accessed 2010)

Figure 15: Layout of Masdar City – (Adrian 
Smith +Gordon Gill Architecture, Accessed 
2010)
(City of Dubai official website, accessed 2010)
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6.4.2.   Building Sustainability Strategies

     Masdar Headquarter is overcoming the desert climate by the presence of some sustainability strategies 
integrated within building facades that limit external heat gains and making use of natural cooling potentials as 
ground, sky and outside air. These strategies include:

Ventilation: High performance energy efficient façade.•	
Shading techniques.•	
Energy conservation•	

6.3.2.1 Ventilation: High performance energy efficient façade

     Masdar Headquarter integrated different energy efficiency strategies one of these technologies integrated 
into facades is High-thermal-mass exterior glass cladding which blocks direct solar radiations and decreases the 
internal cooling loads, while remain transparent to allow natural light into the building 
(Bellerophon, 2008). (Figure 16)

Figure 16: High thermal glass façade will help blocking solar radiation while permitting natural 
lighting- (Adrian Smith +Gordon Gill Architecture, Accessed 2010)

6.3.2.2 Shading Techniques
Masdar Headquarter is protected from direct sun radiation by lightweight rood with PV cells on the external 
facades in order to reduce the solar gain (figure 17) where it creates a cool environment beneath and reduces the 
demand for air conditioning. (Bellerophon, 2008)

Figure 17: Power generation from PV panels and shading techniques integrated in Masdar Headquarter 
– (Adrian Smith +Gordon Gill Architecture, Accessed 2010)
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6.4.2.3.  Energy Conservation

Masdar Headquarter aims to be the world’s first zero-carbon, zero waste headquarter in Abu Dhabi where 
energy needed for cooling and lighting will be reduced by controlling the building orientation and design and 
presence of green spaces to find a balance between shade and sun, and to promote natural-air circulation. One 
of these systems is energy generation system integrated into building facades which will produce more power 
than it needs by using renewable sources of energy generation (solar and wind energy) where it will feature the 
largest photovoltaic power generation system.(Adrian Smith+ Gordon Gill Architecture, accessed 2010)

     Solar and PV panels: the 72,000 sq m roof contains one of the world’s largest buildings integrated PV 
displays; it provides energy during building construction and during the building usage (figure 23). Solar panels 
on the building’s roof and external façade are supposed to produce as much electricity over the course of a year 
as the building consumes. (Adrian Smith+ Gordon Gill Architecture, accessed 2010) 

     In addition to Masdar headquarter being the first mixed-use positive energy building in the world it will 
also be the first building to generate power through development of its solar roof and façade before underlying 
complex, it will also reduce building energy consumption by 61.5% from the annual energy consumption. (Zach 
Mortice accessed 2010).

6.5.  Discussion

The case studies in this section has proved that the challenges of zero energy buildings can take place not only 
on the residential scale or on small scale commercial buildings but also on large scale and high rise commercial 
buildings. These case studies were taken in different regions with different climates (hot, humidity, tropical 
climates) to encourage the main idea that it could be possible for large scale and high rise commercial buildings 
to be totally sustainable and ventilated even in tough climate taking into account the role of building facades to 
achieve that (Table 1)  where in each case study have been clarified building façade role to achieve significantly 
decrease in energy consumption, better environmental quality and a net zero energy buildings.

  Table 1: Comparative Analysis between three case studies

Comparison 
between three case 
studies: Applying 
various facades 
techniques on 

large scale office 
buildings

Council House 2 
(CH2)

Melbourne, Australia

Pearl River Tower
Guangzhou, China Masdar Headquarters

Abu Dhabi, United Arab 
Emirates
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Ventilation -Blinds in the upper 
and lower part of the 
façade.
-External plants on the 
northern façade.
-Double glazing in the 
western façade.
-Low conductor 
timber facades.

Consists of a 
double glazed 
façade with 

integral spandrel 
panels and cavity 

space for air 
cooling

High-thermal mass exterior 
glass cladding blocks 
direct solar radiations 

and decreases the internal 
cooling load

High performance 
double skin facades

Shading

Glass 
Louvers

A motorized 
perforated 

venetian blind 
is in the east 

and west double 
facade

Roof and façade with PV 
cells in order to reduce the 

solar gain

Wood 
Louvers

(Recycled 
materials)

Western façade is 
shaded by shutters 
made of recycled 

timber
Energy Efficiency

-Visible light 
transmittance glazing.
-Lighting shelves.
-Glare Control

Integrated 
glass façade to 
provide visual 
transmissions, 

enhancing 
daylight and 

reduce artificial 
lighting

Staggered cones bring 
daylight in addition to side 

facades
Natural Lighting

Façade Effect Energy is  65% less Energy is 44% 
less Energy is 61.5 % less

Conclusion7. 

This paper has studied the main objectives for an efficient sustainable building façade taking into account 
the environmental sustainability aspect, where it has introduced the main principles for developing building 
façade concept and the governor concepts for this development for forming sustainable building skins, also it 
has focused on the different façade techniques in terms of natural ventilation, shading techniques and energy 
conservation and its role in enhancing the internal environment.

According to the case studies reported in this paper building facades plays an immense role in building energy  
efficiency and building performance where:

Double skin façade is the more widely used in commercial buildings to permit natural light over the •	
working hours, its considered also an efficient innovative ventilation system if properly designed.

The most advantageous shading schemes have proved to be external shading device and movable •	
overhangs installed on building facade, considering also the other benefits of external shading as it 
could be suggested as a very effective design solution against overheating where only the application 
of external shades reduces the overheating up to 20%.

Solar control glazing is considered very important issues for decreasing the internal cooling loads for •	
sites which enjoy sun shines all over the year where in summer the sun radiations should be blocked 
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from entering the space. The most effective shading system is the adjustable exterior shading louvers, 
where it is considered to be the most effective shading devices as it as verity in colors and materials.

Recommendations8. 

     In this section some recommendations about the appliance of sustainable building facades technologies in 
Egypt will be interviewed taking into account the environmental, economic and climatic conditions. Egypt 
lies within the North African desert, this geographical location give the Egyptian climate some characteristics 
which affects on designing any building. Egyptian climate is arid characterized by hot dry summers, moderate 
winters and very little rainfall which will encourage designers to design passive building skins which will be 
able to provide natural ventilation, shading and reduce energy consumption. Following some recommendations 
for the architects and Governments in order to enhance the appliance of sustainable buildings skins strategies 
on sustainable office buildings.

8.1 Responsibilities of Architects

Designers should consider important issues for efficient building facades; these issues affect on the technologies 
applied into building facades taking into account its cost and how appropriate it’s for the building requirements, 
therefore energy saving, designers should:

Properly select site for building, as the design feature changes with site climatic characteristics.•	
Be aware of any significant change in climatic conditions in the site.•	
Properly decide the best façade technology that serves the target of the building.•	
Choose appropriate ventilation strategies that are suitable for the building usage.•	
Be updated to all computer modeling that can lead the designer to exact performance of the chosen the •	
perfect facades’ strategies.

8.2 Responsibilities of Governments

Governments own and maintain a wide range of buildings and facilities, including administrative and office 
buildings where there are a variety of tools that could help the governments to develop and operate building 
resources for applying efficient passive cooling strategies in a sustainable manner, following some of these 
tools:

It could create community boards and commissions to study local sustainable issues and provide •	
economic motivation for sustainable building development
It should permit training ad education programs that focus attention on building sustainable •	
development.
The government building projects can incorporate and promote energy efficient facades that harmonize •	
with the Egyptian climate.
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ABSTRACT: 

The shift to sustainable precincts has increasingly involved incorporating 
Environmental Assessment into the design and planning process of cities.  The 
process in sensitive areas as hot arid regions needs more data trustworthy 
and accurate manipulating procedures, moreover, this approach needs to 
be assessed with continuous evaluation and re-evaluation procedures often 
called a monitoring process.  It is argued that if such an approach can 
assist decision makers in setting policies and obtaining reliable feedback. 
Research into this approach, has identified a range of tools that can measure 
the effects of policies on environmental impacts’ improving. The research 
queries will be around the covering capability of those tools in assessing 
environmental indicators, the degree of appropriateness to be applied in 
different contexts with different levels of sources and expertise, finally, their 
effectiveness and methods of evaluation. 

The difficulty in monitoring the success or failure of sustainability policy 
especially on the small scales is becoming a common phenomenon. 
However many governments and environmental organizations are trying 
to adopt tools to assess their sustainable communities, no complete criteria 
for tools> selection could be found.  Generally, it is important to determine 
whether there is a problem or not, then determine its extent, and finally find 
the right tools to assess it. This has raised concerns about the functionality 
of tools to carry out comprehensive assessment. It is also argued that without 
this evidence based-policy, decision-making could be flawed.
 The approach of finding that which is not clear yet persuades the 
investigation of the functionality of Environmental Assessment Tools by this 
proposed study.

 The significance of such study concludes in the creation of this framework 
for examining the functionality of the EA tools that may assist the decision 
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makers in selecting tools for the monitoring system or estimate the degree 
of efficiency that the monitoring system has - if the tools were selected and 
applied in an early stage of the development.

Keywords: Environmental Assessment Tools, Sustainability, monitoring 
systems, efficiency.
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

A wide range of environmental assessment tools has been developed in recent years and the number seems 
to be growing. There has been little discourse on whether the tools developed have been successful in assisting 
policy-makers in meeting their objectives. This paper examines some particular issues with regard to this 
discourse, starting with how to expand the effectiveness concept of Sadler into the “Functionality” concept 
which is proposed by this paper. The concept and the background of Sadler’s work will be presented in the 
following sections. As has been excessively discussed in previous studies, tools have some limitation and 
barriers in perceiving sustainability-based criteria for developing sustainable communities (Moore, 2007). 
However many governments and environmental organizations are trying to adopt EA tools to assess their 
sustainable communities, no complete criteria for selection could be found (Hyde, 2007). This paper aims to 
provide a framework based on specific coherent criteria to help decision-makers to select the right tools for 
the needed action or to evaluate the performance of tools in any environmental system. However, it will not 
be a complete or a final framework, but it could be considered as a step to set out organized criteria based on 
tools abilities, appropriateness and effectiveness for application. This framework will be flexible for adding, 
removing, or reprioritizing according to the assessment requirements. The significance of such framework is to 
assure the functionality of many of EA tools in giving a comprehensive evaluation of environmental impacts. 
The framework will also support the decision-making process in selecting tools for EA monitoring systems 
based on their functionality, or estimating the degree of efficiency of existing ones.

2. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES:

A rising figure of tools for management and monitoring of environmental assessment have gained worldwide 
recognition in the last decade, like EIA, SEA, EF etc. They have been carried out by a number of agencies 
and agendas for monitoring purposes. This multiplicity has led to some uncertainty concerning the qualities, 
dissimilarities, and links between various tools and, as a result, queries on how could they be used in monitoring 
the implemented strategies? Which can best fit? Which principles that can lead to the tools’ selection? Figure 2 
illustrates the main steps that are proposed to achieve the main aims of the research, which can be briefed as: 

1. To establish a rational framework of EA that can help managers, practitioners and decision-makers in: 
 Selecting the appropriate tools for assessing and monitoring strategies impacts. - 
 Evaluating their environmental systems. - 
 Integrating more than one of the tools into their environmental system to prioritize the needs, - 
optimize resources, and improve communication. 

2. Identifying and examining some EA tools in assessing environmental impact, barriers, driving forces, and 
areas of improvement for environmental management in developing countries. 

3. To evaluate the tools from the point of feedback from government environmental policies; identify performance 
indicators currently used to evaluate the effectiveness; and to propose a set of performance indicators to 
evaluate the effectiveness of tools, as can be seen in Figure 2. 

4. To analyse the strengths and weaknesses of tools, rating and ranking them, according to the previous fields 
of evaluation. 

3. CREATING AN APPROACH

3.1 Tapping into functionality approach of tools: 

A number of alternative viewpoints and frameworks can be utilized to consider the effectiveness of EA 
(Sadler, 1996). Sadler model is considered one of the models that is largely being tracked in the literature 
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to compare EA theory and practice, i.e., making a comparison between what should be done according to 
established standards of law or science with what is done, either in generic or within a specific authority. This 
regulatory approach can assist in setting standards, benchmarks and evaluate progress, especially with regard 
to the technical and practical features of EA. Policy and program assessment methodologies, broadly used in 
governments, can also be implemented to achieve such a strategic, process-wide perception. In 1996 when 
Barry Sadler introduced his concept for moderating the performance of EIA in his study <Evaluating Practice 
to Improve Performance>, he highlighted three main criteria (Rydevik, 2006):

- Accomplishment of substantive aims and how did the EIA lead to environmental preservation, and 
finally, were impacts minimized and alleviated as expected.

- Involvement of the EIA in the decision-making process and the assist that could be provided by the 
EIA in project reshaping for offering applicable information to the decision-makers to improve policy 
principles.

- Execution of stipulations and values that EIA should go behind, or be conventional to the technical, 
practical and managerial guideline.

Fig.1 The effectiveness triangle proposed by Sadler (Sadler, 1996)

He set a triangle concept of effectiveness illustrated in figure1. It schematically illustrates the evaluation 
cycle for estimating overall effectiveness. The triangulation test, applied for this purpose, focused on recounting 
policy to practice to performance, and linking the propositions of performance back to policy alterations and 
procedure development (Sadler, 1996).

3.2 Functionality as an extended interpretation of Sadler triangle model of effectiveness:

 Expanding the effectiveness concept of Sadler is not of the aims of this study. However, according to the 
requirement of the research in testing the EA tools efficiency in feedback at the strategy level, the study found 
that the effectiveness concept of Sadler is not sufficient to fulfill the study aims.
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Fig.2 Expanding Sadler effectiveness concept to be part

of functionality concept as being interpreted by the study 

Trying to expand the concept, the study used the conclusions of a comparative study on six dissimilar EIA 
systems - that easily could reflect on the EA tools. This study concluded that the major limitations were to 
be found in respect of Wood>s work regarding the <Comparative evaluation of EIA systems> (Wood, 1999), 
which include:

	•	Coverage;
•	EA	report	value;	
•	incorporating	the	EA	into	decision-making;	
•	Impact	checking;	
•	Improvement;	
•	Monitoring	scheme.

Hence, by combining the criteria of Wood and the standards of Sadler, a new framework for examining the 
functionality of EA tools has been developed. This is illustrated in fig.2. The concept of functionality in the 
research context is much wider than the effectiveness concept as derived by Sadler. The effectiveness concept 
as illustrated in fig.1 only deals with principles, feedback ability, and trustworthiness of results...etc. Overall, it 
deals with the performance of tools after being applied, while functionality is dealing with tools at earlier stages 
of the decision-making process. According to Richmond, functionality is a multifaceted notion that needs at 
least a twofold approach of measurements (Richmond, 2004). Two measurements have to comprise practical 
capability and efficient standing. Functional capability is described by Richmond as the «actual or potential 
capacity to perform the activities and tasks normally expected of individuals” (Ibid). It also was described as 
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«an individual’s performance of activities and tasks associated with its roles.» (Ibid). 

Hence, as can be derived from the above definitions, the study interprets functionality of EA tools as: 

“The potential ability of tools to cover, assess and measure elements of any environmental strategy, 
delivering their outcomes at less cost in minimum time possible in uncomplicated processing with a level of 
trustworthiness that could feedback the policy level and be informative to decision-makers”.

3.3 The proposed criteria for testing the hypothesis 

The research has identified three major “Criterion” that affect the functionality of EA tools based on Lohany, 
Halim, Wood and Sadler studies. The process that will be used to estimate tools potential abilities, according 
to the functionality concept, is called the Filter Methodology, which is a well-grounded methodology used 
commonly in social researches. The methodology depends on filtering process that starts with the available, and 
ends with the best fit. The filter process that the methodology is representing has three filters that ensure the well-
covering, appropriateness, and effectiveness of EA tools in supporting and assessing sustainable communities, 
which need an efficient environmental monitoring system. As shown in figure 3. 

Fig.3 The proposed framework of selecting tools according 

to their functionality as a fundamental part of any environmental assessment
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 3.3.1 Coverage Capability Criteria (first technique)

As shown in figure 3; the proposed model starts with Coverage Capability Criteria. The objective is to 
select the tools that will cover all or most of the given environmental strategy elements. Of the candidate tools 
for the assessment, only a few are applicable to cover the strategy elements individually or collectively. This 
framework was first designed to test the coverage percentage of the Egyptian EA tools indicators in covering 
the Egyptian Environmental Strategy’s elements and to investigate the possibility of aggregating more than one 
tool to assess national environmental strategies.

Fig.4 Logical progression and conceptual steps of the first technique (Sallam, 2006)

Coverage Criteria Scoring - 

The approach of this criteria assumed that the use of a single EA tool could not cover all the aspects of an 
environmental national strategy, especially when applied on a scale of communities or regions. On the other 
hand, aggregating some of EA tools can provide a more comprehensive feedback to the policy and strategy 
levels. This approach explores the use of an aggregating framework, consisting of specific tools to facilitate 
acquiring a trustworthy feedback of any Environmental National Strategy. In order to handle the huge amount 
of data necessary, the research explored the ability of aggregation process to guarantee the fully covered of 
strategy elements. This approach was created by the author and was published as a refereed paper in ANZAScA 
conference, held in New Zealand 2005. (Sallam, 2005) 

The Coverage Criteria Filter checklist depends on testing the strategy elements against the proposed EA 
tools indicators to see if the strategy elements have been covered by the tools’ indicators or not. This checklist 
can be applied to any strategies that have complex elements and contain various subsidiary elements, which 
could be hidden or under-covered by the main element. The results could be confusing, in that significant trends 
in one underlying component may be masked by other elements. The aggregating of a range of environmental 
issues into one indicator could hide the real influenced key indicator. A sample form is shown in table 1. 
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Table.1 EA tools Coverage Capability – Generic sample (Sallam, 2006)

3.3.2 Appropriateness Criteria

The purpose is to choose tools that independently, or cooperatively, can fulfil the assessment requirements. 
Of the multiplicity of tools obtainable, only a few are appropriate to be applied by limited resources agencies. 
It is usually supposed that - for example - developing countries possess inadequate monetary resources, 
technological proficiency, and baseline data. Owing to the stress for rapid trade and industry development, the 
utilized tools should be effectual in a qualified short-time outline. Many argue that developing countries cannot 
afford to use complicated tools because they are too expensive. This filter is supposed to sieve the available or 
the nominated tool/s, to exclude the tool/s that is expensive in application, takes time, effort, and requires a high 
standard level of knowledge.
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Table.2 The Appropriateness Criteria for the available resources and the purpose of assessment.
 (Asian Development Bank, 1993)

This technique was used effectively by the Asian Development Bank in the year 1993 and 2000 to evaluate 
the Environmental Assessment methods and tools. Moreover, it has been used by the National Power Corporation 
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in the Philippines for the assessment of environmental effects of thermal generating stations. Likewise, most 
of the technical and manufacturing organizations in the People’s Republic of China that have Class A licenses 
for EIA,  have used it in rating EIA methods and techniques (Asian development Bank, 1993).  The aim of 
this technique, when first used, was to support environmental associates to judge the aims and suppositions of 
the techniques they are utilizing and to purify processes as much as it can be, rather than automatically take 
on tools or techniques that cannot provide an appropriate implementation. Along these lines, associates will 
not only add to the utility of their evaluation, but may also participate in the improvement of environmental 
assessment techniques. This technique was selected by the research, as it was the best technique that matches 
the developing countries situation, and according to its effectiveness when first used in the year 1993 and re-
used in the year 2000. Moreover, Scaling Weighting Checklist depends on enabling the medium-knowledge 
practitioner to evaluate each parameter independently without affecting the other parameters. 

The technique is simple, not costly, does not need special expertise, and finally ensures the suitability of 
tool/s method/s to be conducted with less cost, less time and properly with a most effectiveness status. As 
illustrated in figure 4, if the tool/s did not pass the filter or got an unsatisfied score (U), then it would be 
necessary to nominate more tools with which to feed the system. A special kit was designed by the author to 
quantify the technique. If the tool/s passed the filter and got a satisfied score (S), then it would be tested by the 
last filter, as will be explained in the next sections.

Fig. 4: The Filters, Process, Techniques, and the levels of assessment (Sallam, 2006)
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The scorecards method was used to estimate the degree of appropriateness the EIA has by the Asian 
Developing Bank in Bangkok and Philippines (Lohani, 2002).  Modified score cards were proposed by this 
study to fit its needs. As seen in table 2, five criteria were chosen to estimate the degree of appropriateness of 
EA tools. These criteria are: 1) Cost/Time Effectiveness; 2) Impact Identification; 3) Impact Measurement; 4) 
Impact Assessment; 5) Communication.

The research used the cost/effectiveness criteria after Lohani and Halim (table 2) as a primary determination 
of the appropriateness of the tools for application in developing countries with slight modification by the author 
to suit the research purpose. A sample of the scorecard for the first criteria is illustrated in figure 5 showing a 
print of the designed kit. The minimum points that appeared in the designed kit were set according to experts’ 
judgments, through semi-structured interviews that took place before designing the kit.

Fig. 5: The Appropriateness scoresheet used in collecting data on the EA tools utilized in any 
Environmental Monitoring System (Sallam, 2006)
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3.3.3 Effectiveness Criteria

The objective is to select the tools that can effectively report on all, or most, of the environmental strategy 
elements. This technique was created by Wood 1995, modified by Doyle and Sadler, 1996, and used by the 
International Association for Impact Assessment (IAIA) Canada in the year 99/2000 (Sadler, 1996). The technique 
has examined the status of environmental assessment worldwide. The results, together with many case studies, 
clearly demonstrate to what extent environmental assessment is influencing and improving decision-making. 
Because of the time limitation, funding resources and the nature of application of that technique which needs 
teamwork to conduct it, the technique has been transformed to a questionnaire form shape by the author, and 
distributed in six countries and is being answered by a group of environmental experts, ecological practitioners, 
architects, planners, ….etc. 

The kit that was designed by the author to help in quantifying the effectiveness status of the tools was divided 
into three sections, each of them representing an important phase of the life-cycle of tool’s assessment.

Fig. 6: the diagram represents the effectiveness Evaluation Sheet to be used in estimating the 
effectiveness of the EA tools in any Environmental Monitoring System (Sallam, 2006) 

The life-cycle of any tool starts with the data input stage and ends with output results passing the tool’s 
processing stage, which has not been tested or investigated much previously. Most of the investigations that 
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reviewed and examined tools focused on data input indicators and output results (Sallam, 2006). The previous 
studies mostly concentrated on how lucid the input indicators are, adequacy, availability, creditability, sources, 
accountability, flexibility of the output results and ignored the processing phase which should be considered 
the most important phase of the assessment as it is the phase which is responsible for acquiring the data and 
producing the results.

4. ConClusion

This paper presented an innovative approach, which focused on how results can be useful to the decision-
makers, through its accuracy, trustworthiness, sensitivity, and reliability in feedback policies and strategies. The 
three different techniques of the functionality framework are covering the three phases of any tool’s life cycle. 
While the first technique that is the Coverage Capability technique focused on the input data phase and if it 
is covering the different aspects of the applied strategy, the second technique focused on the appropriateness 
of	the	tools	to	the	conditions	of	application	that	is	mostly	can	be	related	to	the	tools	technical	process.	The	
final technique that has been developed out of this research, and has been added to the above two approaches, 
was the investigation of the tool’s output results, which considered a critical part of the tool life-cycle. The 
minimum scoring level that appeared in the designed kit was set according to experts’ judgments throughout the 
interviews and questionnaire.

In this paper the research proposed a new framework, which included one common technique, derived from 
the study of improving environmental awareness in some of the developing countries in Asia- carried out by The 
Asian Development Bank in the year of 2001- and two other techniques that have been created and modified by 
the author, after Sadler and Thomson also in 2001. In addition, the study used the EA tools Expert Questionnaire, 
scorecards and semi-structured interviews conducted by author in 2005 to investigate the tools functionality. 
The functionality concept was presented as a wider scope of the effectiveness concept of Barry Sadler (Sadler, 
1996). It includes three criteria for testing: 1) The Coverage Capability Criteria 2) the Appropriateness Criteria 
and finally 3) the Effectiveness Criteria. The study proposed three different techniques to estimate each of these 
criteria. The first one was created by the author and the other two were modified after Halim and Lohany of the 
Asian Development Bank (Asian Development Bank, 1993) studies in the Far East regions, and after Doyle and 
Sadler for estimating the effectiveness status of EA in worldwide study. 
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ABSTRACT: 

It has been increasing the demand of eco-friendly materials which have 
low environmental effects and consume low energy. Such demands have led 
the study of alkali-activated ground granulated blast furnace slag(AAG) 
mortar and concrete to be developing. And studies about non-cement 
alkali activated concrete using sodium silicate as an alkali activator are 
proceeding in field of concrete. Generally, if activator concentration is 
increased, concrete is hardened rapidly and increased production cost. 

Purposes of this study are to compile data about effect for hydration of 
ground granulated blast furnace slag with activator concentration and to 
propose optimum activator combination. Strength test was conducted to 
develop economical efficiency, to apply in situ. In this study it was verified 
that 13 AAG mortar had been developed the compressive strength. 7 AAG 
mortar were set. Among them, sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate were 
shown high strength. So they were chosen to evaluate the compressive 
strength and the flow value of each batch. And sodium hydroxide or sodium 
silicate were mixed with another activators for improving performance. 
Compressive strength of AAG mortar with sodium hydroxide and sodium 
sulphate of sodium carbonate was increased as compared with AAG mortar 
using only sodium hydroxide. But setting time was decreased. AAG mortar 
with sodium silicate and sodium sulphate was improved performance of 
compressive strength and setting time.

Keywords: GGBS, Sodium Silicate, Alkali Activator
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Climate change and global warming caused by greenhouse gases are threatening seriously all over the world. 
Reduction of greenhouse gases is directly associated economic problem and environmental problem. Thus, 
the concrete industry is aware of this problem and is trying to reduce the quantity of cement. There have been 
researched on alkali activated concrete, which uses ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS) or fly ash (FA) 
as a substitute of cement. The plan “Vision 2030 : A vision for the U.S Concrete Industry” was proposed in U.S 
Concrete Industry. As a result, there has been a recent gradual growth in the application of concrete and mortar 
which are partially replaced with by-product materials, such as fly ash (FA) and ground granulated blast furnace 
slag (GGBS). The influence of dry curing conditions on ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS) concrete 
was marked as the replacement ratio of GGBS increased. 

Another active effort is development of cementless paste synthesized from FA or GGBS as a source material 
and an alkaline inorganic material as an activator. There has been a significant increase in the number of studies 
into GGBS or FA-based alkali activated (AA) binders. Although, the mechanism of the alkali activation process 
is still a matter of controversy, it is commonly known that calcined materials with abundant silicon oxide (SiO2) 
and aluminum oxide (Al2O3) are more suitable as source materials, and alkali hydroxide (MOH), non-silicate 
salts of weak acids (M2CO3, M2S, MF), or silicate salts of the M2O·(n)SiO2 type can be the most effective 
activator, where M indicates an alkali metal ion such as Na, K or Li(Bin, 1988). A sodium hydroxide solution 
or sodium silicate solution is generally said to be a good application as an activator(Tang, 1988). In addition, a 
paste activated by alkali solutions experiences very short set times and subsequent shrinkage. This would cause 
rapid workability loss of the mortar or concrete with time, which would constitute an obstacle for practical 
application.

On the other hand, Yang and Song et al. analyzed properties of mortar and concrete with solid sodium silicate 
using water-binder ratio, fineness of source material, fine aggregate ratio as a variable. And they were proposed 
Alkali Quality Coefficient (QA) which combining the concentration of activator and main compositions in 
source materials(Yang, 2008). Mortar and concrete using sodium silicate as an activator were developed high 
strength but showed initial fluidity loss and cracking. 

In the present study, properties of mortar using activator combination more than two were verified to solve 
weak point. 13 types of alkali activators were chosen from precedent study and literature review and conducted 
compressive strength. As a result, 7 activators were developed strength. Among them, sodium hydroxide and 
sodium silicate were shown high strength. So they were chosen to evaluate the compressive strength and the 
flow value of each content. And sodium hydroxide or sodium silicate were mixed with another activators for 
improving performance.

2. Experimental

2.1 Material

2.1.1 Ground Granulated Blast Furnace Slag 

Ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS) as a source material is produced in a domestic G company 
which satisfied KS F CODE 2563 (Ground granulated blast furnace slag for use in concrete). The specific 
gravity and specific surface area of GGBS and basicity are 2.93 and 4204 (cm2/g) and 1.81, respectively. The 
chemical compositions of ground granulated blast furnace slag are given in Table. 1.
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Table 1. Chemical Composition of GGBS

Chemical Composition
Source 
material

MnOTiO2CaOK2OSO3SiO2
34.7

Al2O3
13.8

MgO
43.8GGBS

0.240.7444.60.480.95

2.1.2 Alkali activators

Glukovsky et al. classified alkali activators into six groups according to their chemical compositions(Glukovsky, 
1980). 6 groups are caustic alkalis (MOH), non-silicate weak acid salts(M
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conducted with total 13 alkali activators. 

Table 2. Classification of Alkali Activators

Non-silicate 
strong acid salt

SilicatesNon-silicate 
weak acid salt

Caustic alkali

Ca2SO4
K2SO4
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2.1.3 Aggregates

Locally available sand with a maximum size of 5mm (2in.) was used as the fine aggregate in saturated surface-
dry condition. The specific gravity and grading of the sand were 2.54 and 2.97, respectively. And physical 
properties of sand were shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Physical Properties of Aggregate

Fine aggregate
Experimental item

Test resultStandard

2.892.3 ~ 3.1Fineness modulus (FM)Particle size

1.567-Unit weight (kg/l)

Physical properties

2.55Above 2.50
Oven dry 
density

Density (g/cm3)
2.58-

Surface dry 
density

1.45Below 3.0Absorptivity (%)

4.52Below 10Soundness (%)

1.62

Abrasion surface
Below 3
Other surface
Below 5

0.08mm sieve passage mass 
(%)

Harmful substance 0.46Below 1.0Clay lump content (%)

Lightness
More lighter than 
standard solution

Inorganic impurity

0.003Below 0.4Chloride (%)

2.2 Mix design

The source material, activator and fine aggregate were dry mixed in a mixer pan for 30 seconds, and water was 
then added and mixed for another 30 seconds. After initial flow testing, each mortar mixture was poured into 
50 × 50 × 50 mm (1.97× 1.97 × 1.97 in.) steel molds to measure the compressive strength. Immediately after 
casting, all specimens were cured at room temperature with a constant relative humidity of 70 ± 5% until tested 
at a specified age. All steel molds for slag-based AA mortars were removed at an age of 1 day. The test procedure 
of initial flow, setting time and compressive strength was conducted according to KS (Korea Standard) L 5105, 
KS F 2436 and KS F 2426. Initial flow of mortar was measured using a cone-shaped mold having a height of 
50 mm (1.97in.), a bottom diameter of 100 mm (3.94in.), and a top diameter of 70 mm (2.76in.). immediately 
after filling the mold that was mounted rigidly on the flow table, the cone was slowly lifted and then the flow 
table was jolted 25 times. The mortar consequently spread out and the maximum spread parallel to the two 
edges of the table was recorded. The compressive strength development of the mortar was monitored by testing 
three mortar cube at 3, 7, 28 days using a 200kN capacity universal testing machine. Experimental conditions 
are shown in table 4.

Table 4. Experimental Conditions

Curing 
humidity

Curing 
temperature

Aggregate ratioW/BSource material

705± %232±oC1:2.4550GGBS

3. Mix proportions and test results
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3.1 Properties of strength development with alkali activator

Table 5. Test Results of AAG Mortar

Strength with time
Alkali activator

28Days7Days3Days

16.2013.7010.40NaOH
Ca(OH)

2

Ba(OH)
2

KOH

Caustic 
alkali

14.3211.495.54

5.654.504.00

20.0714.4911.49

---Na
2
SO

3

Na
2
CO

3

CaCO3
K

2
CO3

NaF

Non-silicate 
weak acid 

salt

---

---

---

10.683.071.02

17.8414.0011.40Na
2
SiO

3

K
2
SiO

3
Silicates

---

1.050.51-Ca
2
SO

4

K
2
SO

4

Non-silicate 
strong acid 

salt ---
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Figure 1. Compressive Strength Development

13 alkali activators were used. Alkali activators were chosen which reacted in variable curing condition from 
precedent study and literature review. Unlike present study, alkali activated mortars were cured under high 
temperature condition and steam curing condition in literature. After alkali activators were added to binder 7% 
by mass, compressive strength was measured as shown in Table 5 and Fig 1. All alkali activators of caustic 
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alkali group were developed strength. But sodium fluoride (NaF) of non-silicate weak acid salt group, sodium 
silicate of silicates group and calcium sulfate of non-silicate acid salt group were developed. 

All the molds for alkali activated mortars were removed after 1 day. Then compressive strength test was 
measured at 3days but calcium sulfate was measured at 7days. Compressive strength of Calcium sulfate 
activated mortar was developed lower than other mortars. Six alkali activated mortars except calcium sulfate 
were developed strength more than 10 MPa. Among them, sodium fluoride activated mortar was increased 
linearly with time. Potassium hydroxide based mortar was developed the highest strength 20.06 MPa at 28 
days. Caustic alkali group which developed strength contains hydroxyl ion (OH-). Sodium silicate and sodium 
fluoride reacted with water produce hydroxyl ion (OH-).

 In result, hydrogen exponent (pH) of alkali activated mortar was present highly. As Alkali activators to induce 
reaction, alkali type is more effective than sulfate type. Alkali activators except sodium fluoride are strong acid 
salt what of pH is more than 12. Sodium fluoride is ionized into Na+ and F-. And F ion absorbs H ion, then 
is became acid. Although hydrogen exponent (pH) change of Sodium fluoride based binder was decreased 
with HF concentration, binder was hardened. On the other hand, property of initial strength development was 
somewhat low as 1 MPa at 3 days. From precedent study, initial hydration of slag is accelerated with hydrogen 
exponent (pH). Although hydrogen exponent (pH) of sodium fluoride activated mortar is about 10, sodium 
fluoride could accelerate ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS). As a result, hydration of alkali activated 
mortar is influenced by properties of anion group than initial hydrogen exponent (pH). And Jennings concluded 
that hydrogen exponent (pH) is influenced by silicon (Si), calcium (Ca), aluminum (Al) solution. Increasing 
hydrogen exponent (pH), concentration of silicon (Si), aluminum (Al) is increased and magnesium (Mg) is 
decreased. So, it is need to consider effect of alkali activator to ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS).

Wang et al. proposed that Na2O to binder ratio is 3.3 ~ 5.0 % (by mass). Na2O to binder ratio of binder added 
sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate 7% is 5.0 %, 3.3 % (by mass), respectively(Wang 2000). Result from 
flow test, calcium and potassium type activators except potassium hydroxide were shown loss of fluidity.

3.2 Properties of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and sodium silicate (Na2SiO3)

Result from previous chapter, sodium hydroxide, potassium hydroxide, barium hydroxide, calcium hydroxide 
of caustic alkali group were developed strength, sodium fluoride of non-silicate weak acid salt group, sodium 
silicate of silicate group were also developed strength. Alkali activators which were developed high strength than 
others were potassium hydroxide, sodium silicate, sodium hydroxide order. Among them potassium hydroxide 
activated mortar was developed the highest strength. But production cost of potassium hydroxide based mortar 
is more expensive than others. So sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate were used as main activator. It is needs 
to analyze properties of sodium hydroxide - and sodium silicate based mortar. Tests of sodium hydroxide and 
sodium silicate mortars were conducted to analyze properties of alkali activator with 2 ~ 6% (by mass). At this 
time, Na2O to binder ratio of sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate were about 1.5 ~ 4.5 %, 1.0 ~ 3.0 % (by 
mass), respectively. Compressive strength, flow, setting time of sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate based 
mortars are shown in table 6, fig 2, fig 3.
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Figure 2. Compressive strength of NaOH and Na2SiO3 based mortar

Compressive strength of mortar was not increased linearly with sodium hydroxide concentration and was 
developed the highest strength with 4 % activator concentration. More than 4% activator concentration, 
compressive strength of mortar was decreased with activator concentration. Tang and Shi found that, regardless 
of activators, there is a critical activator dosage below which activators do no show activation effect on slag. 
Above the critical activator dosage, the strength of activated slag increases with activator dosage, reaches a 
maximum value, and then decreases with activator dosage(Tang, 1988). 

Bin proposed that compressive and flexural strength of activated slag cements increases almost linearly with 
activator dosage from 2 % to 8% (Na2O) at ages from 3 to 180 days(Bin, 1988). On the other hand, compressive 
strength of sodium silicate activated mortar was developed the highest strength with 5 % activator concentration. 
And more than 5 %, strength was not increased. 
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Figure 3. Setting time of NaOH and Na2SiO3

Setting time of sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate based mortar are shown in Fig 3. Setting time of sodium 
hydroxide based mortar was decreased with activator concentration. This result corresponds partially with 
proposal of Wu. He measured the setting times of slag cements with dosage of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 % by Na2O. When 
the dosage was 2 and 4 %, it did not show any obvious effect on both the initial and final setting times.
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Table 6. NaOH and Na2SiO3 Mix Proportions and Test Result

Compressive 
strength(MPa)

Flow(cm)Alkali activated mortar mixing detail

28Days7Days3Days60min30minInitialW/BB/ASMDosage(%)Activator

13.3410.343.5712.113.214.65501:2.45GGBS2NaOH

17.7014.729.3814.615.316.153

18.0314.9810.7012.613.8515.254

17.2014.4010.6215.1515.6517.255

15.4312.229.1315.316.517.556

13.209.197.9911.7512.5514.2501:2.45GGBS2Na2SiO3

14.5910.639.1711.213.514.93

16.4512.3910.8311.4512.2514.554

18.2314.8412.1512.9515.6515.75

17.5113.4211.0314.2515.317.06

When the dosage was increased from 4 % to 6 %, it slightly decreased the final setting time from 90 minutes 
to 76 minutes, but significantly decreased the final setting time from 425 minutes to 245 minutes. But setting 
time of sodium silicate based mortar was not affected with activator concentration.

3.3 Activator combination to select assistant alkali activator

Sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate using as main activator were combined with other activators from 2 % 
to 8% (by mass). Mixing conditions of mortar are shown in table 7.

Calcium sulfate, calcium carbonate, sodium sulfate, sodium carbonate, potassium silicate activated mortar 
were not developed strength, but when these activators were combined sodium silicate and sodium hydroxide, 
compressive strength was developed. Especially sodium hydroxide, when sodium hydroxide concentration 2 % 
was combined with sodium sulfate or sodium carbonate concentration 2 %, strength was developed higher than 
mortar using single activator. Mortar combined Sodium silicate concentration 2 % and sodium sulfate, sodium 
silicate 4 % and sodium sulfate, sodium silicate 4 % and sodium carbonate were developed higher strength than 
mortar using single activator. Li and Sun [4]  noticed that the combination of sodium hydroxide and sodium 
carbonate gave a higher strength than those cement mortars activated either by sodium hydroxide or sodium 
carbonate alone. Krivenko  noticed that the combination of any two types of anion or anion group gave higher 
strength than either one of them(Krivenko, 1992). But compressive strength of mortars was not increased in 
other combination.

3.4  Properties of activator combination

3.4.1 Properties of compressive strength development with activator combination

Combinations of sodium hydroxide and sodium carbonate, sodium silicate and sodium sulfate, sodium 
hydroxide and sodium sulfate were selected based test results. Properties of mortars were analyzed with alkali 
activator concentration from 2 % to 6 %.
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Properties of compressive strength development with time are shown in Fig 4, Fig 5, Fig 6. Strength of sodium 
hydroxide and carbonate combination mortar was developed higher from 30 % to 100 % than either one of them. 
Among them, mortars combined of 3 % sodium hydroxide and 5 % sodium carbonate, 4 % sodium hydroxide 
and  5, 6 % sodium carbonate, 5 % sodium hydroxide and 6 % sodium carbonate were developed strength 
higher than 30 MPa. In case of 2, 3 % sodium hydroxide, compressive strength of mortars was increased to 
5 % sodium carbonate. In case of 4, 5 % sodium hydroxide, strength of mortars was increased with sodium 
carbonate concentration. In case of 6 % sodium hydroxide, sodium carbonated concentration was not affected 
compressive strength of mortars. 

Compressive strength of Sodium silicate and sodium sulfate combination mortars was increased slightly. But 
compressive strength of mortars was increased generally 20 % than sodium hydroxide activated mortar. These 
results are caused narrow range from 1.5 to 3 % of Na2O concentration. 

Sodium hydroxide and sodium sulfate combination mortars were developed lower strength in certain 
combinations than sodium hydroxide activated mortar. In case of 3, 4 % sodium hydroxide concentration, 
strength was developed lower strength than 2 % sodium hydroxide activated mortar. In case of 5, 6 % sodium 
hydroxide concentration, strength of mortars was developed about 30 MPa with combined 4, 5 % sodium 
sulfate. But mortar was set rapidly as sodium hydroxide concentration is increased. Compressive strength at 28 
days of combination mortar is shown in Fig 7.
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Figure 4. Compressive strength of NaOH + Na2CO3 combination
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Figure 5. Compressive strength of Na2SiO3 + Na2SO3 combination
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Figure 6. Compressive strength of NaOH + Na2SO3 combination

Table 7. Mix-proportion and Test results

Compressive 
strength(MPa)

Proportion of activator

28Days7Days3DaysDosage(%)
Assistant
ActivatorDosage(%)

Main
Activator

-
21.41
18.24
13.34
16.43
9.02
17.40
13.12
11.15
30.14

-
16.61
13.57
7.60
12.83
8.14
13.73
11.45
8.47
27.04

-
12.61
11.68
6.96
9.94
6.66
8.57
9.23
6.29
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3.4.2 Properties of setting time with activator combination 

Properties of setting time with combinations of sodium hydroxide and sodium carbonate, sodium silicate and 
sodium sulfate, sodium hydroxide and sodium sulfate are shown in Fig 7.

Setting time of sodium hydroxide and sodium carbonate combination mortars was influenced activator 
concentration. Setting time of 3 % sodium hydroxide activated mortar was compared with sodium hydroxide 
3 % and sodium carbonate 4, 5 % combination mortar. And setting time of 6 % sodium hydroxide mortar 
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activated mortar was compared with 6 % sodium hydroxide and 4, 6 % sodium carbonate combination mortar. 
Setting time of mortar was increased sharply with sodium carbonate concentration. Decrease of setting time was 
occurred in case of 3 % sodium hydroxide, 6 % sodium hydroxide.

Setting time of sodium silicate and sodium sulfate combination mortars was not shown with sodium carbonate 
concentration in 3 % sodium silicate activated mortar. In case of 6 % sodium silicate, setting time of mortars 
was retarded with sodium sulfate concentration. 

In case of sodium hydroxide and sodium sulfate combination mortar, setting time of mortars was retarded with 
sodium sulfate concentration. Setting time of 5 % sodium hydroxide and 4, 6 % sodium sulfate combination 
mortar was shown in Fig 8.

Setting time test of combination using sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate as main activators, sodium 
carbonate and sodium sulfate as assistant activators was conducted. As a result, setting time of mortar was 
retarded. Sodium sulfate is effective retarder in sodium silicate activated mortar, but sodium sulfate is not 
effective retarder in sodium hydroxide activated mortar.
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4. Conclusion

In this study, compressive strength and setting time test were conducted using sodium hydroxide and sodium 
silicate as main activator, assistant activators to analyze properties of non-cement mortar with alkali activator 
combination.

13 types of alkali activators were used in present study. From the test results, alkali activated mortars developed 
strength were contained hydroxyl (OH-) ion and created hydroxyl (OH-) ion as production of hydration.

Compressive strength of sodium hydroxide activated mortars was developed the highest strength with 4 
% activator concentration. Setting time of sodium hydroxide activated mortar was decreased with activator 
concentration.

Compressive strength of sodium silicate activated mortars was developed with certain concentration. Setting 
time of sodium silicate activated mortar was not affected with concentration.

To select optimum combination, mortars added sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate as main activator were 
combined with assistant activators. Compressive strength of sodium hydroxide and sodium carbonate, sodium 
sulfate combination mortars was increased. And compressive strength of sodium silicate and sodium sulfate 
combination mortars was also increased than sodium silicate activated mortars.

   As a result, three combinations of sodium hydroxide and sodium carbonate, sodium silicate and sodium 
sulfate, sodium hydroxide and sodium sulfate were selected. Compressive strength of mortars was increased 
with combination from 2 % to 6 % concentration. Especially, compressive strength of sodium hydroxide and 
carbonate combination mortars was largely increased. And optimum mix proportion is combination of 3 % 
sodium hydroxide and 5 % sodium carbonate.

Sodium carbonate and sodium sulfate are effective retarder in sodium hydroxide activated mortar. But setting 
time of mortar was retarded with sodium carbonate concentration but was not shown retardation with sodium 
sulfate concentration. In 6 % sodium silicate activated mortar, setting time was retarded with sodium sulfate 
concentration.

The activator combination is to reduce activator concentration, to improve performance, to increase cost 
problem and to retard setting time.
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ABSTRACT: 
During the last decades of the twenty’s centaury especially in the Global 
era architecture experienced a vigorous revival. A new generation of 
architects was inspired by the work of pioneers such as Peter Eisenman , 
Frank O Gharry and Santiago Calatrava as they wed their ideas with new 
trends, new techniques and their own creative impulses. In this way, a new 
diversity of approaches and forms of expression have originated worldwide. 
but there is in fact a common approach concerning most of their projects 
which we can call the user participation, multi use or mixed use function 
of the building. As a result this fact seems to be a Current significance of 
architecture. AS well as this approach seems to concern the Topical themes 
such as sustainable and healthy building and cultural identity as a dialogue 
with the premises of architecture. 
Popularity of Multi-use buildings  or Mixed-use buildings, especially in 
downtown areas, is skyrocketing. This way of design or management avoid 
problems while mapping. As this is actually very common - a single building 
could contain stores, theatres, galleries, government offices.
It is a way for the city to encourage redevelopment of the downtown area 
as well as bring in revenue and add to the vibrancy of downtown, where 
people can live and work. We are also getting more revenues with a mixed-
use building where the residential part is tax exempt compared to having a 
vacant building
This concept solves a lot of problems as a result the rule is needed as a way 
to make the downtown a successful district it has  a great way to improve 
decaying downtowns.  
In the years to come the entire building practice will face the task to 
achieve an economical sound and sustainable way of building. The mixed 
use concept can add to this a language that expresses consciousness for 
ecological cohesion and life processes.
As well as The re-emergence of MULTI USE design, represents a new 
freedom of thought; an expression of hope for the future. This is affecting 
most fields of design from products, furniture, lighting and textile design to 
architecture, landscape architecture, and interior design.
So, the liable issue concerns the research  for the ideal meaning of the 
multiuse buildings in sustainability and its common used precautions that 
must be followed to design it. And How are these to be labeled? and this is 
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within following the theoretical and the  critical methodology.
  Finally this paper presents some of the diverse aspects that are inextricably 
bound up with, and strongly influence, the scope of sustainable urban 
planning and design. A great deal has been written about the influences 
that can be said to affect the urban form, such as ecological and economic. 
These aspects are inter-related and interdependent as they all facilitate and 
influence sustainable urban planning and design in varying degrees.
Keywords: Multifunction , Sustainability , Economy , Efficiency , 
High-rise Buildings, Solidaitory buildings.
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Buildings represent a huge investment, not only of money and time, but also of the world’s resources. In 
constructing and occupying buildings, we consume vast quantities of materials and generate a major portion 
of the world’s environmental pollution. According to the World watch Institute, buildings consume more than 
40 percent of the energy utilized in the world each year and, in so doing, release into the atmosphere one-third 
of the carbon dioxide and two-fifths of the compounds that cause acid rain. About 40 percent of our landfill 
material comes from construction projects. We see in these statistics that buildings are responsible for many 
forms of environmental degradation. They place a heavy burden on the earth’s resources, most of which are 
nonrenewable and finite, and they jeopardize the health and welfare of humanity. Thus it is increasingly urgent 
that we learn to build and operate buildings in a sustainable manner.

Whereas , Since the 1960 most of the countries have a rapid economic growth as Korea during that time 
,centralization of the population and the economic activities in the capital regions has been accelerated ,so the 
construction of Multi use or the multi-functional administrative city has been promoted  as it would be the 
most effective and fundamental solution for easing concentration of the capital region and actualizing balanced 
regional growths. Construction of the multi-functional city is hugely meaningful as a leading business that the 
capital region and the other regions throughout the whole country make common prosperity building up a new 
engine for national economic growth and then all regions in this country will equally developed to be attractive 
places to live . even though there has been many criticisms and complications so far , the multi – functional 
administrative city is now historical reality that cannot be reversed.( construction agency2006) 

Thus our dissection runs the risk of overlooking or obscuring natural linkages among the various building 
functions and of giving too simplistic a view of how a building works economically. We will attempt to 
minimize these risks, we constantly ought to be asking questions about the connectedness of things: What are 
all the functional repercussions of a very massive building, as we suggest that there is a great link between 
environmental sustainability and the marketing of the building. 

2. Multi use buildings:

The new trends of architecture referring to the multi use spaces are divided into two sectors ; one deal with 
the building in a form of a solidaitory form or the Hyper compressed architecture envelope with mega structure, 
(Contemporary architecture 3-2003) and the other trend refers to the rise buildings  to achieve the reduction of 
land used and permit flexible function, (Robyn Beaver, 2006).

2.1 Solidaitory buildings:

The global economics and telecommunications have led to the universal spaces which we called solidaitory 
buildings, which refers to the assertion that place no longer matters. With no apparent need for a physical focal 
point for activities, it would seem that teleworking and Internet-based consuming would appear to make it 
possible to return to a more rural lifestyle. However, this runs counter to the international trend of increased 
urban living. So urban areas continue to grow and there is strong evidence that at least some cities are still as 
important as ever because they provide rich social connections, high densities of people and skills, as well as 
being centers of power, decisions and infrastructure. previously assumed distinctions and categories of buildings  
Out-of-town shopping centers now substitute in part for community centers and include a wide range of public 
attractions and amenities associated with urban life. Firms relocating to the edge of the city or even further out 
also frequently provide leisure amenities and other attractions in order to lure employees away from the city. 
Industrial parks, office parks and science parks are all the product of similar needs, providing shared amenities 
and security, (Fig 1,2)  (Chris Abel, 2004).

Previously the solidaitory forms are so called MACHINES MODELLED ON NATURE  as the Sainsbury 
Centre for the Visual Arts which is in Norwich by Foster, was the so-called ‘Hi-Tech Shed’: (Fig 2) a large-span, 
rectangular structure composed of interchangeable elements arranged on a regular grid to maximize flexibility. 
Although most component systems were made to order, the use of a regular grid combined with new production 
techniques, reduced variations sufficient to achieve the required economic production runs.
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 fig1  Securities Commission Building, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
Rendering. Dominant roof canopy is reinterpretation of traditional 
building forms. The building also incorporates numerous energy-

saving features designed for tropical climate .the financial centre is 
situated close to numerous leisure amenities.  

Hijjas Kasturi, 1995  
 

fig3 Sainsbury Centre for the Visual Arts, Norwich, UK. Norman 
Foster, 1974 

 

While Recently stereo lithographic techniques has appeared. As the Most efficient where complex shapes 
and geometries are involved, accurate solid models of components can be produced in a matter of hours direct 
from CAD data, thus shortening the time needed for design development. Similar techniques were used by the 
American architect Frank Gehry in the fabrication of the curved titanium cladding sheets and structure for the 
Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain, as well as in other projects. A complex, sculptural work of architecture 
of a very different kind from that which has been normally associated with machine production, the Bilbao 
Guggenheim has opened up entirely new formal and spatial possibilities although it is composed of more than 
one void but it has almost one universal space that can match the multiuse function,( Chris Abel, 2004) (Fig. 3).

 f ig3 Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, Bilbao, Spain. 
Exterior view along riverfront. Frank Gehry,1991 

 

2.2 High rise buildings:

They are one whose concept has build on the multifunctional .There are far more urge reasons for building 
tall: cultural, demographic, economic, and environmental  (Robyn Beaver, 2006). Two vital factors are Global 
population growth and the increasing rate of urbanization. The worlds population has doubled to six billion 
since 1960 and is currently growing at the rate of seventy- eight million a year – a pattern that is expected to 
continue for at least the next decade. As cities spread horizontally and their populations spend more time in 
their cars traveling to or from work , levels of energy consumption and Pollution rise. By building to greater 
densities and to higher levels of energy efficiency in urban centers with established public transport systems we 
can reduce the reliance on the car . we can improve the quality of urban life ,bringing down travel times and 
allowing people to live ,work and spend their leisure time in close proximity . tall buildings form an important 
part of the diversity not because they attract the attention but because if developed properly they provide, a more 
sustainable long –term use of land and resource

These towers respond to the increased demand for office space and the requirement of large open- plan work 
areas (Robyn Beaver, 2006) .fig(4,5)

 Fig 4 UMNO Party Headquarters, Penang, Malaysia. 
Streamline form and external fins help control flow of 

air around and through tower, assisting cooling and 
ventilation and Plan of typical office floor. Hamzah 

and Yeang, 1995. 
 Fig 5 Torre Agbar ,Barcelona-Span, 

it represents a land mark in 
Barcelona as it’s called a nerves 

vertical element ,at the same time it 
represent a compressed sustainable 

building.   
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3. Sustainability:

It is a pattern of resource use for development that aims to meet human needs while preserving the environment 
so that these needs can be met not only in the present, but also for future generations. The term was used by 
the Brandt land Commission which coined what has become the most often-quoted definition of sustainable 
development as development that “meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs. (United Nations. 1987),( Smith, Charles; Rees, Gareth (1998))

Sustainable development ties together concern for the carrying capacity of natural systems with the social 
challenges facing humanity. As early as the 1970s “sustainability” was employed to describe an economy in 
equilibrium with basic ecological support systems ( Stivers, R. 1976). Ecologists have pointed to The Limits 
to Growth, and presented the alternative of a “steady state economy”( Daly, H. E. 1973) in order to address 
environmental concerns. whereas economy states a great space in the term sustainability. 

3.1 Sustainable economies:

Economics is the social science that studies the production, distribution, and consumption of goods and 
services. The term economics comes from the Ancient Greek (oikonomia, “management of a household, 
administration”) from (oikos, “house”) + (nomos, “custom” or “law”), hence “rules of the house(hold)”( Harper, 
Douglas (November 2001). Current economic models developed out of the broader field of political economy in 
the late 19th century, owing to a desire to use an empirical approach more akin to the physical sciences,( Clark, 
B. (1998). 

A definition that captures much of modern economics is that of Lionel Robbins in a 1932 essay:”... the science 
which studies human behavior as a relationship between ends and scarce means which have alternative uses,” 
(Robbins, Lionel (1945).

Common distinctions are drawn between various dimensions of economics: between positive economics 
(describing “what is”) and normative economics (advocating “what ought to be”); between economic theory 
and applied economics; and between mainstream economics (more “orthodox” dealing with the “rationality-
individualism-equilibrium nexus”) and heterodox economics (more “radical” dealing with the “institutions-
history-social structure nexus”)( Davis, John B. (2006)). However the primary textbook distinction is between 
microeconomics, which examines the economic behavior of agents (including individuals and firms, consumers 
and producers), and macroeconomics, addressing issues of unemployment, inflation, economic growth, and 
monetary and fiscal policy for an entire economy.

Whereas Marketing becomes the main access for sustainable economies & In microeconomics, production 
is the conversion of inputs into outputs. It is an economic process that uses resources to create a commodity 
that is suitable for exchange. Some economists define production broadly as all economic activity other than 
consumption. They see every commercial activity other than the final purchase as some form of production 
which occurs through time and space. Because it is a flow concept, production is measured as a “rate of output 
per period of time”. 

3.2 Factors of measuring Sustainable economies: 

There are some terms used to measure the flow economical concept which refers to the Sustainable economies 
as, Opportunity cost, factors of production, Economic efficiency and the Scarcity .

3.2.1 Opportunity cost : 

This term expresses the idea that for every choice, the true economic cost is the next best opportunity. Choices 
must be made between desirable yet mutually exclusive actions. It has been described as expressing the basic 
relationship between scarcity and choice. The notion of opportunity cost plays a crucial part in ensuring that 
scarce resources are used efficiently. Thus, opportunity costs are not restricted to monetary or financial costs: 
the real cost of output forgone, lost time, pleasure or any other benefit that provides utility should also be 
considered ( Groenewegen, Peter ,1987).
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 3.2.2 factors of production: 

The inputs or resources used in the production process are called factors of production. Possible inputs are 
typically grouped into six categories. These factors are raw materials, machinery, labour services, capital goods, 
land, and enterprise. In the short-run, as opposed to the long-run, at least one of these factors of production is 
fixed. Examples include major pieces of equipment, suitable factory space, and key personnel .A variable factor 
of production is one whose usage rate can be changed easily. Examples include electrical power consumption, 
transportation services, and most raw material inputs. In the “long-run”, all of these factors of production can 
be adjusted by management. In the short run, a firm’s “scale of operations” determines the maximum number of 
outputs that can be produced, but in the long run, there are no scale limitations. Long-run and short-run changes 
play an important part in economic models (James M. Buchanan ,1987).

3.2.3  Economic efficiency: 

Economic efficiency describes how well a system generates the maximum desired output with a given set of 
inputs and available technology. Efficiency is improved if more output is generated without changing inputs, or 
in other words, the amount of “friction” or “waste” is reduced. Economists look for Pareto efficiency, which is 
reached when a change cannot make someone better off without making someone else worse off. Also Economic 
efficiency is used to refer to a number of related concepts. A system can be called economically efficient if: No 
one can be made better off without making someone else worse off, more output cannot be obtained without 
increasing the amount of inputs, and production ensures the lowest possible per unit cost. These definitions of 
efficiency are not exactly equivalent. However, they are all encompassed by the idea that nothing more can be 
achieved given the resources available (James M. Buchanan ,1987).

Economic efficiency is used to refer to a number of related concepts. It is the using of resources in such a 
way as to maximize the production of goods and services.( Sullivan, Arthur; Steven M. Sheffrin ,2003) One 
economic system is more efficient than another (in relative terms) if it can provide more goods and services for 
society without using more resources. In absolute terms, a system can be called economically efficient if:

•	No	one	can	be	made	better	off	without	making	someone	else	worse	off.	
•	More	output	cannot	be	obtained	without	increasing	the	amount	of	inputs.	
•	Production	proceeds	at	the	lowest	possible	per-unit	cost.	
These definitions of absolute efficiency are not equivalent, but they are all encompassed by the idea that 

nothing more can be achieved given the resources available. There are several alternate criteria for economic 
efficiency, these include: Dynamic efficiency which refers to an economy that appropriately balances short run 
concerns (static efficiency) with concerns in the long run (focusing on encouraging research and development).
( Joseph E Stiglitz and Carl E Walsh, Economics,2006) Through dynamic efficiency, such an economy is able 
to further improve efficiency over time. Investments in education, research and innovation are important in this 
process. 

Dynamic efficiency also refers to the ability to adapt quickly and at low cost to changed economic conditions 
and thereby maintain output and productivity performance despite economic ‘shocks’. Dynamic efficiency is 
pursued through microeconomic reform and increased competition, which provide incentives for businesses to 
innovate and adapt.

3.2.4 Scarcity: 

Scarcity means that available resources are insufficient to satisfy all wants and needs. At the same time the 
absence of scarcity and alternative uses of available resources means that there is no economic problem. The 
subject thus defined involves the study of choices as they are affected by incentives (James M. Buchanan 
,1987).

3.3 The relation between sustainable economies and buildings :

The building works as if  Each use will have its own marketable physical characteristics. this has caused many 
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tall towers to  compromise some of their uses . clients must accept these compromises because they cannot be 
changed .so some clients have declined to lease this space or the rent was lowered to make it acceptable. Either 
way ,some profit to the owner was lost. this has been a draw back to the tall multi –use towers .the spectacular 
views available from windows at the topmost floors of a high –rise building ,  for example ,are very desirable to 
many clients who are willing to spend premium dollars for it .how ever , the compromises inherent in the bottom 
half of a multi-use tower may have resulted in profit losses to the owner in the past. (EDWARD ALLEN ,2005)

Is there an economical structural solution for a tall multi – use towers ,so that each use produces desirable 
physical characteristics? If possible , this solution would command market rate leases for all of its spaces and 
maximize the profit of its owner . in addition , the most desirable characteristics, like in – the cloud views , 
column less floors , and two story spaces , can ask for the premium rate and receive it from those willing to 
pay. 

Today’s modern landmarks reflect the values of commercialism, where offices and retail units have replaced 
the library and the town hall, often in physical stature as well as importance to the city ,nowadays expressed in 
terms of financial returns. These bland new buildings neither connect with the city’s public, social or physical 
fabric nor reflect its identity or individuality. 

Instead of concentrating on the needs of the existing populations of cities, the emphasis has been on place 
marketing and gentrifications. Almost universally, the policy aim of cities is to attract international capital to 
invest, higher-paid executives and professionals to settle and tourists to visit. The main benefit for some city 
authorities has been an increase in property tax income. Almost all cities now have major marketing strategies. 
For many, this includes the widespread transformation of former docks from places of work into exclusive 
islands of leisure with expensive flats, bars and restaurants. Cities are now being sold as a commodity to be 
consumed, rather than a place where production, living and consumption take place. The notion of cities as a 
complex cultural expression and as a set of buildings and spaces in which a range of activities occur is being 
superseded as cities theme themselves. (Mike Jenks and Nicola Dempsey2005)

3.4 Factors affecting the marketing of the building:

There must be factors affecting marketable physical characteristics of the building as we assume it to be the 
same as we have studied to measure the flow economical concept as Opportunity cost, factors of production, 
Economic efficiency and the Scarcity .

But we have to concentrate on the economic efficiency as it is considered to be the main factor. 

3.5 Economic efficiency and the building:

If we considered that  economic efficiency which is the main term of the sustainable economy is the main 
factor of marketing ,then we are searching for how efficiency could be embedded in architectural spaces .

Luckily Sustainability so far has its own criteria which represents the efficiency needed with response to nature 
and The United States Green Building Council, which sponsors the LEED system for evaluating the sustainability 
of a building, (EDWARD ALLEN ,2005). LEED stands for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design. 
As the evaluation process is summarized by a checklist that is used in evaluating the degree of sustainability that 
is attained in a building. It is instructive to look at the categories on this checklist. 

The first broad category, “Sustainable Sites,” includes, among other factors

•	whether	a	building	will	improve	its	site	or	degrade	it;
•	whether	the	users	of	the	building	will	be	able	to	come	and	go	by	foot,	on	bicycles,	or	by	public	transportation	

so as to save fuel and reduce air pollution;

•	the	extent	to	which	the	site	is	disturbed	by	the	new	construction;	
•	how	storm	water	is	managed	(is	it	stored	for	use	on-site,	used	to	recharge	the	aquifer	in	the	area,	or	dumped	

into a storm sewer?). 
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The second category, “Water Efficiency,” includes

•	use	of	stored	storm	water	or	“gray“	wastewater	(discarded	wash	water	that	does	not	contain	human	wastes)	
for irrigation;

•	innovative	wastewater	treatment;	and	use	of	fixtures	that	reduce	water	consumption.
Category 3, “Energy & Atmosphere,” relates to efficiency of the building’s heating and cooling devices and 

systems;         

•	 use	 of	 renewable	 energy	 resources	 on	 the	 site;	 and	 the	 potential	 of	 the	 building	 to	 contribute	 to	 ozone	
depletion.

Category 4 is “Materials & Resources.” It includes

•	recycling	of	building	materials	and	building	wastes;
•	waste	management	on	the	construction	site;
•	recycled	content	in	building	materials	used;
•	use	of	local	and	regional	materials,	which	consume	less	fuel	in	transportation,	rather	than	materials	that	must	

be transported long distances;

•	rapidly	renewable	materials;	and	wood	from	certified	forests.	“Indoor	Environmental	Quality,“	the	title	of	
the fifth category, covers

•	indoor	air	quality;
•	elimination	of	tobacco	smoke;
•	ventilation	effectiveness;
•	air	quality	during	construction;
•	use	of	materials	that	do	not	give	off	toxic	gases;
•	control	of	chemicals	used	in	the	building;
•	thermal	comfort;	and
•	use	of	day	lighting.
The last category is titled “Innovation & Design Process.” It is an open category that awards credits for original 

design ideas that lead to more sustainable buildings. It also awards credits if an architect or engineer who has 
been accredited as a LEED expert is involved in the design of the project. Although this list is still evolving, it 
is already serving as the basis for certifying the degree to which a building is sustainable. Additionally, it is a 
powerful vehicle for raising the environmental awareness of architects, engineers, and builders. 

So engineers and most twentieth century technologies have intended diverse use and appropriation. They 
are not only designing specifically, but also as open-ended. They do not design for function, but design for 
functionality promoting the idea that one artifact can respond to a number of different technical and social 
situations. 

Multifunction or multi use as an aspect for the building efficiency seems to port some roles which can be 
pointed in some scores as follows:

•	The	multifunction	single	element	.
•	The	visionary	space.
•	The	unique	form.

3.5.1 The multifunction single element:

In order to understand how a building works, we can dissect it’s function within a certain criterion and study 
its various elemental functions. But few building functions take place in isolation. Almost every component of 
a building serves more than one function almost within environmental sustainability, with some components 
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commonly serving ten or more simultaneously, and these functions are heavily interdependent. For example, if 
we decide to build the partitions in a school building of thin sheets of gypsum wallboard over a framework of steel 
studs, instead of bricks and mortar, we will affect the thermal properties of the building, its acoustical qualities, 
the quality and quantity of light in the classrooms, how the wiring and piping are installed, the usefulness of the 
wall surfaces, the deadweight that the structure of the building must support, the fire resistance of the building, 
which trades will construct it, and how it will be maintained. Some functions of the school building will be 
improved by changing from brickwork to gypsum wallboard, and some will be impaired. A building has its 
own ecology, a delicate internal balance of connected mechanisms that function not in isolation but as a richly 
interconnected whole. The functions we expect of buildings are linked with one another  A designer cannot expect 
to change the way in which one function is served without affecting other functions,( EDWARD ALLEN ,2005). 

In the design of a building, the following principles must be followed: (Frederick S. Merritt (Deceased) ,2001)

1. The building should be constructed to serve purposes specified by the client in a specified period of time.

2. The building should be capable of withstanding the elements and normal usage

for a period of time specified by the client.

3.5.2 The visionary space:

A novel, open design philosophy has evolved, which while staying more or less within the broad traditions 
of Modernism, allows the partners to experiment freely with quite different approaches. Invariably, each 
project is treated on its own merits, involving a fresh examination of the programme going well beyond normal 
procedures. The very nature of the building type being looked at may be called into question, opening up new 
approaches and solutions.

An honest expression of materials and structure, together with a strong respect for how buildings work identify, 
though not without qualification. Keenly aware of the fickle effects of time upon architecture. ‘given today’s 
mixed imperatives, where rehabilitation and regeneration, epitomized by power stations being turned into art 
galleries, are now commonplace, the kind of deterministic thinking that turned such Modernist slogans as “form 
follows function” into dogma, is absolute’. Accordingly, much work, particularly in their rehabilitation projects, 
exhibits a self-conscious tension between form and use, in which neither quite gets the upper hand, nor gets 
forgotten. A sensitive response to place and climate, Energy conservation is likewise a major priority, and has 
led to the use of innovative techniques of passive energy design. A clear articulation between public, private 
and semi-private spaces also typifies the residential projects. However, beyond these consistencies, the material 
fabric, spatial geometry and formal character of a project may vary wildly, according to the specific place and 
programme and who is involved. (Frederick S. Merritt (Deceased) ,2001)

It seems that the geometrical division of the space extremely disappeared and the language of the era has its 
influence on the space as the space functionally and priority must response to the nature and its influences and 
The only practical division appears in the space is the sky court which plays an important role in the building’s 
system of climate control as pressure differences created around the structure assist natural ventilation through 
by forcing air in on the windward side and sucking it out on the downwind side.(Fig 6 )

On the other hand Virtual reality techniques now enable both architects and clients to experience and to 
test a design proposal in ways hitherto undreamt of, opening up entirely new avenues in spatial and sensory 
visualization,(Frederick S. Merritt (Deceased) ,2001).
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 Fig 6;The design office: 
 Germany, Kurt Ackermann,1993 

As the space is considered visionary has no 
divisions except of the sky courts.   

3.5.3 The unique form:

The universal environmental buildings which deals with the multi use aspect represent environmental 
functional forms as they are responding to the environmental control as it appears in the city hall building 
and Swiss Re Headquarters building , as in the city hall building the south-facing wall is stepped upwards and 
outwards, so that the upper floors shade the lower ones. Internal sunshades wrapped around the south, east and 
west sides finish the job, leaving the north side completely clear for the council members and observers to enjoy 
the views across the river from inside the council chamber, which is situated directly behind the glass wall. A 
spectacular elliptical stairway – a complex geometrical exercise in itself – spirals up above the flask-shaped 
chamber connecting all the floors, providing office workers with the same views (Fig. 7,8).

 Fig 7; Greater London Authority 
Headquarters city hall. Diagram of 

energy systems.  
 

Fig 8; Swiss Re Headquarters building, 
London, UK. Norman Foster, 1997–

2004 the figure shows the elevation and   
the Computer simulation of wind forces 

on tower.  
 

Catia was developed, such complex operations are commonplace in the development of new models, In Gehry’s 
projects, the potential complexity of fabricating parallel free form building elements to fine tolerances has been 
substantially reduced in many cases by simplifying the actual geometry. For all their apparent complexity, for 
example, most of the solid, free form surfaces of the Bilbao Guggenheim and Disney Concert Hall (Fig3.), 
are actually comprised of curves made up of ruled lines. While the curve changes, it does so as a series of 
incremental changes in a straight line – much like holding a stick by the middle and swinging it round while 
waving it about at the same time – creating the characteristic wavy, sharp-edged curves which can be seen in so 
many of Gehry’s other designs. This not only simplifies the geometry but makes it possible to create a structure 
and substructure largely made up of straight members . the choice of mostly solid skins and concealed structures 
over a possibly more transparent and better illuminated architecture. However, while such constraints might suit 
the dual environmental systems, resulting in considerable savings in energy costs as well as improvements in 
working conditions.

Often combining advanced technologies with shapes inspired by organic forms, the new ‘Biotech architecture’ 
symbolizes an emergent harmony between technology and nature of an entirely new order, so Developments 
in energy saving techniques and performance testing have been paralleled by further advances in computerized 
visualization and production

In the design of a building, the following principles must be followed: (Frederick S. Merritt (Deceased) ,2001)

1. The design should be constructible by known techniques and with available

labor and equipment, within an acceptable time.

2. Both inside and outside, the building should be visually pleasing.

3. No part of the building should pose a hazard to the safety or health of its
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occupants under normal usage, and the building should provide for safe evacuation

or refuge in emergencies.

3. The building should provide the degree of shelter from the elements and of

control of the interior environment—air, temperature, humidity, light, and acoustics—

specified by the client and not less than the minimums required for safety

and health of the occupants.

4. The building should be constructed to minimize adverse impact on the environment.

5. Operation of the building should consume a minimum of energy while permitting

the structure to serve its purposes.

6. The sum of costs of construction, operation, maintenance, repair, and anticipated

future alterations should be kept within the limit specified by the client.

5. Conclusions:

In the latest era the building became a product within the aspect of the multi functioning as production is 
measured as a rate of outputs per period of time and the building in this case has multi outputs in the multi 
periods as it can suit the various programs the client need in any time. as The multi use buildings vary between 
two kinds mainly the Solidaitory buildings and the high rise buildings on which all the economical flow roles 
can be applied especially the Economic efficiency as it describes how well a system generates the maximum 
desired output with a given set of inputs and available technology. As Efficiency is improved if more output is 
generated without changing inputs, whereas the main roles of efficiency are as follows:

1. No one can be made better off without making someone else worse off. 

2. More output cannot be obtained without increasing the amount of inputs.

3. Production proceeds at the lowest possible per-unit cost.

Multi use or Multifunction as an aspect for the building efficiency seems to carry some roles which can be 
pointed in some scores as follows:

•	The	multifunction	single	element	.
•	The	visionary	space.
•	The	unique	form.
It seems that these roles are responsible to suit any programmer without any critical changes as they really 

apply the environmental sustainability so they are sufficient to deal with the nature without any damage .

And  the following principles must be followed in designing a multiuse building: 

1. The building should be constructed to serve purposes specified by the client in a specified period of time.

2. The building should be capable of withstanding the elements and normal usage

for a period of time specified by the client.

3. The design should be constructible by known techniques and with available

labor and equipment, within an acceptable time.

4. Both inside and outside, the building should be visually pleasing.

5. No part of the building should pose a hazard to the safety or health of its

occupants under normal usage, and the building should provide for safe evacuation

or refuge in emergencies.

6. The building should provide the degree of shelter from the elements and of

control of the interior environment—air, temperature, humidity, light, and acoustics—

specified by the client and not less than the minimums required for safety
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and health of the occupants.

7. The building should be constructed to minimize adverse impact on the environment.

8. Operation of the building should consume a minimum of energy while permitting

the structure to serve its purposes.

9. The sum of costs of construction, operation, maintenance, repair, and anticipated

future alterations should be kept within the limit specified by the client.

5.1 General findings and Outcomes:

•	The	LEED	roles	are	the	main	call	for	the	efficiency	of	the	space	specially	the	economic	efficiency.
•	Multifunctional	buildings	recently	seems	to	act	within	two	variables	of	sustainability	which	are	economical	

sustainability and environmental sustainability as the main erg of the era and each one of them has its own 
factors which direct the design of such buildings .

•	Structure	has	played	a	strong	mythical	role	in	architectural	theory	as	the	essential	and	irreducible	logical	part	
of architecture.

5.2 Recommendations:

•	The	researcher	would	suggest	that	tall	buildings	form	an	important	part	of	the	diversity	not	because	they	are	
tall and attract attention but because if developed properly ,they provide a more sustainable long –term use of 
land and recourse. so it is a vital component of the future city.

•	The	main	call	for	multiuse	buildings	must	followed	really	by	the	presence	of	a	new	call	for	the	final	appearance	
of a form ,as What about form follows function when there are multi functional purpose …..then ,must the form 
be neutral? Or it must be neutral as it follows the environmental sustainability.

•	conceiving	nature	as	well	as	architecture	in	mechanistic	terms,	to	thinking	about	and	designing	both	buildings	
and the smart programs and tools which now help produce them, as adaptive organisms in themselves, illustrates 
a fundamental change in human culture, of which we are only just seeing the beginning. Originally we have to 
search for the key developments over the past century in the architecture.

•	 establishing	 the	 social,	 economic	 and	 environmental	 dimensions	 of	 sustainability	 can	 contribute	 to	 the	
recovery of a city’s urban spirit and the re-emergence of a clear delineation between the currently blurred 
boundaries of the rural and the urban. One of the ways in which this is possible is by considering the city as 
part of a wider urban region: some holistic arguments for achieving sustainable development, and illustrate how 
different urban forms have particular requirements that must be taken into account for sustainability to occur.

•	Governments	must	respond	to	the	concerns	for	safety	by	developing	building	codes.	These	codes	dictate	
both the work of the interior designer and architect, and the way in which the building’s mechanical, electrical, 
plumbing, and other systems are designed and installed. As developing these municipal building codes in 
response to this  new era call for the multiuse, will simplify the usage of the building.
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ABSTRACT:
Sustainability is a function of society, economy and environment developed 
with the intention of achieving today’s and future generations’ needs 
without harming and diminishing renewable environmental resources. 
Environmental sustainability in designed areas requires enrichment 
of biodiversity and continuity of site productivity; maintenance and 
enhancement of natural processes; and durability of used materials and 

continuous use of the designed site at different times. The purpose of this 
paper is to develop a framework to measure environmental sustainability 
of the designed coastal waterfronts, using the King Abdullah Park (KAP) 
at the Dammam waterfront as case study to analyse the situation and apply 
the developed framework. The site of the KAP constitutes one of the most 
environmentally sensitive areas in the Eastern Province of the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia (KSA). It occupies the central part of the Tarut Bay, which 
has faced extensive urban expansion and has suffered associated problems 
of dredging and land filling since the late 1970s.
This research study of KAP applies a simple methodology that based on 
direct observation and analysis of the environmental natural processes 
in relation to the implemented proposal in the area. Through application 
of the framework, environmental effects on the area, users and resources/
processes are examined against the environmental sustainability indicators. 
The research revealed that: in designed coastal waterfronts most of the 
natural processes are altered or imbedded leading to loss of biodiversity 
and site productivity; and raise of several environmental problems 
including accumulation of wastes, weathering of coastline and pavement 
materials, and damage of other structures. This will  result in increase of 
hidden costs regarding maintenance and replacement; and abandonment of 
the place. The results of this study will  help produce sustainable design of 
new waterfronts; and preserve and enhance natural processes which are of 
most importance for coastal areas’ health and productivity.

Keywords: Environmental sustainability, waterfronts, King Abdullah 
Park,Dammam, coastal processes
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INTRODUCTION:1. 

Background:1.1 

Coastal areas are considered one of the most sensitive areas to any source of alteration and/or modification, 
as they perform complexity of interrelated processes taking place within a variety of maritime and terrestrial 
ecosystems. Coastal ecosystems include near shore shallow waters, beaches, dunes, salt marshes, sabkhats and 
intertidal zone function in a sustainable manner to maintain the ecological integrity and balance between biotic 
organisms and their abiotic physical environment. Functionality of such ecosystems relates to the coastal areas’ 
dominant processes and actions of currents, waves and tides.

Within any natural ecosystem, human settlements are considered formidable agent of change that influences 
fundamental ecological processes (Theobald et al, 2000). Expansion of urban areas has accelerated by growth 
of human populations and their needs which together act to diminish vital natural ecosystems and resources; and 
increase conflicts over land use (Beardsley et al, 2009).  

The environment of coastal cities has suffered physical growth as a result of attraction of human activities 
which have stimulated driving forces for the development of nearby coastal areas. In addition to the population 
growth as the major driving force of coastal zones development since the middle of the twentieth century, 
socioeconomic (including: exploitation of coastal natural resources, urban and agricultural developments have 
significantly contributed to coastal environmental degradation (Haslett, 2000). These driving forces are the roots 
for increasing pressures on coastal ecosystems and their resources which are typically linked to the cumulative 
effects of diverse types of risks arising from coastal development, recreation and tourism activities, pollution 
and consumptive exploitation of resources.

Worldwide, modification of coastal areas to accommodate urban land uses, recreational and tourism 
facilities requires huge amounts of land filling on intertidal habitats and dredging of nearby shallow water areas. 
The Dammam Metropolitan Area (DMA) is not exceptional from that. It has experienced extensive coastal 
development resulting in land filling and dredging of more than 4,100 hectares of inter tidal and shallow water 
habitats during the last twenty years of the 20th century (Kubarrah & Al-Wakeel, 2003).

This study is an attempt to develop a framework for measuring environmental sustainability based on simple 
techniques of site inventory and analysis, and application on specific area to define the impacts of development 
on the environmental sustainability of that area. Here it is worth noting the difference between measurement and 
assessment. According to Brandon and Lombardi (2005) measurement involves the identification of variables 
related to sustainable development and the utilisation of technically appropriate data collection and analysis 
methods, while assessment involves the evaluation of performance against a criterion or a number of criteria.
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Study Area: King Abdullah Park (KAP):1.2 

The Dammam water front occupies the southern part of the Tarut Bay (figure 1) between Seahat at the north 
and the King Abdulaziz Seaport at the south. King Abdullah Park (KAP) has extended on about 3.5 km at the 
middle of the Dammam water front; west oriented facing Al-Murjan Island. This area suffered a great deal of 
reclamation operations resulting in the continuous shift of coastline westward during 1994 – 2004 (Al-Sulbi, 
2008) as well as huge amount of land filling that took place during the construction of the KAP in order to create 
series of platforms up to six metres high.

Figure 1: Location of Tarut Bay and King Abdullah Park on the Arabian Gulf. 

The Park was opened for public in July 2007 on an area of 500,000 m2 of the coast and consists of 17,000 m2 

main festival plaza rises to more than 5 m above the sea level; three other platforms up to 4 m high and of more 
than 15,000 m2 each, 250,000 m2 green areas; 14 children play areas; 8 km long jugging and training track; and 
car parking for 3,000 cars (figure 2). More than 500,000 m3 of filling materials were used to reclaim and reform 
the site and its overlooked coastline.   

The extensive land filling operations that bring the coastline to a water depth of two metres or more have 
reshaped the coastline and created a series of curvilinear pockets with no stagnant water but with heavy and 
strong wave actions. This’ instead of enhancing coastal sustainability, affects number of ecological processes 
which lead to rubbish and litter accumulations.

Figure 2: King Abdullah Park emphasises the reshaping of coastline and creation of small bays.
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SUSTAINABILITY:2. 

Sustainability, in general, refers to development that allows people to meet their present needs without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (WCED, 1987). It is a function of society, 
economy and environment. Thus sustainable development aims toward the achievement of economic and social 
development that ensures higher standards of living for existing and future generations and, at the same time, 
protects and enhances their physical environment (Selman, 1996). Therefore, sustainable development can 
maintain a delicate balance between the human need to improve their lifestyles and feeling of well-being on one 
hand, and preserving natural resources and ecosystems functionalities, on which present and future generations 
depend, on the other hand (figure 3).

The concept of sustainability has argued that maintenance of ecological integrity, 
sustainable use of natural resources and maintenance of genetic diversity must be incorporated 
into all development programmes (Middleton, 2003). Also, several studies emphasised that 
sustainability is achievable when environment is fully respected in development programmes. 
Robert (2002) confirmed that long-term sustainable development can be achieved when 
socio-economic development is operated within the earth’s natural cycles. This briefly means 
that:- modification of natural ecosystems will impede some of the natural cycles, which in 
consequence will affect long-term environmental sustainability. 

For the purpose of this paper, environmental sustainability might be defined as long-term 
maintenance of ecosystem components and functions for the present and future generations 
to meet their needs and survival with no harms to environmental resources and communities’ 
health. This definition will be applied to develop a framework for measuring environmental 
sustainability in the developed coastal waterfronts.

 

Figure 3: The rule of sustainable development to maintain a balance 
between economic and environmental issues
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3.  METHODOLOGY AND TOOLS: 

3.1  Development of an environmental sustainability measuring framework:

Natural environments are affected by human intervention in positive and negative ways 
as their characteristics and processes are usually modified throughout design processes and 
after occupancy. Coastal areas, as natural transitional buffers between terrestrial and maritime 
ecosystems, are considered one of the most sensitive areas to changes. Also they perform 
very important roles in keeping these ecosystems in balance and functioning in a healthy 
manner. Therefore designing such areas should not affect their functions in maintaining the 
equilibrium of the immediate ecosystems and their components and must support their long-
term sustainability.

To insure ecosystem balance and support long-term sustainability of developed water 
fronts requires not impeding or diminishing coastal natural processes on one hand, and on 
the other hand enhancing biodiversity and sustainable use of the site resources and facilities. 
Several studies have been conducted in this matter. Brandon and Lombardi (2005) developed 
a technique to measure sustainability of residential areas’ landscape. Also Gerbens-Leenes et 
al (2003) discuss number of studies to set a measuring method for sustainable food production. 
They evaluate three environmental indicators that address global environmental issues of 
energy, land and water which expressed in three performance indicators.   

Based on that, this proposed framework emphasises five major elements which seem to be 
important for any modification intended to be applied on natural ecosystems:

Maintenance and enhancement of natural processes.a. 
Enhancement of biodiversity.b. 
Continuity of site productivity. c. 
Continuous use of the modified site at different times and seasons, andd. 
Environment and physical quality.e. 

A quantitative scale is used to measure the efficiency and/or deficiency of the indicators 
related to each of the aforementioned elements. This is based on watching the performance of 
the indicators of the designed ecosystem in terms of their increase, decrease, disappearance 
or not being affected, etc. For the ‘increase’ and ‘disappear’ measures on the scale, numbers 
will be assigned as 3 for high, 2 for medium and 1 for low; and similarly for measures of 
decrease -3 for high, -2 for medium and -1 for low decrease, while ‘not affected’ will be 
assigned a zero (0).  Table 1 below shows the indicators of the five elements of environmental 
sustainability to be measured, where impacts can be identified as positive or negative. This is 
will be used accumulatively as a signal of environmental sustainability. 
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Table 1: Elements and components of the framework used to measure environmental sustainability in 
the designed natural ecosystems

Elements of 
environmental 
sustainability

Indicators

Measurement scale

Impacts

In
cr

ea
se

 

D
ec

re
as

e

D
is

ap
pe

ar

N
ot

 a
ff

ec
t

Maintenance of a. 
natural processes

Wave action
Tidal activity
Coast development
Coast protection

Enhancement of b. 
biodiversity

Flora
Fauna
Succussional process

Site productivityc. 

Marine products
Quality of marine products
Terrestrial products
Quality of terrestrial products

Continuous use d. 
of the site

Day/night
Carrying capacity
Summer/winter
Carrying capacity

Design and used e. 
materials

Perceptions of users toward 
environment

Durability of design and used 
materials
waste
General appearance
Maintenance cost
Health and ecological protection
Microclimate modification

This framework is designed to be adapted certain level of flexibly in terms of adding or removing 
some elements and indicators to suite the sustainability measurement of different ecosystems.

3.2   Site inventory and analysis:

In the design and construction of the KAP, large areas were filled and the coastline was 
modified. Modification of the coastline led to creation of small isolated bays and subjected 
about two-thirds of the total length of the park water front to the effects of strong waves. Also 
land filling operations had brought the coastline a water depth of more than two metres which 
led to the loss of inter tidal and beach zones. 

  Usually inter tidal and beach zones are the natural coastal defences they respond to 
the wave energy being received (Haslett, 2000). Their responses to wave energy depend on 
coastal conditions which can be either normal (fair-weather) or rough-storm. Under normal 
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(fair-weather wave) conditions (low to moderate wave energy) beaches have steep 1:8 slope, 
tend to reflect the wave energy back out to sea. When a wave breaks on to a beach, water 
travels up the beach as swash and after it has travelled as far up the beach as the energy will 
allow, the water returns to the sea under gravity as backwash (Haslett, 2000). 

In the case of rough-storm conditions (moderate to high energy) beaches have gentle 1:40 
slope, tend to dissipate wave energy because waves have a greater beach surface area over 
which to break. Spilling breakers roll across low-angled beaches for a considerable distance 
due to swash/backwash interactions. Waves arrive in relatively rapid succession at the beach 
with the backwash of the previous wave returning down the beach whilst the swash of a 
subsequent wave is travelling up the beach (Haslett, 2000). 

Analysis of the KAP has emphasized the five elements of the environmental sustainability 
and their indicators, based on the personal observations of the researcher, where the area can 
be divided into four segments (figure 4):

Figure 4: Site analysis of the KAP highlights characteristics of the four segments
First segment: located at the far northern end of the park; subjected to strong and heavy 
wave actions due to its being part of the open sea with no inter tidal zone on which 
waves can break. In addition, the wind direction (north-west) helps the acceleration of 
wave actions and tidal currents; and in this case waves energy hits the constructed wave 
barrier (coastline defence rocky barrier) resulting in eroding its materials underneath 
and causing collapse of the constructed barrier (figure 5).
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Figure 5: This segment is subjected to strong waves due to disappearance of inter tidal zone.

Also sequential waves can easily hit each other and the coastline barrier causing huge 
swash that may cover as far as 10m ahead. This action has number of impacts on both 
hard and soft landscape materials as well as the elements of street furniture (figure6).

Figure 6: Effects of huge swash on the street furniture and paved surfaces along this segment.

Second segment: festival platforms zone which consists of two peninsulas embraced 
two bays in a circular form as whole. The two bays surrounding the main festival plaza 
which was filled to about 3.5m above its surrounding walkways; and more than 5m 
above the sea level (figure 7).
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Figure 7: Reshaping the coastline created semi-circular wave-protected areas in this segment.

This segment is partially protected from the effects of strong waves by the created 
northern peninsula but, with the help of the north-western prevailing wind, litters and 
rubbish are easily driven to the far end of and accumulated in the two created bays As 
a result, bad odours might be emitted and affect the surrounding areas of this segment 
(figure 8).

Figure 8: Accumulation of litters and rubbish at the ends of the created bays in the second segment.

Third segment: this segment is located at the central part of the KAP which is partially 
protected from the strong wave and tidal currents by the artificial Al-Murjan Island 
(figure 9). Water may become stagnant for long time especially during low tide, and 
unpleasant odours might result from litter decay and the acceleration of algae growth and 
death in summer seasons. During the hot months of summer, the area experiences clear 
sky and high temperatures that, with other factors, stimulate algal growth. According 
to Mandorah (2005) and Al-Mansi (1999) excessive nutrient and organic enrichment 
together with high temperature will encourage the growth of aquatic plants and algae 
which result in  blooms of some toxic types of phytoplankton causing what is known 
as green or red tide phenomena.
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Figure 9: The third segment of the KAP gains protection from constructed artificial island and road to 
it. It constitutes of two strips of grass-planed area and walkway.

Excessive growth of algae as a result of over-enrichment of coastal waters lead to 
oxygen depletion as processes of decomposition and respiration in bottom waters are 
likely to foster decay of accumulated algae and waste. This depletion of dissolved 
oxygen in the water results in death of fish and invertebrates (Al-Mansi, 1999) which 
becomes a noticeable phenomenon, especially during summer months, along most of 
the Arabian Gulf reclaimed coastal areas.

Furthermore, accumulation of the dead creatures along the coastline produces 
unpleasant odours that may alienate the areas’ visitors.  
Fourth segment: this segment is continuation of the previous one and constitutes the 
far south end of the KAP which is relatively calm area gained protection against the 
effects of waves and tidal currents from the constructed artificial Al-Murjan Island and 
the road connecting it to the mainland. Due to calmness of currents and their gentle 
effects, large amounts of rubbish and litter are driven to the far end of the water body 
and coasts of this segment (figure 8). 

4.   RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

4.1  Application of the proposed environmental sustainability framework:

Collected data by means of direct and indirect observations and analysis of the various 
indicators consist the five elements of the environmental sustainability were applied to the 
designed framework to measure environmental sustainability of the KAP. 

The application has revealed the results summarised in the following table 2, and further 
discussed in the following subsection 4.2.
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Table 2: Results of applying the proposed environmental sustainability framework to the KAP

Elements of 
environmental 
sustainability

Indicators

Measurement scale

Impacts

In
cr
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se
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a.  Maintenance of 
natural processes

Wave action 3 Negative

Tidal activity 3 Negative

Coast development -2 Negative

Coast protection -1 Negative

b.  Enhancement of 
biodiversity

Flora -3 Negative

Fauna -1 Negative

Succussional process -2 Negative

c.  Site productivity

Marine products -1 Negative

Quality of marine products 0 Neutral

Terrestrial products -3 Negative

Quality of terrestrial products -3 Negative

d.  Continuous use 
of the site

Day/night 2 Negative

Carrying capacity -3 Negative

Summer/winter -1 Neutral

Carrying capacity 0 Neutral

e.  Design and used 
materials

Perceptions of users toward 
environment -2 Negative

Durability of design and used materials -2 Negative

waste 3 Negative

General appearance 0 Neutral

Maintenance cost 3 Negative

Health and ecological protection -2 Negative

Microclimate modification 3 Negative
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4.2  Discussion:

As it appears from the above table, most of the indicators are negatively affecting 
environmental sustainability. By discussing each indicator of the environmental sustainability, 
the negative impact can be related to the way to which coastline is modified and the overall 
design of the park. In the measurement framework, most of the indicators have negative 
impacts on the environmental sustainability of the water front. Wave actions and tidal activities 
are highly increased as a result of pushing coastline toward deep water especially in the 
two northern segments. This modification revealed obvious impacts on all coastal processes. 
Generated swash as a result of strong wave and currents hit the coast and cause massive 
damage to both hard and soft landscape elements as far as 10m off coastline landward. So all 
north and northwest-facing paved areas together with elements of street furniture are badly 
eroded and ugly looking due to continuous spill of salty swash. Such effects have extended 
to the nearby green areas causing the grass to die and distortion of other upright plants such 
as tress and shrubs (figure 10). Spread of salty swash to the nearby hard and soft areas has 
noticeable contribution to salt accumulation and soil erosion especially on hilly areas.

Figure 10: Effects of swash on pavements, street furniture and plants.

Also, strong waves and currents have discouraged coastal development and weakened 
the coast protection. It is known that coastal waves and currents can reshape coastal zone 
landforms in two different mechanisms, either by cut-off or deposition based on the width 
and topography of the inter tidal zone. By cut-off mechanism headlands, capes, bays and 
cliffs might be developed as progression of coastal development, while deposition can help 
formation of beaches, sand-deposits and marine dunes. Such coastal development is essential 
for biodiversity enhancement as large numbers of flora and fauna are flourishing and 
developing in inter tidal zones. By filling these areas or reducing their width, such development 
is impeded and numbers of flora and fauna sharply decline. Also coastal protection will be 
affected, even with the constructed walls or coastal defences (see subsection 3.2 and figure 
5 above). 
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Similarly the productivity of the area is affected by the destruction of inter tidal habitat 
and deterioration of the near shore ones. The terrestrial areas that were providing nesting and 
feeding ground to many of the terrestrial species were filled where marine resources sharply 
decline. Consequently the area lost its importance as one of the Arabian Gulf destinations for 
migrant birds where only few numbers of Ardea cinerea (grey heron) and Socotra cormorant 
(white-breasted cormorant) were noted in some places along the coast of the developed area 
in late winter. Prior to the massive development of the area, thousands of Socotra cormorant 
were observed touring the Tarut Bay most of the winter seasons (figure 11). Land filling of 
shallow water areas led to the loss of the nursery grounds that incubate many marine species 
(especially fish and shrimps) on which marine birds are feeding. 

Figure 11: Socotra Cormorant is one of the affected bird species trying to find safe area with               
the shallow waters of the KAP, where only few numbers are seen on the coast.

The major positive of this developed area is the attraction of considerable number of 
users and visitors which has moderately increased especially during the evening times in the 
seasons of mild climate. However, users’ numbers have sharply declined during day time 
and summer seasons. This is possibly related to the way of designing the park and used 
materials in hard and soft areas. The area is almost equally divided into soft and hard surfaces 
without any shading devices and protection against harsh wind, sun and salty swash. Also 
feeling of privacy and personal space are completely lost when numbers of users exceeded 
the carrying capacity of place. Therefore, a number of negative impacts is expected due to 
inhumanity of the space that reduces the perceptions of users toward environment clearly 
noticed from the amount of rubbish they left behind each day and vandalism practiced against 
site elements(figure 12).
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Figure 12: Perception of the users reflected as leaving rubbish behind and vandalism.

In addition, the large areas covered in pavement absorb heat all the daytime and reradiate it 
overnight which makes the microclimate of the area at least 5oC higher than the surrounding 
especially if the humidity is relatively high which makes the site less used during hot seasons 
daytimes. Furthermore, the large areas of grass and pavement require continuous care which 
increase the maintenance cost. 

5.  CONCLUSION: 

Development of coastal areas as water front parks and the design of such parks require 
more attention to be applied to the sensitivity of such areas, ecological interactions within 
their ecosystems and coastal processes. Development authorities may face great pressures 
to provide coastal recreational areas and, at the same time, face a challenge to maintain 
environmental sustainability of such sensitive areas.

 In the design and implementation of the above discussed case (King Abdullah Park) 
all indicators of environmental sustainability were ignored which clearly emphasises the 
resultant negative environmental impact. Such huge projects require careful planning and 
environmental impact assessment studies for the purposes of identifying its contribution 
to social, economical and environmental sustainability. Thus future of the area in terms of 
environmental sustainability is not secure enough. The park is only three years on from its 
opening and several problems and effects have started to show up; some of them might be 
due to improper maintenance but the great majority are linked to planning and design of the 
park.

Since the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has coasts of more than 2,500 km long on the Red 
sea and the Arabian Gulf where number of highly populated cities and towns exist, it is 
recommended to deal sensitively with the coastal environment along and within the vicinity 
of these urban areas. This includes: preservation of the existing coastline and its related 
processes and avoidance of all development intended to modify coastline and/or alter its 
related natural interactions. 
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In-depth and multi-disciplinary studies may help setting guidelines for the development of 
coastal areas. In this case, the future research will emphasise the improvement of the proposed 
framework and environmental sustainability measurement scale which may be tested on other 
case studies for more reliable results to extract general guidelines for the future coastal areas 
development that emphasise environmental, social and economical sustainability.  
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ABSTRACT: 

“Ideology“ is “visionary theorizing.“ Alternatively, it is “a systematic 
body of concepts especially about human life or culture,“ or “a manner or 
the content of thinking characteristic of an individual, group, or culture.“
Human beings think in concepts. The term concept describes any set of 
closely related ideas that we group together under a single word or image. 
Concepts allow us to create categories and make distinctions among things. 
However, if our role model, real or imagined early life experiences, or as a 
trauma reinforce distorted notions, some of our early incomplete or flawed 
rules and concepts may remain fixed as we grow older. Without concerted 
effort to evaluate whether, on hindsight, our early theories were accurate, 
and without the capacity to honestly examine how they affect our lives today 
as adults, rules and concepts can harden in our minds. We become slaves to 
our concepts and fail to realize that they are not real, but are merely ideas 
and constructs we established in our heads to make sense of the world. 
If we aren’t careful, we begin to create our own reality and constantly 
reaffirm the myths and images we already hold. This is how mental frames 
are formed that produce inflexible, myopic climate-damaging thinking and 
behavior. Mental frames are the deeply felt beliefs, assumptions and stories 
we hold in our minds about the nature of other people, hoe the world works 
and our role in it all. Mental frames have three interlinked elements: core 
beliefs, core assumptions and automatic thoughts. Core beliefs are the 
deepest level of cognition. They are the unconditional views we hold about 
the world around us, including the physical environments, other humans 
and ourselves.
The problems that happened with the transformation to modernity had 
caused that most cities had eventually lost identity and character. To 
overcome these problems and the defects that were caused with the use of 
Computers that had brought change to architecture and urbanism to be a 
part of revolutionary social upheaval-for that- we are going to deal with 
generative systems in the universe that had become a source of inspiration 
for a number of architects.  
The aim of this paper is to investigate sustainable design ideologies, as 
well as introducing a new vision for developing design process by getting 
cosmic rules and actions to be our source of inspiration, and insure that is 
one of main sources of getting sustainable sustainability.

Keywords: sustainability, design process, design ideologies, cosmic rules.
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Cosmology is the science of the cosmos-its origins, structure, components, order and governing laws. Its 
complex and multifaceted inquiry unfolds at the intersection of philosophy, theology, and natural sciences 
and is sustained by the human curiosity to know how we have come to exist. In structured space, man knows 
where he is; direction is meaningful to him. Reinforcing this universal order are the corporeal creations of the 
macrocosm and the microcosm which exhibit strong directional characteristics of Knowledge. We could sum up 
that “The Cosmic Spiral and DNA forms the Origins of Knowledge”. DNA is a single molecule with a double 
helix structure; it is two complementary versions of the same “text” wrapped around each other; this allows it to 
unwind and make copies of itself: twins! This twinning mechanism is at the heart of life since it began. Without 
it, one cell could not become two, and life would not exist. And, from one generation to the next, the DNA text 
can also be modified, so it allows both constancy and transformation. This means that beings can be the same 
and not the same. One of the mysteries is what drives the changes in the DNA text in evolution (fig. 1).

Fig.1 A logarithmic spiral, equiangular spiral or growth spiral is a special kind of spiral curve which often 
appears in nature.

There is an intelligence base in our DNA and a consciousness as well. «Consciousness» carries 
different baggage than «intelligence.» Many would define human consciousness as different from, say, 
animal consciousness, because humans are conscious of being conscious. It is not known whether there is 
a «consciousness» inside our cells; for now, the question seems out of reach; we have a hard enough time 
understanding our own consciousness—though we use it most of the time. Intelligence comes from the Latin 
inter-legere, to choose between. There seems to be a capacity to make choices operating inside each cell in 
our body, down to the level of individual proteins and enzymes. DNA itself is a kind of «text» that functions 
through a coding system called «genetic code,» which is strikingly similar to codes used by human beings.  The 
structure of DNA as we know it is made up of letters and thus has a specific text and language. You could say 
our bodies are made up of language, yet we assume that speech arises from the mind. How do we access this 
hidden language?
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Fig.2 Sustainable cosmological ideologies.

This is the observation that to investigate the cosmic spiral. Our hypothesis is that it is connected to the 
double helix of DNA inside virtually all living beings. And DNA itself is a symbolic linguistics code. So, 
yes, in at least one important way, the living world is inherently symbolic. We are made of living language. 
Within this living world is the “place” of man, who as microcosm contains all that makes up the macrocosm. 
In this regard, sustainable cosmological ideologies fall into three main categories based on people, process 
and urban environment: First, Design epistemology- study of designerly ways of knowing. Second, Design 
praxeology- study of the practices and processes of design. Third, Design phenomenology-study of the form 
and configuration of artifacts (fig. 2).  The symbol of the Cosmic Spiral is a central theme in our research. Why 
is there such a consistent system of natural symbols in the world? Is the world inherently symbolic? 

The three basic elements forming balanced intelligent unity in universe are also expanding -from the ideological 
point of view spirally- in an algorithmic way through time progress and knowledge processes. Cosmology 
exists in architecture through its cosmological origins, structure, components, order and governing laws and that 
exists in three main phenomena’s of space, form and energy (fig. 3). 
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Fig.3 The three basic elements forming balanced intelligent unity in universe.

2. ELEMENTS OF BALANCED INTELLIGENT UNITY:

2.1 Space: 

One can in fact, see design and planning, from the land scape of a region to the furniture arrangement of a 
room as the organization of space for different purposes and according to different rules which reflect the needs, 
values and desires of the groups or individuals designing the space and represent the congruence (or lack of 
it) between social and physical space. This is not to deny the importance of the shape, proportions and sensory 
quality of spaces and their enclosing elements, as well as their symbolic meaning, but these all occur within 
a spatial framework of genome like relations and space organization is hence the key element and the most 
useful for comparing environments and studying the rules of their organization. When we mention “genome 
like” we are dealing with the built environment as a series of relationships among spatial elements. The built 
environment has a structure and is not a random assemblage of things. It both reflects and facilitates relations 
and transactions between people and the physical elements of the world. These relationships in the physical 
environment are primarily spatial – basically objects and people are related through separation in and by space, 
(Rapoport, 1997).

While space organization does express meaning and has communicative and symbolic properties, meaning is 
frequently expressed through signs, materials, colors, forms, landscaping and the like-i.e., through the iconic 
aspects of the built environment. Thus meaning may coincide with space organization or may represent a 
separate, non-coinciding, symbolic system through which different settings become indicators of social position 
and a way of asserting social identity to oneself and others. This means, of course, that physical elements in the 
environment takes on varying meanings and their influence and importance, and their effect on behavior, change 
accordingly (Rapoport, 1997). Spatial experiences can be divided into three categories:

A. Spatial practice to the “sets” characteristic of each social configuration and interaction. 
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B. Perceived representations of space, refers to space as “encrypted reality” or as the   conceptualized 
impression of scientists, architects, urban planners, and “social engineers”.

C.  Conceived and representational spaces, or spaces as they are lived and described in associated symbols 
and images.

The building displaces pre-industrial spiritually with a structurally ordered reproduction of scientific 
rationalism, as a rival to religion in providing meaning to the world. The interior spaces that this structure makes 
possible- and through which this procession is planned for maximum effect- is grand narrative in microcosm, 
revealed by natural light, a tectonic explanation of a universal history of belief in progress and a break with the 
past. 

There is a hidden unity under the surface of life>s diversity; this unity is associated with the double helix shape 
(or two entwined serpents, a twisted ladder, a spiral staircase, two vines wrapped around each other). 

As the design of urban spaces is often approached as a recombination problem, hierarchies are often used for 
guiding the recombination process. Some hierarchies encode abstraction levels, while others represent part-of 
relationships. Various degrees of abstractness in a hierarchy of functions can be helpful in urban reformations 
that obtains their revitalization needs from within; i.e., by reverting to the inner forces that are able to nurture a 
living culture and re-establish a sense of presence, integrity and continuity. A hierarchy of components can be 
used for spatial recombination tasks using the vocabulary of spatial components which are characterized and 
defined for each type of urban spaces. This development has to take into account the changes that have taken 
place in quantum mechanics, information technology, and spatial perception especially in relation to the concept 
of abstract movement. In future, architecture and urbanism has to be adapting to an “electronically induced 
ethereal space” rather than electronically generating an architecture constructed from genetic codes that will 
allow it to conform to the existing environment. “Genetic space” is an extension to a new “cosmic conception 
of reason” that will evolve because of this changing awareness of space-time. Genetic space differs from the 
interactive formulation of images that is already generally understood as cyberspace, and that while it is also 
predicated on the known logic of evolutionary systems, it is “entry-level modeling of a possible world that is 
still in its embryonic state (Steele, 2001).

Fig.4 Abstractness in a hierarchy of functions can be helpful in urban reformations.
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It is obviously clear from the analysis of the morphology of urban spaces in Islamic cities that there is 
syntax for its spatial relations who exist in: first; the “lexicon” of spatial components (24 types), second; 
the spatial structure with its three main categories:-Phrase structure components, factional components, and 
transformational components, third; the logical form. 

Nanotechnology and computer modeling have helped genome engineers to determine the exact DNA 
sequence of 24 different organisms, the codes of life that will allow new organisms to be created (fig.4). 

1.2 Form:

Where a cosmic order is visualized by means of spatial organization, characters are symbolized through 
formal articulation. Characters are more intangible than natural “things” and spatial relationships, and demand 
particular attention from the builder. In fact their concretization presupposes a language of symbolic forms 
(style). Such a language consists of basic elements which may be varied and combined in different ways. In 
other words it depends on systematic formal articulation (Norberg-Schulz, 1985).

Articulation means making precise a particular character, and this character, simple or complex determines 
every part of the building. Articulation determines how a building stands and rises, and how it receives light. 
The word stand denotes its relationship to the earth, and rise its relationship to the sky. Finally, it ought to be 
mentioned that material and colour may contribute decisively to characterization.

All things within the cosmos reflect the cosmic intelligence, but only man reflects it in an active sense. This 
microcosmic intelligence is the inner link which unites all things to the Universal Intellect, just as, from an 
ontological point of view; all things are related through their existence to Pure Being.

The concept of time and form as simultaneous continuities occupies no less a position of prominence. As 
with all creation, space contains both active and passive possibilities. It is in relation to the active aspect of 
space that the idea of time as motion occurs. Concurrently, the passive possibility is manifested in matter or 
form which is directly a product of this movement. The locus of time and form is space, which simultaneously 
manifests its active and passive aspects through motion. (fig. 5).

The word “space” was usually associated with Euclidian geometry, or was considered to be infinite, empty 
ether. The introduction of the concept of “social” space had to compete with the epistemological convention 
of space as a mental place, widely generalized into literary, ideological, psychoanalytic, or other variations 
that excluded a more uniformly humanistic point of view. Considering the relationship of the natural science to 
space, Lefebvre* rejects the “arrow of time” concept, preferring instead to subscribe to a cosmology based on a 
universe made up of a multiplicity of particular spaces that are the product of energy. 

The concept of motion associated with the creation of time and space. Creation is renewed at every instant, 
and its apparent ‘horizontal’ continuity is pierced by the ‘Vertical Cause’ which integrates every moment of 
existence into its transcendent Origin.”

The accompanying realization is that the “real” time there is an important difference between direction, 
past, and future. This difference is dictated by the second law of thermodynamics, which predict that in any 
closed system entropy (the measure of disorder in that system) increases with time, which implies direction. The 
direction has been designated by physicists as “the arrow of time”. The “arrow of time”, asides from entropic 
progression, also includes a psychological direction, in which we perceive that time passes, and a cosmological 
direction, in which the universe has been expanding.
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Fig.5 Form results from the delimitation of structured space. Numbers are the units of this spatial definition, 
and geometry expresses the “personality” of these numbers. Through the use of numbers and geometry, as 
mathematical expressions, the creation of shapes recalls the Archetypes. Mathematics, then, is viewed as the 
language of the Intellect, leading from the sensible to the intelligible world. Mathematics is an abstraction with 
respect to the senses, even though concretes in its Archetypical self. These abstractions from the intelligible 
world serve as a basic guide to the eternal and concrete essences that reside in the Divine Order.

In an evolutionary model of design, form emergence is considered to be the result of an evolutionary process. 
Form generation is derived from an internal genetic coding that replaces traditional interaction with the form 
itself. There also exists a significant body of theory dealing with problems of emergence and the behavior of 
complex systems as related to evolutionary models. Genetic algorithms have become a major tool in various 
research areas. John Holland is the founder of the domain of genetic algorithms. These are parallel computational 
representations of the processes of variation, recombination and selection on the basis of fitness underlying most 
processes of evolution and adaptation (Holland, 1992). Genetic algorithms were first employed in a problem-
solving and optimization context in which stated criteria and goals were defined and controlled by a fitness 
function. In this type of automatic generative process there was no interactive consideration. However, in design 
the provision of interactivity and the formulation and the type of interaction of a certain generative mechanism 
are essential (fig. 6).

In genetic algorithms, the populations of alternative solutions in generative processes are seen as key components 
within evolutionary systems. In this approach, genetic form evolution is based on rules defining the ‘genetic 
code’ for a large family of similar objects. Variations are achieved through processes of ‘reproduction’ through 
gene crossover and mutation.
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Fig.6 Form as a result of: A. chemical and physical interactions, B. a diagram of internal forces, C. a result 
of external forces, D. natural fitness and adaptation, E. natural growth and development, F. expression of 

external energy and speed, G. external and internal motion, H. expression of rhythm.

At their best, architectural forms represent the crystallization of a creative process and have a life and a “soul” 
of their own. They are not just accidental and superficial shapes, as is often consumed, but are potential carriers 
and conveyors of meaning capable of evoking strong resonance in man’s spirit, soul and body. Through his 
visual and intellectual senses, the beholder is able to intuitively perceive essential qualities inherent in formal 
structures, such as wholeness, unity and truth. The sense of beauty that such experience can evolve is nothing 
but a reminder of a higher and timeless order in which human life is rooted (Bianca, 2000).

1.3 Energy:

Energy exists in six elements that are the fundamental conditions of matter- Motion (Time, Rhythm), Light 
(color), Sound, Wind, Temperatures, and Water. These elements are symbols of life- generating forces both 
passive and active. Use of the six elements in the artifacts of man is essential and provides profound points of 
reference for his ultimate reintegration. Each of these elements can be symbolized in space and in form. 

The world of symbols, as revealed or innate signs of the creator, provides the common denominator that 
enables the architect to link the varied and at times contradictory architectural components into a harmonious 
totality. Symbols form an important chapter in the morphology of architectural components as reflections of 
archetypes manifested generically in “temporal forms”, these forms are subsequently crystalized or frozen in 
time by man, creating conceptual fluidity for the earthly realization of archetypes. 

In the hierarchy of spatial conception or definition, the city is a positive shape set within the basic coordinate 
system of space. Insofar as the cosmos is defined, so the city is defined, and so man is defined. All three scales are 
viewed separately and together as determined, persistent, complete, and perfect in their archetypical existence. 
The city, in its temporal existence, approaches its archetype by degrees; the significance of its conceptual 
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achievement lies in its ability to provide that essential sense of an ordered place in the universe. 

Within the cityscape surfaces are developed like the skin of the body which both hides and reveals the 
anatomical structure, like the skin of a pomegranate.

The richness of both appears only on the inside, where lie the delicate seeds of life and its true color. So too 
developed surfaces predominately relate to nodal spaces and man>s field of vision. Within the three-dimensional 
mass of the city, the «lining» only occurs in the carved out, negative shapes of positive spaces and the projecting 
shapes of domes and minarets which serve as visual landmarks in space. This emphasis on the internal marks a 
centripetal movement toward the locus of the Spirit hidden inside architecture, man, or the creations of nature 
(fig. 7).

Natural or rhythmic order develops from man’s unconscious integration of cosmic laws. Mountains, ravines, 
river beds, or contours of the land all serve as natural boundaries within  which man creates systems that show 
distinct random, linear, or cluster tendencies.  The forms and spaces of nature, inasmuch as they are divine 
creations and symbols, are more primordial and more universal than anything man creates. 

Within the hierarchy of spatial definition, shapes are delimited by their surfaces. As such, surfaces can 
perform a twofold function. Physically, they can delimit shapes and thereby crystalize earthly cosmic spaces. 
Intellectually, they may, through the development of their transcendent qualities, guide the soul to higher planes 
of realization that lie beyond the created place of man. Combining the fluidity of nature with the geometric 
transfiguration of surfaces is the characteristic achievement of the harmonic technique.

Fig.7 Natural or rhythmic order develops from man’s unconscious integration of cosmic laws
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3. STRATEGIES FOR SUSTAINABLE IDEOLOGIES:

3.1 DESIGN METHODOLOGY

Rather than viewing design as a top-down, linear, and goal-oriented procedure, we need to understand 
underlying rules and principles of universal systems, which produce structural order and material organization 
of high complexity, efficiency, and beauty. Our own research investigates how parametrically controlled systems 
can be applied to architectural design in order to achieve more responsive and adaptive modeling techniques. 
The accompanying technological and media developments, the foundations of architectural education appear to 
be in need of a make-over from the bottom-up.

The combination of interactivity, transformability and parametrically controlled perturbations that generate 
discrete structural variations within design formation processes is an emerging characteristic phenomenon 
of digital design. Parametric systems are becoming cornerstone in the more complex performative digital 
environment; the body of the theoretical concepts related to parametric formations includes adaptability and 
change, continuity, proximity and connectivity (Brandon, 2008). 

Cosmology serve as a store of experience, available for use in similar situations in future designs. Histories 
are also a rich source of material for learning. Previous stored cases can be used as a basis for abstraction or 
analogy, while cases with common similarities may help synthesize generalized knowledge (Bianca, 2000).

3.2. LANGUAGE OF SUSTAINABILE ARCHITECTURE AND URBANISM:

A language is a system. One cannot study a language by studying the syntactical elements and their meaning 
one by one. The most interesting phenomena happen because of relationships, similarities and differences 
between words. The relationships, similarities and differences between words arise because of the ease and 
frequency of replication and change, enriched with processes of resolving ambiguity, learning and teaching. 
Similar system aspects exist in biology (but until recently there was not much design freedom in biology) and 
in architecture (although the replication takes more effort in architecture). This integration is externalized in 
the architecture and urban environment, presenting simultaneous movement systems, such as the bazaar, which 
create a continuous flow of harmonious spatial experiences based on number and geometry.

Architecture, like all forms of human endeavor, must move forward, but architects must also find a way of 
doing this that enables people to read and use their buildings in their ordinary lives. People should not be seen 
as being conservative deliberately in order to obstruct architects, but rather as responding perfectly reasonably 
and sensibly given their implicit knowledge of the language of space, form and energy (fig . 8).

If architects understand and learn to speak this human language of space their work can become externally 
meaningful whatever visual style is applied to it in order to help make it internally readable. Of course our 
experience is generally integrative rather than analytical, and we are not normally conscious of identifying the 
extent to which formal and symbolic modes of perception comprise that experience. The symbol of the Cosmic 
Spiral is a central theme in our research. Why is there such a consistent system of natural symbols in the world? 
Is the world inherently symbolic?

Most familiar computational algorithms are symbolic. Rules are given using text, numbers or symbols. Output 
is also textual, or text that is translated into something visual. In contrast, shape grammar rules and computations 
are spatial. Shape grammars are visual, spatial algorithms for creating, or computing, and understanding designs. 
Simply put, they are a visual implementation of computational design.

Languages are created by transforming the spatial relations underlying grammars for existing languages. 
In other words, a known style is first analyzed by inferring a grammar for it, the rules of the grammar are 
transformed, and then the transformed rules become the basis for a new grammar and style (fig. 8).
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There is no better way to learn about styles or languages of designs (at least compositionally) than by either 
studying shape grammars already written for languages or by writing grammars oneself. Good analytic grammars 
are both parsimonious and descriptive. They are eye-openers, revealing simplicity or regularities behind designs 
seemingly complex or random.

When the language is used to express the actual circumstances, what is general is related to what is local and 
temporal. General are the basic facts of topology, morphology and typology. Local and temporal are the given 
environment and the actual building task. Language as such is timeless and placeless, although it contains the 
original “memories” of mankind (Norberg-Schulz, 1985).

Morphology is concerned with the “how” of the built form. Topology is concerned with the spatial order. 
Typology, finally, is concerned with the manifestation of the modes of dwelling.

Over the last decade, cultural identity and creative diversity have become…links past present and future 
(Bianca, 2000). All things within the cosmos reflect the cosmic intelligence, but only man reflects it in an active 
sense. This microcosmic intelligence is the inner link which unites all things to the Universal Intellect, just as, 
from an ontological point of view; all things are related through their existence to Pure Being.

Fig.8 Language of sustainable Architecture and Urbanism.

4. Conclusion

Actually meanings and balance are what makes our whole life sustainable; consequently it is not an easy 
task to have these values exist at a time. Balance is actually achieved when all aspects of design are optimized 
together, and that means that we are dealing with interactive parameters that correspond to all these aspects that 
starts with the “wholeness” of the design process and ends with every detailed artifact of that design. 
Subjectively cosmological rules are based on balance and meaning, and physically we lose sustainability if we 
miss balance with nature, objectively, this is also true.  
Meanings and values are timeless. Cosmic rules are also timeless, and are a unique source of learning design 
ideologies that contains diversity and adaptability and also has the facility of responsiveness/feedback. 
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4.1 General Findings and Outcomes

The future of architecture and urbanism depends on its transformation once again into cosmogenetic principles 
where synthesis is the pre-eminent outcome of a return to a second nature – transcendent concept of nature. 
As we had mentioned in our introduction, there is an intelligence base in our DNA and a consciousness as well. 
«Consciousness» carries different baggage than «intelligence.»
Sustainability means also that we need an intelligent urban fabric and Architecture that can afford time changes; 
in this regard sustainability is seeking time-less architecture and urbanism. In this regard, we could refer to one 
of the most tiny creatures; “ants” that live in hills that contain complex ventilation systems that remove carbon 
dioxide and bring in fresh air, and have the equivalent of hundreds of miles of sewers that drain the ant waste 
into special chambers to be recycled afterwards. 

4.2 Recommendations:

To obtain sustainability we have to adopt, adapt, and cooperate with cosmic rules, and if these rules are deeply 
governing our design methodologies then we could achieve meaning and balance in our urban fabric. 
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ABSTRACT: 

In this era, it is considered a pedagogic challenge to raise architectural 
student’s awareness towards the convenient approach to sustainability 
that emphasizes the uniqueness and sensitivity of local environment, 
communities and culture.
For introducing the concept of Heritage Oriented Sustainability to 3rd 
year architectural students, a pedagogic experimental course was designed 
at German Jordanian University (School of Architecture and Built 
Environment) to approach this concept.
The intended design course goal was to get the students involved in a 
design exercise (a medium scale project of a BUA of about 5000 m2 with 
moderate level of functional complexity) under the faculty and practitioners 
supervision.
The pedagogic design process exposed students to understand, think and 
work in three major values:
1- Sustainability
2- Heritage
3- and Environment
The time frame was about four months (February to May 2010). Two studio 
sessions (four hours each) were conducted to supervise students each week. 
Evaluation Juries and Workshops were performed.
Students projects evaluation were exposed to four mile stones of discussion 
and reviews by representatives of project stakeholders. The mile stones 
were:
1- Background Researching, site analysis, and functional program 
development 
2- Conceptual design 
3- Design Development 
4- Final Design
The students work, teaching methodology, project theme, evaluation process, 
and the whole effort results were under documentation and analysis for 
pedagogic research purposes.
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At the end of this pedagogic experiment, the findings were in the form of a 
pedagogic approach evaluation to design Heritage oriented sustainability. 
The details and impacts of the process were observed on the students 
evolved awareness and understanding of the main values of Sustainability, 
Heritage and Environment. 
The students work offered the working teams and decision makers a new 
perspective to consider rather than a final product.
Limitations were observed for exercising a complete design process.
This engagement offered the local community support, sense of responsibility 
and socio-environmental sustainability for the restoration project that 
would introduce a model restoration for other locations in the future.

Keywords: Architecture, Pedagogy, Design, Sustainability, Heritage. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

In this era of information technologies booming, the accessibility of technical information provided 
advantage to the industrially active societies. These societies are able to employ information technologies to 
spread a global approach to sustainability. Through promoting the concept of environment friendly building 
products, the consumed societies are bombarded with all kind of what is called sustainable building products. 
The global availability, the mass production of these products and the supporting information and studies 
provided a reasonable trend to utilize these products to target sustainability as an architectural design approach 
(Greene, 2002). In most cases, due to standardization requirements, these global design approaches lack the 
active response to the lessons reserved in the local heritage. Generally, these standardized approaches offer 
potentials to the built environment on the levels of emerged materials and innovative construction techniques 
and methods (Curtic, 1996). Despite that, most of these methods add towards the loss of characteristics and 
identity of local built environment, or at least they contribute to the fading of the local built environment 
uniqueness.

Based on this ground, the need is becoming critical in architectural design pedagogy to reach a customized 
approach for exercise creating newly built environments that employ the global knowledge while utilizing the 
local awareness of adaptation (Wines, 2000). 

In this paper, the authors present the result of investigating the concept of heritage-oriented sustainability as 
a pedagogic experiment.

The authors initially intended this pedagogic experiment as a pilot effort to investigate the expected potentials 
and challenges that accompany adding layers of values to the basic curriculum objectives in architectural design 
teaching.

The author’s purpose, as educators at German Jordanian University (GJU, 2010), was to raise architectural 
student’s awareness towards the convenient approach to sustainability that emphasizes the uniqueness and 
sensitivity of local environment, communities and culture.

To introduce the values of heritage-oriented sustainability to architectural students at German Jordanian 
University – School of Architecture and Built Environment – Department of Architecture and Interior 
Architecture (GJU, 2010), in the scholastic year 2009-2010, the GJU supervising team decided to expose the 
intermediate level of architectural study students (3rd year level students) to these concepts.

The intention of the authors in this paper is to offer this experimental exercise experience to approach 
heritage driven and oriented sustainability to add values to the architectural design pedagogic curricula in 
architecture schools

2. HERITAGE ORIENTED SUSTAINABILITY:

 To achieve a common understanding for the heritage oriented sustainability expression, the following will 
introduce an explanation of the associated terms:

2.1. Sustainability in Architectural Design:

In architectural design, recent trends were emerged with the beginning of the 21st century to cope with a late 
20th century movement that aimed at raising awareness of the environmental complications of global worming 
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and its co-relation with the ratio of carbon emissions released to the atmosphere. This awareness also opened 
the door towards alarming investigations for the environmental complications resulted form the exhaustion of 
energy resources through unfair consumption of the fossil fuel and depleted natural environmental resources 
(Greene, 2002). The result was advocating for developing sustainable products and practices and for the use 
of renewable energy that comes from natural resources such as sunlight, wind, rain, tides, and geothermal heat 
(Wikipedia, 2010). 

This advocacy encouraged revisiting architectural design traditional thinking processes. This caused a 
paradigm shift in the architectural design considerations on the level of design priorities and environmental 
responsibilities. This shift aimed at balancing human needs as the cause with the anticipated environmental 
effects. This approach supported filtering architectural design decisions through a well-defined scale for energy 
consumption and emission and environmental sustainability considerations (Wines, 2000).

The spectrum of these architectural design considerations spanned from the applications of conservative 
building materials and products to the development of strategies of thinking and building processes and 
procedures.

2.2. Sustainable Architecture and Heritage: 

Considering the significant local built environment as green heritage resources provides significant means to 
employ the potentials of the traditional treatments and offer a chance to avoid mistreatments. By comprehensively 
exploring the green heritage, it will reveal a reservoir of adaptation efforts that produce lessons learned through 
history. Heritage contains preserved adaptation knowledge for living creatures to employ in any creation of built 
environment (Feilden, 2003). Through differentiation, green heritage can offer understanding for a successfully 
interaction between need, matter and construction. For that, it is rational to support newly built environment to 
approach sustainability through deriving lessons from local heritage (Burns, 2004). 

2.3. Orienting Architectural Sustainability towards Heritage:

For employing sustainability lessons derived from heritage in the contemporary architectural design 
practice (Earl, 2003), it is vital to start testing the potentials and challenges of this approach within a pedagogic 
environment. The purpose is to orient the comprehension of sustainability towards utilising the local cumulative 
knowledge that is transformed to the contemporary generations from the ancestors about the concept of an 
appropriate built environment (Greene, 2002).

To make this approach possible, the authors supervised a pilot study in the form of design exercise that they 
introduced to 3ed year students in architectural design to fulfil this purpose. 

The details of this pilot study will be described in the following sections.

3. PEDAGOGIC CHALLENGE:

To design a course for pedagogic experience, it is vital to fulfil certain criteria to maintain the integrity of the 
academic curricula while adding layers of knowledge to attain the intended purpose. For that, it was essential to 
validate the challenges accompanying this approach. 

The conception that differentiates practice from pedagogy is the main validation to be comprehended in this 
review. The second step is to verify the pedagogic variables in architectural education. 
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3.1 Practice and Pedagogy: 

In architectural education, practice is the main motivation force for improvising pedagogic trends. As 
contemporary practices are oriented towards innovative approaches for sustaining environment, the pedagogic 
trends are to be developed concerning the thinking processes, concepts, materials, information models, and 
construction methods management. As practice prospers through experience, design pedagogy prospers through 
directed advancement.

3.2 Pedagogic variables in architectural design:

For the purpose of this limited pedagogic experiment, the variables that where under consideration were 
the curriculum objectives, the student’s levels and the time interval. These variables will be discussed in the 
following:

3.2.1 Curriculum Objectives:

In academic institutions, the design course is the main container for implementing student’s knowledge and 
skills that he gained in all the offered courses in the related level of study (GJU, 2010). 

Design courses usually start on the introductory basic level with introducing basic knowledge of form 
and composition. The levels then excel toward more sophisticated levels of combining the skills of vision 
creating, investigation performing, physical, perceptual, and intellectual analysis conducting,  concept making, 
preliminary design introducing, design development executing, and final design achieving including construction 
detailing, specifications and quantity calculation.

3.2.2. Students number and study level:

To introduce the values of heritage-oriented sustainability to architectural students, the GJU supervising 
team decided to expose 18 architecture students of intermediate level study (3rd year level students) to these 
concepts. At this level, the students were already exposed, in the first and second year level, to the basics of 
compositions and to the form-function relations and requirements. The knowledge of materials and construction 
is intermediate. The philosophical thinking of the background theories and history is also intermediate.

At this level, students are to experience employing thinking philosophies, form design briefs and construct 
design guidelines in order to use them as the base to justify the physical composition of the student architectural 
creation. The student architectural creation should respond to the project needs and should implement the gained 
knowledge of materials and construction techniques, while maintaining a controlled guidance of the students 
own creative ego.

For this level, the supervising team found it wise to expose students to more complex levels of values to 
support the student with a wider intellectual thinking skills to justify creativity at this level.    

3.2.3. Time frame:

The period for this exercise was spanned over a second semester course of four months. Time period was 
considered as a barrier towards verifying the founded results towards the same experimental variables, as 
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repeating the exercise will not be applicable with the same students due to the time barrier, 

Time also reduced the amount of interaction and supervision between students and instructors.

4. PEDAGOGIC APPROACH:

The intended design course goal was to get the students involved in a design exercise (a medium scale project 
of a BUA of about 5000 m2 with moderate level of functional complexity) under the faculty and practitioners 
supervision.

The structure of planned experiment is as follows: 

		The	pedagogic	design	process	is	intended	to	expose	students	to	understand,	think	and	work	within	the	
following three major values:

o Sustainability

o Heritage

o and Environment

		The	time	frame	is	considered	to	be	four	months	(February	to	May	2010).	
		Two	studios	of	four-hour	sessions	each	are	conducted	to	supervise	students	work	each	week.
		Four	mile-stones	are	to	be	carried	out	for	students	performance	evaluation	as	follows:

o Evaluation of the background Researching, site analysis, and functional program 
development 

o Critique for the conceptual design 

o Evaluation for design development 

o Critique and evaluation for the final design 

5. EXPERIMENT PERFORMING AND PROCEDURES:

The supervising team planned the experiment with procedures to fulfil the pedagogic goals and at the same 
time to coordinate the efforts of the involved parties and allow them to fulfil their professional goals. The details 
of this planning effort are as follows:

5.1. Designing the exercise:

The supervising team introduced the exercise in a way to challenge the students to design a medium scale 
project of about 5000 m2 with moderate level of functional complexity. The suggested Building to be designed 
was named “Al-Zarqa River Community Centre and Cultural Complex” 

The site location was chosen in Janaa- Al-Zarqa of Jordan to expand the design challenge, since this city 
is the second biggest city in Jordan and it has a unique urban fabric. Therefore, this will expose the students to 
understand, think and work in three major aspects: 

Sustainability Heritage and environment 

The current situation for the proposed project location will challenge the student to bring up creative ideas 
to add another important aspect to the work of the project sponsor, the International Union for Conservation 
of Nature (IUCN), by implementing a community centre in that area. This implementation will bring into 
consideration the social aspect to add value to the basic technical project of the river restoration. The 17,000M2 
site is now considered a seriously polluted infrequently flowing stream, reduced to a trickle of black liquid 
and solid waste, running through urban and rural areas. The water has become a danger to the health of living 
nearby people and livestock. Irrigation by river water creates a serious risk of food contamination, threatening 
valuable agricultural industries. Habitat for birds, fish and other biodiversity along the river has been destroyed. 
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In a complex circle on interconnectivity, many development impacts are increasing the danger of destroying the 
river and its entire interrelated ecosystems.

For decades, Al-Zarqa River has been heavily polluted by untreated domestic and industrial wastewater, 
as well as solid waste. Ground and surface water was pumped for agriculture purposes, reducing surface and 
spring flow of the river.

Fortunately, many stakeholders are initiating restoration actions. The Municipality of Al-Zarqa Town, 
Ministries of Environment Water and Agriculture, the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) 
(IUCN, 2010) and Regional Water and Dryland Program (REWARD) are working to help restore Al-Zarqa 
River through a series of planned pilot projects. 

This student exercise was intended to add values to current under design project of Al-Zarqa River Restoration 
sponsored by IUCN.

The supervising team at German Jordanian University (GJU) plan was  to let the students focus on creating 
a new urban space in Janaa’a to connect the people with the restored river and to provide an urgently needed 
place for people to rest, relax, communicate, while enjoying a greener and cleaner urban environment. The 
added value that was to be incorporated in the project is to revisit the local traditional architecture to seek for 
sustainability by referring to local heritage elements of environmental impact.

The time frame was four months starting in the mid of February and ending in the mid of May 2010. This 
time frame was divided into four major phases:

		First	Phase	(2	weeks):	Comprehending	Environment,	Heritage	and	sustainability	
		Second	Phase	(2	weeks):	Understanding	and	analysing	the	project	site,	the	surrounding	context,	and	the	

local community 

		Third	Phase	(5	weeks):	Introducing	conceptual	design	with	a	focus	on	creative	sustainable	solutions	from	
local heritage

	 	 Fourth	 Phase	 (7	 weeks):	 Design	 development	 and	 revisions	 with	 the	 local	 community,	 IUCN,	 and	
professional architects. 

5.2. Description of “Al-Zarqa River Community Centre and Cultural Complex”: 

Zarka river is considered the second largest river in Jordan. When looking down at Zarqa river from anywhere 
along its bank it is hard to imagine that 50 years ago this area was full of water and greenery as people used to 
perform a lot of life activates related to this river (IUCN, 2010). 

As the project is located in Alzarqa town, the vision for this project is to replace the existing industrial area 
and some quarries along the river with useful facilities that will help the locals to interact as a community and 
raise the awareness for the heritage of Zarqa River. 

In Zarqa town, the municipality mission for this project is to focus on restoring the site into an urban green 
space, providing an urgently needed place for people to rest, relax and enjoy a greener and cleaner urban 
environment. Part of this restoration is currently seeking ways to clean wastewater in the river bed, and in 
maintaining cleaner and more consistent water flow downstream. 

Key elements of this project are to develop a built environment to benefit the river restoration effort and to 
have a strong impact on the society in order to revive that old nostalgia scene that will reserve the memory of 
the place. This project will accommodate the needs of the local community in terms of creating collective public 
outlets and spaces for its inhabitants and help institutionalize the local non-governmental initiatives in their 
respective areas and specialties to provide cultural facilities and other community needs.

The required design (Master plan) consists of three elements:
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		Community	Centre	Building:	Design	for	the	building	intended	for	raising	the	community	awareness	and	
for having an impact to develop the surrounding area.

		Outdoor	activities:	Design	for	the	surrounding	as	a	complementary	for	the	building	and	as	a	link	between	
the site and the surrounding context.

		Student	own	thematic	solution:	for	making	the	required	improvement	according	to	the	student	point	of	
view for the existed environment, which will include the river and the urban surrounding context.

5.3. Introducing the location to students and involving (IUCN):

The supervising team arranged a meeting in late January 2010 with the project coordinator at the regional 
office of IUCN Regional Office for West Asia (ROWA) to present the GJU teams vision and added values of the 
proposed building “Al-Zarqa River Community Centre and Cultural Complex”. 

At the first coordination meeting, the GJU team aim was to get the project coordinator attention for the 
importance of adding an architecture building to link the local community with the river and to add the social 
aspect to the river restoration project. 

IUCN-ROWA has joined the experimentation by supplying GJU team with the previously conducted 
research work and through connection the team and students with the local authority and community. After the 
first meeting, IUCN-ROWA arranged for a session with the students to introduce the project location and the 
previous work. This involvement offered the student a perspective to reality and a feeling of engagement in a 
real and critical project that touches people’s way of life. In this session, students were encouraged to experience 
responsibility and partnership through connecting their intended creative design ideas to reality. The students 
were also inspired to think creatively in the genius loci and location heritage while pursuing sustainability. In 
this same session, the supervising team also instructed student to anticipate the reality limits of any imaginative 
ideas.

5.4. Introducing the exercise to students:

At first, GJU team introduced the site location to students without revealing any hints about the project 
nature or about what they are required to do in this exercise. The team tried to let the students focus on the three 
main values: Sustainability, Heritage, and environment. 

The first exercise that the students were asked to perform was to define these three values. the student were 
required to study these  terms and then present them with a proper solutions of how to implement them in any 
suggested design. 

Parallel to this exercise, the supervising team arranged a visit to the IUCN to introduce the site location to 
the students. The IUCN project coordinator presented a lecture to introduce the site and the urban context of Al 
Zarqa Town. This introduction was essential because most of the students were not aware about the potentials 
and the constraints of the proposed site. 

5.5. Studio Work and Work Revisions:

5.5.1. Challenges and Tactics:

Most of the challenges in students design studio work were concentrated around finding triggering ways to 
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inspire and help the students to think in the added values of heritage oriented sustainability while maintaining 
the consistency of the standard requirement of the design work at the students study level.

During the entire course, the supervising team repeatedly fine-tuned supervision-delivering methods to give 
the students the thinking direction needed to accomplish the intended goals for this course.  

In the first three weeks, the supervising team found that students were having challenges in understanding 
the potentials of the suggested site and the proposed project. The students were not sure about how to deal with 
the site and the theme. 

To reduce the student’s lake of knowledge and experience in the design process and site analysis, the 
supervising team performed the following tactics:

		To	give	the	student	the	required	awareness	of	Jordan	and	the	proposed	site	environment,	studio	lecture	
where delivered by the supervising team.

		To	focus	on	the	hidden	aspects	to	let	the	student	make	a	proper	analysis	and	research,	a	supervised	second	
site visit was conducted

		To	teach	the	students	by	offering	a	debate,	supervising	team	hold	several	open	discussion	sessions	
		To	discuss	each	student	findings	in	order	to	orient	them	to	the	key	points	in	understanding	the	site	project,		

the supervising team performed small groups revision sessions

		To	give	the	students	the	advantage	of	clearly	perceiving	the	site	composition	and	topography,	students	
were motivated to produce a physical model for the site scale 1:250 by offering five marks bonus on the total 
final mark for each participating student Physical model requirement

Some of the other tactics that were used throughout the exercise were:

		To	break	the	psychological	barrier	that	was	starting	to	built	in	front	of	students	in	relation	to	the	project	
added complexity,  One of the supervising team actually performed the thinking process of concept making on 
the white board in front of students 

		To	test	the	student	abilities	for	critical	thinking,	the	supervision	team	enforced	sketch	design	assignment	
for some part of the requirements for the students to perform in one session time.

		To	encourage	students	to	be	motivated	and	to	build	a	background	thinking	tanks	related	to	heritage	and	
sustainability, students were required to create self-supported visions and to get inspired from the history, the 
site, the people, the function and the event and to present the visions in any presentation means they control.

		To	support	students	to	be	realistic,	they	where	required	to	think	three	dimensionally	using	digital	virtual	
presentations and physical model making. 

		To	keep	students	balanced	between	creativity	and	reality,	the	revisions	where	tailored	for	each	student	to	
bounce his work critique between the creativity and aesthetics from one side and structure, function, standards, 
and material on the other side, until the student reach the midpoint of balancing visions with reality.

5.5.2. Studio work and design revisions (time and tasks):

The program of the studio work was planned and tasks were performed as follows:

		Week	one:
o  First Session: Course Introduction, lecture by the supervising team about Thinking Heritage 
Creatively (Fig.1), and performing students groups forming task
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Fig.1 Course Introduction, lecture by supervising team member about Thinking Heritage Creatively

o Second Session Introduction to the first report, lecture by the supervising team titled “ before anything, 
Layers of Jordan environment” 

		Week	two:	
o First Session: Students overview for the three given terms “Heritage, Sustainability, and 

Environment” 

o Second Session: First visit to the project site(Fig.2-3), visit to IUCN-ROWA headquarter in Amman 
(Fig.4), meeting with IUCN project coordinator, and meeting with a representative from Al-Zarqa Municipality 
Using the following text, students were asked to write their first impression demonstrating their Vision Grasping 
Skill:

First Exercise

*** Vision Grasping Skill ***

In order to exercise the skill of accumulating creative visions for developing 
design stance and reflections, in this exercise and using your own methods 
and ways, you are required to express your emotions and thoughts that 
you developed during site visiting. In your expression, you are required 
to demonstrate an understanding of the project mission. You can describe 
the existing situation and you can give spark solutions while you are in the 
project location in this day. 

You are free to employ any mean to produce your thinking outcome. It can 
be a short story, briefing points, expressive sculpting, meaningful collage, 
impressive poet, evocative scratches, or even some leading key words. 
Furthermore, you can draw some sketches that express your resolving 
ideas. Imagine how this place might look like in 2020, after 10 years from 
today. You can consider the project, the River and the urban context for the 
whole area. You are free to show optimism or pessimism.
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Fig.3 First visit to the project site

Fig.4 Visit to IUCN-ROWA headquarter in Amman

  Week three: 
o First Session: Studio discussion, students were asked to write their questions 
and answers. 
o Second Session: The second supervised visit to the site. Students were supported 
with available project maps and reports (Fig.5).

Fig.5 The second supervised visit to the site
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  Week Four: 

o Groups delivered presentation for the first phase and supervising team evaluated 
and commented on their work (Fig.6).

Fig.6 A group deliver a presentation for the first phase

  Week Five:
o First Session: Students submitted site models and the evaluation was not 
satisfactory. The supervising team required a new optional task for groups to build 
a new adequate model.
o Second Session: Starting with conceptual ideas, the supervising team asked the 
student to present their ideas in a sketch model from

  Week Six:
o First Session: The supervising team delivered lecture on how to move from 
site analysis to precept to concept and introduction to the architectural ways of 
thinking (Fig.7). The supervising team discussed the required submissions for the 
next phase.

Fig.7 Supervising team member delivering a lecture on moving from site analysis to precept to concept

o Second Session: The supervising team checked student’s progress, stressing on 
the disoriented students.
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  Week Seven:

o Juries for all students conducted by external professionals accompanied with 
the supervising team (Fig.8). 

Fig.8 Juries conducted by external professionals with the supervising team

  Week Eight 

o First Session: Re-Orientation – Open discussion with all the students 

o Second Session: Lecture by supervising team about (how to move from concept 
to actual design and how to implement heritage and sustainability in the design). 
Checking students progress and requiring them to clearly implement sustainability 
and heritage in their preliminary design

  Week Nine:

o Individual students reorientation sessions by the supervising team  

  Week Ten:

o First Session: Individual revision session with the supervising team (Fig.9).

Fig.9 Individual students revision session with the supervising team

o Second Session: Conducting sketch design assignment before the pre-final 
submission to encourage student to boost their designs (Fig.10)
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Fig.10 Sketch design assignment

  Week 11:  
o Students submitted pre-final submissions. Professionals from industry with the 
support of the supervising team revised and discussed the submitted work with 
each individual student.

  Week 12:
o Group discussion, students were required to deliver their individual evolution 
and notes on the pre-final jury 

  Week 13:
o In this Design Development stage, and with an individual project discussion, 
students were supervised to go deeply into details with the successful concepts. 
The conceptually challenged students were motivated and supported to overcome 
challenges and to boost their work. 

  Week 14:
o In this Design development stage, and with a group discussion arrangement, 
students were encouraged to brain storming their common challenges under the 
direction of the supervising team. 

  Week 15:
o Supervising team offered Pre-final last chance orientation to help students in 
final detailed design and presentation decisions. 

 Week 16:
o The final evaluation and critique session for all students: The supervising team 
formed the final jury panel that involved professional architects from industry, the 
GJU supervising team, a team of NGO professionals from IUCN-ROWA, a team 
of authority professionals from Al-Zarka Municipality, and a team of Community 
Representatives (Fig.11).
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Fig.11 The final evaluation and critique session for all students

6. CONCLUSION

The conclusion is introduced in the form of images for students final work showing captions of finding and 
outcomes. The final jury evaluation notes is also introduced to build up towards offering recommendation for 
this pedagogic experiment as follows:

 6.1 General Findings and Outcomes

This pedagogic experiment started on February 2010and ended on May 2010. The findings were in the form 
of a pedagogic approach to design heritage-oriented sustainability. The details and impacts of the process was 
observed on the students evolved awareness and understanding of the main values of Sustainability, Heritage 
and Environment. 

The students design work, teaching methodology, project theme, evaluation process, and the whole effort results 
were under documentation and analysis for pedagogic research purposes.

The students work was intended to give the working teams and decision makers a new perspective to be 
considered rather than a final product. For that, the students proposals didn’t reach the level of consultancy 
work.

For exercising a complete design process, the time was critical, as it was limited to one semester course time.

This student engagement experience offered support to the community, sense of responsibility and socio-
environmental sustainability that oriented the restoration project and added socio environmental values to it. 
In the future, this exercise expected to open the doors wide for introducing models of  restoration that have 
heritage oriented sustainability concern for other locations.

Main finding out of this exercise was that the majority of the student work showed lack of understanding for 
the relation between sustainability requirements and heritage involvement. This was justified by the supervising 
team as that the sustainability requirement in this kind of design exercises for the third year level students is a 
challenge by itself. Adding the relation with heritage needed more background understanding to the concept 
of architectural heritage body of knowledge. Another justification was that the information availability and 
accessibility for the global understanding of sustainability made it easy for students to refer to and to comprehend, 
while it was a challenge to search for traditional methods of heritage-oriented sustainability as this concept is 
still unpopular and is not widely revealed.

The following images records are showing some of final evolution process and procedures. Some of the records 
are showing the resulted output and the way of student interaction with the exercise.
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Fig.12 One of the students conceptual design proposals

Some of these proposals were introduced using traditional materials and traditional construction methods to 
reach sustainability through imitating heritage

Fig.13 One of the students conceptual design proposals
Some of these proposals were not clear and were introduced out of context

Fig.14 One of the students conceptual design proposals
Some of these proposals were imaginative and were introduced using new materials with innovative 

construction methods to reach sustainability through the inspiration of heritage
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Fig.15 The final jury sessions 
This session indicated the level of students understanding of the project requirements and the amount of 

support they received from the supervising team

Fig.16 Students were allowed to express their ideas verbally

This discussion approach offered the students the chance to support their presented work through 
communicating convincing argument.

Fig.17 Students were instructed to interact with open-minded attitude
By this opportunity, students gained good communicating skill training and were able to respond positively to 

the jury’s critiques.
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Fig.18 Students used the unified site model to insert their own building model in
This unified model was produced by one group that was motivated to gain extra credit for spending extra 

effort for this optional model

Fig.19 Students were allowed to introduce their final work on boards
 They used their preferred means of presentation media which gave the students the advantage of controlling 

the output esthetic appearance level

6.2. Final jury evaluations and notes

All the evolved teams including GJU supervising team, Professional from industry team, IUCN-ROWA team, 
Al-Zarka Municipality team, and Community representatives, provided the final jury evaluation notes. The 
notes for theses all teams are as follows:

6.2.1. Supervising team notes

The GJU supervising team notes were based on following clearly established evaluation criteria:

  Pertinence in problem identification and its relation to the function

  Consistency in the design solution and approach throughout the project

  Relevance of heritage oriented sustainability in the focused and enlarged context 

  Capacity of clearly stating intentions and proposals and

  Architectural quality of the proposed design solution

  After carefully assessing all projects, the outcome in general was as follows: 
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Table.1 A description of different students categories

Evaluation Justification and General Observations
Number of 

students

Students 
Evaluation 
Category

The student had come up with an innovative design solution 
that can be developed to a real project. The student had 
implemented his/her initial research findings and interpreted it 
as guidelines into an architecture language. On the conceptual 
level, the student sufficiently incorporated the value of heritage-
oriented sustainability. The work shows some previously 
expected practicality challenges on the design level. Generally, 
the design showed a good understanding of the urban context 
and the proposed project program. In conclusion, the student of 
this level did his/her exercise properly. The level of the student 
in this category is considered above average.

Five students

28%
A

The student was rational in his/her design solution. Interesting 
design idea can be traced when looking thoroughly into the 
design solution. On the other hand, the student overlooked 
important key elements, either in the function requirements, in 
the masses composition, in the relation to the site, in involving 
sustainability value, in clearly expressing the design verbally, 
or in the board presentation product.
In conclusion, the student of this level did his/her exercise fairly. 
The level of the student in this category is considered average.

Seven students

42%
B

The student had demonstrated poor understanding for the required 
task in this project. Students problem-solving capabilities were 
modest. The project was out of context. The student neglect 
more than one critical key component either in the function 
integrity, in the masses basic relations, in the location in the 
site, in offering subjective values, in communicating the design 
verbally, or in the board presentation product. 
The level of the student in this category is considered below 
average.

Six students

30%
C

These results were based on the supervising team subjective evaluation of student design 
outcome.  

6.2.2. Professionals from industry notes

The general consensus of the professionals from industry is that the students are relatively well-versed in the 
techniques of visual graphic presentation and their architecture solution. However, much of the students design 
work produced by third year students is highly formalistic and focuses on visual impacts and stimuli. In such 
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work, clarity and discipline often are absent, and ambiguity prevails. The ordinary, silent, and neutral are feared; 
clutter often dominates in both design and presentation.

Under such circumstances, architectural representation techniques that denote basic design skills and delineate 
careful planning, spatial qualities, and materiality suffer greatly. Moreover, while a project may begin with very 
promising diagrams and sketches, these often are not developed fully or seriously, and, in many cases, function 
and urban context is sacrificed for the sake of form.

Some student designs therefore are intended to impress at first sight and provide a degree of “shock value” 
through exhibitionist presentation techniques. These techniques often consist of collages of images that 
incorporate a multi-layering of forms, colors, and lines, and that do not adequately reflect the physicality and 
materiality of architecture.

Issues relating to physical, technological, social, environmental and cultural contexts are  to a great extent still 
absent, resulting in what may be referred to as a state of disconnection between the architectural design process 
and architecture as built form.

6.2.3. IUCN-ROWA notes

The IUCN-ROWA jury committee members were impressed by the overall product, which was presented 
by the students. The IUCN-ROWA project coordinator assured that every student has a unique idea that can 
improve the existing design for the proposed project. Furthermore, the committee members were interested to 
bring some ideas into live by expressing their intention to apply some of these ideas in the active restoration 
project. 

On the other hand, IUCN-ROWA committee was not satisfied for that most of the proposed building solutions 
were disturbing the visual accessibility and connectivity with the river body it self, which will contradict with 
the concept of creating a green lung within the condensed urban area in that location.

The physical model of the site was used to demonstrate the students design ideas by inserting the building 
models proposed by the students into the unified site model. IUCN-ROWA appreciated the gesture of GJU 
students for awarding this site model to be located in IUCN headquarter building at Amman to present the GJU 
student effort depleted for this project (Fig. 20).  

 

Fig.20 The unified physical model of the site
 This model was used to demonstrate the students design ideas by inserting the building models proposed by 

the students into it
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6.2.4. Al-Zarka Municipality notes:

Al-Zarka Municipality committee as representing the authority were satisfied with the idea of this experiment. 
The Authority representatives were impressed by the overall outcome. They encouraged the students to think 
and study more about the abandoned areas like this site. The notion of going deeply into learning lessons from 
traditional heritage to support sustainability was appreciated and supported in order to preserve the local culture 
identity and the character of Al-Zarka city.

6.2.5. Community representatives notes:

At the start of the jury, the community representatives expressed that they did not expect a building in that area. 
They were not aware about the importance of the community centre. According to them, they believe that this 
district needs more green areas and open relation with the River mass. Throughout the jury some ideas were 
satisfying the visual and perceptual relation with the river without compromising the open green areas around it 
while maintaining the integrity of the function for the building. Some ideas were underground some were less 
massive with green building materials. 
At the end of the jury, the community representatives appreciated the concept of having a building for the 
community to strengthen the sense of partnership and liability for the river restoration effort. This appreciation 
was supported by the demonstrated applicability of the some students proposed design ideas to keep the relation 
between the public and the river.  The understanding of the critical relation between sustainability and local 
heritage was established based on some student’s proposals.
6.3. Recommendations:

After conducting this experiment, the related recommendations are the following:
  There is a need in academic institutions to introduce more related subjects to human basic needs
  It will be helpful to use simulation modelling to virtually expose students to the effect of using heritage 
elements
  In the third year level of studying architectural design, it is recommended to concentrate on one element to 
help students understand and comprehend
  The three dimensional representation can add to students learning experience to understand the complexity 
of architectural design components through the use of modelling machines and physical illustrations.
  In these kind of added complexity design exercises, tt is essential to initiate deepening philosophical thinking 
in heritage by offering pre-design courses and history lessons and traditional construction logics
  It is recommended to offer these kind of added complexity design experiments on selected students of higher 
study levels or noticeably motivated students.
  The approach to conduct experiments to relate the heritage to innovative design trends is highly recommended 
to reserve the architectural identity and characteristics to the communities.
  It helps to involve professionals and theorists in workshops with students to rise the awareness of heritage 
and its location in design process.
  It is critical to relate the innovative design processes to the local practice traditions.
  For this kind of exercises it is essential to connect design courses with construction, theory, history and 
virtual media labs to get solid output.
  It will help the students are exposed to a more objective critique methods
  It is important in these kind of special awareness topics to get more parties of the stake holders involved and 
to connect with a more NGOs to architecture related.
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ABSTRACT: 

Although there is a fairly large literature on social and educational inclusion 
of individuals with Disabilities in many countries, very little however  is 
produced on the life and education of such individuals in the Gulf. The 
status of inclusion of individuals with disabilities in regular schools reflects 
an alarming  reality in most Gulf Countries with only a handful of pupils 
with intellectual disabilities for example included in regular schools in the 
majority of such countries. This is due to a set of challenges including 
financial and human resources challenges as well as some  cultural practices 
that affect and controls the adoption of, and the philosophy behind inclusion.  
Such status is also affected by many myths and misconceptions surrounding 
disabilities in general and intellectual disabilities in particular. This paper 
focuses on the fast developing ‘Dubai“. This research aimed at  exploring 
and evaluating the social and educational inclusion of individuals with 
disabilities in Dubai and the impact on the lives of such individuals and 
their families. Finding indicated that  although there are several attempts, 
advocacy, and change in legislations and laws, there is a long way to go to 
achieve full meaningful inclusive education in fast developing Dubai. This 
is due to a set of challenges.

Keywords: strategic planning – regional planning- …..

(Integration inclusion disability  cohesion Social change)
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Located on the coast of the Arabian Gulf, the United Arab Emirates is a wealthy newly-formed nation. The 
country was established in 1971 and it consists of seven emirates. The oil revenues and the open economy with 
a high per capita income surely generates great wealth for its citizens (CIA World Fact book, Accessed Jan. 5th, 
2006). Dubai is the commercial capital and a city that has attracted much attention for its diversity and booming 
economy over the last decade. 

The educational system in the UAE is comprised of public and private sectors. The Ministry of Education 
(MOE) in the UAE is in charge of both sectors in all emirates. Nevertheless, the responsibility that the ministry 
plays in the public sector is much broader than its responsibility in the private one (Bradshaw et al 2004).  
The public sector is funded and controlled by the federal government- that is, the MOE- that provides free 
education exclusively to the citizens of this country.   Just recently, it was permitted for expatriates from Arabic 
nations to apply for placement in MOE schools but with a paid annual school fee. MOE schools are based 
on and influenced strongly by Arabic and Islamic values. The medium of instruction is Arabic, apart from a 
second language, English, which is taught from Grade one at the primary level and onwards. Apart from the 
Kindergarten level and with the exception of remote rural areas, learners at all other school stages are of a single 
gender (Gaad 2010). 

Although there is a fairly large literature on social and educational inclusion of individuals with disabilities 
in many countries, very little is produced on the life and education of such individuals in the Gulf. The status of 
inclusion of individuals with disabilities in regular schools reflects an alarming reality in most Gulf Countries 
with only a handful of pupils with intellectual disabilities, for example, included in regular schools in the majority 
of such countries. This is due to a set of challenges including financial and human resource challenges as well 
as some cultural practices that affect and control the adoption of, and the philosophy behind inclusion.  Such 
status is also affected by many myths and misconceptions surrounding disabilities in general and intellectual 
disabilities in particular. This paper focuses on the fast developing ‘Dubai”.

The purpose of this paper is to examine attitudes towards inclusion of learners with disabilities in mainstream 
education in Dubai.

2. Background on educating learners with disabilities in Dubai:

The provision for learners with special needs varies, but it can be divided into public and private sectors 
in the mainstream schools, as well as segregated special need centers previously known as ‘Disabled Welfare 
and Rehabilitation Centers’ where the majority of such learners are served.  Later on, such centers changed 
their names to ‘Centers for People with Special Needs’ due to pressure from some advocacy groups.  While the 
regular schools are either controlled or supervised by MOE, the special needs centers, both government and 
private, come under the Ministry of Social Affairs (Gaad 2010).

The Ministry of Education is committed to providing help and support to youngsters with special needs who 
have difficulty coping with mainstream classes.  Many public schools offer specialized aide in two ways. There 
are Resource Rooms and Special Needs Classes. The resource room is based on a pull-out system that deals 
with learners who have difficulties in a particular subject, especially Arabic/Maths. Special sessions are given 
to those who need extra help. According to Bradsaw Tenant and Lydiatt (2004) “The resources room program 
provides intensive small group remedial instructional services in a pull out system.  Grouping varies from four 
to five learners.” (p.52) 

As far as special classes were concerned, before the new federal law 29/2006, public schools accepted 
learners with an IQ of 75 and those with mild disabilities. However, things changed after the issuance of the 
law:  public schools have started to accept among others, learners with moderate hearing difficulties and visual 
impairments. Moreover, learners such as those with Downs Syndrome, regardless of their cognitive ability, who 
Gaad (2001) referred to as natural candidates for special needs centre, were enrolled on trial bases in 4 public 
schools.
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The MOE started catering for learners with special needs by the year 1980, when the first five special 
education classes were opened for 40 learners in different elementary schools in the UAE (Abood 2005).  Special 
classes are full-time services for a group of learners with special needs. Identification of those who have special 
needs may vary internationally, but for MOE schools it signified those who are referred to by their 1st grade 
teachers after 6 months in schooling as ‘not coping with regular education’ and/or those who are referred from 
either of the two ministries involved: the Ministry of Health (MOH) and the Ministry of Social Affairs (MOSA). 
These classes are allocated in the mainstream school with a small number of learners who are taught by a teacher 
with a special needs background.  Those classes ranged from grade 1 to 3 at the basic level of education. By 
1985, the special classes were expanded to cover more schools. Slow learners and under achieving learners (as 
they are known in the UAE contexts) were included, while learners with intellectual disabilities were excluded 
and sent to Centers of Special Needs under the authority of the MOSA. The reason for transferring them there 
was usually due to their low IQ (below 70) and because they were making insufficient progress in the schools. 
Learners who could not progress academically to meet the outcome of their grade levels were shifted to special 
education evening classes (Abood, 2005) and those below IQ 70 were shifted to centers of special needs. 

In 1990, resource rooms were opened in the elementary schools in the country. Resource rooms are a part-
time service for several groups of learners who join those rooms during their school day, twice or three times a 
week according to their needs. Each group consists of 10 to 12 learners. Teachers of those rooms are qualified 
teachers with a background in special needs. Furthermore, in 2000 a new service was added to the special needs 
provision: speech and language therapy. Additionally, learners with sensory disabilities could enroll in schools, 
but without support. Both the special classes and the resource rooms in the schools were regulated by the MOE 
and followed the department of special needs in the Ministry. This department was known as the Department 
of Special Abilities. 

It is interesting to note that the MOE’s schools used to accept certain and less obvious categories of special 
needs. An example of this is that learners with learning difficulties were enrolled easily in schools as it is not 
an immediately discernible disability. Other obvious categories of special needs, such as learners with Down 
Syndrome, or those with physical impairment were not accepted at schools and were sent to the centers of 
special needs where they might not even be enrolled if their IQ was above 70 as these centers only accepted 
learners with an IQ below 70. 

Currently, learners  with specific non visible/physical special needs (ADHD or Dyslexia, for example) enter 
free government schools if they are UAE nationals, whilst non- nationals enroll their learners  with special needs 
either in private schools, if possible, or in private special needs centers.  Other learners with obvious special 
needs, like Down Syndrome, are enrolled in special needs centers. As mentioned earlier, those government 
centers are therapy and rehabilitation focused and are open for UAE nationals and private centers which charge 
fees are open for other nationalities. 

3. Research methodology:

In order to examine the above, a series of qualitative methods were used. Interviewing parents and teachers 
as well as some learners with special needs and disabilities was the main tool as well as some observation of 
included learners with disability in regular classroom settings. 
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4. Conclusion

4.1 General Findings and Outcomes:

Although there are several attempts, advocacy, and change in legislations and laws, there is a long way to go 
to achieve full meaningful inclusive education in fast developing Dubai. This is due to a set of challenges.

In terms of practical implications, there is a huge impact on a society that aims to be cohesive.

As for research limitations, there are some issues including sampling issues such as the small sample (only 
30 parents and 24 teachers were interviewed). Dubai also is a very transit society and that has implication in 
terms of sustainability of generalization of results.  

4.2 Recommendations:

From the 1990s onwards, inclusion has become a central concept in international policies (Arnesen et al. 
2007) and the UAE is no exception.  Inclusion, however, has issues all over the world, owing to its inherent 
nature, such as rigid curricular and assessment specifications, diverse learning needs, curriculum delivery, etc. 
(Wedell, 2005).  The UAE will need to tackle its own issues effectively to make room for the fundamental 
principles of inclusion; otherwise inclusion will be relegated to being a social problem. Taking all of the above 
into consideration, the application of inclusion into the educational system in UAE requires tremendous effort. 
In essence, there are barriers to inclusion in the UAE. These barriers may be divided into three categories: 
legal, ethical, and cultural.  However, one must be cautioned that these categories do not have to be exclusively 
separated. In fact, on many occasions these categories do overlap. 

This is only a humble attempt to underline the running current debates and issues related to inclusive 
education in this relatively young but fast developing nation. No-one can claim to have a good record in tackling 
all related issues in regards to the adoption of effective inclusive education, and the UAE is not any different. 
It is argued however that understanding is the most essential step towards solving a problem.  This chapter 
explored the main issues for a better understanding (Gaad 2010). 
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ABSTRACT: 

Both “green“ architecture and sustainability are not technological, but 
ethical issues, and the question is not what technology we need in order 
to preserve our physical existence, but what further fundamental change 
we need in order to integrate our existence along with technology as a 
result of our “green“ minds. “Green“ architects perceiving themselves as 
mere professionals obeying the rules of society, hence obligated to their 
professional responsibilities and ethics, dispose of the limited potential of 
being beneficial to planetary ecology. Architects need to create “green” 
practices to provide space for extensive creative collaboration where people 
can together explore new meanings and values, create new knowledge, learn 
the respect for the world, and gain responsibility for the environment and 
communities they have helped to create. Thus, not eco-effective technology, 
but a redesigned mind, should be the theme of environmental responsibility, 
and also an objective of “green“ architecture.
The objectives of this paper are, to achieve a high level of sensitivity to the 
geographical and cultural context, to examine the knowledge of all parties 
involved and build new knowledge, to spread ecological awareness, and 
to harmonize communities and their relationships with their environment. 
The “greenness“ of Hassan Fathy’s practice lies in his dedication to care 
for the environment of his neighborhood and his desire to inspire people, 
which are the key elements of an enriched mission of deliberative practice 
contributing to the creation of sustainable communities. The research is 
limited to the role of “Green“ architecture within society, the architects’ 
enriched mission and environmental ethics, the architects practice, the 
architects and their interrelation with their communities within the focus 
on Hassan Fathy and his impact on his students and community.

Keywords:

Green practice, Green thinking, sustainability, eco-effective, environment
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Terms like “green architecture”, “sustainable design”, “ecological design”, “eco-design” identify an 
architectural design approach, which is concerned with architecture’s environmental impact. We all possess at 
least a vague picture of what “green” architecture means, likewise we have some understanding of what ecology 
or environmental responsibility is. Hearing that a building is “green,” we automatically picture photovoltaic 
panels, rainwater collectors, passive cooling systems, radiant heat gain control, non-toxic materials, local 
building materials, or grass on a roof. We refer to certain features and qualities which that building possesses, but 
not the people involved in creation or use of that building-we fictitiously replace environmental responsibility 
from ourselves upon the objects we use, although environmental responsibility should be placed on humans 
who build and/or use the buildings. 

2. GREEN ARCHITECTURE DESIGN AND PRACTICE 
 

We can find several definitions of an “ecological design.” For instance, according to Sim Van Der Ryn and 
Stuart Cowan it is “any form of design that minimizes environmentally destructive impacts by integrating itself 
with living processes” (Ryn and Cowan, 1996); and Peter Graham presents “Eco-design” as “designing in 
accordance with ecologically sustainable development principles” (Graham, 2003). “Green” design understood 
as the technological challenge of decreasing environmental impacts of the building is a product of our perception 
that technology is an object of humans’ mastering. However, technology constructs the human understanding of 
reality, which determines all aspects of our behavior; it is the essence of our humanity. Technology deforms the 
understanding of reality by hiding the substantial information, energy, and matter that flows within technological 
structures and processes, which results in unawareness of our influence on natural processes. 

“Green” architects should assign for themselves obligations to society and the environment larger than 
those posed on them through professional status in order to get the “green” message across the un-ecological 
frameworks, as well as to prevent danger of which society is largely unaware. The first thing to do is to place 
the sustainability and “green” architecture discourse in the realm of ethics. The reason why architects should 
accept responsibilities is that they, as creative people, possess the talent of observation given by nature which 
allows them to recognize the inner un-ecological drives of society and they are privileged in having the tool of 
architecture to present and heal them.

2.1 The role of Green Architecture Practice

“Green” architecture aspiring to trigger fundamental changes in thinking, can hardly accomplish its mission 
solely by the means of designing “green” buildings. The major objective of “green” practice should not be to 
design “green” buildings, but to offer space where people can discover new values, mutual interdependence, 
inevitable dependence on planetary ecology, the flaws of society, and build strong local identities. In David 
Orr’s words, “green” design is not about “how to produce ecologically benign products .., but how to make 
decent communities in which people grow to be responsible citizens”, (Orr, 2002).

Van Der Ryn and Cowan see ecological design to be both “a profoundly hopeful vision and a pragmatic 
tool....It provides a new way of thinking about design”, (Ryn and Cowan, 1996). Eco-efficiency indicates, ‘’that 
the interests of the technological society have been smuggled into ecological awareness”, (Davison, 2001), 
and it is up to every architect’s individual character to recognize and reveal this. Surely “green” architects 
will never stop the everyday learning process of how to build and employ united ethics, engage in courageous 
thinking and a “green” commitment, or how to make the most environmentally and socially healthy decisions. 
“Sustainability is nothing less…than the craft of moral life”, (Davison, 2001).
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2.2 From “Green” Building to the “Green” Dweller

One of the Van Der Ryn and Cowan principles of ecological design is “to make nature visible”, (Ryn and 
Cowan, 1996). Van Der Ryn and Cowan argue in their paper that the “green” citizen is more important than the 
“green” building. This paper does not promote a resistance to “green” technology; its objective is to emphasize 
the importance of careful deliberation regarding how technology should be employed. “Green” technology 
must expose nature to the dweller, not keep the dweller at a distance from nature and natural processes. In 
conventional design “nature and technology are hidden; the design does not teach us over time,” while in “green” 
design “nature and technology are made visible; the design draws us closer to the systems that ultimately sustain 
us”, (Ryn and Cowan, 1996). 

The ordinary perception of “green” design encourages us to look at a building as though it was an entity 
responsible for its environmental impact, and capable of minimizing it. “Green” buildings are designed to 
accomplish higher energy efficiency, or to decrease matter consumption regardless of the behavior of its users. 
A design rejecting the importance of human performance within a building is not capable of redesigning the 
mind because it “does not encourage mindfulness or a sense of responsibility”, (Ryn and Cowan, 1996); rather 
it falsely relieves us of that responsibility. 

Davison reminds us that ‘’the promise of liberation in everyday practice is problematic because we are 
simultaneously liberated from what burdens us and from what we care about” (Davison, 2001). Our involvement 
in meaningful activities on a daily basis, and our focus on ‘’world-revealing things, instead ... on the objects that 
produce what we want without our attention, aid, or skill”, (Davison, 2001) are the key elements for curing the 
deformation of our practice.

3. ARCHITECTS’ MISSION AND ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS

Architects, as persons with a large influence on the behavior-determining environment, are among the first 
individual minds that need to be redesigned. In order to deliver all of the elements of meaningful architecture, 
in a meaningfully “green” way, architects must accept obligations beyond those assigned to the architectural 
profession by legal structures, and engage in “an enriched mission” which “in the end, means embracing the 
professional responsibility to build not only for the moment, but for the ages” (Boyer and Mitgang, 1996).

3.1 Architects’ obligations beyond professional responsibility

Architects’ responsibilities are derived from the professional status of architectural practice. The status of 
the profession must meet all of the following requirements:
•	“University-level	education	in	a	special	area	of	knowledge“
•	“Internship	and	supervised	entry-level	performance“
•	“Knowledge	and	practices	...	for	each	new	situation“
•	“Establishment	of	disciplinary	identity	and	uniqueness	of	the	professional	group“
•	“Autonomy,	earned	by	the	profession	and	recognized	and	granted	by	society	through	licensing“
•	“Having	the	knowledge	and	expertise	necessary	for	the	well-being	of	person	in	society“	(Wasserman	et	al.,	
2000).

Besides meeting the requirements ensuring knowledge and skills, professionals are also obligated to follow 
certain ethical standards. For instance, AlA’s Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct recognizes five major 
categories of principles of conduct: “General Obligations, Obligations to the Public, Obligations to the Client, 
Obligations to the profession, and Obligations to Colleagues” (Wasserman et al., 2000). 
According to Hans Jonas, there are certain conditions that must be met in order to assign responsibility. An 
architect must have an impact on the world; an architect must be in conscious control of his actions; and 
he/she must be aware of the consequences of his/her deeds (Jonas, 1977). Jonas distinguishes between “the 
formal responsibility” and “the substantive responsibility” (Jonas, 1977). The first responsibility occurs when 
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an architect formally admits that he/she is responsible for a past action. When it comes to environmental 
responsibility based on responsibility for the future, only substantive responsibility, which is not concerned 
with ‘’the ex-post-facto account for what has been done” and emphasizes “the forward determination of what is 
to do” (Jonas, 1977) is applicable. The responsibility in this sense is moved from ‘’who’’ is responsible, to “for 
what” is one responsible, (Jonas, 1977).

The present understanding of responsibility within architectural practice can be largely described as formal 
responsibility. Forward determination is a crucial element of environmental responsibility. The architect, in the 
same way as any other member of society, has to assign to him/her substantive responsibility which does not 
stress ‘’who’’ is responsible, but “for what” are we responsible altogether.

3.2 Why Architects should accept the obligation?
 

A “green” architect should accept the obligation to spread ecological awareness as his/her moral duty, rather 
than as a professional responsibility for two reasons. 

First, it is an element of moral obligation which can serve as a substantial base for meaningful environmental 
responsibility. 

Second, an architect possesses the talent to observe the flaws of the technological perception of environmental 
responsibility, and possesses the tools to reveal the outcomes of his/her deliberations within architecture and 
architectural practice. 

However, in order to engage in natural substantive responsibility, the fact that an architect possesses the legal 
right to influence society arising from his/her professional status, should not be his/her prior motivation. He/
she should not feel obligated to do so because he/she possesses a legal tool, but because he/she possesses the 
natural talents to do so, given to him/her by nature, not by technological structures. According to Alexander, the 
architect’s greatest virtue is his/her creativity which arises from “his capacity to observe correctly and deeply” 
(Alexander, 1977). 

In order to observe, recognize, and reveal technologically deformed values and the meaning of existence 
within society, “green” architects must examine the interrelationships of social, economic, and political structures 
and relate them to the information, matter, and energy flows sustaining our physical existence. Architects should 
be among the first ones who recognize moral obligations because they are additionally privileged in having 
the tools of modeling the environment and the mind, which in turn allows them to implement the ideals of 
environmental responsibility into everyday practice.

3.3 Architects and Ethical Dilemmas Discourse

Tom Spector claims “neither aesthetic priority, functional priority, nor something in-between have provided 
an adequate framework for evaluating conflicts in architectural judgment”, (Spector, 2001). Since these can 
easily get into an unsolvable conflict of value priorities, the only “source of judgment is one’s ethics”, (Spector, 
2001). As much as an architect’s ethics are perhaps the most reliable platform within “non-green” architecture, 
they are the only reliable platform within “green” architecture. The task for the “green” architect is not only 
to be sensitive to the ethical dimensions of “green” architecture, but also to recognize what his/her ethics 
should be sensitive to. “Architecture- from design and decision processes, to theoretical studies, education, and 
built works - as a discipline, is a collection of practices that is inherently ethical: directed to the well-being of 
humankind”, (Wasserman et al., 2000). 

Spector’s thought gains even more significance when it comes to “green” architecture because of at least 
four reasons. 

First, the issue of environmental responsibility must enter the realm of united ethics, avoiding any 
divisions. 

Second, the discussion about the ethical dilemmas of green architectural design must become fruitful in 
order to find alternatives other than technological solutions. 

Third, since the establishment of any kind of universal form of “green” architecture would be neither possible 
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nor desirable due to the recognized uniqueness of every single design dilemma, responsibility must be replaced 
from the generally ethical standards to the architect’s individual ethical standards. 

Finally, the architect’s professional practice, as a space where inter-human communication takes place, 
offers more opportunities to redesign human minds than a building does, hence architectural practice must be 
the most important object of ethical consideration. (Spector, 2001). Likewise Kohak finds no guidelines as to 
how the debate about ethical dilemmas of design and architectural practice should be conducted or how new 
values can be spread within society, (Kohak, 2000).

Since the major objective of this paper is to reveal that the importance of “green” ethical practice precedes 
the importance of “green” building. Therefore, an architect’s extensive cooperation with individual or collective 
clients, various communities, or administrative structures can offer space and time more sufficient for the 
introduction of environmental ethics to society than mere interaction with a “green” building.
 
3.4 Architects and the Moral Practice

“Green” architecture, as a discipline contributing to environmental preservation, does not lie within “green” 
buildings but within “green” architectural practice. This means that the major subject matter of “green” 
architecture should be the process in which a building is designed, used, and understood, which can provide 
a higher degree of usefulness in the environmental and social “greening” of the world. This belief in general 
based on the six premises previously examined. 

First, we live in a technological society and thus technology is source of our spiritual deformation. 
Second, the sole “greening” of technology cannot provide a sufficient solution to environmental 

degradation. 
Third, since it would be neither possible nor wise for society to reject technology per se, “green” technology 

must remain a part of our strategies for “greening” the planet, however, not without a critical examination of our 
relationship with it but as a tool enabling us to materialize our new perception of environmental responsibility. 

Fourth, not buildings, but the mind must become an object of “green” architecture. Therefore “green” 
architecture must, besides the physical performance of designed objects, become more focused on its potential 
to introduce environmental ethics to the public. 

Fifth, knowledge, its system of values and technological structures do not represent a solid foundation upon 
which a new environmental ethical responsibility can be established by architects. 

Sixth, since architecture in its physical form has very limited opportunities for spreading deep ecological 
awareness, architects must understand that further opportunities for fulfilling their mission lie within their 
everyday architectural practices. 

According to David Orr, only knowledge conducted in a common language with a “high level of honesty” 
can influence the way people think (Orr, 2002). Therefore, honesty of the mean of communication is the essential 
element of honesty needed with others and collaborative creativity. 

4. ARCHITECTS AND THEIR COMMUNITIES

All parties must also accept that their role is not only to bring their ideas, but also to bring a willingness 
to fundamentally reconsider standpoints, alternative attitudes and, most importantly, values. Therefore, in this 
collective learning-in-action form of creative Participatory Action-Research (PAR), ‘’we may not only argue 
to test strategies for maximum gain, but we may make and act on new agreements, transforming ourselves and 
others in the process” (Forester, 1999).

4.1 The Participatory Action-Research

The objectives of PAR (Participatory Action-Research) proposed in this paper to be a “green” authentic ethical 
form of architectural practice are, to achieve a high level of sensitivity to the geographical and cultural context, 
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to examine the knowledge of all parties involved and build new knowledge, to spread ecological awareness, 
and to harmonize communities and their relationships with their environment. Architects as mediators of PAR 
within the design process must remind themselves that their objective is not just to learn about people and 
educate them, but that people must be encouraged to become active participants bringing their own visions to 
the design process”, (Smith, 1997). 

One of David Orr’s characteristics of green design states, “ecological design is a community process that 
aims to increase local flexibility by building connections between people, between people and the ecology of 
their places, and between people and their history”, (Orr, 2002). Alexander suggests, “participation is inherently 
good because it brings people together, involves them in their world; and creates feeling between people and 
the world around them, because it is a world which they have helped to make”, (Alexander et al., 1977). Local 
identity, a significant part of environmental responsibility, requires identification with both the spatial and social 
dimension of the community. 

4.2 The participation of the community in the design process

The community must be involved in the design process from the very beginning not only because “direct 
action which is performed late in the planning process has much less chance of being successful than a direct 
action which proceeds at the early stages of planning”, (Naess, 1989). Architects must realize that community 
participation within the early stages of the design process benefits not only the environment and the community, 
but also architects and their clients. It can be a source of inspiration, and “the process of participation tends to 
create places which are better adapted to human functions than those created by a centrally administrated planning 
process”, (Alexander et al., 1977). PAR can serve as a space for deeper cooperation between interdisciplinary 
partnerships on both educational and professional levels, as well as deepen levels of cooperation between 
educational institutions and practitioners. 

However, architecture should “challenge the status quo into making responsible environmental and social 
changes” hence, architectural education should expand from the drawing boards to practice and build “a 
moral sense of service to community”, (Oppenheimer, 2002). Another problem with higher education is that 
according to David Orr, students exposed to the “fear of failure, financial dependency, and the asymmetrical 
power relationships”, (Orr, 2002). The other problem with the architectural profession is its strong disciplinary 
isolation that, according to Boyer and Mitgang’s survey, starts on campuses. They conclude that instead of 
segregating students of architecture from other disciplines, they should be encouraged to take multi-disciplinary 
classes, (Boyer and Mitgang, 1996). A holistic perception and capability of interdisciplinary cooperation is 
essential for efficient communication with clients and communities in practice.

5. THE “GREEN” ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE OF HASSAN FATHY

This paper suggests that more possibilities for “green” architecture lie in a “green” architectural practice 
than in a “green” building. The “greenness” of Hassan Fathy’s practice lies in his dedication to care for the 
environment of his neighborhood and his desire to inspire people, which are the key elements of an enriched 
mission of deliberative practice contributing to the creation of sustainable communities, (Steele, 1997). “An 
architect is in a unique position to revive people’s faith in their own culture” and further Fathy added “it is the 
responsibility of the modern architect to find a remedy. He must renew architecture from the moment when it was 
abandoned; and he must try to bridge the existing gap in its development by analyzing the elements of change, 
applying modern techniques to modify the valid methods established by our ancestors, and then developing new 
solutions that satisfy modern needs”, (Fathy, 1986). Fathy, has created a group of people (mostly architects) 
who physically build the buildings they have designed (fig, 1). This approach allows them to extend space for 
exploration and learning from the drawing board to the physical space of the construction site, which in turn 
helps them to recognize elements that are invisible from behind a drawing board and find the most appropriate 
solutions for a particular site, (Ibrahim, 1992). 
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First, and perhaps the most important aspect of Hassan Fathy’s work, was his perception of his role and his 
dedication to it. 

Second, Fathy believed that every project is so unique that a design must be approached as “an experiment 
[starting] from scratch.” On the other hand, a dedication to non-instrumental values can be traced in the example 
when Fathy suggested to a young architect who implemented some “green” features into his design should try to 
influence his client to follow this “green” path more deeply because it is simply a good practice to do. 

The third “green” aspect of Fathy’s work is the fact that he had created his own structure of work, allowing 
him to modify a project during construction according to newly recognized variables and newly developed 
ideas, (Khlousy, 1993). 

Fourth, Fathi had created an environment capable of serving as a matrix for explorative thinking in his 
practice and helped it emerge on the neighborhood level as well, (Serageldin, 2007). Just a short interaction with 
Fathy’s team reveals that the form of relationship upon 
which their work was driven is that of friendship. Fathy’s objective was “to educate the public about the 
collaborative role of the architect in not only the making of buildings but of culture and meaning in contemporary 
society”, (Ibrahim, 1992). 

The fifth aspect of Fathy’s work that could be considered “green,” is his attempt to communicate as a human 
being rather than as a professional. 

The last, but not least important aspect of Fathy’s work that could be considered “green” in respect to the 
beliefs expressed in this paper is the fact that he bridged a gap between architectural education and architectural 
practice, (Ibrahim, 1992 and Serageldin, 2007). 

6. DISCUSSION

Not only architects are obliged to recognize the importance of community participation within “green” 
design, but also the public should recognize the importance of architects’ participation within the processes 
forming their environment. This means that each member of society recognizes his/her obligations toward the 
environment emphasizing what humankind as a whole is responsible for. The same model of responsibility must 
be applied when it comes to understanding what kind of responsibility an architect should accept. Only if his/her 
obligation to both arises from the heart and character, not from a socially constructed means of responsibility, 
will his/her approach to responsibility become solid and independent of unstable and unfavorable socially 
constructed legal responsibilities.

The educational process is mostly based on the context-free design which removes any appreciation of the 
social context from the design process. Architectural education in addition

Fig1. The Green Architecture Practice impacts the minds and is reflected on the whole community
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to a technological problem-solving perception of design may include the aspect of ethics and social responsibility. 
Education of architects may not only be for competence but also for community engagement which is surely 
one of the highest priorities for architecture schools in the coming years. Architecture students and practitioners 
may not be encouraged to create just great buildings, but more importantly ‘’wholesome communities”, (Boyer 
and Mitgang, 1996). The final issue worth mention in respect to the architect’s ability, or rather disability, to 
work with communities is the segregation within the discipline of architecture itself. As long as architects do 
not behave as members of a sustainable community, it is impossible for them to get the architecture profession 
back to the status of community leaders. 

Before architects can become capable of teaching the public to enjoy being part of a community, architects 
may: first enjoy being part of a sustainable community of architects. They are encouraged to build a cooperative 
system, a unified profession, (Boyer and Mitgang, 1996), binding architectural education and practice. This, 
however, is not possible as long as architects see themselves firstly as competitors on the market and the attitude 
of senior architects towards interns is recommended to be changed. As long as the profession’s internal discord 
and deformed value priorities is the message architects are sending to the public, they may not be able to provide 
an example of a sustainable community, nor gain the reliability and public trust they need as mediators of a 
collective collaborative exploration.

Davison’s idea that ‘’the moral challenge posed by the ideal of sustainability, its undoubted capacity to call 
us forth to respond to the deformation of our world, is firstly that of bringing [a commerce of sustenance] out 
into the arenas of public discussion” (Davison, 2001) will become central to the “green” architecture discourse. 
Not technologically challenging “green” buildings, but morally challenging “green” practices composed of 
extensive public discussion needs to become the objective of “green” architecture.
The main aspects of Fathy’s work, based on the theoretical part of this paper, represent the “greenness” of his 
approach. The most important aspects of Hassan Fathy’s work, were his perception of his role and his dedication 
to it, the creation of his own structure of work, the creation of an environment capable of serving as a fertile 
matrix for explorative thinking in his practice, his attempt to communicate as a human being rather than as 
a professional in addition to the fact that he bridged a gap between architectural education and architectural 
practice.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper calls for a deeper reevaluation of “green” technology within the wider contexts of planetary ecology 
and the ecology of the mind. The objective of such a reevaluation is to reveal the fact that the technological 
perception of “green” architecture, which dismisses the human responsibility for the environmental impacts 
of a building, is the result of our unawareness of our technological deformation. Both “green” architecture 
and sustainability are not technological, but ethical issues, and the question is not what technology we need 
in order to preserve our physical existence, but what further fundamental change we need in order to preserve 
our spiritual existence along with technology and from which our physical survival will arise as a result of our 
“green” minds and accordingly “green” communities.

7.1. General Findings and Outcome

Hassan Fathy as one of the well known “green” architects had a different opinion on what should be the 
objective of the transition between the school of architecture and architectural practice. One part of his mission 
was to empower a younger generation of architects to continue to dream and learn. The example of personal 
commitment that Fathy demonstrated surely represented for his students, a space for dreaming, thinking, and 
learning. This can be seen as the possibility to set up a foundation for a creative, committed, and collaborative 
community of architects who will be an essential source of inspiration in upcoming eras. 

The role of the “green” architect is to create space where people will rebuild their social links and local 
identities and enjoy the collective cooperation of taking care of their environment. As well, such space should 
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inspire people to learn how to create economically and politically self sustaining local democracies dependent 
upon local resources, to be able to proactively defend themselves and their environment against economically 
and politically powerful structures threatening their well-being, the well-being of other cultures, and the well-
being of other forms of life. If “green” architects manage to do all this, part of it, or even just strive to make this 
their inner intention, their contribution to environmental preservation will be considerably larger than any single 
“green” building they will ever build which will be directly reflected on the whole community.

7.2. Recommendations

It is not important how sophisticated the “green” methods that architects develop because only a genuineness 
of their commitment can justify the “greenness” of their deeds. Thus this paper proposes measures to achieve 
“green” architecture practice, “green” thinking minds and accordingly “green” communities such as;

We need to see that “green” design, concerned with environmental impacts should not be applied •	
through isolated practices. 
Extensive public discussion and open-minded collaboration are the realms where architectural •	
practice should be placed. 
The objective of a “green” design process should be to approach as many minds as possible and to •	
inspire them to critically think about their values and to seek alternatives other than ones provided 
to them by science, the economy, and political administrations. 
Architects accustomed to unsustainable practices, rooted at every level in competition and driven •	
by a desire for career success, need to restructure themselves and their practices by teaching young 
generations of architects about the values that fundamentally sustain our spiritual and physical 
existence such as honesty, solidarity, and respect for everybody and all elements of planetary 
ecology.
The role of the “green” architect is to create space where people will rebuild their social links and •	
local identities and enjoy the collective cooperation of taking care of their environment. As well, 
such space will inspire people to learn how to create economically and politically self sustaining 
communities dependent upon local resources, to be able to proactively defend themselves and their 
environment against economically and politically powerful structures.

Hopefully, within the “green” practice process people will become open to more ecological value priorities, 
and recognize the aspects of life that fundamentally sustain their physical and spiritual existence through the 
rediscovery of the interconnectedness of the planetary processes. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Combining synergy, self-sustainment, modular living and advanced 
electronic systems in a customizable and adaptive package seem to be 
a logical step towards the goal of lessening the human impact on the 
environment. The exaggerated use of water, energy and other resources 
continue until this day, despite the fact that the world is running out of 
resources. Alternative energy and water resources are widely researched 
in hope of providing self-sufficiency in scales of single houses up to 
communities, but are still limited to demographical, economical, technical 
and social factors which vary globally. In this paper we present the 
conceptual idea of a pre-fabricated, self-sustaining, interchangeable and 
standardized platform, which is situated beneath a modular home, a so-
called mainboard- inspired one, by the principle of computing, which houses 
and electronically controls all water installments and energy components 
needed for a household. The system is conceptuated in a way that allows 
multiple mainboard platforms to interact and interconnect with each other 
in order to form a synergetic relationship between a mainboard cluster and 
it’s individual components. Furthermore, this paper discusses the subject 
of Intelligent Energy Environment/Networks, where the Mainboard cluster 
is seen as an “artificial organism” that is able to undergo a constant 
evolutionary transformation in order to learn, adapt and redesign itself 
to be able to enhance the synergetic relationship in the mainboard cluster. 
Finally we study the scenario of rapid Mainboard deployment, a fast and 
efficient way to found scalable communities.Conference Topic: Integration 
Issues (economy, society and environment)

Keywords:Mainboard Design: Embedded Systems, Energy Communities, 
Modularization, Mass Customization.
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

1.1 Background and Purpose 

Modular housing has been proven to be a very cost efficient way of construction, but it has yet to convince 
of a overall efficiency. A generic design and a focus only on cost efficiency and individual housing projects have 
strained modular housing from becoming a truly successful way of living in many parts of the world. A modular 
home needs to be more than just four walls, it needs to be an intelligent and, particularly, energy efficient home 
with a life cycle equal to that of a conventional home. In addition, it architecturally needs to be at least equal 
to a standard home. The challenge of constructing such a modular home lies not only in the technological 
device incorporation, but also in creating an energy efficient, intelligent, self-sustaining and highly modular 
and scalable solution. Thus we present the concept of a modular and highly compact and customizable energy 
platform (Mainboard), on which various energy relevant subsystems, technologies and appliances of houses 
and condominiums can be installed and interconnected to ensure a continuous energy equation. Those Energy 
platforms are designed as systems, which can easily be integrated into modular Open Building Systems as a 
compact unit. Further, energy platforms distributed over several houses or condominiums can be interconnected 
in order to form cooperating clusters and energy communities.

1.2 Review of Previous Concepts

Concepts for the Modularization and Prefabrication of various construction types as steel, wood and concrete 
for various purposes as Housing, Condominiums and Office have evolved in Europe, Japan and the US (Bock, 
et al. 2009). Modularization and industrialized production of buildings have been developed further especially 
in Japan and have many analogies to automotive production today. They show that a continuous production line 
processing becomes possible by the introduction of a three-dimensional steel frame being used as “chassis”. 
A further important contribution to large-scale industrialized and customized manufacturing of buildings is 
the legendary Toyota Production System and it’s cell/unit prefabrication method (Linner, et al. 2010). The 
changeability of modular buildings through modular infill has been introduced by J. Habraken’s Open Building 
Approach (Habraken, 2000) and has been improved by S. Kendall (Kendall et al., 2000). Approaches for the 
organization and structure of building sub-systems and in-house infrastructure are provided by Fritz Haller’s 
Armilla Installation System (Hovestadt, 1998) and John Habraken’s Matura Infill System (Habraken, 1995). Both 
systems organize and modularize classical building service sub-systems as water-sewage system, ventilation, air 
conditioning, heating and electrical cables. Fritz Haller’s system was designed to systemize and modularize the 
building’s installation systems, support industrialized prefabrication and give the overall building component 
system the potential of rearrangement and/or extension. Various concepts for highly energy-efficient buildings 
have been developed during the last decade. Passive Houses for example are low energy buildings requiring 
less energy for space heating or cooling (Schnieders, 2006). The concept of active houses or surplus energy 
houses (EU, 2009) even goes one step further by introducing houses, which can generate more energy than they 
consume. Further, Intelligent buildings, fully networked homes and a multitude of smart appliances gradually 
enhance the performance of buildings (Linner, et al. 2010). Energy management systems guarantee an intelligent 
real-time control of energy- and consumption-related appliances of a house. Various systems generating energy 
can be interconnected (Torbensen, 2008) and it is possible to record, control and analyze room temperature, air 
circulation and excess heat. Increasingly all energy relevant components of a house (windows, doors, heating, 
photovoltaic, aeration) can be equipped with Microsystems Technology, connected to energy management 
systems and controlled proactively as shown for example by Toyota’s Prototype House PAPI (Shimizu, 2005), 
Panasonic’s  Eco & UD Concept Home and Siemens T-Com House (Siemens, 2006). The idea of Smart Grid 
Technology even extends the smart building approach towards energy control on community or city levels 
(Vittal, 2009). In this paper the outlined concepts of open building modularity, flexible installation systems and 
intelligent building technology are brought together to a new approach. Various modularized energy technologies 
and smart appliances can be installed on an integrating platform offering both physical and digital integration. 
The platform allows a prefabrication of the building’s energy platform and serves as a compact “chassis”, which 
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can be customized to different circumstances and needs. The Platform with all energy technologies, appliances 
and systems installed is an entity which becomes an exchangeable sub-system of a modular building.  In this 
paper we focus on a framework for the energy platform. Specifications for modular buildings, into which this 
platform can be integrated, will be developed in further papers. 

1.3 Study Target and Research Methodology

Our study target is the conceptual idea of a pre-fabricated self-sustaining, interchangeable and standardized 
platform situated beneath a modular home, a so-called Mainboard- inspired by the principle of computing, which 
houses and electronically controls all water installments and energy components needed for a household. The 
system is conceptuated in a way that allows for multiple Mainboard platforms to interact and interconnect with 
each other in order to form a synergetic relationship between a mainboard cluster and its individual components. 
Furthermore the paper discusses the subject of Contionous Energy Transformation where the mainboard cluster 
is seen as an “artificial organism” that is able to undergo a constant evolutionary transformation in order to learn, 
adapt and redesign itself, so that it enhances the synergetic relationship in a network of multiple Mainboards. 
Therefore the paper is structured as following: in Sec. 2 we first define requirements for energy platforms. We 
continue in Sec. 3 with deriving the physical and digital system architecture from the requirements identified. 
Application scope and Deployment strategies are the topic of Sec.4. The paper is concluded in Sec. 5. The 
paper aims at showing the interdependencies of requirements, system architecture, Mainboard communities and 
deployment strategies. Technical aspects will be outlined in detail in further research papers.

2. DEFINITION OF REQIREMENTS FOR ENERGY PLATFORMS

Designing assistive pervasive systems is a multi-dimensional, interdisciplinary challenge. These challenges, 
which are illustrated with examples from current research efforts, have to be considered throughout the complete 
development process.  Further, a multidisciplinary team for research and development is required. During the 
development of the Mainboard platform concept, a main issue was the continuous balancing of the requirements 
of the participating research fields. In this section definitions of requirements for Mainboard platforms are 
presented,which have derived from those research and coordination efforts.

2.1 Standardization and Platform Strategy (Mainboard)

Integrated resource management is based on simple engineering solutions, which are combined to create 
more complex systems to reduce losses and improve resource productivity, but with higher costs and difficult 
maintenance procedures. If the Mainboard could provide a standardized platform like a computer motherboard 
(See Fig 1), plug-in technologies could be rather simple but initiate innovation boost and cost reduction through 
the competition among technology suppliers willing to deliver standardized modules to any region in the 
world.

Fig. 1: Example of a computer Mainboard which allows customization through plug-in and attachable 
dedicated modules. The presented Mainboard Platform provides a standardized platform for the integration of 

various modularized energy technologies and smart appliances to a compact and prefabricated entity.
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2.2 Mass Customization and Prefabrication

User choices are numerous and depend on a multitude of unpredictable factors. For example, a user with high-
economic income in a developing country might prefer a completely decentralized household, while a user with 
low-income in a developed country might prefer to add just a single unit, or vice versa. Thus, user preferences 
lead not only to the choice of technologies, but also to the resource consumption patterns that might vary due to 
family structure, culture, choices and other factors. Thus the difficulty in proposing a decentralized household 
is not a problem of technology, but the problem of user choice and environment. Today industrial production 
of individual products, which is also referred to as “Mass Customization” (Piller, 2008) is increasingly enabled 
in a multitude of industries through new production technologies, self-organizing production processes and 
material flows able to cope with dynamically changing economic environments: just-in-time, just-in-sequence, 
and just-on-demand.

2.3 Embedded Microsystems Technology

Microsystems Technology gradually permeates all possible application fields within buildings. In the future 
this application fields will gradually be interconnected to generate synergies until the whole house becomes 
a distributed and networking system of embedded technologies and cooperating sub-systems able to assist 
multiple use-cases. If all systems and subsystems installed on the Mainboard are equipped with compatible 
micro-systems, the desired functionality could be determined by allowing the platform to operate by an artificial 
control system providing mandatory or voluntary resource conservation and/or reuse patterns depending on 
demography and use of sources.

2.4 Compatibility of Plug-In Systems

Different middleware systems, such as GAIA (Roman et al., 2002) and MundoCore (Aitenbichler et 
al., 2007) have been proposed and used in the relatively young research field of pervasive and ubiquitous 
computing. The challenges of distributed multimodal information processing connecting heterogeneous input 
and output technologies have very different demands towards middleware systems. Unfortunately, reuse and 
finally development in our domain is usually limited to the initial developers of a respective middleware and 
no community yet evolved to pursue the ambitious goal of a unified middleware. Existing systems, therefore, 
have not been designed to have a long life cycle and to allow future inclusion of demands and upcoming 
technologies. We, therefore, consider the middleware as an extremely important issue towards deployable and 
working systems. Later on it is described how we hope to have successfully have tackled this issue.

2.5 “ImmoBots” and Real-time energy equalization 

Environments enriched with “sensor” and “actor” systems given certain autonomy and able to control their 
complex internal functions are considered as “ImmoBots”: Immobile Robots (Roush, 2003). In general, those 
systems can cover networked building energy systems as well as power grids or reconfigurable traffic systems 
(McCandless, 2006). Further systems as photocopiers able to coordinate a multitude of internal subsystems with 
a model based programming approaches or whole cities equipped with smart subsystems can be called “Immobile 
Robots”. If multiple Mainboards are applied in a community, the communication between these modules could 
provide a switch from known one-directional resource flow into a multidirectional decentralized supply network 
controlled by “Immobile Robots”. Here, the capability of Mainboard networks to recognize attached system 
components is necessary to calculate real-time energy equalization due to the needs of community.

3. SYSTEM ARCITECTURE OF NETWORKS AND MAINBOARDS

In this section we present basic principles and guidelines for the design of the system architecture of Networks 
of Mainboard platforms and single Mainboard Platforms. The system architecture was developed in a top down 
approach going from the system architecture of the network down to the system architecture of Mainboards.
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3.1 System Architecture of the Network

The Mainboard approach enables smart customization through dynamical technology integration and 
easy and fast configuration by a network of Embedded Systems. This principle could be transferred from a 
single Mainboard to a cluster of Mainboards. As these clusters set up a flexible, intelligent, cross-linked living 
environment, they could react as one adaptable organism to changing needs and occurring situations, the 
distributed system could re-configure automatically based on action patterns and probabilistic assumptions. If 
necessary, new appliances, plug-ins or subsystems could be installed on single Mainboards and thus contribute 
to the whole network.

3.1.1 Multilevel Network Integration

When constructing a network cluster, two networks are to keep in mind. The technical and  the social 
network. It is essential that the position of the modular homes i.e. Mainboards is optimal for both flawless 
energy/data transfer and social contact. It is well known that energy- and data has its maximum transfer rate 
on linear paths and that the distance travelled has an impact on the transfer rate in proportion with energy loss. 
Positioning the Mainboard modules in a close linear pattern would not only maximize the network transfer rate 
but also advocate the communal social activities in turning away from traditional individual housing. 

a) Social Network: Terraced housing has long been proven a success in countries like the Netherlands, 
British Isles and Scandinavia. Due to the cost-efficiency ratio and high level of pre-fabrication and not to 
mention the small plot size needed to erect a house they continue being built. This concept suits the general 
concept of a Mainboard housing cluster in its constructive linearity and height i.e. multiple floors. The social 
aspects of a terraced house are already well known and risks of disapproval would be at a minimum depending 
on the architectural design. (See Fig. 2)

b) Technical Network: The purpose of a technical network is the sharing of resources. The mainboard is 
conceived to sharing not only software but also hardware. E.g., each household has different energy needs 
during a day. The inhabitants of household A might be at work while the inhabitants of household B are at 
home with 60% of all electrical devices turned on. The AET (Active Environmental Transformation) system 
(detailed in Sec. 4) of the connected mainboards recognizes the energy deficit of household B and the surplus 
of household A and automatically channels the energy produced by mainboard B to mainboard A. With added 
households/modular units, this organized “work sharing” becomes more efficient. The energy production/usage 
would eventually even out or have an energy surplus. Another advantage of such networking is that in case of 
device failures and maintenance the workload of both software and hardware can be distributed throughout the 
entire system by usage of a central cluster network switch. This system is based upon the concept of a RAID 
(Redundant Array of Independent Disks) system and its work sharing environment, which presents the system 
with a faster and more secure transfer rate. 

3.1.2 Self-sufficiency vs. Networks

The mainboard is not only an individual module with a lot of capabilities, but also a module with the capability 
of “intelligent integration” to other modular units and mainboards. This integration allows “networking” 
between several modules and the possibility of forming a large network of units capable of self-sustainment, 
where the degree of self-sufficiency is proportional to the number of mainboard modules in a cluster (See Fig.2). 
The concept of self-sufficient networking is continued throughout the mainboard, reaching from the micro to 
the macro scale. (See Fig. 3)
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Fig.2: Degree of self-sufficiency vs. Number of Mainboards / Fig.3: Energy calculation  

3.1.3 Decentralized and multidirectional energy flow

The general idea of interconnected Mainboard platforms is to reverse the main direction of energy flow. 
Conventional infrastructure is based on centralized organization and one-directional supply with energy, water 
and sometimes steam. The end users are more or less dependent on the supply. The amount of energy produced 
and provided is in general more based on average calculation than on real–time-processing. With Networked 
Mainboard platforms every single unit represents a potential “part-time power plant“ having the ability to 
independent resource generation. In contrary to its conventional counterpart it is non-exclusively providing 
connection-standards for existing infrastructure and small local bio-power plants, which can be added as modular 
components. The energy generated by a single Mainboard and other added systems is distributed through 
intelligent and self-learning cluster controllers by best performance principles always aware of the amount and 
availability of resources in all systems and subsystems. Interconnected Mainboard platforms outline the path 
from centralized and one- directional infrastructure to decentralized and multi-directional energy equation.

   
Fig.4: Networks of Multiple Mainboards - Conventional infrastructure: centralized and one- 
directional (left side); Mainboard Network: decentralized and multi directional (right side)

3.2 System Architecture of the Mainboard
To be fully functional in the in Sec. 2 defined way, the mainboard stands underneath the modular housing in a 
rectangular framing system with the longer sides facing the other mainboards in the cluster. This allows greater 
connection-surfaces and less data transfer distance between all mainboard units. A modular based assembly and 
bodywork creates a structural composition that renders the Mainboard safe for future component changes or 
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expansions. Furthermore, the Mainboard can be completely exchanged in case of total malfunction or system 
change without the tearing down of the living module. The Mainboard itself is divided into five main parts (see 
Fig.5). The positioning of the four outer parts facilitates in case of any future system changes and heightens the 
data/energy transfer within the board due to the parallel arrangement and the homogenous space availability. 
Subcomponents are placed due to degree of interchangeability and usage. E.g., the part being in charge of all 
liquids is easily accessed from the outside, since grey water and filters need regular maintenance or exchange. 
All hardware on the board is exchangeable in order to keep the board flexible and compatible with future 
needs.

3.2.1 Hardware
The Mainboard system is a conglomerate of autonomous waste, water and other subsystems all controlled by 
a centralized ECU (Electronic Control Unit) based on the automotive industry, the most important part of the 
system and considered to be the brain of the mainboard. The ECU stores and controls all data on the board and is 
in charge of the dataflow between other mainboards and is accessible from inside the modular house in order to 
facilitate a possible software upgrade or maintenance. All other Hardware components inserted in the four outer 
parts are dependable on the user, technological, demographical, economical and social factor which vary around 
the globe. The concept is to have a modular basic package that can be expanded or exchanged depending on 
the previously dictated characteristics with a focus on an optimal synergetic relationship between the individual 
boards. The inserted components should complement any optional exterior energy source.  Once assembled, the 
Mainboard would recognize the components installed and immediately connect to the surrounding Mainboard 
system thereby changing into a “work-sharing” environment. 

 
                      

Fig.5 Modularity and Mainboard Hardware Concept The Mainboard itself is divided into five main parts 
and subcomponents are placed in order of degree of interchangeability and usage

3.2.2 Software
In a cluster of Mainboards it is likely that a single Mainboard temporarily generates a surplus of energy or 
resources that cannot be effectively used meanwhile other Mainboards at the same time need more energy than 
their treatment plug-ins or their batteries can generate. Due to habits, profiles and action patterns of Mainboard 
inhabitants, Mainboards are generally in different states concerning energy and resource consumption (see 
Fig.6). So for example it is possible that two Mainboards have a surplus of energy meanwhile another in the 
same cluster needs energy urgently. Before the energy is then taken from outside supply resources the cluster 
controller first checks the possibility of energy equation within the cluster. If this is – however- not possible the 
problem will be handed over to the next higher cluster level and the controller there tries to ensure the energy 
supply from within the system by driven by superordinate PDE Algorithm and best performance principle.
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Fig.6: Network Organization and Energy Equalization Concept based on AET (Active Environmental 
Transformation) and  RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) / Fig.7: Scheme of Energy Equation and 

Energy Transformation in a Mainboard Community
Since the system is a networking system, all functions would be accessible from a terminal located inside each 
modular housing component. As administrator one could update all components whilst logged on to the individual 
mainboard or all mainboards in the network from each terminal logged on to the network. Each household 
member would be able to control the components applicable to the household needs and simultaneously have 
access to energy status, statistics, usage, etc. The goal of the network software is to have as much information as 
possible whilst as administrator is able to make routine checkups for the whole mainboard cluster. 

3.2.3 Middleware
By treating Mainboards integrated with various sensing and actuation components as ImmoBots, we took the 
view of a robotic systems developer on distributed heterogeneous communicating pervasive computing systems. 
Following an interdisciplinary approach, we investigated the current state of the art of distributed sensing 
and actuation. The successful transfer and application of a robotics middleware Player (Collet, et al.2005) 
in the domain of pervasive computing has been already been shown (Kranz et al., 2007).  The Player has 
been the de-facto standard and has been jointly developed for more than 10 years by the robotics community 
and reached a maturity far beyond other systems in pervasive computing. The successor middleware, ROS 
(Robot Operating System) (Quigley et al. 2009), is downward compatible w.r.t. existing drivers and includes 
many modern concepts of distributed architectures. This includes decentralized peer-to-peer network concepts, 
publish-subscribe information distribution or bi-directional services between components. The middleware not 
only allows inclusion of sensing and actuation systems, but also to visualize and simulate, both the information 
flow and the physical space, using e.g. OGRE (OpenSource 3D Graphics Engine) and ODE (Open Dynamics 
Engine) open source engines. This allows designing 3D objects in a CAD style manner.

3.3 Strategies for Continuous Energy Transformation
Based on the active control of all actuators and applications, the whole community built on the Mainboard 
concept could be seen as an “artificial organism” that transforms to keep the generated and consumed energy 
streams in a steady fluency. This means that house could transform its purpose over day by manipulating the 
actuators, which switches the Mainboard function over day and year due to source availability and individual 
needs. In order to counterbalance production and consumption in a Mainboard community, we propose three 
basic strategies, as shown in Fig.7.
- Instant Equation: As a preliminary process of energy equation in the Mainboard, the controller routes 
subsystems and applications to archive a high ratio directly interconnected energy counterbalance.
- Metabolistic Delay: Due to heights of consumption and production occurring in the Mainboard a constant 
100% Instant Equation will not be possible. Therefore the controller manages energy conversion to be delayed 
over time. 
- Turbo Intervention: Sometimes unexpected patterns or actions of modular home inhabitants are likely to 
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cause sudden height of energy generated or consumed, which could boost the energy of the “Turbo Intervention 
System”, that is an insurance against a sudden stand-still of the real time processing energy equation.

4. PERFORMANCE AND DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES

4.1 Integration of Mainboards into Modular and Open Building Systems
Prefabrication: The mainboard is a completely pre-fabricated system. Each mainboard would be constructed 
to fit the region or city it would be sent to. E.g., in the northwestern part of Europe there is an abundance of 
wind. So each system would be provided with a kit that could channel the harvested wind energy. This would 
also work for photovoltaic elements in sunny regions and so on. This kind of construction of the mainboard 
allows future energy systems to be used and energy channeled, meaning the system is not bound to current 
technologies. The design of the mainboard also plays a role in transportation. The prefabricated elements can be 
shipped in parts and easily set up on site or the complete mainboard could be shipped as a whole. 
Adaptability and Scalability: The modular architecture of the Mainboard Platform and the Middleware system 
allow the unrestricted scalability of the system from a single Mainboard unit up to huge and highly efficient 
Mainboard networks.  Due to the system architecture outlined in section 3, and due to its customer related 
modularity, the Mainboard platform enables industrialized components production and supply networks offering 
customized solutions. Three levels on which the system could be customized to local habits, energy situations 
and individual needs: a) the mainboard itself; b) the components and subsystems added or installed on the 
Mainboard; c) Mainboard Network and Community Level.
Maintenance and Serviceability: The maintenance concept concurs to the one of modern race cars. Modern race 
cars are all pieced together upon a solid framework “cockpit” that holds the pilot and all onboard instruments. 
All pieces of the car that are changed frequently are easily accessed and the parts that are not changed very 
often are closer to the core i.e. pilot since they require more time to change. The mainboard is constructed the 
same way to occur quickly and efficiently. Since the mainboard is viewed upon as a permanent structure and 
not a temporarily one, it is essential that all parts are exchangeable into future formats, i.e. technologies. The 
mainboard is for future formats conceived in the way that it has different exchange layers like that of the racecar. 
It can be completely changed and replaced as a whole or partially changed. The procedure would be like that of 
changing the under carriage of modern electrical car.

4.2 Concepts for a rapid deployment of Mainboard-based Communities
Due to the nature of the pre-fabricated compact construction of the Mainboard, the possibility persists of using 
the Mainboard for purposes of rapid deployment. A rapid assembly concept and a light weight construction 
render the Mainboard a real alternative to traditional deployment methods. The scenario and demography would 
dictate the way of insertion. One scenario could be the founding of a research community in an arid region, 
where the absence of resources is a major factor. Because of the compactness of the Mainboard and the ability 
to be stacked, it could easily be deployed from a ship (see Fig.8). The researchers would within a reasonable 
amount of time have a well-functioning Mainboard community that, depending on the number of Mainboards, 
could be self-sufficient. Also the Mainboard cluster would be an environmentally conscious alternative to the 
research units implemented in recent areas and would have the advantage of future technology implementation 
with a long life cycle.
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Fig.8: Rapid Mainboard Deployment through Prefabrication on a converted aircraft carrier ship

5. CONCLUSION
 
The mainboard system would be a logical alternative to traditional housing concerning efficiency, self-
sustainment, design and flexibility. Small colonies could easily be erected and quickly be completely self-
sufficient in energy and water (depending on precipitation of the region). Due to prefabrication, adjustability 
and a fairly low production cost, the mainboard system could also be an alternate option for lower income 
families. The key to the mainboard system is the number of mainboards in a network. The larger the network, 
the more self-sufficient the mainboard cluster is. In conclusion, since the mainboard system is prepared for 
future technologies thought its prefabricated technical design with all parts being exchangeable, the life cycle of 
the mainboard would but supersede that of traditional housing and in turn be self-sufficient. In further research 
papers the system architecture will be described in detail according to the concept outlined in this paper. Also 
the prototypic system validation conducted through a implementation on the open source Arduino platform will 
be presented in further research documentations.
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ABSTRACT: 

The acoustical design of hotels encompasses a wide variety of issues 
including control of exterior noise, control of noise from plumbing, HVAC 
and elevators, sound isolation between guestrooms, isolation of music 
from entertainment areas, room acoustics of ballrooms and meeting rooms 
and effective design of movable walls. Many of these issues are equally 
important.

The design of a Five Star hotel facility encompasses a variety of technical 
design Problems. On the same hand, the design of a lower standard hotel 
two Star or Three Star hotels has many dilemmas of its own. The ability of 
an acoustical consultant, as an integral part of the design team, to allocate 
differences between these types of projects can be the difference between 
a successful hotel project and a failure, according to subjective measures 
and operator’s standards. Different quality hotels require different levels 
of design criteria, proper coordination and timing between trades and 
installations, such as loudspeakers, ceiling coffers, chandeliers, sprinkler 
heads, and ductwork, is also very important for the success of the overall 
project. This paper is discussing techniques and methods to produce 
successful acoustic environment in Hotel spaces, related to the harsh 
constrains of the EGYPTIAN environment, in comparison with quieter 
sound environments found everywhere else. And how to achieve standards 
issued by operators within a feasible framework.

Keywords: ACOUSTICS, MEASUREMENTS, HOTELS
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

So far the acoustics design criteria has not been deeply considered in the design of Hotel environments in 
EGYPT. The lack of awareness of the key role that acoustics plays in the quality of hosting and recreational 
spaces results in poor standards delivered and on long runs annoying environments. Both high background 
noise levels and high reverberance of the rooms create problems with concentration, speech intelligibility and 
communication. As well as problems associated with sound transfer through internal building skins. Acoustical 
discomfort also makes it impossible to relax adequately which is the main concept in Hotel and recreational 
design. The acoustical design must combat the level of noise emitted by busy road in the centre of the city 
especially and overcrowded city like Cairo. In addition to mechanical noise emitted from mechanical systems 
installed in the vicinity of quiet residential zones.

Research has proved that good room acoustics reduces stress level [1–3]. The problem of poor acoustics 
increases in spaces where speech intelligibility is such as meeting rooms, conference spaces and facilities, spaces 
for disabled people. A large number of people have undiagnosed hearing problems which make listening and 
concentrating more difficult in spaces with poor acoustics. Thus good acoustics in hotels should be achieved by 
the complex approach referring to building, environmental and room acoustics. It should ensure the reduction 
of:

•	Exterior	noise	generated	and	caused	mostly	by	traffic,
•	Noise	transfer	by	air	or	building	internal	or	external	skins	from	adjacent	spaces	
•	Background	noise	produced	by	mechanical	 installations	 and	 equipment	of	 the	building	 (mainly	heating,	

ventilating, and air conditioning systems).

The definition of the acoustical parameters as well as their required values is presented in either regulation 
in a form of Laws, or hotel operator standards. In case acoustics standards of spaces are not regulated by the 
technical standards, the inspiration may be taken from foreign guidelines and regulations presented below.

2. SOUND ENVIRONMENT IN HOTELS

Hotels are places for resting, sleeping, meeting and working. The requirement of these applications and 
activities provides the basis for architectural acoustic standards and isolation design in hotels. Liu [4] conducted 
a survey of nearly 20 hotels of different classes in several cities in China. The survey included acoustical 
measurements and interviews of more than 100 users. Liu chose the average (or equivalent) sound level Leq 
and articulation index AI as ratings. The advantage of rating implementing the equivalent sound level is that it 
accounts for various noise sources for different segments of time.

Liu found that a person assessment of the annoyance appears to be closely related to the ratio of the intrusive 
noise level to the ambient noise level, and does not depend only on the absolute level of the intrusive noise 
itself. The approximate relationship between Leq for the daytime and resting or working is found as shown in 
figure1.

a) Nature of sleep

b) Rest or work
Figure1. Approximate relationship between L

eq
 and a) Nature of sleep, b) Rest or work
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Charles P. Lebo et al [5] obtained noise data in 27 restaurants and hotels in San Francisco, the data included 
minimum, peak, and average sound pressure levels, as well as tape recordings. The study concluded that the 
critical background noise level for speech discrimination occurs between 65 and 79 dBA and corresponds with 
a signal-to-noise ratio of 0 dB [6, 7]. When background noise levels exceed this level, it becomes increasingly 
difficult for normal and hearing impaired people to communicate. This again raises the fact that the annoyance 
caused and speech interference depends on the ratio of the intrusive noise to the background noise level.

Looking at new equipments and its impact on acoustic design of hotels was the interest of Stan Roller et al 
[8].	Televisions	with	full	range	stereo	sound,	compact	disc	players	and	powerful,	full−frequency−range	stereos	
have become common in nowadays life.

And the quality of today’s TV sound is quickly becoming comparable to that of the compact disc (low 
background noise, reproduction of total audible frequency range, etc.). These improved systems are also finding 
their way into hotel rooms. As TV sound becomes more sophisticated, it puts greater demands on the sound 
isolation partitions between hotel guest rooms.

The console TV and full range sound system (bass controls set on flat) are 4 or 5 dB louder in this frequency 
range. A full range system with controls set to boost bass will be at least 10 dB louder than the portable mono 
set. Whenever activity is taking place in a hotel room, background noise can be rather high. Sound isolation 
usually is not a problem during these times. The need for high isolation occurs when activities in adjacent rooms 
are radically different. For example, sleeping in one room; loud TV or talking in the adjacent room. In this 
situation, the inactive room must rely on some constant background noise source to mask intrusive noise.

Stan concluded that stereo TV>s will require partition systems with STC ratings of 4 to 5 points higher than 
the partition systems used with the older mono systems to achieve about the same degree of acoustical privacy. 
Reasonable	results	can	be	achieved	with	STC−50	isolation	with	the	portable	mono	TV.	An	STC−54is	required	
for	similar	privacy	from	a	stereo	TV.	Special,	high−performance	designs	are	needed	when	full−frequency−range	
systems are installed in luxury hotels.

3. ACOUSTIC DESIGN INTEGRATION WITH DEVELOPEMNT STAGES:
It is obvious that design strategies and standards are easier to be approached during the conceptual design 

stage. It is better for the architect, builder and ultimately the end user, if the layout and construction details are 
optimized with respect to acoustics considerations at an early stage. It is always easier get it right the first time 
as opposite of fixing a problem later on, not to mention much more cost efficient. 

The first step would be to analysis the proposed layout and the construction of the development with regard 
to acoustic considerations, and to identify potential noise areas. The next step would be to set noise level 
criteria for areas where a low level noise environment is a critical requirement. Spaces to be considered would 
include:

Hotel rooms or apartments, Lobby and lounge areas, Restaurant and cafes, Spa or Leisure facilities, Retail 
areas, and Conference and function rooms.  

As well as taking the noise levels generated within the hotel into consideration, a detailed analysis would be 
conducted to assess the existing background noise level in the vicinity of the development, i.e. traffic noise, 
near industry development, car parks, plant rooms, as well as considering sound transmission between guest 
rooms. 

Having established the noise sources and noise sensitive areas within the development, an analysis of the 
proposed construction elements is then conducted. Building elements to be considered would include floors, 
ceiling, window elements, enclosures for soil stacks, plumping and mechanical services, and door seals.  

The Royal Institute of British Architects RIBA outlined a development plan of work [9] organizing the process 
of managing, and designing building projects and administering building contracts into a number of key work 
stages as outlined in Table1.
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Table1. RIBA outline plan of work
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It is important as stated previously to integrate various professions at the correct timing to ensure getting 
various aspects and dimensions in the development established correctly from the first time. Table 2 summarizes 
various actions to be taken in the acoustic analysis for projects related to the typology of hotel projects. Table 2 
shows as well different stages according to RIBA classification, at which various aspects of acoustical analysis 
to be integrated with other professions.

Table2. Acoustic Analysis integration with RIBA’s outline plan of work

RIBA 
stages

DescriptionEnvironmental 
Acoustics

A, BInternal noise level design criteria 
would be agreed and specified for 
all areas of the development

Internal noise criteria

A, BQuantify the noise level that will 
impact the various residential 
facades and noise sensitive spaces. 
24 hours Noise Measurements 
should be performed in terms of 
percentile levels. The data will 
then be integrated with machinery 
operator’s data sheets, to predict 
levels around the development in 
terms of level contour data.

Environmental Noise 
Survey

A, BIf expected future Noise levels 
from Aircraft volume data will be 
predicted 
•	 Assessment	of	current	
noise levels due to Aircraft Noise 
•	 Future	study	of	Aircraft	
Noise Levels 
•	 Determination	of	STC	
requirements for external building 
fabric

Aircraft Noise survey

A, B•	 24	hour	site	
measurements using high 
sensitivity accelerometer, in 
conjunction with Airborne noise 
measurements.

Site vibration survey
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A, B•	Generated	Traffic	noise	map,	
using the CRTN calculation 
method 
•	Future	Traffic	Noise	predictions	
according to future traffic volumes 
the following data is assumed to 
be provided by city stars. 
o Predicted flow rates and 
percentage ‘HGVs’ prior to 
and after completion of the 
development;
o Road speed limits / predicted 
average speeds;
o Site level data (OS landform 
grid preferable) including 
proposed road and building 
heights;
o Proposed road surfaces within 
the development (including 
texture depth if porous).

Traffic Noise 
assessment

A, BAn outline of the construction 
program along with details of 
the main site operations could be 
provided to the acoustic consultant
•	 The	data	will	be	used	to	
assess the likelihood of nearby 
Bresident complaints. 
•	 In	case	vibration	limits	
need to be set or construction 
method of statement to be 
changed a reassessment to the 
proposed will be performed.

Construction Noise 
Vibration

BProposed plants noise emissions, 
an analysis should be prepared 
to demonstrate the compliance 
with local regulations. Sensitive 
receivers should be allocated and 
Noise mitigation strategies should 
be outlined.

External Plant Noise 
impact assessment

RIBA 
stages

Description
Architectural Acoustics
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C-HBased upon  noise surveys 
data and the agreed internal 
noise criteria, sound reduction 
performance specifications 
would be produced for each 
of the external building fabric 
elements, each building skin will 
be modelled to predict its Rw, and 
STC values.

External building 
Fabrics

C-HA realistic Audio Mock-up will 
be produced based upon digital 
recordings taken on site. The data 
will be then post processed to 
analyse and auralise the effect of 
different building skins and to be 
able to objectively judge for the 
sound reduction performance of 
each design.

Auralisation 
Demonstration

C-HThe internal building fabrics 
separating various spaces in the 
development [walls, and floors] 
should be modelled, to predict the 
sound insulation values in terms 
of Rw, and STC parameters, for 
each frequency.

Internal Building 
Fabric

C-HAnalysis would be undertaken to 
verify that room proportions and 
surface treatments will provide 
an acoustic environment in the 
various occupied areas compatible 
with the area functions.

Room Acoustics

EPlant room Structures
a) Determination of noise 
levels in plant rooms based 
on manufacturers certified 
data or derived from empirical 
calculations;
b) Advice on the required 
thickness and construction of 
plant room walls, slabs, doors and 
builders work shafts, to control 
airborne sound transmission to 
adjacent areas
Fan Noise , Vibration isolation, 
System generated noise, Duct 
borne cross talk, Entry of aircraft 
noise. 

Building Services 
Acoustics
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RIBA 
stages

Description
Commissioning

J-LMeasurement and 
recommendations in terms 
snagging list where appropriate I 
case of non acceptable deviation 
occurs.

Measurements

4. ACOUSTIC DESIGN CRITERIA AND STANDARDS FOR HOTELS

The overall objective of acoustic hotel design standards is to provide acoustic conditions across hotel spaces, 
and to ensure:
•	The	highest	quality	of	rest	and	recuperation	for	visiting	guests
•	Provide	a	feeling	of	world	class	accommodation
All standards designed for hotel noise reduction and limits are to step down the following targets:
•	Internal	ambient	Noise	Level
•	Airborne	sound	insulation	between	spaces	(walls,	and	floors)
•	Impact	sound	insulation	of	floors
•	Reverberation	times	in	various	and	important	spaces

4.1 Ambient Noise Levels
It is important to set up the noise levels design criteria in terms of maximum allowable noise levels for both 

external noise sources and building services noise, some of hotel operators [10] provide these standards to be 
met. Table 3 represents the maximum internal noise levels allowed in a hotel development.

Table3.  Maximum internal Noise Levels.

Services noiseExternal noiseLocation

NR 35dB L
Aeq

 40Public spaces

NR 22dB L
Aeq

, 45 dB L
Amax

 27Guestrooms – nighttime

NR 25dB L
Aeq

 32Guestrooms– daytime

NR 30dB L
Aeq

, 50 dB L
Amax

 35Meeting facility – daytime

NR 40dB L
Aeq

 40Leisure and fitness – daytime

4.2 Sound Insulation 
Sound insulation between spaces is given in terms of a weighted standardized level difference, a single figure 

generated by comparing the DnT with a reference curve. The reference curve is shifted in 1dB steps until the 
sum of adverse deviation of the test curve, compared to the reference curve, is as large as possible, but no 
more than 32.0 dB. The value of the shifted reference curve at 500Hz is taken as the DnT,w. The DnT,w is 
a figure related to site performance  as it takes into account other factors such as flanking transmission, and 
should not be confused with the STC, or Rw figures which are sound insulation figures normally obtained in 
a laboratory environment, and represent only the sound insulation for the tested sample. The procedure for 
measuring airborne sound insulation in the field is given is ISO 14011] 4:1998-]. The procedure for calculating 
the overall value is given in ISO 71712] 1997 :1-]. The DnT is calculated using the following equation, where 
T0 is the reference reverberation time.

0
21 log10

T

T
LLDnT −−=
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Table 4 demonstrates a relationship matrix for sound insulation standards between various spaces in a hotel 
development. DnT,w+Ctr  is the same level difference but including an additional correction for the assessment 
of low frequency noise, this figure presence in the table below is an indicator for a probability of low frequency 
noise content to be transferred from one space to another according to activity performed.

Table4.  Airborne sound insulation Matrix

Back of 
house

Bar/ 
Restaurant/ 
Banquet/ 
Leisure
 facility

Meetings/ 
Conference

Public 
areas

Corridor
 (+door)

CorridorGuestroom

55 dB D
nT,w

60 dB D
nT,w

 + C
tr

50 dB D
nT,w

 + C
tr

50 dB D
nT,w

40 dB 
DnT,w

50 dB D
nT,w

50 dB D
nT,w

 
+ C

tr

Guestroom

50 dB 
DnT,w

60 dB D
nT,w

 + C
tr

50 dB D
nT,w

50 dB D
nT,w

N/aN/a50 dB D
nT,w

Corridor

40 dB 
DnT,w

40 dB D
nT,w

50 dB 
Rw

50 dB 
Rw

N/aN/a40 dB D
nT,w

Corridor
 (+door) 

50 dB 
DnT,w

N/a50 dB D
nT,w

N/a50 dB 
Rw

50 dB D
nT,w

50 dB D
nT,w

Public 
areas

55 dB 
DnT,w

60 dB D
nT,w

 + C
tr

50 dB D
nT,w

 + C
tr

50 dB D
nT,w

50 dB 
Rw

50 dB D
nT,w

50 dB D
nT,w

 + C
tr

Meetings/ 
Conference 

55 dB D
nT,w

60 dB D
nT,w

 + C
tr

60 dB D
nT,w

 
+ C

tr

N/a40 dB D
nT,w

60 dB D
nT,w

 + C
tr

60 dB D
nT,w

 + C
tr

Bar/ 
Restaurant/ 
Banquet/ 
Leisure 
facility

N/a55 dB D
nT,w

55 dB D
nT,w

50 dB D
nT,w

40 dB D
nT,w

50 dB D
nT,w

55 dB D
nT,w

Back of 
house

4.3 Reverberation time
RT reverberation time value is a key descriptor for a feeling of ambience. The RT quantifies how sound decays 

in a space, high values affect the speech intelligibility, thus it is a key characteristic descriptor for the impact 
of the surrounding materials in a specified space, specially where speech and communication is the activity. 
Operators tend to strict the RT values for Conference rooms and leisure facilities to be less than 1second in any 
single frequency octave band in the frequency range 500 to 4,000 Hz. In corridors the RT should not exceed 0.7 
seconds, and 1.7 seconds in atria and reception areas.

5. Acoustic problems in hotels associated with coordination issues
Acoustic problems in hotels associated with bad coordination [i.e. not integrating the acoustical assessment for 

spaces in correct project development stage], is in most cases difficult to resolve. The actions to be taken at this 
time dimension are always unavoidable and costly, especially when hotels in most cases are integrated in dense 
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urban textures, or a part of a business or commercial complex. At this stage some problems will be outlines, 
assessment parameters and measures will be analyzed and mitigation strategies will be discusses.

 
5.1   External Noise problems

In most cases in greater Cairo, hotels are chosen to be placed in the dense urban texture. The traffic flow rates 
and percentage of heavy vehicles exceed level allowance for hotel development listed in the local legislations 
(Environmental law No413] 1994-]).  Assessing the suitability of a site for a noise sensitive development should 
be performed, the prevailing free-field noise levels are either measured or calculated, and the site is rated with 
reference to four Noise Exposure Categories [NECs], as follows [14]:-

• A -Noise need not be considered a determining factor
• B-Planning Authorities should increasingly take noise into account and require noise control measures,
• C–Planning permission should not be given, unless there are other important factors, such as a lack of better 

alternative sites.
• D-Planning permission should normally be refused.

In most case this procedure is not considered, in this example high intrusive external noise levels were 
monitored in a hotel in greater Cairo. The number of complaints from external noise was increasing on an 
annual basis. Internal noise measurements were performed to assess the likelihood of complaints.    

A site visit was arranged to assess acoustical sound insulation associated with residential towers. It was decided 
to measure internal noise inside Guest rooms at the 10th floor, and at the 15th floor, this will indicate if levels are 
around the same. Measurements were conducted at seven positions as indicated in figure 1. The measurements 
were conducted according to BS 4142 [15], to assess the L

Aeq
 Values of the Internal Noise inside guest rooms. 

According to the NC standards Noise Criteria values should perform under category [Bedrooms, sleeping 
quarters, hospitals, Apartments, hotels and motels]. In theses spaces NC should be within a range of NC-25 to 
NC-35.

Figure1.  Sound level measurement positions 

Table5.  LAeq results inside guestrooms.

15th FloorLocation

39.7 dBAPosition 1

48.4 dBAPosition 2

43.1 dBAPosition 3

43.4 dBAPosition 4
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44.3 dBAPosition 5

45.4 dBAPosition 6

39.9 dBAPosition 7

According to Hotel Operator Requirement the noise levels inside Guest rooms must not exceed 32 dBA-
daytime.  Levels recorded at 7 out of 7 internal points exceed the acceptable limits, however external noise is 
within ranges of 60 dBA and more, the double glazing installed is not providing adequate sound insulation.

5.1.1   External Mechanical Noise 

A mitigation strategy is to allocate and assess external noise sources that might cause high noise levels. Looking 
at the site around the residential tower, mechanical noise from a boiler located at the roof of a commercial 
complex is causing high steady noise levels. A site visit was organized same equipments were used to study 
the characteristics of the noise emitted from the boiler unit. Once arrived on site objectively it was obvious 
that the noise emitted was from the extract fan shown in picture adjacent to the boiler, the boiler itself did 
not emit sufficient sound energy. Measurements using the Sound Level Meter recorded the following Sound 
characteristics as shown in Table6, and figure2.   

Table6.  Mechanical Noise measurement .

MeasurementsSound Indices

81.5 dB(A)L
Aeq

85.7 dB(A)L
max

80.1 dB(A)L
min

Figure2.  Extract fan radiating most of sound energy

Absorptive noise control Enclosure as shown in figure3 will provide maximum noise reduction with an aperture 
to allow ventilation. The noise enclosure system should be large to house the exhaust fan and the ductwork and 
twin motors, as well as the rotator belts. The enclosure is proposed to be constructed of galvanized steel painted 
in a weather resistant polyester powder coating. It is recommended that the enclosure to circumference totally 
the noise source. The Noise enclosure must be lined from the inside with 12cm thick rock wool cladding with 
72Kg/m3 minimum density, lined with permissible textile, and spacers for fixation.
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Figure3.  Sound enclosure recommended with exhaust opening

The motion of the air in the ducts will generate noise at any branch, bend, or obstruction in the air path. If the 
air velocities are adequately low, the amount of noise generated will also be low. Air velocities in the ductwork 
therefore, must not exceed 1000 fpm. The transition length will have a direct impact on the turbulence generated 
within the duct work; the more gradual the transition, the less aerodynamic turbulence will be generated. Duct 
transitions should have a maximum slope of 1:6. Resilient mounts or pads should be installed for the duct 
supporting structure.

Figure4.  Resilient mounts for the fan, as well as correct duct aspect ratios

5.1.2 Traffic Noise 

Another set of measurements was performed, from the street side on the 10th floor. Measurements were 
conducted for two periods, namely at 9.30 and at 19.45 as external noise levels are assumed subjectively to be 
higher at evening periods, due to high traffic volumes generated around the hotel district. Sound levels were 
measured with an A-weighted filter sampling at 5sec logging. Results were then analyzed in terms of counts and 
cumulative curves to predict percentile levels, for Background Noise and Traffic Noise levels prediction. The 
result analysis for the two set of measurements are shown in the figure5.
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Figure5.  Percentile levels analysis from noise sample measured at the 10th floor

The analysis reveals that background noise levels L90 at both measurement sets are higher than allowed in 
hotel operators’ standards. On the other hand traffic noise represented in L10 percentile descriptor are within a 
10dB difference range, this indicates that issuing speed limits or traffic changes to decrease traffic noise levels 
will not be much effective. And the background levels are a composition of other remotely located sources that 
contribute to the background level built up. Thus a change of the external building skin is proposed. As expenses 
should be kept to the minimum, solutions of changing or altering different window elements was discussed as 
indicated in table7, trying to overcome high costs. The option of changing the whole window profile to house 
other double glazing sections was totally negligible. This lead to the decision to eliminate higher double glazed 
spacing width more that 24mm, which could still be installed in the same widow profiles. This means not to use 
higher widths of triple glazing, and keep options limited to the 24mm thickness.
The following table summarizes actions and mitigation strategies that could be applied along with its limitations; 
it was found that changing the double glazing is most effective practical option.   

Table7. Strategic Noise mitigation

Expected Noise Reduction 
additional [STC]

Interactions-LimitationsNoise mitigation 
objective

up to 13dBMight affect existing profile 
frames, and might not find 
effective gaps [0.5 cm]

Filling gaps with 
Acoustic seals around 
existing double glazing

From 23- dBNot practical, spacers installed 
without filling taps.

Injecting Argon gas
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3 dB per doubling of spacingNeeds to change windows profileIncrease the separation 
between the glass sheets

6dB per doubling of thicknessNeeds to change windows profileIncreasing the thickness 
of the glass sheets.

34- dB reduction30% difference in thickness 
is desirable. Needs to change 
windows profile

Mixing thickness of 
Glass sheets.

Expected external noise reduction 
not less than 16dB for traffic noise

High cost compared to other but 
not practical solutions.

Change double glazing

Decision

Expected external noise reduction 
of 16dB for traffic noise

High cost compared to other but 
not practical solutions.

Change double glazing

up to 13dBMight affect existing profile 
frames, and might not find 
effective gaps [0.5 cm]

Filling gaps with 
Acoustic seals around 
existing double glazing

The previous analysis reveals that although other mitigations were proposed the most expensive option of 
changing the double glazing was the most effective, and considering high background noise levels present at 
the site location at earlier stages of the development, might have saved effort and money.

5.1.3   Internal Building Fabrics

As an example for changing and altering internal building fabrics, a lounge in a 5 star hotel was selected. The 
acoustic analysis was again performed at late stages after the internal decoration was finished, and a number 
of complaints were reported. Complaints in a form of bad atmosphere for conversation, high background noise 
levels due to the intrusion of external noise. 
An acoustic computer simulation model for the space was built using computer modeling software to predict the 
reverberation time and check for any discrete reflections. Based on calculations and analysis performed using 
materials recommended by internal decorator, as shown in figure6.   We have specified the sound absorption 
for Room walls and ceilings according to the available data about materials data sheets. The use of absorptive 
materials at effective locations has the following advantage:
•	Reduction	of	slap	echo
•	Lowering	of	noise	levels
•	Suppression	of	room	flexure
•	Elimination	of	standing	waves
•	Reduction	of	near-field	reflections
•	Smoothing	of	frequency	response

dB 
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-18 

-12 

-6 

0ms 150ms 300ms 450ms 600ms 750ms 900ms 1050ms 1200ms 1350ms 1500ms
63Hz 125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 1000Hz 2000Hz 4000Hz 8000Hz 16000Hz

ESTIMATED DECAY Points: 629 (66 Reflections)
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Figure6.  Computer model and ray-tracing analysis

Some change of internal finishes for the interior boundaries of the Room was recommended. These changes are 
applied to the ceiling, the material properties as shown in Figure7. Materials changed from the recommended 
list provided by the interior designer are changing the ceiling tiles, and using appropriate absorptive panels.

a 
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1 00H z 1 k H z 1 0k H z

Sound Absorption Ac oustic T ileSuspended

Figure7.  Absorption coefficient for ceiling tiles

In case the managerial coordination integrated the acoustical consultant at early stages, other mitigation measures might have been 
considered. The lounge consists of a variety of installations that could have been subject of modification without affecting visual aspects 
and conceptual measures the interior decorator might have considered; changing the ceiling element affected the internal visual parameters 
drastically. Other mitigations might have been changing furniture textiles or using different draperies, and many other easier and more 
flexible mitigation strategies    

6. Conclusion

Hotels should be spaces with a high quality feel environment, it is essential that the surrounding acoustic feeling lives up to the expectations 
of the many visitors it would welcome. Part of this meant ensuring that the acoustic consultant is adequately integrated at critical development 
stages, to ensure no complaints and that guests were not disturbed. The role of acoustic consultancy in such a critical development where 
noise is an effective parameter is discussed. The correct stages where the acoustic consultant must integrate and take part in critical 
decisions are determined in terms of the RIBA outline plan. 
Bad coordination always results in problems; these problems are outlined and analyzed in terms of hotel projects concerning acoustics. 
Analyzing the different mitigation strategies of examples concerning unwanted noise sources such as traffic noise, internal mechanical 
noise, etc, as well as bad selection of materials that might affect the acoustical impact of the space. Concluding is that integrating the 
acoustical dimension at correct stages, results in adequate acoustic design without affecting either internal or external aspects of other 
professional specialists, and missing to integrate the acoustical analysis at correct stages results in mitigations that are high in cost and might 
have either influence of the visual aspects of the internal space. 
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ABSTRACT: 

This paper targets a full understanding of the relation between sound and 
architecture, which will be structured through analyzing a healing musical 
frequencies that have effects on brain as we will concentrate through this 
study on the brain waves and how to improve its skills through shapes as 
well as sound does, that would be consequently through transferring the 
healing sounds into  harmonic ratios, which could be used in architecture 
so as to create the same healing effect; and study this  positive  effect after 
being transformed into patterns in human beings health and compare it 
with the effect coming from the healthy  music .This process will be based 
on  two methods; the first one achieved through using the “chladni” shapes 
which have transformed waves and frequency into patterns , and since we 
have frequency for each part of the human body, we can easily use the brain 
waves to test it and see whether it will cause a positive effect on users or 
not.

The Second is a software program to transfer a complicated note with a 
number of frequencies such as Mozart sonata for two pianos which has 
been proved that it has a healing effect on brain and behavior, it has been 
tested on a group of students and resulted in a positive effect as well into 
pattern and shapes to be also tested with the same test,This is all done to 
come up by the end of this paper with a new trend in architecture and new 
design language (the architectural vibrational language)and evaluation 
tool  to evaluate our designs, in order to build healing sustainable places 
and spaces that might be able to create an environment that is healthful and 
sustainable for inhabitants’ mental and physical matter and find out a new 
trend of healing sustainable architecture.

Keywords: Biogeometry shapes- healing- Chaladni shapes- Mozart effect- 
Vibration
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

 Everything is vibrating; from the electrons spinning around the nucleus of an atom and the planets spinning
 around the sun in the galaxy to the chairs we are sitting on. Everything is in motion , and if it is in vibration, it is
 putting out a sound and resonates in specific frequency, including the cells in our body, when these cells vibrate
 harmoniously, we experience health. And since the music and sound are nothing but vibration and the language
 of the universe is all about vibration, and there is nothing in the whole universe that is not moving or making
 sound and resonate in a specific frequency, so we are living in a musical universe and therefore, all geometrical
.shapes and architecture is also considered to be in vibration and resonates in a specific frequency

 ,(Goldman, 1996)

 The sound and the qualitative science are working with the right brain, the part that concerns with holistic
 thoughts   , vibrations and the energy of the space, and which goes now with the world’s interest in saving the
 earth and building in a sustainable way. Where on the other side  the modern man used to make use of his left
 half and forgot about his right half, he became more practical and forgot about energy of the environment and
 in architecture most of the building followed the form instead of following the function, and a lot of trends with
 that concept came out of the blue, but now the contemporary man is coming back to follow the right segment
 not only that but trying to have the balance between them as we can see now the world’s first interest now in
 architecture is  in sustainability and how to save the earth and consider the outer environment in the design,
 so that we all have to help in flourishing this balance and trend in order to have a sustainable architecture and
 .sustainable life

 Also , the impact of geometrical shapes on human energy systems has always been universally recognized. This
 awareness is gradually disappearing; as some of our modern approach in architecture –buildings specifically-
 nowadays is not derived from users’ needs and does not adapt with the outer environment, which does not make
 it sustainable or healthy. Examples for failure and death of some modern buildings are countless in the last few
.decades

(Joyner,1997) ( Karim,2009)

 The paper will be concentrating on the brain segments and waves as we are going to transform the sound waves
 that heal the brain and affect on its functions into patterns and forms, as it is found that music improves one’s
 memory, as the silence between two musical notes triggers the brain cells and neurons, which are responsible
 .for the development of sharp memory

(Graziano AB, Peterson M, Shaw GL.,1999)

 And that’s in order to be used in architecture living spaces whether on the macro level or the micro level, so as
 to enhance the modern architecture spaces and make it sustainable healing spaces as much as we can, in order
 to have a better quality of life. As shown in figure 1, this will be proved through a critical study tackling the
 relation between sound with vision, sound with healing, and finally vision with healing. In order to come up at
.the end with a language telling us how to make use of theses shapes in architecture
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Figure 1 the main parts of the research

Part one: the interrelation between sound and vision:

According to Levitin ,when humans listen to music, the brains are «engaged in an enormously complex 
computational task,» He thinks that when molecules first hit our eardrums, they carry no inherent pitch, yet 
oscillate at a specified rate. When the brain measures the oscillation, it interprets it, and then constructs a 
frequency based on that rate. This process is similar to how humans see, as light waves carry no color, yet brains 
can construct color and shapes by measuring the frequency of the waves.

(Mortensen,2010)

We can convert quantity into quality and sounds into ratios ,as the monochord where the mathematical ratio is 
converted into a qualitative sound wave note, as it converts mathematics into sound which makes the numbers 
alive. Hence, quantity is based on mathematics, and if mathematics is based on the quality of sound, why do we 
believe that quantity is scientific measured and quality is not? 

.(Karim,2009)

Therefore, we can transfer the quantity into quality and vice versa, and then control its quality, forming it 
and change its effect according to our needs, based on what we mentioned above. And that’s what Meyl and 
Devreaux have proved and demonstrated about shaping the sound wave.

This can help us in the transforming phase of the waves and frequencies into patterns and forms to be used in 
architecture, according to the purpose of the architectural buildings, but later on in this research. 

Shaping the sound waves:

According to Meyl and Devreaux , Shapes of objects have a forming effect on sound and can stop it, reflect it 
or give it additional qualities. Longitudinal waves and other sound waves are affected and formed by shapes as 
shown in figure (2).

Consequently, by shaping a wave on any level to achieve a proper proportion we change its angle so as to 
change the quality of its effect on the environment, and exchange the negative quality into positive healing one, 
as the quality of waves depends on their angle as shown in figure (3). Exactly as if we put a triangular island in 
the middle of water flow, we will find out that the shape of the flow and waves changed according to the shape 
of the island. 
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                  Figure 2 Shaping the sound wave              Figure 3 The quality of sound wave changes

                                                                           when changing its angle

Based on the past two theories, we can say that we obtained the relation between the sound (quality) and 
vision (quantity), and we triggered the fact that they are two faces of the same coin, Bearing in mind that we can 
control the quality of the sound frequency and their oscillating according to our needs. So we can now say that 
we are able to transform any of them into the other. And transferring each one affects the other. This can take us 
to the second part, which demonstrates the healing effect in both sound and shapes, and that how we can make 
use of the relation between them in transferring this effect of one into the other.

Part two: The interrelation between healing and Shapes (vision)

Healing by Forms and Patterns:

The main target of healing by forms and patterns and all the experiments that have been conducted in this field, 
is to illustrate the effect of shapes on health and to find out a new way and approach so to make use of the hidden 
powers in the shapes as they can balance the body energies on different levels, they have positive effects usually 
felt on the emotional, mental, spiritual and the physical level, as well. They have been found to be effective over 
a very broad range, including the protection against harmful radiation emanating from the earth and different 
types of man-made pollution.

(Karim,1997)

Here are some projects and studies of healing by shapes from micro scale of healing icons, accessories shapes 
and elements of furniture in the interior spaces, up to the macro scale of urban projects, like the miracle of 
Hemberg in Switzerland, as we will see in this research.

Biosignature healing shapes:

“Linear diagrams tracing and corresponding to the functional paths of subtle energy flow within the organs of 
the human body to restore proper flow and energy balancing through resonance. This results in a positive effect 
on biological functions, either preventative or healing, and protection from environmental energy disturbances. 
The diagrams are activated by the body>s peripheral energy field, which is channeled through the linear 
diagrams, and enters into resonance with the functions of the organs they correspond to. The energy balancing 
effect and restoration of proper energy flow within the organs can be introduced by the diagrams either by 
proximity to the human body, or by superimposing on a radiating energy source that reaches the biological 
system.” (Ibrahim Karim ,1997), as shown in figure 4 and 5.
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Figure 4 Biosignature pattern                                                Figure 5 Biosignature patterns

           for the heart

Healing chair 

Dr. el Sawy, has invented a healing chair as shown in figure 6. Based on the rules of Biogeometry’s healing 
lambdomas; which are tables designed to adapt with different uses. As any number of this lambdoma can be used 
as a function to which all other dimensions are then related. The base unit in the table which can incorporate an 
important dimension also can be set to any dimension, resulting in a greater flexibility of use. With the help of 
Etascan device, which works on the frequencies of the body’s organs, it measures the improvement in health 
before and after testing, according to a scale starting from 1 which is the worst case up to 6 the best case, where 
its results shown in figure (7), with the theory of Frequency of organs.

Figure 6 The healing chair

Figure 7 The difference before using the chair and after using it
(seminar of Biogeomrtry course by el Sawy,2009)
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This could be used in architecture in the interior and exterior design. Regarding interior design, the ratios and 
dimensions of furnishing elements inside the spaces can be related to the other dimensions according to the 
healing Biogeometry lambdoma’s numbers as shown in figure (8). Also in other design of the furniture itself, 
like the previous chair as we referred at before. As for the exterior in the urban design field, we can use the 
Biogeometry lamdoma when designing a new compound or town by making the ratios of the buildings to each 
other follow the lambdoma’s healing numbers. So, by speaking on the urban scale and biogeometry lambdoma, 
this takes us to the Hemberg project; the project that was documented by Swiss TV Channel 1 (SF1), and the 
documentary aired on prime-time TV in Switzerland showing how BioGeometry was successful in eliminating 
the ailments of electro-sensitivity. Among a number of other health conditions that it remedied, as well as 
positively impacting the overall ecology of the area

(Karim, 1997)

Figure 8 Biogeometrys Lambdoma

Miracle of Hemberg

Ten years ago in Hemberg town, a pilot project under the patronage of the Swiss Mediation Authority for 
Mobile Communication and Environment (MAMCE), and in collaboration with leading governmental telecom 
provider Swisscoman. With the help of the science of Biogeometry implemented energy-quality shapes 
balancing to remedy ailments of electro-sensitivity in the rural town of Hemberg, after erecting 80 meter high 
multi-function cellular tower near the residential houses and stables, resulting in a fight for survival.

(Joyner,1997)

This shows us how shapes have an impact on the human life and health. And that it can be remedy like the 
medicine and better than it, based on that project which has been validated by the government of Switzerland 
like we mentioned earlier. This is on the small scale. What if we used that in architecture by shaping our masses 
with these healing ratios and rules? this will make us live a sustainable life as same as Hemberg town.

This project works on the macro scale, or, as if to be said, urban wise, and neither this project nor the first two 
were living spaces to live in or use them, so the research required other examples for shapes that give the healing 
effect by living, moving and using it. Shapes that cause improvement in health after staying in them. This leads 
us to the next case study, Nagy’s experiment, which tested the effect of shapes on rat’s health.
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Nagy’s experiment:

In three months duration, Dr. Gehan Nagy has finished an experiment in her PhD at Ain Shams University, with 
the purpose of studying the effect of shapes on the physical and behavioral aspects of the human body, but on 
rats. The experiment included testing five geometrical shapes, which are square, circle, triangular, pentangular 
and hexangular, under the same circumstances, bearing in mind that the height of the shapes was fixed.

After twelve weeks, blood samples were collected after decapitation was analyzed for: laboratory assessment 
of serum and for total blood picture. In addition to testing the behavior and IQ of the rats by forcing the rats 
to go through the plus maze ,to test their IQ and behavior. The results of this experiment assured the fact that 
the geometrical shapes have a positive effect on health and the physical state. And that some particular shapes 
are better than the others. The best shape was the hexangular shape ,which has been proved that it is the best 
healing effect of the other five shapes in enhancing the health and improving the behavior. Thus, to sum up the 
experiment, we can say that the difference in shapes affects the behavior and the physical health, so that we have 
to keep in mind that shapes have a huge effect on our health, so we have to consider that in our designs.

(Nagy,2007)

Based on Nagy’s and Sawy’s experiments, we can come up with this important conclusion:

That healing by shapes is a fact now whether on the macro or micro scale, as we have seen in the past 
three case studies. But on the other hand, we have to make use of the alternative medicine of this age, the 
sound(Goldman,2004), especially with the relation between it and the vision, as we will be listing the healing 
by sound in order to show its effect on health as well sand if we can transfer that effect into forms to be used in 
architecture .

Part three: the interrelation between healing and sound:

Healing by sound and vibrations:

Since everything in the universe is in a state of vibration as we previously mentioned, including the cells in 
our body, when these cells vibrate harmoniously we experience health and that is for every organ, every bone, 
every tissue and every system in our body. Now, when we are in a state of health, the body puts out an overall 
harmonic condition, however, when a frequency that is counter to our health sets itself up in some portion of the 
body, it creates a disharmony that we call disease. 

Hence, tranquilizing music can alter brain wave patterns and induce a relaxed, harmony, calm state in the 
listener, and has a beneficial effect on health, that led the seers and scientists to the music therapy and Cymatic’s 
therapy as an example of healing by vibration. 

( Goldman,2004)        

We will be working and concentrating on the brain waves and IQ. A lot of studies referred at the classical 
music which affects the brain’s organization and abilities, through its melody and rhythm. The known effects 
of music on the brain are varied; music affects from humans’ and animals’ brains to plants. In humans, music 
enhances spatial IQ, by increasing the short and long - term memory. In fact, musical trained musicians perform 
better on word memory tests than other adults. Just listening to this musical style enhances the brain’s ability; 
playing it, results even in a major brain development.

( Maglione,2006)

Therefore, in my study I  will be focusing on the brain and how to raise the ability of learning and the spatial 
IQ by sounds at the beginning and then by forms coming from these sounds. As an application for that, we will 
study the effect of Mozart sonata in D Major for two pianos, which has been said and published for having a 
great effect on brain and special reasoning tasks. 

(Rauscher, Shaw, & Ky,1993).
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Every object has a natural vibratory rate; specific frequency and equivalent musical note as as shown here in 
table 1. Just because we can>t hear something does not mean it is not vibrating, nor creating a sound. They have 
developed different instruments, machines, tapes and other sound devices which project the healthy resonant 
frequency of a body part, into a person. So, when any part of the body in disharmony when we expose it to its 
harmonic frequency, it gets into resonance with it and provides health.

Table (1) some: examples of frequencies of the body organs and there equivalent musical notes:

NoteFrequencyOrgan

(E)321.9blood

(B)492.8adrenals

(Eb)319.88kidney

(Eb)317.83liver

(F)352bladder

(C#)281.intestines

(A)220lungs

(F)176colon

(E)164.3gall bladder

(C#)117.3pancreas

(A)110pancreastomach

(Eb)315.8brain

(C#)295.8fat cells

(E)324muscles

(Ab)418,3bone

(Hero ,1998)

Application for healing by sound:

First I will explain through the application for healing by sound the  methods of transformation and its history 
and how it works and its relation with the human body and healing and the forms and patterns as well before 
going through the transforming phase and how it is going to happen and how it will be used in architecture.

1- Cymatics therapy:

In 1787, a German physicist and musician, Dr. Ernst Chladni, produced sophisticated experiments with 
sand, fluids and powders on metal plates, using a frequency generator to move the material forming beautiful 
geometric patterns.

In 1967, nearly three hundred years later, Hans Jenny, a Swiss doctor, artist, and researcher, developed the 
experiment and invented the Tonoscope device, which sets plates and membranes vibrating. With the Tonoscope, 
quartz sand is spread on top of a black drum membrane which is 60 cm in diameter. The membrane is set into 
vibrations by singing rather loudly through a cardboard pipe. The sand now produces complex symmetrical 
forms, known as Chladni patterns, named after Ernst Chladni as shown in figure 9. Low tones result in rather 
simple and clear pictures, while higher tones form more complex structures as shown in figure 10. 

( jenny,2001)
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Figure 9 Chladni patterns                                                                              Figure 10 Cymatics Shapes

Based on the Chladni patterns, Sir Peter Guy Manners, M.D invented the Cymatics therapy; which is a 
computerized form of combined sound and magnetic therapy, uses a toning device to transmit to the body the 
signature vibrations of healthy organs and tissues into diseased area.It supports the body’s natural ability to 
heal itself by providing precise combinations of frequencies that are associated with healthy tissue and organ 
systems.

Cymatics therapy assists our body to provide itself with effective and gentle relief for stress, injury, chronic 
pain and many other conditions. This therapy also shows, how could patterns and shapes heal.

(Goldman,2004, Barber,2001)

2- The effect of Mozart’s music on the health and brain:

Mozart’s music sequences tend to repeat regularly every 2030- seconds, which is about the same length of 
time as brain-wave compose patterns and control other functions of the central nervous system. The frequency 
of patterns in Mozart>s music counteracts irregular firing patterns of epilepsy patients.

Based on the given scientific supports in Nature (Nantais, 1997;Nguyen, Shaw, & Tran, 1996; Rauscher, Shaw, 
& Ky,1993; Rauscher, Shaw, & Ky, 1995; Rauscher, Shaw,Levine, Ky, & Wright, 1994; Rideout, Dougherty, 
&Wernert, 1998; Rideout & Taylor, 1997; Wilson & Brown, 1997), which found that 36 college students who 
listened to the first movement of Mozart>s Sonata in D Major for Two Pianos, relative to listening to a relaxation 
tape or silence showed an  increase and  performed better on a spatial IQ reasoning test that involved mentally a 
pattern analysis task for paper-folding and cutting item and  a multiple-choice matrices as shown in figure 8&9. 
For only 10 minutes listening, the size of the effect was the equivalent of 8 to 9 IQ points. On the other hand, 
some researches claimed at the failure of this experiment and that there is nothing called the Mozart effect. 

Mozart’s IQ test on brain:

Mozart’s IQ test was as shown in the coming figures, as Figure 11 shows the example of the matrices item, the 
task is to choose the geometric figure from the lower line which should be inserted in the empty cell to complete 
the pattern. Figure 12 shows the example of the paper-folding and cutting item, where the top row shows a piece 
of paper undergoing a fold and a pair of cuts, proceeding from left to right, the task is to pick the illustration in 
the bottom row that represents the paper when it is unfolded. 

(Shaw& Rauscher, 1996)
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Figure 11 The Matrix test

                        

   

  Figure 12 The paper folding test

With the cymatics therapy and the Mozart effect study,we can prove that when exposing to specific frequency, 
we get healed. For that reason, the question is, can we have this same effect if we exposed our bodies to the 
same frequency but this time as pattern and forms not waves? According to the relation between vibration and 
shapes, and the frequency and cymatics healing theapy, we can say that it should give the same effect. And this 
takes us to the last part of the research which is concerned with the transformation from waves and vibrations to 
forms and see how the integration between them could help and be used in architecture .

Part four: Transforming music into shapes:

method one:Chaldni Shapes

The Cymatics works only on the single frequency. We can use it in case we are tackling specific healing 
frequency in order to trigger specific effect, as shown in figure 13 where we captured from the cymatics device 
the brain wave pattern. So, if we have specific disease and we know its healing frequency we can use this 
method where we can expose the patient to the healing pattern to get into resonance with it to get healed. This 
could be used mainly in the interior spaces and in specific cases like hospitals’ rooms, or learning classroom if 
we are working on the brain wave which is responsible for the creativity and IQ area in the brain. Let us imagine 
that we built a school, its classrooms were built with ratios and healing active patterns and forms, with every 
moment the students stay at and exposing to them, they could gain more health and better memory.
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Figure 13 The Brains Frequency

Unfortunately, we cannot use this method of transformation in any case, as in the complicated healing notes 
like Mozart’s one which consists of a bunch of frequencies. Accordingly, we have to seek another method of 
transforming waves and frequencies into patterns; a method that would be a way which keeps all the frequencies 
of patterns and forms together . Subsequently, this directs us to the second method, where we can use a software 
program to do this transformation, where we give it the healing note to come up with a patterns that saved all 
the frequencies but as patterns which.

Method two: the software program

Based on the successful effect of Mozart sonata on the undergraduate students , I put a methodology for a 
software program  as  shown in figure 14 where  we could exploit the mutual relation between sound and vision 
, to transfer the  healing notes and sounds into patterns and forms and vice versa, not only this but also could 
be used as an evaluation tool where we can evaluate our designs as we can draw and enter our designs on this 
software to get us the sound of our designs, so as to hear our designs and see the sounds on the other hand, and 
then study the effect of the coming sounds on health,  it is based on the concept of that each tone has its own 
frequency, number ,ratio , angle and color and in the same time every note has its own octaves , so the program is 
based on locating every single tone on a grid as shown in figure 14 ,in order to connect between these locations 
and draw a continues line till the end of the musical note in order to get a full patters consists of a number of 
points represent the original tones ,so that we could transfer the sounds into patterns and vice versa ,with the 
same evaluation  methods that have been done before to test the positive effect of Mozart’s note, such as the IQ 
test we can evaluate the outcome of this software to test the positive or negative effect of these patterns. This 
method would go with any complicated musical note full of number of frequencies as well as single ones.

Figure 14 The software graph
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We can make use of these healing patterns in Architecture, in the interior design and the exterior as well. For 
example, we can use it in the patterns of the floor, at the ceiling, walls decorations, and the most important thing 
in windows and doors, as they represent the building skin and the relation with the outer environment. And they 
can be considered the gate for the incoming and outgoing energy from and into the space. This can have a great 
effect on user’s health. As for the exterior they can be used in the landscape and outside floor patterns, also in 
the design of the outer elevations of the buildings. All that in addition to using these shapes in the design phase 
and the masses of the building.

Conclusion :

So, according to the theories of the qualitative sciences which have been called lately the Alternative Medicine 
of the new age, and the mutual relation between the vibration and shapes and forms , based on the mentioned 
theories and science in this paper, we can say that healing by architecture is applicable and sustainability in 
architecture can be easily achieved.

And based on the chaldni shapes and its device and the software program, we can transform the single 
frequency and the group of frequencies of any healing sound into forms and shapes. Bearing in mind how we 
can experience and test this new approach and the positive effect in architecture on users whether by IQ tests 
or any other tool, before using them in architecture. Thus, if the software program worked and gave us positive 
results and outcomes, then we should impose this new approach  in the modern architecture in order to refresh 
the awareness to the importance of the users’ health and needs in the stages before and during the design phase 
of any new building, whether in the macro scale like urban design, or in the smaller scale; the interior design 
and furniture as we referred at before. So, in addition to use the healing patterns and shapes that are equivalent 
to the healing sounds, we shall have a tool to measure our designs and evaluate them so as to know whether such 
a design is efficient, healthy, and sustainable and adapting with the outer environment or it causes damages to 
it. In order to be able to evaluate our work like what Sawy did with his healing chair through the etascan device 
and Nagy’s, as well. This tool will be studied later on as an advanced stage of this research. All these are aimed 
to get rid of some of the modern architecture which does not consider the users’ health, so as to have a language 
that tells us what to do or to follow and what to avoid in the design process. This will help obtaining a healthy, 
sustainable spaces and to reach the peace of the inner soul.
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ABSTRACT: 

Due to the train high noise levels inside the Greater Cairo underground 
metro stations, a study has been carried out to reduce the noise at the 
platform level of the station. Several solutions have been investigated for 
noise treatment at the sources, which includes treatment of the concrete 
surface of the railway track or the underplatform walls; and for noise 
treatment along its route of transmission, which includes creating a noise 
barrier between the tracks of the railway 1.05m high (the same height of 
the underplatform walls) or creating platform edge screens 2.5m high. A 
simulation program which is based on the geometric acoustics has been used 
to test the effectiveness of each treatment case by case in comparison to the 
base case before any treatment, in order to get helpful recommendations in 
preparing an acoustic manual for the acoustic design of both the existing 
and future stations

Keywords: NOISE REDUCTION- THE SUGGESTED TREATMENTS- 
SIMULATION
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

There are more than fourteen programs that are used in sound prediction, the acoustic simulation software 
programs depend on the geometric acoustics. Predicting the performance of a sound in a given venue depends 
on the three dimensions model, the absorption coefficient and the diffusion of the internal surfaces for this 
venue. Because of the lack of acoustic treatments in the Greater Cairo underground station metro and its high 
noise levels, one of these fourteen programs are used to perform testing for the suggested treatments in the 
platform levels to check their acoustic performance.  

2. METHODOLOGY.

The effectiveness of the suggested noise treatment in the underground stations has been tested. First, the 
station to be simulated is selected; its temperature, humidity, the background noise level as well as its surfaces 
Porosity are determined. Then, the appropriate types for the treatments and their locations are suggested.  Next, 
a suitable simulation software program for testing these treatments and checking the program validation is 
chosen. Accordingly the experiments have been performed on the platform level of the typical underground 
station where each treatment is tested individually. Finally, an analysis for the results is made leading to the 
conclusion of this study.

3. THE SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS.

3.1 Selecting the station for simulation.

El Behoos station was selected to be the simulated model, as its design is a typical pattern of the underground 
stations located along the path of the second line representing about 66.7% of their station’s total number. Also, 
10m of the circular tunnel was simulated at both ends of the station since it is enough for the tunnel diameter 
(approx.8m).

3.2 The temperature and the humidity of the simulated station.

 The temperature and the humidity values actually measured on the underground station are 29oand 51% 
respectively.  

3.3 The background noise level and the base case absorption coefficients of the station model 
surfaces.

The background noise is generated by the movement and the conversation of the passengers. Table 1 shows 
the value of background noise according to the actual measurements of the underground station in the absence 
of the trains. The absorption coefficients of the station surfaces shown in  Table 2.

Table 1. The background noise in the station (1)

The background noise at different frequencies

The background noise 
value

8KHz4KHz2KHz1KHz500250125

31.541.547.552525146

Table 2. The absorption coefficients of the station surfaces

The absorption coefficients at different frequencies
The name of the surface

4KHz2KHz1KHz500250125

0.990.990.990.990.990.99tunnel and stair openings

0.680.720.850.480.30.2ceiling

0.0230.0420.0450.0450.0450.026walls  finishing

0.030.100.150.150.150.075train surfaces

0.10.080.060.040.020.01tunnel and tympan wall

(1) Ref.= field measurements done by the authors
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4.THE PROPOSED ACOUSTIC TREATMENTS INSTATION'S PLATFORM LEVEL 

Several treatments are suggested to be applied on different locations along the platform level; each suggested 
treatment will be applied separately in order to study its effect on noise levels fig.(1). These suggested treatments 
are classified according to the following:

Fig.1: the locations of the treatments indicated on cross station
1.Treatment the surface of the concrete railway track           2.Treatment the Surface of the underplatfrom wall

3.Create a noise barrier of 1.05m height between the two railway tracks
4.Create a protective screen on the edges of the platforms

4.1 Noise mitigation around the sources. 
a) For the concrete railway track
Using a layer of broken stones and gravels of 15 cm thickness above the concrete of the railway track, its 
absorption coefficients at frequencies of 125: 4 kHz are 0.150.72-0.61-0.42-0.80-0.30-, respectively.
b) The underplatfrom wall
Using a layer of sprayed cellulose fiber of thickness 3.2 cm «1.25 inches» - treated with one of the boric acid 
salts « to be fire and pests resistant « and Portland cement to be a bond material; the absorption coefficients of 
this treatment at frequencies of 125: 4 kHz are 0.10 -0.30 - 0.73 -0.92 -0.98 -0.98 respectively.
 4.1.2 Noise mitigation along the route of noise transmission. 
   a) Creating a noise barrier of 1.05m high between the two railway tracks
Noise can be reduced by Creating a noise barrier between the two tracks of the railway. The height of this barrier 
is 1.05 m and its length is equal to the platform length; its surfaces are treated with a layer of sprayed cellulose 
fiber of thickness 3.2 cm «1.25 inches»; and its absorption coefficients at frequencies of 125: 4 kHz are 0.10 
-0.30 - 0.73 -0.92 -0.98 -0.98 respectively. 
 b) Creating a protective screen on the edges of the platforms 
Noise can be reduced by using a platform edge screen of the transparent poly carbonate sheet and aluminum 
sections on the edge of the two platforms. The height of this screen is 2.5 m and thickness 2.1 cm; its absorption 
coefficients at frequencies of 125: 4 kHz are 0.18 - 0.06 - 0.04 -0.03 - 0.02 - 0.02, respectively. 

5. THE ACOUSTIC SOFTWARE USED IN THE SIMULATION.
CATT(1)  is a room acoustic software application based on the randomized tail-corrected cone-tracing and late 
part ray-trace (instead of RTC) for special cases, it simulate till 260 sources and 100 receivers and used to 
simulate many projects, it is chosen because of two reasons; it has been chosen by the international round robin 
on room acoustical computer simulation as one of only three programs out of total 14 that can be assumed to 
give an accurate results(2)  , and it has been tested by many researcher and educational societies as Acoustic 
Associates.

(1)  CATT= Computer-Aided Test Tool
(2)  El Khateeb, 2002
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5.1 The assumptions concerning the representation of train noise in the station.
Since the study deals with the main source of the noise inside stations which is the trains, the following have 
been assumed, see table 3 for spectrum-sound power-directivity values.
   Thirty two omni sources are used to simulate the noise sources from the train eight cars at the wheel/rail 
position (where each car has 4 wheels), the sound intensity generated by all cars are equaled except the first car 
« the driving car» which produces more noise than the others.
  The simulation is based on the extreme case of noise inside the station, where both trains are supposed to be 
entirely inside the station and both are braking.

Table 3.  SPL at 1m on the source axis 125 Hz to 4 kHz

SPL at 1m on the source axisspectrum-
sound 
power-

directivity 
from

4KHz2KHz1KHz500 Hz250 Hz125 Hz

9196.6102.499.2100.391.8the 1st car

8691.697.494.295.386.8other cars 

5.2 The assumptions concerning the receivers on station platform.
It is suggested that there are three groups of receivers along the platform where each group has two receivers; 
the first group stands at the front of platform and takes the symbols «(F-c) - (F-b)(1) «, the second group stands 
in front of the alcoves and takes the symbols «(C-c) - (C-b) « while the last group stands at the middle of the 
platform and takes the symbols» (M-c)-(M-a) « Fig.(2).

Fig.2: the locations of the three groups of receivers along the platform

6. THE PROGRAM VALIDATION.

Comparison and validation analysis are made for the program results and the actual measurements. The 
reverberation time «RT» is chosen to be the comparative Parameter. The RT results from the program and from 
the field measurement (at El Behoos station platform when it is completely free from people after the end of the 
operation) are very close.
Table 4 shows the average values of the reverberation time resulting from the simulation and from the field 
measurement at El Behoos station.

(1)  The symbol C refers to the receivers stand at the edge of platform while the symbol b refers to the receivers stand at the middle of 
platform width and the symbol a refers to the receivers stand at the end of platform width
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400020001000500250125Freq. Hz

1.141.31.291.712.263.3Meas./sec.

1.41.41.311.762.323.01Simul./sec.

Table 4. The average values of the reverberation time resulting from the simulation and the field 
measurement on the station platform

Fig.3: the values of the RT resulting from        Fig.4: the RT values at the different frequencies
                 the simulation                                          resulting from the simulation and the field

                                                                          measurement at the station platform

7 THE RESULTS ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS PROPOSED TREATMENT FOR THE NOISE LEVELS 
INSIDE THE STATION PLATFORM.
 
7.1 The Effect of treatment applied to the concrete railway track on the noise levels. 
Table 5 below shows the reduction values of the noise level at all receivers and Figures 5 & 6 show the results 
of the simulation due to this treatment. 

Table (5): the amount of the resulting reduction in decibels at each due to this treatment

R (M-a)R (M-c)R (C-b)R (C-c)R (F-b)R (F-c)Receivers

67.15.76.146.9
Reduction 
value/dB

Fig.5: comparative between the SPL before and after the treatment of the track surface
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Fig.6: comparative between the SPL before and after the treatment of the track surface
 on one octave frequency band at all receivers

The analysis Results: 

  The noise level has significantly decreased, particularly along the edge of the platform.
  Generally, the peak reduction is at the medium and high frequencies due to the efficiency of the material 
absorption at these frequencies.
  The value of these reductions is relatively high because the treated surface is adjacent to noise sources, so it 
absorbed the early reflections, the reduction values vary from 4 to 7.1 dB.
  The least reduction occurred at the receiver (F-b) due to its closeness to the center of the curved wall behind 
it and due to the intersection of the vertical wall with this curved wall making it a focus area for the noise, and 
in addition the effect of the untreated tunnel opening near to this receiver, see fig. 2.
  The minimum reduction occurred at frequency 1 kHz due to the inefficiency of this material at this 
frequency.

7.2 The Effect of treatment applied to the Surface of the underplatform concrete walls on the noise 
levels.    

Table (6) below shows the reduction of the noise level at all receivers and Figures (7) & (8) show the results of 
the simulation due to this treatment. 

Table (6): the amount of the resulting reduction in decibels at each due to this treatment

R (M-a)R (M-c)R (C-b)R (C-c)R (F-b)R (F-c)Receivers

4.37.74.48.52.97.5
Reduction 
value/dB
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Fig.7: comparative between the SPL before and after the treatment of the UPL walls surfaces

Fig.8: comparative between the SPL before and after the treatment of 
the UPL walls surfaces on one octave frequency band at all receivers

The analysis Results: 

  The treatment absorbed the noise reflections and significantly decreases the noise level, because of the 
proximity of the underplatform walls to the noise sources and the high absorption coefficients of the proposed 
finishing material. 
  The maximum reduction of the noise level is observed along the edge of the platform (on the receivers stand 
along the edge of the platform), it varies from 8.5 to 7.5 dB especially.
  The treatment led to the convergence of the noise levels between the receivers in the same group because the 
reduction at the edge of the platform is much more than the reduction with respect to the depth of the platform
  The peak reduction is at the high frequency from 1:4 kHz, due to the efficiency of material in the absorption 
of high frequencies (short wavelengths).  
  The noise reduction at the depth of platform is much lower than the reduction at the edge of platform as a 
result of repeated reflections and inefficiency of the absorption material at low frequencies.
   To increase the efficiency of sound reduction at all frequencies, it is suggested to combine the treatment of 
the concrete railway track with the surface treatment of the underplatform concrete walls. 

7.3 The effect of applying surface treatment for both the concrete railway track and the underplatform 
concrete walls on the noise levels.  
Table 7 below shows the reduction of the noise level at all receivers and Figures 9 &10 show the results of the 
simulation due to this treatment.
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Table 7.: the reduction values in decibels at each receivers due to this treatment

R (M-a)R (M-c)R (C-b)R (C-c)R (F-b)R (F-c)Receivers

19.728.222.229.52230.6
Reduction 
value/dB
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Fig.9: comparative between the SPL before and after after the treatment at all receivers

Fig.10: comparative between the SPL before and after the treatment of both the UPL walls surfaces
 and the track surface on one octave frequency band at all receivers.

The Results analysis:  

  Generally the maximum reduction of noise level is observed at all receivers and particularity along the edge 
of the platform. 
  The treatment led to convergence of the noise levels between the receivers in the one group, while the 
different among the three groups along the platform became limited where the highest level of noise is at the 
edge of the platform then in front of the curved wall and finally at the middle of the platform.  
  The average reduction of noise levels is 11dB.
  The peak reduction occurs at high frequencies, especially at 500 Hz. 
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7.4 The effect of creating a 1.05m high noise barrier between the two railway tracks.  

Table 8 below shows the reduction of the noise level at all receivers and Figures (11) & (12) show the results of 
the simulation due to this treatment.
 

Table 8.: the amount of the resulting reduction in decibels at each due to this treatment

R (M-a)R (M-c)R (C-b)R (C-c)R (F-b)R (F-c)Receivers

3.61.73.11.32.50.7
Reduction 
value/dB

Fig.11: comparative between the SPL before and after the usage of the noise barrier

Fig.12: comparative between the SPL before and after the usage of 
the noise barrier on one octave frequency band at all receivers
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The Results analysis:  

 Noise reduction is very limited when using noise barrier between the railroad tracks, with height and treatment 
material similar to the height and treatment material of the underplatform walls
 The maximum reduction in the noise levels is at the depth of platform.
 The maximum values of the noise reduction are at the depth of platform compared to its edge. Generally this 
is contrary to the results of using the underplatform walls treatment where the maximum reduction values are at 
the edge of the platform, despite the fact that both the noise barrier and the underplatform walls have the same 
area and the same characteristics of the treatment material. However, it should be noted that the reduction values 
at the depth of platform in the both cases are similar.
 The noise reduction at the edge of platform is limited because the barrier is at the side far from the edge of the 
platform and therefore can not be an obstacle between the noise sources and receivers.
 Due to these results, the noise barrier is an inefficient and uneconomic solution

7.5 The effect of using the platform edge screen 2.50m high on the noise levels.  

Table 9 shows the sound transmission index for the material of the platform screen, table 10 below shows the 
reduction of the noise level at all receivers and Figures 13& 14 show the results of the simulation due to this 
treatment.

Table 9.: The values of the sound transmission index for the material of the platform screen

400020001000500250125Freq./Hz

504032363330STC

Table 10.: The reduction values in decibels at each receivers due to this treatment

R (M-a)R (M-c)R (C-b)R (C-c)R (F-b)R (F-c)Receivers

19.728.222.229.52230.6
Reduction 
value/dB

Fig.13: Comparative between the SPL before and after the usage of the PL edge screen

The Results analysis:

 despite its inefficiency in sound absorption. Nevertheless, it is efficient in sound insulation as its sound 
transmission class is 36dB so a significant reduction in noise levels at all the locations of the platform is 
generally observed.

 The highest values of the noise reduction occurred at the medium and high-frequency (500: 4 kHz) at all 
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locations of the platform edge.

 The reduction of the noise levels decreases with increasing the distance away from the edge of the platform, 
where the difference of the noise levels between the edge and the depth of the platform varies from 7.3 to 8.6 
dB.

 The noise levels increase in the track zone between the two screens due to the excessive reflections on their 
surfaces.

 The Less reduction of noise occurs in the middle of the platform because the distance between the edge screen 
and the walls of the station has the narrowest width, while the highest reduction of the noise occurs in front of 
the platform where the edge screen extends till the end of the platform and thus separates the receivers from 
noise sources and the tunnel.

It is expected to increase noise levels inside the trains if their windows are opened as a result of the excessive 
reflections on the surfaces

Fig.14 comparative between the SPL before and after the usage of the PL edge screen on 

one octave frequency band at all receivers

7. CONCLUSION.

7.1 General Findings and Outcomes 

 The results of the software simulation are very close to the actual application results, where the difference 
between the RT values resulting from the actual measurements and those resulting from the software simulation 
are very minor.

 The simulation results are not accurate at the low frequencies of 125 Hz or lesser. 

 The noise sources are invisible due to the different levels between the platform floor and the railway track, 
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accordingly the direct field covers the area in front of the trains and the tunnel while the reverberation field fills 
the station completely.

 The noise reduction resulting from the different mitigation schemes are not constant at all receivers, where it 
is influenced by the absorption coefficients of the materials at different frequencies, the walls formations and 
the location of the receivers related to the location of noise points.

 The noise reduction due to using the same absorption material is affected by its acoustics characteristics, its 
location, in addition to its area. 

7.2 Specific Findings and Outcomes.

 Combination of surface treatment for both the concrete railway track and the underplatform concrete walls 
results in high reduction of noise levels at all receivers.

  Insignificant noise reduction results from use of the noise barrier (1.05 m height) between the two railway 
tracks. A change in its height may result in a different result.

 The values of the noise reduction resulting from the platform edge screen are high. This edge screen is not 
only used as a sound barrier, but also as a protection and security barrier for the passengers. However, it is very 
expensive and needs highly technical operation and persistent maintenance.

8. RECOMMENDATIONS.

An acoustic manual should be prepared for the design of the underground metro station, to provide adequate 
noise criteria for both the existing and the future stations. A specialist team work should cooperate to prepare 
this manual in the light of the following: 

Using the platform edge screen has an efficient role in protecting the passenger from the train accident as 
well as reducing the noise levels along the station. 

 Avoid the forms of curves in the design of walls, especially the curves with small diameter (whose center lies 
within the platform),  where this formation increase the noise levels in front of the wall, especially if it intersect 
another wall and form a semi closed gap enclosed within two sides thus increasing the noise levels inside it.

 The noise levels inside the station can be reduced by simple procedures, e.g. usage of platform edge screen or 
the treatment of both the under platform wall and the railway tracks surfaces.  

 It is necessary to perform detailed study for the noise levels inside the tunnels to suggest an architectural 
solution for it, where the tunnels have no acoustic treatment.

 Testing the acoustic materials in different locations through the platform level before their application, where 
the noise reduction values due to these materials differ with any change in their location or area.   
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ABSTRACT: 

Although the move from three rings (economy/society/environment) to a 
nested view is a step forward, it still has limitations. Human activity and 
well being, both material and cultural, should be viewed as interconnected 
with the society and economy and within the environment. Breaking down 
the boundaries: merging society and economy and opening up to the 
environment. by advancing in prioritizing one which is more important  
would have provided valuable insights into the accurate amalgamation , 
however the full force of these implications for practice, is just beginning 
to be realized. One of the most puzzling aspects of these integration has 
been an overlapping and at times interchangeable. Reality gives priority to 
the economy, this largely treats the environment and society as a resource 
to be exploited, both natural and human, and as a sink where problems are 
dumped, whether unemployment or ill health. 

In contrast, the material reality is that the economy is dependent on society 
and the environment. Until now the three sectors have been considered as 
if there is an environment, an economy and a society; assuming that each 
sector is a unified entity. This, of course is a further abstraction. There is a 
view that there are a multitude of environments, societies and economies at 
different spatial scales. We cannot pretend to separate the impacts of our 
actions into distinct compartments. 

There is a need to overcome the barriers between disciplines to an 
interdisciplinary or even trans-disciplinary view of the world. Sustainable 
integration to have long-term meaning, will be an integrated and principle 
based outlook on human life and the world we Live In. It is argued that 
this emerging trend of the materialization between the three has far-
reaching implications for the way we think about, model and manage the 
sustainability of our future.

Keywords: priority, sustainability, integration, future generations, 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Sustainable integrated development is a challenging concept, with theories shaped by people’s and 
organizations’ different worldviews, which in turn influence how issues are formulated and actions proposed. It 
is usually presented as the intersection between environment, society and economy, which are conceived of as 
separate although connected entities. We would argue that these are not unified entities: rather they are fractured 
and multi-layered and can be considered at different spatial levels. 

The economy is often given priority in policies and the environment is viewed as apart from humans. 
They are interconnected, with the economy dependent on society and the environment while human existence 
and society are dependent on the economy. The separation of environment, society and economy often leads 
to a narrow techno-scientific approach, while issues to do with society that are most likely to challenge the 
present socio-economic structure are often marginalized, in particular the sustainability of communities and the 
maintenance of cultural multiplicity. . 

Human activity and well being, both material and cultural, should be viewed as interconnected with the 
society and economy and within the environment. Breaking down the boundaries: merging society and economy 
and opening up to the environment. by advancing in prioritizing one which is more important  would have 
provided valuable insights into the accurate amalgamation , however the full force of these implications for 
practice, is just beginning to be realized.

2. INTEGRATION:

With regard to integration there is a concern that desirable states or processes may not be ‘sustainable’ is 
balanced by the concern that individuals and societies may get ‘locked-in’ to undesirable states or processes. 

Both concerns reflect a perception that there are many possible states of the economy and its environment, 
and that not all states are equally valued or equally persistent. The ‘underdeveloped’ state of many low income 
countries in the post-war years, for example, was interpreted as evidence of the strongly stabilizing effect of 
population growth at low levels of productivity.

Low income economies were conceptualized as being at locally stable equilibrium in which any increase in 
per capita income above subsistence level induced income-depressing population growth. They were caught in 
a poverty trap by Malthusian forces (Leibenstein 1957; Myrdal 1957). Such poverty traps have since been seen 
as a major cause of environmental degradation (Dasgupta 1993).

Fig.1 pollution as a result of poverty
Lack of appropriate sanitation systems

(source Ben Osborne/oxford scientific films)
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As the magnitude of human impacts on the ecological systems of the planet becomes apparent, there is increased 
realization of the intimate connections between these systems and human health, the economy, social justice, 
and national security. 

The concept of what constitutes «the environment» is changing rapidly. Urgent and unprecedented environmental 
and social changes challenge scientists to define a new social contract. This link represents a commitment on the 
part of all scientists to devote their energies and talents to the most pressing problems of the day, in proportion to 
the importance to sustainable development. The new and unmet needs of society include more comprehensive 
information, understanding, and technologies for society to move toward a more sustainable biosphere--
one which is ecologically sound, economically feasible, and socially just. New fundamental research, faster 
and more effective transmission of new and existing knowledge to policy- and decision-makers, and better 
communication of this knowledge to the public will all be required to meet this challenge.
Sustainable development is often presented as being divided into the economy, environment but the challenge 
arises when we often try to put them in an integrated or nested view. The three convenient categories upon 
sustainable development needs a balanced way and reconciling conflicts.

Fig.2Common three-ring sector view of sustainable development
The separation distracts from or underplays the fundamental connections

(source author)

The model usually shows equal sized rings in a symmetrical interconnection, although there is no reason why 
this should be the case. If they are seen as separate, as the model implies, different perspectives can, and often 
do, give a greater priority to one or the other. There are major weaknesses and limitations of this model. It 
assumes the separation and even autonomy of the economy, society and environment from each other. This view 
risks approaching and tackling issues of sustainable
development in a integrated manner. The integration takes the fundamental connections between the economy, 
society and the environment. It leads to assumptions that links can be made between the three sectors, in line 
with the views of weak sustainability that built capital can substitute for natural resources

3. PRIORTIZATION

In most questions about sustainable development either the environment or the economy is given priority. 
Although the Local Agenda 21 agreements at the Rio Conference included issues to do with social and economic 
development, strengthening participation and means of implementation (Grubb, 1993), most LA 21 plans focus 
primarily on environmental issues (County Durham, 1997). This concentration on the environment can be a 
weakness, as this often means it is treated as peripheral by both local and national government, who usually 
concentrate on economic issues. 

Many environmentalists give priority to issues of the countryside, wild animals and wilderness with the aim 
of preservation from people, with much less concern about the urban environment. This outlook has its roots 
both in a view that sees the environment as separate from humans and an anti-urban tradition. One of the effects 
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of the three sector separation is to encourage a technical fix approach to sustainable development issues. This 
focuses on pollution control, lower resource use and greenhouse gas trading rather than tackling the deeper 
issues or seeing the connections between society, economy and the environment.

 Technical solutions in the economy, such as changing interest rate, benefits or taxation are seen as ways to 
move the economy towards sustainable development. These are attractive to some as they can be introduced 
fairly quickly and do not involve a more fundamental examination of the relationship between the economy, 
society and the environment. Integrated approach can divert attention from asking questions that are important 
to getting to the core of sustainable development such as those about the nature of our society, what the policy 
priorities are, how decisions are made and in whose interest. The wider social issues often fall off the sustainable 
development agenda.

3.1 Reality; which comes first?

The reality of life today is that the economy dominates environment and society. The large global companies 
dominate decision making, including that of many governments (Korten, 1996; Monbiot, 2000). Also 
international forums and organizations, heavily influenced by the large corporations, take decisions without 
even the modest level of democratic control that exists on national governments.

Whilst central government and business have embraced sustainable development, the separation into the three 
sectors can be used to justify a concentration on a part, rather that the whole. In most cases, governments’ main 
concern is economic growth. The growth of GDP is one of the key indicators to measure progress towards 
sustainable development. 

There is little or no concentration on an integrated approach or tackling deep-seated inequality in society. 
Internationally, inequality in wealth, power and education is often justified on the grounds that it will aid 
economic growth, which in turn will raise everyone’s living standards. As well as the increased inequality 
suffered by the poor, Increasing of unemployment most people have not benefited from the growth in GDP as 
quality of life has become separated from economic growth.

Fig.3 unemployment lines
A severe lack of economic growth

(source www.wikepedia.org)

Environmental economists talk of the environmental impacts of business such as pollution, damage to 
biodiversity and loss of attractive landscapes as unpaid costs or externalities. This begs the question of how or 
to what a company pays these costs. How does money compensate an animal for its loss of habitat or a tree for 
acid rain? In a similar way there are many social externalities that business does
not pay for, such as unemployment, a loss of community and damage to health.
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Fig.3 severe air pollution
Air pollution and subsequent acid rain has killed or damaged many of the country’s trees and badly degraded 

its soil.(source Microsoft Encarta 2009)

Environmental problems have become a worldwide concern for economy as is witnessed by the developments 
that are driving the economy towards a ‘sustainable economy>. The problem becomes even greater if we discuss 
cities. As recognized in many studies, a high percentage of the world population lives in cities, where quality of 
life and environmental concerns undermine all advantages associated with agglomeration economies. 

The vast experience in terms of theoretical and empirical substance which has been built up around the 
theme of ‘sustainable economy> has only partially helped to generate a framework for an ‘urban sustainable 
development>. The city is in fact by definition an ‘artifact environment>, where well-established concepts 
of ‘environmental economics> (such as natural capital stock, natural environment) can hardly be transferred 
and applied, in the way they are theoretically formulated. In particular, different ‘environments> co-exist in a 
society, natural, artifact and social environment. Each of them generates positive and negative externalities for 
economy. They do not give equal consideration to the multitude of actions that provision people and satisfy their 
needs that take place outside the economy such as subsistence activity in many parts of the world, the helping 
of friends, much of the raising of children, household labor and social relationships. 

One of the trends of capitalism is to increasingly commodify the satisfying of human needs. As well as the 
production of material goods, capitalism is trying to turn knowledge, caring for people, entertainment and 
nature into commodities. Reflecting this change, human relationships and the environment are increasingly 
described in economic terms, as being natural and social ‘capital’ and as providing ‘Services’–argue that putting 
a price on the environment, to internalize the externalities, will reduce environmental damage. Others (Mellor, 
1992; Cock and Hopwood, 1996; Shiva, 1998) argue that the commodification of nature and increasing areas of 
human activity will move society further from sustainable development.

In contrast, the material reality is that the economy is dependent on society and the environment. Until now 
the three sectors have been considered as if there is an environment, an economy and a society; assuming that 
each sector is a unified entity. This, of course is a further abstraction. 

There is a view that there are a multitude of environments, societies and economies at different spatial scales. 
We cannot pretend to separate the impacts of our actions into distinct compartments. Society embraces the 
multitude of human actions and interactions that make up human life. Without society, humans would not 
survive, as our very existence, in both evolutionary and present terms, is based on social interaction. Human 
activity takes place within the environment. 

Nearly all our actions have an impact on the environment. Human life itself depends on the environment. 
Our material needs, heat, light, food, medicines, clothing, as well as modern consumer goods are made with 
materials and energy that come from it.economic activities and industrial activities cause serious environmental 
threats, just to name the major ones: global warming and energy use, toxic substances, ozone destruction and 
CFCs, acid rain and transport, marine pollution and health and finally the reduced biodiversity, loss of species 
and habitats. 
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We should not dream of separation from the environment, rather work towards an interaction that will last, that 
is sustainable (Levins and Lewontin, 1994). What is placed in the area described as the economy is a subset of 
society. Some human needs are met through the production of commodities; many are met by other activities 
that take place partly or wholly outside what is described as the economy (Langley andMellor, 2002). 

The production and exchange of goods is a social relationship, dependent on many non-monetary activities. 
The developments that go to make up modern industry, business and technology are also products of human 
history, much of which is based on non-monetary activities. Even modern hi-tech sectors of the economy, such 
as pharmaceuticals, are often based on indigenous knowledge and the environment (Shiva, 1998).

 The economy part of the entire process is primarily the exploitation of these wider connections in time and 
space. It is an abstraction to conceive of the economy as a separate area of activity. Without society there can be 
no economy. Instead of having a priority on the economy, which is a means to an end, the focus should be on 
human provisioning and satisfying needs, which may be done in many more ways than those described within 
economy.

Fig.3 world energy consumption
Much of the world’s energy comes from nonrenewable resources

(Source Microsoft corporations)

Many non renewable energy Products, regardless of whether they are described as waste or as goods, eventually 
end up returning into the environment. As well as satisfying needs, the environment provides the source of 
much of culture and leisure enjoyment. Much of art and spiritual beliefs and most of science and technology 
draws on the environment. While humans are capable of abstract thought, philosophy, planning, language and 
making tools, we are part of the natural world. The idea of our separation, whether rooted in religion or mis-
applied concepts of evolution, is a human delusion of grandeur, which risks ever more disasters for humanity. 
Being part of nature we, like every other species, have unavoidable impacts on the environment. 
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3.2 Amalgamation

Although the move from three rings to a nested view is a step forward, it still has limitations. An improvement 
would be to remove the separation of the economy from other human activities.

This separation inflates the importance of themarket, assumes it is autonomous and does not focus primarily on 
meeting of human needs whether by the market or other means. We would suggest that human activity and well 
being, both material and cultural, should be viewed as interconnected and within the environment. Humanity’s 
well being depends on the environment, although we should recognize that the natural world, although it would 
change without humans, would survive without us. 

The same cannot be said for humanity. The boundary between the environment and human activity is itself not 
neat and sharp; rather it is blurry. 

There is a constant flow of materials and energy between human activities and the environment and both 
constantly interact with each other .One of many possible examples of the need for an integrated approach 
is issues of health. Places ‘health and Sustainable development’ at the centre of the three sector ring model. 
Health is affected by the economy–people’s poverty, type of work or lack of it all has a major impact on health. 
Their social circumstances also have a major impact on health as does the quality of their immediate and 
wider environment (Acheson, 1998).This shift would base sustainable development on an integrated view and 
reduce the theoretical justification for trade-offs between such features as poverty in society or depletion of 
resources against growth in GDP in the economy. Instead it would encourage a ‘win–win’ outlook, for example 
appreciating a shift to renewable energy can benefit the environment and human well being. such renewable 
energy mechanisms include biog gas fuels and appropriate technologies.

Fig.3 bio gas fuels
Bio gas will decrease a phenomenon thought to be responsible for rising global temperatures.

(source techniques and technologies for sustainability,urdn,,2006)

3.2.1 Globalization

The world society today faces two main problems: the economy and the environment. Some would suggest 
these two issues go hand-in-hand. Many have different ideas on how to deal with them. However, very few 
can agree on what should be done about them. The explosive growth of the global economy threatens the 
natural systems that sustain life on Earth. Despite some significant successes in reducing industrial pollution 
and increasing efficiency, globalization is devastating natural habitats, speeding global warming, and increasing 
air and water pollution. At the same time, due to the increasingly global nature of trade and business, traditional 
national environmental protection techniques have become less effective.
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Fig.3 influence of globalization
Global marketplace that reaches into the farthest corners of the world is a creation of globalization.(source 

john Maier/the image works)

Even the redefinition of sustainable development to focus on human well being and removing the separation of 
economy and society as outlined above still has drawbacks. Nowhere are there clear ethical values or guidelines 
to indicate the basis for decisions or what priorities are. Sustainable development needs to be based on principles 
that would apply to all issues whether they are classified as environmental, social, and economic or any mix of 
the three. Haughton (1999) outlines six equity principles:
(i) Futurity–inter ( generational equity;
(ii) Social justice–intra-generational equity;
(iii) Tran frontier responsibility–geographical equity;
(iv) Procedural equity–people treated openly
And fairly
(v)  Inter-species equity–importance of biodiversity.
(vi)  Globalization
As sustainable development principles for human relations these can be summarized as futurity to give regard 
for the needs of future generations; equity covering social justice regardless of class, gender, race, etc or where 
they live and participation so that people are able to shape their own futures. In a world that is one, because of 
the influence of globalization that we are witnessing in our age A
Principle recognizing the importance of sustainability and development with reality is vital.

3.2.2 Metaphorical quality of life:
 
These principles, futurity, equity, participation and importance of biodiversity, would move society beyond 
present approaches based on monetary cost/benefit analysis or a utilitarian view that can justify the suffering of 
some by the benefits of others. Averages can mask great inequality. Population of 100 people with every person 
receiving £30 000 has the same average as if one person has £1 million and the other 99 have £15 101 but one 
is much less equitable and therefore contrary to the
Principles of sustainable development. Basing sustainable development on principles would mean that similar 
questions could be asked about any policy or action. Such questions might include the following: are benefits 
and losses shared fairly, now and in the future; is the quality of life improved and in an equitable manner; do 
people have an equal access to decision-making; do decision-makers carry responsibility for, and feel the effects 
of, their decisions; will the benefits last; does this protect
or improve biodiversity; will this ecosystem continue into the future; will our children and grandchildren 
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approve of the decisions and do the proposals encourage an integration of policies?

Fig.1 is the future of our world in our hand?
The global critical dilemma

(source NASA/GSFC/NOAA/USGS/REUTERS/archive photos)

Traditionally, economy, industries and societies saw nature as a provider of ‘free goods’ such as water, air, and 
waste disposal facilities. 

As limits on physical environment’s ability to provide these services have become clearer, a renegotiation is 
taking place. Access to environmental goods are being controlled and restricted in response to scarcity.

4. Conclusion

As we cannot pretend to separate the impacts of our actions into distinct compartments. There is a need to 
overcome the barriers between disciplines to an Interdisciplinary or even trans-disciplinary view of the world. 
Sustainable development, to have long-term meaning, will be an integrated and principle based outlook on 
human life and the world we live in.  It is argued that this emerging trend of the materialization between the 
three(economy, society and environment) has far-reaching implications for the way we think about, model and 
manage the sustainability of our future.

In the philosophy of the separation of economy and society is a fundamental Conception of Technology 
as often seen as separate from society yet it only exists within social and cultural relationships. Sustainable 
development will require more than technical changes at the end of the pipe. It will need a shift in how humans 
see the world. Humans are part of a web of connections within what is called the environment and society. 
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Fig.3 interdependence on the economic sphere
Economic sphere directly affects the ecological sphere while the others are projections related to the 

economy(source author)

The division of sustainable development into three separate sectors, environment, society and economy, which 
are only partially connected, does not produce an integrated or principle based outlook. This division reflects 
the common approach to the study and description of human life and the world around us, which is dominated 
by a multitude of separate disciplines. These are partly a product of the need for detailed study in an area, but 
also of the history of thought in our society.
This separation has been shaped by the alienation of much of human life from the environment
We live in, as well as the separation between the production and consumption of the means of life. To many 
people today, goods just appear in a shop and there is little or no awareness of where they came from or how 
they were made. 

4.1 General Findings and Outcomes

One of the findings of this research is that as integration issues are more observed and linkages are identified as 
a principle for human relations can be summarized as futurity to give regard for the needs of future generations, 
equity covering social justice regardless of class, gender, race etc... By addressing commonalities and allowing 
for diversities and uniqueness of individual localities, visionary approaches and strategies will allow us to write 
the history of a better future that is both viable and sustainable.
 One of the most puzzling aspects of these integration has been an overlapping and at times interchangeable Until 
now the three sectors have been considered as if there is an environment, an economy and a society; assuming 
that each sector is a unified entity. This, of course is a further abstraction. There are a multitude of environments, 
societies and economies. At different spatial scales different environments, economies or societies are apparent. 
At a finer scale there is difference between a temperate oak forest and a boreal spruce forest. Even on a single 
tree there can be different environments. 

Environmental regulation requirements are no more the issue but also the additional demands from stakeholders 
of the economy and society at large. This integration of environmental issues into society and economy needs 
to be achieved in a way that meets core human and future needs and wider expectations.responsible companies 
need careful, systematic and effective environmental management strategies and policies to be able to achieve 
these environmental improvement and their sustainable objectives.

These elements include formulating environmental policies, setting objectives and targets, implementing 
programs to achieve those objectives and targets, monitoring and measuring the effectiveness of the programs, 
correcting problems, if any, and reviewing the programs and their overall performance for improvement. (Alan, 
Netherwood., 1996).
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Finally,  it is highlighted that the opportunity to create a sustainable future by prioritizing economic activity 
and integrating the next without compromising the other two environment and society is proposed restoring 
the particular benefits that each will have a focus on a clear sustainable mission, vision, goals/targets and with 
careful planning to achieve their future environmental, economic and societal objective.

Also there is a complex connection and interaction between the local and the global. it requires different actions 
and sectors by taking a holistic view and helps to overcome barriers faced by not giving priority over one and 
between them, because humans live their lives in all three all areas without distinction in thought or practice. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Successful management of construction and demolition (C&D) waste 
depends largely on stakeholders’ initiatives. This paper aims to address, 
investigate, and report the results of research on C&D waste management 
with a focus on influences of construction stakeholders’ effort, both in 
private and public sectors, on the success of C&D waste management. 
Qualitative and quantitative analysis were employed in this research. 
Influences of stakeholders were examined and presented. It was found 
that that success of C&D waste management is significantly influenced 
by stakeholders’ level of awareness, participation, and commitment. 
Interrelations and directions of influencing factors show possible priority 
of future improvement. As a practical implication, the prioritized paths of 
factors that influence the C&D waste management efforts can be adapted 
and improved for future practical planning and implementation. The study 
therefore provides a significant insight and primary considerations for 
exerting the stakeholders’ effort on C&D waste management.

Conference Topic: Integration Issues (economy, society and 
environment)

Keywords: Construction, demolition, developing countries, 
stakeholder influence, waste management
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Rapid economic growth in developing countries in recent decades leads to extensive ranges of infrastructure 
development and urbanization. While constructing and renovating facilities to promote and maintain economic 
competitiveness are regarded as priorities in such countries, the problems of wastes generated from construction 
or renovation activities have largely been overshadowed. Every year, the amount of construction and demolition 
(C&D) waste generated from development activities continues to rise and become more difficult to deal with. 
Such wastes significantly pollute the environment (Shen et al., 2004). C&D waste problems are not yet widely 
recognized in developing countries, indicating inadequacy of institutional changes linked with societal and 
economic problems. Teo and Loosemore (2001) previously indicated that the people’s willingness significantly 
influences changes of their behavior and attitudes towards C&D waste management, particularly when 
determining to achieve goals of sustainable development.

The main objective was to examine current C&D waste management practices in Thailand by conducting 
field studies throughout the country. It was aimed that the research output will be useful for the country’s 
institutional framework (regulatory, normative, and cultural-cognitive) for C&D waste management in the 
future. Stakeholders’ crucial inputs such as norms, attitudes and perceptions of Thai construction stakeholders 
were studied. The causal influences of three sustainability aspects on the project stakeholders’ waste management 
efforts were investigated by analyzing primary data using the Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) technique. 
Meanwhile, the existing secondary data was analyzed qualitatively. Analysis of the path coefficient help 
identifying potentials, obstacles, and opportunities for future improvement and implementation of sustainable 
C&D waste management strategies and planning with main consideration on the influences exerted by all 
relevant stakeholders.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT, REEARCH OBJECTIVES, AND METHODOLOGY:

There has been very little research in Thailand concerning the management of C&D waste. A large volume of 
C&D waste is dumped to landfills without the system of recovering the waste’s economic values or assessing 
the environmental impact. C&D waste management initiatives and efforts in Thailand were found to be 
inadequately exerted by relevant parties. This research therefore has the main objective to study the root of the 
problems by investigating the factors that have influence on construction stakeholders’ effort and decision on 
initiating and implementing C&D waste management measures. It was expected that research findings would 
provide a significant step and basis for future research and improvement of Thailand’s C&D waste management 
practices.

After literature reviews, a theoretical framework was established with a set of variables. An initial conceptual 
model was developed and variables were refined by using the Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) in order to 
establish a starting model and design the questionnaire. Field studies (observation, interviews, and questionnaire 
surveys) were carried out in four regions (North, Northeast, Central, and South) of Thailand. Respondents 
and informants include construction stakeholders such as project owner, contractors, project personnel, local 
government officials, local residences, and waste service providers. Collected primary data were analyzed 
quantitatively by using statistical methods and the Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) technique. The starting 
model was then refined until the final best-fit model is achieved. This final model provides numerical results i.e. 
the significant path coefficient that explain the stakeholders influences based upon the factors under investigation. 
Then, results were discussed and a conclusion was made together with recommendations.

3. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, GREEN CONSTRUCTION, AND THE NEW INSTITUTIONAL 
THEORY:

The sustainable development ideology aims to achieve a balanced economic, social and environmental 
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goals (WHO, 2005), meaning to protect the environment, reduce pollution, conserve natural resources, and 
safeguard the quality of life of all people. Construction industry can contribute to the society by initiating and 
implementing green construction practices, which minimize consumption of natural materials, reduce waste 
generation, release less toxic gas, and save cost by utilizing the by-products from wastes that are generated 
during construction. The concept of green and sustainable construction (GSC) can therefore create a healthy 
built environment while balancing the economic, social, and environmental benefits. 

As the concept of sustainable development is increasingly recognized, the construction industry are urged 
to seriously concern on issues of environmental sustainability, which is the ability to maintain the qualities 
valued in the physical environment (CES, 2006). Besides, systematic management of construction waste and 
pollution is increasingly demanded from urban construction projects (Chen et al., 2000) as the general public 
became more concerned of environmental impacts related to construction activities (Cole, 2000 and Tam et al., 
2006). Meanwhile, the people’s quality of life is reflected by the level of social sustainability, which also shows 
whether the community is responsive and supportive to the waste management options currently available 
(Chung and Lo, 2003). Altogether, the economic sustainability is essential factor to be considered. Without 
simultaneous improvement of the quality of life and the environment, the development cannot be regarded as 
sustainable (NHS PASA, 2008). As such, an innovative mechanism is required in order to balance the interests 
of gaining both economic and socio-environmental benefits for all stakeholders. 

As environmental problems are related with societal and economic problems, the new institutional theory can 
be employed to analyze the problems (Manowong and Brockmann, 2010). The institutional frameworks are 
socially constructed systems of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions (Suchman, 1995). In institutionalization, 
regulatory processes involve the capacity to establish rules, inspect other’s conformity patter, and manipulate 
sanctions (reward or punishment) in an attempt to influence the future behavior. Meanwhile, the normative 
systems define goals/objectives and designate appropriate ways to pursue them. Finally, the cultural-cognitive 
systems recognize that internal interpretive processes are shaped by external cultural frameworks (Scott, 2001). 
In the past decades, problems of reaching the goals of sustainable development and green construction have 
been an inadequate awareness and ignorance of parties involved in such development activities. Hence, in 
order to attain a more balanced sustainability, importance and significance of sustainability issues needs to be 
re-institutionalized among all groups of stakeholders. 

4. STAKEHOLDER INFLUENCES ON C&D WASTE MANAGEMENT:

Management of any project in the modern world needs to be attuned to the cultural, organizational and social 
environments surrounding the project. It is crucial to well understand such project environments and relevant 
stakeholders, as well as their influences, in order to successfully manage the planned projects or schemes. 
Jergeas et al. (2000) pointed out that the effective management of project stakeholders is an important key to 
project success. As such, stakeholders’ acceptance and satisfaction on management policy are vital. In terms of 
C&D waste management, it is necessary to identify and assess stakeholders’ interests and expectations on the 
prospective waste management scheme.

Stakeholders can be internal or external groups. Internal stakeholders are those formally connected with the 
project while external stakeholders are those affected by the project (Gibson, 2000). In construction, internal 
stakeholders include project owner, clients, project leader, designers, suppliers, and contractors. Meanwhile, 
external stakeholders comprise the regulators, the public community groups, financing institutions, media, 
consumers, and other groups with special interests (Manowong and Ogunlana, 2009). These stakeholders, 
directly or indirectly involved with management of the project, can provide support or resistance to the scheme’s 
management objectives (Walker, 2000). For C&D waste management issues, roles and responsibilities of 
relevant stakeholders have to be recognized and accepted. As each group of stakeholders may have different 
interests and objectives, it is important to know their different expectations and level of attention as well as to 
determine to what extent they could and would exert influences on the C&D waste management program.
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5. RESULTS:

Having reviewed literatures in the context of sustainable development, construction waste management, and 
green construction, a total of 69 variables for every aspect were identified altogether. These theoretical variables 
were tested for their relevancy by using exploratory factor analysis and then grouped into theoretical constructs 
by using the CFA method, resulting in a conceptual model in Figure 1. This conceptual model is comprised of 
two main parts, a measurement component and a structural component. These two components are essential 
for SEM technique (Byrne, 2001). The measurement model provides first estimation and the correlations 
between factors or constructs which are used as input for estimating the structural coefficients between latent 
variables Due to space limitation, it is not possible to illustrate all details of theoretical variables in Figure 1 
and only hypothetical relationships are shown. It was hypothesized that the sustainability aspects have directly 
influence on CWME, which also directly lead to GSC. Meanwhile, the sustainability aspects have their own 
inter-relationships.

 Environmental 
Sustainability 

Social Sustainability 
C& D waste 

management Effort 
(CWME) 

Environmental 
Sustainability 

Green / 
Sustainable 

Construction 
(GSC) 

Fig.1 conceptual model

The conceptual model provides a framework for further exploring the relationships among five latent 
variables. Stakeholders’ attitudes and perceptions on each variable were examined. Causal effects between 
latent variables were analyzed. That is, sustainability concerns upon the stakeholders’ waste management effort 
were investigated in order to find out how stakeholders could influence the prospective green and sustainable 
construction (GSC). The structural equation model was developed and analyzed by using the statistical software 
SPSS and AMOS (version 16.0). Model modification indices and theoretical justifications were used until a 
final satisfactory model was identified. The model was revised through several iterations until the best-fit final 
structural model was obtained. In this study, the final structural model was found to have a very good fit, with 
fit indices as show in Table 1.

Table.1 Results of goodness-of-fit indices

Final Model ValueValue RequiredModel Fit Indices

1.771≤	2.0 Relative Chi-Square
((CMIN/DF

0.906≥	0.90 Comparative Fit Index
,((CFI

0.045≤	0.08 Root Mean Square
 Error of Approximation

((RMSEA

0.907≥	0.90 Incremental Fit Index
((IFI

For better visualization of the values of the significant paths’ coefficients, the final structural model is shown 
in Fig 2.
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Fig.2 Final structural model

In the final SEM model, only significant path coefficients are illustrated. It can be seen that the environmental 
sustainability construct is mainly measured by the environmental impact and resource consumption variables as 
the stakeholders considered these two factors are most important in the environmental sustainability issues. The 
SEM analysis result yields that the resource consumptions have no significant influence on construction waste 
management efforts. This reflects the fact that Thailand is still rich of natural construction materials so that there 
is no effort to utilize waste as substituting materials. However, the model shows that concerns on environmental 
impacts has direct significant influence (path coefficient = 0.39) on the GSC by having prevention/correction 
measures for adverse impacts.

When considering the social sustainability, impact on stakeholders’ physical and mental health had significant 
influence on their C&D waste management effort. This SEM results support the surveyed responses indicating 
that health and safety issues are very significant issues, particularly for construction workers who are directly 
exposed	to	construction	waste	(negative	path	coefficient	=	─	0.22	indicates	 that	 the	more	unsafe	conditions	
leads to the less efforts exerted). The availability of policy and practices concerning health and safety of 
stakeholders was also found to have significant influence on success of enforcement and management of C&D 
waste policies and plans (path coefficient = 0.39 and 0.24). An interesting factor that has significant influence on 
C&D waste management efforts is the gender equality (path coefficient = 0.18). Manowong and Perera (2008) 
previously suggested that women are more sensible in managing construction waste so that they should be more 
empowered and assigned to be in charge of construction waste management duties. 

In terms of the economic sustainability, willingness of construction operators and their motivation to 
implement 3Rs (reduction, reuse, and recycle of C&D waste) scheme were found to have high influence on 
C&D waste management efforts while the other remaining factors has moderate influence. The economic 
incentives significantly influence (path coefficient = 0.37) the C&D waste management efforts by increasing 
waste problem recognition and facilitating the waste management process (path coefficient = 0.50). 

It can be implied that the effective enforcement of C&D waste management policies and plans is most 
influenced by compatibility of such initiatives and actual situations faced by stakeholders. Consultations among 
major groups of stakeholders such as government, industry, and public sectors also have high influences on the 
enforcement of C&D waste management policies and plans. Level of C&D waste management efforts is also 
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significantly driven by the introduction of prevention and correction measures for solving waste problems and 
achieving green and sustainable construction practices. Such measures also significantly influence the resource 
utilization in construction activities such as effective use of materials, energy, and water. It is also shown that 
resource utilization is moderately influenced by recognition on worthiness of C&D waste management plan. 

6. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Results from the final SEM model in this study suggest that concerns on environmental sustainability had 
currently no direct influence on C&D waste management efforts exerted by stakeholders. Rather, it was found 
to have a significant influence directly on the concerns of green and sustainable construction. This reflects that 
the campaign on environmentally sustainable development focuses only on promoting end achievement without 
adequate recognizing and exerting effort on important practices of C&D waste management. Hence, future 
improvement should focus more on the means than the end product. For example, with higher recognition, 
particularly within the construction projects, the C&D waste management effort can be increased by development 
and improvement of workers’ skills for safer handling of wastes on-site. More alternatives for C&D waste 
management should be provided and supported so that the construction operatives feel more comfortable and 
effort. 

Findings also suggest that the development will be socially sustainable thorough motivated and encouraged 
participation in C&D waste management when the health and safety of stakeholders, particularly those in 
operational level, are well protected. However, the other groups who have power to make decision in construction 
projects must also be satisfied by adequate economic incentives such as increased revenues and/or reduced 
expenditures. 

Findings in this study yields similar results of research in other developing country by Kulatunga et al. (2006), 
which indicates that the extent of waste management practices can be limited by stakeholders’ negative attitudes 
and behaviours. Moreover, the C&D waste management process, such as recycling, is discouraged by additional 
costs incurred. This kind of economic reason causing such discouragement in waste recycling conforms to 
findings in research by Duran et al. (2006). When stakeholders are socially encouraged and economically 
motivated, they tend to recognize more on C&D waste problems and exert more of their efforts. Hence, wide 
range of social benefits and economic incentives should be initiated. 

It is recommended that improvement of strategy to promote higher level of C&D waste management efforts 
from stakeholders should not focus only on providing incentives. Regulations must be properly established 
and maintained, inappropriate norms must be changed, construction stakeholders must be educated and trained 
so that they can induce their cognition and consequently eliminate their cultures of ignorance on C&D waste 
problems. As stakeholders’ influences were found significant for improvement of C&D waste management 
problems in Thai construction industry, stakeholder participation in specific C&D waste management process/
procedures (particularly in construction site) needs to be identified. Furthermore, stakeholders need to be highly 
motivated and continuously encouraged through all possible means, with particular emphasis on economic 
incentives and social benefits, in order to attain their cooperation and coordination in complying with the 
introduced C&D waste management plan. 

5. CONCLUSION

The C&D waste management initiatives cannot be successfully achieved without consent, coordination, and 
cooperation from relevant stakeholders. Before engaging stakeholders into C&D waste management practices, 
it is essential to understand their needs and expectations. In order to attain effective stakeholders’ participation, 
using enforced regulations alone is not adequate. Attention must be paid on balancing stakeholders’ interests 
based on core values of sustainable development including economic and social incentives as well as 
environmental concerns. In order to successfully and effectively engage other groups of stakeholders, in C&D 
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waste management scheme, the policy makers should realize the significance of stakeholders’ influences. 

The factors and their interrelationships identified in this study should provide useful insights for establishing 
effective C&D waste management strategies in the future. Although this study was conducted concerning 
situations of Thai construction industry, the results should be applicable in other developing countries with similar 
contexts. Through re-institutionalization, it should be noted that not only a change of the stakeholders’ norms 
and introduction of strong regulations that are important but also the stakeholders’ awareness and willingness 
to participate. Success of the C&D waste management scheme cannot be achieved without considering the 
stakeholders’ interests and attaining their institutional commitment.
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Sustainable Places at Cardiff University

Prof Terry Marsden & Prof Yacine Rezgui

The 21st century is characterized by a number of significant and severe global environmental 
challenges, with real and potential risks to our natural and built environment, including: global 
climate change, increasing population and population density, increasing resource scarcity, and 
both traditional and asymmetric forms of conflict. Populations in both city and regional locations 
will need strategies and technologies for adapting to such emerging risks, as well as for developing 
physical infrastructure and governance arrangements which are above all secure, resilient and 
sustainable.

Also, the prospect of rapid urbanisation and migration over the next thirty years, significant strains 
being placed upon natural and social resources (water, food, soils, energy, public health, community 
and infrastructural resilience), and varying attempts to adapt and to mitigate the effects of climate 
change now provide a new scientific context for the development of sustainability science. The 
scientific challenge is to use more precise and sensitive predictions of anthropogenic and climate 
change in ways which can assist in the design of sustainable places. 

Significantly moving from the stance of definition, recognition and observation of these processes, 
the Sustainable Places research institute at Cardiff University addresses the question of:

How city-regions, which are developing under different combinations of market and governmental 
influence, can adapt and be guided towards more sustainable spatial, infrastructural and 
community-based configurations?

In this context, the Sustainable Places Research Institute builds upon and strengthens existing 
international research excellence in the interdisciplinary and fast developing scientific field of 
sustainability. It aims to contribute significantly to: 

(i) the enhancement of real interdisciplinary sustainability science, and; 

(ii) the specific and critical need to deal with the necessary complexity, transitions, adaptations, 
and resiliencies in the design, re-design and planning of places. 

Moreover, the Sustainable Places Research Institute develops international models and research 
programmes around the integrating theme of sustainable places. Research on ‘places’ includes 
both cities and their surrounding countryside (known as ‘city regions’), as well as the wider regional 
and national contexts. This will incorporate consideration of natural environmental systems, rural, 
city, and organisational spaces. As such, it is bringing a much needed integrated understanding of 
how resource fixities such as built form, streets, housing, green spaces and natural environmental 
systems interact with multi-dimensional flows - of governance processes, people and communities, 
energy systems, communications, materials, waste and foods cycles. 

Whilst existing research centres and groups are currently addressing parts of these matrices and 
sectors, there is a demonstrable scientific and multi-level policy need to blend approaches around 
the concept of sustainable ‘place-making’ in the context of the transitions and adaptations that 



are needed over the next 20/30 year period. The scientific challenge is increasingly recognised by 
policy-making bodies, as well as many of the related professions, and there is currently a distinct 
lack of integrated research capacity which can underpin policy development at different spatial 
and temporal scales.

The Sustainable Places research institute is explicitly international in its focus, working on place-
based transitions, complexities and re-designs in a range of newly industrialising, developing, and 
mature economy settings.



MENASHDA

The Middle Eastern North African Sustainable Habitat Development Association (MENASHDA) was initiated 
by Technische Universität Berlin (TU Berlin) in 2006. Overall goal of this scientific network is the exchange of 
knowledge in the broad field of Sustainable Habitat Development which among others includes the disciplines 
of Architecture and Urban Planning. The network has currently around 40 members from the region of Middle 
East North Africa, often referred to as the MENA region, and includes different kinds of institutions such as 
universities, research institutions, NGOs, public administration and private companies. Since the MENASHDA 
Coordination Workshop that took place in Berlin in March 2008, the British University in Egypt which showed 
great interest in the idea of MENASHDA has been a network member.

MENASHDA received funding by the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) between 2006 and 2009, 
enabling the network to carry out a number of activities together with its member institutions from the MENA 
region such as workshops, seminars, conferences, network meetings, student competitions and support for 
doctoral students. However, since financial support has expired after the maximum period of funding, partners 
have to find alternative ways to make such activities possible. 

Against this background, it has to be stressed that this combined conference and competitions for students 
and young professionals – being well-established instruments within MENASHDA – are the first activities to 
be organized by a MENASHDA member since the network has become self-reliant. The fact that the British 
University in Egypt, in collaboration with other MENASHDA partners, is carrying out this combined event 
shows that the network members share the same ideas and work together closely to make these true. This makes 
me feel very optimistic with regards to the foundation of MENASHDA as an association which is planned for 
the near future. I would like to express my great thanks to the British University in Egypt for the organization 
of this conference and accompanying competitions for students and young architects and engineers. I am very 
optimistic that this will further push our joint agenda which is to contribute to innovative, sustainable solutions 
in the development of habitat of the Middle East and North Africa and, in addition, the support the coming 
generation of scientists.

I very much hope that all participants will profit from this combined event as much as they can – and on behalf 
of the MENASHDA network, I would like to thank our partners and friends from the British University in Egypt 
to set the course for that.

With kindest regards,

Prof. Dr. Rudolf Schäfer


